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PREFACE

Esposende is a city located in the north of Portugal along 16 kilome-
tres of the Atlantic coast. It is considered “a privilege of nature” for its 
views, and the views are indeed ... magnificent. It is in this inspiring 
location that we are hosting CONFIA 2018. This 6th edition of the 
conference will be full of shared thoughts and debates about illustra-
tion and animation, with a total of 64 selected articles that will be 
presented over three days, certainly with a certain sea flavor. As we 
look forward to the best conference ever, we must thank the City of 
Esposende and the Municipality of Esposende for their collaboration 
and partnership in this event.

Thank you to our keynotes of this edition, starting with Desdemona 
McCannon, senior lecturer at Manchester School of Art, principal 
editor of the peer-reviewed Journal of Illustration, and a member of 
the steering committee of the Illustration Research Network. It will 
certainly be very stimulating to see a contemporary view of illustration 
from her perspective. We also appreciate our keynote Hannes Rall, a 
tenured associate professor at the School of Art, Design and Media at 
Nanyang Technological University Singapore and the coordinator of 
the digital animation area. He is also a successful director of inde-
pendent animated short films, as well as a friend who has always been 
with us since the first editions of CONFIA.

Thanks are also due to Max Hattler, Robert Seidel and Pedro Serrazi-
na, the participants in our special panel on animation, under the theme 
“Expanded Image Spaces: Animation as an Artistic Practice”.

This year, CONFIA will take place over three days, with lectures, an 
exhibition and conversations about illustration and animation. The 64 
articles selected from the almost 100 submitted will be published in a 
book of proceedings by the Superior School of Design of the Polytech-
nic Institute of Cávado and Ave.

A special thanks to our fantastic team that worked together to organize 
the event, as well as to our excellent Scientific Commission, which 
had the arduous task of selecting the articles to be presented and 
published. To all authors, we hope you have an excellent weekend of 
sharing and growth in these areas that we all love.

Paula Tavares
General Chair

Pedro Mota Teixeira
Organization Chair 
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The Illustrator as Folk Artist? Vernacular 
imaginaries in contemporary 

British Visual Culture

Desdemona McCannon1 
d.mccannon @mmu.ac.uk

[Keynote Speaker]

Often vagueness and fuzziness mark the presence of a primitive concept, 
a concept that is so fundamental to thought and discussion, that is so 
protean and powerful, that in large measure escapes- indeed, is defeated 
by- precise definition. (Oring, 1994)

Like Elliott Oring, writing here on folklore and identity, I have found the 
term ‘folk’ exerts a gravitational pull on cultural narratives rather than be-
ing able to discern its shape through shining lights onto it. I have a similar 
difficulty when trying to catch at the edges of the word ‘illustration’, a field 
of practice that pervades the everyday and exists at the interstices of every 
discipline and line of work. Where the two overlap of course is in the notion 
of ‘popular art’-   art validated by its function within people’s everyday 
lives- rather than the art of a cultural ‘elite’ which is guarded in museums 
and galleries In the case of both folk art and illustration, what Barbara Jones 
describes as ‘the museum eye’ must be abandoned before they can be en-
joyed.  Both are pragmatic forms of art practice and share a desire to com-
municate, and to tell stories. The synergies between folk art and illustration 
seem to me to offer different paradigms for appreciating art in its everyday 
contexts. Both are forms of  storytelling, often utilising bricolage methods 
of thinking to deploy metaphors and iconographies that will have meaning-
ful currency for particular audiences at particular times and places.

My focus in this paper is to consider the affordances that the 
term ‘folk’ offers contemporary creative practice, its association with 
artisanal and amateur making practices, and as a genre or mode of 
storytelling that is predicated on collective memory. The adoption and 
positioning of ‘folk’ tropes within contemporary visual culture is more 
than an exercise in nostalgia and romanticised ruralism. There is also an 
uncomfortable dynamic between the metropolitan and ‘sophisticated’ 
gaze and the appropriation and positioning of ‘folk’ as marginal,  ‘unso-
phisticated’ or other to this. The category of ‘folk art’ as an art histori-
cal term deadens objects that may have been made for a functional or 
utilitarian as well as aesthetic purpose. By suturing the object from its 
context it becomes a fragment representative of incompleteness. Simi-
larly illustration needs context to be understood. 

1 Desdemona McCannon is the Principal Editor of the peer reviewed ‘Journal of Illustration’ and on the 
steering committee of the Illustration Research Network. She is a senior lecturer at Manchester School 
of Art, specializing in illustration and print culture. Her work as an illustrator, writer and curator often 
investigates synergies between illustration practice and folk art.
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 Illustration covers the surface of the everyday world we live in. It 
is decorative in the sense that it does not demand our full attention, but 
instead populates our thinking at a subliminal level. Within the context that 
they are made to be viewed- whether as a shop sign, or the pages of a book, 
illustrative work has an evocative functionality that becomes part of the 
patina of memory of particular times, places and ‘fuzzy’ ways of thinking 
through images and social imaginaries. It is this particularity that makes il-
lustration practice so attuned to the reworking of past ‘styles’ – the granular-
ity of memory associated with particular kind of line or printing process acts 
as a kind of gestalt that accesses great silos of folk memory and emotion. 

Folk art, like illustration, is the art that people make for themselves 
or for people who are like them- it is art that makes communities visible 
to each other. Both folk art and illustration exist on a spectrum - from 
amateur and home made to professional and highly skilled, and both exist 
private and public realms as a currency of meaning and stories. The dem-
ocratic nature of ‘folk art’ complicates notions of value, often being made 
from materials that are found easily to hand rather than being costly or 
valuable in themselves. This challenges both the art academy and the art 
marketplace, questioning assumptions about who gets to call themselves 
an artist, ways of valuing the work, the kinds of education or training that 
making ‘art’ entails, and the place of art in people’s lives. 

Popular culture and folk culture are closely related, intertwined.  
They are both terms that are used to describe the taste and cultural prac-
tices of ‘ordinary’ people, and the artefacts associated with both are em-
bedded in everyday lives rather than found in art galleries and museums. 
The ‘folk’ are conceptualised as subaltern to the dominant institutions 
and cultural elite – they are the congregation rather than the priest, the 
workers rather than the factory owner, the voters rather than the politi-
cian. In this sense the folk are the populus, however within the sense of 
folk as genre, they tend to be a populus that no longer exists, and is being 
retrieved or revived, or reinvented.  

This is often signalled by the deployment of archaic framing technol-
ogies through which the folk are viewed. The patina of the recording de-
vices used by nineteenth century folklorists - crackling phonogram sound 
recordings, flickering sepia tinged film or silver print photography has 
been absorbed into the texture of contemporary ‘folk’ inflected cultural 
production. For example Matthew Cowan’s Super 8mm  film of his per-
formance of Morris dancing on a bouncy castle ‘A Morris Dancer Should 
Never Appear to Touch the Ground’ (2010) or Faye Claridge’s ‘Kern Baby’ 
(2012) inspired by the photographs of Benjamin Stone, both referencing 
the historical moments that the ‘folk’ manifested as a coherent idea in the 
collective imagination. Anna Massey argues it is widely shared imagi-
naries that makes popular art ‘the repository of the public imagination, 
the guardian of its favourite heroes and heroines, the reflection of its 
aspirations, its desires and its nightmares’. We could think of folk existing 
in an even more liminal space – an imaginary museum within an imagined 
village that we are visiting in a dream.  It is perhaps helpful to think of this 
imagined museum as cultural resource that contains memories and testi-
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monies, old stories and traditional ways of doing things as well as objects. 
The artefacts and stories of the folk are scattered in lofts and lumber 

rooms, and stored in memories and diaries, rather than indexed and 
protected in institutions and literatures. ‘Folk’ archives like folk remedies 
and folk memory are the things that people have saved and hoarded for 
themselves- photograph albums and personal collections, local museums 
and the memories of local residents about a certain place. Although at 
times folk narratives are harnessed to larger narratives of place and be-
longing, their diversity and profusion cannot sustain a structural concept 
of this kind. The fabric remains patchworked, each piece stubbornly itself. 
The diversity and polyphony of voices from disparate times and places 
that feed into the folk imaginary make it a capacious, disorderly and at 
times confusing category. Much like a cabinet of curiosities that is our 
personal memory, folk memory is imprecise, blends fact and fiction, and 
is constantly reworked. 

The work of Grayson Perry has a graphic, illustrative quality that is 
part of its popular appeal. Perry positions himself within the art world of 
galleries and collectors, but I would like to argue that he mines folk reso-
nances of meaning through working within an illustrative mode. He often 
works with line- whether incised on the surface of his pots, or drawn into 
a computer programme that is used to generate a digital tapestry, etchings 
and woodblock prints drawn onto film and photo etched or hand carved, 
also rely on the line to carry the cognitive charge and narrative thrust in 
the work. His designs for tapestries and flags also sit outside the term 
‘art’. Perry’s illustrative tendencies –seen in his fluent line drawings, his 
interest in storytelling, and magpie influences do more than create a rec-
ognisable visual ‘style’ they also position him within artisanal, ‘jobbing’ or 
illustrative traditions of making images.  

To site Perry within a tradition of popular and vernacular art and 
to be alert to the illustrative tendency in his work is not something that 
militates against ‘serious’ consideration of his credentials as a conceptual 
artist, but understands his engagement with a nexus of folk and popu-
lar art as both participatory and observant of artisanal traditions of art 
practice which have generally been placed lower down in the cultural 
hierarchy than the fine arts. Perry’s work negotiates both elite and popular 
art worlds. It is very much in the  ‘luxury goods’ category and is collected 
by museums and wealthy oligarchs, but it also available in mass produced 
form, and recognisable in a popular sense. His validation by ‘serious’ art 
institutions intersects with his popularity and the mass appeal of his work. 
He makes this connection explicitly in his use of ‘folk’ reference points 
– hand made pots, tapestries, shrines, amulets, ornaments-   vernacular 
culture is a mainspring of influence on his output. His intervention in the 
British Museum collections, entitled ‘The Tomb of the Unknown Craftsman’ 
(2011) celebrated the potential of the gift shop to bridge the elitism of the 
museum space and precious artefact, with the democratic appeal of mass 
produced objects- key ring fobs of his teddy bear Alan Measles made as 
pastiche pewter pilgrim badges bringing this type of amulet back from the 
dead display cabinet and re-introducing it into popular use.
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The illustrated image is an art form that is entwined and entangled 
in the everyday lives of ‘ordinary’ people navigating their everyday lives. 
This too it shares with characteristics of ‘folk’ art, which is seen as being 
pragmatic and self-sufficient form of creative practice, responding to 
immediate needs using ad hoc design decisions and strategies. Perhaps it 
is useful to see illustration within a long historical continuum of ‘popular’ 
or vernacular creative expression, predating the invention of the printing 
press. For instance graffiti can be viewed as a ‘folk art’ and also as illustra-
tive art, as can tattooing and some forms of handcrafted decorative arts, 
such as surface pattern design or embroidered textiles, toys or domestic 
scale ceramics. In all cases narratives are encoded in the performance of 
the creative act that are more about belonging rather than originality. In 
the deployment of contemporary ‘folk’ illustrative practice a set of itera-
tive orthodoxies or ‘traditions’ will inform the execution of the work. This 
is moving away from the assumption that art is of value because it is origi-
nal, Avant- garde, a critique or awkward intervention, intent on disrupting 
orthodoxies – and moving towards a more artisanal model of art practice 
which is predicated on conformity, using traditional forms and images 
to reinforce cultural and subcultural narratives, allegiances and codes of 
taste, making communities visible to themselves.

The ideas, emotions and images held in place by the term ‘folk’ are 
in tension and flux- they ebb and flow, and have more traction at certain 
points in history, at times of crisis or national despondency. ‘Folk’ as a 
genre term has arguably evolved in meaning as a response to ruptures 
in social continuities. For instance, the land clearances during the 17th 
and 18th centuries also mark a period when the idea of ‘the folk’ starts 
to gain traction in print. As the folk began to be written into books 
about ‘Merrie England’ they were being written out of the landscape. 
The clearing away of feudal and agrarian settlements to make way for 
the driving forces of capitalism and industry reshaped the landscape of 
Britain and the way we inhabit it. From this time onwards the country-
side becomes increasingly depopulated and ‘the folk’ start to appear as a 
social imaginary, residing at the periphery of living memory. They begin 
to cohere around and inhabit a series of imaginary places, lost villages 
and ‘old fashioned’ practices, coalescing around places sedimented with 
collective stories and generating an atmosphere of loss and nostalgia. 
These ghostly folk inhabit imaginary fields and villages, sooty industrial 
towns, or landscapes associated with working lives- fishing, shipbuild-
ing, coal mining, pottery, railways, canals, factories, and places associat-
ed with holidays- fairgrounds and the British seaside. 

These places all become coded as ‘folk’ as they pass out of living 
memory and are retold as stories, transmuting into folklore and ‘heritage’ 
in the telling. The nature of memory is subjective, selective, liminal and 
prone to exaggeration. Stories of diaspora, migration, war, of the breaking 
up of communities are also raw material for folk narratives, and the working 
out of memory and forgetting are apparent in stories of collective trauma 
which have often been submerged or buried until a catalyst brings the story 
to light. Memories of the folk are mostly retrieved from fragments- single 
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jigsaw pieces from which the whole is extrapolated; personal anecdote, oral 
histories, printed ephemera, photographic or filmic footage, ruined spaces, 
redundant objects of use. The folk exist on the cusp of memory and forget-
ting. They are a human link to the past, representing the memory of lives 
that were not written down and so have to be imagined, pieced and patched 
together from scraps. The word ‘folk’ points to ways of accessing and re-
imagining partial social histories created from fragmentary resources, and 
for this reason folk narratives are prone to idealise and romanticise their 
subject matter. The folk become fictionalised through repeated storytelling, 
and the stories they inhabit are a speculative form of retrieval. 
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New Beginnings and Continued Traditions: 
Redefining Animated Storytelling 

for New Technologies?

Hannes Rall 1 
Rall@ntu.edu.sg

[Keynote Speaker]

Hannes Rall recently published his book Animation from Concept to 
Production (2017) [1].

As the title suggests, the book looks at the animation process as a 
whole. This holistic approach examines the role of animators as film-
makers: How do the needs of visual storytelling inform every aspect 
of the production process?

It is further essential for any educational book on animation to define the 
narrative strategies and artistic values that will remain current despite 
ever changing and rapidly evolving technologies. This is all the more 
important as emerging technologies create new job opportunities that 
animation educators must prepare their students for.

1 Hannes Rall is a tenured Associate Professor at the School of Art, Design and Media
at Nanyang Technological University Singapore and the Coordinator of the Digital Animation area. He is also 
a successful director of independent animated short films: His films, primarily animated adaptations of classic 
literature, have been shown in over 500 film-festivals worldwide and won 60 international awards.
His conference presentations include FMX, ACM SIGGRAPH and the Annual Conferences of the Society 
for Animation Studies. In 2016 he was the Chair of the 28th Annual Conference of the Society for Anima-
tion Studies The Cosmos of Animation in Singapore.
Hannes has published essays, articles, book chapters and books with renowned publishers like Routled-
ge, UVK Verlag Konstanz and Julius Springer.
His book Animation: From Concept to Production (CRC/Focal) was published in December 2017.
Hannes is a member of the advisory board of the book-series Animation: Key Films/Filmmakers and the edi-
torial board of the forthcoming book series Palgrave Animation. He has recently completed a script for an anima-
ted feature film adapted from the German national epic Die Nibelungen and is writing the book Adaptation for 
Animation: Transforming Literature Frame by Frame for Focal/CRC Press for a 2019 publication date.

Fig. 1: Animation from 
Concept to Production 
focuses on the contin-
ued relevance of story 
for all elements of the 
animation production 
pipeline. © CRC Press.
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The author is a firm believer in the new possibilities and widened 
palette that new technologies offer for the animation filmmaker. It goes 
without saying that change and innovation must be at the heart of any 
creative endeavor: Otherwise the art form would have never evolved 
from its very beginnings. Digital tools have enabled almost limitless new 
possibilities and perfected the production process: Would any traditional 
2D animator be nostalgic for dust on cells and object to lossless quality of 
unlimited layering?

Yet artistic vision must always drive technology-not the other way 
around. This should be the underlying philosophy for both: education and 
creative practice. 

But what does that mean for teaching and researching a new tech-
nology like VR that certainly does pose new challenges for animation 
creation? What changes, what remains valid?

Storytelling certainly changes: In VR the viewer is not fixated on a 
single screen, but can “roam freely” in a fully immersive virtual environ-
ment, looking wherever he/she pleases to. 

The director can still remain in control of the narrative timeline (if he 
chooses to), but how does he/she make the spectator look the “right way” 
to follow an ongoing story?

Editing can become an issue, yet can be addressed with the estab-
lished and unique toolsets of animation: Metamorphoses and other imagi-
native transitions between scenes and worlds.

In his current research project [2]the author is exploring animated VR 
adaptation of Shakespeare in close collaboration with Prof. Michael Dob-
son, director of the Shakespeare Institute in Stratford-upon-Avon. The 
story is a combination of three famous Shakespeare-plays: Macbeth, The 
Tempest and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Three different worlds to build - 
one storyline to connect them all. Narrative techniques must be adjusted, 
but the audience still longs for a strong story. The hypothesis is that the 
VR filmmaker can still propose a strong underlying narrative that can be 
experienced in different and possibly multiple ways: Linear storytelling 
combined with non-linear world discovery. Old and new.

While storytelling strategies must be redefined, the requirement of 
creating an artistically cohesive universe remains entirely the same: Char-
acter design, environment/prop design, color design and final asset creation 
through modeling, texturing, rendering. With one important addition: Assets 
should look appealing from (almost) every angle they are being looked at. 

One possibility to addess this is to embrace the stage-like quality 
of the proposed environments: 
Instead of creating a “fake” 
hyperrealism the virtual worlds 
in this project are designed to 
deliberately reveal their artificial 
quality – assets can be created 
to resemble stage-props: For 
the Tempest sequences flat 2 D 
characters are integrated into the 

Fig. 2. Three stylisti-
cally distinct worlds in 

VR: Macbeth combines 
the style of 19th 

century etchings with 
3D animation, The Tem-

pest evokes Tiki and 
hippie-culture design 

references in a 2.5 D 
setting and A Midsum-

mer Night’s Dream is 
inspired by Chinese 

art traditions in a full 
3D environment. © 

Hannes Rall/Jasper 
Liu/Sulaiman Abdul 

Rahman/NTU.
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3D environment-looking entirely flat when viewed in profile. This creative 
decision reflects the theatrical origins of the adapted Shakespeare-plays.

The project favors a highly stylized design approach throughout, 
combining digital and traditional techniques: For the Macbeth sequence 
non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) of 19th century-style etchings is used for 
characters and environment in VR. Bringing a style inspired by pre-digi-
tal filmmaker Karel Zeman [3] to a digital medium. The timeless design 
quality of his work transfers perfectly to the new surroundings. The style 

adds organic qualities and much 
needed imperfections to the 
digital surroundings. This human 
factor becomes an inherent part 
of the world created. Old and new. 
Innovation and tradition. 

The author posits that 
welcoming technological change and embracing artistic traditions are not 
mutually exclusive. Quite the opposite: Thoughtful combination of both will 
result in the most appealing results: Technologies will change, but fundamen-
tal artistic values remain.

This conclusion cannot only define a lasting approach for creative 
practice, but also for animation education. 

Ultimately it is always the quality of artistic result what counts-not 
the technology it was created with. In closing, a little anecdote might il-
lustrate this quite well: The author animated the trailer for the Melbourne 
International Animation Festival 2018, which was posted online. There 
were some kind comments on the qualities of the piece, but one question 
stood out as the most rewarding compliment:

“What software did you use?”
The answer was simple: Paper and pencil.

Notes
1.) Rall, Hannes. Animation: From Concept to Production. Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2017.
2.) From Print to Digital: Re-Defining Narrativity for Interactive Digital Media. Supported by 
a Tier 2 Grant by the Ministry of Education Singapore (MOE). 2017-2020.
3.) Czech director Karel Zeman (1910-1989) was, in the opinion of the author, one of the 
most artistically accomplished
filmmakers of the 20th century. His fantastic films still stand out through their unconven-
tional combinations of live action, animation and VFX. The high degree of artistic styl-
ization achieves a timeless quality despite the supposedly dated, pre-digital production 
techniques. Major works include the live action/animation/VFX-hybrids An Invention for 
Destruction (1957, aka The Fabulous Would of Jules Verne), The Fabulous Baron Munchhausen 
(1961) and his masterful animated adaptation (1978) of Ottfried Preussler’s book Krabat.

Fig. 3. Excerpt from 
the storyboard of the 
2018 MIAF trailer. © 
Hannes Rall/MIAF.
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Expanded Image Spaces: 
Animation as an Artistic Practice 

Meaning and Temporality in Abstract Animation

Max Hattler1 
www.maxhattler.com; me@maxhattler.com
[Animation Panel]

German artist Max Hattler works with the abstract moving image across 
short film, video installation and audiovisual performance formats. His 
works explore relationships between abstraction and figuration, aesthet-
ics and politics, sound and image, and precision and improvisation. This 
presentation focuses on temporal and visual loops, patterns and mir-
rorings: repetitive structures that create fluid meanings and nonlinear 
temporalities which run counter to notions of narrative development 
associated with more mainstream modes of filmmaking. Instead, they 
evoke the sense of stasis or cyclical time of associated with musical, 
psychedelic and meditative experience. Hattler’s abstract stop-motion 
film AANAATT (2008) portrays a forever-yet-never-changing singular 
view, in which three weeks of real time are compressed into five medita-
tive minutes. When the film ends, we are left where we started. While 
there is a certain dramatic development, the film fundamentally describes 
a continuum, a circular state. Heaven and Hell (2010) goes a step further: 
it shows two perfect loops of mirrored geometries, each also mirroring 
the other as the polar opposite of itself. They represent infinite meta-
physical spheres, translations of Augustin Lesage’s paintings A Symbolic 
Composition of the Spiritual World from 1923 and 1925. The —O| (2015) 
triptych, created in collaboration with Venezuelan animators, presents the 
viewer with animation loops inspired by indigenous Wayuu patterns. A 
forever-expanding, mandalic circular structure, symbolising the universe, 
is flanked on one side by moving vertical patterns which stand for rain, 
growth and life, and on the other side by horizontal patterns, symbolising 
earth, drought, and death.

1 Dr Max Hattler studied at Goldsmiths and the Royal College of Art, and received a Doctorate in Fine 
Art from the University of East London. His work has been presented around the world, such as at 
Resonate, Ars Electronica, MOCA Taipei, ZKM Center for Art and Media, Beijing Minsheng Museum, 
and Sonar Hong Kong. Awards include Anifilm, Supernova, Cannes Lions, Bradford Animation Festival 
and several Visual Music Awards. He has performed live around the world, including at Playgrounds 
Festival, Seoul Museum of Art, EXPO Milano and the European Media Art Festival. Hattler has been on 
the jury of over 30 festivals including Animafest Zagreb, CutOut Fest Mexico, Punto y Raya, and Tehran 
International Animation Festival. He is an Assistant Professor at City University of Hong Kong where his 
current research focuses on visual music, the narrative potential of abstract animation, and expanded 
artistic approaches to binocular vision.
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On Film between Painting and Sculpture 

Robert Seidel1 
www.robertseidel.com; info@robertseidel.com

[Animation Panel]

The Berlin-based artist Robert Seidel dissolves boundaries of genre by 
extending the clarity of the drawing – through the flow of painting, the 
spatial ity of sculpture and temporal elements into an abstract-organic 
film narrative. Besides the silver screen, conceptual, as well as real visual 
projection surfaces include architectural and sculptural forms.

The material for these medial interlacings frequently originates in nature 
and in the abstract gaze of science on nature, for example in the form of 3D 
scans, Motion Capture Data or MRI images. Through subsequent deconstruc-
tion with digital tools, it becomes possible – before the eyes of the recipient – to 
condense these fragments into a rhizomatic memory structure independent 
from physical space and linear time. The filmic image conserves the whole 
creation process in abstract-organic tableaux vivants. In the process, temporal 
sequences or movements become not only imagined – as frequently attempted 
in the history of drawing and painting – but actually represented.

Examples of his artistic practice include the visualization of split sec-
onds of a car crash (_ grau, Diploma Bauhaus University Weimar, 2004); 
virtual sculptures made of city fragments (vellum, Art Center Nabi Seoul, 
2009); environmental performances and installations (magnitude, Epi-
center Projects, 2015; tempest, Digital Graffiti Festival, 2017, mue, Palais 
des Beaux Arts Lille, 2018), projection-based sculptures (folds, Lindenau 
Museum, 2011; grapheme, Museum Wiesbaden, 2013) and experimental 
films (vitreous, 2015 and husby-klit bk., 2017). 

http://www.vimeo.com/robertseidel
http://www.instagram.com/studiorobertseidel
http://www.facebook.com/studiorobertseidel

1 Robert Seidel (*1977) began his studies in biology before transferring to the Bauhaus University Weimar to 
complete his degree in media design. His projections, installations and experimental films have been shown 
in numerous international festivals, as well as at galleries and museums such as the Palais des Beaux-Arts 
Lille, ZKM Karlsruhe, Art Center Nabi Seoul, Young Projects Los Angeles, Museum of Image and Sound São 
Paulo and MOCA Taipei. His works have been honoured with various prizes, including the KunstFilmBienna-
le Honorary Award and the Visual Music Award.
In his work Seidel is interested in pushing the boundaries of abstracted beauty through cinematographic 
approaches, as well as ones drawn from science. By the organic interplay of various structural, spatial and tem-
poral concepts, he creates a continuously evolving complexity. Out of this multifaceted perspective emerges a 
narrative skeleton, through which viewers connects to the artwork on an evolutionary-derived and phylogene-
tic-fixated symbolic level. Seidel lives and works in Berlin and Jena as artist as well as curator.
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Site-Specific Sand Animation for Jewish Museum  

Pedro Serrazina1 
pedroserrazina@hotmail.com
[Animation Panel]

This presentation will discuss a sand animation piece commissioned for the 
Center of interpretation of Sephardi Culture in Bragança, north of Portugal.

The piece is housed in the main room of the exhibition, a domed area in 
which a tall monolithic screen imposes itself upon the viewer. This set up and 
the building itself, designed by prize winning architect Souto Moura, posed 
specific composition questions, and the final work is a response to both the 
architectural and the historical context of the museum. The decision to use 
sand animation was also inspired by Crypto-Jewish history, as sand was spread 
on the floor of the houses, to muffle the sound of those living a clandestine life.

Anchored by the author’s ongoing PhD research, the presentation will re-
flect on the museum’s subject matter, from early sketches to the exhibition site 
and, ultimately, the cinema screen, to address the various modes of display 
and their influence on the perception of animated space. 

Pedro.serrazina.04. 2018

1 Pedro Serrazina is an award winning animation director, lecturer and PhD fellow at Universidade Lusó-
fona, Lisbon. His work ranges from short films and site-specific animation/installations, to music videos, 
workshops and academic projects. Serrazina is interested in the interconnections between architecture, public 
space and animation. He studied at the Royal College of Art, London, was the Animation BA course leader at 
UCA Maidstone, and is currently completing a practice-based PhD “The creation and use of animated space 
as tool to reflect on social space”, with a grant from FCT. He is currently preparing his next short film, What 
remains of us.
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Howl’s Moving Castle:  
Perspectives from Literature to Film

Catarina Vieira & Sahra Kunz1 
catarina.vieira.28@hotmail.com; skunz@porto.ucp.pt

[Animação / Animation]

Abstract

Howl’s Moving Castle (2004), commonly known as a highly acclaimed 
animation film directed by the master filmmaker Hayao Miyazaki, was 
based on a teen fiction novel written by the late author Diana Wynne 
Jones. Miyazaki adapted the book and transformed it into one of his 
beloved animation films. Although the concept and the overall message 
is the same, this paper has the objective of carefully analyzing the differ-
ences concerning the characters, the plot and the message between the 
novel and the motion picture, as well as comparing the film version to 
Miyazaki’s personal aesthetic and his train of thought in order to under-
stand where the differences are coming from. 

1. Introduction
Howl’s Moving Castle is commonly known as the 2004 animated film 
directed by Studio Ghibli’s Hayao Miyazaki. In fact, the plot is not his 
original creation (which is unusual) - Howl’s Moving Castle is actually 
based on a novel of the same name written by the late British author 
Diana Wynne Jones and published in 1986. Both the book and the film tell 
the story of an eighteen-year-old girl named Sophie and of young Wizard 
Howl after they cross paths when the former gets cursed and, consequent-
ly, transformed into a ninety-year-old woman by the Witch of the Waste.

2. Hayao Miyazaki
2.1. Short Biography
Hayao Miyazaki was born in Tokyo, in 1941. He is a co-founder of Studio 
Ghibli and he champions hand-drawn cel animation. However, more 
recently, he uses computer graphics to enhance traditional art. He is 
in charge of the full creative process, from scriptwriting to storyboard 
sketching to correcting many of the final frames by hand. [1] 

Miyazaki started his career at Toei – Doga’s animation studio At first, he 
started by designing the scenes and, later on, he started directing stories, 
writing scripts, working on scene details and doing key animation. [2, 3]

In 1984 Hayao Miyazaki directed Nausicäa of the Valley of the Wind, a 
film based on his own graphic novel that had been published in Animage, a 
Japanese anime magazine. The success of this film allowed Miyazaki, Isao 

1 Universidade Católica Portuguesa, CITAR – Centro de Investigação em Ciência e Tecnologia das Artes, 
Escola das Artes, Universidade Católica Portuguesa, Escola das Artes, Rua Diogo Botelho, 1327, 4169-
005 Porto, Portugal.

Keywords
Hayao Miyazaki, Diana 
Wynne Jones, Howl’s 
Moving Castle, Studio 
Ghibli, Japanese 
Animation.
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Takahata and Toshio Suzuki to start their own animation studio – Studio 
Ghibli – in 1985. Nausicäa can be considered the cornerstone of  future 
projects directed and produced by the studio, such as Laputa: Castle in the 
Sky (1986 ), My Neighbor Totoro (1988), Kiki’s Delivery Service (1989), Porco 
Rosso (1992), Princess Mononoke (1997), Spirited Away (2001), Howl’s Mov-
ing Castle (2004), Ponyo (2008) and The Wind Rises (2013).[4] Miyazaki 
won the Oscar for Best Animated Feature Film at the 2003 U.S. Academy 
Awards with Spirited Away [ 5] and, in 2004, his film adaptation of Diana 
Wynne Jones’ Howl’s Moving Castle received the Osella award at the 2004 
Venice Film Festival [6].

2.2. Personal Aesthetic
Hayao Miyazaki believes that animation is more than just cartoons, 
comics, a children’s book or even a film. In his view animation opens up a 
way to build the imaginary and make fantasy come alive. This conviction 
allowed Miyazaki to establish himself as a reference within the animation 
world, mainly in Japan but also across the world. This way, he changed 
and revolutionized the way animated cinema was seen in Japan. [7]

Moreover, Miyazaki has always been pretty consistent in terms of 
themes and motifs present in his works. The most common are: Envi-
ronmentalism, Flying, Children, Anthropomorphism, Zoomorphism, 
Metamorphosis, Wind and Weather, Worlds Within our Own, Shinto and 
Japanese Mythology, Social Community, European Influences, Japanese 
Culture[8] and War and Death[9]. Some of these themes are closely as-
sociated with the artist’s life, such as War having lived through World War 
II, and Flying, since he grew up surrounded by airplanes. [10] 

Miyazaki’s version of Howl’s Moving Castle mainly focuses on four of 
those themes and motifs, namely War and Death, Metamorphosis, Flying 
and European Influences.

Miyazaki’s childhood heavily influenced the themes and the kind of 
plot that the artist chooses to approach his works. Born in the middle of 
World War II, his childhood was strongly shaped by the harsh reality of 
war. As such, Miyazaki has always been sensitive to war-related themes 
and these play a large role in most of his films – Howl’s Moving Castle is 
no exception [11]. Flying is also a relevant theme in Miyazaki’s works. 
He always depicts some sort of flying motion, and it usually involves 
airplanes[12]. Miyazaki fell in love with those thanks to the airplane 
business that his father and uncle ran (Miyazaki Airplane) [13]. In Howl’s 
Moving Castle’s case, the director added futurist flying machines to the 
film version of the story, considering that these were never mentioned in 
the original work. [14] Metamorphosis is also a prominent theme in Howl’s 
Moving Castle, due to Sophie’s physical age floating through the film in or-
der to mirror her psychological age and the way she sees, her self-esteem 
and the way she wants to portray herself. [15]

Howl’s Moving Castle bears heavy European influences, as the scener-
ies, buildings and settings clearly display European characteristics as well as 
inspiration drawn from the continents culture, mainly because the original 
story was based in a fictional European-inspired country named Ingary.[16]
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3. Diana Wynne Jones
3.1. Short Biography
Diana Wynne Jones was born in London, in 1934, as the daughter of two 
teachers. When the Second World War broke out, shortly after her fifth 
birthday, she was evacuated to Wales and afterwards moved several 
times. Like Miyazaki, she also experienced and lived her childhood dur-
ing the war period, although in a different country (Jones was in the U.K. 
while Miyazaki was in Japan). In 1943, her family settled in Thaxted, Es-
sex. She went to Saint Anne’s College in Oxford University and attended 
lectures by J.R .R . Tolkien, author of the Lord of the Rings, and by C. S. 
Lewis, author of the Chronicles of Narnia. [17] 

At the age of eight she knew she wanted to be a writer, but she only 
started writing novels during the mid-1960s while raising her family. 
She was renowned as one of England’s foremost childrens book authors. 
She was diagnosed with lung cancer in 2009, and passed away from the 
illness in 2011. [18, 19]

Diana Wynne Jones wrote Howl’s Moving Castle because, one time 
when she was visiting a school, a little boy asked her to write a book about 
a Moving Castle. The author liked the idea and therefore, wrote Howl’s 
Moving Castle, the first book of a trilogy. [20]

3.2. Personal Aesthetic 
Diana Wynne Jones’ works were mostly fantasy. Her books range from 
amusing slapstick situations to sharp social observation and witty parody 
of literary forms. [21] Jones was highly influenced by her family situation. 
Her parents were neglectful of her needs and those of her two younger 
sisters, who were usually put in unpleasant and unsavory situations by 
them, such as going hungry or being forced to sleep in poor conditions. 
[22] Jones then began writing stories for her sisters. Due to her own expe-
riences during her childhood, some of the themes usually present in her 
works include bad mothers, family relationships, secret identities, subtle 
allusion, complex time travel, crowd scene climaxes, imprisonment and 
release and sacrificed children. Her fiction can be considered relevant, 
subversive, witty and highly enjoyable. [23] It usually also has a dark 
streak underneath the surface and provokes a constant awareness of how 
unreliable the world can seem and actually be. [24] Some of her recur-
rent themes present in Howl’s Moving Castle are appearances, freedom 
and confinement, family, old age, the concept of home, morality and 
ethics, identity and, of course, being the fantasy writer she is, fantasy and 
fictional worlds. [25, 26]

4. Howl’s Moving Castle
4.1. The Concept of Jones vs. the Concept of Miyazaki 
Howl’s Moving Castle is a novel written by the late Diana Wynne Jones and 
published in 1986. It was then adapted into an animated film (2004) by 
the master filmmaker Hayao Miyazaki after Hosoda Mamoru, who was 
expected to direct the project, pulled out, leaving Miyazaki to take the reins 
and adapt the book.[27] The plot is set in the magical country Ingary and the 
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story depicts the adventures of the young Wizard Howl and a regular eigh-
teen-year-old girl named Sophie, who has been cursed and, consequently, 
transformed into a ninety-year-old woman by the Witch of the Waste.

Jones’ Howl’s Moving Castle is both a light-hearted and a tantalizing 
fantasy story that draws you in by deconstructing a number of familiar 
fairy-tale conventions. [28] According to the author, the book is highly 
visual and Miyazaki was most likely drawn to this specific aspect. Al-
though both artists are set in culturally different countries, the worlds 
that each of them brought to life are very much alike. You can tell the 
parallel between the book version and the film version easily, as the latter 
“eloquently documents those affinities with reference to both stylistic 
traits and thematic predilections”. [29] However, it is still possible to tell 
that the 2004 animated version of Howl’s Moving Castle belongs to Hayao 
Miyazaki, as it is filled with similarities to his other works and some of 
Miyazaki’s classic themes and motifs have been implemented in the story, 
changing it ever so slightly. While the focus of the book is the character 
development of both Sophie and Howl, as well as Sophie’s inner struggle 
and identity issues, the film, on the other hand, heavily focuses its plot 
on the War (theme that is only vaguely mentioned in the book – the King 
was planning a war). Even though both Jones and Miyazaki were children 
during World War II, their reactions to it have gone in opposite ways – 
while the writer tends to leave the actual war out of her books, Miyazaki 
never misses a chance to represent both the horror of war and the exciting 
effects that bombing raids can bring into a film. [30] Miyazaki himself 
pointed out in an interview with the US magazine Newsweek in June 2005 
that Howl’s Moving Castle was influenced and profoundly affected by the 
then ongoing war in Iraq. [31]

We can say that the book centers on Sophie, a young and exceptionally 
talented hat maker, whose creations are affected by her magic – a detail 
about her character that we never really get to see in the film version. On 
May Day, on her a way to visit her sister Lettie, she is courted by a young 
man (Howl), who offers to buy her a drink. At this point, Sophie has no idea 
of his actual identity. She timidly refuses the offer and Howl lets her go and 
they are only to meet again after Sophie forces her way inside his castle. 
Having enraged the Witch of the Waste, Sophie is cursed and, thanks to 
that, transformed into a 90-year-old woman. Unwilling to show herself to 
her family, she runs away, under the pretext that she is seeking out her for-
tune. She eventually reaches Howl’s castle and, more fearless than ever due 
to her advanced age, she forces her way inside the unconventional walking 
house. There, she meets Calcifer, the fire demon, and, later on, Michael, 
a teenage boy who is also Howl’s apprentice. She strikes a bargain with 
Calcifer, claims her position as a housekeeper, and begins investigating the 
fire demon and the reason why he’s tied to the castle [32].

Yet, in the film, the main couple meets in a completely different 
way from the one they meet in the book – Sophie is on her way to visit 
her sister, on the day of a military parade and, while trying to find her 
way, bumps into two soldiers who harass her (the war theme is already 
foreshadowed at this point of the film). She is then rescued by the wizard 
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Howl, who claims he has been looking everywhere for her. (“Sorry I’m 
late, I’ve been looking everywhere for you”) This specific quote references 
a passage close to the end of the film, where Sophie says “Find me in the 
future!”. Howl is being followed by the Witch of the Waste’s spies (weird 
blob-like men). In order to escape, they walk on air, soaring above the 
cheering crowd. This can be seen as a metaphor to falling in love and the 
way that it feels. [33, 34]

Miyazaki has made the original plot slightly shorter and shifted its 
focus, but he is still very faithful to the original story, as the key plot points 
are still there. Miyazaki kept the story’s drift and tenor, but the narrative 
was made more complex than in the book, as some strands of the story 
are left open, unanswered, which allows viewers to complete the story 
using their imagination and their own interpretation of the film. This 
does not happen in Jones’ version, as everything in the narrative is clearly 
explained and the reader is able to finish the book without being left 
confused and with a sense of needing answers. Everything is thoroughly 
explained and the plot is linear. On the other hand, in Miyazaki’s version 
of Howl’s Moving Castle, besides having a different focus, time displace-
ments occur, which may leave the viewer confused but, at the same time, 
allows him to come to his own understanding of the story. [35] Concerning 
the divergences between the book and the film, the author believes that 
every book has to be altered in order to come over to the screen, because a 
book can give the readers the subjective perspective of a character, while 
all the other media only give you the outside. Nevertheless, Diana Wynne 
Jones believed that Miyazaki’s adaptation of her book was wonderful [36].

Nonetheless, there are three major divergences between the book 
and the film: Howl’s and Sophie’s depictions, and the Witch of the Waste 
as a character, as well as her role in the story. [37]

4.2. The Characters According to Jones
and According to Miyazaki 
As it was pointed out previously, three of the major divergences between 
Jones’ and Miyazaki’s versions of Howl’s Moving Castle are related to the 
characters, how they are portrayed and the roles they play in the narrative. 
In order to understand the way that the plot has been changed between 
versions, it is imperative to analyze the characters in both versions, so that 
the differences and the similarities come to light. Overall, the characters 
are fairly identical but, knowing that Miyazaki was forced to trim the plot, 
in order to make it “fit” the film format, it is only natural that some aspec-
ts of the characters that were present in the book ended up being left out 
or changed to match his aesthetic. 

This way, the first character that has to be mentioned and discussed 
is Sophie herself, the protagonist. The core is still the same in both ver-
sions. Sophie is the oldest sister in the family and, because of that, she 
takes over the hat shop that used to belong to her father. In the book, 
Sophie has two younger sisters, and not just one. Being the oldest, she 
believes that she is fated to have the worst luck out of all sisters. This fact 
is never revealed in Miyazaki’s version. The viewer is told that Sophie 
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has one sister (Lettie, who is working at Cesari’s, like in the book), but the 
other one is never mentioned. Besides that, in the film, the viewer never 
really knows what happened to Sophie’s father – he is simply not present. 
In the book, Sophie is depicted as stubborn, nosy with a tendency to avoid 
her own problems, hiding behind a wall of irritation that more often than 
not culminates in some angry cleaning. In the film, she is portrayed as 
more emotional, aware of her own feelings, kind and a bit of a neat-freak 
– the viewer never really learns the reason why she spends her time clean-
ing and taking care of the castle – the spectator simply believes that she 
does so because, when she first arrives at Howl’s home, she realizes that 
the place looks absolutely nasty and disgusting. [38]

Another very important difference between both versions that allows 
the reader to understand Sophie’s curse better is the fact that Sophie herself 
holds some magical power. Sophie is never shown displaying some sort of 
magical ability in the film, but in the book, her magical powers play a crucial 
role. When Sophie meets up with Mrs. Pentstemmon (character that will 
be addressed later on), the latter tells the girl that she possesses a magical 
gift and so Sophie learns that she’s able to talk life into things and that her 
words work as magic. Later on, Howl tells Sophie that he has tried to break 
the Witch’s curse several times, but ended up concluding that Sophie liked 
being in disguise. Calcifer mentions that the curse isn’t from the Witch of 
the Waste alone, but that it actually has two layers of magic – one of them 
is the curse from the Witch of the Waste and the other one is Sophie’s own 
magic that is keeping her as an old woman because Sophie believes it is 
easier to cope with all the problems and with Howl being old, it is her own 
way of running from her own issues.[39, 40] This fact ends up creating 
some hilarious situations in the book, since Sophie is still unaware of her 
own powers – she accidentally charms one of Howl’s suits and transforms it 
into a suit that can pull girls in. While her magical abilities are everywhere 
in the book, they are absolutely non-existent in the film version.

When Sophie gets cursed and turns into a 90-year-old woman, in the 
film, she “is not depicted as an entirely ancient-looking woman as a result 
of the witch’s curse. In fact, she is never, within the main body of the 
cinematic narrative, uniformly and incontrovertibly presented as either 
young or old”. The way her age oscillates makes her neither 18 nor 90, but 
actually several ages all at once. [41]

The differences between book-Sophie and film-Sophie are not 
restricted to psychological traits but to physical ones as well. Sophie in the 
book has ginger hair while in the film, Miyazaki decided to give her brown 
hair instead. When the curse is broken, in the book, Sophie goes back to 
her original hair color – ginger – while in the film, her hair remains silver. 

Wizard Howl is also portrayed differently in the film. Diana Wynne 
Jones claims that Howl, in the film, is less like a drama queen and more 
of a hero [42]. He has, in both versions, a reputation of a heart-eater (he 
is said to eat young girls’ hearts to his own amusement), although, in 
the book, the reader learns that this title that the Wizard holds was not a 
result from choice but from his circumstances – he gave up his own heart 
to save a dying falling star and, consequently, give birth to Calcifer, the 
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fire demon. Having no heart, Howl knows no sincere emotion, so he lives 
by his desire to make ladies fall for him and then, once they do, abandon 
them in order to rid himself of their attentions. Accordingly, the character 
can be seen as vain, self-obsessed and shallow [43], as he spends infinities 
of time in the bathroom making himself look beautiful and wastes most of 
his free time attempting to woo ladies, including Sophie’s sister Lettie. To-
wards the end of the book, the reader learns that Howl was not really at-
tempting to make Lettie fall for him, but trying to learn more about Sophie 
through her younger sister. Another fact that is mentioned in the book but 
is left out in the film version is that Howl is not a native wizard from the 
Land of Ingary. He is actually from Wales (modern day – eighties – Wales) 
and his name is Howell. He started getting interested in Magic, wrote his 
doctoral thesis on magic spells. Back in Wales, Howell already enjoyed 
going out with girls and then jilting them. In an attempt to hide from three 
rugby players whose sister he had jilted, the accidentally opened a portal 
leading to Ingary, where he moved almost permanently. 

Another interesting difference between both adaptations that is di-
rectly linked to Howl’s character is the Black door in his castle. In the film 
version, when the black is the one on dial, the door leads to a war field. In 
the book, on the other hand, it leads to Wales, allowing Howl to visit his 
family, namely his sister Megan, his brother-in-law Gareth, his niece Mari 
and his nephew Neil.

In the film, Miyazaki portrayed Howl as being substantially less flam-
boyant. While in the book, Howl spends most of his time either pamper-
ing himself in order to look as beautiful as possible or wooing girls, acting 
like a flirty drama queen; in the film version, Howl spends most of his time 
busy with the ongoing war. He still avoids responsibility of any kind and 
anything that involves making decisions like he does in the book, but the 
fact that he is more concerned with the war and not girls, makes him, as 
pointed out before, less of a drama queen and more of a hero. [44]

The Witch of the Waste also plays different roles in both versions. 
While in the film she is only the antagonist at first and towards the second 
half of the film, she loses her place as the main antagonist to Madame Suli-
man, in the book, she is the antagonist (along with her fire demon) from the 
beginning to the end. Jones made the Witch of the Waste the main villain in 
the book, depicting her as an unredeemable fiend with no sense of human-
ity, since her heart had been fully consumed by her own fire demon (Miss 
Angorian). In the film, the character was built and portrayed differently. 
She is, indeed, the main antagonist, but only until the point where Madame 
Suliman strips the Witch of her magical powers and returns her to her real 
age. From then on, she is depicted as a frail old woman who is not inde-
pendent and needs to be taken care of. This allows the viewer to empathize 
with the character. Moreover, she was granted some character growth as, 
by the end of the film, she was finally capable of acting selflessly (when she 
gives Howl’s heart to Sophie) [45]. In the book, the Witch of the Waste is 
killed by Howl, while in the film, Sophie takes her in and takes care of her. 
Miyazaki allows Jones’ characters to forgive the witch, adding some more 
emotional depth to the Witch’s character. 
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Once again, the differences are not only psychological but also 
physical. The look Miyazaki gives the Witch is different from descrip-
tion of the character that we get from Diana Wynne Jones’ Howl’s Moving 
Castle. The female author describes her as “carefully beautiful” [46 ] 
and tastefully garbed, while Miyazaki makes her an obese woman who 
dresses flamboyantly.

There are some other, smaller differences between characters in the 
film and the book. Starting with Suliman, in the film, Suliman is a woman 
(and a Royal Witch) and she was Howl’s magic teacher in the past. She is 
portrayed as the main antagonist during the latter half of the film, as she 
seems to have total control over the King of Ingary. In the book, Suliman is 
not only a man and a royal Wizard, as he has been victimized by the Witch 
of the Waste and, consequently, gone missing. There is another character 
in the book, that has already been mentioned in this paper, namely, Mrs. 
Pentstemmon. She is closer to Madame Suliman in the film, only that she 
has no control over the king and she is not seen as an antagonist. In fact, 
she is killed by the Witch of the Waste in the book. In the film, Madame 
Suliman strips the Witch of the Waste of her magical powers and abilities. 

Another major difference between Miyazaki’s animated feature and 
the novel by Diana Wynne Jones resides in Michael and Markl’s charac-
ters. Michael is a character from the written version of the story and he 
is actually a 15-year-old teenager who lives with Howl and Calcifer, as 
the wizard’s apprentice. Throughout the book, he becomes friends with 
Sophie and eventually falls in love with one of her sisters – Martha. In 
Miyazaki’s version, Michael was transformed into a 5-year-old child and 
he was renamed Markl. He is still Howl’s apprentice but all the romance 
around the character and Sophie’s sister was removed. This modification 
allows the director to introduce playful sequences that can be compared 
to Totoro’s (1988) sequences featuring Mei. [47] 

It is also possible to find divergences in the canine characters and in 
the Scarecrow. In the book, the dog is, by chance, freed by Sophie when 
the she finds him trapped in thorns. Later on in the narrative, the reader 
realizes that the dog had been cursed by the Witch of the Waste and, con-
sequently, had been under a spell all along. In reality, the dog was a young 
man (Percival). In Miyazaki’s film, the canine character (named Heen) 
plays the role of Sophie’s sidekick after having escaped Madame Suliman. 

As for the Scarecrow, in the film (Turnip Head), he works as a source 
of support for Sophie. In the book, the character is seen as terrifying by 
Sophie, as she is incredibly scared of the hopping and bouncing Scarecrow 
who seems to be following her around. 

4.3. The Underlying Message in Both Works 
The message portrayed in both works is partially the same, although Miya-
zaki’s version adds some of the director’s personal view when it comes to the 
theme of war, as was pointed out earlier. Miyazaki’s late works (Howl’s Moving 
Castle included) have a stronger focus on his personal political and philoso-
phical views and beliefs. The film is filled with little comments and opinions 
on the matter of war that let the viewer get to know a bit of Miyazaki’s poli-
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tical views and way of thinking, as well as get a small taste of the war-driven 
catastrophes that the Japanese animator has experienced through his life, 
mainly during his childhood. Although the pivotal point of the story is still 
Sophie’s adventure, Miyazaki chose to portray the film as a war love story ins-
tead of a character development driven story. We accompany Sophie through 
her adventures and, during the latter half of the film, the viewer is taken to 
the setting of the war. We still get to see and acknowledge Sophie’s character 
development through the film, but the war makes the greatest impact. The 
viewer is taken on a political ride, that works as a critique of the contemporary 
and international politics surrounding the Iraq war, filled with battle scenes 
and fires. The impact is so tremendous that it is practically impossible to 
disregard the war in order to focus on Sophie’s journey alone. [48]

On the other hand, Jones believes that her ideals and way of thinking 
are intellectually close to Miyazaki’s but, the way she wrote her own story is 
far different from the way Miyazaki adapted it. Nevertheless, Jones herself 
claims that Miyazaki’s Howl’s Moving Castle is a wonderful film[49]. Jones’ 
plot focuses on Sophie’s journey and development, the way she learns to 
accept herself as she is and how she becomes aware that family does not 
necessarily mean those who are related by blood. These aspects are still 
present in the film, but they are overshadowed by the war subplot. [50]

Both versions offer strong messages concerning the view of the self 
through Sophie’s development through the story, although Miyazaki’s ver-
sion also conveys some strong insight on war, morality and ethics.

5. Conclusion
After knowing the remarkable and painfully significant aspects of the expe-
riences of both the author and the director, one can better understand the 
symbiosis between the two versions of the same story. Howl’s Moving Castle is 
wonderful both as a book and as a film. Although there are several differences 
between the two, both touch our hearts and take us to a different world – the 
world where Sophie and Howl live. After learning about Jones’ childhood 
experiences, it is possible to conclude that the characters mirror some of her 
own experiences. For example, Sophie is the oldest of three sisters (like she 
was) and Howl is from Wales (and we got to know that she lived there during 
a certain period of her life). In Miyazaki’s Howl’s Moving Castle, the characters 
assume a more universal characterization, since they are not particularly spe-
cific to the filmmaker’s childhood and experiences. Although the characters 
are differently portrayed both in the book and in the film, they do not fail to be 
alluring and charming. In both versions, they make the viewer or the reader 
follow them and want to know more about them.
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Abstract

This article examines the research and creative process of creating a 
short animated documentary about the relevance of Shakespeare for 
digital natives in Singapore. The film combines animation and live ac-
tion interviews in various forms to tell its story. The project offers new 
insights in three ways: First, by uncovering new facts about Shakespeare 
perception in Singapore. Secondly, by closely examining the specific role 
of animated layers in the context of adding, enhancing and altering the 
recorded live action footage for the emerging documentary. Thirdly, by 
proposing a taxonomy for the animated strategies used.

1. Academic Significance:
Singapore and Shakespeare – why do we care?
The authors are conducting an interdisciplinary international research 
project that seeks to investigate the relevance of Shakespeare for digital 
natives in Singapore through the mode of a short animated documentary. 
It is conducted in close collaboration with the Shakespeare Institute in 
Stratford-upon-Avon. Why call it Little Red Bard? The film title combines 
two nicknames: “The Bard” for Shakespeare and the “little red dot” for 
Singapore, which became an icon of national identity: “If you look at the 
map of South-east Asia, you [Indonesia] are so big, and Singapore is just 
a dot. But if you come to Singapore, you see people with vision.” [1] For 
their film project, the authors employ this iconic symbol to suggest the 
content of the documentary through ironic word play. As such, the ini-
tially implied insignificance of the “little red dot” becomes synonymous 
with the importance of investigating the meaning of Shakespeare for 
digital natives in Singapore.

The significance of the small island state for our modern globalized 
world exceeds its geographical size by far. The relevance of Singapore 
for modern Shakespeare studies can be demonstrated by a closer look at 
the ranking of Singapore in terms of digital literacy and advancement: 
Finland, Switzerland, Sweden, Israel, Singapore, the Netherlands, and the 
United States are leading the world when it comes to generating economic 
impact from investments in information and communications technolo-
gies (ICT), according to the World Economic Forum’s Global Information 
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Technology Report 2016. [2]. Other sources further confirm Singapore’s 
position as a digital leader like Google’s most recent consumer barometer 
study [3], Kahn [4] and Tegos [ 5].  This qualifies Singapore as a case study 
to examine the relevance of Shakespeare for the young(er) generation in a 
world of digital transformation.

Moreover, the film Little Red Bard is not only a documentation of the 
status quo of what young(er) Singaporeans know about Shakespeare, but 
also an animated experiment that aims to successfully engage the very 
audience it is talking about. The animated documentary does not only 
intend to uncover the attitudes and level of engagement of millennials in 
Singapore, but also create an experience that will resonate itself with the 
target group: Animation is a medium that is arguably more embraced by 
young adults than engaging with Shakespeare through reading only. 

This article will examine the underlying research strategy in com-
bination with the creative practice and focus on the following research 
questions: 

RQ 1: How do documentaries aim to represent the “truth” through the 
means of the animated vocabulary?
RQ 2: What are the specific solutions used in Little Red Bard?

The overarching question is: In which way does Little Red Bard distin-
guish itself from previous research and creation practices in animated 
documentaries? In conclusion, the authors will propose a taxonomy of the 
applied techniques in terms of their storytelling purposes for their ani-
mated documentary. As a basis for comparison, the investigation will start 
with a short historic contextualization that covers the most relevant films 
and the theoretical discussion on the field (Section 2); then, the various 
animation techniques we used in our project will be delineated (Section 
3), followed by conclusions (Section 4).

 
2. Contextual Review: the Animated Documentary
The following section can of course only provide an introduction to the 
vast field of animated documentary and its reflection in academia. There-
fore, this review intends to mainly point out creative works and scholarly 
investigations that provide significant points of comparison with the 
authors’ own project as well as current trends.

2.1. Seminal and Important Works:
the Practitioner’s Perspective
Tara Knight [6] states: “From The Sinking of the Lusitania (1918, by Win-
sor McCay) to Waltz with Bashir (2008, by Ari Folman), animation has 
been used and celebrated as a medium to recreate and reenact events that 
where not recorded, archived, or indexically rendered.” This suggests 
that the genre has a rich pedigree, which runs throughout all animation 
history. But closer inspection reveals that until 20 years ago examples of 
non-fictional animation were more few and far between and the term as 
such not yet coined to the extent as it is applied (and debated) today. 
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Still, certain early classics of the genre are frequently named by 
multiple sources (see Knight, Murray): Commonly accepted “starting 
point” would be Winsor McCay’s Sinking of the Lusitania, (1918), an 
animated recreation of war events, of which (obviously) no live action 
footage existed. One of the other major earlier works of non-fictional 
animation is Disney’s 1943 feature film Victory Through Air Power – a film 
that propagates the use of air-warfare to defeat Germany and Japan in 
World War 2. John and Faith Hubley’s Of Stars and Men (1964) is consid-
ered a further classic, as is the rich body of work of Paul Fierlinger, e.g., 
Drawn from Memory (1995). 

Waltz with Bashir (Forman, 2008), which is about the director’s 
experiences in the 1982 Lebanon war, must be seen as a major landmark 
and turning point for the genre. Not only is it with certainty one of the 
most critically and academically debated (and lauded) examples of the 
genre – it also received high popularity by its nomination for an Academy 
Award. Avventi [7] states in his analysis: “(…) [I]ndeed, it seems that there 
is nothing animated films are not capable of visualizing. (…) Even more, 
the invisible, the fantastic, what exceeds our perception is the real domain 
of the animated film. (…) The film serves as a treatment of the trauma. 
For this, the latent, the unconscious must become manifest. The invis-
ible must become visible.” Since this landmark-achievement, animated 
documentaries truly took flight as Noel Murray [8] confirms: “[T]his past 
decade has seen a boom in non-fiction films that use animation to tell 
their stories, either as short illustrative interludes or as the main selling 
point of the entire picture.”

Our review concludes with two recent examples that aptly demon-
strate the current state of the art in animated documentaries through 
two very different approaches: Penny Lane’s Nuts! (2016 ) is the “mostly 
true” recounting of the life of fraudulent would-be doctor Dr. John 
Romulus Brinkley – brought to life through a variety of animation tech-
niques. The chosen visualization style resonates strongly with the nar-
rative topic.  Murray states that Nuts! “eventually assembles its illustra-
tions of old recordings and its recreations of anecdotes from Brinkley’s 
life into a larger point about how a slick presentation can lead people 
to believe anything.” Knight [6 ] adds that “each section of the protago-
nist’s life is rendered through a particular and unique animated style, 
and as each new, fractured section of the “biography” is revealed, we 
realize the story we have been following is as constructed, shifting, and 
unsteady as the visuals we have been watching.” Tower (2016 ) by Keith 
Maitland showcases a completely different approach: It is a recreation of 
a 1966 sniper assault at the University of Texas. The director uses very 
realistic rotoscoped animation to create an immersive experience for the 
spectator: The realistic animation serves to unify the look of the wide 
variety of source material or does create visuals where none are avail-
able. With all the capabilities of modern digital imaging, this strategy is 
so successful in creating a believable experience that Murray asks: “So 
was TOWER one of 2016 ’s best docs, or one of the best cartoons? Or 
was it something entirely new?” [8] 
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2.2. Scholarship on Animated Documentary:
the Academic Perspective
With the dramatic increase of creative production since the late 1990s, 
the body of scholarly writings on the topic has simultaneously grown ex-
ponentially. Annabelle Honess Roe has been one of the most prolific au-
thors in the field [9], [10], [11]. Eminent animation scholar Paul Wells, cer-
tainly one of the most important voices in animation studies, has written 
about animated documentaries as well [12]. A similarly important scholar 
is Paul Ward who has at least contributed twice to the academic discus-
sion [13], [14]. Further publications by scholars like Javad Khajavi [15], Sa-
mantha Moore [16], Carlo Avventi [7], Nea Ehrlich [17] and Gunnar Strøm 
[18], among many others, further attest to the relevance of the field on a 
global scale and across generations. A significant number of symposia and 
smaller conferences have also been held over the last decade, with an in-
crease in frequency. One very recent example is the Symposium: “Ecstatic 
Truth II: Symposium on animated documentary” [19].   

The plethora of writings and presentations on the subject reflects the 
topical diversity, yet one discussion is pertinent and more often debated 
than others: Is the term “animated documentary” itself justifiable at all?  
Or in other words: “If Truth Be Told, can ‘Toons Tell it?“ [20]. Yadin [21] 
titles his article “But is it Documentary?”, when writing about his own 
animated short film Silence (1998). He posits that “it contains no archival 
images of the holocaust, no interviews with survivors, experts or eyewit-
nesses, no shots of the locations, where these events took place, and yet 
it s a documentary and true story.” He makes a very bold statement by 
saying that “all forms of documentary are merely representations of reality 
and in that sense, an animation film is no different from any other film 
style.” Tara Knight [6] further elaborates on this discussion: “To many 
‘animated documentary’ sounds like an oxymoron: the genre inherently 
refuses indexical understandings of ‘the real’ as purported, and highly 
debated, within photographic documentary practices. Similarly, it is ac-
cepted that historical, archival, or found footage imagery may stand in for 
‘the real’, and yet animation as a form resists readings of veracity given 
the highly constructed, orchestrated re-framings of these materials.” Pro-
vided this current discussion and the historical context: how do animated 
documentaries on the Bard of Avon fit in?

2.3. Animated Documentaries on Shakespeare
Surprisingly the evidence on stand-alone animated documentaries on 
Shakespeare-related topics remains scarce. As expected there is a high 
number of animated inserts, digital visualizations etc. that are integrated 
into historical documentaries about Shakespeare, but there is little seri-
ous work to be found beyond that. One of the few films the authors came 
across is Hepatitis Andronicus by Tobias Ximenez. The IMDb summary 
describes the film as “a surreal travelogue on the subject of grief – mixing 
16mm, stills, MiniDV, answering machine messages, childhood home 
movies, and animation. Spanning 20 years of the director’s life. All mir-
roring Shakespeare’s ‘Titus Andronicus.’ ” [22] This fact puts Little Red 
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Bard into a pioneering position: If not already in the sense of an animated 
documentary engagement with the bard, then most certainly in examin-
ing his relevance for Southeast Asia through frame-by frame techniques.

3. Integrating Research and Creative Practice 
The innovative aspect of our research project Little Red Bard is the close 
connection between academic research and creative practice: The crea-
tive process was preceded by the definition of a framework that emerged 
from an interdisciplinary research collaboration.

3.1. Scholarly Research 
As a starting point the authors went straight back to the source of all things: 
the Shakespeare Institute in Stratford-upon-Avon. They conducted in-
depth interviews with Director and renowned Shakespeare scholar Michael 
Dobson [23] and his colleague Erin Sullivan (a renowned expert in digital 
Shakespeare) [24]. Both of these interviews were filmed and have become 
part of the documentary itself, as demonstrated later in this essay.

The goal was to design a set of questions that would allow for mean-
ingful insights into the attitude of young(er) Singaporeans (aged 20 to 27) 
towards Shakespeare.  Dobson proposed to include questions like “what do 
you know about Shakespeare?”, “do you think of him as old?”, “do you think 
of him as British?”. Ultimately the proposals of the Shakespeare experts 
were combined with the considerations of interdisciplinary research team. 
This process particularly considered the knowledge of the collaborators 
from the field of digital journalism. The final set of questions covered their 
general familiarity and contemporary relevance of Shakespeare, the knowl-
edge of adaptations for other media and, importantly, experience with 
Shakespeare in secondary and tertiary education in Singapore. A particular 
emphasis was laid on ideas for appealing to a younger audience through the 
use of digital media, e.g.,  “do you know the Shakespeare app?”, “would you 
follow Shakespeare on Twitter, “what could he tweet?” In September 2017 
interviews with 10 younger Singaporeans were filmed against a backdrop 
of green screen in a VFX-studio in Singapore. The interviewees were seated 
on a chair in a central position in front of the screen, with the green screen 
allowing for the option to be replaced with animated backgrounds or ele-
ments. The goal of these interviews was to gain qualitative insights into the 
knowledge about and attitude towards Shakespeare and his body of work. 
These again were to serve as a springboard for a creative interpretation in 
the mode of an animated documentary. This approach required to con-
stantly define and re-define the balance between the journalistic interviews 
and their artistic transformation. Before delving into the specifics of Little 
Red Bard, a broader look at the problem will prove helpful.

3.2. Connecting Captured Live Action
and Animation: a Taxonomy
“Real-life” events captured by a lens, i.e., live action filming, might have 
a subjective edge in terms of credibility over drawn, painterly or sculpted 
imagery. What the audience is looking at could be an authentic, i.e., docu-
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mentary capture of life itself, without any interference by the filmmaker. 
At last this is, what live action filming for documentaries can tend to 
suggest. Even re-created or re-staged live action merely based on “true-
life-events” will most probably appear more believable than the very 
same scene re-drawn as highly stylized animation. The underlying facts 
could be entirely the same, yet the appearance of the imagery will most 
probably lead the audience to different conclusions. Weber and Rall write 
about this phenomenon in their essay about “authentication strategies 
for comics journalism”, a closely related field: “The icon sign represents 
the object that it stands for, it resembles or imitates its object or a certain 
characteristic or aspect of the object, e.g. the likeness of a photograph that 
portrays a person. Images always suggest authenticity and veracity in the 
sense of ‘Look, that’s how it is, that’s how it happened’ – especially photo-
graphs or photorealistic images hide their constructed nature because of their 
documentary realism.” [25]

This specific capability of suggesting authenticity and veracity cer-
tainly motivates animated filmmakers to frequently employ a mix of live 
action and animation (in different forms) that enhances the credibility of 
their films. Avventi [7] supports this point of view: “On the other hand, 
through their naturalistic style the animated images provide Waltz with 
Bashir with the necessary authenticity and personality, which, just like the 
distance mentioned above, is a prerequisite for dealing with the trauma 
and making the invisible visible.” Beyond the effect that the integration 
of live action can have on audience perception, it is very often also simply 
the springboard of the creative process: A high number of documenta-
ries begin with the audio and video recording of interviews. There is live 
action footage to begin with and it can be integrated, transformed or 
manipulated in the further production process. 

In this context, we need to explain two key terms that are relevant 
to our project. Authenticity is one key term. The definitions of authen-
ticity are manifold [26 ]. In journalism, authenticity means not only 
being truthful and reporting facts accurately, but also reflecting the 
experience of discovery: background, context, different perspectives, 
tone, language and emotions of the public. Thus, authenticity spans 
two antithetical poles: conveying facts accurately and conveying what 
people see, hear and experience in their communities [27]. When it 
comes to the notion of mixing animation and live action, this key term is 
often used rather broadly, as for example in the New York Post (online) 
article “ 10 great movies that mix live action and animation” by Jane 
Ridley [28]. It lists true live action and animation hybrids like Mary 
Poppins, Who Framed Roger Rabbit and Ted, that work with the interac-
tion between live action actors and animated characters, integrating 
them into a live action world. However, along with them films are 
named that alternate between live action and animation parts (Monty 
Python and The Holy Grail, The Lego Movie) – certainly still a way to 
“mix” live action and animation – yet in an entirely different mode. 
Definitely wrong is the inclusion of a film like Jim Henson’s Labyrinth 
that does not rely on animation but on puppetry with animatronic 
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characters. Huls [29] similarly does not intend to further differenti-
ate the various hybrid techniques in his listing of 8 films that “mix” 
live action and animation: He refers equally to films that work with 
animated sequences within a live-action-film (Life, Animated, Williams 
2017, The Fall, Singh), painterly rotoscoping strategies (Waking Life, A 
Scanner Darkly, Linklater) and animated characters that interact with 
their live action counterparts (The Diary of a Teenage Girl, Skarsgard). 

A more specific taxonomy is needed though to examine the use and 
function of live action/animation-hybrids in animated documentaries. 
Only a precise taxonomy can reliably relate the technique to its role as 
an authentication strategy. In our research project we identified 5 main 
categories – which gives an answer to RQ 1:

1.) Rotoscoping: Tracing off live action as the basis for animation. 
This technique can be used in a wide variety of styles and techniques, 
strongly varying its degree of realism.

2.) Motion capture: The digital equivalent of rotoscoping: Transfer-
ring digitally captured movement of physical beings to digital models

3.) Animated interjections: Purely animated segments that are inter-
spersed with the live action elements of a documentary.

4.) Retiming and other manipulations of live action material or found 
footage.

5.) Interaction/integration between animation characters/environ-
ments and live action actors/environments

The last category 5.) is the chosen main artistic approach for Little Red 
Bard: Instead of alternating live action segments and animation, a live 
action animation hybrid is created that combines live action footage 
with animated characters, props and/or backgrounds. The technique of 
combining animation and live action has been employed repeatedly 
throughout the course of animation history. 

3.3. Live Action and Animation Hybrids
One of the earliest emergences is Walt Disney’s series of silent Alice Com-
edies (1923-1927). Disney employed the technique again later with much 
higher sophistication and to great success for a sequence in Mary Poppins 
(dir. Stevenson, 1964).

In the pre-digital age it achieved its highest popularity through the 
release of Who Framed Roger Rabbit, (1988) directed by Roger Zemeckis, 
with all the animation elements directed by the legendary Richard 
Williams. While the actual look and antics of the drawn animated 
characters deliberately betrayed them as cartoons, virtuoso matching 
of perspective, lighting and interaction integrated them perfectly into 
the “real” world. With the milestone of Jurassic Park (1993) the digital 
age arrived in full force and with it the almost seamless integration 
of photo-realistically rendered animated characters into live action 
environments. In the 25 years since then, hyper-realistically rendered 
digital creatures have become a major component in blockbuster films 
with further milestones reached like the character of Gollum in the Lord 
of the Rings movies (dir. Jackson 2000-2003). If a high degree of realism 
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is intended, motion capture is often combined with key frame animation 
to achieve satisfying results [30].

Recent years have also seen an increasing emergence of characters 
that retain some “cartoony” qualities in terms of antics and slightly 
exaggerated movement, but have developed towards an overall more 
naturalistic look by integrating realistic fur simulation and closely 
observed animal behavior. The little bear in the Paddington movies (dir. 
King, 2014/2017) is an artistically successful example for this approach. 
Ultimately the artistic goal there is to achieve the suspension of disbelief 
with the audience-following the old adage of the Walt Disney Studio 
that animation must be “believable” to allow the audience to be fully 
engaged in the story. Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston elaborate on this 
in their seminal book on Disney animation, The Illusion of Life [31]: “(…) 
if the story is man’s view of what the animal world is like, as in Lady and 
the Tramp, 101 Dalmatians, and The Jungle Book, the animals must be 
completely believable or the whole premise will collapse.’” Paradoxically, 
a high amount of naturalistic detail that makes animated elements indis-
tinguishable from live action can counteract the intentions of an animated 
documentary. It can create the equivalent of a manipulated photograph 
that claims to be authentic, while it is actually not. If, in the extreme, the 
creation of a perfect digital double succeeds, virtually created characters 
can appear as “shot on location”, as a lensed event, not a digital creation. 
While still nobody would believe a talking bear to be real (as common ex-
perience tells us), a high degree of realism still can convince the audience 
of the veracity of certain facts, even if they are not authentic.

The following example can demonstrate this: If a virtual render-
ing of Shakespeare’s globe theatre is carried out with a high amount of 
photorealistic detail, an audience can be easily seduced into believing to 
look at a historically accurate representation, even if much of it is built 
on mere speculation. Reversely a highly caricatured or exaggerated ren-
dering will immediately reveal itself as taking liberties or poetic license 
with “reality” and not disguise itself as captured images in the context 
of a live action/animation hybrid. Even when the number of screws on a 
doorknob is based on historical documents, the audience will not auto-
matically believe in the authenticity of the presented imagery: Its very 
presentation (stylized imagery) suggests otherwise. The big advantage 
of this artistic strategy lies within the fact that the underlying facts such 
as the look of a building, a costume or the account of events can still be 
entirely accurate and authentic, even if presented in a stylized design. 
Yet the spectator will not take such authenticity for granted and be able 
at all times to distinguish captured live action footage from animated 
elements. When animation is used to represent opinion, exaggeration or 
subjective points of view, the stylized design can resonate with the nar-
rative intent. By employing a more stylized design approach, subjectivity 
is always disclosed as such. 

Therefore, the goal of the authors’ creative strategy is not the suspen-
sion of disbelief, but precisely the opposite: By revealing the artificial 
nature of the animated additions to the “real world” transparency in 
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terms of “authenticity” is provided at all times. The animation does not 
claim to be part of the live action and as such, the authentic recording of 
the interviewee. As such it reveals the narrative content of the animation 
as a commenting layer that enhances, interprets or satirizes the authentic 
statements. Section 3.4 will give an answer to RQ 2.

3.4. Four Examples from the Film 

Example 1: The authentic elements here are clearly identifiable: The 
underlying information is accurate, as narrated by Professor Dobson; the 
location is “real” (Fig. 1). The role of animation is additive in terms of sup-
plying more facts: We see historic visitors Sarah Bernhardt, Mark Twain, 
and Laurence Olivier visualized, based on historic photographs. But the 
look of the characters reveals them as caricatured drawings – a humorous 
comment that exceeds the mode of purely factual delivery. Yet it does 
remain truthful to Shakespeare in a different way: The artistic interpreta-
tion resonates with the inherently irreverent and playful character of the 
Bard’s body of work.

Instead, an integration of the likenesses of Mark Twain, Laurence 
Olivier, and Sarah Bernhardt as hyper-realistic body doubles into the 
live action scene with Professor Dobson would have created a claim to 
a “fake” reality: It would have suggested that they are still walking the 
streets of Stratford today and thus carried to potential to confuse at least 
the uninitiated, not aware of the biographies of these famous people. The 
presentation of them in the form of cartoony, drawn characters immedi-
ately reveals them as figment of imagination in present-times Stratford. 
This aspect becomes particularly important in the context of education, 
where a familiarity even with prominent figures from history cannot be 
taken for granted. It also adds an element of comedy that enhances the 
verbal information through it means of visual delivery. When delivering 
educational content to young or young adult audiences, humor has a long 
tradition as a helpful element to achieve higher attention for otherwise 
dry subject matter.

Fig. 1 While Director 
Michael Dobson tells 
us about famous visi-

tors of the Shakespeare 
Institute, Mark Twain, 

Laurence Olivier and 
Sarah Bernhardt show 

up as cartoon charac-
ters. Film stills from 

Little Red Bard  (WiP), 
directed by Hannes 

Rall. © Hannes Rall.

Fig. 2 The digitally 
modeled and animated 
door opens-an invisible 

visual effect. A “car-
toon” Sarah Bernhardt 

emerges. Film stills 
from Little Red Bard 

(WiP), directed by 
Hannes Rall.

© Hannes Rall.
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Interestingly this scene also includes an “invisible” manipulation of 
the actual live action footage: The door that opens is created through 
VFX, i.e., digital manipulation – as the main entrance to the Shakespeare 
Institute remained closed at all times during the actual live shoot (Fig. 2). 
Therefore, it needed to be “opened” in post-production to allow for the 
exits and the entrances of the animated characters. When referring to 
questions of authe nticity, this digital manipulation of “reality” appeared 
entirely justifiable to the authors: The easily identifiable appearance of 
the visitors as drawings immediately reveals them as mere illustrations of 
historically accurate information. In that context, the opening of the door, 
although seemingly “real”, is equally uncovered as part of this artificial 
staging. Transparency what constitutes shot live action elements (photo-
graphically lensed work), verbally delivered authentic information and 
animated elements is kept at all times.

Example 2: This artistic solution succeeds beyond the effect a sim-
ple photograph or even live action footage of Ninagawa could have 
achieved: The Japanese art-style Ninagawa’s portrait is drawn in, 
reflects the cultural influence the interviewee is talking about (Fig. 3). 
Verbally narrated content becomes evident through its mode of visuali-
zation. In that sense the content and the design style of the animation 
serves a different purpose than in the previous example: It does not add 
a humorous comment, but in fact expands the amount of information 
given: We see what defines visual culture in Japan, by showcasing the 
director, calligraphy and artistic objects – all depicted with a graphic 
purism typical for Japanese art.

Example 3:  The interviewee talks about the fact that staging Shakespeare 
as an open-air-event will meet with certain challenges in a country with a 
hot and humid climate like Singapore (left). She then ironically comments 
that a colder climate might be more suitable for an outdoors theatre experi-
ence. She refers to the quite popular Singaporean theatre series “Shake-
speare in the Park”, held annually at Singapore’s Fort Canning Park (Fig. 
4).  Once again, the function of the animated layer here differs from the 

Fig. 3 While the 
interviewee talks about 
Japanese director’s 
Ninagawa specific ap-
proach to Shakespeare, 
the director’s portrait 
appears as a drawing 
behind him. Japanese 
artifacts appear in a 
style reminiscent of 
Japanese drawings or 
woodcuts. Film stills 
from Little Red Bard 
(WiP), directed by 
Hannes Rall.
© Hannes Rall.

Fig. 4 Comments 
about the Singaporean 
event “Shakespeare in 
the Park.” Film stills 
from Little Red Bard 
(WiP), directed by 
Hannes Rall.
© Hannes Rall.
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previous examples. Instead of delivering an additional factual animation, 
the monochromatic drawings illustrate and accentuate the comments of 
the interviewed person. The function is to caricature reality through exag-
geration: When the live action protagonist talks about the hot weather in 
Singapore, she breaks out in (drawn) sweat. She swipes it off with her hands, 
interacting with the animation. Her recommendation for staging outdoor 
Shakespeare in colder climates is responded by immersing her in an arctic 
environment. The chosen style of the animation is simplified line drawing 
in monochromatic color. This reflects the function for the documentary: 
It clearly reveals the fictional and interpretative character of the animated 
elements – clearly distinguishing them from “verifiable” facts. The highly 
stylized design and stark simplified drawing is far removed from any claim 
to realism. In this sense authenticity is guaranteed once again, because at 
no time can fiction be confused with fact. 

Example 4: Animation also carries the potential to immediately visualize 
the spoken answers and therefore explain a comment on animation by 
employing the medium itself.

This is shown in the fourth example that demonstrates yet another 
way to employ animation (and digital post-production) meaningfully 
in the context of documentary film: a meta-text-approach. When the 
interviewee proposes memes as an ideal communication tool to attract a 
younger audience to Shakespeare, they show up right behind him. “Going 
viral” is simultaneously visualized by a split-screen technique (Fig. 5). The 
animation simulates the viral mode of delivery and therefore communi-
cates the respondent’s message through the very medium he is talking 
about. The medium becomes the message: show and tell.

4. Conclusion and Outlook
This article has unpacked the function of various animation techniques 
in the short film Little Red Bard. They have been employed to serve the 
veracity of the animated documentary: Either by supplying additional 
facts or by supporting the distinction between facts and fiction. In 
conclusion, the authors propose a categorization of the found artistic 
strategies as follows: 

a) Additive and expansive elements: Factual information is added 
through animated visualization - the invisible becomes visible. Extending 
beyond mere illustration by additional information which is not given in 
the verbal answers of the interviewees. Graphic style and animation tech-
nique: The design style should resonate with the information provided, 
e.g., Japanese visual culture presented in a Japanese art style.

Fig. 5. The interview 
partner here proposes 

internet memes as 
an ideal medium to 

attract millennials to 
Shakespeare’s body of 

work. Film stills from 
Little Red Bard (WiP), 

directed by Hannes 
Rall.

© Hannes Rall.
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b) Commenting elements: The animated visuals provide opinion 
instead of verifiable facts. Graphic style and animation technique: The 
subjectivity of the comments is visualized through a less realistic and 
more stylized approach in the animated layer.

Subcategory: Satirical and humorous elements: Heightening 
accessibility through raising the entertainment level. Attentiveness be-
comes higher, if information is transported in a funny and engaging way. 
Graphic style and animation technique: Highly exaggerated animation 
and caricature.

c) Meta-text-approaches: When the medium itself becomes the 
topic, the mode of delivery can be used for an immediate demonstration. 
Graphic style and animation technique: Replicate and simulate the verbal 
content the interviewee is talking about.

These categories do only cover the major techniques used in Little 
Red Bard. Yet the authors believe that the applied methods of content and 
visual analysis can be transferred to animated documentaries in general. 
The novelty of the approach can be seen in precisely connecting the cho-
sen animation style to its function for supporting authenticity in animated 
documentaries. To come up with a more comprehensive overview of ar-
tistic strategies in animated documentaries promises potential for further 
research. The presented findings contribute to the body of interdiscipli-
nary research between animation and Shakespeare studies.
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Abstract

Questions tackled within this paper deal with issues surrounding the 
concept of digital medium specificity. Within this text the intention is to 
establish the location and position of 3-D CGI as a creative and expres-
sive mode of communication and to review relationships between the 
notion of medium, digital and 3-D CGI. In this regard, the paper reopens 
debates concerning the often problematic notion of how to address a 
medium habitually referred to as immaterial, i.e. the perceived immate-
rial nature of 3-D CGI and its apparent lack of tangible physical refer-
ence. This ‘digital’ issue is one that has remained an unyielding chal-
lenge within the quest to delineate to the properties for the digital, and 
has been the basis for many discussions where the topic is computer-
based practice. By exploring and contrasting ideas presented by Alexan-
der Galloway and Aylish Wood this paper asks if 3-D CGI can be framed 
as a mode of production, defined within its own set of parameters, when 
its associated nature (seemingly) lacks material embodiment?

1. Introduction
The intention of this paper is to locate 3-D CGI as a medium within the 
context of a moving image media tradition, where the aim is to define 
and contextualize the position of 3-D CGI against other media includ-
ing film, video and sculpture. To assist this discussion I consider work by 
Alexander Galloway and Aylish wood who provide, at times, contrasting 
commentaries on the location of digital software applications as medium 
specific. This review in relation to the approaches above, seeks to explore 
and advance largely modernist methodologies to determine the position 
of 3-D CGI as a medium. 

2. Definition of the Digital
For Cavell, in his articulation of the medium of film it is the ‘definition’ 
of the medium that is required for an understanding of that medium2 
(Cavell, 1979). Following a similar logic, to study or understand the 
medium of 3-D CGI is to recognise a definition for 3-D CGI; to construct a 
methodology to establish its traits, its virtues, its potential and its param-

1 Edge Hill University, Department Media, Ormskirk, Lancs. UK
2 Cavell, characterizes a medium’s potential where “A “possibility” of a medium can be made known 
only by successful works that define its media; in modernism, a medium is explored by discovering pos-
sibilities that declare its necessary condition, its limits.” (Cavell, 1979, p.146 )
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eters as a medium. Approaches to such a question, the subject of media 
specificity in relation to the computer, are scattered across media theory 
and examples during the past decade include milestone texts by writers 
such as, Marshall McLuhan, Lev Manovich and Rosalind Krauss, to name 
a few. Alexander Galloway adds to these debates and in his dialogic text 
on the computer interface, he tussles with notion of specificity in relation 
digital media noting that,

[t]he possibility of a medium stands in intimate relation to what a 
medium is, that is to say, the definition of whatever medium is in 
question. Thus when one asks “what is the possibility of video?” one 
is in the same breath asking “what is the definition of video?” Yet the 
computer occupies an uneasy position in relation to both definition 
and possibility. (Galloway, 2012, p.19)

  Galloway’s lead chapter, informed by a tradition of writing on ideological 
relationships between society and the digital, follows a route of enquiry 
concerning computer mediation where outlined methods attempt to lead 
us to one possible definition; the computer as process, as an interface. In 
his text Galloway probes the legitimacy, function and process of the com-
puter as a medium, interrogates the digital as a format for mediation and 
frames these questions to form a structure within which to underpin his 
pursuit of a workable language for discussing the nature of the computer. 

In Galloway’s work the notion of the computer is developed as 
a mechanism for media exchange, a conceptual juncture between 
one material state and another. Here the computer interface acts as a 
‘boundary’ “the moment where one significant material is understood as 
distinct from another significant material” (Galloway, 2012, p.33) where 
the process of translation between materials generates possibilities for 
the emergence of new semantics, realities and worlds. It is this thought 
that he maintains is the crucial concept in our understanding of digital 
formats; the forming of worlds through practice and process, generating 
worlds that have hitherto not been experienced and as such, demand new 
approaches in our study of them.

For Galloway the computer, as a medium, occupies new territories 
and as such cannot be aligned to previous interpretations or theories that 
place the computer as a re-mediator of already existing media systems. 
In fact he forcefully argues against recognized theories, such as remedia-
tion, as a way to understand the computer as a medium suggesting that, 
“[t]he remediation argument […] is so full of holes that it is best to toss it 
wholesale” (Galloway, 2012, p.20). Instead Galloway’s position is one that 
institutes the computer as a process for mediation (rather than remedia-
tion) with the effect that the computer acts as a processor of stuff rather 
than a producer of things, concluding that, 

[…] the computer is the interface effect, … the computer is not an ob-
ject, or a creator of objects, it is a process or active threshold mediat-
ing between two states. (Galloway, 2012, p.23)
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Supporting his narrative he acknowledges, while at the same time ques-
tions, preceding theoretical work by Cavell and Manovich (regarded 
by Galloway as too formalist and essentialist in their approaches), who 
through their writing problematize ontologically the notion of the com-
puter. Such methods do not sit well with Galloway who instead argues that 
any ontological devise to

[…] define the medium with reference to specific “language” or set 
of essential formal qualities, which then, following the metaphysical 
logic, manifest in the world a number of instances or effects, (Gal-
loway, 2012, p.19)

is a precarious methodology when applied to the computer. Essen-
tialism is therefore a direction for study which Galloway rejects, claiming 
that issues around ‘metaphysics’ prevent a review of the computer in an 
essentialist or ontological way, suggesting that such approaches are out-
dated or misplaced. Through his commentary he opposes what he refers 
to as Manovich’s formalist and essentialist methods (in this instance) stat-
ing that essentialist approaches in the context of understanding medium 
specificity of the computer are inappropriate, with Galloway preferring 
instead to follow the route of the computer as an ethic; 

The machine is an ethic because it is premised on the notion that 
objects are subject to definition and manipulation according to a set of 
principles for action. The matter in hand is not of coming to know the 
world, but rather that of how specific, abstract definitions are executed 
to form a world. (Galloway, 2012, p.23)

While such a statement might hold true for the computer as an entity (as a 
collection of software applications, algorithms, functions including hard-
ware/software protocols), I offer that the study of an individual software ap-
plication should not be critiqued in the same manner. I argue that a computer 
application can be categorized as unique, seen to embody a definite remit 
or possess a discrete nature as a medium. The Adobe Creative Suite, for 
example offers a set of software applications designed to operate or func-
tion to support specific tasks. Within the suite, applications such as Adobe 
Photoshop represent a purpose to manipulate digital still imagery, whereas 
for Adobe Premiere the task is focused to edit moving image footage, each 
intended to provide explicit utilities, tools, creative platforms to manage and 
organise visual content3 in a particular way. Perceived in this way computer 
programs can be viewed as distinctive productive media. Users can assert op-
portunities to explore and study the idiosyncrasies and potential of individual 
software applications (in ways that break from any generality) to speak of new 
languages or alternative dialects that are frequently left uncharted. 

3 Other devices both analogue and digital act as interface devices, for example it is possible to argue that 
a Steenbeck could be compared to a computer interface in this context, i.e. a Steenbeck can be deemed 
as a “device that is an interface, not a producer” (Hamlyn, discussion, 2015) of things but aligned to a 
specific task. 
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Supporting such a view, Aylish Wood in her text Software, Ani-
mation and The Moving Image: What’s in the Box? (2015), bestows a 
delineated review of the medium of the computer where her investiga-
tion acts to scrutinise the specifics of 3-D CGI software to reveal the 
possibilities of dealing with and producing 3-D CG imagery. Wood 
considers the implications of 3-D CG imagery in relation to contempo -
rary visual culture, deliberates the role that processes such as 3-D CGI 
have in constructing and shaping our visual landscapes and measures 
how such processes have affected the way in which we consume and 
interact with visual media. 3-D CGI in this instance is introduced as a 
defined subject rather than as a subset of the digital per se, in effect 
reversing Galloway ’s generalist track.

In her commentary, Wood connects leading dialogues and discus-
sions within related theoretical discourse (where themes associated with 
the computer convey ideas specifically around symbolic, ideological and 
practical expressions formed via 3-D CGI) to compose a series of argu-
ments designed to untangle complex relationships between computer 
code, space, image and a broader digital culture. 

Through her work Wood records potential traits and trends to suggest 
a unique language (as a shared expression) or a materiality for 3-D CGI 
as a software application and in this respect Wood’s line of enquiry can 
be regarded (in essence) as a departure from Galloway’s anti-essentialist 
views; supporting and helping to validate the notion of (specific) software 
as unique as argued in this paper.  

Returning to Galloway, I submit that despite his predilection for an 
anti-essentialist stance, many of his observations can be viewed as excit-
ing starting points for an investigation into 3-D CGI; the generation or 
forming of new worlds; the interpretation of the relations between digital 
space and digital image (as resistant to categorisation when compared 
to previous modes of spatial representation such as painting or photog-
raphy4); and a necessary connection to logic and structure as a means to 
discuss computer-generated images - all speak to the possibilities of 3-D 
CGI as a medium and relate to a structure of logic. 

In addition to logic and structure, central to Galloway ’s debate is 
the notion of process. He engenders the computer as process, refers 
to the computer as a possibility machine, and inaugurates its status 
as an effect where he claims “the image as a process, rather than as a 
set of discrete, immutable items.” (Galloway, 201 2, p.3 7). To support a 
broader research field, such ideas might be seen to echo, connect and 
contemporise the intent and ideologies of earlier systems of investiga-
tion where the aim is to interrogate relationships between material and 
technology. For example Structural/Materialist and Materialist film 
from 1960s and 1970s advances an ambition, through ideas of logic, 
structure, process and material, to puncture the surface of a dominant 
mimetic, illusionistic cinema culture.

4 See Galloway (p.11) where he opens up a discussion concerning relationships between the viewer and 
the image, a human “desire for nearness” with regards to the images and space encapsulated within 2-D 
representations.
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Where Galloway’s commentary might be considered as falling short 
is in his recognition of the breadth of possibilities for the computer or for 
the computer’s predisposition for creation. By maintaining his assertion 
that “the computer is not an object, or a creator of objects” Galloway 
does not fully acknowledge the conceivable capacity for applications such 
as Maya 3-D CGI to create (if not initially in the physical sense) objects, 
worlds and realities embodying their own specific qualities. For instance, 
the ‘products’ of 3-D CGI are not (necessarily) remediated from previous 
media, nor are they the results from translations between media. Instead 
I would argue that the stuff of 3-D CGI occupies new territory, delivers 
an independent mode of expression, one that is inextricably linked to, 
but distinct from the generalisation of the computer as pure process as 
articulated by Galloway, which as an idea is convincingly communicated 
by Wood in her observation on 3-D CGI (Wood, 2015). 

My primary contention with Galloway’s text however is the idea that 
the possibilities and the material qualities of the computer are ultimately 
concerned with code, that within this digital hegemony code is heralded 
as the basis for medium/material specificity. 

Although Galloway engages with a relationship between code and 
software interface in a way that can be described as non-linear5, he later 
proceeds to intellectually collapse user access to a software application by 
bringing together what he views as an,

[…] entirely artificial (distinction) between legible ASCII text, on a 
Web page, for example, and ASCII text used in HTML mark-up on 
that same page. It is a matter of syntactical techniques of encoding. 
One imposes a certain linguistic and stylistic construct in order to 
create the artificial differentiations. Technically speaking the artificial 
distinction is the case all the way down: there is no essential difference 
between data and algorithm, the differentiation is purely artificial. 
(Galloway, 2012, p.33)

Such as statement could be construed as misrepresenting the broader pos-
sibilities of the computer (and its associated software applications) or consid-
ered as failing to recognise the opportunities afforded to the user (where the 
user has varying levels of access to the software) to manipulate or influence 
the software and its output6. What therefore is lacking in Galloway’s argu-
ment is the acknowledgement of human interaction and interpretation and 
while, in an example comparison, a punched roll of paper might cause the 
player-piano to press certain keys in a certain way, the output is purely mecha-
nised with no significant human interaction affecting the result. Such an anal-
ogy does not correlate with a design-specific computer software programme 

5 Examples and the levels of interaction that can take place within a single application might be varied and 
provide multiple methods for user engagement, such as visual metaphors to click or numeric input boxes 
to populate. Wood (2015) explores these ideas in relation to a common language for Maya and user inter-
face design providing smooth access to deeper levels of control (Wood, 2015, pp.89-92).
6 Wood refers to a humanness and non-humanness in relation to material and the computer. See Wood 
(2015, p.93) who discusses Matthew Kirschenbaum’s computational materiality outlining a distinction be-
tween forensic and formal materiality. 
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in which human interaction is predominantly critical to operation and output 
and where process is open to variation and individual expression7. 

In contrast to Galloway, Wood (2015) determines a connection 
between code and interface which traces a metamorphosis of code from 
one state, where programming is abstract, through to another state where 
code provides a visual interpretation or ‘formal’ 

route from which the user can interact with the software. Here, 
Wood’s research via discussions with industry practitioners elucidates 
the depths in which the code can be accessed. Her text describes how the 
non-linear approach to interacting with code (within Maya) via the inter-
face presents the user with a unique flexible toolset.

This perspective situates the formal properties of code and opera-
tions as being ‘in-use’, concentrating on the routes through which a 
seemingly abstract entity based on code becomes part of a meshwork of 
meaningful structures. To do this, Maya’s user-interface is viewed not as 
an array of toolsets, but also as a visual organization attaching specific 
frames and patterns to the abstract space and time of the algorithmic 
processes. (Wood, 2015, p.8)

For Wood8, the software application, the code as well as the incorpo-
rated ‘linguistic and stylistic’ constructs within Maya are neither linear 
nor fixed. Wood concedes that it is this flexible approach to the concept of 
code in which to form a ‘meshwork of meaningful structures’ (Wood) and 
not the ‘artificial differentiations’ intimated by Galloway that is important 
here. Moreover, Wood suggests that it is precisely the malleability of the 
interface, (i.e. the varying points of interaction that can take place within 
Maya’s user interface; the access to deep algorithmic structures and layers 
of code9 or the intuitive, surface levels where the user can manipulate ob-
jects) that offers an attractive feature for Maya as a software application.10 

3. Media Studies
Nevertheless, Galloway’s sentiment remains important and I introduce 
his work as a way to outline discursive trends around the study of the 
computer where his approach typifies a tendency to view the digital ter-
rain from an elevated vantage point, one that encompasses the vastness 
of its landscape. A view, commonplace within ‘Media studies’, that melds 
together a ubiquitous array of software applications, a homogenised one-
ness of digital-ness, a pervasive digital media. The subject of 3-D CGI is 
accordingly often embedded within such discourse, studied as part of or 

7 Process and technical aspects of production work together in this context to inform and drive the nature 
of the resulting output
8 Wood’s text makes specific reference to, and seeks to continue, Galloway’s concern for the interface, 
here however her emphasis is on the interface as a means to interpret and address space rather than on 
the computational structures of the user interface directly.
9 To reinforce this point Wood introduces Wardrip-Fruin’s account referenced from Expressive Processing 
(2009). In which “He describes how a player’s encounter with a game involves the interplay of: ‘data, process, 
surface, interaction, author and audience’” (Wardrip-Fruin cited in Wood, 2015, p.8)
10 Within her study and as a means to reinforce this dialogue Wood refers to ‘platform studies’ where 
connections between hardware and software systems are examined as a branch of media and video 
game studies, perhaps further distancing the debate from Galloway’s rather contracted argument with 
regards to this notion.
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included as a subset of digital media. For example, Lev Manovich’s The 
Language of New Media (2001), implies just that, a review of new media, 
a vision of an all-encompassing digital communication. Yet despite the 
broadness of Manovich’s title (and a tendency to effect programming 
code as a medium), he does offer an insight into (visual) strands of digital 
communication, and at times, refers to individual software applications 
such as Photoshop and After Effects as being instrumental in altering our 
relationship with the image or as a catalyst to systemic changes in the way 
we conceive of the world and operate within in it.

What was a set of social and economic practices and conventions is 
now encoded in the software itself. The result is new form of control, 
soft but powerful. Although software does not directly prevent its 
users from creating from scratch, its design on every level makes it 
“natural” to follow a different logic – that of selection. (Manovich, 
2001, p.129)

Here, trends that comment on the universal nature of the digital, probe 
the cultural, social or economic impact of the computer, and elucidate the 
fears, insecurities and ambitions of a digital humanity, can act as a useful 
backdrop, but as an entirety must be treated with caution and not be seen 
to distract from rather than support the focus of this discussion. 

In comparison to Galloway and Manovich, Wood provides a specific 
study of an explicit software application within the gamut of a digital 
media terrain. Her depiction of a 3-D CGI software application identifies 
key features relating to the software (such as the notion of the interface 
and the concept of space), a position that suggests a starting point for 
material specificity. For Wood 3-D CGI (Maya’s) interface is spatial, a 
mechanism which provides opportunities to reconfigure our relationship 
with space in terms of (a) how we construct (ostensibly 3-D) images, i.e. 
the manipulation of represented form, the interaction with virtual objects 
and the introduction of ‘cameras’ within a synthetic space, and (b) the 
way in which we perceive the moving image; including the integration 
of 3-D CGI into game and film formats, that in turn foster new ways of 
understanding space visually either as cinematic form or as video game 
playing experiences.

[…] drawing on ideas in cinema and animation studies, I aim to bring 
greater definition to something that remains implicit in many discus-
sions of computer-generated image: a more-than-representational 
space with digital origins and whose appearance on the screen adds 
another affective dimension to our experience of moving images. 
(Wood, 2015, p.10)

It is the analysis of the relationships between space and interface that forms 
the foundation of Wood’s evaluation of 3-D CGI software. To support her 
work she undertakes interviews with 3-D CGI software users, which she 
suggests acts as a way to gain a more precise insight into how software 
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mediates, hypothesizing that communities using software such as Maya 3D 
develop a syntax and/or set of terminologies that form distinct and valid 
interpretations for a specific software application or modes of working that 
enables clear communication within communities and its members.

Claiming that […] cultural practices of media production as an impor-
tant site of analysis, John Caldwell describes the media industry as having 
workaday forms of critical and cultural analysis that provide insights for 
media scholars (Caldwell, 2008). Through their production culture, pro-
duction communities generate cultural expressions, ‘involving all of the 
symbolic processes and collective practices that other cultures use: to gain 
and reinforce identity, to forge consensus and order, to perpetuate their 
interests, and to interpret the media as audience members’ (Caldwell 
cited in Wood, 2015, p.6 )

It is the analysis of a material for 3-D CGI that drives Wood’s text and 
through her research she uncovers a number of pertinent avenues for the 
investigation and deliberation of 3-D CGI. 

One overarching conclusion by Wood is that space and the manner 
in which Maya (or a 3-D CGI software application) deals with space, is 
central to its remit, marking a core of possibilities for this mode of pro-
duction. What we do not uncover from Wood is a definition of what she 
means by space and what function space has for 3-D CGI or indeed how 
we might understand a terminology for space within the context in which 
she presents it. Nevertheless, such ideas point towards the possibility of 
medium specific traits for 3-D CGI.

4. Conclusion
In the ambition to understand the nature of 3-D CGI the work here draws 
from modernist concerns for media specificity where individual traits and 
inherent qualities relating to medium exist within a particular practice or 
process. It might be argued that such a view has limitations when positioned 
within a contemporary globalised, internet-based world of digital media. 
Or that the notion of medium specificity is unreachable for digital media 
products, representing an outdated view of media/medium when considered 
in relation to debates surrounding a post-medium age or conditions of post-
medium as voiced by critics such as Rosalind Krauss in the 1990’s.

My view is that such ideas, developed through evolving postmod-
ernist and cultural studies dialogues and that champion the dissolution 
of medium specificity, are useful insofar as they offer opportunities to 
engage with the notion of medium as non-physical, non-materialist. By 
effect allowing for expanded notions of medium specificity that propose 
‘concept’ as medium (for example conceptual artworks such as those pro-
duced by Robert Barry) and provide philosophical models to consider new 
media processes in ways that are “radically different from traditional art” 
(Goldie, P and Schellekens, E, 2010, p.60) and by doing so lay the ground 
for new avenues for exploring medium and/or digital practice to evolve.

However my fear in abandoning discussions around media specific-
ity, as posited by Krauss and by those taking a similar theoretical stance, 
is that such debates can act to a close down opportunities to explore par-
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ticulars of a process, inhibit investigations that examine a creative terrain 
or overlook (and stifle attempts to push against) boundaries relating to a 
certain medium or practice. Furthermore, through the act of broadening 
the concept of ‘medium’ to incorporate social, political and commercial 
arenas, the danger is in effect a distancing of the craft of production from 
the practitioner and his/her position within that framework. 

My opinion, is that mapping the boundaries of production for 3-D 
CGI and establishing medium specific traits for 3-D CGI, will allow for 
the opening up of opportunities to explore the edges of this particular 
medium. That by focusing in on specific software application traits and 
acknowledging the requirements of this medium11 rather than positioning 
the process as consumed within a “postmodern sensation”12 it is possible 
to establish an expressive capacity of this particular way of working13. 
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Resumo

Conversas caladas é um fragmento inicial da construção de uma anima-
ção em Stop Motion em que seu percurso transcorre da criação de um 
personagem até o desenvolvimento de seu roteiro. Painéis semânticos, 
desenhos e sua transposição enquanto boneco tridimensional fazem 
com que o personagem Pierre e, seu eu antagônico, Pietra, anseiem por 
existirem no universo da animação.

Abstract
Quiet Conversations is an opening piece of the construction of an 
animation in Stop Motion in which its course goes from the creation of a 
character until the development of its script. Semantic panels, drawings 
and their transposition as a three-dimensional puppet make the character 
Pierre and his antagonistic self, Pietra, wish that they exist in the anima-
tion universe.

1. Introdução
Conversas Caladas, para início de conversa, se transfigura em um artigo. 
Artigo este, que tenta se comunicar de forma calada. É através do silêncio 
da leitura e da interação entre as palavras que proponho acontecer uma 
conversa entre vocês e eu. Conversa permeada por algumas escritas, entre 
uma escrita formal e uma escrita poética e imagética. Este artigo, revela 
o universo da criação de um personagem desenvolvido para animação. 
Percebendo as complexidades existentes na criação de um Stop Motion, 
Conversas Caladas, aborda alguns dos processos artísticos antecedentes à 
animação. Este gigantesco mundo em pequena escala tem seus protago-
nistas, personagens que falam por si, que contam suas próprias estórias. 
Conversas Caladas foi o convite que os personagens fizeram a mim 
para tomar um chá em um final de tarde frio, porém ensolarado. Assim, 
contaram-me sobre suas próprias estórias em um percurso mudo, em um 
processo quase que inverso. Escutei atenciosamente o que queriam me 
dizer e escrevi suas estórias como mediadora entre mundos: universo do 
real e o universo dos bonecos. Portanto, Conversas Caladas revela o ato 
de tomar chá, momento lúdico de interação com os bonecos que contam 
suas estórias materializadas no campo da escrita, através do roteiro. 

1 I2ADS - Instituto de Investigação em Arte, Design e Sociedade, Universidade do Porto, Faculdade de 
Belas Artes , Av. de Rodrigues de Freitas 265, Porto - Portugal

Keywords
Stop Motion, Character, 
Script.
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2. A escolha da técnica de animação em Stop Motion
O Stop Motion entra como a possibilidade artística do mundo das miniatu-
ras, e seu pluralismo de linguagens coexistentes dá vida a um universo de 
fantasias, de magia, de nostalgia, em que a subjetividade é instigada. Es-
cultura, pintura, fotografia, animação são algumas das tantas linguagens 
coexistentes em tal técnica. Considerada a precursora do cinema, é uma 
animação construída por fotografias quadro a quadro, em que o animador 
movimenta sutilmente a posição do objeto em cada frame a partir de um 
gigantesco mundo em pequena escala. Desta maneira, com uma média de 
vinte e quatro frames por segundo, tem-se a percepção de um movimento 
dinâmico, resultando na animação (PRIEBE, 2007 [1]). A quantidade de 
frames por segundo pode variar, mas de acordo com Molleta (2014 [6]) é a 
partir de doze quadros que o cérebro não reconhece a mudança sequen-
cial de imagens e existe a percepção de um movimento claro e contínuo. 

Alude a ilusão e a magia. Talvez por ter sido consagrada pelo cineasta 
e ilusionta George Méliès. Em meio a suas várias experimentações, o Stop 
Motion surge em Paris no século XIX. De acordo com Campacci (2011 
[7]), Mélies utilizava a técnica como uma nova tecnologia da imagem e 
desenvolveu alguns processos de montagens criando efeitos especiais. Tal 
técnica se define em seu caráter multidisciplinar e destaca-se pela mescla 
entre processos artesanais e tecnológicos. É por meio de fotografias que 
se compõe essa arte em forma de vídeo. A partir do estudo da temática 
envolvida, da criação dos concepts e animatic, do desenvolvimento da nar-
rativa e roteiro, é possível materializar a ideia para o campo do palpável 
e do concreto. Desta maneira, transforma-se os modelos bidimensionais 
em tridimensionais, projetando os personagens e o cenário. 

Existem vários processos possíveis na construção destes, porém, 
exemplifica-se a partir do mais usual. Sendo assim, os personagens são 
modelados em clay. Dos corpos são tirados os moldes em resina de poliu-
retano, e vaza-se o poliuretano flexível. Para que haja o movimento do bo-
neco designado ao Stop Motion é necessária à existência de uma estrutura 
interna ao seu corpo, visto que este aparece diretamente na animação. 
Assim, esta articulação deve ser resistente, durável e reutilizável já que es-
tará constantemente sendo manipulada. Portanto para um melhor resul-
tado, empregam-se as Ball-and-Socket Armature, em português nomeado 
de Armaduras de Articulações Esféricas, pois estas possuem um maior 
controle sobre a ação do personagem, resultando em um movimento 
mais fino e preciso (SHAW, 2004 [2]). Ainda para o corpo, cria-se na parte 
traseira um encaixe para a traquitana, ou seja, um suporte que segure de 
maneira estável o personagem para o movimento da animação.   

Já para o rosto, utiliza-se o molde em silicone e o modelo final em 
resina para assim fazer os encaixes de cada expressão por meio de imã. 
Mãos e pés são similares ao corpo, porém com a finalização em silicone. O 
figurino (roupas e acessórios) e cabelo são feitos posteriormente direta-
mente nos personagens. Os cenários são compostos de objetos em seus 
mínimos detalhes, similares às maquetes arquitetônicas. Ao finalizar a 
produção material do curta é iniciada a etapa cinematográfica incluindo 
os processos de animação, iluminação, fotografia, edição, efeitos espe-
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ciais, sonoplastia e etc. Desta maneira, se afirma a interdisciplinaridade 
de tal técnica e a necessidade de recursos humanos de divergentes áreas, 
tais como: cinema, design, música, artes plásticas e visuais, arte cênicas, 
engenharia, arquitetura e etc. É justamente por se tratar de uma técnica 
complexa que tangencia o manual e o digital que o Stop Motion consegue 
ter esse caráter único de movimentos suaves e, ao mesmo tempo rígidos, e 
não é à toa que conquistam até o universo adulto. 

Sendo assim, é possível perceber a quantidade de processos envol-
vidos neste tipo de produção. A partir da escolha desta técnica, tal artigo 
apresenta o seu fragmento inicial, ou seja, parte do projeto piloto que 
consiste da criação do personagem à criação de seu roteiro. 

3. O processo de construção do personagem
Eles, retratos tão singelos de trejeitos humanos. Falando deles é possí-
vel entrar em universos paralelos, em um mundo de fantasias e magia. 
Seres em miniatura, reproduções de vidas profundas exteriorizadas em 
matéria. Seu plano físico e sensível faz com que cada personagem tenha 
um significado único através das estórias e experiências vividas por eles. 
Os bonecos, representações tridimensionais figurativas transcritas por 
um personagem materializado no plano tátil, ultrapassam a mera ideia de 
representação física. Seu conceito se define além de seu caráter estético, 
busca a compreensão de seu comportamento e personalidade através da 
imersão hermética em sua subjetividade. Hermética pois, o misticismo 
dos bonecos sempre esteve presente. Não é à toa que os bonecos também 
foram condenados pela sociedade medieval, à mesma fogueira onde 
ardiam as bruxas. Eles permeiam este significado da constante tentativa 
do homem de representação de si mesmo.

Personagem humano - ou humanóide -, correspondem a principal 
ferramenta mediadora na relação humana: a linguagem. A linguagem en-
volve signos e, apesar de eles não falarem, é possível escutar suas estórias. 
Signos estes, verbais e não verbais que compõem a narrativa através do 
boneco. Desta forma, as construções verbais acontecem na interação en-
tre indivíduo e boneco - que protagoniza a animação - decorrente de uma 
dinâmica mútua que parte do olhar ao personagem a partir do próprio 
repertório em um ato de se transportar para o outro por meio do roteiro 
criado. As construções não verbais são introduzidas a partir da atuação 
do artista como criador de personagens para o universo dos bonecos e sua 
respectiva expressividade material, trabalhando assim, com a questão da 
identidade do boneco e a expressão externa de sua personalidade.

Desta forma, cria-se, a priori, o processo de desenvolvimento dos 
personagens, para assim dar continuidade a criação da animação através 
de seu roteiro. Foram criados alguns painéis semânticos no início do 
processo, para atuar como fonte de repertório estético. Sendo assim, o 
primeiro e o segundo são painéis de estilo, ressaltados pelas cores pastéis, 
ganham vida através de objetos, indivíduos e cenários que transcrevem 
a necessidade humana de retorno ao passado e sugerem a idealização do 
antigo através do olhar daqueles que vivenciam o presente. Assim, como 
enfatizam Steindorf e Baêta “quando o passado é retirado do contexto, 
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cria-se uma espécie de projeção sentimentalista, um sonho romântico 
do passado, cujo resultado é nostalgia explícita” (STEINDORF; BAÊTA, 
2004, p.5 [3]). Porém de maneira paradoxal, estas lembranças acabam 
por manter vivos os acontecimentos de determinado período, ou seja, 
quanto mais se ocupa de memórias passadas, mais presente na vida elas 
sucedem. Buscando na animação este retorno, os painéis são representa-
dos por imagens que dialogam por meio de uma estética que caracterizam 
a linguagem do curta-metragem. Esta linguagem falará e se expressará 
através de cenários e objetos.

Visando uma animação que tenha como público também o universo 
adulto, o terceiro e o quarto painel se propõem ao olhar para a dualida-
de, a dicotomia e a diversidade humana. Um, parte dos bonecos enquan-
to sujeitos. Outro, com temas antagônicos e considerados tabus, discute 
grandes dilemas que tangem o homem em sociedade e em sua própria 
psique. Drogas, prostituição, sexualidade, loucura, padrões estéticos 
impostos são itens pontuados e representados através das imagens que 
vão sendo ofuscadas pela perda de suas cores. Os painéis têm o foco 
em gerar sensações, portanto, são referências de percepções humanas 
dentro da animação.

A partir dos painéis foram desenvolvidos trinta conceitos que permearam 
a relação formal e contextual com ênfase na identidade do persona-
gem. Para isto, foi criada para cada qual uma tabela com as informações 
consideradas mais relevantes, tais como: Nome, Idade e Atuação. Estas, 
em primeira instância, tiveram a intenção de definir, a priori, quem seria 
este personagem através de dados mais genéricos. Em segunda instância, 
buscando contextualizar o personagem de maneira mais profunda e de 
modo a explorar não somente o sentido visual, e seu respectivo desenho 
bidimensional, mas ampliando as percepções sobre cada personagem, 
escolheu-se uma música que representasse a singularidade de cada con-
ceito. Por fim, criou-se uma primeira Proposta de Narrativa, como uma 
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sinopse de história de vida em que se torna possível conhecer um pouco 
mais de cada indivíduo ali representado. Este se transcreve através da 
Temática que busca impulsionar a reflexão. Segue, abaixo, os respectivos 
conceitos dos personagens desenvolvidos.  

Dos traços em lápis e nanquim à primeira conversa com estes persona-
gens, foi escolhido o seu protagonista. Abaixo, tabela correspondente as 
suas características: 

Nome Pierre

Idade 37 anos

Atuação Arquiteto

Música Bastidores – Chico Buarque

Proposta Narrativa Tradicional de família francesa, pálido e magro, Pierre vive a angústia 

de suas faces dicotômicas em uma contagem regressiva para o próprio 

óbito. Entre bebidas e cigarros descobre Pietra, sua face antagônica/seu eu 

amado. Apaixonados, vivem o conflito de duas almas habitarem o mesmo 

corpo e dois corpos dividirem o mesmo lar.

Temática Gênero, sexualidade, identidade
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Suas características estéticas ainda precisavam ser aprimoradas, então, 
optou-se por transpor digitalmente tal personagem e utilizar as cores para 
facilitar esta compreensão.

Até este ponto, foram duas conversas com Pierre e Pietra. A primeira em 
tons grafite e nanquim, e a segunda em tons coloridos digitais. Porém 
ainda não carregavam plenamente os conceitos desejados. Portanto, com 
o intuito de auxiliar nos processos criativos de evolução do personagem, 
foi desenvolvido mais um painel semântico com o tema de transformação 
por meio das Drag Queens, símbolo da mudança intencional de gênero 
através de maquiagens, perucas e vestimentas. 

A partir deste painel foi possível 
evoluir o personagem para uma es-
tética que representasse de maneira 
mais completa a sua personalidade. 
Portanto, além de sua evolução, 
têm-se os desenhos digitais de 
estudo do personagem: estudos 
expressivos, estudos de figurino e 
estudos cromáticos. E por fim, a 
criação do modelo físico e seus pro-
cessos demonstrando sua respectiva 
estética enquanto boneco.

De família francesa, Pierre 
busca um padrão mais tradicional, 
porém com um estilo contemporâ-
neo. Definiu-se, portanto, para suas 
roupas: camisa social, suspensórios 
e calça social, e, para acessórios: 
óculos de grau, sapato social, reló-
gio e cachimbo. Para Pietra, por ser 
a transformação de Pierre, seu fi-
gurino deve representar o feminino 
de maneira intensificada tendendo 
ao exagero. Optou-se para suas 
roupas: vestido tipo corpete, e, para 
acessórios: peruca, brinco, colar, 
plumas, meia arrastão e salto alto. 
Com o objetivo de definir as cores 
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mais adequadas para o personagem, foram criadas paletas. Para Pierre, os 
testes cromáticos se relacionaram as cores e texturas de sua camisa, e para 
Pietra, se relacionaram com as cores do vestido e das perucas.

O Stop Motion tem como uma das características a mudança das expres-
sões do personagem por meio da troca de faces do boneco. Portanto, 
fez-se o estudo piloto relativo a algumas expressões humanas. Para Pierre: 
medo, tristeza e surpresa. Para Pietra: raiva, alegria e repugnância.

Transformar o personagem bidimensional para o universo tridimen-
sional, faz com que se crie outro nível de expressividade. Desta forma, 
foi criada sua escultura, pintura, maquiagem e figurino. Com o Pierre 
materializado foi possível percebê-lo nas sutilezas. Eis que ele me convida 
para o chá. Maça com canela foi a escolha do personagem e pude então, 
a partir do olhar sensível a Pierre, conversar. Entusiasmada, escutei aten-
tamente suas narrativas dubladas por mim, em uma conversa calada, em 
meio aquela tarde fria e ensolarada.
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4. Análise do personagem e o pré roteiro
Por meio de vestir-se com roupas e ornamentos que caracterizam o sexo 
oposto, os Drag Queens e os Crossdressing acabam por dinamizar a troca 
das relações sociais demarcadas através dos papéis sexuais (CARDOSO, 
2005 [4]). Este personagem busca, portanto, suscitar reflexões em torno 
das questões envolvidas na mudança de gênero e na discussão da se-
xualidade em suas múltiplas facetas. A sexualidade é o que impulsiona a 
vida humana e é nela que existem os maiores e mais profundos conflitos. 
Repressões, tabus e estereótipos são constantes no que se trata de algo tão 
intrínseco a cada ser. A discussão de gênero e questão dos transgêneros, 
portanto, revelam a multiplicidade da sexualidade e demonstram que esta 
é uma questão muito mais complexa do que a simples segregação entre 
homens e mulheres. Para Garber (1991, p.454 [ 5]): 

[...] se o transvestismo oferece uma crítica das distinções binárias de 
sexo e gênero, isso não acontece simplesmente porque faz tais distin-
ções reversíveis, mas porque desnaturaliza, desestabiliza e desfamilia-
riza os signos de sexo e gênero. 

Ao modificar seus corpos, muitas vezes pertencentes a uma identida-
de oculta, acabam por discutir criticamente a fluidez pós-moderna da 
questão do gênero materializada através da transição entre dois corpos 
meramente culturais de representação do feminino e do masculino em 
um ato que permite a indicação irônica da diferença no próprio âmago da 
semelhança. Portanto, a escolha de tal técnica para o projeto deste curta-
metragem se dá por ser uma estética que reflete o drama e a beleza com 
traços perfeitos e imperfeitos que caracterizam as produções manuais. Os 
pequenos movimentos corporais a cada fotografia, sinuosos e delicados, 
vão dando alma a estes corpos. As expressões geradas através da troca de 
encaixes da face representam os conflitos internos pulsantes e latentes 
que são as múltiplas facetas do ser humano por traz de suas máscaras. 
Desta maneira, a junção desta dança de corpos e almas vinculadas às 
facetas e as máscaras trazem uma riqueza somente atingida com esta téc-
nica. Com o forte apelo para a expressividade de Pierre e de Pietra, o curta 
torna-se, de certo modo, mais acessível pela inexistência de diálogos. 
Assim, os cenários e personagens possuem uma relação de significado 
expressivo, vinculados à sonoplastia criada para este.

Pierre e Pietra trazem à tona o conflito das múltiplas facetas do ser 
humano, em uma trama que envolve sexualidade, amor e narcisismo. 
O personagem Pierre simboliza o lado reprimido do ser moldado pela 
sociedade em uma dinâmica de tradicionalismo e classicismo simulado 
pelo trabalho e pela vestimenta, que, de maneira antagônica, se transfor-
ma no grito calado dos desejos mais profundos materializados através da 
transformação em Pietra. O conflito em viver a rotina cansativa de cada 
dia, a exaustação da repetição. A casa antiga, e Pierre com vestimentas 
clássicas, bem como o uso do plano subjetivo intercalado com o uso do 
plano americano e de detalhe, induzem à interpretação da monotonia 
de seu dia-a-dia. O uso da madeira e de uma paleta cromática reduzida a 
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cores neutras e frias ressalta a vivência deste tradicionalismo, rumo 
à ruptura. Esta ruptura é trazida em um ambiente de tom amarelado e a 
narrativa é quebrada pela mudança abrupta no final do curta, instigando 
a dúvida do espectador durante a trajetória da narrativa do filme. Deste 
modo, aparece Pietra em cena, em tons menos clássicos, com cabelos 
azuis e vestido vermelho, numa tentativa de ato de subversão.

4. O Roteiro
No quarto escuro de tons azulados e clima sereno, se escuta o despertar 
eufórico do relógio que quase cai da cabeceira da cama com seu movi-
mento agudo. Pierre acorda, desliga o despertador e levanta da cama 
em passos lentos, ainda se readaptando ao acordar da vida. Atravessa o 
corredor e chega à sala.

De pijama, começa a preparar seu café com o coador de pano. O 
cheiro contamina a casa, café puro e forte. Senta-se no sofá e começa a ler 
o bom e velho jornal com as notícias do dia. O tempo passa imperceptível. 
Pierre ao olhar o relógio se dá conta de não ter mais tempo. Vai para o 
quarto em cadência acelerada, troca suas roupas chegando imediatamen-
te na sala. Sobre o corpo coloca o sobretudo sem esquecer do chapéu, da 
pasta e de seu guarda-chuva preto. Abre e fecha a porta da casa com suas 
enormes chaves, e em ritmo caótico, vai trabalhar. 

O dia passa e Pierre volta para a casa, cansado e abatido. Ao abrir a 
porta, escuta o balançar das chaves e uma sensação de aconchego toma 
conta de seu corpo.   Com enormes olheiras, traz em seus braços um 
buquê de rosas. Caminha até a penteadeira e se depara consigo mesmo 
diante do espelho. Olhando para o seu reflexo, começa a treinar a entrega 
destas lindas flores para a mulher amada. Cria diálogos imaginários e se 
cansa ao desistir de todos. Larga as flores em cima do piano e vai cabis-
baixo assistir televisão. Na tela, uma bailarina e um palhaço vivem um ro-
mance que beira uma triste nostalgia pendendo ao entretenimento barato 
que logo aborrecem Pierre. Ele desliga a televisão e se serve de uísque e 
cigarros. Ao beber e fumar, Pierre decide sentar-se diante do piano, e em 
um tom de melancolia, toca sua música preferida como quem toca na dor 
e na angústia do próprio sofrimento. Olha para o retrato de uma mulher e 
chora. Servindo-se de mais uísque, pega o buquê e o leva com ele.

Indo em direção ao Closet da casa, passa pelo corredor. No corredor 
uma série de retratos contamina a parede. Ela e ele estão em todos os 
cantos, alegres e risonhos em algumas, seriamente clássicos em outras. 

Passa pelo quarto e chega ao closet. Acende uma luz amarela baixa. 
Metade do closet com as roupas dela. Imediatamente ele solta o buquê e 
agarra um dos vestidos fortemente, o abraça de olhos bem fechados e com 
um forte suspiro cheira o vestido como se relembrasse de certo momento. 

De frente para o espelho, Pierre se olha como quem questiona a 
si mesmo. Dá mais um gole em seu uísque, limpa seu rosto com um 
lenço e lhe aparece um leve sorriso no rosto de canto de boca. Em um 
corte abrupto, aparece Pietra, ocupando seu espaço em cena. O Closet 
esfumaçado, Pietra e seu reflexo. Ainda se olhando, bebe mais uísque 
e começa a rir. Em movimentos leves, se levanta. Percebe as flores, as 
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agarra com entusiasmo. Fica 
novamente diante do espelho, 
e em um novo diálogo imagi-
nário, agradece imensamente 
o ato tão inesperado de receber 
as belas flores. 

5. Conclusão
Usualmente os roteiros surgem 
como a questão inicial na anima-
ção e a materialização estética do 

personagem acaba por ocupar um espaço periférico e secundário. Tal artigo 
demonstra a criação do personagem Pierre e Pietra que antecede a cons-
trução de seu roteiro, a fim de exemplificar um processo criativo que tem 
como ponto de partida a construção do personagem. Este, carrega em si 
elementos - anatomias, formas, cores, figurinos e expressões – que revelam 
narrativas não verbais, ou seja, signos que são transmitidos pelos aspectos 
visuais e identitários.

Desta forma, defende-se a construção do personagem como ponto de 
partida inicial da animação em Stop Motion. Acredita-se que os elementos 
narrativos expressados por meio do próprio boneco trazem uma maior 
sensibilidade inventiva e propicia um ambiente fértil, ou pelo menos, 
diferenciado, para a escrita criativa.
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Abstract

Japanese animation acquired its key features in the 1960s, when it 
was established as an industry. However, the aesthetic qualities of the 
drawings and the richness of their fabulous stories began to be ap -
preciated even before the appearance of the term manga, when images 
started to emerge with characteristics that would eventually form the 
basis of the visual language of the current anime: stylized drawing and 
sequential image. For this reason, and in order to understand anime as 
we know it today, it is necessary to investigate its hidden history and 
origins, beyond famous animation studios or consecrated animators. 
This article explores the traditional Japanese art forms from the first 
caricature-like drawings to the animation creations that appeared at 
the beginning of the twentieth century.

1. Introduction
Just as all art forms have a history behind them, in the specific case of 
animation there is a large part of its history still under research. One part 
of this history is a particular style of Japanese animation, generally known 
as anime, whose key features are limited animation, flat expression, 
suspension of time, an abundance of themes, excellent contextualization, 
presence of historical figures and, above all, the peculiar way in which the 
characters are drawn with large oval-shaped eyes, very-well defined lines, 
bright colours and reduced lip movement [1, 2].

 Although the key characteristics of anime belong to the sixties, when 
the master Osamu Tezuka entered the scene and anime made its way into 
the television industry, the aesthetic qualities of the drawings and the 
richness of its fabulous stories could already be glimpsed much earlier, 
well before the creation of the animation techniques. The drawings made 
at that early stage already displayed the chief characteristics that were to 
become the basis of the visual language of anime, namely, stylized draw-
ing and sequential images.

The origin and evolution of Japanese animation is strongly linked 
to an important artistic tradition of story-telling picture-cards drawn on 
paper and of engravings dating back to feudal times [3] (pp.13-45). These 
17th-century illustrations were the first graphic and narrative representa-
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tions of what eventually were to become Japanese comics —also known as 
manga—. This was the first stage of the current system of anime creation, 
a model usually based on manga stories whose commercial success war-
rants their utilization for television animation series.

It seems clear that Japanese animation evolves side by side with 
manga, so any investigation into the origins of anime must necessarily be 
preceded by a study of the first caricature-like drawings and of the most 
primitive works with sequential drawings in Japan. This article introduces 
the wide array of art forms available in Japan and shows that anime is part 
of their continuity over the years. 

The article has been structured in two main sections: the first one 
provides a brief historical overview into traditional Japanese art forms from 
the first caricature-like drawings to the invention, well before the twentieth 
century, of a number of devices for displaying images sequentially; while 
the second part discusses the seemingly continuation of earlier visual nar-
rative or of the illusion of movement art forms into early animation.

2. Traditional Japanese art forms.
Ever since prehistoric times, human beings have always felt the urge to 
record, in one way or another, what they observed around them. One 
example of this, common to all cultures, is drawing. The Japanese were, 
of course, no exception and there is evidence of drawings with caricature-
like features dating back to the year 600 A.D., in the Asuka period.

The oldest caricatures found so far in Japan date back to the end 
of the 7th century. They were discovered on the back of some wooden 
boards on the ceiling in 1953 during the restauration of the main hall in the 
temple Hōryū Gakumonji (Fig.1). The drawings were probably done by the 
same craftsmen who had erected the building and remained hidden be-
hind the beams for centuries [4]. However, notwithstanding the amount 
of time that has elapsed, it is still possible to identify stylized faces whose 
expressions are not unlike those used in animation series or films today. 

From the 7th century (the Nara period) to the 12th century (the Heian 
period), Japanese painting did not cease to change and eventually became 
a medium reflecting the aesthetics of the court. It is in this time span that 
the horizontal illustrated scrolls, called emakimono or emaki, first emerged 
[3] (pp. 26-30). These mostly depicted religious or literary subjects and 
were occasionally divided into separate scenes by written fragments. 
They narrated long illustrated stories, aesthetically written on a paper 

Fig. 1. Drawings found 
in temple Hōryū Gaku-
monji (Narajin.net) [ 5].
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strip wound around a stick which was unfolded from right to left, creating 
the illusion of the passing of time and of action in progress, in a manner 
similar to that used in anime, where the succession of drawings is used to 
create movement.

Emakimono or picture-scroll, which could be up to fifteen meters 
long, originally came from China, but were soon adapted to the aesthetic 
preferences of Japan [6]. Perspective was allowed to go beyond the limit 
imposed by closed frames and use was made of multiple-point perspec-
tive, so that the reader’s look might wander unhindered through the 
different scenes depicted. The first attested emaki in Japan is E-ingakyo, an 
illustrated Sutra of Cause and Effect, which dates back to 735, though it is 
not until the 12th century that emaki art started to flourish.

Although emakimono usually described scenes of a religious or 
spiritual nature, there were exceptions. Some also dealt with tales, literary 
narrations, comic scenes or even edifying stories with anthropomorphic 
animals in which the text was placed in small fragments near the charac-
ters, a procedure comparable to the speech bubbles and balloons used in 
comics today. It is precisely because of their religious character or because 
they were intended for a readership at court, that emakimono were valued 
as highly-prized artifacts whose preservation required great care and, in 
fact, today they are regarded as part of Japan’s cultural heritage.

Another type of caricatured painting and having the same features 
as the emakimono is the toba-e or “toba images”. The toba-e are humorous 
or sarcastic creations, featuring animals endowed with human qualities, 
which became very popular in the Edo period, particularly those by Ooka 
Shumbuku (1680-1763) [7] (p.20), although their popularity did not last 
further and eventually they disappeared. Nevertheless, toba-e drawings 
have strongly influenced many of the typical features of anime drawings, 
both as regards the design of the figures and the delicacy of the ink strokes 
for drawing lines. This constitutes a style which has left a lasting mark 
on anime, as in the recent short films produced by Studio Ghibli for the 
firm Marubeni Power, or the peculiar Ninpō: Chōju Giga or “Super Beast 
Imitating Drawing” drawing technique used by Sai Yamanaka in Naruto 
Shippūden, literally “Naruto: Hurricane Chronicles”, (2007-2017).

To the same period belong the popular drawings made by craftsmen 
from the city of Ōtsu, hence their name: ōtsu-e. They were painted with 
India ink and finished off with bright colours made with natural pig-
ments mixed with water. These paintings were sold in street stalls on the 
Tokaido road, between Ōtsu and the Mii temple [8] (p.58). 

Although these ōtsu-e drawings reached their peak in popularity in 
the mid 18th century, they spanned over a period of two hundred years 
(from the mid 17th to the late 19th century). They usually depicted formi-
dable demons and other mythological figures, such as the powerful Raijin, 
god of lightning and thunder in the Shinto religion, who still rumbles on 
today thanks to series such as One Piece (1999).

It is also in this period that ukiyo-e pictures first appeared, following a 
technique which has continued to evolve through time according to each 
epoch’s social needs [3] (p.32). The term ukiyo-e means “pictures of the 
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floating world” and it refers to the Buddhist belief that the earthly world is 
ruled by instability and ephemeral pleasures. From that period onwards, 
the vertical format, previously known as kakemono, was to change into 
pictures drawn on separate sheets of paper.

At the beginning printed ukiyo-e images were monochrome and 
colours were later added by hand, as many as fifteen. In the Edo period 
the creation of these images had no other use than that of spreading news. 
However, as time passed, their purpose changed and the drawings, now 
called nishiki-e or “brocade pictures,” depicted entirely different subject 
matter serving as decorative elements in homes and as advertising posters 
in public premises and theatres [8] (pp. 38-39).

Finally, one must mention the so-called kusazōshi, the first illustrated 
story books or comics printed from woodblocks. They flourished between 
the 17th century and the beginning of the 19th century and were very 
popular. According to their subject matter, their covers would have differ-
ent colours: yellow-backed covers would identify books containing adult 
fiction or kibiyōshi; blue was used for aoi-hon books, that is, love stories 
and comedy; black kuro-hon dealt with war and tragedy; and, lastly, cov-
ers that were red on the outside and black-and-white on the inside identi-
fied the aka-hon, the most popular books containing tales and children’s 
stories. At first, they had stories satirizing well-known personalities [7] 
(p.20), but over time this type of illustrated literature widened its subject-
matter to include dramatic plots addressing an adult readership. 

The countless stories found in the illustrated lithographs of these early 
classic booklets with colourful covers have stuck in the Japanese imaginary 
for years and are the source of the fantastic stories that constitute such an 
essential part of manga today and, consequently, of anime. Indeed, a defin-
ing feature of the anime industry is the fact that it preserves the bond with 
the past and perpetuates beings that have illustrated Japanese folklore for 
centuries. Mighty magical carps and ageless nine-tailed foxes have become 
little likeable pocket-size monsters thanks to Pokemon (1998-2016) and the 
dreadful yōkai “ghosts” continue to exist in Japanese animation series such 
as GeGeGe no Kitarō (1968-2009), Jigoku Sensei Nube “Hell Teacher Nūbē” 
(1996-1997), Nurarihyon no Mago “Nurarihyon’s Grandson” (2010-2011) or 
the popular Yōkai Wotchi “Yo-kai Watch” (2014).

However, in this short historical survey no mention has yet been made 
of techniques that really belong to animation. The main reason for this is 
that anime emerged with the invention, well before the 20th century, of a 
number of optical toys and of devices for displaying images sequentially.

3. First animation creations in Japan.
After the Edo period, the Japanese started to become interested in the 
new optical devices made in Holland and China (telescopes, stereoscopes, 
etc.), which constituted entertainment not only for adults, but also for 
children, who played with these strange optical boxes and with the picture 
cards especially designed for magic lanterns.

When these striking instruments reached Japan, the Japanese, who 
until then had used static images to tell stories, made the most of these 
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optical toys so as to provide their images with some degree of motion and 
create the illusion of movement.

Between 1764 and 1781 a new device called nozoki karakuri was in-
vented, a machine similar to the European perspective boxes used in peep 
shows. It showed layered images in its interior which created an illusion of 
relief and three-dimensional depth perception when looked at through a 
central viewfinder. These optical boxes were first imported from Holland 
(hence the name “Dutch glasses”), but the Japanese adapted the toy by 
making it as small as possible and by inventing different versions. Some 
six etchings were superimposed on the upper side of the box, equipped 
with little strings which could be pulled to let the image fall inside the 
box. By looking through a lens placed on the front side one could see the 
composition of images that was created inside. 

A few years later, around 1800, utsushi-e shows became popular in Ja-
pan [3]. They tended to take place in shops or tea houses and were produced 
using Japanese magic lanterns or furo projectors. Eventually these projec-
tions changed and they fused with other traditional arts such as music play-
ing or benshi story-telling, eventually becoming the so-called nishiki-kage-e. 
These visual shows displayed very basic animation, since they depended 
on the movements of an operator holding the device. However, the bright 
colours projected inside a black room onto the paper screen or washi, the 
traditional music and the interaction of the still images must surely have 
caught the spectators’ attention and stimulated their imagination.

Furo projectors were much lighter than European magical lanterns 
since they were made of Pawlonia wood, which was heat-resistant [9] (p. 
21). The show was produced by two or more people behind the screen who 
moved the images by quickly changing or rotating the slides. This could 
be achieved thanks to a shutter on the front part of the lens and because 
the transparencies were composed of several layers of drawings that could 
be shifted by alternating layer changes with visual effects such as zooms 
or transitions, thus changing the appearance of the main image being 
projected. Skilful use of these devices would create the illusion of moving 
images in a very original way.

Similar to the nozoki karakuri, these shows were also accompa-
nied by benshi narration and traditional music, and for this reason they 
constituted genuine audiovisual shows which sparked the imagination 
of Japanese spectators. 

The hand-painted transparencies used in nishiki-kage-e performances 
stood out a little from the wooden cases containing them, called taneita, 
literally “slide carrier,” so that, when pulled, they would move about 
inside the device and the main image would change.

At the beginning the image was painted on glass with a type of ink that 
let the light through, while the rims became darker thanks to an opaque 
dye called sumi. The model in Figure 2 shows how the figure is raised from 
two basic positions, appearing first seated and then raised. This mecha-
nism, which would later be termed in animation studios “keyframe” o 
genga, created the illusion of a figure walking when projected or changed 
quickly. Although it was extremely simple, it had enormous potential
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Another invention which also reached Japan is William Horner’s zoetrope 
(1834) [11]. The creation of motion through its decomposition, a basic 
principle of animation, captured the attention of the Japanese who com-
posed paper strips with sequenced pictures that came to life when rotated 
in the Japanese zōtorōpu.

The importance and evolution of all these contraptions is thoroughly 
reflected in the short film Legend of the Forest (1987), in which master 
Osamu Tezuka presents a comprehensive, and at times subliminal, trip 
through the history of animation, from the earliest optical toys, through 
the whiteboard animations of such pioneers as J. Stuart Blackton o Émile 
Cohl, and ending with Walt Disney’s first colour productions. 

It is from this knowledge on three-dimensional simulation based on 
two-dimensional layers, the creation of motion through the sequenced repro-
duction of different static images and the projection of images on a screen, 
that the first instances of animation emerged in Japan at the beginning of 
the 20th century. Even though 1912 is considered by many as the first year in 
which a foreign animation was shown in Japanese cinemas, namely Émile 
Cohl’s Les exploits de Feu Follet “The Exploits of Will-o’-the-wisp” (1911) [12], 
the Japanese had already been enjoying “toy-films” for domestic consump-
tion for quite some time thanks to portable projectors made of tin.

At first these projectors contained short sample animations lasting 
for just a few seconds, called loop- or toy-films. They were placed inside tin 
or cardboard boxes and they were sold as complementary material with 
some projectors. This is the case of the filmstrip known as Katsudō Shashin 
“Activity Photo,” also known as “Matsumoto Fragment”, which lasts for 
a mere three seconds, when reproduced at 16 frames per second. It was 
found in Kyoto in 2005 by Natsuki Matsumoto, an expert in iconography 
at the Osaka University of Arts. The filmstrip, which depicts a boy in a sail-
or suit, a traditional outfit for boys from wealthy families, has no known 
creator, but the manufacture date of the projector it was found with would 
suggest it was made between 1907 and 1911 at the latest.

The latest research conducted on this striking filmstrip shows that it 
was part of a serialized production. Frederick S. Litten discusses various 
theories on its origin in his book Animated Film in Japan until 1919 (2017). 
One of them explains that the film strip could have been a commercial 
product and not a homemade product. As this author indicates, there is 
evidence that some companies, such as Yoshizawa Shōten, sold and lent 
apparatus and films during that time [13] (p. 26 ).

It is also known that the fifty images of the peculiar young sailor were 
not hand-drawn, as had been thought at first, but were transferred to 

Fig. 2. Taneita model 
(Minwaza) [10].
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the surface of the celluloid strip through a traditional stencilling process 
called kappazuri, hence the shift of the hat’s red colour. This technique 
had been used before to decorate magic lanterns [13] (p. 23), which seems 
to confirm the hypotheses of both the serial production and of its indis-
putable Japanese origin.

However, although it is the earliest Japanese animation proved to have 
been manufactured during the Meiji period, the newspaper Ashi Shimbun, 
which reported the discovery in August 2005, is cautious about considering 
it part of the history of anime since it is “controversial that Katsudō Shashin 
should even be called animation in the contemporary sense” [14]. For 
this reason, to this day, Katsudō Shashin does not enjoy the recognition it 
deserves in the history of Japanese animation, so that Jun’ichi Kōuchi’s al-
ready popular Namakura Gatana “An Obtuse Sword” (1917) is considered to 
be the earliest Japanese animation, perhaps because it is a short film made 
with a verifiable technique. It is quite long (some four minutes) and there 
exists evidence of the author’s life and artistic production.

In this period (1900-1920), three main creators stand out: Ōten 
Shimokawa (1892-1973), Jun’ichi Kōuchi (1886-1970), both caricaturists in 
their beginnings, and Seitarō Kitayama (1888-1945), who was originally an 
artist interested in watercolor painting, oil painting and post-impression-
ist Western painters, such as Vincent Van Gogh. [15].

In 1917, these pioneers of animation in Japan produced, indepen-
dently and using different techniques, what are popularly considered as 
the first animations of this country: Imokawa Mukuzō Genkanban, no Maki 
by Shimokawa; the animated adaptation by Kitayama of the popular Japa-
nese fable Saru Kani Kassen; and Hanawa hekonai meitō no maki (Nam-
akura Gatana) directed by Kōuchi [16].

Namakura Gatana (tinted in yellow) was discovered by Professor Mat-
sumoto in 2007, in an antiques fair in Osaka, alongside another film called 
Urashima Tarō (1918) by Seitarō Kitayama. Both films were found well 
sheltered inside some boxes, which helped keep them in good condition. 
The digital restoration of Namakura Gatana, which was carried out by the 
National Film Center, also contains a fragment of the film which was found 
after 2014 (tinted in blue) [13] (pp. 90-91). At the end of December 2017, 
a new section was found, which adds a few seconds to the duration of the 
version available on the website of the National Museum of Modern Art in 
Tokyo [17, 18]. The new clip shows the scene of a fight between the unskilled 
samurai and the blind man in images of a higher quality than those in the 
earlier fragment. Also, the few extra seconds show how the character with 
the stick, after he has kicked the samurai up into the air, turns his face, looks 
towards the spectator and, with a wide grin on his face, opens and closes his 
mouth as if trying to interact with the audience itself, just as pioneer Winsor 
McCay had done with Gertie the Dinosaur in 1914.

One of the most sophisticated aspects of this early animation, aside 
from its experimentation with the movement of some secondary elements 
(such as the many turns of the coin or of the sword itself ), is Kōuchi’s 
clear attempt at showing his characters’ emotions, the joy or distress of 
the protagonists, even in the final part of the animation, where the scene 
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is entirely constructed as a shadow play of the characters and trees which 
make up the scenery (silhouette animation) (Fig. 3).
Little by little, these short animation filmstrips evolved and became films 
which lasted for a few minutes. These films were originally viewed by the 
Japanese upper-class in their homes but would eventually make their way 
to public venues and theatres.

After the invention of the electric 
bulb, projectors could use this 
new source of light thus increas-
ing the quality of the images be-
ing projected, and their cost too. 
What at first had started out be-
ing simply weird toys for domes-
tic enjoyment with time would 
become the most important tools 
with which the early Japanese 
animators experimented. For 

example, in the early 1920s Kōuchi incorporated into his animated 
pictures different hues of grey which up until then had been created 
quite coarsely with India ink [20] ( p.103). Likewise, his command of 
the cutout animation technique is considered far superior to those of 
all his contemporaries [21] ( p. 103).

As a result of all these developments and of the growth in popularity 
of portable projectors at the beginning of the 20th century, there was a 
steady increase in the number and variety of short films created for these 
devices: from samurai warrior sword-fights, known as chan-bara, to short 
films starring characters who were already popular in comics, such as the 
dog Norakuro or the adventurous peach-boy Momotaro. Many of these 
short animations survived through time because they were reedited and 
adapted many times for the general cinema-going or TV-watching public. 
They gave way to the first animation films of Japan and, consequently, to 
the precursors of today’s anime.

4. Conclusions.
This work is a historical survey into traditional Japanese art forms and it 
shows that, aesthetically, anime is interrelated to the important artistic 
tradition of illustrated paper sheets and engravings of feudal times. 

The numerous creatures from Japan’s folklore which illustrated old 
Japanese lithographs have survived in the Japanese imaginary for years, so 
that today these stories are a fundamental component of manga and ani-
me. The spirits, demons and ogres which have lain dormant for decades 
in Japanese engravings have come to life again today thanks to the magic 
of animation. That is the case, for example, of the classical characters 
used to design the small monsters of the series Pokémon (1998-2016 ), the 
powerful bijū in Naruto Shippūden “Naruto: Hurricane Chronicles” (2007-
2017) or the thrilling controversial settings used in stories such as Rurouni 
Kenshin (1996-1998) y Bakumatsu Kikansetsu Irohanihoheto “Intrigue in 
the Bakumatsu-Irohanihoheto” (2006-2007). The constant references in 

Fig.3. Frame of the fi-
nal scene of Namakura 
Gatana (National Film 

Center) [19].
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anime to former days keep alive a sense of identity among the Japanese 
and, at the same time, increase the interest of younger generations, and of 
the foreign public too, in the history and traditions of ancient Japan.
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Abstract

This paper explains the research and methodology behind the making 
of a character design activity book, which was the practical component 
of my Master’s project. Desperfeitamente is an activity book that, besides 
presenting research results about gender representation in recent main-
stream animation, challenges its readers to create innovative character 
designs. The drawing exercises presented in the book promote critical 
thinking about the drawing process and our representation impulses. 
It mainly delves into the subject of gender-coded graphic signs, how to 
make conscious decisions about using them and the power of restric-
tions and abstract forms to push creativity further.

1. Introduction
The activity book  is the practical component of my Master’s degree project 
-  (2018) - developed at Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave, under the 
guidance of Paula Tavares. In the first section of this paper, you will find more 
about the research on gender representation in mainstream animation of 
the past 25 years.  The second section is about the creation of the exercises 
presented in the activity book and its testing with different groups. The third 
section shows the making of the object itself. The last section is a reflection 
on the whole process and how it affected the perception of those who had 
the opportunity to try the exercises. It also shows a reflection on the possible 
future prospects for this activity book.

2. Gender representation on mainstream
animation of the last 25 years
The research on gender representation in recent mainstream animation 
began as the support for the practical component of my MA project on 
how to develop non-stereotyped female characters for the screen. It was 
crucial to understand if this was indeed a real issue that was spread-out 
across the industry and if it affected society in any way.

The first step was to define the terms used in the research, as a way to 
clarify meaning. The term sex is used to refer to “the biological and phys-
iological characteristics that define men and women”, while gender refers 
to “the socially constructed roles, behaviors, activities and attributes that 
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a given society considers appropriate for men and women” (World Health 
Organization). It was also important to consider that in most contempo-
rary western societies there is an expectation for correspondence between 
one’s sex and gender identity.

The social expectation for binary correspondence between 
sex and gender identity is usually reflected on mainstream cultural 
productions. This means audiences will often be presented with a 
hetero - cisnormative representation of society, where most characters 
are heterosexual and cisgender (Heritage, 2015). Nonetheless, social 
concepts represented on film are usually a reflection of the societal 
views at the time of production, which leads to evolving and adaptable 
representations (Heritage, 2015). Still, mainstream animated movies 
will not show radical or innovative representations if there is a chance 
it will compromise the box office revenue.

Some learning theories, based on Piaget work, agree that cultural 
productions can and will have an effect on its viewers, especially the more 
susceptible young ones. Constructivism and cultivation theory both sug-
gest that gender representations (as well as morals and values) presented 
on mainstream film may shape a child’s social expectations of what’s 
expected of them (England, Descartes & Collier-Meek, 2011). The social 
learning theory (Bandura, 1971) suggests that children will mainly learn 
through observation of relevant social models that surround them –be it a 
parent, a teacher or a cartoon character (Rakow, 1986 ).

Acknowledging the pedagogical potential of mainstream animation 
makes one reflect on the impact of the creative work in the real world. To 
understand the contemporary status of gender representation on mainstream 
animation film, the research originally focused on listing every animated fea-
ture film released between 1992 and 20163, that did not have any live-action 
footage and that reached a minimum of 15 000 ratings on IMDb4. A total of 
214 animated films were analyzed to determine who directed them, who were 
the main characters and what did those protagonists look like.

The results were as follow. There were 205 male co-directors, 108 
male solo directors, 10 female co-directors and 1 female solo director.

Of a total of 2 77 protagonists, 223 were identified as being male and 
54 were identified as being female. It seems relevant to note that of the 
223 male leading characters, 99 were humans, 92 were animals and 32 
were considered ‘others’ (these characters took on the form of objects, 
aliens, food, monsters, etc). Of the 54 female leading characters, 43 were 
humans, 7 were animals and only 4 had to be categorized as ‘others’.

The last part of the analysis dealt with the specific graphic signs 
used to draw each protagonist. To understand if there were any ten-
dencies and differences between the drawing of a female and a male 
character, each character’s face and overall body shape were traced over 
images gathered from the movies.

3 The results that will be presented here already show data from 2017.
4 The high number of ratings on a movie’s IMDb page was used as an indicator of popularity and audi-
ence reach, therefore serving as confirmation for a given movie being indeed a part of the mainstream 
sphere.
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According to the information that was gathered during this investigation, 
it is possible to conclude the following: there are extremely few female 
directors in the mainstream animation feature film industry; only a small 
part of the mainstream animated movies has a female-driven narrative 
and a female protagonist; the female character design shows a lot less 
variety of form than the male character design.

From this point onward, the research focused on character design 
and why the variety of shapes and graphic signs that define the female 
gender differ from the ones that define the male gender.

The female faces tend to be rounded and balanced, with big eyes, 
thin eyebrows and small pointy noses. On the other hand, the male faces 
show a lot of different base shapes (for example, ovals, squares, inverted 
triangles), that were complemented by a huge variety of eye, nose and 
eyebrow shapes. The body designs show the same tendencies: female 
characters are drawn with a balanced, slim, hour-glass figure, while male 

Fig. 1. The graphic 
shows the number of 

female and male direc-
tors and co-directors 

found on the listed 
mainstream animated 

movies from the last 
25 years.

Fig. 2. Comparison 
between the number 

of male and female 
protagonists. On the 

right: the two pie charts 
show the distribution 

of form within male 
protagonists and 

female protagonists.

Fig. 3. Representative 
sample of the tracing 

exercise, over each pro-
tagonist’s face, to make 
it easier to identify and 

analyze each facial 
feature.
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characters have body shapes that vary from athletic to fat to thin to almost 
being just an abstract shape.

Sarah Airriess explained that “there are more specific visual cues to 
a design being ‘female’ than ‘male’…The figure in the Ikea manuals reads 
as male (…) despite having no real facial features or ‘male’ signifiers; 
Muppets read as ‘male’ until designated otherwise with eyelashes and/or 
hair. (…) Perhaps there is a deeply ingrained cultural bias to default male-
ness…” (cited by Gardam, 2015).

A stick figure will read as male, but if you draw a triangle on it, it 
becomes female. This is a graphic sign meant to represent a skirt – a 
piece of clothing deeply associated with the female gender. Still, the 
skirt is actually not exclusive to the female gender and it is definitely 
not representative of the female gender in contemporary western 
societies. So could/should these graphic signs evolve? Could we find 
new ways to visually communicate our character’s identity? Could the 
diversity of graphic representation of the male character be transport-
ed to the female character design? This was the train of thought that 
lead to the making of the activity book.

3. Creating and Testing the Drawing Exercises
3.1. The drawing exercises 
The inspiration for the drawing exercises presented in the activity book 
came right from the shape-tracing exercises, made during research. There 
are two main groups of exercises: the first one deals with the drawing of 
the face and facial features and the second one is about body shapes.

The first exercise presents its ‘reader’ with a group of traced 
female faces and asks him/her to complete the drawings with a twist: 
to go against the first natural impulse of trying to make it beautiful and 
perfect, and instead draw moustaches, weird shaped ears, unexpected 
hairdos, double chins or just a plain big round nose. This helps to build 
a certain kind of expectation for what’s to come in the activity book, 
while freeing the reader from guilt or shame of not being able to draw a 
perfect beautiful face.

The next exercise offers a group of traced male faces and asks the 
reader to appreciate the variety of forms and to try to imagine how they 
could all be transformed into female faces – without losing their shape 
diversity, of course. This makes the reader change his perspective on the 
graphic signs used to represent male characters and question conventions: 

Fig. 4. Representative 
sample of the tracing 
exercise, over each 
protagonist’s body 
shape, to make it 
easier to perceive their 
proportions.
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“Can female characters have thick eyebrows/round noses/square faces? 
Do I know women with similar features, maybe?”

The third exercise derives from the previous ones and shows its read-
er only some facial features of both female and male characters, asking 
him to use the different elements to create only female faces. This will 
make the reader use both male and female features as the starting point 
for a design, which can lead to results that are more creative.

The two final exercises regarding face design are a bit more challeng-
ing because it involves a level of abstraction. On the fifth exercise, the 
reader finds a set of random lines and is asked to observe them carefully 
and to try to use them as the basis for new female face designs. The sixth 
exercise is very similar but instead it presents the reader with a set of ran-
dom watercolor marks. The instruction tells the reader to, once again, ob-
serve it carefully and then draw female faces that are inspired, contained 
or guided by those shapes on the paper.

The second group of exercises mirrors the face drawing exercises – 
it starts with traced female body shapes and requests the reader to alter 
the figures, by drawing over them. The intention is to, once again, let 
the reader’s creativity loose and free of the restrictions of conventions. 
Next, the reader will have to transform a varied group of male body 
shapes into female characters, arousing the questioning of traditional 
representations: can female characters be big/square-like/hunched/
muscular? Then comes the more abstract exercises, starting with 
random lines and then random watercolor marks that will serve as the 
basis for the general shape of a female character. The fifth body exercise 
shows a set of dots that represent variations on the hour-glass figure 
scheme and asks the reader to imagine how he can connect the dots to 
create a distorted hour-glass figure for a female character design. Lastly, 
the reader is presented with white pages that read: “Think of your 
female beauty ideal. Draw what you imagined, but use your non-dom-
inant hand.” This challenges the reader to reflect on the female beauty 
standards and then be confronted with a distorted reality. Hopefully, 
the reader will find the distorted image he created has some interesting 
quality to it that can be transferred to a new character design.

3.2. Testing the exercises with different audiences
After the conceptualization of the exercises, it was fundamental to show 
them to different groups of people to find if they were understood, if they 
were doable and if they were relevant. The testing part would also be 
useful to define a target audience for the activity book.

The first testing session involved a group of four art students, with 
ages between 23 and 25 that were studying at an MA level and worked as 
freelancers in the fields of photography, cinema, illustration and ani-
mation. It was a very quiet session, only interrupted by a muffled laugh 
and consequent sharing of the drawing that caused the reaction. Three 
of the people involved enjoyed the session and claimed to have learned 
something about representation and their own perspectives on drawing 
human-like figures. Only one member of the group felt frustrated because 
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she felt her drawings were ‘ugly’. This was the only person in the group 
who didn’t enjoy drawing very much and didn’t use drawing as a tool of 
representation in her usual work.
The second testing opportunity came through the contact with Escola 
Secundária Dr. Manuel Laranjeira – a school in Espinho, Portugal. The 
exercises were presented to four different classes, whose students were 
within the arts program at the school, with ages comprised between 14 
and 19. After a brief presentation of the project, the students were left to 

their will to complete the exercises. The first two classes (10th and 11th 
grades) didn’t complete half the exercises, were unenthusiastic about the 
activity and seemed distracted during the session. The other two classes 
(11th and 12th grades) did every exercise, showed curiosity about the 
theme, participated actively in the session and, in the end, most students 
claimed to have learned something about their own way of drawing, about 
representation in general and about creativity.

All sessions indicated that the more a person was inclined to draw (be 
it as a hobby or as a professional tool), the more they enjoyed the activity. 
People who dealt with representation in their work or who were interested 
in pursuing an art career connected to drawing were the ones who gave 
the most positive feedback. The younger art students, the more techno-
logical inclined students (who were taking a technical course) and the film 
student from the first testing session were the ones who didn’t fully enjoy 
the activity and didn’t feel the exercises were relevant to them.

The trials were useful to determine that the activity book would be 
more suitable for people who enjoy drawing and/or who deal with graphic 
human representation in their personal work. 

4. Activity Book: the object
The book was designed to have two parts: one regarding the research 
data, where the reader can know more about the context of gender repre-
sentation on mainstream animation; the other presenting the drawing ex-
ercises, where the reader can practice and explore new ways of represent-

Fig. 5. Sample of the 
completed exercises 
during the first testing 
session.
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ing female characters. These two parts are positioned opposite to each 
other in a way that each one has its cover. Both covers express the idea 
that we need to vandalize the perfect bodies presented in mainstream 
animation, by making them less perfect and more diverse. The idea is 
to create more innovative designs, which in turn may contribute to the 
expansion of the graphic vocabulary associated with the female gender.
The activity book resembles a small drawing notebook, so that the 
reader can easily carry it around and use it on the go. The inside of the 
book has textured drawing paper to make it comfortable to draw with 
markers, inks or pencils.

The graphic style of the illustrations is a mixture of the language pre-

sented by mainstream animation – very much influenced by Disney – and 
personal style. The female characters that appear throughout the book 
reflect an ideal of feminine beauty perpetuated by mainstream animation 
(and mainstream culture in general). The slender hourglass figures, with 

Fig. 6. Sample of the 
completed exercises 

during the second 
testing session.

Fig. 7. Three copies 
of the activity book, 

showing the cover, 
back cover and the 

double-core structure.

Fig. 8. Cover and back 
cover designs for the 

activity book.
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Fig. 9. Illustrations 
from the activity book.

rounded features, marvelous hair and delicate poses accentuate the sex-
ualization and idealization of the female image. The editorial design was 
made in close collaboration with Sandra Sofia Santos.
5. Conclusion 
Mainstream animation has a role to play in the making of a collective 
set of acceptable representations of the female gender. It is not enough 
to give a female character strong personality traits and narrative power, 
though it is an excellent start; we need to create new visual signs that 

can be introduced to the graphic female lexicon. This way, the female 
character design can be as diverse and creative as the male character 
design. This innovation in graphic representation can also help audienc-
es around the world to embrace the female gender in all its forms, be it 
either ugly or pretty, muscular or frail, rounded or squared. If main-
stream animation has the pedagogical potential to mold some social 
expectations, their creators need to acknowledge their role in creating 
innovative and thoughtful designs.

It is not likely that this activity book will reach the studios that pro-
duce mainstream animation and, therefore, its impact will be minimal. 
Nonetheless, it serves its purpose as a reflection on the possibilities for 
female character design for the context of animation.

The future plans for this project will involve printing a larger edition 
of the book, so that it can be used as a workshop tool for people interested 
in exploring new ways of representing the human female character.
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Abstract

A project for raising awareness assumes a social reality as a starting point, 
and has the will to change societal aspects by reflecting on a problem. 
The state of calamity generated by wildfires is increasingly frequent in 
Portugal. Producing information that seeks to correct risky behaviors, 
describe red flags, and assert preventive measures through mediums 
that reach most of society becomes essential. Animated film is a medium 
of expression that, through a specific creative process, can reach and 
allow spectators to become empathetic towards the ideas that are being 
transmitted to them. Thus, constructing a screenplay through complex 
strategies will be the starting point and foundation that will guide the ac-
tion of an animated short film.  The structure of this short film is made by 
strategically creating a main narrative told from different points of view 
– five parallel narratives- hence approaching different perceptions in order 
to change how people regard forests, and encourage wildfire prevention 
by creating a diversified impact within the spectator. This study, and the 
way how the narrative’s building process is presented, were oriented to 
serve as a sustaining base for the development of a practical 2D wildfire 
themed animation project.

1. Forestal Wildfires
Wildfire (from the late Old English wilde fyr), is an uncontrollable fire of 
great proportions which destroys what was never intended to be burned 
[1] [2]. Forestal wildfires are one of the gravest natural catastrophes in Por-
tugal, not only because of how frequently these occur, but also because of 
how far-reaching and destructive they are. It’s a yearly disaster that affects 
everyone, both directly and indirectly. The problem has worsened in the 
last few years, slowly affecting the totality of the Portuguese territory. 
According to the annual reports on burnt areas and related consequences, 
which have been divulged by the National Forestal Authority since 1980, 
2008 was the year that had the least amount of territory burnt, whereas 
2003 was the year before 2017 in which most forest burned. [3] “But, if it 
was not possible to predict the present, was it because the past was mis-
understood?” [4]. Could all this tragedy have been predicted and all of its 
subsequent consequences avoided? 
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“There used to be trees farther than the eyes could see. Today, in many 
places, green settlements are no longer observable. People should really take 
excursions to the inner Portuguese countryside to witness the devastation. 
No televised broadcast can transmit the silent, lugubrious landscape of a 
scorched forest. Alas, Portugal is becoming a grey country with a degrading 
landscape. It’s not becoming a desert, because even deserts have an intrin-
sic beauty to them. The landscape after a devastating wildfire is much like 
a field destroyed in a war by fire.” [4]

Just like the reflection on the devastating rate of wildfires of Pedro Almei-
da Vieira (Portuguese writer and journalist) refers, the forests of Portugal 
that fall victim to wildfires become a source of social problems, in which 
the losses are environmental, aesthetic and emotional.  According to an 
essay of Domingos Xavier Viegas (2017), professor in Center of Studies 
on Forestal Wildfires, in the University of Coimbra, Portugal suffered the 
greatest devastation by wildfire in 2017. It served as a tremendous shock 
and a wake-up call for all of the population. Over 115 lives were lost, 500 
thousand hectares of forest and wilderness were devastated by flame, and 
hundreds of homes, industrial, and business facilities were destroyed. 
These consequences had social, environmental, economic and political 
outcomes which alerted society to become aware of how urgent the mat-
ter is. Taking action, changing behaviors and adopting effective measures 
is becoming increasingly necessary for the general public [ 5] [6].

“(…) “Whenever gravely serious events which strike limited areas and 
cause a high amount of material damage and victims are verified, either 
provoked by Nature or Man, , make necessary, for a certain period of 
time, the establishment of exceptional measures”, such defines Law-Decree 
nº477/88. (…)” [7]

It is necessary to raise awareness and educate on this societal matter, 
also by learning from past mistakes and changing the way how we regard 
forests and wildfire prevention. 

2. The communication of the tragedy

“Tragedy is the imitation of an action, serious, complete, of a certain 
magnitude, in a language beautiful in different parts with different kinds 
of embellishments, through action and not narration, and through scenes 
of pity (eleos) and fear (phobos), bringing about the ‘catharsis’ (katharsis) 
of these or such like emotions.” 4[9]

There are several ways of communicating about a certain tragedy that 
involves people, which makes them think and take action towards a 
problem. The media are one of the essential means that can help prevent 
behaviors of risk, teach warning signs and manners of self-defense, pro-
duce widespread information, and simultaneously make us think about 
the tragedy we are exposed to, because we are, as public and spectators, 
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blind  before this reality. In this context, we are constantly bombarded in 
several means of communication with diverse and widely known informa-
tion about the world. [4].

 “(…). How could one not let oneself become blind? Well, if it’s clear that 
information is often censored, that doesn’t mean one shouldn’t put its 
choices and veracity at stake. If a citizen has the right to have access to 
information and to defend it, then such right should also be accompanied 
by a sentiment of duty to question the way how one is informed.” [4]

Cinema (live-action or animated) is a means of expression that is 
able to, beyond telling a story in moving pictures, place us in direct and 
indirect dramas caused by tragedy in an immersive, emotional, and 
intensive way. Themes often too help value the people who work and are 
involved in such tragedies. 

2.1. The animated film and the reality of wildfires 

“If there’s any characteristic trait of cinema, it is without a doubt its con-
tribution to the understandability of History. By choosing themes and ways 
of approach, and through its manner of placing problems and dilemmas, 
cinema knew how to penetrate the core of analysis that historians, novelists 
and philosophers have not always, in a matter of means, achieved fully.” [4]

Wildfires as a theme in animated cinema was approached long ago in 1932 
by Disney, in the short film Flowers and Trees (fig1), an installment of the 
Silly Symphonies series, which was directed by Burt Gillet. It was the first 
colored moving picture in the History of Animation, made in a three color 
process called Technicolor. This animation happens in spring, in a forest 
filled with trees, flowers and mushrooms that have human characteristics. 
In the midst of a euphoric environment, an argument arises between a 
hollow grumpy tree and a younger gentler one, then the former provokes 
a wildfire. In this animation, the growing fire has human features and 
conserves them throughout the narrative. The several inhabitants of the 
forest try to put out the fire, out of complete desperation, and they achieve 
it by being helped by birds that act like firemen and make rain fall down 
from clouds. In Mickey Mouse Fire Brigade (fig. 2), a short Walt Disney film 
from 1935 dedicated to firefighters, the characters react to a burning hotel 
in which the fire and the smoke themselves are also personified and have 
an agency as characters who fight for their self-preservation. In the short 
film Donald Duck the firefighter (1940) there is a different perspective. 

Fig. 1 - Flowers and 
Trees (1932)

Fig. 2 - Mickey mouse 
fire brigade (1935)

Fig. 3 - Donald Duck the 
firefighter (1940)
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Donald’s own house is on fire, but he thinks it’s somewhere else in the 
city, so he flees from danger (fig. 3). 

In 1960, Era Productions created the shor t film Smokey and the 
Little Boy (fig. 4). The film por trays a fire that star ts due to a human 
lack of foresight . A bonfire which was not properly put out and a 
forgotten lit cigarette end up flaming an entire forest . After the fire, 
one can see a destroyed forest , which takes Smokey, the character, 
into action towards solving the problem. It’s through the long and 
slow job of tree replantation, prevention and being mindful of all of 
the warning signs of a possible fire that life can grow in the forest 
again. In 1999, Disney produced Fantasia 2000 (fig. 5), an animated 
musical film which has seven animated segments. The Firebird seg-
ment tells a story about the spirit of spring and the firebird, where a 
confrontation delves into messages on life, death and resurrection. In 
this story, the firebird sets everything he finds alight until he arrives 
before the spirit of spring. Then it’s shown fire consuming trees from 
their roots to canopy. 

There are several different approaches in animated series for children, 
just like the comedy Fireman Sam (made in stop-motion in 1987, then 
digitally in 2015) which promotes safety against wildfires or the 3D series 
Firehouse Tales (2005-2006) and Paw Patrol (2013-present), that opt for 
anthropomorphic characters for the same end. Princess Flame from 
Adventure Time (2010-2017) also has anthropomorphic features mixed 
with characteristics of the natural element of fire of her (fictional) world. 
Though her personality is often calm, she has a tendency for sudden, 
violent mood swings, and these, as other feelings too, manifest and are 
expressed through fire. The wildfire is also often used in animated films 
as a way to emphasize a certain moment in the narrative, as is the case of 
various 3D animated movies like Bolt (2008), in which one of the charac-
ters involuntarily starts a fire and puts the lives of others in danger. In The 
Son of Bigfoot (2017), there’s a wildfire in a forest provoked by humans, 
criminals specifically. In this case the fire puts the lives of both animals 
and humans at risk and harms the forest. In Planes: Fire & Rescue (2014) 
there is a high point of tension in the film in which, due to natural causes 
unrelated to human influence, a growing forestal wildfire was made by a 
storm then carried by strong winds and resulted in the union of several 
other existing fires. Though most characters are modes of transporta-
tion for fire combat, they have personified features and the film pledges a 

Fig. 4 - Smokey and 
the Little Boy (1960)

Fig. 5 – Fantasia 2000 
(1999)
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homage to all firemen who sacrifice their lives to save others. Just like in 
the several Cars (2006 ) films, one of the characters is a firetruck, which 
symbolizes the profession of firefighter.

In Hotaru no Haka (1988), or Grave of the Fireflies, a Studio Ghibli 
Japanese film directed by  Isao Takahata, we are presented animated 
sequences of a fight for survival in a second world war Japan where a 
series of North-American planes light up infernos, showing us the tragic 
consequences of war(fig. 6 ). From the same studio, Howl’s Moving Castle 
(2004), an animated picture directed by Hayao Miyazaki, there are also 
a series of man-made wildfires in several cities during a war (fig. 7). In a 
parallel context, one of the characters in this film is Calcifer, a grumpy, 
yet friendly, supernatural fire demon that lives in a hearth and has human 
attributes. It has an important role in the narrative, for it represents some 
of the positive characteristics of fire such as the aspect of being used as 
energy, for cooking, warmth, comfort and protection.

In Alight (2011), a short film on love, two characters embody water 
and fire and act like human beings. Wild Fire (2015), a short film of the 
school and producer Gobelins, explores the theme of fire in its narrative 

by showing a dedicated firewoman that is so fascinated by fire when she 
confronts it, so much that when she witnesses fire in other day-to-day 
situations she’s transported to the universe of her imagination, thus 
affecting her family life. These two different 2D approaches use a more 
lifelike visual language to portray the raw reality of stopping a tragedy, but 
when imagination and dreams appear, language takes up a poetic expres-
siveness that invites the spectator towards thinking about what was just 
watched. Yule Log (2013-2015) is an online compilation of experimental 
animations created by several artists, fire themed as well, in which one 
finds the usage of both real and animated footage and mixtures of various 
animation techniques that exploit fire as an object of fascination (fig. 9).

From the studio Moth, For the Refugee – HIAS (2015) is an animated 
short film that explores Jewish values and experiences. It shows how 

Fig. 6 - Hotary no Haka 
de Isao Takahata (1988)

Fig. 7 – Howl’s Moving 
Castle (2004)

Fig. 8 – Wild Fire (2015)

Fig. 9 – Yule Log (2013-
2015)
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the global refugee crisis is faced, also with the purpose of helping and 
protecting these people who travel all over the world to rebuild new lives 
in safety and dignity (fig. 10). By using 2D animation and a reduced color 
scheme it approaches different aspects of wildfires, smoke and fire in a 
different aesthetic that is overcharged with black tones. In Light (2016 ), 
of Umbo CV, there is also a different aesthetic with a reduced color usage 
that makes the narrative expressive and appealing (fig. 11). Light explores 
the adventure of a young man that is seeking light because he believes it 
will bring positive effects to the world, chasing it and showing its various 
applications in flashlights, in flame, lamps, fireworks and essentially in the 
importance of technological development by bringing positive changes to 
his city. In a symbolic variant, Ash to Art (fig. 12), produced in 2017 in Jelly 
London and directed by Sharon Lui, is an animated short made in char-
coal recovered from the ashes of the Glasgow School of Art’s Mackintosh 
Library that burned down in 2014. A symbol of British art and a landmark 
of twentieth century architecture was devastated and reduced to ash. Fire 
consumed hundreds of books, rare materials, archives, and pieces of art 
made by students. Then the goal of turning charcoal from the remain-
ing ashes into a work of art came to mind, so it could have an impact on 
society and finance the library’s reconstruction.   

“Using actual charcoal from the fire is a brilliant idea. It turns a negative 
into a positive. I’m feeling very honored to get involved with this project.” [10]

Cocoon, produced by Dan Stevers in 2017, is a short film that incorpo -
rates the themes of loss and suffering through a strong and expressive 
aesthetic that poses several aspects related to the theme of wildfires: 
the flame, the fire, the smoke, leafless trees, etc. (fig. 13). In the same 
year, Fx Goby ’s animated short film To Build a fire (fig. 14) was inspired 
by a Jack London’s short story, a classic of American literature that 
illustrates a fire being built. The animation tells the story of a hunter 
crossing Yukon, a Canadian territory in winter, joined by his dog. He 
fights for their survival against the low temperatures by lighting a fire. 
The film presents an evolving rhythm and tension that show, in a well 
justified way, the importance of making an intentional fire. Mary to 
Majo no Hana, or Mary and the Witch’s Flower, directed by Hiromasa 
Yonebayashi, is the first film produced by studio Ponoc, a studio which 
was founded by some of the old members of Studio Ghibli in 2015 (fig. 
15). This feature film of 2017 is filled with magic and shows us an en-
chanted kingdom where personified water dances, brooms and carpets 
fly and forest creatures become fantastic beings. In this example there 
is a visible chromatic aesthetic throughout the narrative that shows 

Fig. 10 – For the Refugee 
- Hias (2015)

Fig. 11 – Light (2016 )

Fig. 12 – Ash to Art 
(2017)
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itself evidently through fire and water. This 2D film approaches the 
matter of fire by showing us a burning house that bursts smoke and 
sparks excessively in an expressive language.  
By reflecting on the various collected animations related to the theme in 
question, it’s noticeable that one of the recurring situations in the wildfires of 
today is the fact that the problem is often right in front of local people, but a 
certain blindness leads them to not become aware of reality and allow mis-
takes to cause tragic consequences. Another recurring fact of current society 
and in national reality is the matter that when a fire endangers buildings and 
material property, inhabitants don’t react in the best of ways because they 
don’t want to be separated from their homes and possessions. Moreover, it’s 
also common to consider homes as safe places and refuges in situations of 
this kind of tragedy, only to realize later that these are false elements of safety. 

3. The importance of raising societal
awareness before tragedy

“On an ending note, the capacity of a self-analyzing cinematic film occurs due 
to the ability of selecting a key idea to illuminate a period or an event.” [4]

The succession of images produced in films becomes one of the most direct 
means of communication to consciously expose a certain problem to con-
temporary society. Simultaneously it has an instructive role that shows new 
points of view and makes one think about new questions posed by life.

“Many deformities and stereotypies, transformations and catastrophes that 
the visual world shows in film do affect the world in psychosis, hallucinations 
and dreams. In that way, the procedures of the camera correspond to the 
procedures thanks to which public collective perception appropriates the ways 
of individual perception of those who are dreamers and psychotic.” [11]

The spectator has a relationship of proximity with the cinematographic work 
of art. The spectator’s perspective is transmitted through the camera in films, 
which is also the point of view that’s being perceived by the audience.

“Through the ghost of the visual pyramid, the notion of framing pulls the 
frame to an equivalence proposed by the device of the pictures, between 
the gaze of both producer and spectators. This is the same assimilation of 
one or the other that includes, in its manifestations, the notion of a point 
of view. (…) The point of view can designate: 1. a space, real or imaginary, 
from which a scene can be seen; 2. «the particular way in which a question 

Fig. 13 – Coccon (2017)

Fig. 14 – To build a fire 
(2017)

Fig. 15 – Mary and the 
Witch’s Flower (2017)  
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can be considered»; 3. finally, an opinion or sentiment related in its pur-
pose to a phenomenon or event.” 9 [12]

This is one of the essential stages of this project that has the goal of exploring 
several perceptions so it can be made possible for the spectator to perceive 
different experiences around the same theme, hence reflecting on said 
theme. As written by Gilbert Durand (1993), a certain reality can be exposed 
in two ways. It can be through our consciousness, by having the idea of direct 
representation in which the idea itself is presented to us physically, or it can 
be indirectly, when the object is absent yet represented by consciousness as 
a symbol, memory or imagination of each individual [13]. These are some of 
the approaches of the reality that is to be explored in the developing project 
for the Masters in Illustration and Animation of the Polytechnic Institute of 
Cávado and Ave. Not only objective reality and the tragedy brought on by 
wildfires will be shown through a series of intense animated sequences, but 
also different points of view on the theme will be presented to lead spectators 
to change their subjective perception of the narrative.  

“The images of lament invade the media of today. These are automatically 
placed at the risk of being produced, thought, received and interpreted in 
the simplest attribute of lamenting images. Alas, nothing is more fragile 
than the pathos that contends with a system of representation. This condi-
tion is structural and concerns the totality of the device that places images 
in circulation. (…) Why the mania of the ‘impacting’ image (…)?”  [14].

As stated by Maurice Merleau-Ponty, perception is our first immedi-
ate contact with the world, in other words, what is felt by perceiving the 
ideas that are transmitted by the several means of communication [15]. 
It’s through each animated sketch that one can make the target audience 
reflect on the first direct relationship that remains immediate and sensi-
tive towards things before they build a thought and an intellectual point of 
view. It’s a group of sensations that each spectator will perceive subjec-
tively, through emotions and feelings that also imply the conscious mind 
in a way that makes the drama explicit and, simultaneously, sensitize and 
allow the construction of an interpretative process. 

4. Crossed narratives: multiple perceptions
and points of view

“Deleuze on the style and transversality as a common point of view be-
tween writers like Marvel Proust, James Joyce or Ezra pond:« the style, as a 
multiplicity of points of view on the same object and exchange of  points of 
view on diverse objects; the language, as integrative and understanding of 
its own variations that make a universal story, and make every fragment 
speak accordingly to its own voice»; not without alerting to the fact that 
«the style does not guarantee unity, style must come from other place. [...] 
What is that very special mode of irreducible unity to all ‘unification’? 
[...] The answer is as follows: [...] the transversality [...] that goes through 
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all of the sentence, that goes from a sentence to another in all of the book, 
and indeed unites Proust’s book to those he loved, Nerval, Chateaubriand, 
Balzac…» Cf. Deleuze, Gilles (2006): Proust et les signes , ed. Presses Uni-
versitaires de France (ed. orig PUF, 1964), Paris, pp. 201-202.” [16].

The ongoing animation project has a division in several animated seg-
ments as a main feature, and these form a series of short episodes, thus 
creating visual and narrative connections in itself in which said episodes 
can function in an isolated way or crossed in a shared, more complex 
narrative. Gilles Deleuze defends that an impersonal story created as an 
expressive plane can orient in a sensory letter that might agglomerate 
the multiplicity of various points of view, such as monads. In this case, 
the construction of foundations around the same theme passes through 
different characteristics of each one of the five defined perceptions: one 
for the human consciousness of an 8 year old child that lives alongside her 
grandfather in a forest; another for the environmental consciousness of 
a fruit bearing tree that lives closes to the home of said grandfather and 
grandchild; the animal consciousness of a single sheep that belongs to a 
flock; the consciousness of a fireman that acts on the problem; and lastly 
the consciousness of fire itself, a force of nature that exists beyond good 
and evil. A bird will appear as an element that will connect the various 
perceptions throughout the narrative, moving and setting the transitions 
between several atmospheres, contributing to a conjunctive multiplicity in 
the crossing of various perceptions. It was necessary to set four story stag-
es in the narrative. There’s the introduction, that shows the initial situa-
tion, presents space, characters and their direct and indirect relationships; 
then the story progresses until tragedy strikes; next comes complexifica-
tion in the moment when the fire grows and has already progressed far too 
much when the firemen are alerted; and then the dénouement, that leaves 
the spectator thinking about what happened. Lack of conscience and 
the accident can be seen in this screenplay to raise the awareness of the 
population through an ethical appeal and create a greater impact whilst 
showing the part of alerting and prevention in an indirect way.    

          
“Oscillating between the represented causes in a graphic-mythological and 
numerical-calculable way, the constellations have for him, and of course, 
for the same investigating personalities (like Ptolemy) an ambivalent, polar 
character, which on one hand demands cultural worship in the practice of 
magic and on the other hand attributes the value of a global deterministic 
objective, far from the world, to the luminous beings of the celestial vault. 
[. One could say] it could be said that all of human tragedy of Prometheus 
is summarized in these terms: there is no fixed vault on us. But we have to 
use this elevated image to make an auxiliary construction, rather than 
arbitrary, to our perplexed eyes that face infinity.”  [17].

In order to plan this screenplay there was a constant liberty to modify 
the order of the various perspectives of the involved actors and also the 
possibility of discovering new analogies and pathways of thought. Each 
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perception has a unique sense of energy and the order in which events 
appear is essential for the narrative to work as a whole and also so that 
perceptions can still stand up on their own in each of their perspectives. 
Describing Aby Warbug on the concept of constellation, it annuls the 
History of Art as a purely chronological work and conceives it as a map, 
a plan, an atlas, in other words, various points of view of a moment in 
time and a theme [17]. Through this concept, in conjunction with the 
idea of the multiplicity of points of view, it was possible to create con-
nections for the narrative, intersecting the five perceptions around a 
network of concepts and meanings through a complex and multifaceted 
constellation. All of this analogy is created with the purpose of generat-
ing an impact within the spectator and incite reflection, as well as pro-
pose new paths and solutions to the tragic problem of forestal wildfires 
and foster the growth of educational experiences.

“The paradox of anachronism stops developing as soon as the 
temporality of images starts playing with all the senses of chronol-
ogy and achieves, in that way, the narrative and logical status of 
historic knowledge; As soon as the art historian is aware that in order 
to analyze the complexity of rhythms and their counter-rhythms, of 
latencies and their crises, of survivals and their symptoms, it’s in fact 
needed «to take history coldly». What Benjamin retained from art 
historians, idealists and positivists, was that «history of art does not 
exist». But what he learned with Warburg – and several others – is 
equally «horrifying», even though it is expressed more positively: His-
tory of Art is a History of prophecies.” [1 8].

Beyond all the theoretical questions that are necessary to understand how 
to approach the theme in an animation and still show the tragedy, it’s the 
practical and audiovisual part of the project that will contribute in the way 
it reaches the spectators and aims to fulfill the defined goals. 

“(…) The creator of animation quickly understood the importance of sound 
and music as a way to reinforce the power of the image – most of all because 
sound and image come from behind the screen and are directly projected 
towards the spectator (…). Animated films function in a more flagrant 
way with exaggerated movements and traits than live-action; thus, the 
sound must handle this differently, not always realistically, in the way it 
represents the world.” [19].

In order to reinforce the way how the narrative will be transmitted, an 
expressive language that has non-linguistic signs like bodily gestures and 
facial expressions will be used instead of verbal language. Soundtrack 
(diegetic sounds) will be essential to underline the emotions and express 
the feelings throughout each segment, and will add informative values and 
materialize animated pictures, as well as sound effects through ambient 
sounds (diegetic sounds) and special effects (non-diegetic sounds) that will 
reinforce each idea and situation that the characters will experience. 
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“The observation of a person or place is inevitably colored by the way it 
is perceived. The artist’s perception is defined by his or her background, 
knowledge and context, and the particular way in which the subject is 
imagined or remembered to be.” [20]

By inserting the project in the field of animated cinema, one aims to use 
the force contained in the expressive language of the movement to create 
contrasts as the theme is explored throughout. In order to transpose the 
energetic charge throughout the narrative, a specific color palette capable 
of transmitting emotions will be used, so it can transform as the ten-
sion among characters rises and to differentiate the various perceptions 
through specific chromatics in some elements.

In order to make the animation dynamic, each of the five perceptions 
and the way how each perspective is displayed received defined specifica-
tions. Each character was also attributed particular characteristics to the 
way they act. The human perception is one of the most innocent of all, it 
shows how a brave child cornered by flames in the middle of the forest 
escapes with a sheep, saving it from the small dangers that appear along the 
way. She finds refuge at home, later revealed to be a false element of safety 
in a growing wildfire. After showing the child before the wildfire, shots from 
her perspective appear to simulate various symptoms until she falls uncon-
scious. For the environmental perception, the goal is to display all the shots 
from the point of view of a fruit bearing tree in the home’s garden, by show-
ing a fixed perspective on what is happening, from far away or up-close. The 
character can’t act against the tragedy, so it manifests feelings of weakness, 
impotence and fragility. In the animal perception, the small sheep is where 
the focus is directed at, it is the youngest and most distinct of the flock. 
Wide shots are used to convey the character’s interactions in the story, as 
well as shots from its point of view. From the sheep’s perspective one will 
notice hints of danger and clues that foreshadow the ending of the narra-
tive. For the fireman’s perception, the goal is to show a human perspective 
of someone who acts before the tragedy, while doing his mission, even if he 
is being threatened by fire. In the fire’s consciousness we find the most ab-
stract fragment of all of the shots. It shows details of flames consuming the 
various elements that are being destroyed, exposing the force of a seductive 
and involving fire by presenting its beautiful and fascinating side, but also 
its affecting, harmful and lethal violence. 

In the end, as a way to present the permanent cycle around the theme 
of wildfires, the first scenes in the narrative will be repeated, showing us 
routine and exposing the consequences of the wildfire, culminating in the 
flame that started it all, a tragedy that affects the world yearly and must be 
acted against to not let it affect us in its most deadly and violent form.

5. Final Considerations 
As previously described, this study delved in a list of animated movies 
that mentioned fire as a theme by analyzing the different ways in which 
fires affect and those which are affected both directly and indirectly, in 
order to figure out several ways of presenting tragedy effectively and in a 
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preferentially immersive manner as animations. In the narrative model 
we propose each of the characters is presented as an individual and inde-
pendent perception with a certain naiveté inherent to their ways of day-to 
day life, that in a way affirms itself, coming from a relaxed perception, an 
anesthetized state of sorts. In that manner, a story is narrated with the 
intention of making the spectator connect affectively with the characters, 
indeed even empathizing as the drama increases and tension evolves 
towards tragedy. One aims to affirm that tragedy exists trough this raw 
manner of showing events, hoping to reach the audience(s) in a more 
effective way. In this fashion, if all goals are achieved, the film will have 
fulfilled both essential functions of the project: an animation with the goal 
of alerting and the creation of a work for the senses. 

By creating this short film one also aims to reflect on the perception 
that the audience(s) (society in general) become(s) aware of the trag-
edy, or not, in sight of the problems which go on from there and appear 
throughout time. In fact it’s a portrayal of the dark and devastating side 
of wildfires, which shows the three essential components of wildfires: 
what can lead to tragedy (before); tragedy itself (during); the solutions for 
the tragedy (after), thus creating a cycle around the narrative and various 
segments through strategies defined in a way that try to shock the specta-
tor throughout the intensity lived in the narrative. What remains after an 
intense tragedy? This is a question yet to be analyzed in a future article. 
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Abstract

There is a need to investigate the causes and conditions that allow 
for misconception that animation is a genre and not a medium to stay 
afloat. This paper aims to contribute to a better understanding why in 
21st century this misconception is still supported by cinema theaters 
and, x in some cases, even industry professionals. A literature review 
was conducted in order to identify historical causes for animation to be 
perceived as an art form limited to family-friendly content event in this 
century. Authors gathered empirical data from cinema theaters operat-
ing in Lithuania and interviewed representative of the government body 
in charge of national film policy. Drawing from empirical evidence, 
it was found that, although there is somewhat understanding among 
cinema theaters that practice of calling animation a genre is incorrect, 
however the absents of outrage from professionals or data support-
ing that this practice in any way harms the industry do not motivate to 
change existing inaccuracy.

1. Introduction
Although today in academia animation is (rightfully so) called a 
medium and not a genre this is often not a case among layman cinema 
viewers. And before going deeper into this problem one can always 
bring Shakespearian argument – wouldn’t a rose by any other name 
smell as sweet? We argue that calling animation a genre is not an 
innocent misconception but quite the opposite – an error that does 
considerable damage to animation industry ’s capacity to grow and 
develop. Or to be precise calling animation a genre creates false 
demands and limits to this medium. Thus, in the minds of the cinema 
and TV viewers, and in extend, to potential investors that have limited 
understanding of animation capacity and potential, all products of this 
art form should not go outside family-friendly narratives. Therefore in 
countries where this misconception is dominant animation industries 
are constrained with artificial creative obstacles.

This challenge to breakout from family-friendly content for 
animation art form is well known and documented around the globe 
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[1],[2],[3],[4],[ 5],[6]. And, interesting to note, it is quite common problem 
among modern segments of creative industries. Thus, one can argue that 
medium-perceived-as-a-genre misconception in the West cultural region 
is a natural result of a century long practice, where art form is treated 
with “family-friendly only” stigma. Therefore, today there can not be a 
question “if animation is an independent art form?”, but “how can we 
effectively fight this misconception?”.  

In most general sense this challenge can be overcome only by educat-
ing general public. However, any educational effort will be meaningless if 
one key element – cinema theaters – will provide information that situa-
tion is to the contrary. These establishments are the middleman between 
film industry and the cinematic production viewers. Thus, from cinema 
goer point of view, cinema theater has the full authority to provide film 
related terms and meanings to them. Therefore, if cinema theaters are 
identifying animation as a genre, it would be hard to accept a notion that 
it is otherwise no matter how extensively or repeatedly information that 
animation is not a genre will appear in layman’s environment.   

The purpose of this study was to gather data about reasons for cin-
ema theaters current method to identify animation cinematic production 
as genre and their willingness to change this practice. Because usage of 
this entertainment form (in most generic structure) is defined by Lithu-
anian film law and related regulations, government body in charge of film 
policy was included in this study. This allowed authors to gather insights 
on how cultural policy-makers interpret this situation and what possible 
tools could be used to tackle the problem. 

This paper is structured as follows: authors firstly will analyze histori-
cal, social and economical context that has created the conditions for this 
misconception to emerge and remain even in 21st century. Secondly, empiri-
cal research methodology and the collected data through interviews will be 
presented. Authors will conclude with a discussion of what changes need to 
occur so that situation in Lithuania may transform for a better. 

2. Literature review
Definition of animation for most of this medium lifespan was chal-
lenged by popular misconception that this art form is limited to only 
few narrative themes. This confusion between perception of animation 
as a media and as a genre in the West was due to the fact that for a 
very long time animation media was essentially used only to portrait 
content explicit for children. 

It is important to notice that from very beginning animation medium 
had unfavorable circumstances to be recognized as a separate medium. 
This is because animation content never had an animation-cinema-theat-
er and animation-tele-vision platform for its exhibition. In other words, a 
platform where only animation production would be displayed to a dedi-
cated viewer. Also because the classification system in Hollywood was 
based on genres [7], [8] this led to a natural, although, incorrect outcome 
– identification of animation production as one of the cinematic genres in 
cinema theaters and later in TV.
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Another important factor is that animation, like other popular art 
forms born in the late 19th or beginning of 20th century, for a long time was 
condemned as not worthy topic for academic research [9]. Thus, for the 
most part of the previous century there were but a few individuals with 
authority to challenge any misconceptions related to this form of enter-
tainment. Therefore, few generations grew up believing that animation is 
an art form that is suitable only to convey a simplistic or lightweight narra-
tive content. And only with the arrival of The Simpsons animation series to 
TV platform perception in the society started to change [10]. 

However, that does not mean that adult themed animations were not 
produced throughout 20th century. Quite the opposite – sexually charged 
animations in USA were produced as early as 30s with the Betty Boop char-
acter being one of the first and most famous sex symbols on the animated 
screen [11]. Even Disney’s Mickey Mouse in his first appearances was quite 
vulgar. However, public opinion that animation is innocent children enter-
tainment quickly gain ground. Therefore, in USA The Association of Motion 
Picture Producers, Inc. and The Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of 
America, Inc. come together and adapted a code system named Motion Pic-
ture Production Code to govern and supervise the making of all feature films, 
so that every single cinematic experience would follow moral guidelines. 

And although Motion Picture Production Code was applied to most 
American motion pictures released by major studios from 1930 to 1968, 
by the late 60s cinema theaters were offering more and more films 
that had scenes with sex and violence elements in them [12]. Very soon 
Ralph Bakshi used this thaw in social attitudes and institutional regula-
tions and presented animated feature film Fritz the Cat in 1972. This 
movie became the first animated feature film to receive an X rating in 
the United States. Thus, with this movie Bakshi managed to do some-
thing that no one dared to do before him in the USA – he defied Victorian 
restrictions [13]. This misdemeanor increased the number of animation 
productions that tackled more mature themes.   

However, the end of censorship in USA did not mean that investors 
and distributors would welcome the change in animation content supply. 
Censorship had quite strong aftereffect – as writer for animated TV series 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (1987-1996 ) Christy Marx notices [14], for 
animation projects there was unwritten rule of indirect use of force. That 
means that the Ninja Turtles could not use their martial-arts weapons di-
rectly against an opponent, otherwise that could angry children’s parents. 
Other unwritten rule for animated TV projects was a strict taboo regard-
ing death on screen, commonly known as “everybody gets out alive” 
situation. Thus, till the very end of last century animation medium was 
perceived as entertainment form that needs to be safeguarded from any 
elements that could threaten child’s innocence.

However, this misconception, although noticeable in some sort of 
shape or form all around the globe, had biggest effect within a Western 
cultural influence. Even in 21st century animation industry in USA is still 
being affected by Motion Picture Production Code and its goal to bind mov-
ies to Judeo-Christian modality [15]. With European countries have even 
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lower threshold of acceptability in violence in TV animation [14]. Thus 
many animation content creators aim to provide animations that would 
fall in line to generic and ideological constraints like “traditional” family 
structure and labor division or conservative moral values [16]. Even today 
animation projects that would try to aim for adult audience will find it 
harder to attract investors or distributors. However, tendencies detected 
in Cartoon Movie and Cartoon Forum events indicate that projects targeted 
for older audience slowly growing year after year [17]. Even thou family 
and children comedies remain the focus of European animators. 

Interestingly in Far East region mature themes, violence or even 
erotic elements are as common in animation as it is in live action coun-
terparts. Of course that does not mean that mature themes are auto-
matically acceptable to young audience, even thou what is acceptable 
for children may different from Western understanding [18]. In most 
countries mature themed animations are shown in exclusively adult 
programmes or outside children’s watching time [11]. However, Japa-
nese animation usually exhibits a world that is much more provocative, 
tragic, sexualized and contains far more complicated narrative lines that 
American animation counterparts [19]. 

Thus, one can argue that artificial restriction to animation art form 
is a cultural construct based on set of believes and values in given society. 
Or, in other words, in Western culture (as appose to Far East) there is 
an assumption that children have to be protected from any expression 
(including artistic) that could potentially damage their innocence. In this 
paper authors would not speculate what type of mature themes can do 
what sort of damage to a child (his or her innocence), however it is enough 
that majority of society shares this believe, so that it would have an affect 
to any entertainment industries.

Thus, following this logic some Western cultures implemented censor-
ship instruments like Hays Code in USA and The British Board of Film Clas-
sification in UK in the first half of 20th century to check that this entertain-
ment form would be align with a morality code. And, although, there are no 
current laws requiring censorship in democratic states that would apply to 
animation medium (with the exception for pornographic and ultra-violence 
content) self-inflicted censorship is still active today all around the globe. 
And manifestations that animation is perceived, first and foremost, as a 
family friendly genre and not as an art form are easy to spot. 

To illustrate the scope of this misconception in 21st century one can 
just open Cartoon Forum event’s official literature given to participants 
and read the opening greetings written by the president of one of the big-
gest French TV channels [20]: 

(…) France plays a major role in the Cartoon Forum with nearly 300 
hours of programmes assisted by the CNC in 2012 and proven results in 
export, as animation is the top French programme genre sold abroad. 

Thus, even thou animation production is one of the most exportable TV 
products that, in turn, do not stimulate executive personnel to invest in 
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a deeper understanding of this medium. Evidence that similar situation 
exists not only in TV but in feature film segment can be provided with 
the excerpt of the speech from Academy Awards for best animated picture 
given by Dwayne Johnson [21]: 

(…) It is no surprise that animation is Hollywood’s most successful and 
innovative genre.

This segment of the Oscar’s presentation speech perfectly illustrates that 
representatives of live action film community do not clearly grasps what 
animation is (and is not) even in such global event as Academy Awards. 
Thus, animation as a medium is still handicapped not by a law or any 
other type of official government induced limitations, but by perception of 
what kind of role it should have in entertainment sector. 

 In Lithuanian context the scope of this misconception is quite 
immense. Established and experienced animators commonly refer 
to animation as a genre in public [2 2], [2 3],[24],[25],[26 ]. Even in ap -
plications of animation projects seeking for national direct state aid 
animation is regularly identified as a cinematic production’s genre 
[27] (fig. 1). Thus, although not uncommon on a global scale, this 
misconception has strong roots in Lithuanian animation industry, as 
well as in general public.  

Authors argue that, although, it is hard to determine what sort of dam-
age this misconception do to national animation industry’s development 
and growth, the fact that it exists (especially in this scope) is concerning 
at very least and handicapping creative and commercial potential at 
the very worst. Authors anticipate that if cinema theaters would change 
existing practice to identify animation feature film as a genre, it would 
have a strong positive ripple effect in the national industry.   

Therefore, authors hypothesize that:
H1. Animation is identified as a genre in most Lithuanian cinema 

theaters.
H2. Cinema theaters do not believe that this misconception is affect-

ing them in any substantial economic way.
H3. Modern national film policies do not identify this miscon-

ception as an element of negative impact to the animation industry ’s 
growth and development.

 Fig. 1 - Genre infor-
mation provided by 
producers applying 

for direct state aid for 
animation projects. 
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3. Empirical study
A two-stage approach was designed to achieve the objectives of the 
research reported in this paper. Each of the methodology’s stages is out-
lined, as follows:

1. Data gathering from Lithuanian cinema theaters. At this stage the 
first step was to preliminary overview the Lithuanian cinema theaters 
(separate franchises) to identify what percentage of this entertain-
ment type institutions were using term animation to identify a feature 
film’s genre as appose to a medium. Based on this review questions 
where emailed to representatives of 9 cinema theaters (franchises) 
operating in Lithuania. Cinema theaters were given research context 
and were asked to answer two questions: (a) for what reasons they 
classify animation films as genre and (b) would their institution 
change their used practice if they would be introduced to the evi-
dence that animation is a medium and not a genre. For those institu-
tions that used term animation correctly only one question was given 
– for what reason (or reasons) did they choose to use this practice. All 
respondents were guaranteed anonymity.

2. Lithuanian Film Center interview: At this stage, authors contacted 
Lithuanian Film Center (LFC), as a main government body in charge 
of making and executing national film policy, to gather their point 
of view on the situation with Lithuanian cinema theaters. LFC was 
provided with research context, general situation with Lithuanian 
cinema theaters and were given 4 questions: (a) how LFC general-
ly evaluates the situation that vast majority of Lithuanian cinema 
theaters are using term animation incorrectly; (b) how, from LFC 
point of view, this affects Lithuanian animation industry; (C) does 
LFC plan to act on fixing this situation and (d) based on one of the 
comments from cinema theaters that changes would be implemented 
faster if there would be financial stimuli to cover administrative and 
IT expenses, would LFC consider this type of policy tool for fixing 
current situation. 

4. Findings
As literature review shows this misconception of animation-as-genre goes 
for almost a century. And although active censorship to the animation 
production was officially applied only for a relatively short period of time, 
its effect has lasting consequences all around a globe and specifically in 
Western cultural sphere. Relatively small amount of scholars and cre-
atives from animation industry who would actively spoke out against this 
misconception makes this problem without any solid opposition.

Thus, it is not surprising that after preliminary overview of Lithu-
anian cinema theaters to identify what percentage of this entertainment 
institutions were using term animation to identify feature film’s genre 
as appose to a medium revealed that 78% of all cinema franchises using 
term animation incorrectly (Fig.2). However, one of the remaining cin-
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ema theaters was using term animation extremely vaguely, thus movie 
goers that would believe that animation is a genre would not challenge 
this perception from the information provided in that particular enter-
tainment establishment. On the other hand it can not be accused to use 
animation term incorrectly. 

Only four out of nine cinema theater franchises operating in Lithu-
ania replayed to the authors’ inquiry. However, gathered data represents 
56% of all cinema screens in the country and 4/5 of the market share [27], 
[28]. Thus, opinions presented in this paper represent majority of the 
Lithuanian cinematic exhibition service industry.

All respondents in general agreed that animation is a medium, and 
not a genre, even if their represented cinema theater provided informa-
tion to the contrary. Some of them even indicated that there is not much 
room for debate, because animation is considered as medium and not a 
genre by Lithuanian film law and related regulations. However, respond-
ents stated that the key reason for practice to call animation a genre is 
based on global and long-lasting traditions in cinema sector. 

When asked about possibility to change this practice if their would be 
provided with an academic evidence that animation is a medium, most of the 
respondents indicated that there are somewhat of wiling to initiate changes, 
however one respondent raised the question “what if other academics will 
provide evidence that animation is a genre?”, while another respondent de-
clared that financial aid to cover administrative IT expenses that would occur 
while changing cinema theater’s website (so that animation could be identi-
fied as a medium and not a genre) would have the strongest encouragement 
to change current practice. Cinema theater that uses term animation in their 
website to describe feature film’s medium and not a genre, stated that the key 
reason for doing so is Lithuanian film law and related regulations.

LFC position on this misconception is, although, laconic but strict – “using term 
animation as a genre is incompatible with professionalism”. Or in other words, 
cinema theaters of 21st century should not be an active part of this misconcep-
tion. However, when LFC representative was asked to evaluate misconception 
effect to Lithuanian animation industry, the answer was that “we do not think 
that it has any impact”. This position was expanded with an observation that 
so far not even a single professional animation group or association based in 
Lithuania as well as any researchers never had raised this problem. 

Thus, LFC are not planning to actively seek that cinema theaters 
would change this practice. As representative of LFC pointed out govern-

Fig. 2. - The usage of 
term animation by 
cinema theaters in 

Lithuania.
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ment institutions should not supervise or control how or in what context 
private companies use industry’s terms. LFC, however, have to ensure 
that all terms are correctly used in all government-issued documents.

Finally, when asked about possibility to implement some type of 
policy tool that would provide financial aid to cinema theaters to cover 
their IT expenses in exchange for proper term animation usage, LFC 
position once again was short and strict – “No. Fixing obviously incorrect 
practice should not be based solely on the state aid help.”.

5. Discussion
The study shows that most of the cinema theater franchises operating in 
Lithuania are using term animation incorrectly. Thus, this data supports 
the first hypothesis. However, at the moment there is not only somewhat 
understanding in Lithuanian cinema theaters sector that animation is 
a medium and not a genre, but this perception is also implemented in 
national cinema policy. Thus the concept of animation-as-medium is 
not that alien in Lithuania. At least in the context of local film industry. 
However, traditions in global cinema theater sector and repetition that 
animation is a genre in industry type events along with passive academic 
body on this topic retain this misconception alive and strong. 

Therefore, the animation misconception issue is complex and one 
cannot simplify it by putting all the blame on cinema theaters. Film 
industry segment is a part of creative industries thus its goal is to have 
maximum income with the least possible expenses (as appose to cul-
tural, social or educational goals). Therefore, any investment on creative 
enterprise part has to be financially beneficial on the long term. Thus, if 
there is no data that would support that investment in change of practice 
would provide a financial return, there is a sound logic in questioning the 
benefits of the need in change. Especially, when sitting global practice do 
seams to do the trick. Ergo, this data supports the second hypothesis.

In addition, as it was point out by representative of LFC, at the moment 
there is no group of professionals or academics that would demand for a 
change or provide evidence that this misconception produces any substantial 
negative effect. Thus, the lack of deeper research on animation-as-genre 
misconception and its effect to the industry, results in somewhat ignorant 
position from government body in charge of film policy. In other words, at the 
moment, this policy to fight this misconception is simply nothing more that 
passive shaming. Thus, this data supports the third hypothesis.

On the other hand, how one can objectively measure the damage to 
the industry’s development by calculating adult themed animation pro-
jects that was never moved forward beyond concept just because creators 
dismissed it on the account of reluctance of investors and distributors to 
non-family-friendly content. Or forfeit cultural impact to society because 
creators did not consider adult themed topics appropriate to animation 
medium. Thus, how can researchers provide strong evidence that incor-
rect used of terms can be damaging.  

However, if the local professional community that is losing the most 
from this misconception stays silent while this fallacy is active, it is hard 
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to blame cinema theaters or government body in charge of cultural policy. 
Furthermore, change in the perception can happen only if professional 
and academic communities can work together providing the authoritative 
message and the evidence to fight the misconception. 

Thus, change of this perception is highly unlikely without local 
animation professional and academic communities uniting and working 
systematically against this misconception. However, even if mentioned 
communities would work to fight this misconception, it would not be 
effective if cinema theaters would continue to use term animation to 
describe feature films’ genre. 

6. Conclusions
Data gathered by authors provides insight on how cinema theaters and 
government body in charge of film policy-making and its execution per-
ceive animation-as-genre problem. Evidence suggests that at the moment 
among cinema theaters representatives there is a general agreement that 
animation presentation as a genre is essentially wrong. In fact, animation 
is recognized as a medium in the eyes of the Lithuanian film law and relat-
ed regulations. Thus, reluctance to change practice naming animation a 
genre is more related to conservatism rater than ignorance.  

However, potent activity fighting this misconception is unlikely. Espe-
cially, as evidence suggests, there are no active professional or academic 
communities that would fight this misconception. Furthermore, animation 
professionals themselves seem to publicly consolidate this misconception. 

This study has provided important insights on the animation-as-
genre misconception problem. First, it shows that this misconception is 
mainly alive because there is nobody with appropriate authority to public-
ly fight it. Second, it provides empirical evidence that concept of anima-
tion-as-genre is understood as morally and technically incorrect. Thus, 
at this stage establishing that animation is a medium and not a genre is a 
question of effective public campaign rather than scholastic debate.  

Nevertheless, it is important to note several limitations of this study. 
The main two regard the small sample size and applications of the results 
to other countries. Although, this study presented data from Lithuanian 
cinema theaters that represents majority of the market share, the sample 
is still small to define conclusive patterns. Furthermore, there is no data 
in academic literature about how cinema theaters use term animation in 
other countries. Nor there is data about how local policy-makers perceive 
animation misconception situation. Therefore, since the study was built 
based on a Lithuanian cinema theaters survey, researchers, animation 
communities and cultural policy-makers should be cautious when gener-
alizing results to the other countries. Authors, thus, suggest that this study 
would be expanded to the other countries.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the role of the Brazilian advisory rating system and 
the application of this method. To this end, childhood perspectives are 
debated with a focus on the agents involved (Brazilian state, TV stations, 
entertainment enterprises, etc.). The Brazilian advisory rating scenario 
is presented, followed by an investigation of the classification method 
and a visual analysis of the advisory rating guide (Guia da Classificação 
Indicativa, in Portuguese). This guide provides criteria to analyze six 
episodes of the cartoon, Adventure Time, which was chosen due to its 
mainstream reach, narrative, and visual complexity. The research sug-
gests two critical points. The first point is difficulty and inconsistency in 
the selection of inappropriate images for children. Results show it is not 
possible to establish fixed and straightforward relations between image 
(the cartoon) and verbal text (advisory rating criteria) since the verbal 
and visual elements suggest multiple meanings. Moreover, the polysemy 
aspect of language allows the naturalization of different interpretations. 
The second point is the importance of looking at the subjectivity of 
children. Children are not conceived as agents, but as passive subjects 
and their thinking and opinion of improper content are not part of the 
rating process. It is important to gain insight into what children think of 
the media to raise critical thinking in the face of mass communication. 
Consequently, children should not be considered as responsive objects, 
but the active agents of their own education. Since images can indicate 
multiple meanings ( polysemy) also become part of the senses of shared 
reality, they should be key to understanding how children interact with 
media and what they think about it. In that sense, this paper reveals 
problems in the Brazilian advisory rating system and endorses media 
literacy actions as the best solution for the issue of children and media.

1. Introduction
In the context of children and the media, this paper analyses application 
of the Brazilian advisory rating system and reveals difficulties in obtaining 
an objective classification. As an alternative solution, it proposes the pur-
suit of actions that can empower children to criticize media from a literacy 
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perspective. To this end, in item 2, the Brazilian advisory rating system is 
discussed with a focus on the agents involved (Brazilian state, TV stations, 
and entertainment enterprises) in order to understand childhood perspec-
tives. The studies of Ariès and Postman are cited to address this debate. 
Item 3 contains an analysis of contemporary cartoon (Adventure Time) 
based on the violence criteria proposed by the Brazilian advisory rating. 
The results of this analysis differ from the advisory rating, suggesting 
issues of objectiveness. These issues are discussed in item 4 based on the 
studies of Bakhtin and Rancière. The conclusion suggests the main point 
should be how children naturalize their behavior, understanding, and 
opinions in their relationship with the media, rather than the improper 
content highlighted by the rating process. In other words, rather than en-
hance prohibition, it is more important to resignify media meanings and 
promote mechanisms that critically empower children.

This research is included in the DHIS (Laboratory of Story Design) 
study group of the PUC-Rio (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de 
Janeiro) in partnership with the CAOS (Communication, Art, Object, 
Synergies) research group at ID+ (Research Institute for Design, Media 
and Culture) and IPCA (Polytechnic Institute of Cávado and the Ave). It 
was funded with a scholarship from the Coordination for the Improve-
ment of the Higher Level Personnel of the Brazilian Ministry of Education 
(Bolsista da CAPES/Bolsa de Doutorado Sanduíche no Exterior/Process 
no. 88881.133241/2016-01).

2. Brazilian Advisory Rating, Childhood, and Media
The Brazilian advisory rating system provides age rating information to 
families for TV programs to protect children from unsafe content. The 
system also classifies products for cinema exhibitions, electronic games, 
applications, and RPG. Two childhood concepts are put into perspective 
to understand the Brazilian advisory rating system: standard and contem-
porary childhood.

Philippe Ariès’ [1] explains how childhood senses are based on society. 
In seventeen century Europe, the emerging idea was that children are 
special human beings with different needs. Consequently, many family 
habits started to shift, such as separated spaces for children in the home, 
separating sexuality from daily life, playing with toys as a unique infancy 
experience, etc. Within this context, several levels of formal education 
extend the gap between shaped man and developing child. The difference 
between proper and improper content is reinforced and a children’s culture 
is established with, among other things, protecting childhood with prohi-
bitions, such as not allowing children to access inappropriate contents. As 
children get older, their parents authorize greater access to content, based 
on the idea that children must go through several stages before they are 
ready to watch adult content. This process leads to the creation of informa-
tion serialization, in which each age group has a specific content restriction. 
In this investigation, this concept of infancy is termed standard childhood 
due to its hegemonic pattern, although this is not the only understanding 
of childhood. The Brazilian advisory rating system is based on this model 
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given its characteristic age level classification, dual perspective (proper and 
improper), and view of children from the context of protection.   

Neil Postman’s studies [2] discuss another historical period. In 
the twentieth century, technologies such as radio, TV, and the Internet 
enabled widespread access to information. TV stations, for instance, 
broadcast the same TV shows on prime time and both children and adults 
watch the same content. Furthermore, new technologies increase access 
to information. On the Internet, children can browse a massive amount of 
data with possibly improper or negative content. Thus, Postman suggests 
our sense of shame has been undermined. Here, shame is our sense of 
embarrassment in the presence of children, often leading adults to refrain 
from talking about certain subjects in front of them or not allowing chil-
dren to see certain books, TV shows, and games. As technologies provide 
greater access to information and fiction, more children are exposed to 
originally improper content and our sense of shame becomes weaker. In 
his thesis, Postman states the disappearance of childhood, which is also 
the name of his book. This statement, however, shows an inconsistency 
since it implies full integration between infantile and adult cultures, 
whereas media products (with different target audiences) and the current 
habits of children indicate the opposite. 

In the twenty-first century, the studies of Sonia Livingstone [3] point 
towards another direction, whereby children’s digital rights and the 
changing trends are related to the internet age. According to Livingstone, it 
is vital to investigate the needs and desires of children in order to enhance 
their media literacy skills. In other words, they must be encouraged to 
become critical subjects and individuals who know how to deal with media 
influence in a healthy way. In that sense, standard childhood is undermined 
and opens a new space for others perspectives: contemporary childhood is 
understood according to the current practices of children, in which broad 
access to originally improper content becomes a critical issue.

The Brazilian advisory rating deals with these two childhood con-
cepts and the advisory rating manual (Manual da Nova Classificação In-
dicativa, in Portuguese) [4] explains the goal of this mechanism, which is 
to provide educative tools that empower society (parents, educators, etc.) 
in relation to the mass communication industry. Moreover, the advisory 
rating manual proposes mediation of two important principles and related 
legislation. Firstly, the Brazilian statute for children and adolescents (Es-
tatuto da Criança e do Adolescente, in Portuguese) ensures the protection of 
youths from unsafe conditions, including access to inappropriate content. 
Secondly, freedom of speech, assured by the Brazilian Constitution of 
1988, ensures the expression of opinions and freedom of the media to pre-
vent censorship. These principles arose from a dispute between advisory 
rating (representing the Brazilian state) and TV stations. Advisory rating 
advocates the protection of children and discourages their widespread 
access to information. This view is integrated with the standard childhood 
concept. In contrast, TV stations and associated entertainment enter-
prises view children as a growing audience and an expanding consumer 
public, meaning they require broader media access and no legal restric-
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tions. The more time children watch TV, the greater the potential profit. 
This view is integrated with the contemporary childhood concept.

In 2016, a legal dispute involving advisory rating was initiated. Based 
on this dispute, the advisory system recommended suitable age ratings to 
parents and society and established a daily schedule during which certain 
TV show cannot be broadcast. For example, a TV show rated as “inap-
propriate for people under 18” can only be transmitted after 11 p.m. The 
outcome of the legal dispute favored no hour restrictions based on the 
argument that the advisory rating can only recommend and not censor 
[ 5]. Indeed, there is no censorship in the media. The real issue is about 
consumerism and the threat of reducing TV audiences. Communication 
researchers Marina Carvalho and Gésio Passos state, “What TV stations 
desire is ‘freedom’ to broadcast any TV programs at any time. TV stations 
do not comply with their side in the ‘social contract’ of child protec-
tion.”[6]. Other studies suggest similar problems with advisory rating 
systems at international level. Thomas Hammarberg [7], ambassador of 
the Swedish government on humanitarian issues, indicates difficulties in 
the application of advisory rating and states, “TV orientations in several 
countries, including a restriction on broadcast hours, may not be fulfilled. 
In addition, there seems to be no control over the vast amount of violent 
broadcasts each hour.”[7]. These observations reveal a tension between 
standard and contemporary childhood. The Brazilian advisory rating 
system complies with this requirement and functions as a mediation 
mechanism to build a better relationship between TV and children. In this 
regard, this investigation looks into this mechanism and its application.

3. Analysis of the Cartoon Adventure Time
based on Violence Rating Criteria
The Brazilian advisory rating system provides a website, a manual, and 
a guide for the general public. The site contains information on the 
system and search engine users can use to look up the age rating of a 
given program, such as a TV show. The manual explains how the sys-
tem works in details. The guide (Guia Prático da Classificação Indicati-
va, in Portuguese) [8] presents rating criteria divided into three areas: 
violence, drugs, and sex. Each area contains several topics regarding 
representation and social behaviors. For instance, violence includes 
topics such as bodily harm, corpse exposure, mutilation, etc. Each top -
ic is related to one of six rating levels: free, 10+, 1 2+, 14+, 16+, and 18+, 
respectively, free for all ages and inappropriate for viewers under 10, 
1 2, 14 , 16, and 18 years of age. The guide also presents aggravating and 
attenuating factors. Based on this model, evaluators can judge and rate 
content. Furthermore, not all audiovisual contents are rated equal-
ly since contents related to journalism, news, publicity, sports, and 
others are not classified so as not to breach the freedom of speech act. 
Some content is rated by its producer in an auto - classification process. 
In these cases, advisory rating monitors broadcasting after it is on air, 
as in the case of TV programs. Other content, such as films for cinema, 
DVD and video, are previously classified. 
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The manual of the Brazilian advisory rating system provides three 
classification stages: factual description, thematic description, and grada-
tion (or rating). The first stage refers to a descriptive and narrative report 
of the content. The next stage, thematic description, refers to context 
and thematic issues related to the content. Based on these two stages, the 
third stage, gradation (or rating), consists of indicating one of the six rat-
ing levels. The manual does not specify how many evaluators participated 
in the process or if the evaluators use a process to ensure rating reliability. 
In addition, it does not specify if all the content or part of the content is 
evaluated or if this evaluation is made by the Brazilian advisory rating 
system or by the producers (self-classification process).

Brazilian advisory rating proposes a common objectivity, meaning that 
everyone should have the same results. The manual states, “Anyone can ob-
tain a similar rating if the content is analyzed using the same criteria and in-
dicators.” [4]. Our hypothesis is that this objectivity does not occur; different 
individuals can obtain extremely different ratings. To confirm this hypothesis, 
we conducted an analysis based on Brazilian advisory rating criteria to review 
episodes of a contemporary mainstream animated cartoon and correlated it 
with the classification indicated by the Brazilian advisory rating (the Brazilian 
advisory rating site [9] allows users to browse their content classifications). 
We acted as evaluators and analyzed the content based on the same criteria. 
As restriction factors, criteria were limited to violent topics and analysis was 
restricted to a part of the entire animated cartoon (strictly, six episodes). 
These restrictions enabled a more focused analysis. Regardless of the restric-
tions of topics and duration, the selected cartoon should have obtained the 
same results in the Brazilian advisory rating analysis and in our analysis.

The animation Adventure Time was selected because of its extreme 
complexity as a cartoon and because it is an international mainstream 
show. Narrative and esthetics characteristics suggest Adventure Time is 
closer to the contemporary childhood concept since a large number of 
issues and genres are explored in this show. The Land of Ooo, the car-
toon’s backdrop, displays a multitude of themes. One of these themes 
is the medieval adventure genre, in which heroes set out on quests, find 
treasure, fight monsters, and engage in sword fights. Another theme 
is the science fiction genre, represented by the character of a scientist 
called Princess Bubblegum, who deals with futuristic technology such as 
lasers guns, complex computers, and spaceships. Moreover, Adventure 
Time takes place after The Great Mushroom War, an apocalyptic event 
that left The Land of Ooo in ruins. The terror genre is also identified in 
the form of Marceline, a vampire queen who can change her body into 
monster forms, and daughter of a vampire king who rules The Nighto-
sphere, a hellish kind of place. The baby animation genre is represented 
by The Candy Kingdom inhabited by the Candy People, who are char-
acters based on candies, fruit and sweets. The castle and buildings in 
this kingdom are made of sugar and everybody is happy all the time. All 
these features suggest Adventure Time targets different age groups. The 
show holds narrative and esthetic elements related to diverging target 
audiences and promotes the proximity of content for various age groups. 
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Consequently, it undermines information serialization and proposes a 
complex contemporary media scenario.

A search of the term “Adventure Time” on Brazilian advisory rating 
site [9] results on six different ratings related to this cartoon’s first and 
second seasons. In these items, the same content is classified multiple 
times with different ratings. In five items, for example, Adventure Time is 
rated as “inappropriate for viewers under 10 years of age” or “10+”, and 
only one item is rated as “free”. Based on this information, the first three 
episodes of seasons one and two were selected for the visual analysis. The 
analysis only covers violence criteria since this is the area of interest of 
the investigation. Therefore, in addition to the violence, the cartoon may 
expose viewers to drugs and sex. Below, a presentation of the analysis 
results. Table 1 shows the relationship between age rating and number of 
times violence representations are selected.

Episodes/ 
Violence criteria

Season 1
Ep. 1 

Season 1
Ep. 2

Season 1
Ep. 3

Season 2
Ep. 1

Season 2
Ep. 2

Season 2
Ep. 3 Total

(free) 
Fantasy violence 10 1 4 21 11 4 5 1

(10+)
Weapons with violence 3 0 0 3 2 0 8

(10+)
Fear/Stress 0 0 1 13 2 3 19

(10+) 
Anguish 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

(10+)
Bones and skeletons 

with traces of violence
0 0 0 0 1 0 1

(12+)
Violent act 6 1 4 20 10 7 48

(12+) 
Bodily harm 2 0 0 3 0 0 5

(12+)
Natural or accidental 

violent death
1 0 0 0 0 0 1

(12+)
Corpse exposure 3 0 0 0 0 1 4

(16+)
Mutilation 1 0 2 2 0 1 6

(16+) 
Gratuitous violence/vio-

lence normalization
6 1 4 18 9 4 42

(18+)
High impact violence 0 0 0 3 0 1 4 

In our analysis, some violence topics (such as “high impact violence”, 
“gratuitous violence”, “anguish”, and others) hinder a precise selection 
due to the ambiguous definition and raise doubts in several representa-
tions of violence. These doubts could be clarified if we had access to the 
factual and thematic descriptions of Adventure Time. However, the web-
site indicates a link to download the “abstract of content analysis”, but 
the link is missing. Furthermore, there is no information on whether the 
rating process was realized by the Brazilian advisory rating evaluators or 
by the cartoon producers (self-classification process). These facts reveal 
many gaps in the rating methodology, public transparency, and objectivity 

Table 1. Relationship 
of the occurrence of 
violence in each Ad-
venture Time episode.
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that undermine the legitimacy of the Brazilian advisory rating system.     
In spite of the doubts and ambiguous meanings, representations 

of violence were detected 55 times in our analysis. The extended anal-
ysis containing freeze frames of each representation of violence in the 
cartoon was uploaded to an online archive [10]. Our analysis indicates a 
great number of “12+” and “16+” violence representation topics and the 
presence of “18+” criteria. We were able to rate Adventure Time as “16+” 
or “18+” content. Therefore, the results differ from the Brazilian advisory 
rating indication in the website, where Adventure Time is rated as “free” 
or “10+” content. These differences suggest the objective proposal of this 
rating system has not been consolidated and criteria definitions are not 
consensual. Furthermore, the interpretation of this content resulted in 
diverging assessments and ratings. This topic is discussed below.

4. Difficulties obtaining an Objective Classification
The critical reflections of Mikhail Bakhtin and Jacques Rancière are 
relevant here to better understand the difficulties establishing objective 
analysis results. Bakhtin [11, 12] emphasizes the polysemy of language, in 
which the same sign can refer to multiple meanings depending on subject 
background, context characteristic, social condition, etc. In this regard, 
utterances are not isolated; it is all connected. Every utterance is part of 
the communication flow and all utterances are links of this flow and the 
answers to other utterances. The conclusiveness of utterances indicates the 
possibility to provide an answer and alternation of speaking subjects. In this 
case, language is understood as an unfinished project, a continuum. The 
subject relation with the object is never concluded but always proposed. 
Bakhtin explains the internal dialectic of signs, in which conflicts emerge in 
the same sign between the different values and social interests. Therefore, 
language is not a pacific ambient, but a fighting arena. Moreover, utterances 
are not neutral and stable since social practices define the arrangement of 
language. In a scenario of a living language, Bakhtin considers genres of 
speech have relatively stable utterance types rather than fixed ones. In other 
words, genre does not have a permanent classification, but a temporary 
arrangement that is constantly shifting due to social change.

For instance, infantile and adult genres (or safe and unsafe genres) 
are constructed and established from the related social practice, in this 
case, to standard and contemporary childhood. However, this is not a 
fixed scenario. As mentioned, Postman indicates changes in children’s 
habits on account of their broad access to content. Proper and improper 
definitions are shifted and genre representation also changes in this pro-
cess. Inappropriate settings are in constant adjustment and may have an 
internal contradictory nature. In that sense, the proposal of the Brazilian 
advisory is not a final decision, but it can be understood as an element in 
language flow. Violence criteria and the guide’s topics are utterances that 
can be replied by animators, children, parents, and society. For example, 
violence representations in earlier cartoons, such as Tom & Jerry, Bugs 
Bunny, and Woody Woodpecker, have many differences in relation to con-
temporary cartoons, such as Adventure Time. Therefore, just as dictio-
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naries do not define how words are created, the advisory rating guide does 
not define how inappropriate content for children is socially established.

This reflection enables a better understanding of the matter; that is, 
the polysemy aspect of language allows different naturalization of inter-
pretations. The relationship between verbal and visual is not completely 
stable or predictable. As seen above, different meanings can be attributed 
to the same visual sign. Furthermore, naturalized violence representa-
tions may not be perceived in less critical contexts. In this perspective, the 
establishment of completely fixed and straightforward relations between 
image (cartoons) and verbal text (advisory rating criteria) is not possible. 
Interpretations can dramatically change regarding different people and 
contexts, which is the basis of the disagreement between our analysis out-
come and the results of the advisory rating system. In order to reinforce 
this conclusion, two examples are presented below.

The first example is the mutilation topic. Figure 1 shows a more specific mu-
tilation type (beheading) in several audiovisual contents, namely Adventure 
Time, The Horror of Party Beach, A Nightmare on Elm Street, and an SHOA 
reportage. As shown in the images, all representations are connected to muti-
lation but portray different understandings of context and genre. In Adven-
ture Time, it is probably assumed the images do not harm children. Despite 
the beheading, the animation genre is usually naturalized as appropriate 
content for children and some people may not explicitly detect decapitation 
because animations are perceived as light content. In both horror movies, 
beheading representations are considered inappropriate for children and 
this genre is normally naturalized as improper for this audience. In the last 
case, the news explicitly shows a real decapitation and it has crossed the line 
between fiction and reality. It will probably be considered improper content 
although the Brazilian advisory rating cannot classify it since, as already men-
tioned, journalistic programs are not rated due to the freedom of speech act. 
In summary, the same topic of mutilation is represented in content consid-
ered both proper and improper for children. This criterion is not a distinctive 
mark of differentiation. In each visual representation, it suggests not only 
different meanings but an extreme variation of violence.

Fig. 1. Representa-
tions of decapitation 
in animated cartoon 
(Adventure Time), 
terror movies (The 
Horror of Party Beach 
and A Nightmare on 
Elm Street), and SHOA 
reportage.
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For the second example, Figure 2 presents the violence of Adventure 
Time next to violence representation of others genres. Viewing these 
images side by side creates a visual link, where terror, martial arts and 
anime ( Japanese animation) are often naturalized as inappropriate 
for children. However, this similarity proposes a continuity as if these 
themes can slip into the children’s genre. Access to violent images 
in cartoons suggests children have implicit contact with the visual 
elements of inappropriate genres and the borders between proper 
and improper genres are thin and reveal similarities. Language, as a 
continuum network, allows children to make comparisons and build a 
path of correlation. In this perspective, mediation mechanisms should 
focus on relations children create in the media scenario. Emphasis on 
isolated content, as made by the Brazilian advisory rating, does not 
seem sufficient to resolve the problem.

This reflection agrees more with the thinking of R ancière [13] 
about intolerable images in ar ts. For him, showing or not showing 
horror images is not the main point since an image never stands 
alone. The image is viewed not as the duplicate of a thing, but as an 
element of a cer tain sense of reality. In addition to representative 
aspects, images are integrated into a system of visibility related to 
common sense into shareable sensible data. R ating a unique au-
diovisual content as if it were seclu ded from other themes assumes 
children do not link multiple content and genres in social practice. 
In fact , children are known to be agents of creating meaning and 
they correlate different content with their own reality. Therefore, the 
main point should not be whether to show or not to show improper 
content , but whether to ask impor tant questions such as what kind of 
children’s habits and moral issues do media images propose? How do 
we create better realities for children? 

In this sense, S onia Livingstone’s perspective, “If children 
remain invisible in research and policy debates, nothing much is 
likely to change”, is endorsed [ 3]. The idea is to listen more care-
fully to children in order to create better mediation mechanisms. 
In other words, children should be included in the process of their 
own protection. R ather than depending on adults to prevent children 
from accessing unsafe content , we should teach children to deal with 
media in a healthy way. This is possible by enhancing the critical 
perspective in children.

Fig. 2. Violence 
similarities in different 

genres. Top: animation 
(Adventure Time). 

Bottom: horror film 
(Hannibal), anime 

(Call me Tonight and 
Elfen Lied) and martial 

arts film (Bruce Lee’s 
The Game of Death).  
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5. Conclusion   
The discussion presented in this paper indicates the rating process is 
not the key answer to the issue of media and children. Focusing not 
on improper representations, but on children’s behavior and thinking 
seems an alternative solution. The Brazilian advisory rating system gives 
priority to preventing children’s access to inappropriate content rather 
than evaluating children’s opinion on this content. Indeed, what children 
really think about violence representation is not part of the classification 
process. Contradictorily, the final objective is to provide better education 
to children while protecting and excluding children.

Evidently, this discrepancy disturbs the whole process. Children 
will continue to create relations with media content and have their own 
ideas and emotions regardless of the suggestions of the Brazilian advisory 
rating. The disparity in the results of the Brazilian advisory rating and this 
visual analysis indicates objectivity is being undermined and the impor-
tance of looking at children’s subjectivity is being ignored. It is important 
to know what children think about media to raise critical thinking in the 
face of mass communication. Otherwise, the process eventually becomes 
self-centred and socially inexpressive.

This paper suggests the main point should be how children naturalize 
behavior, understandings, and opinions in their relation to media rather 
than focus on improper access to content. In this sense, it is important to 
view children not as responsive objects, but as active agents of their own 
education. Since images can indicate multiple meanings (polysemy) and 
they are also elements of reality senses and part of the naturalization pro-
cesses, the main objective should be to understand how children interact 
with media and listen to what they think about it. In other words, the key 
is to not enhance prohibition. On the contrary, the key is to resignify the 
media signs by promoting mechanisms that critically empower children 
to deal with media influence. 

Europe has achieved great results in media literacy projects and the 
European Audiovisual Observatory report [14] revealed a main focus 
on critical aspects. A wide range of media literacy approaches related to 
different contexts in several countries puts emphasis on teaching critical 
aspects, namely the significance of enabling children to question the 
influence of media. Two important international projects worth mention-
ing are Safer Internet and EU Kids Online. In contrast, studies of Monica 
Fantin [15] reveal heavy investments on technical issues in Brazil and the 
teaching of ICT (information and communications technology) to en-
hance children’s operational skills, but a failure to enhance critical skills. 
Furthermore, Fantin explains, “The fact that it does not ‘officially’ exist as 
a mandatory class or transversal theme means that media education con-
tinues to be regarded only as a pedagogical resource and not as an object 
of study that is articulated with other fields of knowledge. This is reflected 
in delays, in comparison to other countries where media education is 
more consolidated and in the distancing between the current curriculum 
and the emerging questions of contemporary culture.” [15]. Thus, instead 
of enhancing prohibition mechanisms (as preferred by the Brazilian advi-
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sory rating system), it may be wiser to invest in Brazilian media literacy, 
including public policy, educational methods, and research support. The 
extreme variety of approaches in European media literacy, for example, 
can be tested as possibilities of media education in Brazil. All these factors 
could provide better solutions and an alternative for the Brazilian context.
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Abstract

his article presents an analysis of the live-action film The Very Harold & 
Kumar 3D Christmas (Strauss-Schulson, 2011), with an example of the an-
imated image used to represent the hallucination of the characters – their 
diegetic imaginaria – within a live-action narrative. It also highlights the 
characteristics of animated comedy, developed by Paul Wells (1998), but 
identified in this real image production. The aim is to list these moments 
and reflect on the integration of these two means of creating moving im-
ages, taking in consideration the works of Barry Purves, Jacques Aumont 
and Paul Wells.

1. Introduction
This article proposes to analyse the stop motion animation with pup -
pets used for the representation2 of a hallucination of the character, 
the diegetic imaginarium3, in a live-action film. Another aspect consid-
ered is the similarity of the comic narrative of the filmed image to the 
comic artifices of animation, identified by Paul Wells (1998), which 
also enhances the integration of the two types of images.

The production selected for this work is A Very Harold & Kumar 3D 
Christmas (Strauss-Schulson, 2011), a North-American comedy, third film 
of the trilogy with the two main characters, Harold (John Cho) and Kumar 
(Kal Penn), and more specifically the animated sequence in the film made 
using latex and clay puppets [4], and which shows the moment when the 

1 Faculdade de Belas-Artes da Universidade de Lisboa – CIEBA (Portugal)/ CNPq (Brazil) / 
Université Paris 8 – EDESTA (France)
2  The term has been used by several authors and from various perspectives throughout Art History. 
This text adopted the definition of Jacques Aumont, from his book The Image (1997), because as the 
theoretician himself states, despite all the uses the word may have, “[...], in one respect they are similar: 
representation is a process by which, within a limited context, a representative is made to stand in for 
what it represents” [1], and also considers it to be what allows “a spectator to see an absent reality ‘by 
proxy’, presented to him or her by something that takes its place that stands in for it”, where representa-
tion can provoke an illusion [2].
3  This term is presented to designate specific moments of the film narratives in which are shown the 
dreams, thoughts, memories, or hallucinations of the characters. According to Oxford English Dictionary 
[3], “imaginary” has a Latin etymological origin: “< classical Latin imāginārius consisting of a mere 
semblance, unreal, (in legal use) fictitious, pretended, in post-classical Latin also concerning images or 
pictures (early 4th cent.), of the imagination, imaginative (from 12th cent. in British sources), (as noun) 
standard-bearer (4th cent.) < imāgin-, imāgo image n. + -ārius - ary suffix. Compare Anglo-Norman 
ymaginere, Anglo-Norman and Middle French imaginaire, and Middle French ymaginaire (French 
imaginaire) imaginable, thinkable (13th cent. or earlier in Anglo-Norman), existing only in imagination 
or fancy, not real or actual (145 1), designating a quantity or number that can be expressed in terms of the 
square root of a negative quantity (1637)”. What this means is, imaginarium is the word that denominates, 
originally that which exists only in the imagination, that is, in the human mind. In this case, diegetic 
imaginarium because it is from a character of a story.

Keywords
Animated image, Diegetic 
imaginarium, Stop 
motion, Comedy, Cartoon, 
Representation.
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two protagonists leave a party after having accidentally inhaled cocaine. 
That is, it is the representation of how the characters see themselves and 
their environment - as a world may of clay.

The studio HOUSEspecial was responsible for this sequence, with the 
work of animator Mark Gustafson. In total, 20 different scenarios were 
created, six miniatures of Harold and Kumar and 60 other puppets, for 
one minute and thirty-eight seconds of animation, with an iconography 
very specific to New York, although the film was produced in Detroit [4].

The script is signed by the same screenwriters as from the previous 
productions, Jon Hurwitz and Hayden Schlossberg (known for their work 
in the comedy genre), and follows the previous other films’ narrative 
threads, namely that of a chase movie.

In spite of Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas being an average-qual-
ity film – produced like others released at Christmas, without intending to 
be a masterpiece of cinematic art, but rather a holiday season entertain-
ment – it nonetheless reveals interesting characteristics which are identi-
fied and analysed in this paper. The production designed the narrative to 
take advantage of stereoscopic projection technology, and for that reason, 
the term “3D” is in the title4, including the way three-dimensional tech-
nology is fundamental to several comic moments of the film, for which 
the film earned praise on the well-known website, Rotten Tomatoes [ 5]. 
What stands out is that, although it is a fiction, it is the very way the gags5 
are developed, approximating the narrative of film to cartoons (classic 
North-American animation6); and the politically incorrect aspects of the 
story – with digs at religion, education, sex, stereotypes, cultural differ-
ences (noting that the main characters are of Korean and Indian ancestry), 
among other situations.

The story recounts the reencounter between Harold and Kumar, two 
years after their last adventure – Harold & Kumar Escape from Guanta-
namo Bay (Hurwitz, Schlossberg, 2008). Harold is now married and well 
off, while Kumar has continued with his unruly and constantly inebriated 
lifestyle using narcotics. The thread of the narrative is the attempt to find 
a new Christmas tree, to replace the one Harold received as a gift from 
his Colombian father-in-law. At the same time, there is a rapprochement 
between the two friends, and the maturing of Kumar.

In order to develop the analyses on this film, mainly in relation to the 
animated sequence, works of Barry Purves (2008) and Paul Wells (1998) 
are considered. The animation represents a hallucination provoked by co-
caine, with the transmutation of the physical form of the characters (and 
the environment), from humans into clay puppets.

4 The film was released between Avatar (Cameron, 2009) and Hugo (Scorsese, 2011), two other films that 
intentionally drew up scenes intended for the use of stereoscopic projection.
5  “Less narrative and often more abstract than the sketch, the gag is a relatively autonomous short form, 
which in itself is not specific to the cinema (there are theatrical gags, even musical or visual). In its most 
general form, it is characterized by the incongruous and surprising resolution of a situation that may or 
may not be realistic in its premises.” [6]
6  In English, cartoon means “drawn animation”. However, several authors use the term to figure a 
specific type of animation, with characteristics of North-American productions (between the 1930’s and 
1960’s), whether produced by Walt Disney [7] or by other producers like MGM, Universal and Warner 
Brothers [8]. 
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This analysis is a part of the PhD research7, “The Representation of the 
Diegetic Imaginarium through Animation in Live-Action Cinema”, in course 
at the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Lisbon with the doctoral super-
vision of PhD Professor João Paulo Queiroz, and with a study period as part of 
an Erasmus programme at Paris 8 University.

2. A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas, The Film
The first scene of the film presents, along with the opening title sequence, 
New York City decked out for the Christmas holidays. In a shopping mall, 
on the podium where Santa Claus receives the children to have their pic-
ture taken, Kumar appears, bearded and stoned. He sits on the old man’s 
lap and reels off his Christmas wishes in front of the children and their 
parents. Soon after, he meets his pot dealer, who is Santa Claus, and they 
both smoke a joint right there in the parking lot.

On the other side of the city, in his office, Harold is a successful Wall 
Street executive. His secretary shows him a 52-inch television set with 3D 
technology as a gift suggestion for his father-in-law. Harold asks if 3D is no 
longer out of style. The secretary says no, “It’s gonna be amazing!”, point-
ing both hands at the fourth wall, that is, at the cinema audience. That’s 
when the first joke is made referencing 3D technology: Harold then asks, 
“Who are you looking at?”. This assimilation of a technical question of 
production and of projection within the diegese of the film creates several 
bridges between two aspects of the work: what is diegetic and what is not. 
For there are no defined boundaries in the Strauss-Schulson film, which 
takes advantage of this to create comical and unexpected situations.

At home, Kumar again smokes some weed, and receives a package 
addressed to Harold – they used to share the apartment – and he decides 
to go deliver it with the help of a colleague. This guy wants Kumar’s 
company to attend a Christmas party at the home of a virgin who offered 
herself to him. All the relationships and dialogues between the charac-
ters are explicitly “no-holds-barred”, politically incorrect, much to the 
“amusement” of the audience.

Harold, in turn, has his home decorated for Christmas and receives the 
Colombian family of his wife, Maria (Paula Garcés). His father-in-law (Danny 
Trejo) presents him with a gift of a Christmas tree. The family goes out for a 
walk-through town and Harold promises to decorate the new tree. When he 
is alone, Kumar arrives with the package. Harold opens it and surprised to 
see a huge Cannabis joint. Kumar lights it, and they start an argument. The 
host throws the cigarette out the window and towards the audience (taking 
advantage of the stereoscopic projection), but the cigarette flies back in at an 
improbable angle through another open window of the room (which opens to 
joint get in) and falls on the Christmas pine. It burns to a cinder, which leaves 
Harold desperately needing to find another tree, if he doesn’t want to upset 
his father-in-law. In this way, the film presents the main characters, the plot of 
the story and how the comic situations (gags) are created.

7 In this research project, another five films are also analysed, belonging to a range of genres: 
biographical, musical, drama and action.
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There are many unusual and absurd situations, involving the two 
friends as they try to get a new tree. Some of them are as follows: when 
they escape from the party of the daughter of a drug dealer, they inhale a 
cloud of cocaine that hangs in the air; they become puppets being chased 
by a huge snowman. In another moment, the baby daughter of another 
friend of Harold, Todd (Thomas Lennon) becomes addicted to cannabis, 
cocaine and ecstasy; and Neil Patrick Harris (the character and actor) 
meets Jesus Christ in a nightclub in Paradise, among other hilarious situa-
tions. At the end, they do not get a new tree, but everything ends well and 
with the friendship rekindled.

With these characteristics – the use of stereoscopic projection to 
create the hilarious, the break between diegetic and non-diegetic, and 
the surreal moments – an illogical and surreal boundless environment is 
created. It is the logic of cartoons applied to live-action cinema, where 
everything is possible, and reality is relative.  

3. The Surreal and the Comedic
in A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas
As a comedy for adults, the film follows the same dynamic as the two 
previous productions: with gags about ethnicity, sex, drugs and stereo -
types. The way the comic situations evolve reminds us much of the dy-
namics of animated gags from such series as Looney Tunes and Merry 
Melodies – Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny and Road Runner, characters 
from these cartoons, who go up in smoke, fall off cliffs and don’t die. 
The diegetic logic of these cartoons was the surreal exaggeration of 
action, an occasional lack of “diegetization”, and in the vast majority 
of cases, a chase scenario as main plot line. These three characteristics 
are found in A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas. Thus, the analyses 
undertaken here have been conducted taking into consideration the 
study by Paul Wells (1998). 
In the fifth chapter of Understanding Animation [9], Wells defines 25 ways 
to provoke laughter as a chronicle of the evolution of animated mood 
development. These forms are listed and commented with a focus on the 
Strauss-Schulson film, proving the observed: of these 25 ways to create 
an animation gag (according to Wells), 21 were identified in the film as 
presented in Table 1.

It is observed that Wells always presents the cartoon as an exam-
ple, but his conclusions can be applied to other techniques of anima-
tion – in this case, stop motion.

As one can note, despite presenting a live-action, photorealistic 
image, the film’s milieu operates in a dimension that does not mimesis 
the reality of the world. The use of digital special effects contributes 
towards this visual impression of reality, with the insertion of unreal 
elements, but with the visual appearance of being something real. This 
is the case even during the most absurd moments, as in the slow-mo -
tion sequence in which a tooth protrudes out of a priest’s mouth, when 
taking a punch from Kumar.
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Table 1 – 21 Ways in Animated Cartoon to Start Laughing Identified  
in a Live-action Film - A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas (Strauss-Schulson, 2011)

21 Ways to
Start Laughing Characteristics Film Moments

“Magical surprises” Since Edison and Méliès, films have invested human 
beings with extraordinary capabilities

When the baby is exposed to cocaine, and crawls on 
the ceiling

“Power of personality” The character, its behaviour or its anthropomorphic 
design incites laughter

Kumar is sloppy and inconsistent, creating lots  
of funny situations

“Expectation and 
exploitation”

When, among other things, there is a presence of 
certain behaviours and gags

When the protagonists reencounter their Jewish 
friends and Neil Patrick Harris - which is also the 

case in the previous films.

“‘Just a minute, Chubby 
– you ain’t seen half of the 

kid’s repertoire-e-e!’: Some 
old saws”

This is the case of Warner Brother’ Looney Toons 
animations, that oscillate between the construction 

and the collapse of narrative, not aligning with the 
pragmatism of Disney narratives.

Current situations in the film, with long moments 
of gags (as the Christmas party of the daughter of 

the Ukrainian trafficker, for example), that seem to 
escape the aim of the characters.

“‘Catch that and paint it 
green!’: Adult Avery”

Embedded in the philosophy of animator Tex Avery* 
(1908-1980), who emphasized the relationships of 
the characters and their environment and engaged 

in the surreal.

The scene in which Harold makes a ping pong ball 
bounce off various points of the room before falling 

into the glass in front of him.

“Extending the premise of 
the visual gag”

It occurs when from a certain comic image, they 
reconstitute already established visual jokes.

When Harold and Kumar become puppets, which 
creates a gag, and others are created from then on, 

with the same dynamics.

“The development of 
alienation devices”

The alienation of the common behaviour: to watch 
an animation, with elements that create a connection 

with the public, and the same to be comical, as it is 
unexpected**. 

This is what happens in the scene of the presentation 
of the television set, as already mentioned

“Literal, visual  
and verbal gags”

It occurs when the gag manifests itself visually and 
verbally, thus having twice the impact.

When Harold’s father-in-law tells them about his 
childhood and when his mother was attacked: it is a 

theatrical live-action image, digitally manipulated 
and violent but comical.

“On black humour” The fine line between the tragic and the comic. When the baby gets addicted or when the mother of 
Harold’s father-in-law is attacked.

“Recognising torment 
and taboo”

The disruption of a straightforward narrative (with-
out moral conflicts or status quo).

It is the propulsive force of the narrative: at the begin-
ning, Santa is a pot dealer.

“Some theories on char-
acter comedy”

It considers the typology theories of animated char-
acters (Controller/Over-reactor/Nuisance);  

the typology of comic characters (The clown/ The 
Comic antagonist - Dupe|Killjoy/Counterfeit);  

and basic human character types (Id/Super-ego/Ego)

Kumar behaves like the Clown /Controller/Id; while 
Harold is Over-reactor /Dupe/Super-ego

“The shaggy dog story” The tension between sense and nonsense, when the 
progression of the narrative takes another direction

As in the scene where Harold shoots his gun and hits 
Santa Claus

“Discontinued lines” When the unexpected breaks the natural order of the 
world and nature

When Kumar reveals his plan to steal the Christmas 
tree, and talks about the naked nuns taking a shower

“Accidents will happen” When accidents are used as gags The car accident of Kumar and his colleague, when 
they flee with the Christmas tree

“Objects have a life of 
their own” When objects act with a life of their own The robot toy that falls in love with Kumar

“’The sight of 40-year-
old genitalia is too 

disgusting, is it?’: Self-
conscious humour”

When the character is self-critical in the most varied 
of ways

When the protagonist’s Jewish friends discuss reli-
gion and their behaviour as Jews

“Everything can mean its 
opposite”

When a scene or action means the opposite of what 
it seems When Santa Claus smokes pot

“Telling it over and  
over again” It is the repetition of defined patterns Kumar always gets Harold in trouble

“Dedicated to those who 
disapprove but continue 

to watch”

When the limit of good taste, of the politically cor-
rect, or the eschatological is breached

There are many moments, including, when Harold 
gets his genitals caught in a metal bar

“Driessen’s comedy of 
cruelty” When scenes of cruelty are used for dramatic effect The scene of the attack on Harold’s father-in-law’s 

mother

“Techno-titters and post-
modern forms”

When technology and its apparatus create other 
possibilities The use of stereoscopic projection to create gags

* “Tex Avery radicalised the cartoon by suggesting implicitly and explicitly that the cartoon could be a medium for adult audiences. He clearly 
understood that children would be appeased by physical slapstick while adults required a more knowing, self-conscious approach, which engage 
with more mature themes. [10].
* *  In the live-action film, it would be a lack of “diegetization”[11], by breaking the fourth wall.
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4. A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas:
the puppets and the hallucination
According to director Strauss-Schulson, the inspiration for the animation 
came from an iconic 1960s Christmas special and Michael Bay: “What if 
Michael Bay directed ‘Frosty the Snowman?’ The premise was defined as 
such, “[...]. ‘It would be chaotic and violent and full of crashing and car-
nage, but done with plastic, clay and cotton so it would be adorable’.” [12].

The animated sequence begins when the protagonists leave the ele-
vator, after fleeing from the holiday party of the daughter of the Ukrainian 
dealer trafficker. In the course of a shootout, a bag of cocaine is hit and 
sends a cloud of white powder into the air. At this point, the behaviour 
and reactions of the puppet characters are reminiscent of what is observed 
in the use of cocaine: “elevation of mood”, as “an euphoric peak with a 
sensation of enormous energy and increased self-esteem” [13].

In the sequence, the two characters see themselves as “claymated”, as 
well as everything around them. They enter a world of clay, and they find 
it amazing, even if Harold worries about his mission to find a Christmas 
tree. Meanwhile, Kumar opens the zipper of his trousers to see his genitalia 
in clay. Such action creates a visual gag, as it is something unexpected, it is 
huge (which has a link to the self-esteem) and unfolds and curls back into his 
pants by its own accord. The Indian carries on talking to his friend: “Dude, 
relax. It’s gonna wear off soon. [...] Do not worry. Nothing bad happens in 
Clayanimation” – the self-esteem proves high. The character is aware of the 
hallucinogenic effect of the narcotic, and that his “clay state” is temporary.

However, a giant snowman comes down the street. He hits a hot dog 
stand with a snowball, leaving the seller with his body split in half, with 
bones and blood draining – it’s a violent, grotesque, but humorous moment.

Harold and Kumar race through the streets, while several traffic 
accidents happen, triggered by the pursuit of the giant snowman. Harold 
and Kumar find a large Christmas tree and climb it, hiding in the foliage. 
They encounter a squirrel and play with it. In the next shot, in live-ac-
tion, Harold and Kumar are in a playground, squeezing the cheeks of a 
boy. This means that when they thought they saw a squirrel, it was, in 
fact, a chubby boy.

The image returns to the clay characters in the tree, when the 
snowman finds them, holding an innocent bystander between his teeth 
- horror again as a comedy. The giant holds and shakes the tree, which 
pitches the squirrel into the air. When it falls, it explodes into pieces – 
which, though tragic and eschatological, is also funny – and the charac-
ters scream in desperation.

Another cut happens, and Harold and Kumar are clinging to the trunk 
of a tree in a park, screaming for help, when they are “awakened” from 
the hallucination by their Jewish friends from earlier films. These ask 
them, “What the hell’s the matter? What are you doing? [...] we saw you 
are tearing that snowman a new tuchus”. The entire animated sequence is 
accompanied by a Christmas song, which disappears whenever the screen 
image is in live-action. The sequence has a lively, almost musical film feel.
The absurdities of the situations and actions presented clearly follow the 
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maxims defined by Wells to get laughs, and at the same time, they are co-
herent throughout with the live-action narrative. In other words, there is 
no friction between animation with puppets and the filmed image. As Fur-
niss [14] notes, “Often modeled on humans, anthropomorphic animals, 
or symbolic figures, puppets in motion easily conjure strong associations 
with the real.” The characters themselves react positively to the fact that 
they have become clay puppets.
Purves explains the attraction that a puppet inspires:

All great art forms, both high art and low culture, have at least one 
major dalliance with a puppet, or at least inanimate characters 
impossibly coming to life. Literature has Pinocchio and Franken-
stein; myths have the Golem and Prometheus; Opera has The Tales 
of Hoffman; dance has Petruschka and Coppelia; cinema has simply 
dozens ranging from Metropolis through Dead of Night, Chucky and 
Mannequin, to The Iron Giant.
[…]
That puppets, dolls and objects with life feature in so many cultures 
should not be surprising as, basically, storytelling and drama are 
about bringing inanimate characters to life. Animation, and particu-
larly stop motion, is an extreme version of this, but the tools we use 
are not singers, dancers or actors, but are literally inanimate objects. 
The popularity of video games shows not just a need for exciting role 
playing, albeit from a safe distance, but also that the players enjoying 
manipulating other characters in far more exhilarating situations. [15] 

In the film, there is also a playful ideal of the public that is being realized 
– every child imagines their puppets as living beings. The puppets move 
and personify the characters (who until that point were personified by the 
actors). It works like a “magic pass.” This “impossible” sense of power 
helps in the process of understanding, in this case that something surreal 
in terms of what occurs to the characters – is happening in the narrative. 
The material shape of the puppets connects with the material shape and 
condition of the human body of the actors. However, the transformation 
occurred reflects the change in perception experienced by of these char-
acters, altered by the effects of the cocaine.

5. Conclusions
The Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas is a film that succeeds due to the 
relationship of the main characters, who were introduced to us in the 
earlier films8. As Aumont [16] states, recognition provokes specific plea-
sure. Therefore, there is the pleasure of remembrance, awakened in the 
audience, as well as the potential for laughter, as it also creates a gag – For 

8 As other plotlines occurred before the story of the film, its narrative uses this past information to create 
moments of gags and play with the public, which accompanies the adventures of the duo. This is the 
case of the meeting scene of a branch of the White Castle chain of fast-food restaurants, followed by the 
animated sequence. Getting dinner at the restaurant was the gist of the first movie – Harold & Kumar Go 
to White Castle (Leiner, 2004).
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example: while not specifically looking for a White Castle restaurant (the 
first movie’s theme), the two friends this time find it without any problems.

In comparative terms, Strauss-Schulson’s film follows the path of 
several classic Christmas-themed films such as, Home Alone (Columbus, 
1990), or The Nightmare Before Christmas (Burton, 1993), although in 
no way does the film resemble these examples. The target is an adult 
audience and it does so by associating theoretically opposing subjects: 
Christmas, a family of drug dealers, orgies, casual racism, and so on.

However, there is no way not to associate the giant snowman to the 
giant marshmallow puppet of another North-American comedy classic, 
Ghostbusters (Reitman, 1984). The orchestration of the destruction of the 
city and the surreal nonsense of the scene is the same. And the animat-
ed sequence with the giant snowman appears within the comedy as a 
sequence of terror (black humour). 

Concerning animation and its potential for comic narrative - with 
the characteristics and artifice from the animated gags – it is clear that 
“exaggeration” is another one of the Principles of Animation. This principle 
states that, for an animated move to look real, the movement should be 
exaggerated. In live-action, exaggeration almost always leads to laughter, 
as in the scene where the baby gets so “high” she crawls onto the ceiling. 
Such action is a simple, purely visual gag, depending on the absurdity and 
surprise experienced by the viewer on seeing it.

The question of the body, in general, is also much explored in the 
film. Nudity, cavorting, flashes of genitals, the squirrel and the hot-dog 
vendor hurled to the ground and obliterated. This material context 
contributes to the interaction between the stop motion and live-action 
visuals. The material and the three-dimensional aspects that they are 
inherently imbued with, create a differential in production that, in addi-
tion, uses the stereoscopic projection as a visual narrative element and as 
another means in towards the creation of the gags.

Therefore, in relation to the importance that the three-dimensional 
aspect has for the film, we understand the reasons for choosing Stop 
motion puppet animation to represent the altered consciousness of the 
characters – that in addition to the cultural referentiality as commented 
by director9, enables the representation of detailed and eschatologi-
cal actions in a comic/an amusing way. The characters see things that 
do not exist, and not just their minds as simply a mental image of the 
internal source, but they see the exterior world in an altered shape – a 
“claymated” world. The environment, in fact, has not changed - which 
is quite explicit, when you see two friends pinching the cheek of a little 
boy. What has changed is the perception of the characters. Their minds 
have created a differentiated perception of the world, represented 
through the aesthetics of clay animation, which informs and at the same 
time plays with the public, creating yet further visual gags and narra-
tives, with the help of stereoscopic projection.

9  It was inspired by “an iconic 1960s Christmas special” [17], probably Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer 
(Roemer, 1964) [18].
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Abstract

A investigação apresentada neste artigo fundamenta-se na arte de 
criar imagens em movimento, que se plasmam em superfícies de várias 
proporções, utilizando uma aplicação desenvolvida especificamente 
nesse sentido. Onde a experiência pictórica, artística e estética é reali-
zada em tempo real e apresentada em ecrã projetado. A ideia central é 
apresentar a possibilidade de criação espontânea de animação e map-
ping, revelando a possibilidade de criar imagens animadas com uma 
interface digital e refletir sobre o processo e a experiência envolvida.

Introdução
A metamorfose do tempo e espaço, impulsionada pela abordagem e 
multiplicidade das novas tecnologias permite-nos caracterizar a nova con-
temporaneidade com a “civilização do digital”.

Smartfones, tablets, música eletrónica, microchips, realidade 
aumentada, engenharia genética de última geração, consola de jogos e, 
finalmente, a internet, são exemplos desta nova civilização. Hoje em dia, 
também os artistas são contaminados e fazem uso de todos estes meios, 
sem os quais se torna difícil viver. É uma cibercultura que, com ela, trans-
porta todas as “cibers”: artística, social, económica, etc..

Desde a década de 70 que as novas tecnologias têm sido motivo 
de projetos, reflexões e investimentos, com incidência para aquelas que 
relacionam o homem com a máquina. Tudo o que faz parte do nosso 
quotidiano, como objetos e ferramentas, estão progressivamente a serem 
absorvidos no universo da multimédia. E este entrosamento tecnológico 
reflete-se nas capacidades humanas de usar outras ferramentas para agir 
e raciocinar. E neste enquadramento, como se comporta a criatividade?

A Arte é sempre a tradução do imaginário da sua época, e em cada 
momento da história os artistas constroem as suas obras com as ferra-
mentas mais predominantes e disponíveis da fase histórica em que se 
enquadram. No cenário atual, as novas ferramentas traduzem a pre-
dominância tecnológica e um mundo de possibilidades para se produzir/ 
criar, sentir e até ver a arte. 

Neste novo enquadramento, as imagens deixam de tentar represen-

1 Universidade de Lisboa, Faculdade de Belas-Artes, Centro de Investigação e Estudos em Belas-Artes 
(CIEBA), Largo da Academia Nacional de Belas-Artes, 1249-058 Lisboa, Portugal. 
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tar o mundo, tentam antes simulá-lo. Têm a sua criação estruturada em 
números binários codificados que permitem que o código se torne em 
algo visível, numa imagem virtual que pode ser processada por vários 
meios e media.

A arte faz inevitavelmente parte do processo ecuménico de virtual-
ização do mundo apresentando hoje, como praticamente inseparáveis, 
as expressões arte e media, que passam a surgir frequentemente em un-
íssono, com um formato de procedimento tecnológico de que os artistas 
e todos os criadores fazem uso assumindo quer uma posição lúdica, quer 
crítica, com finalidade de ampliar os seus propósitos estéticos.

No entanto, este formato transforma com regularidade os limites en-
tre criador e espectador, num espaço que não é mais aquele a que estamos 
habituados, mas o espaço dos simulacros.

A expressão “media arts” que traduz os termos arte e media designam 
formas de trabalho criativo onde se aplicam os recursos tecnológicos, espe-
cialmente no espaço de intervenção da informática e da eletrónica. Outras 
expressões como “arte informática”, “arte eletrónica”, “arte computacional”, 
“artes digital”, “arte numérica”, “arte tecnológica” e “software art” são apli-
cadas com a mesma finalidade. Porém, as expressões arte e media englobam 
todas as terminologias e ainda admitem um maior campo de significações. 
Ambas as palavras abrem espaço a discussões no plano técnico e teórico, 
mas também proporcionam uma abertura a outros planos, nomeadamente 
mediáticos, virtuais e todos os que estão implicados no diálogo entre ambos 
os termos, especialmente quando a produção artística está em jogo.

Neste enquadramento a imagem digital define-se como um modelo e 
ferramenta de construção do um novo real. Chegamos a um momento em 
que o digital propõe-se ser mais real do que o próprio real, um espelho do 
crescimento do mundo digital.

Voltando novamente ao simulacro, as novas imagens digitais camu-
flam-se nas simulações, e produzem um novo mundo através dos novos 
modelos para a criatividade. Neste seguimento, todas as partes envolvidas 
(como sujeito, objeto e natureza) assumem uma nova categoria e lugar de 
atuação. O mundo torna-se num espaço simulado transformado e traduzi-
do por procedimentos computacionais.

O digital vai construir uma nova natureza e apresenta-la através do 
simulacro. O objeto físico desaparece na origem da imagem e na relação 
entre sujeito e objeto, desaparece o objeto real e a própria relação de causa 
e efeito entre objeto e imagem.

Compreender a arte deste momento virtual é compreender o imag-
inário de uma cultura digital. A arte digital contemporânea torna-se o 
centro de uma civilização que tem como base a disseminação do virtual. 
As expressões arte e media definem e encarnam este novo mundo virtual.

É neste contexto que surge o enquadramento para expor esta investigação.

Desenvolvimento
Esta pesquisa tem como objetivo a compreensão da compatibilidade das 
tecnologias digitais com as artísticas, a abordagem deste artigo estabelece exer-
cícios de um corpo-ator a partir da sua interação com um tablet cuja a imagem 
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produzida se projeta no espaço público, normalmente de grandes dimensões, 
materializando paralelos sensíveis fundamentados naquelas tecnologias. 

Como referência apresentam-se os dois fundadores que tornaram 
possível a criação espontânea de animação e mapping, Markus Dorninger 
e Matthia Fritz. Em conjunto desenvolveram uma ferramenta artística 
para pintura e animação em tempo real que se chama Tagtool. Trata-se 
de um instrumento visual digital que se manipula através do toque (tato) 
num dispositivo como um tablet ou smartphone. 

Tagtool é uma ferramenta de reação, interpretação e criação: deteta o 
toque do utilizador (Figura 1 e 2), descodifica os seus movimentos, e através 
do seu software e hardware reage e produz imagens digitais (em ecrãs) que 
se plasmam em qualquer tipo de suporte, seja interior ou exterior. O produto 
resultante aplica-se em projeção no espaço público, podendo ser em formato 
de projeção em edifícios de grande escala, pintando e animando, algo que 
Markus e Matthias definem como graffiti com luz, ou ainda, como cenografia 
com imagens animadas em tempo real. A intenção inicial de Markus e Mat-
thias partiu da vontade de fazer algo ao vivo, começaram com a cenografia 
para peças de teatro infantil e depois como parceiros em espetáculos de 
música improvisada. A aplicação foi crescendo em termos de funcionalidade 
e adaptabilidade para todas as idades, mas com capacidade de ser utilizada e 
aplicada em ambientes exigentes e manipulada por artistas profissionais.

Nas projeções em edifícios, gostam de “brincar” com a arquitetura, trans-
formando o ambiente e desconstruindo o formato arquitetónico original, 
tornando-a numa qualquer outra coisa, ou apenas seguir a diretriz de 
puro divertimento. Trata-se, neste caso, de uma intervenção urbana em 
formato de graffiti digital.

Markus e Matthias já apresentam intervenções em festivais 
e eventos públicos, e são muitas vezes contactados por empresas 
privadas que pretendem uma dinâmica interventiva e diferenciada no 
evento que estão a promover.

De que forma se apresenta este dispositivo de criação?
No seu descodificador, Tagtool produz imagens animadas, coloridas 

e luminescentes em ecrã, que se visualizam em escalas diferentes, ora 
gigantes, ora miniaturizadas, assumindo todas as gradações possíveis, 
dependendo do equipamento que o converte e do espaço que o recebe. Os 
diálogos entre o Tagtool e o utilizador são acionados quando a gestualidade 
é detetada, capturada e descodificada numa imagem pixelizada e animada. 
Essas imagens são o reflexo das ações e trabalho desenvolvido pelo utiliz 
dor/ator em manipulação num momento específico (Figuras 3 e 4).

Figura 1. Fonte 
própria- registo de uma 
formação realizada por 

Markus Dorninger e 
Matthia Fritz.

Figura 2. Fonte 
própria- registo de uma 
formação realizada por 

Markus Dorninger e 
Matthia Fritz.
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O seu surgimento é despoletado pela vontade de entender e rela-
cionar os meios tecnológicos com os processos artísticos e tornar-se um 
condutor de criação, demonstrando os universos por eles estabelecidos. 
Intencionalmente suscita a experiência física e convida o(s) utilizadore(s) 
a experimentar, pretendendo recriar a sensação de uma experiência 
mágica. O ambiente que se origina convida à ação do público, a projeção 
da cor e movimento é infinita e a experiência torna-se quase imersiva e 
tão bem-sucedida que o espectador se esquece que está a lidar com tecno-
logia e com a máquina que a define.

Esta circunstância é proporcionalmente ampliada a partir do 
momento em que se experiência o aumento de proporção em espaços 
públicos com écrans de grande dimensão. 

Tagtool surge então como agente que possibilita a experiência artís-
tica. Como todos os softwares sofisticados de hoje, tem a capacidade de 
processar uma grande quantidade de informação visual em tempo real. 
Este novo campo de atividade das dinâmicas visuais em articulação com 
a tecnologia contribui para um importante passo nas reflexões sobre a 
animação e pintura e as suas aplicabilidades e formas de intervenção no 
espaço público, seja ele interior ou exterior. Proporciona um campo de 
ação que origina condições para estudar e investigar sobre a tecnologia 
que define o momento da libertação da animação e da própria pintura das 
suas preocupações disciplinares, pois confirma-se ser possível criar, gerar 
e apresentar uma imagem nova animada em tempo real, com manipu-
lação instantânea, sem ter que se proceder às construções pelos meios 
técnicos tradicionais e mais morosos. 

O conceito de imagem e o modo como esta se diferencia, interessa 
a este estudo, e definem-se três tipos de imagens: a imagem mapeada, a 
imagem projetada e a imagem virtual. 

A imagem mapeada surge, apresenta-se como reflexo do trabalho 
que defini as possibilidades de resolução que a aplicação permite, e é 
uma consequência da introdução dos novos softwares no quotidiano e na 
arte. De uma forma geral, as imagens mapeadas constituem-se por tudo 
aquilo que nós aprendemos e registamos como sons, texturas, cheiros, 
sabores, dores etc.. Os registos nas nossas mentes são mapas instantâneos 
de imagens, tanto concretas como abstratas. Ao manipularmos Tagtool, 
fazemos uso de uma experiência estética que cria os seus próprios mapas 
de imagens, registo de perceção e aprendizagem da própria experiência. 
Enquanto participantes, produzimos resultados de simulações e supera-
mos os espaços contemplativos e transpomo-nos para espaços imersivos: 
onde o dispositivo nos oferece um novo espaço envolvido pelo ambiente 

Figura 3. Imagem 
de Markus Dorninger 
e Matthia Fritz 
retirada do Pinterest 
dos artistas: https://

www.pinterest.pt/

pin/271271577532083967/

Figura 4. Imagem 
de Markus Dor-
ninger e Matthia 
Fritz retirada do 
Pinterest dos artistas: 
https://www.pinterest.pt/

pin/271271577532083967/
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digital, o ambiente simulado é o espaço dominante onde qualquer movi-
mento que se faça terá resposta imediata nesse mesmo ambiente e onde a 
perceção do espaço é dada com base nas imagens projetadas pelo disposi-
tivo. “O poder evocativo de uma imagem não é o mesmo para todos, em 
linha de conta estão experiências e contextos próprios e cada pessoa que 
receberá de forma diferente.”[1]

A imagem projetada, por sua vez, está estritamente ligada ao redi-
mensionamento da imagem, espelhando uma prática criativa que não 
determina um meio de expressão tradicional, mas sim o modo como se 
realiza, manipula ou sucede. A ideia de projeção supõe a deslocação de 
uma determinada propriedade ou elemento de um lugar para o outro. Em 
Tagtool, a projeção assume-se com o redimensionamento da imagem, 
pois é possível converter o formato do computador em qualquer tamanho 
desejado. No entanto, o processo de projeção do Tagtool é também um 
processo de experiência, pois veicula a perceção sensorial entre a imagem 
e o utilizador de um modo reflexo. A imagem projetada convoca, por si 
só, um espaço imersivo próprio, cuja reflexão sobre ele reclama uma nova 
categoria no contexto criativo. 

A imagem virtual conclui este mapeamento sobre o cruzamento 
entre a imagem pictórica e as novas tecnologias. Com o mundo virtual, a 
realidade parece ter ganho a densidade de uma imagem que é substituída 
pela imagem de outra imagem. A utilidade desta nova experiência entra 
na categoria da reprodução técnica e da sua infindável repetição, de que 
Tagtool é exemplo. No entanto, não podemos assegurar que a imagem vir-
tual se distancia totalmente da representação do real, pois a sua execução 
satisfaz sempre uma vontade de representar o visível. A imagem virtual, 
como resultado da visualidade computacional, modifica as condições 
práticas da experimentação e potencializa a rapidez da sua produção, 
estreia uma fase em que tudo se reúne numa só prática: mundo, espaço, 
tempo, cérebro e condições práticas e teóricas. 

A experimentação desta aplicação, como já referido, pode ser 
adaptada a vários enquadramentos espaciais, interiores ou exteriores. A 
sua intenção no exterior (espaço público), é a de transpor o ambiente de 
ecrã de tablet para um contexto mais abrangente, de maior exposição e 
dimensão. Assume a sua possibilidade de apresentação externa como in 
situ, onde adota o conceito de instalação e acaba por tocar nas intenções 
da chamada Arte Pública. A arte como intervenção aparece num espaço 
público pela declarada necessidade de expansão do próprio objeto como 
um instrumento de crítica, e uma voz ativa no sentido de dinamizar e 
apresentar outros olhares e alargar horizontes. Markus e Matthias têm 
inclusivamente uma performance, onde circulam com uma bicicleta que 
contém um projetor anexo, lançando sobre as paredes da cidade, ani-
mações previamente preparadas que vão contaminado o espaço à medida 
que se movimentam pelas arquiteturas e texturas de cada local.

Com este dispositivo, para além do deslumbramento da dinâmica 
visual, artística e digital, constata-se a adequação (des)proporcional a 
qualquer cenário desejado. Quem manipula e quem assiste envolve-
se e mergulha numa aventura lumínica/digital criada pelos projetores 
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que plasmam o desenho da experimentação. A projeção de luz sobre as 
superfícies públicas, criam um espaço de reflexão coletiva através do qual 
a Tagtool serve e apresenta-se como meio de comunicação. Os diferentes 
espaços urbanos que se tornam telas de apresentação têm vindo a definir 
e a impor o seu lugar na definição da topologia do espaço público contem-
porâneo. Assiste-se a um espaço de criação artística e de trocas culturais 
no campo expandido de um estúdio, de um Museu ou de uma Galeria.

A Imagem plasmada no espaço público produz um conjunto muito am-
plo de tipos de atenção, atitudes e experiências, na medida em que atua sobre 
momentos e lugares, simultaneamente, de transição e de contemplação. 
Neste sentido, a aplicação convoca automaticamente o papel do utilizador e 
espectador como testemunhas e potenciais ativadores da imagem final. 

Entretanto este “espaço público” torna-se uma “manifestação 
pública”, uma fonte rica de estimulações estéticas.

A reflexão deste artigo procura contribuir para atividade artística ao 
analisar o que a aplicação Tagtool proporciona como intervenção artística 
no território físico, como meio para a participação dos cidadãos na 
produção artística, assumindo-se como elo entre arte, interação, tecnolo-
gia e a vida. Tagtool proporciona com a experimentação no seu ambiente 
criativo, revelar aspetos de composição, animação, estudo e equilíbrio de 
cores, e construção de novos significados. A relação do utilizador com a 
aplicação é gerida por atividades de interpretação e avaliação que origi-
nam decisões, que incluem o desafio de traduzir ações e julgar reações do 
sistema a partir da sua perceção.

Definindo-se como uma aplicação que pode ser implementada em 
qualquer sistema operativo de tablets e smartfones, Tagtool permite infinitas 
utilizações e utilizadores, mas também concede espaço para o aper-
feiçoamento e disponibiliza todas as condições para o apuramento estético 
dos resultados imagéticos. Tal como se processa num jogo, a repetição da 
sua utilização define a amplitude dos alcances possíveis. Durante o pro-
cesso de conquista estética, o utilizador desenvolve um entendimento cada 
vez maior sobre o dispositivo com que interage, as possibilidades de vari-
ação dos resultados e, nessa ação, um domínio progressivo na composição 
da imagem final. Assim, a repetição do fruir e da utilização deste dispositivo 
permite que a quantidade (número de vezes que utiliza) leve à qualidade 
do resultado. “O jogo distingue-se da vida ‘comum’ tanto pelo lugar quanto 
pela duração que ocupa. (...) É ‘jogado até ao fim’ dentro de certos limites 
de tempo e de espaço. Possuiu um caminho e um sentido próprios. O jogo 
inicia-se, e em determinado momento, ‘acabou’. Joga-se até que chegue 
a um certo fim. Enquanto está decorrendo tudo é movimento, mudança, 
alternância, sucessão, associação, separação. E há, diretamente ligada à 
sua limitação no tempo uma outra característica interessante do jogo, a de 
se fixar imediatamente como fenômeno cultural. Mesmo depois do jogo 
ter chegado ao fim, ele permanece como uma criação nova do espírito, um 
tesouro a ser conservado pela memória.” [2]

A realidade de Tagtool, coloca-se numa sociedade em que as dimen-
sões do espetáculo e do lúdico parecem, cada vez mais, determinantes, 
principalmente nas cidades e grandes concentrações urbanas.
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Baudrillard [ 3] no seu livro Da Sedução, explica que o que nos 
seduz é o que não temos, ou não podemos ter. A sedução tem poder 
sobre o universo simbólico e com/sobre ele se movimenta a socie-
dade. Esta aplicação, nesse mesmo sentido, cria uma sedutora cir-
cunstância na qual podemos experienciar e manipular a imagem digi-
tal animada num contexto de tempo real, tornando num determinado 
espaço e tempo a experimentação e manipulação mais verdadeira, 
e espontânea possível. Ligado à sedução está também o conceito de 
lúdico, ou seja, o lúdico está em tudo e seduz pelo distanciamento do 
real e a criação de uma outra realidade. Tagtool funciona como uma 
aplicação que ar ticula estes dois conceitos. Tem o poder de sedução, 
produzindo algum encantamento no seu utilizador e apodera-se dele 
com as suas capacidades lúdicas.

A tecnologia de Tagtool, conecta-se com a mão como se fosse uma 
prótese em extensão do próprio corpo, na qual o corpo aparece como um 
objeto que se soma ao objeto tecnológico. Em sintonia, ambos colocam 
Tagtool em funcionamento. Como esclarece Deleuze [4] sobre as máqui-
nas desejantes, somos inevitavelmente possuídos quando uma máquina 
(neste caso a aplicação) se assume como um aparelho de poder, acionan-
do a funcionalidade e fazendo com que se produzam imagens conforme 
as significações, composições e manipulações dos seus utilizadores

Tagtool incorpora-se em todo o desenvolvimento tecnológico de infor-
mação, no qual os recursos computorizados são usados como poderosos 
instrumentos de criatividade. É criativo porque a sua mesa de trabalho se 
caracteriza por elementos de manipulação de composição pictórica, é lúdico 
pela sua ação sobre o espectador e a forma como a tecnologia, interface, 
programação e efeito de experimentação atua, mas também é público 
porque desafia o espectador, age sobre ele, despoleta a interação e apresenta-

se como um ator que contamina 
qualquer espaço físico (Figura 5). 

Tagtool provido da sua própria 
especificidade é um desses instru-
mentos, onde imergimos no poder 
do seu lado lúdico e recreativo, 
conduzidos por uma certa leveza 
definida pela sua fácil e simples 
usabilidade.   

Conclusão 
Tagtool define-se pela sua capacidade de afetar o utilizador e de sus-
citar a relação entre o movimento e a pausa na construção/ processo 
da sua utilização. Na verdade, Tagtool transforma-se num recipiente 
para uma multiplicidade de cor pos complexos e dinâmicos, com 
diferentes intensidades e energias que se conectam com a mesma 
cena de intervenção. Trata-se de uma preposição dinâmica com 
interferência direta nos resultados imediatos e finais da sua manipu-
lação. A máquina tecnológica e o cor po tornam-se um só, incentivan-
do o movimento e proporcionando a experimentação, a produção. A 

Figura 1. Imagem 
de Markus Dornin-

ger e Matthia Fritz 
retirada do Pinte-

rest dos artistas: 
https://www.pinterest.pt/

pin/271271577532083967/ .
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dinâmica de todas as par tes incentiva a ligação entre tecnologia, ar te 
cor po e espaço. Todos os ambientes da cultura estão a ser atravessa-
dos por diálogos binários, onde a tendência é o cor po desaparecer e 
evoluir para um mundo que se traduz em bits. 

Neste enquadramento podemos considerar o mesmo cenário para o 
utilizador, artista e também espectador que contacta, usa, assiste e inter-
age. Em que momento manipulam a máquina e em que momento se po-
dem tornar máquina. Uma dicotomia em permanente jogo: onde começa 
um e acaba o outro?! Como se, de cada vez que utilizamos o Tagtool, de 
alguma forma, esquecêssemos quem somos e nos tornássemos interface, 
software ou máquina em ação sobre algum momento/espaço urbano.

Tagtool cria uma multiplicidade de novas funcionalidades para a visi-
bilidade que cumpre, e implica manipulação centrada na plasticidade da 
imagem. Presencia-se a virtualização da imagem onde a forma se decom-
põe para voltar a compor, onde a cor se intensifica e onde os elementos se 
estabilizam pelo seu uso e pelo seu movimento. 

A propagação tecnológica é veloz e os dispositivos digitais já se 
encontram em vários ambientes do nosso dia a dia. Onde a tecnologia já 
atua desenvolvem-se softwares e interfaces mais avançadas, e onde ainda 
não existe criam-se máquinas para colmatar esse espaço.

A aplicação da interatividade e desenvolvimento do seu conceito 
tornou-se numa das ideias mais procuradas e desenvolvidas. 

A aplicabilidade dos meios digitais à arte digital altera a dinâmica 
entre artista e espectador. Pela própria escolha do utilizador, a imagem 
requisita a atenção do espectador. 

O poder da nova era do digital tem como maior característica a 
capacidade de estimular a ação e manipulação da imagem em detrimento 
da passividade dos processos técnicos tradicionais. A imagem é o centro 
do conceito, e é o espaço de ação onde se assiste ao diálogo das com-
posições visuais definidas por signos manipulados e modificados por cada 
ator (utilizador) que intervém.

A arte foi sempre um espaço aberto à criação de realidades fantasio-
sas, mundos alternativos ao espaço material existente, de forma digital 
ou não. No entanto, com a vida virtual, o mundo parece ter ganho a 
densidade de uma imagem. É isto a manipulação digital: a substituição da 
imagem, pela imagem de uma imagem. 

Estamos num enquadramento em que o único caminho é aquele 
que nos retira do qual já não cabemos, que nos leva para a duplicação do 
espaço como se de um espelho se tratasse, e desse espelho que se duplica 
num outro, que o dobra e redobra até perder de vista.

A necessidade de responder às exigências de um mundo em trans-
formação gera a curiosidade que assenta nas possibilidades de um novo 
médium digital, que se impõe como uma extensão da mão e uma ferra-
menta da criatividade humana, definitivamente apta a investigar novos 
conceitos, sensações, formas e novas dimensões. Proporciona a invenção 
de novos dispositivos, softwares, interfaces, materiais capazes de, mais do 
que meramente acompanhar as estéticas emergentes, moldá-las de modo 
ativo e interrogativo.
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Abstract

In this paper, we analyse the construction of meaning in Hayao Miyazaky’s 
films, through his methodological process of constructing visual narratives. 
The present analysis is part of ongoing Ph.D. investigation thesis, which 
proposes a model of analysis applied to Miyazaki’s films, in which narrative 
is one of the ten categories presented. (Appendix I - Model). In this paper we 
discuss Miyazaki’s process of building visual narratives through graphical 
language, regarding the production of pieces such as manga series prior to 
some of his films (sequential art), image boards (concepts) as the first step 
of visualization of characters and spaces, the drawing of ekonte (continuity 
sketches), a fundamental key aspect of constructing continuity drawings 
structuring a visual narrative. Aggregated to these three forms of produc-
tion it is also analyzed the graphic elements and vocabulary conveyed in 
these graphic pieces, such as line, shape, texture, color, rhythm, graphic 
coherence. Another crucial aspect we analyze in his films is the treatment 
of the dynamic experience in time and its elements, such as the form of 
movement, plasticity, framing, pace, time, rhythm, continuity, timing of 
emotions and creation of empathy in his stories in order to understand the 
construction of meaning in his films. The objective and relevance of this 
analysis is to understand how meaning is built through the articulation of 
graphical signs and forms in Miyazaki’s films.

1. Introduction to Visual culture, Perception
and graphical language in animation

1.1. Visual Culture, Seeing and Visual Perception

Since early ages, humans used observation and graphical representa-
tion to survive, learn and communicate with others. Both as species as 
individuals, we started to express ourselves through graphical marks 
before writing. The cognitive process, of responding to stimulus through 
our senses when experiencing the outside world, allowed us to store 
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sensations, to attribute value, meaning and significance to things, and 
to construct a sense of self and individuality on how to see the world ac-
cording with our time and culture. From observation to response either 
by gestures, sounds or graphical marks, signs, combined and repeated 
gave place to graphical language and communication, before verbal lan-
guage. Visual perception and graphical language allowed us to share and 
to exchange meanings between one another and to build knowledge and 
evolve in our cultures. In “Ways of Seeing”, John Berger (1972) explains 
the act of seeing as both an act, prior to words (“Seeing comes before words. 
The child lo oks and recognizes before it can speak”, Berger, 1972:7). Berger 
also explains the act of seeing, as a relation between ourselves and the 
world, as a choice of seeing something independent from what the world 
is itself, as a record that embodies not reality but a way to see it, and as a 
result, an increasing consciousness of individuality and identity to com-
municate our experiences. The experience of seeing contributes as well 
to a collective source of precise knowledge among groups, societies and 
history, in the sense that is a direct testimony about the world which sur-
rounded other people at other times (Berger, 1972:10). In Art and Percep-
tion, Rudolph Arnheim (1974), explains that the perception of images is 
not a simply imprint itself on faithfully sensitive organ, but instead, when 
looking at an object we reach out for it (Arnheim, 1974: 42). The process of 
visual perception implies the visual identification of generic shapes, the 
recognition of elementary and united visual structures, and as well as 
a capacity of interpreting and elaborating patterns of organized forms, 
which validate the eyesight experience in form (Arnheim, 1974: 43-46 ). 
As Arnheim also states, Eyesight is insight. (Arnheim, 1974: 46). Accord-
ing with Chris Jenks (1995), looking, seeing and knowing have become 
perilously intertwined (...) the modern world is very much a “seen phenom-
enon” ( Jenks, 1995: 1, 2). Stuart Hall (1997), addresses the importance 
of interpretation of images, not as a relation of truth with reality but 
instead, The best way to “settle” such contested readings is to look again at 
the concrete example and try to justify one’s “reading” in detail in relation to 
the actual practices and forms of signification used, and what meanings they 
seem to you to be producing. (Hall, 1997: 9). Manfredo Massironi (2009) 
in the Psychology of Graphic Images, explains: Drawings are an efficient 
product for communicating information, because their creators and their 
viewers share the same mechanism for primary visual processing. (Massironi, 
2009: 215). Nevertheless, Massironi establishes the difference between 
the perceptions of graphics and ordinary visual perception:  

 In Graphic communication, an artist first collects some information and 
then transcribes it into graphic form. The transcription entails a modifica-
tion and an integration aimed at achieving the most suitable graphic 
solutions. A viewer thus receives information that has already been filtered 
by the perception and knowledge of the artist, who actively tries to activate 
appropriate segments of the viewer’s perceptual mechanisms. For this rea-
son, it can be concluded that any drawing contains not only data, but also, 
implicitly, a key for exctrating from the data information about procedures 
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used to create the image. Because they occupy an intermediate position 
between two perceptual processes, drawings can be a tool for understanding 
how these processes can exchange information (Massironi, 2009: 216).

Visual perception is for Massironi a process of filtering an individual view of a 
world, while graphical communication is a process where the artist activates 
an operative process to transmit his views, giving it a role of an individual 
representation and also an operative and functional role to depict. On this 
aspect, Massironi identifies two classes of drawings; representational and ab-
stract images (Massironi, 2009: 3) and also three important aspects and roles 
of the drawing: representational, operative and taxonomic (Massironi, 2009: 
269). In the body of this essay which has the aim to understand the meaning-
making process of the graphical structures used by Miyazaki, we assume that 
the illustrative concepts for the films made by Miyazaki are representational 
drawings of a figurative kind, while the ekonte (continuity sketches) are repre-
sentational drawings with operative function, and which establish a operative 
communication between the director and his team and at the same time 
which operates and articulates signs and graphical structures to inform what 
kind of meaning is being produced. In the field of semiotics, scholars such as, 
Ferdinand de Sausurre (1857–1913), Charles Sanders Pierce (1839–1914) and 
Umberto Eco (1932-2016) elaborated in their works the role of sign as a sub-
stitution element of the object itself and which is intended to inform. While 
Saussure’s theory of the sign, based on linguistics, considered the sign as a 
dyadic relation between the form of the sign (signifier) and its meaning  (the 
signified), Pierce’s theory considered a triadic relation of the sign between 
sign, object and interpretant, and a wider typology of signs, than words, such 
as icons, symbols and semblances, which considers a logic of representation 
and production of meaning different than a conventional, serving or abstract 
representation of things. In this sense, signs also allow a communication of 
meaning about things that are imaginary and produced by the author being 
the referent a inner concept only known to the author. As Umberto Eco (1979) 
states in the Theory of Semiotics,  “Every time there is possibility of lying, there is 
a sign-function: which is to signify (and then to communicate) something to which 
no real state of things corresponds. A theory of codes must study everything that 
can be used in order to lie.” (Eco, U., 1979:58).  In animation, signs, symbols, 
drawings, graphical structures of significations and graphical narrative, 
represent, operate, inform and communicates to the viewers, worlds which 
don’t exist, and in which the referent is not reality, but a world filtered by the 
director perceptions, eyes and thoughts which constitutes a major ability in 
animation, the importance to give visibility to the invisible and inner world of 
thoughts and feelings of the director. 

  
1.2. Methodologies of analysis
of images and graphical structures
Regarding the methodology of analysis of production of meaning through 
the use of graphical language and images, we overview the recent works 
and references of Gillian Rose (2001), Neil Cohn (2014) and Sonja Foss 
(2005). Rose establishes a framework within the context of postmodern 
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culture and visual culture where visual practises are considered as an 
interrelation between author, their products and their viewers.  In this 
framework, Rose considers the production of meaning of images to 
happen at three sites: the site of production, the site of the image itself, 
and the site of the audiences. For each of these sites, Rose also consid-
ers three modalities of analysis: technological, compositional and social. 
(Rose, 2001:16 ).  Cohn (2014) within the perspective of analysis of what 
is a graphic language considers three major aspects: 1 - a language should 
have modality of expression, 2 - a language should have structures of 
meaning, and 3 - a language must consider grammar - a system of rules for 
sequential expressions of meaning. According to Cohn (2014:6 ), “various 
human behaviours use the same underlying principles as language, but they 
may lack certain parts. Some behaviour don’t express meaning but still use 
a grammar (music, dance), while some might lack grammar but still express 
meaning (gesture and single images) Only languages (verbal, graphical) uses 
all three components (modality, meaning and grammar)”. For Foss (2005) it 
is the concept of visual rhetoric the path to understand the construction of 
meaning of images, as a communicative artifact, visual rhetoric is the actual 
image rhetors generate when they use visual symbols for the purpose of com-
municating Foss (2005:142). Visual rhetoric implies that, The image must be 
symbolic, involve human intervention, and be presented to an audience for the 
purpose of communicating with that audience. Symbolic Action Visual rheto-
ric, like all communication, is a system of signs. To qualify as visual rhetoric, 
an image must go beyond serving as a sign, however, and be symbolic, with 
that image only indirectly connected to its referent. The process involves the 
conscious decision to communicate as well as conscious choices about the strat-
egies to employ in areas such as color, form, media, and size.  Foss (2005:142). 
Foss’s framework on visual rhetoric establishes a natural balance between 
visual perception, symbolic representation with indirect connection with 
its referent and conscious choices from the author on using graphical 
forms and structures of signification, giving the author an authorship role 
of conscious decisions of the world he chooses to depict and how. This 
approach seem to us the most natural to contextualize the process of ani-
mation and one which establishes a major essence in animation, to reach 
the author’s world, regarding its nature and its forms of signification and 
its evaluation by the viewers. According to Foss’s methodology one should 
pay attention to three aspects: nature, function and evaluation of images.
 

Lay viewers’ responses to images are assumed to be constructed on the basis 
of viewers’ own experiences and knowledge, developed from living and 
looking in the world. Scholars who adopt a perspective of visual rhetoric are 
most interested, then, in the ways in which visual symbols communicate 
to these lay audiences. A rhetorical perspective on visual imagery also is 
characterized by specific attention to one or more of three aspects of visual 
images — their nature, function, and evaluation. The study of the nature 
of visual imagery is primary; to explicate function or to evaluate visual 
images requires an understanding of the substantive and stylistic nature of 
those images. Foss (2005:147). 
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As Wells (1998), explains, symbol invests its object with meaning… and it is 
defined by a series of substitutions. In the narrative progression animation 
liberates the symbol and its attendant meaning from material and historical 
constrain, enabling evocation, allusion, suggestion and above all transposition. 
(1998: 83, 84).
The symbol inherits a non-strict relation with its referent and an inner 
correspondence with the choices of director, being the consequent mean-
ing a result that invests on a substitution of something that no real state of 
things have. 

1.3 Animation and the use of Graphical language
In animation, the “exchange of meanings”, whether based on abstract or 
expressive graphical language of narrative evolution, or whether based on 
a verbal language such as a script, relies on a process of communication of 
visual rhetoric, where the nature of the symbolic images is primarily. It is also 
important how those forms tell us about the author and also how the evalua-
tion of images is perceived by viewers. The function of the forms of significa-
tion in animation correspond both to the forms that represent the individual 
world of the author, as well as the forms that show how this world behaves or 
is given life and existence. In animation, forms of signification are images and 
movement, but mostly the form of the movement itself. As McLaren defined:

Animation is not the art of drawings-that-move, but rather the art of 
movements-that-are-drawn. What happens between each frame is more 
important than what happens on each frame. Therefore, animation is the art 
of manipulating the invisible interstices between frames. (McLaren, 1956:12)

Animation creates a world and life to things that couldn’t be possible oth-
erwise in reality unless they are projected by an author and showed how 
they act, move, exist. Eisenstein’s studies on Disney (2010), proposed an 
understanding of the essence of animation in relation with the nature of 
frame-by-frame changeability, as a liberation of the individual from real-
ity itself and portrayed in a world of his own, in what Eisenstein named as 
the eternal becoming ability, the freedom from ossification, and consequent 
non-stable form of plasticity, in animation.

“The rejection of the constraint of form, fixed once and for all, freedom 
from ossification, an ability to take on any form dynamically. An ability 
which I would call ‘plasticity,’ for here a being, represented in a drawing, a 
being of a given form, a being that has achieved a particular appearance, 
behaves itself like primordial protoplasm, not yet having a stable form, 
but capable of taking on any and all forms of animal life on the ladder of 
evolution”. (Eisenstein, 2011:117)

In animation the nature of images project a world experienced by the 
viewers as real, possible in a experience in time with infinite possibilities 
of signification. As Bendazzi (1994:xxii) explains, “Contrary to live-action 
cinema, animation draws the elements of its future works from a raw mate-
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rial made exclusively of human ideas, those ideas that different animators 
have about things, living beings and their forms, movements and meanings. 
They represent these ideas through images they make with their own hands 
(Bendazzi, 1994:xxii). As Wells (1998:7) addresses “Purely in visual terms 
the cartoon, echoing silent splastick comedy, has the capacity to amuse, but 
more importantly, it possesses the ability to absolutely resist notions of the 
real world.” Images in animation represent the world of the author as well 
they represent in frame-by frame the behaviours of things, allowing an 
experience that enables us to see and feel by someone else’s eyes and feel 
empathy with its creator in a variety of meanings and emotions. As Eisner 
(1985:25) explains, “because we are immersed throughout our lives in a sea of 
space-time, a large part of our earliest learning is devoted to the comprehension 
of these dimensions. (...) Space it mostly measured and perceived visually. Time 
is more illusory: we measure and perceive it thought the memory of experience.” 
This immersive experience on the screen in animation becomes the “pre-
sent” for the viewer, but also one that requires a recall experience, which 
allows the viewer to perceive and interpret emotions. Those emotions, As 
Eisner (2008:48) explains are a human practise since our infancy, “human 
learn from infancy to watch and learn to interpret gestures, postures, imagery, 
and learn from non-verbal social signs. From these, they can deduce mean-
ing and motives like love, pain, and anger, among others”.  Animation, when 
using the static frame-by-frame composition and the illusory treatment of 
time, shapes a perception and experience within a relation of the memory 
of our human experiences. As Eisner (1985:26 ) explains, “Critical to the 
success of visual narrative is the ability to convey time. It is this dimension 
of human understanding that enables us to recognize and be empathetic to 
surprise, humour, terror and the whole range of human experience.” The 
ability to create empathy with the viewer, becomes another level of the 
exchange of meaning between the viewer and the director.  As Eisner 
describes (1996:47), “ The ability to see pain, fear or joy of some else enables 
the storyteller to evoke an emotional contact with the reader. We see ample 
evidence of this in movie theatres where people weep over the grief of an actor, 
who is pretending while in an event that is not really happening.”

Images in animation are subjected to interpretation, by the viewer of 
forms of signification that represent concepts, behaviours and emotions 
through the experience of the real. To understand the construction of mean-
ing in animation requires a perception of all these forms of signification, the 
nature of the world of the author, the style and forms used to depicted and the 
perception of how they behave and what does make us feel. 

  
2. Origins of the Stories of Miyazaki’s films (texts)
Miyazaki’s frame of reference and process of making his stories combine 
the director’s profound perception and reflection on current issues of 
our world, with other worlds of imagination, fantasy and liberation from 
the real. In one side the director’s concerns with real-based events such 
as conflicts, war, accidents, pollution, environmental issues, groups of 
vulnerable people etc., children growing up, gender equity are part of 
his influences for his stories (perception). In another hand the director 
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combines these references with rich literary fiction and fantasy authors 
(texts), to create (in a visual form) places of escape from the real, in worlds 
of fantasy (visual narrative), which in Miyazaki’s own words, liberate 
the viewer from the weight and structures from harsh reality. Miyazaki’s 
stories adaptations to screen are situated in fractured worlds between 
the vulnerabilities of the real and the need of escape, dream and hope in 
worlds of fantasy. As Miyazaki (1989) explains, “... the constrains of living 
in a suppressed society aside, I’m hoping to single our motivations for dreams, 
desires, and hopes... a film without these motivation becomes a mere fisticuff 
fest.”Among the ten feature films of our case study (Appendix II), three of 
them, were originally drawn as manga series (graphical narrative and se-
quential art) by the director: “Nausicaä in the Valley of the Wind”, “Porco 
Rosso” and “The Winds Rises”. The other seven films were based or in-
spired on novels (texts) by authors from western and eastern geographies, 
among them, the ancient Greek author Homer and the adaption of his 
character Nausicaä, the Anglo-Irish Jonathan Swift, the Japanese writer 
Kenji Miyazawa, the Japanese writer Eiko Kakuno, the British children’s 
book author Diana Wynne Jones’s and the Danish author Hans Christian 
Andersen ‘s tale (Miyazaki, 2009, 2004). Miyazaki’s rich literary refer-
ences and inspirations for his films and his rich graphical language and 
imagination to create worlds of fantasy, obeys a methodological practise 
of scripting his films directly in drawings (in both cases of original story or 
stories from other authors). Miyazaki is known for spending almost a year 
of pre-production for each film, scripting each story directly in visuals 
from beginning to end, in concepts, images boards, ekonte (continuity 
sketches), timing every action, behaviour and emotion of the story, and 
making Miyazaki not only a director, but also the creator and author of his 
films to screen and a very talent creator in all these areas. 

3. Construction of Graphical Language
on Miyazaki’s films (construction of form)
Miyazaki’s adaptations to screen start its production in drawings, with 
the gesture of the hand of the director, in a panoply of visual concepts, 
image boards, sketches of characters, sketches of architecture and city 
escapes, environments and landscapes. Pencils, ink and watercolours are 
Miyazaki’s favourite tools with which he starts to construct his graphical 
worlds. As Miyazaki (1996:29) explains, the construction of the film arise 
questions which deal with a graphical approach and language:

“What kind of world, serious or comedic; what degree of distortion; 
what setting; what climate; what period; wethers there is one sun or 
three; what kinds of characters will appear: what is the main theme? 
The answers to all these questions start gradually become clearer as 
you continue to draw.” 

Drawing has been the most prominent practise of Miyazaki’s work and the 
way the director creates his stories and his narratives, directly in form and 
drawing. As Miyazaki (1996:24) explains, the importance of imagination 
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in the creative process of drawing is as important as the reference you have 
from a book,”To draw a chaika flying in a truly original fashion, you need to 
have read at least one book on the history of flying, and then be able o use your 
imagination to augment what you have read.” Images boards are for Miyazaki 
the very first step of visualizing the story. The director is famously known for 
the use of non-written scripts to create his films, using instead his graphical 
craft of drawing to design and create his worlds, characters, moods, actions 
and expressions. As Miyazaki describes (1996:29),”Eventually, the basic form 
of your fictional world takes shape. It becomes a shared world for the entire project 
staff. It becomes a world that actually exists! This is the “image board” stage of 
the animation production process, the period when people become most excited in 
anticipation”. As commonly accepted in the animation industry, image boards 
are a pre-production concept drawing usually used as a visualization piece of 
the world of the film, establishing a vision, mood and atmosphere, but usually 
not used in the production of the film. As Miyazaki (1996) acknowledges, 
“when the original story is from a manga, the work of creating a world has already 
been done by the author” (Miyazaki, 1996:30). The film “Nausicaä in the Valley 
of the Wind” originally started with a six volume manga series drawn by Mi-
yazaki as a graphical narrative (a ten year odyssey of drawing). The pictures 
below expose the evolution and difference between the initial concepts for 
the manga series (Fig.1), a page of the actual manga (Fig.2) and image boards 
made for the film adaptation (Fig. 3 and 4). In Fig. 1, the sketches, offer key 
moments of the story, as characters and vehicles, which achieve a quality of 
illustration and description of a world. The lines are free from the frame, they 
don’t imply a narrative yet, or movement, instead they employ an explanative 
graphical description and signification of how things are in this world. These 
black and white sketches are heavily dense, textured and detailed. In Fig.2, 
the drawings for the manga serialization acquire the dimension, economy 
and visual coherence of a style. The lines are stylized and light, the texture is 
less dense, its visual coherence relies on a vocabulary of lines with fewer vari-
ations and synthesis. The shades of plain color in black and white have more 
contrast, and it uses a stylization and convention of angles, lines of action and 
dynamic behaviors. The treatment of the frame is centered on repeating in 
sequence the elements in coherent, scale, proportion, action, in a sequenced 
narrative evolution, with graphical representation of sound and dialogue, 
absent in the concepts for the manga (fig.1).

Fig.1. Concepts for the 
manga series, “Nausi-

caä in the Valley of the 
Wind, (Miyazaki, H., 

2007:94).

Fig.2. Page of 
the manga series, 

“Nausicaä Valley of 
the Wind”, Manga, 

Vol. 1(Miyazaki, H., 
1995:15)
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In Figs. 3 and 4 the image boards made for the 
film adaption, achieve the level of even more 
economy of forms and stylization with almost 
no density of lines, textures and shades. The 
elements are constructed with closed lines, 
designed for being repeated over and over 
again along the film and colored with colored 
plain colors. The watercolor treatment of the 
concepts give the images boards a light, vivid-
ness and perception of life and movement 
absent in the manga series concepts with less 
conventional rules. Characters, vehicles and 
landscapes are built in a graphical language 
that is both economic and complex, in the 
sense that its elements have to work both in an 
illustrative dimension explaining how things 
are but also in the sequential dimension of 
continuous time, depicting how things behave, 
move, act and express life and emotions. The 
graphical language of animation uses an econ-
omy of elements according with the plasticity 
of its behaviors, movement and expressions. 
At its essence, it is designed to create illusory 
movement and a continuous experience so 

the reader detects and deciphers meanings and also feels emotions with 
credibility. Miyazaki’s treatment of all these levels of the graphical language 
and visual perception is complex, rigorous and rich. It takes the director to 
feel profoundly certain emotions to be able to make others to perceive it. 
The image boards below depict this visual sensibility for the simple and for 
complex, in images which describe, explain, represent but also invite us to 
visually perceive and feel these worlds with vividness, life and emotion and 
to expand our knowledge of the world.

4. Ekonte and Graphical Narrative
in Miyazaki’s films (form of movement)

“Specifically what we do is to split the story into a series of scenes, and 
then - while visualizing the settings, structure, movement and speech 
of the various characters as drawings - we try to construct scenes that 
are so vivid and emotional that they will make viewer’s palms sweat 
from the drama, or their sides split with laughter from the gags”. 
(Miyazaki, 1996:31). 

From references to ideas and image boards, Miyazaki’s process of construct-
ing his films is based in another essential element: the construction of 
ekonte (continuity sketches). As the director (Miyazaki, 1996:31) explains, 
“ in reality, animators rarely work on storyboards today. Or, to be more precise, 
I should say we create almost no storyboards. Instead, we create ekonte, or 

Fig. 3, 4: Image 
Boards for the film 
“Nausicaä Valley of the 
Wind, (Miyazaki, H., 
2007:98-112).
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continuity sketches, and it is more from this point on that the animator’s work 
really begins.” The relevance of this piece in Miyazaki’s process, named in 
Japanese as ekonte, is enormous, as it articulates the graphical and symbolic 
vocabulary in a grammar that defines a visual language, structure, order, 
modulation of time, syntactic meanings in a language that the reader can 
follow, experience and feel. As Miyazaki (1996:31) explains, a major dif-
ference between the use of continuous sketches instead of storyboards is 
related with the shrinking production schedules and budgets which can’t 
afford a huge amount of labour and skill devoted to the storyboard work in 
feature films. Storyboards, usually made by a storyboard artist, later seen by 
everyone in the team, discussed and eventually revised are too expensive 
for feature length films. The use of ekonte, instead makes it a useful piece 
for the production, as it is cheaper, faster and allows the director to make 
the decisions on the film directly on it and use it later for animation layouts. 
Miyazaki’s “rough” continuity sketches (ekonte) are drawn with pencil, some-
times coloured with watercolours and defined with tremendously preci-
sion of action, acting, timing, expression of characters, shot and camera 
movement etc. In Mami Sunada’s documentary about Studio Ghibli and 
Hayao Miyazaki (Sunada, 2013), one can see Miyazaki timing the action of a 
character with his stopwatch while he’s drawing the ekonte. When oversee-
ing these continuity sketches one is faced with several aspects: 1. Different 
scenes contrast in the treatment of timing and pace, such as quick sequenc-
es of action, with others where one can feel the steadiness of emotions as if 
in “real time”, by the character’s behaviours such as crying, smiling or hug-
ging happily. Giving more time and more drawn frames to one specific shot 
rather than other, is to take the responsibility and decision of the director to 
sculpt the emotions in time, pace, rhythm in similarity with our human ex-
perience. Fig. 5 shows an example of the continuity sketches made for Nau-
sicaä, where the creature ohum (worm figure) is much more simplified than 
the ones in the manga series, especially in the detail and weight of lines, 
textures, shadows. In the final frame (Fig. 6), the ohum creature maintains 
an even more clean drawing and use of plain colours, vividness and light.

Fig.5: Pages from 
“Nausicaä Valley of the 

Wind” ekonte book. 
(Miyazaki, H., 2001 a: 

28-29)
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Another example is the ekonte (continuity sketches) for the film Spirited 
Away (Fig.7). One can get lost reading the images similarly as when reading 
a script in words. The continuity sketches of the film form a book of 628 
pages (Miyazaki, H., 2001b) with the whole visual narrative, which has 125 
minutes long and from which we extract the pictures on Fig.7. While analys-
ing its frames, we observe both sequential action and narrative evolution, as 
much as we observe plasticity and transformation of shapes, and as much as 
we see the character’s emotions. In Fig. 7, one can observe the flying scene 
of Chihiro in the back of Haku (in the form of dragon) and his transforma-
tion into white petals, followed by an appearance of his human figuration 
flying in the air together with Chihiro. The form of the movement draws 
both action, such as flying and falling, both the ability of shape-shifting the 
form of objects or characters and also the ability to show emotions.

Below, is showed the similarity between continuity sketches (upper row) 
and the final frames of the film.

Fig.6: Frames from 
film, “Nausicaä Valley 
of the Wind”, (Mi-
yazaki, H., 1983)

Fig.7: Frames from the  
book pages of “Spirited 
Away” (Miyazaki, H., 
2001b: 600-604)

Figs.8, 9: Upper Row: 
-(continuity sketches) 
and the respective 
final frames of the film 
“Spirited Away”, (Mi-
yazaki, 2001, film)
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One of the most important aspects of Miyazaki’s creative process is his 
ability of constructing his films from beginning to end, with the gesture of 
his hand constructing meaning directly in forms of signification and treat-
ing its movement according with the rules human visual perception. From 
image boards, to ekonte and to final layouts of the film, the director treats 
the visual narrative in every detail and plasticity of the film as if it was real 
and alive. The worlds of Miyazaki are graphically meaningful, directing 
the viewer to perceive a world that is liberated from the real, beautiful and 
consistently designed and treated with credible timing of human emo-
tions. Nevertheless the content of the films does not resemble reality. It is 
the quality, visual coherence and consistency of his style that allows us to 
believe and enter into his otherwise impossible worlds. A castle that walks 
(Howl’s Moving Castle), an island which floats (Laputa: Castle in the sky), 
a jungle filled with mutant insects and infected creatures (Nausicaä in 
the Valley of the Wind), humans who are transformed into pigs, a girl that 
fades away (Spirited Away), a girl that transforms herself from a young 18 
year old to an 90 old lady (Howl’s Moving Castle), a cat who shapes into 
a bus (My Neighbor Totoro), a monster with no face (Spirited Away) are 
graphical forms which are treated in time with symbolism, plasticity of 
movement and vivid human emotions to a point that the events create a 
believable experience for the viewer. And it is believable because it relies 
on the emotional appeal of its characters in recognizing them integrity, 
emotions and truth, according with our memories of the real. By their 
expressions, behaviours, emotions and motivations, we engage to in their 
journeys, their decisions that by comparison with our human emotions 
reveal to be profoundly human. Miyazaki doesn’t tell us in words of 
dialogue or inform us that Mei and Satsuki (My Neighbor Totoro) are good 
sisters to each other. Instead he shows us in visual behaviour and gestures, 
what is like to be good sisters, in time and expression, by showing them 
playing together, trusting each other and loving each other as real sisters 
are. We almost travel in time to our childhood when see the Mei and 
Satsuki playing, and perceive in their acting a consistent, human and 
believable emotion.

“The viewers know that what they are seeing is fake, that it can´t be 
reality, but at the same time they sense deep in their hearts that there 
is some sort of truth in the work.” (Miyazaki, Hayao, 1996:308).

When we see Ponyo hugging Sosuke (Ponyo), we feel an intense and happy 
feeling of affection, in her actions almost dropping Sosuke to the ground. 
We also sense the same credibility of feelings when Chihiro confronts 
the strange creature No Face as she firmly stands out for her values and 
doesn’t fall into its seductive actions. 

5. Conclusions 
The construction or representation of visual reality is not at the core of 
animation, but instead is a world perceived and created by some one 
else’s eyes, the world of director. The animation director creates through 
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graphical forms, a world, which represents symbolically an inner percep-
tion, an inner feeling and inner vision. The referent of the graphical 
language in animation is not reality but the inner world of the director, 
full of fragments, perceptions, thoughts, feelings according with his 
experience of the world.  The forms of representation and signification 
according to Foss (2005) follow a visual rhetoric, in which images made, 
imply a human intervention and perception, and use symbolic signs as 
a vehicle to communicate with viewers. The symbol liberates the viewer 
from a strictly relation of signification with the real and invests on a series 
of substitutions which allow a non-real world to be seen, experienced and 
interpreted according with the experiences of the viewers from the real. 
According with Foss the interest of visual rhetoric is primarily concerned 
with the nature of these symbolic images chosen by the author, as they 
carry information but as well, a perception and a choice of stylistic ele-
ments to represent it. The image boards and ekonte are forms, which reveal 
a symbolic approach of the author choices as they define, explain, and 
engage meaning to the viewers in its forms.  Secondly these images might 
also have a function. Drawings in animation are operative and functional 
as they coherently inform the viewer about visual changes of position, 
changes of state or emotions, what and who are doing or expressing. 
The ekonte acts as operative images as well, which have the function to 
inform the team about the content of each film, inform the construction 
of layouts which be used in animation production and also operate in the 
evolution of the graphical narrative and its structures of action, allowing 
consistent narrative evolution and continuity in form. They act as a map 
of intentions and as well as a form which constructs meaning in the story. 
Miyazaki’s use of graphical language is, consistent, stylized and rich both 
in his representational style and both in the articulation of the graphical 
language in time. The juxtaposition of frames, one frame after another 
and the audio-visual experience in time allows the viewer to articulate its 
grammar (form of the movement, framing, continuous action, sequential 
composition, emotion, time, acting, camera movement, verbal sound, 
music) and to be able to experience and perceive emotions in comparison 
with the experiences and memories of the real. The evaluation of those 
images by the viewer, thought, is achieved by the sensibility and empa-
thetic skills of its creator to engage audiences in his worlds, meanings and 
emotions and also knowledge of forms of signification by the viewers. 
The analysis of the process employed by Miyazaki when creating his films 
reveals an author, a master of both the aspects of forms of signification 
of images in the animated film and as well as a master on the treatment 
of human emotions and creation of empathy. Miyazaki relies on his rich 
perception of the world to transcribe in form on paper profound human 
emotions, in every single frame of time, with a craft for the design and 
form and with a vividness of life and treatment of emotions in time that 
will become the graphical content and meaning of every single frame of 
the time of his films. His work depicts the possibility for us be liberated 
from the real and to be placed in a world that is symbolic, which allows us 
to dream, engage and feel something new. 
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Appendix I - Model of Analysis 

1st Level Categories Description of guidelines of analysis 

1. Meaning

1.Universes
Characterization of physics of the universes: time, place, matter, 
weight, forces and gravity. Combination of real physics, imagina-
tion, frame of reference of director and semiotic process.

2. Narrative
Characterization of evolution of narrative: Plot, narrative, conflict, 
change and resolution. Narrative, which combines real issues, im-
agination, symbolic coding and a metaphoric, hero-villain conflict.

3. Content Characterization of the evolution of content: Themes, ethics, val-
ues, rules of worlds, hero goals, utopia.

2nd Level Categories Description

2. Form

4.Characters Characterization of configurations and physiologies of characters: 
taxonomy of classes (humans-monsters)

5. Objects| Vehicles Characterization of different gravitational objects: Flying motor 
vehicles vs. natural powered vehicles.

6. Scenery
Characterization of different gravitational sceneries: natural land-
scapes (rural landscapes) vs. fantasy escapes (floating islands/
walking castles)

3rd Level Categories Description

3. Movement

7. Behaviour Characterization of different types of behaviour. Transformation 
of physiology, mutants, and monsters. 

8. Continuity Characterization of narrative structure: linear structure and visual 
transformation and metamorphose (objective and subjective)

9. Time Characterization of emotional acting and timing: action, emo-
tions, acting, steadiness, pauses.

10. Dialogue and music Characterization of different types of text: internal and external di-
alogue. Dynamics of monologues, dialogues and music dynamics.

Table 1. Model of Analysis in levels, categories and description of guidelines
Source: Originally published in the paper “Out of Gravity” (2017, Peres, C., Real, E.C., 
Graça, M.E.)

Appendix II - Case Study

· The case study of our investigation is focused on the ten feature films listed below.

· The case study excludes Hayao Miyazaki previous work on TV series, at TOEI, A PRO 
studios and Nippon Animation, where he worked between 1968 and 1979 and also 
excludes his first feature film as a director named: The Castle of Cagliostro” (1979), from 
Tokyo Movie Shinsha, Toho.

· Our case study is focused on his major role as an established director at Studio Ghibli, 
being “Nausicaä in the Valley of the Wind” considered by Hayao Miyzaki a pre-Ghibli film 
and the film which gave path for the studio to emerge and succeed and for that reason also 
considered in our case study.

· Industry of TV Series:
Date TV Series Design/Animation Director Studio
1968 Little Norse Prince Hayao Miyazaki Isao Takahata TOEI Studios
1971 Pippi Long stocking Hayao Miyazaki A PRO Studios
1974 Heidi, Girl of the Alps Hayao Miyazaki Isao Takahata Nippon Animation

1978 Future Boy Conan
Isao Takahata

Hayao Miyazaki
Nippon Animation

1979 Anne of the Green Gables Hayao Miyazaki Isao Takahata Nippon Animation
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· Feature Films:
Date Film Design/Animation Director Studio/Distributor

1979
The Castle

of Cagliostro
Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki

Tokyo Movie Shinsha/ 

Toho/ 

1st film directed by H. 

Miyazaki 

· Case Study: 10 feature films

Nº Date Film Design/Animation Director Studio/Distr.

1 1984 Nausicaä in the Valley 

of the wind

Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Topcraft/Toei

Studio Ghibli Films:
Nº Date Film Design/Animation Director Studio/Distr.
2 1985 Laputa: Castle in 

the Sky

Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki 1st Studio Ghibli film 

3 1988 My Neighbor Totoro Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
4 1989 Kiki’s Delivery Service Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
5 1992 Porco Rosso Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
6 1997 Princess Mononoke Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
7 2001 Spirited Away Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
8 2004 Howl’s Moving Castle Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
9 2008 Ponyo Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli
10 2013 The Wind Rises Hayao Miyazaki Hayao Miyazaki Studio Ghibli

List of pictures:
Fig.1: Concepts for the manga series, “Nausicaä in the Valley of the Wind, (Miyazaki, 
H., 2007:94). 
Fig. 2.: Page of the manga series, “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind”, Manga, Vol. 1(Miya-
zaki, H., 1995:15)
Figs.3 e 4: Image Boards for the film “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind, (Miyazaki, H., 
2007:98-112).
Fig.5: Pages from “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind” ekonte book. (Miyazaki, H., 2001 a: 28-29)
Fig.6: Frames from film, “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind”, (Miyazaki, H., 1983)
Fig.7: Frames from the  book pages of “Spirited Away” (Miyazaki, H., 2001b: 600-604)
Figs.8 e 9: Comparison between the - continuity sketches (Miyazaki, H., 2001b, ekonte book) 
and the respective final frames from the film “Spirited Away”, (Miyazaki, H., 2001, film)

List of Appendixes:
1. Appendix I: Model of analysis (Peres, C., 2017)
2. Appendix II: Case study (Peres, C., 2017)

Filmography (organized by chronological date):
Fig.1: Concepts for the manga series, “Nausicaä in the Valley of the Wind, (Miyazaki, H., 
2007:94). 
Fig. 2.: Page of the manga series, “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind”, Manga, Vol. 1(Miyazaki, 
H., 1995:15)
Figs.3 e 4: Image Boards for the film “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind, (Miyazaki, H., 
2007:98-112).
Fig.5: Pages from “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind” ekonte book. (Miyazaki, H., 2001 a: 
28-29)
Fig.6: Frames from film, “Nausicaä Valley of the Wind”, (Miyazaki, H., 1983)
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Fig.7: Frames from the ekonte book pages of “Spirited Away” (Miyazaki, H., 2001b: 600-
604)
Figs.8 e 9: Comparison between the Ekonte- continuity sketches (Miyazaki, H., 2001b, 
ekonte book) and the respective final frames from the film “Spirited Away”, (Miyazaki, H., 
2001, film)
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Abstract

Assuming that the spectator reacts in different ways to the same imagi-
nary input according to several factors, being one of those the space 
where it is, this project consists in the creation of small animations and 
their projection in the public space, with the intention of understand the 
influence of public spaces in the emotional relationship between the spec-
tator and the animation cinema. 
For that, four different narratives were developed based in a set of specific 
constraints identified in the contemporary Portuguese culture, that were 
shown on a visual interpretation of four proverbs.
The proverbs, and apparently the constrains, are common to all Portuguese 
territory. Therefore, the choice of the locations where the animations were 
showed was limited to the region of Porto, making possible a data collection 
and its subsequent analysis of the aesthetic, plastic and cultural perception 
of the spectator to the visual projection.

1. Introdução
O presente artigo visa contribuir para o esclarecimento da forma como 
o espaço público pode influir na relação emocional entre o cinema de 
animação e o espectador português. 

Para tal, consideraram-se quatro narrativas visuais, desenvolvidas para 
serem projetadas em três distintos espaços públicos, de modo a que possibi-
litasse uma análise comparativa à receção da obra, através de inquéritos.

Não se tratando de resultados representativos, estes pretenderam refletir 
os modos e termos da perceção do trabalho visual diante do espectador por 
forma a aferir a pertinência e peso dos espaços na receção da mensagem.

Ao traduzirem sentimentos de constrangimentos presentes na 
contemporaneidade da cultura portuguesa, os conteúdos das narrativas 
ganham vida através de quatro provérbios, onde estes visualmente trans-
portam uma mensagem subjetiva, facilitando assim a desmistificação das 
narrativas, pelo espectador. 

Não pretendendo refletir ou definir a Portugalidade4 nos provérbios em 
causa, visto existirem tantos outros exemplos singulares, estes foram esco-

1, 2 & 3 IPCA, ESD, Barcelos, Portugal

4 Portugalizar é definido como “Dar a alguma coisa carácter português” (Dicionário da Língua Portugue-
sa Contemporânea, 2001) — É possível, deste modo, considerar uma ideia de portugalidade enquanto 
conjunto caraterizador de ser português.  

Keywords
Animation Cinema, 
Spectator, Public Space, 
Portuguese Culture, 
Constraints, Portugality, 
Proverbs. 
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lhidos por possuírem uma carga simbólica bem próxima das teses de José 
Gil e Eduardo Lourenço, que são pilares teóricos fundamentais deste artigo, 
pois desde sempre pensaram Portugal de forma homónima e inapelável.

Desta forma, foi necessário pensar no conteúdo das narrativas como 
impulsionadores que levariam o espectador, na dinâmica do momento, a 
criar uma relação com o exposto através da formação de uma atmosfera 
sensível ou “partilha do sensível” como dita Jacques Rancière [1].

De acordo com o autor, como todo este processo é realizado num 
espaço comum, o espectador é envolvido num campo de ação onde sofre 
um processo de exteriorização, uma vez que existir uma “confrontação do 
público consigo próprio, enquanto colectivo”[2]. 

Ao existir um “poder comum aos espectadores [que] é o poder que 
cada um tem de traduzir à sua maneira o que percebe”[3], um poder que 
conecta os indivíduos e ao mesmo tempo os diferencia perante as suas 
escolhas individuais, pretendeu-se com este projeto, desenvolver quatro 
enigmas para serem investigados e interpretados pelos espectadores 
dentro do mesmo campo de ação.

 É assim essencial compreender a importância da partilha estética 
entre o espectador e a obra para posteriormente compreender os seus 
modos de receção, mediante diferentes atmosferas.

2. Constrangimentos na Cultura Portuguesa Contemporânea
Atendendo ao que refere José Gil, “a vida individual e social do português 
encontra limites internos aquém dos que são necessários para se esta-
belecer uma vida em comum. Limites que passam despercebidos, mas 
impedem os indivíduos de experimentar ou criar alternativas em zonas 
essenciais da existência”[4]. 

Todas as culturas são abundantes em caraterísticas que as representam 
e todas elas sofrerão forças comuns que lhes causam certos tipos de limita-
ções. De modo a aprofundar a origem destas limitações, que se refletem em 
constrangimentos, é importante referenciar Michel Foucault quando abor-
da a força do discurso como forma de controlar os indivíduos dentro das 
sociedades, com função de “dominar o seu acontecimento aleatório”[5].  

Foucault diz “teria gostado de me aperceber que, no momento de 
falar, uma voz sem nome me precedia há muito”[6]. Neste pensamento, 
assumiu-se tais forças como geradoras de constrangimento, onde apa-
nham o indivíduo e o constrangem coletivamente, constituindo limites no 
seu imaginário que o impedem de criar alternativas à norma dominante.

No entanto, estes constrangimentos, só são possíveis existirem 
coletivamente porque dentro das sociedades existe algo no indivíduo que 
o faz agir conforme o outro. Semelhanças intrínsecas culturais que podem 
ser explicadas no âmbito das teorias mais conhecidas de Carl Jung como o 
inconsciente coletivo e seus arquétipos.

O autor sugeriu a existência de duas camadas da psique inconsciente: 
pessoal e coletiva. O pessoal, dominado pelo Homem, incluí conteúdos 
adquiridos durante a vida que foram esquecidos. Enquanto o inconsciente 
coletivo, sendo inato, pode ser considerado como uma herança adquirida 
a toda a Humanidade. Ao ser composto por símbolos, que Jung apelidou 
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de arquétipos, têm como tendência despertar sentimentos e modos de 
comportamentos que o Homem não sabe que tem, como a relação com a 
mãe, o nascimento e o confronto com a morte [7].

Associando estas teorias à cultura portuguesa e elaborando uma leitura 
sobre o que se passou na esfera portuguesa, considerou-se o mar, a sauda-
de, o destino, o fado, a dimensão frustrada ou o orgulho desmedido, como 
constrangimentos, que se assume como heranças adquiridas, ou seja, como 
o inconsciente coletivo português. Trata-se de uma espécie de ADN coleti-
vo que varia de intensidade consoante a consciência de cada indivíduo.

Constrangimentos coletivos que ao longo dos tempos os mais diversos 
artistas portugueses têm expressado e deixado presente na nossa história: 
como Camões, que segundo Eduardo Lourenço, criou a primeira imagem 
de uma identidade portuguesa, ou na escrita desassossegada do modernis-
ta Fernando Pessoa que retrata a inquietude e a saudade de um “eu”.

Ao chegar à contemporaneidade da nossa história, vemos o grande 
ensaísta e pensador português que “apresenta um discurso crítico sobre 
as imagens que de nós mesmos temos forjado”[8] após a queda do Im-
pério e do Estado Novo interrogou-se acerca do destino português com 
Labirinto da Saudade.

A consciência da nossa fragilidade histórica projeta os seus fantasmas 
simultaneamente para o passado e para o futuro (…) realidade indecisa, 
incerta do seu perfil e lugar na História, objecto de saudades impotentes 
ou pressentimentos trágicos. [9]  

Assim a dimensão frustrada ou o orgulho desmedido permanecem no 
inconsciente coletivo que nos faz estar “ausentes da nossa própria realidade”[10].

Tantos artistas em certa medida e no seu contexto da época, tenta-
ram trazer à tona as imagens reais de um país sonhado, contribuindo para 
o que é hoje ser português.

2.1. Provérbio como Constrangimento
Considerando que a cultura é composta por um conjunto de identificadores 
como a memória, normas, hábitos e tradições coletivas, denomina-se os pro-
vérbios como identidade e parte integrante da memória coletiva de um povo5. 

Por mais que a memória coletiva se reflita muitas vezes no carácter 
contraditório dos seus provérbios e ditados, possivelmente por carrega-
rem representações e resignações do povo, estes não destoam a presen-
ça de uma identidade cultural coletiva, até mesmo que sejam comuns 
em diferentes países. 

Sendo contraditória, esta sabedoria popular e senso comum são palavras 
de ordem produtoras de discurso coletivo visto conterem uma força discur-
siva verbal que é exercida sobre os indivíduos, logo sendo fomentadores de 
constrangimentos, são continuamente moldados à contemporaneidade.

Hoje o provérbio reflete, por vezes, um enorme imobilismo cultural 
e, exatamente pela sua atemporalidade aparente denuncia valores de 
estatismo e receio de mudança, que não raro, consubstanciam atitudes de 
conservadorismo e de submissão. [12]

5 Significa um “conjunto de indivíduos que falam a mesma língua, têm costumes e hábitos idênticos, 
afinidades de interesses, uma história e tradições comuns”[11].  
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3. Projeto Prático
Conforme refere António Damásio, neurologista português que centra os 
seus estudos nas emoções humanas, “um sentimento é uma percepção de 
um certo estado do corpo, acompanhado pela percepção de pensamentos com 
certos temas e pela percepção de um certo modo de pensar”[13].  

Com o desenvolvimento das animações foi pretendido transmitir 
algo que conseguisse extrair uma reação do espectador. E isto só poderia 
acontecer se conseguisse despertar um certo tipo de sentimento que o 
fizesse criar uma relação com o exposto.

Neste pensamento, os temas das quatro animações tiveram início em 
sentimentos de constrangimento específicos (podendo ser individuais ou 
coletivos: físicos, sociais, histórico-temporais e psicológicos), reconheci-
dos a partir de associações feitas aos textos de José Gil. 

Pretendeu-se, neste princípio, representar ações coletivas que deri-
vam do medo. De acordo com o autor, medo que se tem vindo a arrastar 
desde o antigo regime, ganhando outras formas com as mudanças tem-
porais: O medo de confiar em si, o medo de sair da norma, o medo da 
responsabilidade e o medo de todos os “outros”6. Medos que provocam 
na coletividade constrangimentos comuns.

Após a temática e a divisão por tipicidades definidas, foram esco -
lhidos quatro provérbios para representarem visualmente estes cons-
trangimentos detetados: A galinha da vizinha é melhor que a minha; 
Mais vale um pássaro na mão que dois a voar; Filho de peixe sabe nadar; 
Tira o cavalinho da chuva.

Como o objetivo do projeto prático foi a implementação em espaço 
público, ao considerar-se o conceito de atmosfera7, um espaço de transi-
ção, velocidade, onde existe um espectador em movimento, concluiu-se 
que só funcionariam imagens claras e limpas, que facilitassem uma inter-
pretação e avaliação subjetiva da temática. 

Escolheu-se o formato GIF para comportar as animações em causa, 
dando-lhes uma maior independência no espaço de exposição; oferecen-
do uma passagem cíclica de forma infinita e sem paragens, oferecendo ao 
espectador possibilidade de poder reviver as animações; e por último, ao 
não comportar áudio, pretendeu-se que as animações fizessem parte da 
atmosfera envolvente.

Com recurso ao Software Photoshop, os desenhos das animações 
foram construídos manualmente com o auxílio de uma mesa gráfica. Pro-
cessualmente, os frames foram elaborados individualmente com o apoio 
dos frames anteriores, de modo a garantir um movimento suavizado. 
Como se pretendeu desenvolver quatro animais (galinha, pássaro, peixe e 
cavalo), todos os frames foram repetidos três a quatro vezes até conseguir 
chegar a uma forma final concisa e objetiva.

6 “Uma instância indefinida que designava todos os outros indivíduos da colectividade em geral e 
nenhum em par ticular, mas que podia subitamente encarnar-se em tal ou tal pessoa concreta. O ‘outro’, 
afinal, eram todos, era o país”[14].
7 José Gil em descreve atmosfera como “uma poeira de percepções em que se penetra, com que se 
impregna, e que ‘cola’ como um fascínio. É a atmosfera que faz com que a relação ‘pegue’”[15].   
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3.1. A Galinha da Vizinha é melhor que a minha (Fig. 1)
A narrativa desenvolvida retrata um constrangimento físico coletivo que 
leva a uma paralisia da ação. Poderá dever-se por sermos 10 milhões de 
habitantes, a viver num território periférico delimitado geograficamente 
por um país maior e um oceano, gerando um não entendimento de qual o 
tamanho que possuímos como povo. 

Ao que refere José Gil, por não nos sabermos situar tanto relativa-
mente aos “outros” como a nós próprios, faz existir uma preferência 
pelo “mito irreal e imaginário” que não nos faz saber quem somos. E não 
existindo coragem para ver a verdadeira “imagem de si”, o indivíduo 
deambula entre o “não sou nada” e o “sou um génio”, começando sempre 
por se achar inferior e menos capaz do que os “outros”[16].

A esta oscilação está associada fortemente a ideia de baixa au-
toestima, uma vez que está subjacente no indivíduo, à priori, que o que 
vão dizer é negativo. 

Essa preocupação vai constranger, deste modo, pelo medo do que o 
“outro” vai pensar ou dizer, intensificando uma prudência coletiva. Assim 
a avaliação alheia é um marco importante na vida do indivíduo, porque 
para ele, essa é a avaliação correta, daí a apropriação do provérbio A gali-
nha da vizinha é melhor que a minha. 

3.2. Mais vale um pássaro na mão que dois a voar (Fig. 2)
A narrativa desenvolvida aborda as limitações impostas pela sociedade 
que constrangem as intenções de ação do indivíduo. O constrangimento 
aqui presente denomina-se social coletivo. 

Em termos técnicos, o uso do formato GIF, com a sua repetição 
cíclica, vem intensificar o conceito pretendido, isto é, “mover-se para con-
tinuar imóvel”[17]. Pretendeu-se estudar com esta animação o medo que 
impede o indivíduo de explorar outros percursos desconhecidos. 

Conforme os textos de José Gil, estes sintomas, que se encon-
tram na sociedade por tuguesa hoje, advém sobretudo do “círculo 
perverso” vivido durante o salazarismo, mas o Estado Novo acabou e 
este círculo paralisante permanece, que leva os indivíduos a reterem-
se e a obedecerem “receando que qualquer acção venha prejudicar 
ainda mais a sua situação”[17]. 

É o jogar pelo seguro que faz o povo pensar Mais vale um pássaro na mão 
que dois a voar, e o faz agir em conformidade com a norma estabelecida.

Fig. 1. 1 dos 122 frames 
finais da animação 
A Galinha da vizinha é 
melhor que a minha.

Fig. 2. 1 dos 70 frames 
finais da animação 
Mais vale
um pássaro na mão que 
dois a voar. 
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3.3. Filho de peixe sabe nadar (Fig. 3)
A narrativa desenvolvida retrata uma condição que se herda e que 
limita o indivíduo no avançar da ação, esta denomina-se de constran-
gimento histórico -temporal coletivo.

O contraste entre passagem e 
paragem do tempo é essencial na inter-
pretação da narrativa. Está refletida a 
passagem num tempo objetivo e físico 
que efetivamente passa, em con-
traste com a paragem do tempo, que 
subjetivamente existe no imaginário 
do personagem e que acaba por afetar 
todos em seu redor. 

Neste pensamento é possível asso-
ciar o queixume a uma caraterística que 
advém do inconsciente coletivo portu-
guês, se nela existir uma conexão com o 
fado, um gosto pelo cantar ao destino. 

Visualiza-se no queixume uma 
razão para não avançar, pelo medo do desconhecido ou destino e pelo 
medo da responsabilidade. Estes são comuns a todo o ser humano, no 
entanto na cultura portuguesa, são aparentemente intensamente ampli-
ficados e vividos. 

Desta forma, sendo o queixume uma fatalidade herdada, o provérbio 
Filho de peixe sabe nadar, exprime o pretendido através da herança que 
representa.

3.4. Tira o cavalinho da chuva (Fig.4)
Esta animação é referente ao constrangimento psicológico individual, que 
advém dos medos sentidos pelo indivíduo e, posteriormente, o incapaci-
tam perante os “outros”. 

A animação pretende simbolizar o que acontece quando não se tira 
o cavalinho da chuva: são destruídas as ideias de criação e expansão, que 

se vão refletir no imaginário do indivíduo 
através dos medos. 

A ação pressupõem que são os 
medos que desenrolam a mor te do per-
sonagem. Isto acontece pelo respeito 
existente do povo por algo superior, e 
para o por tuguês esta superioridade 
são as Instituições e todos os “outros” 
que o rodeiam.

Existem aqui dois géneros de medo 
que importa distinguir: o medo vertical 
e o horizontal. José Gil define o vertical 
como o “que nasce da autoridade hierár-
quica”, e o horizontal como “o que resulta 

Fig. 4. 1 dos 52 frames 
finais da animação 
Tira o cavalinho da 

chuva. 

Fig. 3. 1 dos 137 frames 
finais da animação 

Filho de peixe sabe 
nadar. 
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hoje precisamente da rivalidade (...) O medo de agir, de tomar decisões, 
de criar ou arriscar”[18], que se reflete no medo de todos os “outros”: o 
medo do que vão dizer, o medo do concorrente e da responsabilidade. 

Este medo horizontal é tão importante porque, como defende o 
autor, associando o exemplo a um comentário, não é o ato verbal que 
constrange, mas sim “o tom com que se ouve, o feedback [que] é um tom 
que introduz em si um afecto inconsciente que o vai paralisar”[19]. 

4. Intervenção em Espaço Público
Com a presente intervenção desejou-se compreender se as animações 
desenvolvidas transponham os resultados objetivados. Pretendeu-se 
também estudar a influência que o espaço público poderia ter na relação 
emocional entre o espectador e o cinema de animação, através de uma 
inquirição destinada a ser respondida pelos espectadores. 

É de salientar ainda que não houve qualquer intenção de que os resul-
tados obtidos fossem representativos. O intuito era que esses resultados 
fornecessem indicadores relevantes para eventuais estudos a desenvolver 
futuramente de forma mais aprofundada. 

É de afirmar também que todas as questões colocadas não passaram 
por inquirir sobre os constrangimentos e a portugalidade mas foram 
direcionadas no sentido de identificar a compreensão e apreensão da 
mensagem pelo espectador. 

Pretendeu-se assim saber qual a influência do espaço na abertura dos 
indivíduos para falar das emoções e constrangimentos sentidos, ou seja, 
se o espaço teve influência na compreensão e debate por parte do especta-
dor, tentando perceber a valoração dessa influência (positiva ou negativa).

Para que o objetivo fosse tangível, procurou-se fazer o contras-
te dia/noite e espaço aber to/fechado, por forma a mais facilmente 
aprender como o ambiente e função desses mesmos espaços podem 
influir o espectador. 

Tal maneira, escolheu-se intervir no Jardim do Marquês, no Porto, 
num sábado, que aparentemente deixa de ser apenas um local de passa-
gem para se tornar também num local de paragem. Esta atmosfera é mui-
to conhecida pela constante presença de reformados, que ali convivem.

Outra atmosfera escolhida foi uma outra parte do Jardim do 
Marquês, no mesmo dia, mas à noite. Num café no centro do jardim, 
próximo da saída do metro. Aqui a mudança de horário possibilitou a 
mudança do público. 

Neste sentido, estas duas atmosferas devem ser distinguidas, pri-
meiramente pela dicotomia entre dia/noite e, pela alusão à diferença 
de públicos que se obtém. 

A terceira atmosfera onde decorreu a intervenção é um espaço públi-
co de acesso condicionado, na Escola Artística de Soares dos Reis, tam-
bém no Porto. Uma atmosfera que faz o contraste com as anteriores, uma 
vez que se atuou num espaço fechado. Ao encontrar um espectador muito 
jovem nesta atmosfera originou uma extração de resultados diferentes 
dos obtidos nas outras anteriores.
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4.1. Resultados Obtidos

Espaço A: Jardim do Marquês/
Quiosque do Marquês;
Amostra com 16 inquiridos, no dia 
14 de Outubro 2017, sábado;
Idades dos inquiridos: 63% entre 
os 56-75; 31% entre 20-35; 6% 
entre 36- 55.

Espaço B: Jardim do Marquês/
Árvore;
Amostra com 18 inquiridos, no dia 
14 de Outubro 2017, sábado;
Idades dos inquiridos: 72% entre 
20-35; 28% entre 36- 55.

Espaço C: Escola Artística de 
Soares dos Reis;
Amostra com 31 inquiridos, no dia 
19 de Outubro 2017, quinta-feira;
Idades dos inquiridos: 97% até aos 
19; 3% entre 36- 55.

4.2. Análise Relativa
Após uma análise aos dados recolhidos, levantou-se suspeitas de uma 
menor influência do Espaço A sobre os espectadores. Este fato poderá 
dever-se aos indivíduos passarem longos períodos envolvidos nessa mesma 
atmosfera, e os fatores influenciadores (Movimento, Ruído, Luz, Tela e 
Arquitetura) que se destacam noutras atmosferas, serem aqui irrelevantes. 

O Espaço B não apresentou destaque de fatores influenciadores, por 
se assemelhar à visualização de uma sala de cinema onde o espectador 
não sofre tantas distrações. 

Relativamente ao Espaço C, por se tratar de um espaço fechado, 
sofreu mais influências, aparentemente, por não ter modos de respira-
ção, fazendo com que os fatores influenciadores permanecessem mais 
condensados na atmosfera. 

Após uma compreensão de como o ambiente e função dos espaços públi-
cos podiam influenciar a perceção e receção do espectador, foram analisados 
os dados relativos à compreensão e debate dos espectadores perante os temas 
incontidos nas animações, e como estes podiam variar entre os espaços. 

Estes mesmos dados refletiam o que o espectador achava ser caraterísti-
ca individual e comum coletiva, possibilitando extrair uma demonstração da 
posição do indivíduo relativamente à coletividade, de acordo com os espaços. 

Verificou-se, perante esta análise, que no espaço fechado, Espaço C, 
existiu uma maior proximidade e equilíbrio entre a ideia que os indivíduos 

Fig. 5. Espaço A: 
Jardim do Marquês/

Quiosque do Marquês. 

Fig. 6. Espaço B: 
Jardim do Marquês/

Árvore. 

Fig. 7. Espaço C: Esco-
la Artística de Soares 

dos Reis. 
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têm de si e da coletividade, demonstrando uma aparente aproximação 
entre o espectador e o exposto.

Desta forma é possível dizer que quanto maior a influência do 
espaço (fechado e condensado), maior é a reflexão e relação do espec-
tador com a obra, que no estudo em análise, conduziu a uma aproxi-
mação entre a ideia da imagem individual do espectador e da imagem 
da coletividade portuguesa. 

Em suma, aparentemente, o espaço fechado incita uma resposta, 
já que detém um poder físico limitador, que também conforta por ser 
possível compreender a dimensão do envolvente, levando os espectado-
res a uma relação individual, mais refletida com o exposto. Ao contrário, 
o espaço aberto, por ser um espaço infinitamente grande e livre, sem as 
limitações físicas torna-se propício às relações com os “outros”, ou seja, às 
relações dentro da coletividade.

Conclusão
Em forma de conclusão, independentemente de ser um espaço aberto ou 
fechado, primeiramente pode afirmar-se que o espaço público constrange 
e em seguida, eleva a relação entre o espectador e o cinema de animação. 

Primeiro, justifica-se pelo tempo necessário que cada um possuí para 
se tornar espectador. Contrariamente a uma galeria ou museu, quando 
existe uma deslocação a um espaço público não há o intuito e preparação 
para uma relação emocional, esta precisa de ser estabelecida. 

Segundo, mantendo-se o espaço público só coeso e firme perante 
uma coletividade, este cria e fortalece as ligações entre indivíduos, atra-
vés de uma formação comum da união de perceções individuais, podendo 
conduzir a uma evolução da relação. Evolução, pela constante metamor-
fose sofrida, não provocada pelo espaço físico mas pelo envolvente. Aqui 
as geradoras dessa transformação são as interpretações e intervenções 
dos “outros” com a relação em causa. 

Deste modo, o espaço público é um espaço sensível que conduz à 
interação e partilha, oferecendo a liberdade ao espectador no modo de se 
exprimir e sentir perante a obra.

Associando estas conclusões a uma determinada cultura, estas po-
dem variar consoante a mesma e o pensamento coletivo da própria. 

Na cultura portuguesa, pela experimentação efetuada, constatou-
se existir um tipo de espectador difícil por não conseguir elaborar um 
convívio espontâneo no espaço público. Em resultado, visualizou-se um 
fechamento do espectador à relação emocional com a obra e com o espa-
ço envolvente que levam os indivíduos a temer a relação. 

Sendo esta cultura respeitadora da norma e da sua imagem perante 
os “outros”, parece ser consensual que o espaço público poderá represen-
tar o palco da atuação desta norma, onde todos têm um papel por cumprir. 
Perante esta ideia constrangedora, poderá dizer-se que existe uma 
influência negativa do espaço público sobre a relação em causa.

Poderá igualmente justificar-se pelo posicionamento distante do 
português relativamente aos “outros”, que originado pelo medo de falhar 
e de sermos julgados pelo “outro”, realça a falta do que “espontaneamen-
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te, nos dá confiança para agir, nos incita a pensar, nos impele a explorar e 
a aventurar-nos no meio dos outros e de nós mesmos”[20]. 

No entanto, ao compreender que existe uma grande capacidade de 
adaptação e transformação, estas condições subjacentes poderão ser 
facilmente ultrapassadas.
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Abstract

The tact sense has always been related to our hands and to the act of 
touching objects. However, we can appreciate tactility with our eyes.  If we 
apply this “view that touches“ to the animation, we can observe that the 
visual tactility is more evident in the stop-motion works. Because in this 
kind of animation, we can feel the hand of the artist in every puppet, the 
fingerprints of the modeler or the gouge that was used. This work defines 
the visual tactility and, based on the Uncanny Valley theory, analyzes the 
potential of stop-motion animation as a generator of visual tactility sensa-
tions.  Stop-motion animation is the best media for generating sensations 
that are closer to the spectator. 

1. Introduction
It is logical to associate the senses with certain organs, for example, the eye-
sight with the eyes and the touch with the hands.  However, at childhood, 
the human beings discovered their environment through the touch and 
associated them with specific sensations. Our brains stored this experiences 
as files that will be used in adulthood to recognize textures and materials 
only with the sight of them [1].  Humanity usually shows more empathy 
with certain textures and materials, which are linked with good sensations 
as happiness, but these elements can rise other sensations such as sorrow.  
The use of different textures will bring several emotional reactions, and the 
spectators could feel themselves closer to what they are observing.

From this facts, the Uncanny Valley Theory, developed by prof. Mori 
for the robotics field in the 70s is analyzed. This theory stands that hu-
mans beings accept better robots which resemble our appearance; but ro-
bots which are too similar to humans, but not equal to, generate revulsion 
[2].  When this theory is applied to the animation field, some works have 
fallen in this Valley, almost all of them are Computer-Generate Imagery 
(CGI). For example, according to the recognized animator Ward Jenkins, 
the illumination differences between the eyes shine and the hyper-
realistic skin of the characters in the movie Polar Express (2015), generate 
restlessness in the spectator, so the production is in line with the Uncanny 
Valley [3]. However, when the production has handmade elements, it 
is more difficult to generate this repulsion sense; since the observer can 
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perceive not only the hand behind the elaboration process but the used 
material and its texture give extra sensations.

Based on these statements, the present work defines the concept of 
“visual tactility” as the characteristic of some audiovisual images that acti-
vate our haptic capacity. In the same way, this work stated that the stop-mo-
tion animation is the technique that allows the observers to have a complete 
sensorial experience, due to the visual-tactile power of its images. The work 
of the Czech animator Jan Svankmajer and three stop-motion movies that 
seek for realism without falling in the Uncanny Valley are analyzed.

2. A haptic sight: experimenting
the tactile through the eyes
The visual observation is usually related to the “see,” but sometimes the 
verb “feel” is also used for the sight. In the same way, the “touch” is as-
sociated with our hands.  In other words, the hands touch while the eyes 
see. However, in the XIX century, Alois Riegl developed the German word 
“haptisch,” that is translated into “haptic,” which combine both senses, 
touch, and sight, without subordinating one to the other. So, the sense of 
touching with the eyes is defined as haptic [4].

Based on this idea, there are audiovisual works that activate our haptic 
sense due to its visual tactility. It is important to highlight that the sense of 
touch has not been related to audiovisuals pieces previously; nevertheless, 
we can appreciate textures through our eyes and imagine how they will feel. 
This relation between eyes and hands is intrinsic, providing vital informa-
tion from one sense to the other without judging them apart. [5]

The sight and the touch are complementary senses that can be treat-
ed as one combined sense, haptic sense. When the humans are born, they 
cannot use their eyes and the initial knowledge of our environment comes 
from the touch [ 5].  So, before the sight, we experience the touch that is 
used to complement what we see.  In other words, our experiences must 
have both senses for acquiring this haptic sight.  According to Deleuze, 
the haptic space is an approximate vision where the sensorial organs do 
not oppose themselves so that we can touch with the eyes. [6]

In adulthood, the humans have a data storage with textures and tones 
that we have been collecting since our birth. This information allows us the 
possibility of differencing cold, warm and hot objects through the eyes; for 
example, if iron is red, it is hot. Applying this perception into the audiovisual 
world, we can feel the textures and tones of the objects by seeing them. 

We use the definitions of Riegl and Deleuze, to define “visual tactility” 
like the characteristic of the images which contain textures and tones that can 
be perceived through the eyes with the sensation of feeling them.  For exam-
ple, when a rose stem is located close to our eyes, we perceived the danger of 
the thorns even if we cannot touch them. This reaction is a haptic sensation 
based on our previous experiences.  In the same way, we can feel through 
some images, which transmit specific textures, e.g., the softness of the velvet 
or the roughness of the wood, due to its visual tactility.  Additionally, this spe-
cific kind of images is more effective if the observer can perceive the human 
hand behind its creation, establishing an emotional link with the whole piece.
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When applying these concepts of the tactile sense of the eyes and 
the fingerprints of the artists into the animation field, the technique that 
emerges is stop-motion.  This type of animation works with objects, mate-
rials, and puppets, which can transmit the feelings of the artist and easily 
reflects their handwork. Since the pixilation and the cut-out techniques, 
which are considered stop-motion animation, do not have a significant 
visual tactility due to their lack of human trace, this work will be concen-
trated in 3D stop-motion with puppets.

Stop-motion was one of the first animation techniques; the camera 
was stopped and re-triggered repeatedly, at specific intervals, to change 
the positions of objects and characters and create the movement illusion 
[ 7]. Nowadays, a series of photographs are used, the animated object is 
reallocated in each frame. It is an artisan technique that employs soft-
ware for the images’ capture process. Several artists and craftspersons 
work in these productions. Since the work’s execution is direct, without 
computers, the viewers sometimes can feel the marks of the involved 
people and can empathize with the objects in a better way. Therefore, 
stop-motion can be considered the animation technique with the high-
est visual tactility that develops a great haptic sensation. Stop motion 
is a three-dimensional animation technic which is related to material-
ity.  Materials here search to have the real world’s physical properties, 
which is defined by Paul Wells as fabrication. This term means to create 
an alternative version of the real material [8].  A perfect example of this 
assumption is the work of the Czech animator, Jan Svankmajer, which 
presents a high-quality amount of visual tactility. 

2.1. The visual tactility in Jan Svankmajer’s work
Since the synesthesia is a vital element of Svankmajer’s work [9], his mas-
terpiece “Flora” is ideal for defining the visual tactility. His productions 
move the spectators within this fictional world, not only touching with the 
eyes but also recognizing smells and sensing warm or cold; they are sim-
ply a complete sensorial experience. Thus, his movies are a sensations’ 
ensemble with lots of visual tactility that trigger our haptic sense.

Jan Svankmajer can be classified as a Renaissance man, not only 
linked to the animation production but also related to the sculptural 
world, including marionettes, and collages. Due to social and political 
conditions in his home country, Czech Republic, he was unable to film 
for a long time. During this time, Svankmajer produced tactile objects 
for the Czech surrealist group. He created a game, ‘Restauráteur,’ for 
comparing the visual and tactile perceptions, through the artwork and 
experiment about the tactile sense; not only like a utilitarian function 
but a sense capable of producing an imaginative stimulus [10]. This 
event triggers his passion for applying tactile sensations into audiovisual 
projects.  Svankmajer’s pieces try to raise the viewer tactile senses to 
enrich the communication process. Even when the sense of touch had 
lost its importance, Svankmajer aims to recover it by putting some tac-
tile sensations into the screen [ 5]. Svankmajer produced a wide variety 
of audiovisual works, including short and long films, some live action 
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films and animations.  His piece 
“Flora” (Fig. 1) will be analyzed 
as an example of the sensations 
that a film can transmit through 
the intelligent use of the materials 
and textures.

This shortfilm is a metaphor 
about Mother Nature’s agony: 
feet, and hands tied up, without 
the strength to collect the glass 

of water that can save her. The images are composed of vegetables and 
fruits, similar to an Arcimboldo’s portrait; and a human size female 
body, made of clay, lying on her bed.  The viewers can feel her distress 
as powerless witnesses of her agony; this psychological tension trig-
ger different sensations and a closer tactile approach [ 5].  In one of the 
movie shots, the rottenness of an apple is shown with a close-up of its 
disintegration. The spectator can feel the time passing at high speed; 
viewing and touching the apple’s texture, a mixture of disgustingly soft 
and potentially messy. When the sounds of a busy city, full of traffic 
jams, are added to the film, a perfect haptic sensation is created.

From the tactile-visual content point of view, this shortfilm can be 
divided into three parts: food, clay, and water. In the first one, the fruits and 
vegetables are chopped and sectioned; sometimes they get rot. The close-
ups created a tense environment; at the beginning, the spectator cannot 
connect the different food elements but can feel the mixture of textures.  In 
the second part, the viewer observes that those elements form a Golem-
alike creature with human characteristics, which is in agony, dying in front 
of them.  For achieving this goal, Svankmajer combined close and general 
planes in this segment. Finally, the water is the solution; the observer can 
taste it with their eyes but is unable to help to the clay’s woman. 

The tactile perception of the second part is more evident than the 
other two and emotionally link the spectator with the situation.  They 
can see that somebody modeled the clay, leaving a human mark on it.  
Svankmajer’s work usually employs objects that are chopped, devoured 
and thrown out, playing with different materials that are transformed 
with the movement illusion of stop-motion. Therefore, this technique, 
with the actions and the characters, generate a double haptic sensation 
[9].  The observers can appreciate the visual tactility that those materi-
als and textures have, being part of their transformation. This evolution 
is the direct consequence of the animator interaction with the materials, 
and thus a trace of it is left behind.

Since stop-motion animation uses materials and transformations 
that are manipulated by human hands, generates a sensation of nearness 
and warmness in the observer.  In this way, the haptic sense is activated.  
In comparison, the CGI productions with their technological obtained 
hyper-realistic textures can not trigger those sensations due to the lack of 
human traces.  Therefore CGI films fall in the Uncanny Valley more easily 
than stop-motion animations.

Fig. 1.  Svankmajer’s 
shortfilm “Flora” (1989) 

obtained from [11]
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3. The Uncanny Valley and the Stop-motion animation.
The Uncanny Valley Theory, developed by Prof. Masahiro Mori in the 
70s, established a relation between the appearance of the robots or other 
fabrications and how humans reacted to them.   According to this theory, 
the creations that are more human alike, generate a familiarity feeling.  
However, if they are similar but not equal to a human, this closeness is 
replaced by fear [2]. Our brains accept without problems two extreme 
cases: creations that are completely different to human beings and fabri-
cations that exactly like us.  In the first case, for example, stuffed toys or 
industrial mechanical arms, we accepted them as objects without life, so 
no special features (human alike movements, fluent speech, and so for) 
are expected. Nevertheless, the second case is difficult if not impossible to 
achieve, there is a gap between equal to and similar to human (humanoid 
creations).  For example, the zombies and corpses that are humanoids in 
appearance, are rejected by our brains because they are not really alive 
and therefore do not have specific characteristics that our specie associate 
with human beings, like fluent movements, natural blinking, or speaking 
abilities.  If any manufactured product cannot be placed in any of those 
two extreme cases, it will gradually tend into the Uncanny Valley.  In the 
case of stuffed animals (taxidermy elements), they are at the beginning 
of the valley because some unnatural objects (artificial eyes) are added to 
them, and their vital essence is missing. In conclusion, the human alike-
ness is not only a matter of appearance but also the possession of a set of 
characteristics related to being alive. 

 Usually this difference relay in some of the robot’s characteristics: 
the voice, the movements, or the eye shine.  Fig. 2 shows the relation be-
tween the robot’s human likeness and the familiarity sensation that they 
generate.  For example, a prosthetic hand has the same acceptation level 
as a corpse and falls into the uncanny valley.

The sensations perceived 
from these elements that fall in 
this Valley have been described 
by a psychologist as experiences 
that cause brain confusion.  Since 
this robots are familiar but strange 
at the same time, our brains find 
them disturbing or even danger-
ous, generating repulse or fear [3].

By applying this theory to 
the animation field, we appreci-

ated that some productions have fallen in the Valley.  For example, the 3D 
movies “Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within” (2001), and “Polar Express” 
(2004) and the Pixar’s “Tin Toy” (1988) [13]. However, in the last film, not 
the whole characters fall in the Uncanny Valley.  Since most of them are 
toys, their designs are cartoon style; nevertheless, the main character, the 
baby, try to be more realistic. This character falls in the Valley because his 
mouth looked like a peak. Due to the primitive CGI technic available in 
that year, only low poligonation models were possible in this movie. For 

Fig. 2. Robots Appear-
ance against Human’s 
reaction, obtained 
from [12]
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this reason, the “Tin Toy” baby seems creepier than the human beings in 
“Polar Express” or “Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within.” The Pixar’s baby 
looks like a hybrid, similar to a real infant with a peaked mouth and a sus-
picious glance, which could be placed in the same location as a prosthetic 
hand at the Mori’s graphic. All these productions are CGI, at this moment 
any stop-motion animation films have fallen in the Valley. Therefore, this 
work analyzes the connection between the animation’s Uncanny Valley 
and the handmade work, key element in 3D stop-motion films.  Some 
stop-motion animators, like Suzie Templeton, have created hyper-realistic 
puppets, but this characters are well accepted by the observers due to their 
abstract essence and have not fallen into the uncanny valley [13]. 

The CGI characters of the mentioned films are really human alike, 
but they are not perfect and generate a negative emotional reaction in the 
spectators.  This perception is related not only to their physical appearance 
but also to their movements or gestures.  The motion capture method, in 
the case of 3D animation, assures that the characters’ movement will be a 
copy of the humans’ ones.  However, if the character’s appearance is not 
perfectly human, these movements could disturb the audience. Therefore, 
the films that put together hyper-realistic elements with no real characteris-
tics are disturbing.  According to Prof. Karl MacDorman [3], this sensation 
can be compared to the feeling produced by a mechanical robot that sounds 
like a human, or a human alike robot with mechanic voice. 

Since modern technologies granted better visual human likeness to 
the CGI characters, the Polar Express (2004) is less disturbing than Tin 
Toy (1998). However, the gaze of the characters is empty with other shine, 
and the film falls into the Valley [3].  This problem is recurrent in anima-
tion and video games, which use motion capture methods and realistic 3D 
for creating their characters.  Other productions nail the appearance of the 
characters but fail in the motion of the elements. In the case of stop-motion 
animation, some productions achieved human alike puppets but have not 
fallen into the Valley.  With 3D stop-motion, the observer enters the mari-
onette world, which origin is tactile, assuring the synesthesia needed by the 
brain to process the emotions familiarly, avoiding the Uncanny Valley.

4. Relationship between the Haptic and the Uncanny Valley
Recently, the film Anomalisa (2015) received several prizes for its great 
realism and human alike puppets, as shown in Fig. 3. This likeliness can be 
perceived in the tactile and the visual.  The puppets’ silicone texture offers a 
deep haptic sensation, feeling the puppets as real actors.  According to Mori, 
since the Bunraku dolls, used in Japanese Theater, were designed to represent 
humans without a close similarity, they receive the acceptation of the audi-
ence without repulse, escaping the Uncanny Valley.  This theory cannot be 
applied to Anomalisa (2015), even if the audience know that the characters 
are puppets, they are identified as humans. During the film some characters 
disintegrated themselves revealing their internal mechanical structure, leav-
ing a strange feeling in the observer. However, the technical development 
of the hyper-realistic puppets left the union line of the face purposely. This 
element prepared the observer for the revelation of the mechanical interior, 
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and therefore the film moved away from the Uncanny Valley.  The handcraft 
generates the observer empathy more than a digital image.

The shortfilm Madame Tutli Putli (2007) took a step forward in the hu-
man likeliness.  The main character is a puppet, but human eyes were 
added by using the superposition technique, as shown in Fig. 4.  Even with 
real human eyes, the handmade surface, with texture, transmit a familiar 

sensation and put this film out of the Un-
canny Valley.  When this kind of composi-
tion is added to decoration, the observer’s 
haptic sensation is empowered.

Another example of human alike pup-
pets is presented in the short film “Peter and 
the Wolf ” (2006), where the main character, 
Peter, is realistic.  The face was created with 
silicone, giving the appearance of real skin. 
The Peter’s glance was enhanced with jelly 
to emulate the real eyes’ humidity, not only 
the tears. When the wolf attacked Peter, he 
bled, and the blood seemed liquid. This fact 
combined with the use of silicone and jelly, 
made Peter look like an almost perfectly hu-
man puppet. The wolf ’s fur and the ducks’ 

feathers completed this movie’s tactile feeling. However, the film avoided 
the Uncanny Valley by locating the realistic puppet in a clearly fictional 
background. The textures and materials that surround Peter are a mock-up, 
so the spectator ended up in an environment with high visual tactility. The 
same happened in “Isle of Dogs” (2018), where the sneezes and smoke were 
made with cotton, instead of CGI. In conclusion, materials are important 
for generating a tactile experience.

When talking about handmade puppets as tactile elements that can 
avoid the Uncanny Valley, someone could think of the ventriloquist’s pup-
pets.  They are a wooden handcraft, so they have a great tactile content.  
However, a human characteristic is artificially added to them, the voice. 
So, these puppets fall into the Uncanny Valley since a human attribute was 
applied over a clearly artificial element.  The stop-motion characters also 

Fig. 3. Charlie 
Kaufman and Duke 
Johnson’s shortfilm 
“Anomalisa” (2015) 
obtained from [14].

Fig. 4. Image composi-
tion of the shortfilm 
“Madame Tutli Putli” 
obtained from [15].
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use voice actors, but since the puppet has an internal structure, they can 
be perceived as a natural element instead of an artificial one. 
Therefore, the hyper-realistic puppets used in stop-motion animation 
avoid the Uncanny Valley due to its materials: silicone, textiles, or latex.  
This different textures can be distinguished by the spectator through their 
eyes adding visual tactility to the images.

5. Conclusions
We have determined haptic as the sense of touching with the eyes and 
visual tactility as the characteristic that activates this sense. On the other 
hand, Mori’s theory takes us to a place that generates an unpleasant feel-
ing when in the presence of semihumans, who either have our features 
in part or do not manage to resemble us at all. This theory is beginning to 
be used in video games and CGI animated productions to try not to fall 
into the Uncanny Valley, which leads to the failure of several productions. 
However, this is not the case with more artisanal style animation, such as 
stop motion animation. Although some puppets fall in this Valley, the ones 
created purely for stop motion animated productions do not.

As a result, we determined that an important part that prevents the 
fall of stop motion animation technic in the Uncanny Valley is directly 
related to haptic. The visual appreciation of the materials takes us back 
to a world of textures of which we have the tactile knowledge and there-
fore, generate proximity.

Although in animated production we accept whatever comes our 
way, because we are going to watch a film, which is known as “suspension 
of disbelief,” it is not enough in CGI animation to accept certain charac-
ters or actions they perform. It is not the same to accept a character who 
moves like a human and has an empty gaze than to mentally handle a 
silicone puppet that moves like a human and can be touch with our eyes

Therefore, if we are dealing with a CGI production, we must lean 
towards more cartoon designs so as not to fall into the Uncanny Valley. But 
if we are working in stop motion animation, we can try to access an almost 
human resemblance without being afraid of falling into the Valley, due to 
the visual tactility of the material and materials that make up these puppets.

Fig. 5. Suzie Temple-
ton’s shortfilm “Peter 
and the wolf ” (2006 ) 

obtained from [16].
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Abstract

Metamorphoses is a project about identity, based in traditional anima-
tion techniques. It was created using as starting point two drawings 
made by the 5th grade students at the C.E.I.P. Jorge Guillén in Mostoles: 
a self-portrait and a mixture of animals they would like to morph into 
in order to acquire their abilities, capacities, qualities…From here, we 
imagined the animal-outcome in a round-trip process, along with a text 
based on their words that refer to our lost morphing-abilities.

1. Introduction
This article develops the main concept, the motivations, the planning, 
stages of development, conclusion and reflections on the animated film 
Metamorphoses (a project on the multiple identities that dwell within us). 
It´s a traditional animation film whose central theme is the metamorpho-
ses, understood as multiple ongoing creation and re-creation between 
the ´I´s inhabiting inside us. In this project, those ´I´s are understood as 
process and becoming, as we assume  our capacity to hold other voices 
beyond the one that is the main source of our identity when faced with 
each other. The animation is structured around the questions posed to 
a group of children between the ages of 10 and 11 from the Jorge Guillén 
state school in Mostoles, Madrid, Spain. It was created within the context 
of the seminar “To be or not to be a body”, directed by Amalia Fernández 
and the philosopher Santiago Alba Rico, that took place in the National 
Museum Center of Art Reina Sofía, in Madrid, organized by the Advanced 
Studies Program in Critical Practices. The animation, developed over 
three months, was presented at the National Museum along with the 
results of the seminar. 

2. Main concepts
As this project was created  in the context of a seminar based on philo-
sophical approaches following the ideas of Santiago Alba Rico, along with 
contemporary dance theory and practice, it could be inscribed within the 
critical studies background. The starting point of this project is the certainty 
that our identity is constituted by “different voices” silenced by cultural, 
economic and educational reasons. In a social context such as ours, almost 

1 Complutense University of Madrid, Fine Arts Faculty, Dpt. of Drawing and Engraving, Greco st. 2. 
28040- Madrid Spain.

Keywords
Metamorphoses, 

becoming animal, drawing, 
traditional animation.
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entirely devoted to productivity and to obtaining each individual´s maxi-
mum performance (almost exclusively understood in economic therms), 
the worldwide spread request for specialization seems logical. This request 
requires us to develop a unique own “voice” an unmistakable identity that 
can be easily recognizable by everybody, that facilitates our unambiguous 
identification. Implicit in this, is the requirement of  a linear lifelong trajec-
tory which tends to neglect or underestimate what is around us: the multi-
ple, the hidden corners, everything that falls outside the realm of what has 
practical purposes. This paradigm we are immersed in, inhibits or prohibits 
the “multiple identities” that inhabits each of us, hampers its develop-
ment and prevents us from be trained in in the difference. Contemporary 
women and men must have the strength to remain equal to themselves, 
always debating between the non-commotion and the commotion, or at 
least, between the commotion-control in which we, as adults, have been 
educated, always identical to ourselves, and a strong inner voice that let 
oneself resonate, or at least let oneself echo the experiential, artistic and 
cultural manifestations. In our opinion, this is the denial of the metamorpho-
ses, traditionally considered a human capacity par excellence. 

This has not always been the case. In the book The Metamorphosis, 
Ovidi considers the exchanges between different types of nature possible 
and plausible  transformations of humans and gods in plants, in animals 
or constellations, stones and rocks. 

Also Elías Canetti2 speaks about the capacity, formerly universal 
but today in disuse, of morphing. Traditionally represented as signs in 
the body itself, the range of the metamorphoses oscillated, according 
to Canetti, between well differentiated sensations in the body itself to 
changes of form, function, state and character of the being. Metamor-
phoses were expressions of desires, of the sublime that dwells in us, of 
censorship or external prohibitions emerged in the unconscious, that 
come to life in the creative imagination taking shape in our bodies, lead-
ing us to accept  as real metaphors and Symbols. 

We must clarify that we understand the concept of metamorphoses 
in terms of process and  becoming, following the concept developed by 
Deleuze and Guattari:

“Becom ing is certainly not imitating, or identifying with something; 
neither is it regressing-progressing; neither is it corresponding, establishing cor-
responding relations; neither is it producing, producing a filiation or producing 
through filiation. Becoming is a verb with a consis1ency all its own; it does not 
reduce to, or lead back to, “appearing,” “being,” “equalling,” or “producing.’3

That is to say, that our metamorphoses is not a process of imitation or 
identification, but it is the becoming itself what is real, the end itself. For 
our project, we have focused on the becoming-animal, which is one of the 
infinite becomings that Deleuze and Canetti identify: 

“Becoming-animal is only one becoming among others. A kind of order or 
apparent progression can be established for the segments of becoming in which 

2 Canetti, E. pp.353-358.
3 Deleuze, Guattari. p.245.
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we find ourselves; becoming-woman,becoming-child, becoming-animal, -veg-
etable, or -mineral; becomings-molecular of all kinds, becomings-particles.”

And later they add: Singing or composing, painting, writing have no 
other aim: to unleash these becomings.4.

Deleuze and Guattari´s becoming-animal, is developed through un-
ending affections, mutations and relationships and, in a sense, reveal and 
exploit the inherent contradictions of the rational animal that is man. 

Also for Jung, in the development of the theory of the Archetype as 
collective unconscious the animal has a fundamental role in the creation 
and development of myths, symbols and human dreams. However, as 
Rosi Braidottii affirms, we believe that there is a fundamental difference 
between the two approaches of the man-animal relationship: 

... the realization of the archetypes sets the ego within a framework of ref-
erences and attributes, since it does not operate the qualitative reformulation 
of the perception and the immanence that nomadic thought requires.5.

Nomadic thought is the Deleuze’s approximation to the concept of 
becoming-animal as an expansion of the self in a multiplicity of imprecise 
and changing boundaries, with experiences in which the human body is felt 
as the host of processes that it cannot control. It is about the expansion of 
life, understood as biological sequences -Zoe-towards the Bios- understood 
as the self-reflective control of life, unique to the human  being.

For Sigmund Freud, the unconscious is populated by animals, “a whole 
multiplicity of animal forces of which the human body consisted”, but we 
also deviate from the thought of psychoanalysis, for which every animal 
that appears represents a repressed aspect that is susceptible to become pa-
thology, therefore, there is an instrumentalization and “domestication” that 
Braidotti points out: “The Animal drives must be processed and domesticated 
for the sake of becoming tolerable. Your wild anxiety needs to be bent.”6.

It is also not related to the analysis that makes Tzvetan Todorov of the 
literary genre fantastic and of the appearance in him of the metamorpho-
ses understood in binary terms, i.e., relating the real in opposition to the 
unreal, the sanity in opposition to the madness, and thus associating this 
with metamorphic transformations. 

The becoming animal represented, opens the door to unknown forces, 
possibly violent, uncontrollable and uncontrolled, oblivious to prudence. 

This capacity, formerly universal, whose maintenance Elías Canetti 
and Deleuze and Guattari considered one of the duties of the writers – 
and we add, of artists in general – could be part, in varying degrees, of 
each and every one of us and start from childhood. It would allow us 
to “create more and more space in ourselves,” rather than limiting that 
space by seeking socially-raised objectives. A space inhabited by human 
beings and living in general to which we give place and in which we can 
metamorphose, beyond immediate personal interests, simply by an 
inexplicable desire that can never end to be satisfied. It is not a question of 

4 Deleuze, Guattari, p.274.
5 Braidotti, R . p. 162.
6 Ibidem, 175.
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collecting what we find, but of absorbing and letting ourselves be carried 
away by the routes or “deviations”, that is to say:

 “It is in this sense that becoming-everybody/everything, making the world 
a becoming, is to world, to make a world or worlds, in other words, to find one’s 
proximities and zones of indiscernibility”7

Such apparent chaos requires a constant struggle not to succumb to 
him, and that we get used  to work and understand the teachings of myths 
and their emergence, in everyday life, at every moment,

As the theorist of new media Jussi Parikka says, “Animality is then 
a “vector of becoming”. And “Biology became one new crucial “image of 
thought” that acted as the plane on which several other cultural such as meta-
morphoses and mimicry, entomologically inspired accounts of life and culture 
also explained new ways of understanding intensities.”8

3. Development
Following Jean Piaget9 in his research, the child believes that his thoughts 
are common to all: a feeling of communion fills his vision of the world, 
and Nature is full of favourable or disturbing beings. Animals give rise to 
relationships of the same order, and the child has the impression of being 
understood by them. The boy and the girl mix certain animals in their 
moral life, conferring them certain feelings that he has experienced with 
his parents, friends and surroundings. Sometimes, those feelings are also 
transferred to the things themselves: this is what Piaget calls Animism10. 
For this reason, we have focused this project on working with children 
instead of adults. Talking to them we discover that for them, becoming an 
animal is not imitating their gestures or main characteristics. It is the very 
becoming that is real, identifying  

“ an objective zone of indetermination or uncertainty, “something shared 
or indiscernible,” a proximity “that makes it impossible to say where the 
boundary between the human and animal lies,” not only in the case of 
autistic children, but for all children; it is as though, independent of the 
evolution carrying them toward adulthood, there were room in the child 
for other becomings, “other contemporaneous possibilities” that are not 
regressions but creative involutions bearing witness to “an inhumanity 
immediately experienced in the body as such,” unnatural nuptials “outside 
the programmed body.”11 

So,based on these considerations, we have decided to use animation to 
represent these becomings graphically: the becoming-animal of 22 girls 
and boys between 10 and 11 years of age belonging to the C.I.P. Jorge 
Guiilén in Móstoles.

7 Deleuze & Guattari, p. 281.
8 Parikka, J. p. 88
9 Piaget, J. pp.153-179. 
10 Ibidem. pp.153-179.
11 Deleuze, Guattari, p.276.
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3.1. Why animation?
The notion of transformation or metamorphoses as a shape-shifting 
process appears in many ancient tales, and the language of animation 
explores this aspect. 

One of the starting points of this project is the certainty of the 
expansion of the universe of animation.12. Several books of animation 
as a “pervasive tool” that allows “...other creative modes of perception and 
mental activity, such as pre-and non verbal thought, inner speech, dreams 
and the ability to engage with non-indexical mimetic and abstract art 
forms...”13 have been written in recent years. Within the context of the 
seminar mentioned before, devoted to discussion, debate and practical 
research (activities and performances) around how we construct our 
identity, we decided to explore the animal imaginary of children and 
their relationship with the animal world, using traditional animation. 
We consider that animation is a good tool to facilitate or to imagine 
cross-species coupling: it could be seen as “an approach that inevitably 
facilitates a representational difference and that intrinsically interrogates 
orthodox positions, embedded ideology and epistemological certainty per 
se. Knowledge of and about apparently specific creatures or objects or even 
human figures is challenged and potentially redefined.”14 And also, depict-
ing process of formation could be very transgressive. Animation usually 
depicts this formlessness, and using animal metamorphoses facilitates 
transitions and visualize changes through symbolic resources and ef-
fects. As Jussy Parikka says, “It is less a matter of representation than of 
establishing relations on a plane of immanence.”15

And what kind of relations? “It privileges cross-species engagement, 
cross-dressing, gender-shifting, and the performance of identity as a method 
by which unreal settings and impossible situations may be used as a vehicle to 
play with contemporary issues.”16

That´s why Metamorphoses could be seen as “natural-cultural” 
project: a term coined by Donna Haraway to explain an intellectual and 
creative environment in which animals are represented, or the places of 
conflation of nature and culture, 

But also becoming an animal could be seen by children as  one of the 
four categories of games: as described in  Jesper Juul’s dictionary of video 
game theory, following Parikka:

“In this last one category, mimicry, (make-believe), the relation 
between animals and humans is expressed on a continuum: it could be 

12 Cholodenko, Alan”The expanding Universe of Animation (studies)”. In Animation Studies Online 
Journal, Vol. 11.  Ed. Society for Animation Studies. https://journal.animationstudies.org/category/vol-
ume-11/alan-cholodenko-the-expanding-universe-of-animation-studies/
13 Buchan, Suzanne “Introduction: Pervasive Animation”, in “pervasive Animation. Ed. Suzanne 
Buchan. AFI Film Readers. Routledge. Taylor & Francis Group.  2013. New York.
14 Wells, Paul. The Animated Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and Culture (Kindle Locations 119-122). 
Rutgers University Press. Kindle Edition. 
15 Parikka, Jussi “Insect Media. An archaeology of Animals and Technology. Posthumanities11. 
University of Minnesota Press. Minneapolis. 2010. p.95.
16 Wells, Paul. The Animated Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and Culture (Kindle Locations 1124-1125). 
Rutgers University Press. Kindle Edition. 
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seen as en engine of metamorphoses that transfigure spaces and players 
(or participants) with a continuum of changes, separations, movements, 
associations and dissociations”17.

3.2. The process
For three days, we spoke individually with each of the boys and girls who 
attended 5th grade in the aforementioned school. The procedure con-
sisted of three stages: interviews, drawings/animation and sound. 

a.-Interviews: The testimonies of girls and boys. 20 cards of black and 
white animal drawings, where presented to children. We chose black and 
white drawings instead of colour photographs, to deviate from a realistic 
representation of the animals located in their usual environment. We used 
more abstract representations, collected from different sources, to invite 
them to carry out their own representations. 

From these images, which they observe for minutes, these questions 
are asked:

a1.- “Have you ever felt as if you were transformed into any of these ani-
mals or things that are depicted in these drawings, or perhaps into others? 
Tell us what, when and how.”

Some examples were added to clarify the character or orientation of the 
question, such as:

“For example, when you are at the top of a mountain and you feel like a 
bird, as if you were going to fly, or  When you ride a bike, and the wind 
blows in your face, as if you were a butterfly or a bird, or when you get 
angry, you feel that you can become a lion, or to be a lion when you want to 
protect your little brother so that nothing bad happens to him or to prevent 
him to be afraid... or as a Ostrich that hides the head beneath the earth if 
you are afraid, or like a rock when you insist on doing something and your 
parents tell you that you should not... “. 
a2.- “Would you like sometimes to be able to transform yourself into some 
of these animals to adopt their qualities, or to be like them?“
a3.- What animal or animals do you admire? Why? 
a4.-Would you like to become a mix of them all, being different from the 
one you are now? What animals or things would you mix and why?

Children think that animals have amazing abilities to perceive or to 
achieve things that humans can´t. So, they think that they engage with 
the world on different terms and conditions than us, so they want to 
experience this. We could say, as John Berger said that

“The animal represents the apogee of the character trait in question: the lion, 
absolute courage; the hare, lechery. The animal once lived near the origin of 

17 Following Parikka: “Caillois (1961) posits four categories of games: Agon (contest), alea(chance), ilinx 
(vertigo), and mimicry (make-believe).” p. 105.
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the quality. It was through the animal that the quality first became recogniz-
able. And so the animal lends it his name. (Berger 1980, 16)18

The animals that girls and boys talk about are at the same time individu-
ated, that is, their personal animals with which they share space and daily 
time, like “My Cat”, “My Dog”, “My Turtle”, “My Hamster”...,-that is to 
say, those that Deleuze and Guattari identify as the preferred by psychoa-
nalysis to discover in them the figure of the father or mother19, But from 
there, he or she jumps to those animals that are included in the myths, 
archetypes or models: the lion, the serpent..., and to a third category: The 
herded animals or considered more demonic, usual protagonists of the 
tales (the wolf )...- And each animal can, during the conversation, traverse 
the three states, or start with family animals, of which “adopt” their char-
acteristics, to become mythological and adopt the characteristics that are 
socially presupposed, and then mix it with the herd animals.20

b.- Drawings: Once these questions are made, they are invited to 
make three drawings: a self-portrait-that is, the representation of how 
they see themselves-, the drawing of their favourite animal and the mix-
ture result of all these animals – they used to call it a mythological beast. 
There were no technical limitation, but we recommended  the content to 
be included in a DIN A4 size 

This very last drawing depicts a tension between animalization and 
anthropomorphism: what Paul Wells calls “bestial ambivalence”: “a con-
ceptual tool that can be used in relation to specific animal characters or in 
relation to animal narratives in general”21 

18 Wells, Paul. The Animated Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and Culture (Kindle Locations 163-165). 
Rutgers University Press. Kindle Edition. 
19 Deleuze & Guattari, p.247.
20 We are based on the classification made by Deleuze and Guattari themselves (Deleuze, Guattari, 
1988:246-47). 
21 Wells, Paul. The Animated Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and Culture (Kindle Locations 886-887). 

Fig. 1. Some of the 
drawings of the animals 

presented to the children.
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3.3. Visual appearance and animation
In order to unify the graphic material that we were going to use, we opted 
to trace the drawings  in black line. In so doing, the graphic treatment of 
the drawings, that is to say, the simple line of various thickness is the uni-
fying element and that allows us to move from one character to another. 
The animation between the two main drawings, that is, between the 
self-portraits and the becoming-animals-mixture, seems to be the most 
appropriate way of representing these processes: process-character and 
resulting character, both gathered in the same concept.

From a technical point of view, transitions from metamorphoses, that 
is, interpolations, drawn frame by frame, include a variable number of 
steps, ranging from eleven to twenty, depending on the graphic complex-
ity between the first drawing and the last one. 

The sort of interpolations –  “abrupt”, sudden, humorous, calmer or 
quieter-is suggested by the character and personality revealed by each child 
to us during the conversations, so that the contact with each one of them 
is a tool that provides us with fundamental material for later graphic work. 
Finally, it was decided to perform the metamorphoses processes as a round-
trip loop, so that it always starts with the “concrete personality” of each 
boy or girl and arrives back to his “human form”. The animation goes from 
a sort of human images to the  theriomorphic images22 to therianthropic, 
that is, combining the form of a beast with that of a man23, The mask used 
to hide part of the screen refers to the spotlights used in performing arts 
to isolate the main character and to focus the attention of the viewer: Each 
child is the protagonist at any given time, and the focus “seeks” each new 
protagonist who unfolds in front of us its becoming-animal. metamorpho-
ses: he will be able to better understand it and talk about it. 

Rutgers University Press. Kindle Edition. 
22 Something is presented as having the form of a beast
23 Wells, Paul. The Animated Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and Culture (Kindle Locations 1208-1211). 
Rutgers University Press. Kindle Edition. 

Fig. 2. The metamor-
phoses of one “becoming-
animal” process.
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3.4. Sound
Taking into account the answers given by the children, the animals that 
they chose and the attributes that confer or attributed them, we made the 
text. We want to emphasize that we made the decision to conjugate it in 
first person, and feminine, referring to the capacity of transformation and 
possibility of becoming of each person: as if in the narrator coexists all those 
animals and therefore, all these personalities and the transformation will 
be produced daily and accepted naturally. A reference to this first person-
speech, with the narrator acting as a medium for which all events happen, is 
the work of Daniela Comani “it was me. Diary 1900-1999”24, who repre-
sented Italy at the 54 ª Venice Biennale of 2011. This project deals with 100 
years of history presented with a first-person voice and in chronological 
order, as if all the events had happened to her, which goes from being a pas-
sive witness to an activist, to be later victim, executioner and perpetrator, 
the winner of the Nobel prize or an explorer. In fact, it can be read as a refer-
ence to the category of “the human” and the broad spectrum of acts that 
humanity is capable of: from the worst and most abject to the highest and 
altruistic actions. In addition to the mentioned text, sound recordings were 
made at the Zoo of Madrid, before the opening hours to the public. The Zoo 
was chosen because, in most cases, it is the place of reference that boys and 
girls have to contact with other animals besides their pets. We would like to 
thank the public-relations officers of the Zoo for their kindness and specifi-
cally to Maria Jose Luis Cerezo, in charge of communication of both the zoo 
Acuarium and Faunia of Madrid.

Here we can see a reduced version of the project.25

3. Conclusions
The language of animation, in this case traditional animation created 
with simple media-black line on white background- has allowed us to deal 
with a complex concept such as the identity and the acceptance of certain 
degree of diversity in ourselves to configure our identity. In our project, 
the becoming-animal has been taken as a reference to explain the desires 
of the children when shaping their own personality, capacities and abili-
ties. This kind of work can help them think about the capacity we all have 
to model and configure our own way of being in the world, fleeing from 
simplification, which necessarily standardize and impoverishes.
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Abstract

In the animation industry, there are always three parameters: cost, time and 
visual style. All are important, although at the audience level, only the visual is 
seen. The last 30 years, thanks to technological advances, have made it possible 
to optimize the processes of the 2D animated series for television. The increase 
in platforms, demands more animated content, and for that series to stand out, 
it must be visually original. To look for this premise, the studios are looking for 
ways to create a series with a visual style that is different from the rest, but that 
does not affect production times and does not increase costs, because it would 
no longer be profitable. What is beginning to be achieved is to mix flat anima-
tion techniques, with the more traditional techniques of 2D, but updated to 
the digital age. Analyzed three series, with different visual style, the guidelines 
achieved on the visual results of each one of them are shown.

1. Introduction
At present, we have different media and audiovisual platforms. Different 
animation series, either by theme or by visual style.

Thinking about the productions of 30 years ago, the series was based 
on successful styles like those of Hanna Barbera2. One of the principles 
for one of the animated series to approach success is to make it original, 
a visual style different from the rest, think of Amazing world of Gumball, 
Adventure Time or Steve Universe3. The visual style has to be one of 
the important factors at the time of creation, but influenced by produc-
tion costs and times. The analysis should take into account the value of 
production, exploring manuals, resources and interviews, highlighting 
the person of Belli Ramírez, recognized production manager at European 
level. This analysis is done by focusing on the animated production of 
series from the occidental perspective, since the processes of Asia, and 
specifically Japan, follow other processes4.

1 Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Drawing, Valencia, Spain
2 Hanna-Barbera Productions was formed in 1957 by William Hanna and Joseph Barbera, who had been 
partners in animation at MGM Studios where they created the memorable Tom and Jerryshorts. They left 
MGM when the studio stopped production on animated films. Hanna and Barbera achieved immediate 
success on television with The Huckleberry Hound Show in 1958, followed later by the highly popular 
prime-time series, The Flintstones. Through the next thirty years, Hanna-Barbera produced an asto-
nishing 249 individual cartoon series for television—totaling over 1,200 hours of original episodes.
3 Cartoon Network animation channel series.
4 PhD thesis. HORNO LÓPEZ, Antonio (2013). Animación japonesa. Análisis de series de anime ac-
tuales. Granada, Universidad de Granada.
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In recent years, new animation processes have been created, thanks 
to advances in digital applications. The 2D animation for series has been 
completely digitized, as it allows the studios to reduce costs and produc-
tion times. These processes, which have updated traditional systems to 
digital, are opening up options in the visual aspect of the series, leaving 
aside overexploited styles.

In this case, we are talking about two processes, one is the digital cut-
out, where the animators have all the parts of the character, and animate it as 
if it were a puppet, which is why it is also called Puppets Animation. The other 
process is traditional animation, but instead of using paper, pencil, acetate5,.... 
an application is used, where you can draw and generate the number of 
frames needed for the sequence. It is also called Tradigital or Paperless.

This study shows the starting point by analyzing three 2D animated 
series, where emphasis is placed on the technical process, mixing the two 
processes in order to make a series, with fewer limitations in its visual fin-
ish, which affects the work of the animator who facilitates the production 
process, and thus does not increase the time and costs of production.

These processes complement each other, and are increasingly being 
implemented in the studios, as they allow us to obtain a series with a 
unique, unique and more elaborate visual finish.

2. Methods
In order to carry out this study, a number of animated series were ana-
lyzed, which were accessible to the production processes. Not only the 
viewing of chapters, but also the access to the material of the production, 
where it is possible to visualize the techniques and resources used in the 
projects. Three series issued internationally have been selected to show 
the relevance of this study.

With the material obtained, we searched for the use of the traditional 
digital animation process and the puppet system. This analysis provides a 
hybrid process of the commented animation processes, showing that it is 
possible to extrapolate it to other productions.

3. Results
After the analysis of the series from the available material, it is shown 
that the animation studios look for, to facilitate the work of the animator, 
improving the production times. One of the problems of animated series 
is to maintain the visual style throughout their episodes. One of the weak 
points of a character, to maintain the style, is the design of his head, 
gestures,.... the job of the animator is to draw the character as close to the 
original design in each shot, which slows down the production times of a 
series made with the traditional digital process.

The Puppets animation system can be unlimitedly repetitive in the poses 
and actions that the character animators must perform, affecting the pre-
production process in the design of the characters and their visual finish.

5 Laybourne, Kit,.: The animation Book.: Line and Cel animation. pp. 171--215. Three River Press, New 
York (1998).
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The novelty is in using the traditional technique, but already in digi-
tal form, mixing it with the puppets technique, born from the animation 
series themselves that sought to optimize production times. One of the 
principles of animation is the solid drawing6 of the characters, in the tra-
ditional process is the animator, through drawing, generates the character 
pose without any technical limitation. In the Puppets method, the artist is 
limited to the structure of the character developed by the pre-production 
team. The system of bones and hierarchies conditions the poses of the 
character in the work of the animator. The advantages of the puppets 
system are hand poses, head poses, blinkers or mouth designs for lip-sync. 
All this material is defined and generated in pre-production, just when 
the visual style of the series is defined. In the series analyzed, the mixture 
of both systems has been detected in order to obtain a more elaborate 
product, more personal and a unique visual style. In the table generated 
by Paul Wells in his book Understanding Animation, taking into account 
that it is a 1998 analysis, with productions that only had a 25% digitized 
process, and the Flash tool, was still in its beginnings. Paul refers to an 
orthodox and an experimental animation. The orthodox shows in a more 
unified visual style in the Disney, Warner and Hanna Barbera line. And a 
more experimental animation, with varied styles. In the animated produc-
tion of the industry, we see that it has gained in style more varied, by a 
more presence of visual authors, thanks to technical advances.

The first series analyzed, Motor City7, the characters have a visual 
development close to an alternative comic book look of the 90s or close 
to the design of characters from the musical group Gorillaz8. In this series 
in the material analyzed, the heads of the characters have a pre-defined 
animation in the rotations that is necessary for the animated shot.. The 

6 Alan Becker channel, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7An0jukOkCI
7 Animated series by Titmouse studio, for Disney Channel XD. 2012.
8 British virtual music group created by Damon Albarn and Jamie Hewlett in 1998. The members of the 
band are animated characters.

Fig. 1. Paul Wells’ table 
on animation styles.
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rest of the characters’ bodies are animated in a traditional way, i.e. drawn. 
Therefore, the head piece has enough nested material in itself to make 
the sequence and expression that the character needs in the plane. The 
animator in this way makes the drawings of the poses that the character 
needs, and with respect to the head must use the material nestled in the 
head piece, selecting the frames that are necessary for the movement of 
that part. At the same time, it also gives the expression of the face of the 
protagonist. In this way, a visual unity is achieved between episodes, in 
the heads and faces of the characters, and in turn an optimization in the 
work of the animator.

In the Amazing world of Gumball series, with a much more cartoon 
aesthetic, the characters are developed with all the pre-production mate-
rial, head poses, hands, eyes, mouths, among others. In this series the 
main animators, have the reference of all the elements that compose the 
characters, but they are the ones who decide if they use it or draw again 
based on all this material. In the production process of this series, the plan 
cleaning team is in charge of making use of the material already gener-
ated in pre-production, since it speeds up production times. With this 
system it allows them to maintain the visual entity of the series, keeping 
the design of the main characters perfectly the same in each episode.
The third series analyzed is Niko and the Sword of Light9. In the material 
analyzed again we see the heads with a finished animation while the rest of 

9 Animated series by Titmouse studio, for Amazon Prime. 2017.

Fig. 2. Rough anima-
tion in Motor City.

Fig. 3. Library of the 
head of character for 
Motor City.

Fig. 4. Rough anima-
tion in Amazing world 
of Gumball.

Fig. 5. Rough anima-
tion in Amazing world 
of Gumball.

Fig. 6. Rough anima-
tion in Niko and the 
Sword of light.

Fig. 7. Rough anima-
tion in Niko and the 
Sword of light.
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the body is drawn in undefined, non-colored strokes, just like in Motor City. 
In this series the aesthetics used are more cartoon. This series has action 
scenes which need solid drawings to highlight the sequence, which would 
not have enough emphasis with the production process of Puppets, which 
would force to generate the most complex character, with more pieces, 
when the drawn animation process allows a greater freedom of drawing 
poses, and getting a silhouette10 that allows to have a solid drawing.

4. Conclusion
In the 2D animated series of the 1990s, you could see the same character 
between episodes and sometimes between chapters, which did not look 
so much like the original design, that they were not a model, as they say in 
the industry. The most noticeable was in the heads, faces and lip-synchro-
nization, and this did not please a professional audience. The causes can 
be various, corresponding to the first episodes, and even the animators do 
not have enough drawing practice of the characters, or different levels of 
the cartoonists.

The mixture of the traditional digital technique together with the 
animation of puppets, allows us to produce more accurate visuals, and a 
technical development in the creation of the characters. This allows for 
better results, which is what the industry is looking for.

The following figure11 shows a comparison between the two tech-
niques from the point of view of the animation process. As we can see, 
there is a difference in the human team involved, but we must also take 
into account the execution times, which we can see in figures 9 and 1012. 
These two elements with the visual element, which makes the series 
unique and different, show the basics of animated production.

The animation studio must work on a more exhaustive pre-production 
of the characters, defining well the parts that are going to be used as the 
character’s library, such as the rotation of the head, blinking or lip-sync 
among others. This greater control means that small animations have to 

10 Clarity is the key ingredient when creating your silhouettes. Understand and draw the forms before 
you commit to just random blobs. Your goal is organization. Silver, Stephen.: The Silver Way, techniques, 
tips and tutorials for Effective Character Design. pp. 77. Design Studio Press (2017).
11 CORSARO, Sandro, J. PARROTT, Clifford (2004). Hollywood 2D, digital animation. Course 
Technology PTR .
12 From the source at http://mrcohl.com by Belli Ramírez, production management in animation 
projects with more than 25 years in the industry.

Fig. 8. Comparative 
graphic of the animation 

stuff team between a 
traditional 2D project 

and another 2D puppets.
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be made during this phase of the project, which was not necessary before, 
but later on, it will save time for the animators, who will not have to draw 
their heads on each frame, but will use this library.

Resources and strategies must be established for the characters, so 
that the animator has all the necessary material to develop the scenes 
with good results. The drawing has the importance it had in traditional 
animation, since the animator must draw the best possible poses that al-
low the scene, with the advantage of not making the position of the head 
or face gesture, because it already comes in the material generated in the 
pre-production. This way, the character will always look the same in each 
episode, since it is a library.

This mix of systems, gives the opportunity to new graphic styles when 
it comes to conceiving the series, since the complex part is overcome.
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Abstract

This article discusses the relations between animation cinema and 
education in the perspective of cultural studies, with emphasis on the 
concepts of emancipation and otherness. It seeks the theoretical support, 
especially in Rancière, Freire, Bergala and Fresquet, in order to articulate 
the reflections developed during the academic courses, the research for 
the Master’s Dissertation in progress, on the autonomous production of 
animated films by young students of the school in the city of Rio de Janei-
ro. The selection of animated films produced by young people of varied 
nationalities, in projects such as Cinema in Course and Anima Escola in 
Brazil, allowed the analysis of four experimental shorts, three documenta-
ries and eight short fiction films. Among the initial observations are those 
that signal to the multiplicity of cultural practices of youths dialoguing 
and simultaneously tensioning the infinite awakenings to new knowledge, 
in the encounter with the other and with the very emancipation of the 
young students.

Introduction
“Someone who awakens” is the title of chapter 24 of the book Motivos 
visuales del cine, organized by Alain Bergala in partnership with Jordy 
Balló in 2016; in it, Valérie Loiseleux, inspired by six scenes from differ-
ent films, talks about the awakening, enabling associations between the 
metaphor of opening the eyes when waking up and coming across new 
concepts, realities, knowledge. The text, by analogy, may refer the reader 
attentively to reflect on the pedagogical action in such passages as: “I wait 
for the instant that his eyes discover that the world exists” (p.169) insofar 
as the teacher is, all the time , creating situations for their students to 
make discoveries, towards new knowledge about the world. This presup-
poses the presence of the cinema in the school and the necessary clarity of 
the meaning used to the term “cinema”.

In this article, the focus is on the proposal to produce animated films 
at school, considering that the line of research that offers theoretical 
support is the practice of cinema as a cultural pedagogy. According to 
Fresquet (2015), the dialogue that emerges allows the art of making films 
at school can transform them, as it not only allows students to access the 

1 Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro, Instituto de Educação e Multidisciplinar, BR 465, 
Km 07- RJ, Brazil
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best of culture, but also because cinema at school intends the art itself to 
live up to the sensitive experiences of these young people.

2. Creating and Animating Objects
as a Decisive Inaugural Experience
Recurring expression in everyday school life, “going to the cinema” attrib-
utes a meaning that characterizes it, in the common sense, as a building 
that has physical location. Differently from the meanings suggested in the 
phrase “take the cinema to the school”, where it is possible to consider 
that from the point of view of the educational practice one can “take it to 
the school” by means of exhibition of cinematographic productions (in 
cineclubes, for example ) or through a pedagogical proposal to produce 
/ make / debate cinema at school. However, for any of these intentions 
it is essential to refer to cinema theories as “substitute for the look, art, 
language, writing, thought, manifestation of affection and symbolization 
of desire” (AUMONT and MARIE, 2003). 

Instinctively, we identify something that is inert as lifeless, just as 
the immobility of sleep sometimes refers to death. The development of 
the cinematographic gaze agitates the understanding through the pos-
sibility that the cinema has, of making common what does not belong to 
us and “[...] the amplitude of the act of knowing is unveiling an object, 
the unveiling gives life.” (SHOR Freire, 1996, p.509, emphasis added); 
and it is in this perspective that there is the awakening that emancipates 
for the knowledge of the world.

The reading by Rancière (2010) suggests that one of the major 
challenges of the social sciences in critical thinking is to collaborate so 
that the viewer emancipates from his passive position as a spectator. This 
emancipatory process is made possible by the direct experience of the 
young student who not only shares how he lived through a film, but main-
ly, has autonomy through his own choices, selecting a theme, exploring it 
(unveiling it and knowing it) o) and choose plans and images to represent 
it by communicating with other individuals.

The experience of the creative process allows to overcome barriers 
imposed by the intentionality of the planning on which concepts have to 
be learned with the film, exhibited or created. In this way, making animat-
ed films at school can be a catalyst for the emancipation of the spectator 
as an affirmation of their capacity to see what they see, to know how to 
think and to do about it. It matters that in creating or watching a scene, 
he can see beyond it, construct and deconstruct images, and show the 
unspeakable by sighting the visible and the hidden, by representing what 
is thought and / or meaning. By connecting and identifying heteroge-
neous and different aspects of their experiences, the apprentice awakens, 
accessing what he does not yet know.

Berino (2017, p.2) cites an interview published in English in 1978, 
where Paulo Freire states: “as teachers, we are politicians and also art-
ists”. In this perspective, the act of knowing is understood as an artistic 
task, because our knowledge has a certain quality of life, which can 
create and animate objects. It is also important to extend the concept 
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to students. The appropriation of an object through knowledge ascribes 
meaning to this previously non-existent object. The idea in question is 
consistent with Bergala’s thinking that the experience of the passage to 
the act is irreplaceable by generating knowledge not accessible only by 
the analysis of the films. The creative process proves to be an essential 
part of appropriating and sharing with a learning trail, and the teacher is 
the motivator of this emancipating experience of this awakening. In the 
words of Bergala (2008)

When accompanied by an adult who respects the child’s emotion, the 
seemingly tiny act of running a plan involves not only the wonderful hu-
mility that was the Lumière brothers, but also the sacredness that a child 
or adolescent lends to a “first time” taken seriously, taken as a decisive 
inaugural experience. (BERGALA, 2008, p.210)

In this way, what was created, the creature, has a life of its own, 
awakens, moves the fingers and as Dr. Frankenstein (1931) would say “It’s 
alive! It’s alive! “, Life was generated. We create. And creation moves us, 
everyone. Possibly, few images will illustrate protagonism and student 
emancipation as well as a pupil with a camera in his hands, thus giving 
this individual the awakening to new looks and new questions. Let us use 
the metaphor of the lens that opens, like the eyes, in an awakening. For 
Bergala (2008), cinema should be used, as art (creation of the new), to 
promote the encounter with otherness, as a way of the spectator to relate 
their existence to the vision of the other, understanding the world under 
different looks, sensitized in experience.

This emancipatory process is made possible by the direct experience 
of the learner, who must say how he lived the crossing of the film, mobi-
lizing encounters with the other, overcoming the barriers imposed by the 
intentionality of the teacher’s planning about what concepts have to be 
learned with the film, exhibited or created. By placing himself inside the 
other and identifying heterogeneous and different aspects of his expe-
riences, the apprentice awakens accessing what he does not yet know. 
It is important that, when you look at the scene, you can see beyond it, 
construct and deconstruct images and show the unspeakable, seeing the 
visible and the hidden in representing what is thought.

3. Youth and its imaging representations
In the analysis of the four experimental shorts2, three documentaries and 
eight fiction short films  produced by youngsters of various nationalities, 
the recurrence of some juvenile dilemmas expressed in school creations 
such as loneliness, sadness, insecurity, death , lack of / seeking for 
affection. This fact testifies to the young person’s need to deal with these 
socially understood themes as part of adult life, because they demand 
maturity in their healthier resolutions.

2 Four experimental shorts: “A ritme de cançons”, “De tant en tant”, “M’agradava”, “Una vida normal”; 
three documentaries: “De pressa passa el temps”, “O acordar”, “Unsere Stadt im Frühling”; and six short 
fiction films: “Fer-se gran”, “La nit més llarga”, “Llums de matinada”, “Notes de confiança”, “Passo a 
passo”, “Presente”, “Le petit Markus” e “Baletéia e a Boneca Misteriosa”. All listed in the filmography of 
this article.
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It is therefore relevant to clarify that the definitions of childhood, 
youth, and maturity vary in different societies and have gained debate, 
content, social and legal contours throughout history to the present. 
However, although age limits vary according to social and cultural groups, 
youth is understood as a time of building identities, questioning and de-
fining future projects. Thus, according to Novaes (2007), “being young is 
living contradictory coexistence between the subordination to family and 
society and at the same time, great expectations of emancipation.”

For the argument that youths should be understood in the plural, 
in their multiplicity of understandings, feelings and ways of living as a 
time of changes, questionings and transgressions, it is illustrative the 
film “The Incomprehended ones” of Truffaut, that was used by the 
Project Cinema in progress as a motivator of one of the requests for the 
cinematographic creation in the schools of the countries involved. It is a 
film that portrays the universal history of human relations showing the 
difficulty of adapting the young Antoine Doinel to the impositions of his 
family, school and world. There is a feeling of loneliness that marks the 
life of the protagonist and runs through the entire narrative. Inability 
to communicate, loneliness and sadness often appear, especially in the 
films Passo a Passo e Llums de Matinada; portraying youth practices 
often connected in the contemporary scenario where they viralize dy-
namics such as the “game” Blue Whale Challenge3 .

Bringing the possibility of a cinematic expression to the everyday 
life of the child increases the chances of the youth rethinking their 
private daily life, making individual movements and exposing thoughts 
and feelings, as well as exercising otherness with other realities where 
they can identify and rebuild themselves. One of the dilemmas to con-
sider is that, when it comes to an institutional pedagogical proposal, art 
as a collective creation is questionable because, as Bergala (2008, p.205) 
asserts, “the act of creation is solitary as much as in other arts. [further-
more] it is necessary that the teacher knows how to preserve a portion 
of nonsense: art is to say in another way, not always with words and not 
necessarily according to rational logic.”

However, by emancipating themselves through filmmaking, youths 
can be encouraged to confront their fears head-on, as seen in Le Petit 
Markus (Camera Project-etc., An animation workshop based in Liège with 
the 1st and 2nd primary year of the École Communale De Wesny, Bel-
gium), or resume, even if through fantasy and the make-believe, certainty 
that problems can be overcome.

In Brazil, the short film “Balletéia e a Mônica Misteriosa”, produced 
in 2005, by students of the public network of Rio de Janeiro, in partnership 
with the Anima School Project, for example, brings the representation of 
death as rereading and transgression, in extent that the theme is disre-

3 Assumed phenomenon emerged in a Russian social network in 2016/2017, linked to the increase in 
teen suicides. Dissipated by social networks, he proposed macabre challenges to teenagers, like hitting 
photos watching horror movies, self-mutilating, getting sick and, in the final step, committing suicide. 
Apparently the phenomenon began in Russia, but it reached supporters around the world - including 
Brazil, demanding increased attention with young people who tended to depression.
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garded in the school curriculum. In this sense, the art of making movies 
at school can transform it, because according to Bresson (2005, p.22), “an 
image must become in contact with other images as a color in contact 
with other colors. A blue is not the same blue next to a green, a yellow, a 
red. There is no art without transformation. “

Thus, the re-reading of one’s own feelings and ways of dealing with 
the world leads to reflection on the maturation in the sense proposed in 
the productions of “Fer-se Gran” and “Presente”(from Cinema en Cours).

However, it is not a matter of educating feelings in order to conform 
students to previously determined models of attitudes, but to creating 
pedagogical situations where they can be autonomously expressed in 
exchanges and sharing. In this way, open spaces for debates of this size in 
the spaces, becomes fundamental. According to French filmmaker and 
educator Karim Bensalah, in his Masterclass held by the French Consulate 
in partnership with the Secretary of State for Culture on Cinema Educa-
tion at Maison de France on August 28, 2017: “It is necessary to open new 
space, political, creative. For art, for the spontaneous, for the sensitive; 
because this is part of our lives. “ 

In the list of justifications for overcoming ignorance about the 
youth, there is the following argument: “In some way, we participate in 
a tangling that interests us keenly [...] [since] youth are part of our lives 
... (BERINO et al., 2013, p.20) because we have already been or will be 
young and in various moments and situations we deal with them either in 
the condition of professional educators or parents, researchers, that is, in 
various everyday situations.

In this sense, dealing with youth and their emancipation presuppos-
es political relations of conduct and reactions envisaged in the “respect 
for elders”, for example. The question that prevails is: and the reciprocal 
one, would it not be true? Would not it also be fitting, as mature adults, to 
respect, listen and consider the notes of youth? But in the common sense 
the “elders” hold the authority, under which the youngest must undergo. 
Emancipating, in this conception, would lose power over the younger 
one. Power relations permeate the meanings of authority, autonomy and 
empowerment, which are, in general, directly linked to the exercise of 
the freedom of the oppressed, which, emancipated, according to Freirean 
ideology, breaks the relation of domination exercised by the oppressor, 
liberating it also.

Considering that young people, for the most part, attend school as a 
legal obligation, it is necessary to understand the issues of authority and 
autonomy in the perspective of the power relations that permeate formal 
educational practices,

The pedagogy of the oppressed, as a humanist and liberating peda-
gogy, will have two distinct moments. The first, in which the oppressed 
unveil the world of oppression and commit themselves to praxis, with its 
transformation; the second, in which, transformed the oppressive reality, 
this pedagogy ceases to be the oppressed and becomes the pedagogy of 
men in the process of permanent liberation. (Freire, 1987, p.45) Thus, it is 
necessary to build horizontalized relationships in the daily school life, in a 
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process of collective creation that allows the cinematographic expression, 
in order to increase the chances of the young person (and the school) to 
awaken to new relationships with the other, exposing feelings, thoughts in 
the exercise of otherness, identifying or rebuilding.

In this sense, the experience of the Lumière Minute4 (BERGALA, 
2008) presents itself as a valuable exercise since it demands from the 
participants the choice of the theme, the plan, the assembly of the scene, 
and according to Fresquet (2013, p. ), when subjects become “... authors 
of the plans and address their gaze to see a world through the frameworks 
where there is always space for the emergence of the new, of what was 
not foreseen and, in this unexpected, another relation to the time of this 
ubiquitous minute. “ From these practices, by subverting subjects’ posi-
tions, widening their eyes, dialoguing with the sensitive, and provoking 
discussions beyond formal programmatic content, the artistic creation of 
animation cinema is established because “[...] creating is not deform or 
invent people and things. It is to establish between people and things that 
exist and as they exist, new relationships.” (BRESSON, 2005, p.25).

Throughout life, human awakening is continuous and although the 
eyes are open, there is always a new reality, perspective or unknown 
information. To perceive from another perspective is to awaken to a 
new world, a new reality. Thus, through the practice of otherness, it is 
exercised: empathy, respect, understanding of what comes from outside, 
from the other; and at the same time there is an appropriation of one’s 
own identity. Once [...] identity emerges ... from the dialogue between the 
concepts and definitions that are represented for us by the discourses of a 
culture and by our (conscious or unconscious) desire to respond to the ap-
peals made by these meanings, of being questioned by them, of assuming 
the positions of subject built for us. (HALL, 1997, p.26 )

4. Not to conclude
The imaginary possibilities found in the fear of death can be interpreted as 
the absence of movement, or deep sleep, stagnation. The line of reasoning 
is the one that understands the renewal, like the continuous awakening, 
promoted (here in this case) by the cultural practices juveniles in the mak-
ing animated cinema in the school for having already lived and experienced 
different situations and awakenings to infinite knowledge and realities.

The discoveries are infinite and so it is possible to seek support in the 
vision that brings us Rancière (2002) when affirming that we must think 
of aesthetics in the broad sense, as modes of perception and sensitivity, 
the way in which individuals and groups build the world such as “genius-
es,” meaning the emancipated artist, since, according to him, “the secret 
of genius is that of Universal Teaching: learning, repeating, imitating, 
translating, decomposing, recomposing. And the student does this until 
he creates confidence, autonomy. “(P.77)

4 Exercise described in the book “Cinema Hypothesis” and proposed by Alain Bergala to his students in 
the years of acting in the schools. The proposal is that students film 60-second takes in conditions similar 
to the first films of the cinema, made by the Lumière Brothers; were short, without stories, focused on 
everyday scenes, without direct and colorless sound and with the camera fixed.
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Therefore, to make animated films at school, in the broad sense 
of the multiplicity of looks and doubts where the juvenile knowledge is 
constructed in a network, and the decisions of an individual reflect and 
can be affected by the actions and perceptions of the other, refers to the 
African concept of ubuntu: “a person is a person because of other people”. 
This is what the entry “A” related to the word “otherness”, in the Cinema 
Abecedário with Alain Bergala (FRESQUET; NANCHERY, 2012) quoting 
Serge Daney : “the cinema allows us to put ourselves inside the other.”
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Abstract

“The magical unfathomable of Animation: The unknown, the unseen and 
the folklore” aims to study the relationship of the mystic and the magical 
by connection to Japanese, European and north-American folklore in the 
field of animation. The unusual, the unknow, the unfathomable coinhabit 
the natural and human space and are substances passible of becoming 
creative agents of choice in the world of Animation, such as finding a fer-
tile territory to be shaped and expressed metaphorically. To such, will be 
analyzed case-studies of the “anime” “Mushi-shi” considered pertinent 
for the present study, mainly for sharing nature and human landscape. 
Other examples of animation will be examined, such is the case of Hayao 
Miyazaki’s “Princess Mononoke”. Relatively to western animation will be 
studied “Over the Garden Wall”. The article consolidates in the notions of 
unknown, of folklore, of Animism (Philippe Descola), in the painting and 
poetry of William Blake, in “Erlking” by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 
among others.

1. Introduction
The line of investigation drawn in “The magical unfathomable of Ani-
mation: The unknown, the unseen and the folklore” attempts to compre-
hend by which ways the projects of animation target the magical and the 
unknown as creative agents. Universes are built marked by fluidity, by 
peacefulness, by the fantastic, the unseen and the terrific. Beyond logic, 
knowledge and control, doors open to an other-world, either inside a 
“common” world or a skewed one. It is in this atmosphere that we are led 
to question human condition, passions and conducts.

The space framing as symbolic and complying certain function are also 
of emphasis: the nature as a living entity, mysterious, mutable (“Mushi-shi” 
[14]), warrior, wild (“Princess Mononoke” [10]); or the visual framework 
with strong references to European and north-American painting, illustra-
tion and literature of pre-XXI century (“Over the Garden Wall” [8]).

To approach nature as possessor of personality and assuming itself 
as a character more than environment, is important to mention Philippe 
Descola [4]. The anthropologist’s work centers on his experience by the 
Amerindian tribe of Amazon and, consequently, the conscience that 
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Amerindians do not distinguish between nature and culture. The concept 
of animism acquires significance since it derives from the word “Anima”, 
commonly designated by “soul”. According to animism, all human and 
non-human beings are bearers of soul. At the western opposition with 
Culture-Nature, the anthropologist defends the concept of Nature as a 
western invention, not existing, thus, in other societies. Descola compre-
hends the non-utilitarian relationship, the non-fundament of a dualist 
model Culture-Nature and the latter as detainer of subjectivity among 
other people. The relationship is established, therefore, in the order of 
individual to individual, because the non-human – the animals and the 
plants – are endowed of interiority, of a soul.

For the present article, most interesting is to reflect on which ways 
those notions become essential conditions in the world of animation 
through a few case-study. Firstly, is considered important do distant 
ourselves from the notion of anthropomorphism. In the sphere of ani-
mation, we can understand the way anthropomorphizing had a pertinent 
role, with different examples of such, which do not detail any concept of 
animism. Such occurs because anthropomorphism structures according 
to a physical and psychological correspondence with the human being. 
Animals and plants, in these cases, could appropriate human characteris-
tics, however, that does not imply they are possessors of subjectivity.

2. Between the seen and the unseen,
the human and the non-human

In the Japanese tradition, the human does not dominate nature, their 
model based on coexistence. The corruption of this stability, from a grow-
ing desire of control and utilitarianism, would be consuming and destruc-
tive. Considering we are trying to understand these manifestations in the 
field of animation, a pertinent reference is “Princess Mononoke”. “Prin-
cess Mononoke” positions in a pre-XVII century, combining supernatural, 
fantasy, animism, symbiosis and duality between good and evil. Starting 
this approach with the concept of animism, and, therefore, with the rela-
tionship between San (the female character) and Moro (the “kami” wolf ). 
More than owner and servant, more than human and animal, the relation-
ship established between them is of equals, of family bonds, where the 
communication between them declares a shared language.

In this animation, we are present before a non-human that, despite 
coexisting with a human and having a subjectivity, is distanced from 
plants and animals. The “kami” [10] is beyond the mere anthropomor-

Fig. 1.
Stills of “Mushi-shi”

(2005)
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phism and is not simplified to a “deity” or a “spirit”. Its complexity is in-
tricate, which suggests a mere adjective or noun would not suffice to fully 
understand the concept. The “kami” exist in an (almost) omnipresence, 
in a peaceful coexistence intended that a western rupture between Nature 
and Culture does not stray to the domain of one over the other. 

If in “Princess Mononoke” such coexistence and equilibrium are destabi-
lized and threatened by humans, in “Mushi-shi” [14], this coexistence is 
unstable, as always was, perhaps powered by a constant unaware and un-
seen proximity. “Mushi-shi”, accessible in “manga” and in “anime”, with 
our focus on the latter, sits in the XIX century. Its relevance as comparison 
resides in its similarities, where the concept of good and bad are not defi-
nite or identifying traits of “mushi”. Considering that the Japanese term 
for “ghost” is “transformed beings” [11], the “mushi” and the “kami” 
could share some similarities with ghost beings.

Distant from the XX century marked by the speed of shared informa-
tion, the sensation of an omnipresent feeling of control and of observation 
by a “big brother” [12], “Mushi-shi” oscillates between the world of possi-
ble and impossible, midst the real and the unreal. Different episodes focus 
the encounter of distinct beings that help, disturb or contaminate the 
humans’ existence. The disturbances occur from incidents or dissonances 
triggered by human action.

In “Mushi-shi”, the “mushi” exist and coexist with humans, plants and 
animals. Yet, the “mushi” are unclassifiable under the categories of Natural 
Sciences and invisible to most humans, even although not completely 
separate from their life, from their social, cultural and habitational concept. 
Whether they interfere or stay imperceptible, the “mushi” balance between 
a clear immediate observation and a perception of the unseen, a possible 
shapeless, that, in truth, has multiple forms. Its existence can brush the 
supernatural, the coexistence between visible and invisible forces [3]. The 
fact that they are not perceptible by all can lead to misunderstanding. The 

Fig.  2. Stills of 
“Princess Mononoke” 
(1997).

Fig.  3. Stills of “Mushi-
shi” (2005).
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unknown or the misunderstood can be generator of magic and of violence 
(in episode 20 many “Mushi-shi”, those that can see “mushi”, see their 
destruction as the only possibility), of fear, of hatred, of respect. Situated on 
a thin separation between the stable and the unstable, the harmless and the 
dangerous, emerges room for compassion and sympathy (also in episode 
20, the female character weakened by “mushi” existing in her, she sees 
the destruction of “mushi” as wrong). But are the “mushi” in the limit of 
comprehension? If so, are they still incomprehension? How to control – and 
which limits are there to such control – of the barely understood, rarely 
seen? “Mushi-shi” is, therefore, scattered with a conscience that humans 
do not have total knowledge and understanding (yet), therefore, complete 
control of the world. If a magic element exists in “Mushi-shi”, where does it 
reside? Is it in the invisible and unseen “mushi”? The “Mushi-shi” that can 
see them, choosing either violence or trying to understand them and solve 
the conflicts? Or even perhaps the humans that cannot see “mushi”, left to 
imagine and fear the unfathomable and the unknown? Could the notion of 
unknown be an escape to the “real world”? Could it be an escape to its ob-
jectivity, laws and to human behavior/interaction? Could we seek a magical 
breach to a world led by different patterns, rules or behaviors? 

The iconography proposed to analysis in this article reveals an 
attempt to embrace what escapes to objective understanding, to estab-
lished procedures and to emphasize a critique to the rupture between 
the human and the non-human.

3. Over the Garden Wall: The iconography of the unknown

The coexistence between human and non-human can also be perceived in 
“Over the Garden Wall”. Different creatures interact with the main char-
acters: birds, horses, talking pumpkins, evil hideous creatures, etc. They 
position between defined and undefined, between the Good and the Bad, 
limited to a space and context of “The Unknown”. 

This production of 110 minutes divided into 10 episodes is pertinent to 
this article for its opulent iconography, circulated amidst a real world and 
a possible unreal imaginary one, but as well amidst the coexistence of dif-
ferent fields of western culture expressed visually. “Over the Garden Wall” 
recovers the structure of Hansel and Gretel’s tale by the Grimm Brothers [7] 
(XIX century). In a notorious similarity, two siblings – young boys Greg and 
Wirt – try to return home. However, is not the abandonment in the woods 
by a starving family, but by a sudden take of conscience, Greg and Wirt find 
themselves inexplicably lost in “The Unknown”.  Without the aid of shiny 

Fig.  4. Stills of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 

(2014)
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white pebbles, their assistance is met by Beatrice (a cursed girl transformed 
into a bluebird) that accompanies the half-brothers in search of the forest’s 
exit. This forest lures into a deeper submersion, in its shadows and obscuri-
ty which, even when villages are found where social norm is regained, it is 
disrupted by unusual, peculiar and strange inhabitants.

This sensation of being lost, of not knowing how they have gotten to a 
certain location, is reference to the loss of the way found in Canto I of Dante 
Alighieri’s “Divine Comedy” [2]. In a literal interpretation, such as in “Over 
the Garden Wall”, in “Divine Comedy”, Dante Alighieri runs into a forest 
where light does not flourish. The forest is wild and simply recalling it un-
leashes fear. The reason why Dante finds himself there remains unspecified 
even to himself. Such as in “Over the Garden Wall”, where souls are trapped 
and cannot leave the forest, Dante’s forest displays the same characteristic.

We can indagate about what is to get lost, to lose track, the safety of 
human faces, of paths, of contexts, of landscapes, and of the unknown as an 
imposing “to be known”. This questioning is formalized in Wirt’s indagat-
ing sequence: “Sometimes I feel like I’m just like...a boat, upon a wind-
ing river...twisting, towards an endless black sea... Further, and further, 
drifting away...from where I want to be - who! - I want to be” [8]. The forest 
becomes arena for the unknown, for the unnamed and the mysterious. 
From the start, we come across different chapters or episodes, each’s title 
and credits are wrapped in a pre-XX century atmosphere. Perhaps is in the 
perception of nature as a living and mysterious entity, scary and sublime, 
we can perceive a connection with “Princess Mononoke”. In both, the de-
piction of nature or spirits break a classic representation or ideal of beauty. 

However, we are equally interested in reflecting about the creatures that 
inhabit the animations. For the purpose of this article, we consider the 
definition of “beast”, from Latin “bestia”, as a being of a considerable 
size, possibly hybrid, wild and feral. In this understanding, we present 
Henri Rousseau’s “La Belle et la Bête” (XX century); the Beast of – a wolf 

Fig.  5. William Blake. 
“The Wood of the 
Self-Murderers: The 
Harpies and the Sui-
cides” (XIX century)

Fig.  6. Still of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 
(2014)

Fig.  7. Henri Rous-
seau. “Beauty and the 
Beast” (XX century).

Fig.  8. Beast of 
Gévaudan.
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described as supernatural – that terrorized the population of Gévaudan 
(France) in the XVIII century; the beasts of Edgar Allan Poe [13] in “Four 
Beasts In One: The Homo-Cameleopard” (1836 ) or the raven in “The Ra-
ven” (1845); the vulture in Franz Kafka’s “The Vulture” [9]; the Leviathan 
– a giant sea monster – referred in the “Old Testament”; the representa-
tions of the “Red Dragon” – seven headed, goat horned beast, winged like 
a bat and a reptile tail – by William Blake (XIX century).

We can, equally, frame with Dante Alighieri’s “Divine Comedy”. At 
Canto I, Dante meets the Three Beasts (the Leopard, the Lion and the 
Wolf ) that block his way out of the forest. The same occurs at Canto VI, 
where Cerberus appears, a gruesome three-headed dog, that prevents his 
exit. The same occurs at “Over the Garden Wall”, where the beast “The 
Beast” manipulates and deceives Greg and Wirt to not leave the forest, 
attempting to trap them as Edelwood trees, meant to burn for his own soul 
confined in a lantern. Also, the wendigo from the indigenous traditions of 
North-America, is an evil cannibalistic representation of bad desires and 
behaviors. These beasts that spread terror among other beings are symp-
tom of the fear from the unfathomable and the unknown.

However, is “evil” a feature endorsed to these creatures? If not, do rep-
resentations of “Good Beasts” or “Bad Beasts” exist? If so, is it solely a du-
alist concept of good and bad or can these creatures oscillate organically 
between the two poles depending on the situation? In search of clarifica-
tion about the exposed questions, we introduce some examples applying 
the name “beast” that acquire different moral connotations in anima-
tion. Firstly, the name appears in “Princess Mononoke” however with a 
different connotation than of corruption: “Shishigami” (“Forest Spirit”) 
or “Daidarabotchi” (“Night-Walker”) verifies that not all beasts are from 

Fig.  9. Sandra Cardo-
so. “O Abutre” (2015).

Fig.  10. William Blake. 
“Dante running from 

the Three Beasts” (XIX 
century)

Fig.  11. William Blake. 
“The Great Red Drag-

on and the Woman 
Clothed with the Sun 

(Rev. 12: 1-4)” (XIX 
century).

Fig.  12. William Blake. 
“Cerberus” (XIX 

century).
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the “side of evil” nor fall to a clear distinction between good and bad. This 
“kami”, whose body transforms at each sunrise into “Shishigami” and at 
sunset into “Daidarabotchi”, is capable to give both life and death. In its 
existence, both concepts coexist, yet, it becomes none.

As “Shishigami” form, has the hybrid physiognomy of a bird-legged 
quadruped deer-like creature with a red human face/mask. It shares this 
hybridism of humanoid features with antlers with the wendigo (from Al-

gonquian folklore), with the “Great Red Dragon” (by William Blake) and 
with “The Beast” (from “Over the Garden Wall”). The latter also shares 
another trait to those antlers where both are seemingly made of wood. 
However, even while associated with both life and death and although 
sharing traits with apparently evil creatures, “Shishigami” is an uncor-
rupted and indifferent beast. 

“The Beast” in “Over the Garden Wall” leaves no doubt: it is an evil 
being that seeks corruption and feeds on the lost desperate souls of his for-
est. The twisted monster, rarely seen, “The Beast” becomes the “punctum” 
and climax of a scattered and interpreted narrative around those concepts. 
This beast terrorized for a long time since is contemplated as a shapeless 
monstrosity, without a face or a body. This absence of trace is what we can 

call the perception of indefiniteness, a generator of fear and obscurity.
However, “The Beast”, and other creatures, sometimes breach the 

absence or lack of traces, sharing characteristics with beings in the universe 
of still and moving images. The canid that feeds of the black turtle becomes 
a raging bloodthirsty creature, which, similarly, can be considered as 
another beast. Such as Hansel tries to mark his way back home with bread 
crumbs, so does Greg with his candy trail. However, whereas Hansel’s 
trace is eaten by birds, Greg’s is eaten by this monster: “I can leave a trail of 
candy from my pants!” [8]. This innocent gesture riles the monstrous dog 
with glowing eyes, similar to those dog’s eyes of Hans Christian Andersen’s 
“The Tinder-Box” [1]. It is interesting to notice that the bright colorful eyes 

Fig.  13. Still of “Prin-
cess Mononoke” (1997)

Fig.  14. Bagram 
Ibatoulline, Page from 
“The Tinderbox” 
(2007).

Fig.  15. Still of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 
(2014).

Fig.  16. Still of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 
(2014)
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of the beasts do not embellish them, but instead exude the violence of out-
living and survival. We can even compare how Hans Christian Andersen’s 
dog’s eyes are focused and attentive, while the beastly dog from “Over the 
Garden Wall” are cross-eyed and wandering, as to convey that blind desire. 
Can we consider that demonic dog as a cursed dog (his condition from 
eating those strange black turtles)?  If so, can we compare that dog with 
Okkoto, the poisoned “kami” boar from “Princess Mononoke”? In both 

cases is apparent that those creatures would demand more than simply be 
defeated in battle, instead needed appease, healing or a calming hand.
We can also trace to the wendigo from “Hannibal” [5], the horned cadaveric 
humanoid, marked by corruption, evil and immortality. The beast that lures 
to the path of true vil. Since “Over the Garden Wall” is inspired in folklore, 
the wendigo becomes “The Beast”, sharing those bright, starving eyes, the 
cannibalistic desires for despairing souls, lost and cold. As described by the 
woodsman: “He stalks, like the night he sings like the Four Winds he is the 
Death of Hope!! He steals their children, and, he’ll...ruuuiiin...” [8].

The presence of devilish supernatural phenomena can, also, be 
analyzed in Goethe’s “Erlking” [6 ]. The “Erlking” seduces and attacks 

a young boy, drawing him to his death: “My father, my father, he seizes 
me fast, / For sorely the Erl-King has hurt me at last.” ( 7th verse). As in 
“Over the Garden Wall” where “The Beast” tempts the fragile, the “Er-
lking” steals the children, and nothing can be done to escape the terror: 
“The father now gallops, with terror half wild, / He grasps in his arms 
the poor shuddering child; / He reaches his courtyard with toil and with 
dread, – / The child in his arms finds he motionless, dead.” (8th verse). 
Interestingly, such as in “Over the Garden Wall” the beast appears, so 
does the “Erlking” in the first verse: “Who rides there so late through 
the night dark and drear?” (1st verse). Such as the “Erlking” attacks in 
a deep windy night, “The Beast” in “Over the Garden Wall” searches 
and haunts the frail and weak at night, as sung in a tavern: “He lurks 

Fig.  17. Still of 
“Princess Mononoke” 

(1997).

Fig.  18. Still of 
“Princess Mononoke” 

(1997).

Fig.  19. Still of 
“Mushi-shi” (2005).

Fig.  20. Still of “Han-
nibal” (2013-15).

Fig.  21. Still of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 

(2014).

Fig.  22. Still of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 

(2014).
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out there in the unknown seeking those who are far from Home hoping 
never to let you return” [8]. 

Whilst the child dies in “Erlking”, “Over the Garden Wall” has a 
different conclusion. In the end is revealed the beast’s soul, encased in 
the woodsman’s lantern. Woodsman is a character built between the 
determination to protect the brothers from “The Beast” while a prisoner 
of the wicked pact with the representation of evil. The man was deceived 
to cut trees of Edelwood, unaware they were once lost souls, transformed 
by the beast. Since “The Beast” is revealed as made of Edelwood, it can 
be interpreted as a cannibal, feeding from the oil of other Edelwood trees, 
burning in the woodsman’s lantern: “Everyone has a torch to burn, and 
this here’s mine. I grind the horrid Edelwood trees into oil, to keep this 
lantern lit. This is my lot in life, this is my burden” [8].

Moreover, “The Beast” is hauntingly intelligent and complex, lying and 
deceiving with its well-spoken words - even singing - as omen of unfathom-
able despair and misery: “Come wayward Souls, / Who wander through the 
darkness, / There is a light for the lost and the meek. / Sorrow and fear /Are 
easily forgotten / When you submit to the soil of the earth.” [8]

4. Conclusion
Throughout this article it was sought analyze a few productions – “Prin-
cess Mononoke”, “Mushi-shi” and “Over the Garden Wall” – in anima-
tion, distinct examples considered relevant to a possible understanding 
of how the unfathomable and the hideous, the Good and the Bad, or the 
Animism, can contaminate the fabric of animation.

Such agency is assumed as a participant element, creating greater both 
density and fluidity, therefore, greater complexity of interpretation and concep-

tualism. The “stuff of folklore” comes, at times, from incomprehension of phe-
nomena or the need to create a story; the commune of known and unknown; 
and the humility of lack of control, of human and non-human relationships.  
The role of the seen and of the unseen, of the human and of the non-human, 
of life and of death, were explored as incubator of unknown and mystery. 
The magical component resides, in this context, in the interceptions between 
concepts of uncertain atmospheres, almost secretly traced.

Connections were established between the fields of Literature, of 
Poetry, of Illustration, of Animation and of Visual Arts, were introduced 
in this document by refences or imagery presentation. The miscegenation 
and hybridism of époques, genres, philosophical and folkloric elements – 
denoted in the provided examples – punctuate and define visual narratives 

Fig.  23. Still of “Over 
the Garden Wall” 
(2014).

Fig.  24. Still of 
“Mushi-shi” (2005)

Fig.  25. Still “Princess 
Mononoke” (1997)
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that allow either a greater understanding of the fantastic, either a certain 
clarity towards present, current times.

The unfathomable can, here, be thought as what is absent of 
definition, that of which is nameless or shapeless, of the unknown, the 
unpredictable, the unseen, the unclear, the unclassifiable. The perceptive, 
sensorial and folkloric components acquire importance by understanding 
a non-dualist conception between Culture-Nature, Real-Fantasy, Good-
Bad, Life-Death, of the “mushi”, of “kami”, of “beast”.
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Abstract

Each animation project has its own methodology and visual language, 
while maintaining some similarities to other projects when it comes to the 
animation pipeline. When a large team is involved, usually, the workload 
is divided by various departments/members in order to improve efficien-
cy, being communication and feedback between each member involved, 
essential to the final look of the animation. This paper focuses on the 
specific methodologies and processes of a student short film production 
where there is no hierarchy and all members of the group are one of the 
five directors of the animation, involved in all the stages and decision 
making of production.

Introduction
This paper is a description of the work in process of a collaborative ani-
mation short film being developed by a group of five directors/animators: 
Adriana Bica, Lina Dantas, Sara Bairinhas, Sara Costa and Sara Covelo. We 
will describe the methodology, the story development, the character design 
and the current state of the development of the film and indicate the next 
steps to guarantee that this project comes to a successful end, as well as the 
conclusions obtained from the parts of the project already finalized.

At the end of our first year in the Animation and Illustration Masters 
Degree program at IPCA, we had to make a choice: whether to do an 
animation or an illustration project for our final work. This project could 
be done individually or in groups. Since we were a close knitted group 
of 5 people interested in producing an animation short and in working 
together, it seemed natural that we join efforts to do this final assignment. 
The project our team of five set out to produce was a 2D digital animation 
short film, about 8 to 10 minutes long, whose main audience will be chil-
dren between the ages of 8 and 11 years old, entitled Gosma 4, along with a 
compilation of short comics that explore side stories in the same universe 
produced by each member of the group in their own graphic language.

Although it is common for student and independent short films to be 
individual efforts, we wanted to experience a work situation more similar 
to a professional context, comparable to the work environment of anima-

1, 2 & 3 ID+, IPCA, Design School, Rua do Aldão, 4750-810 Vila Frescainha (São Martinho), Portugal

4 Portuguese word equivalent to the English word slime. [8]

Keywords
Animation, collaboration, 
concept design, teamwork, 
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tion studios, where a whole team of artists is involved in the production 
of a film or series. This will help us not only to create a short film in less 
time, but will also introduce us into a stimulating context where we have 
to work with people with different ideas and visual languages.

Animation, particularly in professional contexts, has long been a 
group effort. Hans Bacher refers: “(…) the film is not the showpiece of a 
single artist; it is the combined effort of many artists” (127:2006). [1] In 
most commercial studios, the production pipeline is highly hierarchical 
and structured, the work is divided amongst various departments - story, 
layout, character design, animation, special effects, etc.– who have to 
work together and communicate between each other in order to produce 
a harmonious film with no discrepancies in terms of visual language. In 
this sense Scott McCloud (94:2006) affirms that artists can choose from 
different graphic strategies and these can affect how your audience reads 
an expression by its context within a story. [2] Usually, there is a clear 
chain of command and the final design of the various elements of the an-
imation – characters, backgrounds, visual effects, colour, animation, etc. 
– is in the hands of a handful of people (director, stylist, main designers, 
etc.), and the brunt of the production is done by large teams that comprise 
the various departments. This division of production into several different 
teams is beneficial to the process not only in terms of variety of ideas, con-
cepts, creative processes, feedback, but also in terms of time efficiency, 
since animation is very time consuming.

Another example of animation collaborative projects are agile proj-
ects, like animation jams. These projects usually involve a set timeframe 
of development and production and a specific theme, like the 48h ani-
mation jam organized by Panam Anim in 2016 [6], or, like the animated 
music video CANDYYYLAND [7], where each group member is allotted a 
section of the film they produce by themselves, supervised by one or more 
directors, and then the different sections are assembled into a finished 
film. While both of these examples are a break from the norm of the pro-
fessional production context, the distribution of different tasks and/or the 
management of the project by one or more directors is still present.

Our proposed work methodology differs from the commercial 
norm in terms of task division. When we started this project, one thing 
was absolutely clear to us: we wanted it to be a total team effort. This 
means there is no clear hierarchy or chain of command, no head of the 
project, no main director: we all are equal in terms of decision making 
and production. In every stage of this project, our goal is to divide the 
work in the most even way possible so each member experiences all 
stages of the animation pipeline. This would influence not only the final 
look of the animation, as we would have to all agree on the visual style 
for all the elements, but also the story and characters themselves, since 
we would be writing as a group.  One of the goals of this project is to 
develop a cohesive visual language that all the members of the group 
can work with and which will result in a unified final animation in terms 
of graphic style. This constitutes a major challenge since we all have our 
own visual language and work methods.
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2. Initial Story and Design
Before we could start on pre-production, we had to come up with a story 
that we all wanted to work on. We started out by discussing what kind of 
stories we would like to explore, shared animation references (short films 
and feature films) that had a mood or a plot we found interesting, pointed 
out artists whose work we liked, searching for some common ground on 
which we could build our project. We even talked about adapting a short 
story one of us wrote for a class assignment, but none of these initial ideas 
seemed to work. Since our whole project is centred on the idea of team-
work, we decided to reflect that in the animation itself. Our concept was 
heavily influenced by live-action films and series, like The Goonies (1985), 
Stranger Things (2016-) or It (2017), in which the plot follows a group of 
young kids on an adventure where they have to work together to solve 
their problems. This concept served as an initial core for the story we 
envisioned, which is also centred on a group of children who must come 
together as a unit to solve their troubles.

Our first step was setting up a private blog where we could gather 
visual information pertinent to our project in one place, from animation 
and illustration references to photographs of plants and landscapes, con-
cept art, character design, colour schemes, in sum, anything we felt could 
contribute to a visual library of references for our concept, has Wells calls 
“Observational Strategies” (17:2009). [5] This allowed us to build up our 
visual universe while we worked on our story, a sort of mood board for the 
whole project we all could access. This blog enabled us to keep up with 
each other’s work outside of meetings and functioned as an additional 
visual aid to the ideas we were discussing. After establishing rough drafts 
of the plot and the main characters, following several brainstorming ses-
sions, each of us was put in charge of designing a character and creating 
their backstory and traits (figure 1 and 2). While this first step was done 
separately, the designs and concepts were presented to the whole group 
for approval, possible issues were discussed and solved and redesigns 
were suggested when needed, since all of the characters had to make 
sense independently and as a unit. 

Early on, we found that our brainstorming meetings worked best 
when we had a large sheet of paper, roughly the size of the table we used, 
where we could write down ideas and doodle designs as we talked about 
our characters, the group dynamic and the universe in which they live 
(figure 3). It is in these sheets of paper where we registered the character 
relations and dynamics, the space where the action will take place and 
where the main plot points are mapped out. Being able to immediately 
write down these ideas and concepts as they were being presented and 
discussed, using the paper as a visual aid to illustrate concepts or to direct-
ly solve problems sped up our whole process and enabled an easy flow 
and interchange of ideas. This back and forth, this exchange of concepts, 
helped us construct a stronger story than we would on our own, since we 
had feedback to our ideas, whether they were good or bad when it comes 
to the story. This approach levelled the participation of all the elements, 
as all of us are able to communicate through drawing at a similar level, 
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while some are better at communicating orally. Since we all are equally 
responsible for the final output, we are all equally invested in creating 
the best content we can, even if that means giving up on ideas or designs 
that we grow attached to, but don’t improve the story. As mentioned by 
Thomas and Johnston (187:1995): “Personal preferences succumb to the 

majority rule, (…), but in the exchange of ideas there is a stimulation that 
no individual could generate in himself ”. [3]

Eventually, we got stuck on a plot point and couldn’t work our way 
around it, as it was not working well in the flow of the narrative and worst of 
all we weren’t able to communicate what we wanted in this segment. The 
plot had a solid introduction and build up and a general idea of an ending, 
but the main action and plot twist eluded us. This is where a change in 
environment helped us. Like many professionals who work in any creative 
field have experienced, a change in setting helps with the flow of new ideas, 
whether this setting be for the purposes of research, sketching, writing; 
stepping away from the work and coming back to it later with fresh ideas 
allows you to see it as a whole and to quickly discern any issues it may 
have. Our change in setting came through a parallel work with a sample of 
children, ages eight to twelve, in three different schools: the Elementary 
School of São Bernardo and the Elementary School of Oliveirinha in Aveiro, 
and the Elementary School Cluster of Redondo in Évora. The main goal 
was to present pre-production contents we had until that point to sample 
groups of possible future audiences and from then possibly rework concepts 
and designs according to their feedback. The preparation for these activities 
forced us to go through first attempts in finding a common visual language 
(between the elements of the team), since each of us was in charge of doing 
an animated gif 5 of a story setting and a rough animatic of the first scene of 
the short, while some designed character line-ups, a “dressing game”6 the 
characters, a board game and props. The board game in particular was our 
first experiment with a more complex visual language, since it was divided 
in three parts and was executed by three different people, while having 
to be cohesive in terms of art style (figure 4). This cohesion was possible 
through a research of visual references and the repetition of similar visual 
elements throughout the board game (figure 5). 

5 An image format that supports still and animated images.
6 Game in which the goal is to dress up a character with a provided selection of hairstyles, clothes, acces-
sories and footwear.

Fig. 1 and 2. Early 
character explorations 

by Sara Costa and Sara 
Covelo.

Fig. 3. Example of the 
large sheets of paper 

used in brainstorming 
sessions.
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Wells (18:2006) says that “research is an important yet undervalue 
component of animation (...) is the next step in developing the initial 
concept”. [4] Therefore, the opportunity to discuss our work directly with 
the sample groups through these activities allowed us to step away from 
the project for a few moments and come back with fresh ideas. Thanks to 
these sessions, we were able to solve issues we were having with the plot 
and rethink a few design elements, which resulted in a cohesive story that 
is able to communicate to the audience our main message and concept.

3. Storyboard
The next step was putting these ideas into paper in the shape of a story-
board. We continued to use our previous method: an initial commonly 
shared rough draft on a sheet of paper. We started out by discussing the 
action and composition, focusing mainly on which characters appeared on 
frame in each scene and what they were doing with very simple sketches 
with only a vague idea of background. While we were jotting these sketches 
on paper, we also wrote a condensed screenplay with only the main plot 
points and the character’s lines. An initial storyboard of the first scene of 
the short was already made, as well as a very basic animatic for the school 
sessions, and, as we did then, we divided the storyboard as equally as pos-
sible and each of the members of the group was in charge of transforming 
the simple sketches into readable action. This second pass of the storyboard 
was done in separate rectangles of paper, about 8x12 cm, with whatever 
material the person in charge preferred (pencils, markers, pens). These 

were then glued with tape to a sheet of 
paper, so they could easily be moved or 
replaced, to check if the action worked 
or not as a whole (figure 6). 

The ability to easily replace or 
outright discard any frame from the 
storyboard stopped us from getting 
too committed to any drawing or com-

Fig. 4. Division of 
workspace on the 
board game. Work 
by Lina Dantas, Sara 
Bairinhas and Sara 
Costa.

Fig. 6. Second pass of 
storyboard.

Fig. 5. Example of re-
petitive elements in the 
design of the game.
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position, which, as was stated before, was crucial to our process. After 
this second pass, after looking at the storyboard as a cohesive whole, we 
realised that some parts didn’t read very well and some needed com-
plete reworking. Additional frames were roughly sketched out on post-
its and stuck on top of the storyboard while we were discussing these 
reworks. The first scene, for example, was almost entirely re-made. The 
post-it boards were later cleaned up digitally and the storyboard was 
assembled in a final digital document, along with notes and lines, so it 
could be easily accessed by each team member (figure 8).

Because “one of the functions of storyboard is that it can indicate poten-
tial problems in pictorial design and sequence order before the project 
reaches the production stages of the animation” (Wells, 39:2006 ) [4], the 
storyboard was, once again, divided into scenes so it could move along to 
the next phase, which will be colour scripting, layout and animation tests. 
As we did previously, the work will be divided by all members equally, and 
the whole team will be involved in all stages of production.

4. Character Design
Simultaneously to the storyboard process, the character designs were 
improved, and various experiments were made in order to try out potential 
consistency of style, since each member of the group has previous visual 
projects with their unique graphic language. Our first experiments were at-
tempts to emulate the drawings of the member who designed the character 
by each of us copying a sketch of the character’s face done on the same A4 
sheet of paper (figure 9). The goal was to see if we could reproduce each 
other’s styles of drawing to maintain consistency, but ended up not working 
as well as predicted. Then attempts were made to simplify the main design 
of each character in order to create a visual language all members could 
utilize (figure 10). It was a step in the right direction and allowed us to better 
discern the main visual symbols that made up each character.
These first attempts helped us understand what was working well and 
what wasn’t and made it possible for us to come to a final design for all 
the characters where they worked as a whole. After several refinements, 
a lineless design was chosen (figure 11), since we found that all the mem-
bers could work with it, and it also allowed the characters to better blend 
in with the lineless style that was chosen for the backgrounds, which was 
tested before arriving to the final designs.

Fig. 7. Storyboard with 
post-it annotations e 

reworks.

Fig. 8. Digitized 
storyboard with boards 

reworked digitally.
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5. Conclusions
We were able to discern that, for our particular project and work flow, the 
ability to register or demonstrate our ideas as we discussed them, on a 
sheet of paper all members could use simultaneously, worked better than 
simply discussing them vocally. This greatly improved our story and story-
board process. The opportunity to step back from our work and come back 
to it with fresh eyes and ideas was also important, it was thanks to this 
that the most important breakthroughs in terms of screenplay were made 
possible. The possibility to easily move around, alter or discard boards 
from our storyboard was also a significant benefit to our workflow, since it 
stopped the group from fixating on any story ideas or plot events.

We also found that attempting to reproduce each other’s graphic 
style was a step in the wrong direction in terms of developing a vi-
sual language for our project, specially in terms of character design. 
Searching for common ground and visual references, and then trying to 
apply them in our own work was the best solution for the issues we were 
having. The private group blog to which all members contributed with 
references and various images was a great starting point to this process, 
as were the various attempts to search for a common graphic language. 
What worked best, in terms of character design specifically, was to iden-
tify the main attributes of our characters and simplify them, creating a 
graphic shorthand for each character, which could then be used by any 
of the members of the workgroup.

Fig. 9 and 10. Ex-
plorations of possible 
graphic styles for the 
main characters. Right 
picture by Lina Dantas

Fig. 11. Final designs 
for the main charac-
ters, each done by the 
member in charge of 
their design.
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Also, the fact that we, as a group, are producing an animation project 
with no set leader sets us apart from the animation projects from fellow 
colleagues in our master’s program, since they’re mainly done by a single 
student, and from past group animation projects, which had more clearly 
defined distribution of tasks among its members and/or a key member with 
decisive power. Every single decision, as was mentioned before, must be 
approved by every member of the group in every production stage.

In sum, through this whole process, the team was able to develop 
methods and a visual language that worked for the project and the whole 
group, demonstrating that each one of the members is able to adapt their 
own graphic language to the specific look chosen for the project. This 
will allow us to produce a final animation that is visually cohesive while 
maintaining a group structure where we all contribute equally and no one 
person has the main executive decisions.
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Abstract

It is traditionally recognized that stop-motion puppet animation tech-
nique aspires to visual languages with a singular plasticity, as seen in the 
paradigmatic animated products of companies such as Aardman and 
Laika. Recently arised several digital replicas of stop-motion technique’s 
specific properties, which indicates a growing interest for implementa-
tion of classic animation particularities in the digital universe. Given the 
relevance and importance of researching the binding between the analog 
and digital worlds within different ways, it was considered pertinent the 
collection and analysis of contemporary paradigmatic productions in 
witch was used the technique of stop-motion or some related aspect to the 
same. Analog, digital, and hybrid productions were researched.

1. Introdução
Cubitt (cit. in [1]) referia que “a evolução da animação digital 3D é um 
dos aspectos mais relevantes e revolucionários na ascensão da cultura 
visual digital contemporânea”. No entanto, segundo Wells [2], Buchan [3], 
Ward [4] e Teixeira [1] existe uma determinada complexidade inerente 
ao estudo da animação devido ao envolvimento e fusão das mais variadas 
áreas artísticas, nomeadamente o desenho, ilustração, fotografia, pin-
tura, vídeo, etc. A relação entre a teoria e a prática revela-se, então, algo 
complexo e em constante mutação pois a diversidade de experiências e 
resultados que têm surgido expandiram horizontes em todas as fren-
tes. Buchan [3] defende que é precisamente desse aspecto que a actual 
investigação científica vive e Ward [4] refere que deve-se dar espaço para 
a animação florescer e estar disponível a novas práticas e teorias assim 
como às suas inter-relações.

Nesse sentido surgiu o presente estudo que pretende recolher e ana-
lisar resultados que empresas de referência obtêm hoje em dia, na área da 
animação, e o contributo que oferece o universo digital na implementação 
da técnica de stop-motion. Assim, o estudo está organizado por Animação 
Analógica, Animação Digital e Animação Híbrida e será subdividido pela 
análise dos mais diversos elementos fílmicos, nomeadamente as persona-
gens, animação, cenários, cinematografia e efeitos especiais.

1 & 2 Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave, Escola Superior de Design, Campus do IPCA – Lugar do 
Aldão 4750-810 Vila Frescainha S. Martinho BCL, Portugal.

3 Polar White®
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2. Animação Analógica
Henry Selick (cit. In [5]), produtor dos filmes de animação Coraline, The 
Nightmare Before Christmas, James and the Giant Peach, e Slow Bob in the Lower 
Dimensions, no prefácio do livro “The Advanced Art of Stop-Motion Animation”, 
refere que este último tipo de animação tem um efeito positivo nas pessoas 
pois permite recordar a infância, nomeadamente quando os brinquedos ga-
nham vida através do poder da imaginação. A referida sensação é conseguida 
através dos pequenos “solavancos” típicos na animação em stop-motion na 
qual, segundo Selick, fica evidenciada a “mão do artista”, o “erro humano”. 
Ao contrário da Pixar e outras grandes empresas de animação CGI (Computer 
Generated Image), o objetivo, na técnica de stop-motion, não é criar movimen-
tos ultra suaves que apaguem a manualidade. A utilização de plasticina, um 
material bastante maleável, tornou-se uma prática recorrente. Exemplos 
como Mr. Bogus de Peter Keefe, Wallace and Gromit, The Pirates - Band of 
Misfits e Shaun the Sheep, dos estúdios de animação Aardman, entre outros, 
têm como base a modelação das personagens e a sua manipulação física 
em todos os fotogramas necessários. Nesse sentido, e visto que a empresa 
Aardman possui mais de 40 anos de história e de 500 prémios internacionais, 
foi considerada o primeiro estudo de caso no presente artigo.

2.1. Aardman – Estudo de Caso 
Merlin Crossingham (cit. In [6]), realizador e animador, afirma que o pro-
cesso de trabalho é semelhante em tudo o que a empresa produz: come-
çam com a ideia materializada num guião escrito, de seguida elabora-se o 
storyboard, gravam-se as vozes dos actores e inicia-se a produção do filme.

Personagens
As personagens assumem algumas diferenças quando variam os realiza-
dores. Nick Park, uma influência incontornável na estética e na concepção 
de vários títulos da Aardman, atribui uma particularidade expressiva na 
face das personagens. Enquanto animava várias vezes a palavra cheese 
na face da personagem Wallace em A Grand Day Out, Park percebeu que 
as saliências criadas na zona das bochechas, compensadas com algum 
exagero, atribuíam uma estética e expressividade singulares (Park cit. In 
[6]). É, inclusive, uma particularidade evidente na réplica digital (fig. 1D) 
intitulada Flushed Away – não realizada por Nick Park – aquando na parce-
ria com a Dreamworks. Embora esporádica, a referida parceria faria nascer 
a mais rentável longa-metragem de animação em stop-motion de sempre 
– Chiken Run – na qual foi utilizado o toque de autor de Nick Park (fig. 1B). 
A fig. 1C refere-se à personagem principal de Early Man, o mais recente 
lançamento da Aardman com Nick Park no comando.

Fig. 1 - Formato de 
bocas característico de 

Nick Park
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Nos outros títulos analógicos e 
digitais, não realizados pelo autor, 
as bochechas não vão ao exagero 
característico de Park (fig. 2).
Os olhos, conforme verificado nas 

fig. 1 e 2, são uma imagem de marca global, ou seja, independentemente do 
realizador mantêm-se salientes revelando grande parte do globo ocular.

No que respeita ao corpo, o cuidado com o detalhe é notório e a 
plasticina tem surgido com um aspecto cada vez mais macio, ao longo 
dos anos. Sendo este um material facilmente deformado, perante o toque 
humano, a utilização de pequenas espátulas para alisamento é uma 
ferramenta indispensável para os animadores. Apesar de todo o cuidado, 

é frequente a presença de marcas 
de impressões digitais (fig. 3D), o 
que atribui a anteriormente refe-
rida particularidade da “imper-
feição” e do “erro humano” a esta 
técnica. Com o desenvolvimento 
da tecnologia e o aumento de de-

sempenho por parte das câmaras de captura, estes pormenores derivados 
de processos relativos a artes manuais serão cada vez mais nítidos (fig. 
3D). É igualmente notória uma evolução na elaboração do vestuário.

Animação
A animação na técnica de stop-motion com volumes em plasticina é elaborada 
com pequenas alterações, em cada fotograma, de todos os elementos que se 
movem. É um trabalho meticuloso, moroso e, como indicam os actores Bill 

Nighy e Anne Reid (cit. In [6]), é 
necessária alguma obsessão por 
parte dos animadores. Peter Lord 
(ibidem) indica que estes últimos 
são tipicamente performers tímidos, 
ou seja, pessoas cujo factor máxi-
mo de expressividade espelha-se 
no artefacto animado (fig. 4). Nos 
cenários o processo de animação é 
o mesmo, ou seja, registo fotográ-
fico das alterações efectuadas em 
todos os fotogramas.

Cenários
Os cenários são trabalhados nos 
mais variados tipos de materiais, 
respeitando o aspecto físico dos res-
pectivos objectos. De seguida serão 
expostos dois cenários de um dos 
projectos mais ambiciosos da Aard-
man: The Pirats - Band of Misfits.

Fig. 2 - Personagens 
em filmes não realiza-
dos por Nick Park

Fig. 3 - Tratamento de 
personagens

Fig. 4 - Animadora 
alterando uma perso-
nagem em cena

Fig. 5 - Cenário de The 
Pirats - Band of Misfits

Fig. 6 - Cenário de The 
Pirats - Band of Misfits
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A directora de produção Julie 
Lockart (cit. In [6]), a respeito do 
tipo de produção de The Pirates – 
Band of Misfits, referiu que ponde-
raram elaborar o projecto em CGI 
devido à sua dimensão e ambição 
para com o mesmo. No entanto, 
e depois de construírem o set 
da cabine do navio (fig. 6 ), para 
referência visual, apaixonaram-
se pelo aspecto e decidiram que 
seria mais um projecto analógico.

De seguida serão expos-
tos dois cenários de mais uma 
icónica identidade da Aardman: 
Shaun: The Sheep. Correspondem 
a cenários exteriores, no campo e 
na cidade, com vegetação e por-
menores de uma banca de venda 
de produtos alimentares.

Cinematografia
Terry Gilliam, realizador e animador (cit. In [6]), menciona que pouco 
se surpreendia, à data, quando saía para o mercado mais um produto em 
CGI, pois seria “mais do mesmo”, mas quando surgiu The Pirates - Band of 
Misfits da Aardman, o mesmo confessa que ficou abismado com o aspecto 
global do filme, uma vez que se trata de luz real que incide sobre materiais 
reais. A cinematografia dos trabalhos da Aardman resume-se um pouco a 
esse aspecto, ou seja, são planos, iluminações, composições e movimen-
tos de câmara semelhantes a um filme liveaction, com a particularidade de 
o registo ser efectuado frame a frame.

Estética
Enquanto produto analógico sem grande recurso a materiais brilhantes e 
perante a utilização de plasticina nas personagens, o aspecto geral é mate. Em 
todas as animações os autores pretendem deixar um toque do seu humor e 
estética britânica, deixando bem vincada a identidade local. Tal como Nick 
Park (cit. In [6]) refere “things are cool because they’re not”, no sentido em que 
as particularidades estéticas remetem em grande maioria aos cenários com 
ambiente “cinzento” típicos da Grã-Bretanha, e tantos outros altamente ver-
dejantes, objectos rasurados, gastos com ferrugem e becos sombrios, o que 
cria uma familiaridade global do espectador para com o filme em si.

Efeitos Especiais
Considerando os efeitos especiais no seu sentido lato, existem poucas 
excepções nas quais os autores recorreram a soluções CGI. Uma dessas 
ocorrências refere-se a The Pirates - Band of Misfits, no qual trabalharam os 
backgrounds em CGI. O navio foi animado sobre green-screen e posterior-

Fig. 7 - Cenário de 
Shaun: The Sheep

Fig. 8 - Cenário de 
Shaun: The Sheep

Fig. 9 - Cenário de The 
Pirats - Band of Misfits
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mente adicionado sobre mar, céu 
e nuvens elaborados em CGI [15].
As restantes obras espelham a 
beleza do stop-motion na sua 
essência, sem recurso a efeitos 
adicionais. As personagens são, 
inclusive, animadas sobre o 
cenário final.

Crítica
O universo da Aardman é cativante e dotado de um sentido de familiaridade 
que poucos produtos animados conseguem. A estética geral, as narrativas e o 
detalhe na elaboração de todos os elementos transformam cada longa-metra-
gem em mais uma aventura imaginária divertida para crianças e adultos. Na 
sua globalidade, Aardman é sinónimo de Grã-Bretanha e de um humor que 
contrasta o excessivo formalismo com o absurdo de ocorrências constrange-
doras, paralelamente à utilização de personagens singulares em plasticina. 
Peter Lord (cit. In [6]) indica que não se importa de assumir experiências 
completamente digitais, dentro da própria empresa. No entanto, e apesar de 
ter toda a legitimidade em experimentar novas soluções, a essência da Aard-
man está nos produtos animados em stop-motion, pois são esses que dão ex-
clusividade à empresa. A produção digital de Flushed Away (fig. 1D) fica muito 
aquém das produções analógicas da Aardman, em todos os aspectos, uma 
vez que tentaram replicar digitalmente o aspecto característico das produções 
de Nick Park em 2006, ou seja, numa época em que a réplicas digitais eram 
ainda pouco maduras e com resultados muito longe do fotorrealismo exigido. 
Arthur Christmas (fig. 2C) assume uma estética distante de tudo o que se faz 
na Aardman ficando mais próxima de produções digitais americanas logo o 
choque foi inexistente uma vez que assume uma “receita” mainstream.

Por outro lado, considerando o box office dos últimos títulos da em-
presa [7], a Aardman está a perder força a cada longa-metragem lançada 
com a técnica de stop-motion. Após a parceria com a Dreamworks, o filme 
da Aardman que obteve maior retorno foi Arthur Christmas que apresenta 
uma produção digital, como referido anteriormente.

3. Animação Digital
Considerando animações digitais que replicaram algum aspecto analó-
gico, e uma vez que se torna necessário recorrer a inúmeras e diferentes 
técnicas para tal, analisaram-se dois exemplares de empresas distintas.

3.1. Peanuts (BlueSky Studios) - 2015
Peanuts é uma banda desenhada criada por Charles M. Schulz, publicada 
pela primeira vez em 2 de Outubro de 1950 e pela última vez em 13 de 
Fevereiro de 2000, visto que o seu criador definiu que ninguém, além 
do próprio, desenharia as suas personagens. Foram publicadas em 2600 
jornais pelo mundo inteiro, com um alcance de 366 milhões de pessoas, 
em 75 países e 21 línguas diferentes. A versão animada, em 2D, surgiu 

Fig. 10 - Navio de The 
Pirats - Band of Misfits
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nos anos 80, cujos direitos foram passando de mão-em-mão, nomeada-
mente da Media Home Entertainment para Kartes Video Communications, 
Paramount Pictures e Warner Bros. que detém os respectivos direitos ac-
tualmente. Bill Melendez [8] foi a única pessoa a quem Charles M. Schulz 
confiou a transformação da banda desenhada em animação. Desde então 
foram produzidas várias longas-metragens, em 2D, vários episódios espe-
ciais para televisão e filmes educativos.

Craig Shulz, filho do autor, em 2015 decidiu projectar uma versão 
CGI de Peanuts. Depois de trocar ideias com Bryan Shulz, seu filho e 
neto do autor, o qual trabalha como guionista, avançaram com o projecto 
convidando o realizador Steve Martino da Blue Sky Studios, na condição de 
que todas as decisões seriam filtradas pelo clã Schulz, pois pretendiam um 
projecto fiel à versão original dos cartoons.

Assim, a equipa da Blue Sky Studios estudou a banda desenhada e 
as versões animadas em 2D ao longo de um ano antes de começarem a 
produzir [9].

Personagens
Iniciando pela cabeça, e segundo os supervisores de animação Nick Bruno 
e Scott Carroll (cit. In [10]), para manter a essência das versões animadas 
2D foi necessária uma desconstrução dos processos, das metodologias e 
normas da produção de animação 3D. Não há uma única personagem que 
funcione em várias perspectivas simplesmente rodando a cabeça. Desta 
forma perder-se-ia a identidade das criações de Shulz [16]. Assim, existe 
uma alteração da malha 3D quando as personagens rodam a cabeça e 
foram criadas várias poses para utilizar em ângulos de câmara específicos 
(Scott Carroll cit. In [10]).

Nick Bruno salienta que na cabeça de Snoopy o desafio foi ainda maior:

“I think one of the most terrifying things we discovered was that Snoo-
py’s head is only really drawn in one silhouette in a profile the nose 
sat on the outside of the face and was just one little eye but then when 
he’s looking at you that nose now is in the inside of the face and two 
eyes. (…) So in the movie we never really actually rotate Snoopy’s head 
around, what we do is: we slide the parts around to give the illusion of 
like a force perspective or that the character is turning” (Nick Bruno 
cit. In [10]).

Fig. 11 - Cabeça de 
Charlie Brown
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Nas vistas de perfil das cabeças os 
autores utilizaram interrupção da 
malha para bocas abertas e imitação 
de uma linha, à semelhança do 2D, 
para bocas fechadas (fig. 13) [16].

Adicionalmente, os animadores utilizaram uma expressão caracterís-
tica das animações 2D de Peanuts. Trata-se da cabeça completamente 
levantada (fig. 14), onde existe apenas espaço para a boca enorme se 
manifestar. É uma expressão geralmente utilizada para gritos ou posições 
assumidas de desagrado.

No que respeita ao cor po, foram mantidos os princípios estru-
turais dos cartoons originais, nomeadamente as cabeças grandes, 
pescoços magros, tronco e pernas pequenas, pés grandes e mãos com 
dedos espessos.

Animação
Este projecto foi animado com 12 frames por segundo, na intenção de 
criar um aspecto de stop-motion (Nick Bruno cit. In [10]), ou seja, algo 
mais aproximado a particularidades analógicas, tal como as clássicas 

longas-metragens. Foi desen-
volvido um processo de trabalho 
que não envolvesse simulações 
de roupa (um processo de anima-
ção que adapta automaticamente 
a roupa ao corpo), nem motion-
blur, pois a desfocagem tópica do 

movimento entraria em conflito com a essência do movimento clássico 
da animação 2D (Scott Carrol cit. In [10]). A alternativa à ausência de 
motion-blur foi a adopção de 24 frames por segundo em movimentos 
mais rápidos e de gimmicks (fig. 15) que consistem em multiplicação e 
distorção de elementos (cabeça, braços, olhos, nariz, etc.), uma técnica 
amplamente utilizada na animação 2D.

Fig. 12 - Cabeça de 
Snoopy

Fig. 13 - Bocas de perfil

Fig. 14 - Cabeça 
levantada

Fig. 15 - Gimmicks 
utilizados no momento 
de uma queda
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Cenários

Detectou-se uma maior fluidez e fotorrealismo em cenários e movimen-
tos nas quais Snoopy está a imaginar a sua história. Segundo Scott Carroll 

(cit. In [10]) foi uma opção assumida para con-
trastar o universo imaginário de Snoopy (fig. 
17) e o universo de Charlie Brown (fig. 16 ).

No universo de Charlie Brown, foi tomada 
como referência a ausência de movimento 
nos backgrounds das suas versões 2D, isto é, 
as nuvens, as flores e outros elementos são 
completamente estáticos.

Cinematografia
A lógica da composição visual leva a crer que, 
em grande parte dos planos de conjunto, existe 
a intenção de ocupar o lado esquerdo e direito 
dos mesmos com elementos secundários. Na 
fig. 19 existem os árbutos com neve, na fig. 
21 existem as casas, na fig. 22 e 23 surgem as 
árvores.

Revelam-se imensos os planos que res-
peitam a essência 2D do projecto, ou seja, não 
existem muitos ângulos picados ou contrapi-
cados, nem movimentos de câmara panorâmi-
cos, exceptuando no universo imaginário de 
Snoopy, como referido anteriormente.

Estética
Os tons utilizados são, em grande maioria, 
mate (sem brilho).

Os poucos brilhos existentes são assumi-
dos e, curiosamente, não entram em colisão 
com a estética geral, como por exemplo o 

Fig. 16 - Dois cenários 
do universo de Charlie 

Brown

Fig. 17 - Dois cenários 
do universo imaginário 

de Snoopy

Fig. 18 - Plano de 
Conjunto – Interior 

– Dia

Fig. 19 - Plano de 
Conjunto – Exterior 

– Dia

Fig. 20 - Plano de 
Conjunto – Interior – 

Noite

Fig. 21 - Plano de 
Conjunto – Exterior 

– Noite

Fig. 22 - Plano de 
Conjunto – Exterior 

– Dia

Fig. 23 - Plano 
Aproximado de Tronco 

– Exterior – Dia
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material de vidro (fig. 25). O chapéu, a neve, o taco de hóquei e o gorro 
de lã são exemplos de outros objectos com materiais fotorrealistas que 
encaixaram na linguagem estética global.

Efeitos Especiais

No que respeita a efeitos utilizados na transmissão da ideia de movimen-
to, uma vez que não foi utilizado motion-blur, os produtores optaram por 
adicionar apontamentos gráficos, como círculos à volta da cabeça, traceja-
do atrás da personagem, característicos da banda desenhada.

Crítica
Replicar o conceito de animação 2D em CGI, neste projecto e a partir de 
uma referência muito específica, transformou-se num conjunto novo de 
processos, metodologias e aprendizagens, considerando que a estética 
dos cartoons originais era um dos requisitos incontornáveis. A adição 

Fig. 24 - Materiais 
Mate

Fig. 25 - Material de 
Vidro (frascos)
Fig. 26 - Material de 
Chapéu
Fig. 27 - Material de 
Neve

Fig. 28 - Material de 
taco de hóquei
Fig. 29 - Material de Lã

Fig. 30 - Exemplos de 
Efeitos Especiais
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de técnicas utilizadas em animação 2D, como apontamentos gráficos e 
gimmicks, a existência de poses específicas para cada ângulo e a anima-
ção em 12 frames por segundo, foram soluções que contribuíram para a 
aproximação ao universo 2D. São vários os planos e tipos de iluminação 
que espelham a magnificência desta obra, em termos cinematográfi-
cos. As cores resultantes sobressaem e destacam de forma evidente os 
elementos que o espectador deve atentar e, adicionalmente, os autores 
conseguiram provar que a estética mate/cartoon consegue coexistir com 
materiais fotorrealistas.

No entanto, a estética e dinâmica de movimento no universo imagi-
nário de Snoopy revela-se demasiado distinta relativamente ao restante 
filme. Eventualmente poder-se-ia optar por uma estética aproximada ao 
universo de Charlie Brown e trabalhar o imaginário, por exemplo, ao nível 
da forma e de cores atípicas em objectos.

3.2. The LEGO Batman Movie
(Warner Bros. Animation) - 2017
A empresa Lego nasceu em 1932, na Dinamarca, pelas mãos do hábil 
carpinteiro Ole Kirk Christiansen e continua nas mãos de familiares 
directos. Dos brinquedos de madeira até aos blocos de plástico que se 
encaixam, foram bastantes os passos e obstáculos até ao conceito tal e 
qual como o conhecemos hoje [10].

A era digital trouxe uma série de novas potencialidades em várias 
frentes, mas a respectiva “manualidade” do conceito original dos legos 
não deve ser perdida numa qualquer tentativa de replicação digital dos 
mesmos. Nesse sentido, o filme The Lego Batman Movie revela-se um 
produto paradigmático.

A concept art foi elaborada com recurso a legos reais. Mais de 60 pro-
fissionais estiveram encarregues de criar analogicamente o conceito para 
personagens e alguns cenários. Depois, todos os modelos são replicados 
digitalmente recorrendo a uma biblioteca digital com todas as peças da 
Lego disponíveis e de seguida dá-se início à produção [11].

Personagens. O conceito para as personagens desta longa-metra-
gem respeita os brinquedos reais da LEGO, ou seja, um pequeno boneco 
com várias limitações de movimento, com cabelo ou máscaras encaixadas 
na cabeça que, por sua vez, está encaixada no pescoço, pequenos braços 
com mãos em “U” e pernas largas com os respectivos orifícios que têm a 
finalidade de encaixar o boneco nos mais variados objectos.

Fig. 31 - Várias perso-
nagens de LEGO The 

Batman Movie
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Animação
Detectou-se a utilização de 12 frames por segundo para animação das 
personagens e 24 frames para animação dos cenários e efeitos especiais. 
No entanto, para algumas acções rápidas, foram utilizadas 24 frames nas 
personagens. As expressões faciais foram efectuadas com recurso a subs-
tituição de ilustrações, ou seja, animações bidimensionais projectadas na 
superfície da cabeça. No entanto, a personagem de Batman possui uma 
máscara e os olhos são leds limitados pela distorção da mesma, ou seja, foi 
utilizada a técnica de substituição sem recurso aos clássicos squash and 
stretch. Isto significa que a transição entre as várias expressões faciais de 
Batman é imediata sem movimentos fluidos (Seymour cit. In [12]).

A elevada interacção entre personagens foi uma aposta assumida no 
presente projecto. Muitos planos são cortados rapidamente no sentido de 
captar pequenos gestos que realçam a acção e reacção dos interlocutores 
(Seymour cit. [12]). Webster [13] refere que é a interacção entre persona-
gens que desperta o interesse no espectador, não propriamente acções 
isoladas. Richards & Calvert ([14] p. 143) indicam que se trata de um dos 
factores potenciadores para criação de relações parassociais entre as 
crianças e as suas personagens favoritas.

Detectaram-se alguns movimentos que vão além das limitações do 
brinquedo real, tal como rotações da cabeça na horizontal, movimentos 
horizontais de braços, etc.

Algumas animações revelam uma quantidade imensamente reduzida de 
frames, como por exemplo em personagens que estão distantes da câmara.

Cenários
Gotham City (fig. 32), por exem-
plo, foi criada com 220 milhões 
de legos virtuais e ocuparia 6,5 
campos de futebol reais (Seymour 
cit. In [12]).

Tudo o que foi criado digitalmente pode ser construído com legos reais. 
Esse aspecto foi um dos pontos fulcrais para manter o realismo visual, ou 
seja, uma proximidade estética e lógica aos legos reais. Todos os cenários 
revelam um elevado nível de detalhe (fig. 33).

Fig. 32 - Gotham City

Fig. 33 - Vários Ce-
nários
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Cinematografia
Detectaram-se movimentos de câmara extremamente fluidos em planos 
de conjunto e planos gerais em cenas de acção, em contraste com planos 
parados durante bastante tempo, especialmente para salientar a solidão 
de Batman em sua casa.

No que respeita à iluminação, antes de se passar à produção digital, 
existe um cuidado especial em expor os legos reais a condições naturais e 
registar fotograficamente para consulta futura (fig. 34).

Foi dedicado especial cuidado no papel da iluminação na expressão dra-
mática, por exemplo, quando Batman está sozinho o ambiente revela-se 
mais escuro e quando se trata de abordar o conceito de família o ambiente 
fica mais claro (Seymour cit. In [12]).

Outra imagem de marca, do presente filme animado, trata-se do fac-
to de possuir planos repletos de elementos, em grande maioria animados 
e intensamente iluminados (fig. 35).

Na cena do canto superior direito da fig. 35, Welsh (cit. In [11]), um su-
pervisor de iluminação, indicou que utilizaram 15 176 luzes. Trata-se da 
entrada da Batcave e teria de espelhar o esplendor deste ultra moderno 
corredor recheado de automatismos e tecnologia de ponta.

Fig. 34 - Vários testes 
de iluminação com 

legos e condições reais

Fig. 35 - Planos com 
bastantes elementos 
intensamente ilumi-

nados
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Estética
Cada bloco de lego tem a sua pátina, isto é, camadas sobre o material em 
si que atribuem o realismo desejado. As referidas camadas identificam-
se por mapas, no léxico da animação 3D, e neste caso foram adicionados 
mapas de arranhões, impressões digitais, relevos, chanfros, etc. A em-
presa Animal Logic utilizou o seu próprio motor de render – Glimpse – para 
exportar todo o filme (Seymour cit. In [12]).

Foram detectados imensos planos repletos de elementos com uma 
riqueza estética exemplar e Seymour (cit. In [12]) indica que a cena mais 
complexa albergava 3 triliões de polígonos.

A vasta e intensa iluminação cria um ambiente geral com uma evi-
dente saturação cromática, resultando num ambiente tipicamente sci-fi e 
ultra tecnológico.

Como mencionado anteriormente, o fotorrealismo foi considerado 
um requisito de alta prioridade e é notório em todo o filme a busca de um 
ambiente analógico com luzes, cores e reflexos fidedignos.

Efeitos Especiais
No que respeita aos efeitos especiais a água e lava (fig. 36 ), entre outros, 
foram criados com construções de legos, uma vez mais, imitando a lógica 
da técnica de stop-motion. Outros efeitos, como nuvens e fumo (fig. 37), 
mantiveram-se foto-realistas.

Relativamente aos efeitos de câmara, por exemplo as lens flares, foram 
adicionadas com o intuito de atribuir uma cinematografia muito próxima 
de um filme liveaction.

Crítica
Todo o filme é extremamente rico em termos de movimentos, dinâmica, 
fotorrealismo, composição, cinematografia, narrativa, estética, etc. 

A desconstrução do movimento nas personagens enaltece o 
conceito original da Lego e mantém-se fiel a uma sensação analógica 
característica das animações na técnica de stop-motion, como por 
exemplo a ausência de squash and stretch que se revelou fulcral para a 
sensação de rigidez do lego. A utilização esporádica de movimentos 
impossíveis de se realizarem fisicamente entende-se como uma estra-
tégia necessária pois, caso contrário, sem rotação horizontal do pesco -
ço e sem movimentos horizontais dos braços e pernas, a animação das 
personagens seria excessivamente limitada. A atribuição de pequenas 
propriedades orgânicas ao lego acontece, então, de forma equilibrada 
e na medida correcta.

Fig. 36 - Lava (com 
legos)
 Fig. 37 - Fumo (foto
-realista)
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Adicionalmente, a tentativa global de replicar um objecto físico num 
universo digital, considerando o nível de detalhe, profissionalismo e 
concepção de todo o filme, faz deste exemplar uma obra-prima na área do 
cinema de animação.

4. Animação Hibrida
A empresa Laika transformou-se num exemplo paradigmático no campo 
de animação hibrida. A utilização de CGI, impressões 3D, stop-motion 
e tecnologia mecatrónica converge num conjunto de metodologias e 
técnicas que deram vida a Coraline, Paranorman, The Boxtrolls e, mais 
recentemente, a Kubo and the Two Strings.

Personagens
As personagens são geralmente construídas em silicone, com mecanis-
mos para o esqueleto (fig. 38) [19].

Relativamente às roupas são elaboradas com materiais que respeitam a 
autenticidade da roupa real em si, ou seja, tecidos, malhas, botões, etc 
(fig. 39). Os exemplos seguintes foram bordados à mão numa escala alta-
mente reduzida [17].

No que respeita à face são utilizadas impressões 3D com as mais variadas 
combinações de expressões (fig. 40) [17] [19].

Adicionalmente são elaborados mecanismos específicos para utensílios 
e outros objectos, efectuados por riggers [17]. Na seguinte imagem (fig. 
41) consta a estrutura maleável para uma capa de uma das personagens 

Fig. 38 - Mecanismo 
para esqueleto e perso-

nagens em construção

Fig. 39 - Peças de rou-
pa efectuadas à escala 

da personagem

Fig. 40 - Impressões 
3D de bocas
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de Kubo (ao lado esquerdo) [20]. Por outro lado, a dimensão da persona-
gem pode variar consoante a dinâmica pretendida para a mesma (ao lado 
direito um esqueleto gigante).

Animação
O tipo de animação utilizado depende essencialmente da dimensão do 
objecto. Em casos de personagens pequenas, como demonstra a figura se-
guinte, são utilizados os métodos tradicionais, à semelhança da Aardman, 
mas com pequenos mecanismos auxiliares (fig. 42).

No entanto com objectos de dimensão superior, e para fins distintos, são 
utilizadas técnicas igualmente diferentes. Por exemplo, na fig. 43 ao lado 
esquerdo, temos um exemplo de animação de algumas ondas, com várias 
folhas de papel rasgado. Ao lado direito consta uma solução mecatrónica 
para controlar a personagem do olho gigante [18].

Cenários
Os cenários são elaborados com elevado detalhe e com materiais corres-
pondentes aos objectos reais. No caso de backgrounds a dimensão pode-se 
revelar elevada (fig. 44 canto superior direito), ou seja, está dependente 
da distância pretendida da câmara e da profundidade de campo [19] [21].

Fig. 41 - Exemplos de 
utensílios e dimensão 
personalizada de 
personagens

Fig. 42 - Exemplos de 
animação de persona-
gens pequenas

Fig. 43 - Animação de 
objectos de elevada 
dimensão

Fig. 44 - Exemplos de 
preparação de cenários
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Cinematografia
Os planos bastante preenchidos, composições estrategicamente elabora-
das, e tratadas posteriormente via digital, assim como os movimentos de 
câmara extremamente fluidos, transportam facilmente os espectadores 
pelo imaginário do filme.

Estética
Considerando as figuras expostas até ao momento e as figuras seguintes, 
detecta-se um cuidado em apresentar planos ricos em cor e adaptados 
aos estados emocionais vigentes. As cores não são tão saturadas como 
The Lego Batman Movie, nem tão baças como os filmes da Aardman, logo 
revela-se um ponto intermédio dos dois estilos.

Efeitos Especiais
Efeitos como neve, água, nevoeiro e luzes intensas, foram adicionados em 
pós-produção.

Independentemente do tamanho do objecto animado, o mesmo teria de 
ser colocado sobre um fundo personalizado, uma vez que era captado 
sobre green-screen [21].

Fig. 45 - Exemplos 
cinematográficos

Fig. 46 - Exemplos 
cinematográficos

Fig. 47 - Efeitos 
especiais

Fig. 48 - Dimensão de 
alguns objectos
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Crítica
A empresa LAIKA tenta levar ao limite o que se consegue construir com 
este tipo de solução, nomeadamente o produto animado. A junção de 
várias técnicas, especificamente o CGI, impressões 3D, stop-motion e 
tecnologia mecatrónica, coloca a empresa LAIKA num patamar que 
é unicamente seu por direito. Os resultados espelham obras-de-arte 
fascinantes repletas de planos recheados de informação visual altamente 
apelativa e com uma riqueza estética que lhes é singular. A captação de 
vários objectos nas mais variadas dimensões sobre green-screen e a sua 
inserção em filmagens de cenários efectuadas separadamente foi um 
serviço elaborado com uma mestria exemplar. A mistura entre o analógico 
e o digital apresenta-se, assim, por via da empresa LAIKA, como expoente 
máximo no universo da animação.

5. Considerações Finais
No caso específico da empresa Aardman pode-se especular várias razões 
no que respeita à popularidade decrescente das longas-metragens que 
recorrem à animação de volumes em stop-motion, nomeadamente o facto 
de ser um formato/receita desgastado(a) e/ou a falta de momentos com 
elevada acção e êxtase, resultantes das limitações das técnicas analógicas.

Por outro lado, apesar de a empresa Laika misturar animação ana-
lógica e digital, em grande maioria as personagens são animadas apenas 
com recurso a produção analógica e detecta-se igualmente a falta de 
momentos com maior movimento e êxtase, logo o problema mantém-se 
paralelamente à Aardman. A nível global coincide igualmente o declínio 
da popularidade em projectos mais recentes, pois os dois últimos títulos 
da empresa Laika, nomeadamente The Boxtrolls e Kubo and The Two Strin-
gs, foram os que menor retorno obtiveram em bilheteiras.

À semelhança de filmes em imagem real, que recorrem a CGI, 
eventualmente a mistura entre produção analógica e digital em persona-
gens, para colmatar as limitações da técnica de animação de volumes em 
stop-motion, pode ser uma “salvação” para este tipo de solução, assumin-
do-se o universo digital como uma expansão criativa dos movimentos das 
personagens e da consequente familiarização/vibração do público para 
com a acção e as personagens envolventes.

Conclusão
O poder da animação analógica é evidente e considerado, por alguns au-
tores, único e irreplicável digitalmente. No entanto, como recentemente 
surgiram outros autores que afirmam já termos ultrapassado o fenómeno 
uncanny valey [22], e como demonstra o filme de The Lego Batman Movie, 
já é possível replicar com elevado nível de detalhe a realidade humana.

Uma vez que uma boa relação parassocial de crianças com persona-
gens animadas é um dos principais factores que determina o sucesso de 
um projecto de animação, detectou-se uma fragilidade nas animações 
analógicas que pode afectar esse mesmo aspecto e, assim, de certa forma 
justificar o insucesso dos títulos mais recentes das empresas paradigmá-
ticas Aardman e Laika. Especificamente, a referida fragilidade refere-se 
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às limitações provenientes das barreiras da produção analógica que impe-
dem liberdade total de criação de movimentos fantasiosos e orgânicos nas 
personagens, o que poderá provocar alguma estranheza em momentos de 
suposto êxtase e elevada acção, assim como o consequente afastamento 
do espectador para com a personagem.

As particularidades da técnica de stop-motion, entre outras prove-
nientes das animações clássicas, parecem ganhar cada vez mais espaço 
no universo digital. No entanto, tudo se resume ao aspecto geral que a 
produtora pretende para o seu filme e assim deverá escolher o que é pro-
duzido analogicamente e/ou digitalmente. Enquanto o universo analógico 
oferece uma plasticidade única, o universo digital tem um leque variado 
de possibilidades extra, incluindo a capacidade progressiva de replicação 
da realidade humana, a dinâmica processual sistematicamente refinada, 
a adição de efeitos especiais/adicionais, a atribuição de movimentos orgâ-
nicos, revelando-se, assim, uma extensão criativa em constante expansão 
quebrando progressivamente as barreiras da produção analógica.
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Abstract

The present article reports the Brazilian animation through a historical and 
political view with which we can see the media as an essential part of building 
a narrative of power in the postmodern cultural industry. Here we will make 
a clipping that only intends to highlight a few authors, without claiming to 
mention all, as we are presenting part of the spectrum of a research that was 
carried out in 2002 and can now be seen in the light of our social reflection of 
a country that resists, with its fragile and fleeting democracy in the veins. The 
historiographic report is always a point of view, therefore, one can draw several 
narratives on a historical trajectory. This article reviews the hundred years of 
Brazilian animation, completed in 2017, for its political implication of resistance 
to three vectors that determine the greatest recurrence of predation of cultural 
manifestations in Latin America, in a broader scope, and in Brazil in one more 
particular cut. The tripod that threatens democratic, autonomous and expres-
sive cultural production involves: the role of censorship, neocolonialism and 
relations with the cultural industry. The three factors are strongly interwoven, 
but can be described separately for greater visibility of specific characteristics.

1. Introdução

“A manipulação da opinião pública, tanto pelos governos quanto 
pelas mídias empresariais, e a manufatura do consentimento minam 
a essência da democracia, que é uma participação genuína.”Alfred de 
Zaya (ZAYA, 2013)

A censura tem uma trajetória particular em cada sociedade durante o 
século XX, atuando em governos tidos como totalitários, mas também em 
regimes descritos como democráticos. O Brasil e a América Latina tive-
ram sua história marcada por vários regimes autoritários e ditaduras que 
utilizaram a censura governamental como forma de controle da produção 
cultural de forma explicita e oficial. Porém, como em todo o mundo, o 
país também viveu formas de censura que vinham de setores conserva-
dores, políticas de produção de empresas privadas, critérios de mercado, 
influência da religião no estado ainda que em períodos sem ditaduras. 

A certeza de que uma democracia midiática não é algo dado apenas 
pela retirada de um regime totalitário faz com que hoje, estudiosos como 
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Animation, Brazil, History, 

Culture and Politics.
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Alfred de Zaya (epígrafe do artigo), percorram o mundo pela ONU para 
analisar a falta de equidade sobre o ponto de vista de acesso à canais de 
comunicação por todos os setores sociais – não apenas em ditaduras, 
mas também com a preocupação de identificar este aspecto em países 
supostamente democráticos e nas relações internacionais de opressão e 
dominação. A proposta de equidade de canais de comunicação de opõem 
a ideia oitocentista, mas ainda muito difundida de neutralidade. A falácia 
da neutralidade é útil para não se pensar em equidade: se há a possibilida-
de de uma mídia neutra, que elas existam e não se pense em seus pontos 
de vistas. Esse tipo de argumento é falacioso e perigoso, pois permite, 
por exemplo, que no Brasil do século XXI, depois de mais de trinta anos 
do fim da ditadura militar, os maiores conglomerados comunicacionais 
formem um oligopólio constituído por cinco famílias de clara postura 
política de direita e que foram os grandes apoiadores do golpe de 1964 
e de todo regime ditatorial. Há uma sexta família que surge depois e 
que vai representar outro segmento de direita mais original ao Brasil, o 
fundamentalismo religioso. Ou seja, se nos anos de chumbo da ditadura 
militar a censura era algo policial e oficial, no período de abertura política, 
onde supostamente esse tipo de censura foi extinta, os mesmos canais 
de comunicação controlavam o maior segmento do mercado com grande 
vantagem financeira, de equipamento, tecnologia e de financiamentos. 
Assim, com suas políticas editoriais, definiam conteúdos de entreteni-
mento, cultura ou jornalismo sem que que fosse necessário a atuação 
direta do governo. Ao lado da liberdade de expressão, se vendia uma visão 
ultrapassada de mídia livre e neutra. Se prometemos uma mídia neutra, 
não há porque discutir os lugares de fala de cada política editorial – assim, 
passa desapercebido a falta de equidade abissal que existe no país. 

A história do país segue, então, com diferentes tipos de censura e 
muitas delas relacionadas aos outros dois tópicos, o neocolonialismo e a 
indústria cultural. O primeiro diz respeito a proibição de conteúdos que 
não interessavam aos EUA durante a Guerra fria, por exemplo, e, no se-
gundo tópico, pela coerção ou proibição de certos experimentos ou temas 
e abordagens pelas próprias regras de um mercado consumidor.

Neocolonialismo é a exploração cultural, econômica e/ou política de 
um país sobre outro. O termo é adotado após a Segunda Guerra Mundial, 
ao intensificar-se o processo de descolonização que vai suceder o conflito. 
A segunda metade do século XX seria marcada pela ruptura com modelos 
de relações internacionais vigentes até então e denominado de política 
colonial. A conferência de São Francisco de 1945, o Julgamento de Nu-
remberg de 1945-1946, a Declaração Universal dos Direitos Humanos de 
1948 e as Convenções de Genebra de 1949 foram marcos nessa mudança 
e coma ruptura com um modelo que, na Primeira Guerra Mundial, ainda 
dividia o mundo em impérios europeus com colônias na Ásia, Europa e 
América Latina. 

A sucessão de um mundo organizado em impérios com domínios ter-
ritoriais para um novo regime não exclui, no entanto, as políticas de domi-
nações de nações mais desenvolvidas sobre nações em desenvolvimento. 
Ao invés de pilhagem e invasões militares, agora, surgem novos modelos 
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de exploração que se adequam ao novo pressuposto da independência 
das nações. A dominação cultural vai ser uma das mais importantes, 
mas a dominação de mercados de consumo, coerção à competitividade, 
financiamento de dívidas, apoio militar e interferência política vão atuar 
também de forma complexa e desrespeitando qualquer verdadeira pro-
posta de luta anticolonial. A dominação cultural no novo regime colonial 
vai ser fundamental para gerar um mercado de consumo com um vetor de 
mão única (metrópoles produzem e colônias consomem) como também 
para manipular sociedades para que não percebam que esse processo não 
é interessante e, assim, não gerar resistências – daí, muitas vezes, não 
haver a necessidade de ações bélicas dos novos impérios. Mas apenas por 
vezes, pois, por outras, as guerras ainda são necessárias para sedimentar 
as relações de dominação contemporâneas. 

Por último, as ações do mercado de consumo na indústria cultu-
ral são quase um desdobramento dos dois últimos aspectos.  Segundo 
Lyotard, na sua obra Condição Pós-Moderna, (LYOTARD, 1986 ) quando 
se legitima o valor de uma produção pelo seu valor de mercado priorita-
riamente, consegue-se estabelecer situações proibitivas de produção com 
outros valores – uma proibição, agora, sob o ponto de vista econômico. 

Dessa forma, será dessa indústria e de seus segmentos produtivos 
e de distribuição uma ferramenta potente de censura e coerção: a não 
lucratividade. A indústria cultural e seus processos de massificação 
adaptados depois para políticas de globalização permitiram muito mais 
do que a valorização diversificada de produções regionais, uma hege-
monia das produções que dominavam o mercado e um sufocamento de 
produções locais. Além de outras contradições, os principais paradoxos 
na acepção de um mercado globalizado são: hegemonia global de alguns 
modelos locais de regime político (democracia neoliberal norte ameri-
cana); as evidências estatísticas de que ao invés de reduzir as desigual-
dades, só as ampliou; o efeito rebote de ‘hipernacionalização’ dos países 
desenvolvidos em função da miséria ao redor, ampliando os limites de 
fronteiras e criando tensões para imigrantes e refugiados e a exploração 
produtiva de países sem legislações trabalhistas ou proteções legais 
contra exploração interna e internacional.   

Olhando a Indústria cultural de uma maneira mais contemporânea, 
como nos propunha o visionarismo da obra de Walter Benjamin (BENJA-
MIN, 1994 ) em diálogo com a Escola de Frankfurt, a chamada produção 
massificada da indústria cultural pode ser tanto um locus de submissão 
como de resistência à censura e ao neocolonialismo. No entanto, as práti-
cas hegemônicas nesse setor no século XX e XXI na América Latina e no 
Brasil revelam uma inclinação perversa para a submissão. A criação de um 
mercado próprio, autônomo e diversificado tem sido uma luta constante 
de diversos segmentos da cultura. Hoje em dia, já é possível uma relação 
mais autônoma de produção industrial e novos modelos de relação de 
mercado e de trabalho, mas ainda há muito que caminhar neste sentido.  

A animação, como expressão cultural nacional e continental, não vai 
fugir a esses obstáculos. O que este artigo propõe é enxergar as especi-
ficidades desse segmento nessa relação dialética com os movimentos 
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mais universais de controle expressivo. Assim, os cem anos de história 
da animação brasileira serão vistos aqui sobre a ótica dessas três cate-
gorias de análise.  Primeiro listamos os principais marcos históricos em 
sua cronologia e depois comentamos as experiências pela resistência que 
representou aos três vetores de dominação cultural.

2. Cronologia
O primeiro marco da animação brasileira no início do século XX está em 
com consonância com uma proposta política de outras produções nesta 
técnica no mundo.  O marco da animação brasileira é o dia 22 de janeiro 
de 1917, data de lançamento do curta O Kaiser de Álvaro Marins (chamado 
de Seth), que é considerado como o primeiro filme de animação brasilei-
ro. Esse pequeno filme não foi preservado, como muitos outros. Com o 
passar do tempo sobrou uma matéria de jornal na época do lançamento, a 
preservação por meio da memória oral e apenas um fotograma. Enquanto 
isso, Na Argentina, o primeiro filme de longa-metragem animado foi El 
Apóstol (1917) do Quirino Cristiani. O filme é uma sátira política dirigida 
ao então Presidente da Argentina, Hipólito Yrigoyen. Em Portugal, O 
Pesadelo do António Maria é uma curta-metragem de animação de 1923, 
considerado o primeiro filme de animação português, foi realizado por 
Joaquim Guerreiro. “Filme-charge de flagrante atualidade” sobre o então 
presidente do ministério, António Maria da Silva. 

Ou seja, os três filmes possuem a mesma temática política, realizados 
simultaneamente; com traço estético similar, Preto e Branco – 2D Tradicio-
nal, mudos e em 16mm. Neste artigo, porém, faremos o recorte na anima-
ção Brasileira, sabendo que diversos países possuíram um desenvolvimento 
desta linguagem como forma de resistência política de maneira similar. 

A trajetória dos filmes animados brasileiros, até alcançar o atual estágio 
de popularidade e mercado, foi muito lenta e com criações muito escassas. 
Apesar de ela se inaugurar com O Kaiser   em 1917, desenho animado de Seth, 
um cartunista famoso dos jornais cariocas, a história não é uma história feliz. 
Neste filme, Seth satirizava Guilherme II, para quem as atenções se voltavam 
durante a Primeira Guerra Mundial – o ditador contracena com um Globo 
terrestre. É importante salientar que esse filme é bem anterior ao Grande 
Ditador de Charles Chaplin, 1940, que possui uma cena muito similar. 

As criações que se seguem têm entre si intervalos de tempo, por ve-
zes, de anos, e, muito provavelmente, não contribuíram para a formação 

de uma escola ou traço marcante 
dos filmes brasileiros de anima-
ção, mas foram o suficiente para a 
difusão na mídia e para o conhe-
cimento do público em geral. 

A Animação, devido à sua 
complexidade técnica, teve um 
desenvolvimento irregular antes 
de alcançar espaços como as 
mostras coletivas e a difusão por 
meio das tecnologias digitais. Por 

Fig. 1 - Fotograma do 
filme Kaiser de Seth 
1917
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meio de situações expressivas pontuais, podemos fazer uma análise dos 
aspectos envolvidos na conceituação da linguagem e identificar na produ-
ção dos animadores brasileiros o cinema de animação autoral, no formato 
curta-metragem, como o seu principal veículo de expressão. 

Como a história da animação não é homogênea – envolvendo diver-
sos aspectos como produção, veiculação e consumo – é impossível mapear 
as correntes estéticas e artísticas desenvolvidas nas animações produzi-
das no Brasil. A conceituação de uma linguagem da animação envolve sua 
contextualização histórica, ficando o seu balizamento implicado com o 
resgate de uma história da técnica.  Segue então, uma primeira cronologia 
de base mais quantitativa para mostrar o avanço em números desde este 
primeiro marco de Seth. 

RESUMO HISTÓRICO – curta metragem autoral

DÉCADA DE 10 - 4 filmes

DÉCADA DE 20- 5 filmes

DÉCADA DE 30- 9 Filmes

DÉCADA DE 40- 11 filmes

DÉCADA DE 50- 8 filmes

DÉCADA DE 60- 23 filmes

DÉCADA DE 70- 43 filmes

DÉCADA DE 80- 22 filmes  

DÉCADA DE 90 - 216 filmes  

DE 2000 a 2004 -523 filmes  

TOTAL DE FILMES NA PESQUISA: 844

Resumo da pesquisa Animadores do Brasil publicada pela autora em 2006 

3. Censura
Como vimos na introdução, a definição de censura é uma questão complexa, 
especialmente no Brasil. Se por um lado, o modelo de censura proposto por 
governos totalitários é algo que deve sempre ser combatido, por outro lado, a 
ideia de uma sociedade sem censura é uma utopia. Desde a própria autocen-
sura que rege um indivíduo em seus processos subjetivos, até a complexa 
gama de censuras sociais que, por vezes, nem precisam de leis para atuarem, 
permanentemente regulam a produção comunicacional. Por exemplo, você 
nunca deve ter visto um nu frontal masculino em uma telenovela vespertina 
ou uma representação escatológica de violência em uma publicação editorial 
reconhecida pela sofisticação. Ou seja, políticas editoriais, sistemas que 
intentam a massificação, códigos morais e relações de mercado, são apenas 
algumas das censuras que interferem na produção de conteúdo e com especi-
ficidades muito divergentes em diferentes culturas. Essas pressões podem ser 
filtradas e conduzidas pelos próprios meios, o que é o ideal para a sua liber-
dade, mas isso não invalida um estudo crítico que, por exemplo, os observe e 
amplie a visão de seus produtos para além de seus regimentos éticos internos. 

Assim, não estudar os modelos reguladores por um tabu que parece 
indicar que a qualquer momento pode emergir um viés fascista de coibição e 
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perda da liberdade é uma argumentação falha. Na história desses cem anos 
de animação, inúmeras coerções de mercado sociais indiretas atuaram, mas 
destacamos aqui uma obra onde a censura oficial atuou diretamente; por um 
sistema de distribuição obliterado e, por último, o contraponto da censura, 
a propaganda política do regime. Primeiro, em 1938, surgem dois curtas do 
famoso caricaturista Luís de Sá, As Aventuras de Virgulino e Virgulino Apanha. 
Luís Sá, com seus bonecos redondos, depois considerados underground, 
ficou frustrado quando, ao tentar mostrá-los a Walt Disney, foi impedido pelo 
DIP-Departamento de Imprensa e Propaganda do Estado Novo de Getúlio 
Vargas. A atuação da censura nesse momento pode ter interferido no trágico 
fim dessa obra, descrito no tópico sobre Indústria cultural.

Neste histórico, não apenas criadores foram coibidos, mas também 
modelos de distribuição de produção internacional, um setor importante 
para o fortalecimento da indústria local por meio do acesso à produção 
mundial. No final dos anos 1960, surgiu o Grupo Fotograma, mas ele tem 
pouca duração. Foi fechado, por força do AI- 5, que viu, em suas programa-
ções, filmes subversivos, o que gerou fatos memoráveis como a proibição, 
na época, da exibição do curta tcheco A Mancha,1965, de Zdnek Miller, 
onde as florzinhas vermelhas que invadiam a tela e colocavam em retirada 
os militares com suas bombas, seriam uma apologia ao comunismo. A 
propósito, o filme não tem diálogos que pudessem induzir os censores a 
tal dedução tão particular.

Paralelo às produções marginais censuradas pelo regime, o próprio 
regime entende a força da animação e se vale dela para propagandas diretas 
e indiretas, o que se revela a contramão da censura em um regime ditato-
rial.  Seja pela publicidade do mercado, como veremos adiante, ou como 
propaganda política, o segmento da publicidade nos anos 1970 vai permitir o 
crescimento do setor no Brasil. Animadores importantes, como  Ruy Perotti 
vão imortalizar personagens na memória do país como o protagonista da 
série de peças publicitárias sobre higiene divulgadas pelo governo:  Sujis-
mundo – lançado em 1972, descontinuado em 1973, retorna em 1977 por um 
ano. O personagem que tinha hábitos incorretos era tão simpático que criou 
uma forte identificação com as crianças, o que poderia ser um prejuízo na sua 
função de ser um mau-exemplo. Assim, a série aos poucos ganha um outro 
personagem, o filho de Sujismundo, o Sujismundinho que além de ser crian-
ça, tinha comportamentos corretos. Apesar de ser extinto em 1978, até hoje 
“sujismundo” é um xingamento para quem peca por hábitos de higiene. 

O personagem era parte da campanha Povo desenvolvido é povo limpo 
da ditadura militar junto com outras campanhas ufanistas como Brasil, 
ame-o ou deixe-o (como justifica para exilados), Este é um país que vai pra 
frente e Ninguém segura este país. Assim, vemos coerção e campanhas 
publicitárias caminhando juntas. 

4. Neocolonialismo 
A grande marca do neocolonialismo na produção da animação brasileira é 
sem dúvida a dominação do mercado estadunidense de animação. Desde 
o domínio dos curtas e longas-metragens nas salas de exibição no início 
do século XX, até a difusão de séries e filmes animados no século XX e 
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XXI. O século XXI traz a novidade da indústria japonesa como um poder 
de produção, mas nesses 100 anos de animação brasileira é sem dúvida a 
produção e as relações políticas como os EUA que serão determinantes. 

De forma visionária, já em 1928, teremos um filme experimental de 
crítica a esse cenário: Macaco Bonito, Macaco Bonito, desenho animado de 
Seel e Stamato, que mostrava uma rebelião no Zoológico e ridicularizava 
as personagens de desenhos animados estrangeiros que já dominavam a 
indústria nacional. 

Em contrapartida, o marco mais importante dessa relação colonial 
criticada por Seel e que usa a animação de forma contundente é a Política 
da Boa Vizinhança em 1933. Nos EUA, o presidente Roosevelt decide 
trocar as práticas intervencionistas na América Latina denominadas de 
Política do Grande Porrete (Big Stick) pela dominação cultural. Um pouco 
antes do fim da Segunda Guerra Mundial, os EUA já fundavam o neocolo-
nialismo que substituía uma política colonial antiga que o nome “grande 
porrete” deixava explícita. 

 Começa o período de relações amigáveis que favorecessem a 
propaganda dos EUA na América Latina frente aos riscos da influência 
da Alemanha. De Zé Carioca a Carmem Miranda, a mídia era uma via 
poderosa de representar a fraternidade entre a América Latina e os EUA 
e, ao mesmo tempo, impor a cultura dos EUA na América Latina.  Essa 
fase deixou, em termos culturais para os latino-americanos, personagens 
criados pela Disney como Zé Carioca (para o Brasil) e Panchito (para o 
México) em filmes como Los Tres Caballeros, 1944, Alô, Amigos/Saludos 
Amigos de 1943 e Você já foi à Bahia? de 1945.

Esta “parceria” da Disney com o Brasil gerou inclusive filmes edu-
cativos, como, por exemplo, Como nos livrarmos de doenças que demons-
trava que o uso de fossas e a higiene da água e dos alimentos trariam 
maior saúde às comunidades rurais, evitando-se, assim, a proliferação de 
insetos transmissores de doenças. Embora o filme fosse claro e eficiente, 
o brasileiro, numa espécie de protesto, imediatamente apelidou o filme de 
“Mais Latrinas para a América Latina”.

Outra forma de resistência à influência Norte Americana foi a busca 
por temas regionais. Sinfonia Amazônica de 1953 é o primeiro longa-me-
tragem animado da história do Brasil. Foi produzido integralmente por 
Anélio Latini Filho, que dedicou cerca de cinco anos de trabalho para 
transformar em desenho animado um pot-pourri de relatos folclóricos da 
região Norte, entre eles a lenda da Noite, que aborda o surgimento dos 

animais na floresta e a do Urutau, 
que narra a formação do rio 
Amazonas.  

Uma obra de 1980, já no con-
texto da abertura política, resgata 
a crítica à dominação cultural de 
Macaco Bonito, Macaco Bonito, 
com uma nova abordagem. Ma-
galhães criou o filme Meow, curta-
metragem que abriu o caminho 

Fig.2 - MEOW! –
Marcos Magalhães
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para a Animação brasileira no exterior e que também denuncia e reage 
à dominação cultural americana. A crítica de Marcos Magalhães é mais 
ampla e, embora se valha da animação, não se restringe ao colonialismo 
vivido nela, mas inclui diferentes tipos de produtos colonizados.  

Após a sua estada no Canadá, Marcos levou avante uma proposta 
de parceria com o National Film Board e a Embrafilme (atual-CTAV-Fu-
narte), para fundar um centro técnico com participação dos canadenses. 
Foi inaugurada assim a primeira escola de Animação no Brasil, o CTAV – 
Centro Técnico Audiovisual da FUNARTE. Como primeira realização, foi 
feito um filme em mutirão formado por vinte e oito artistas brasileiros, O 
Planeta Terra, coordenado por Marcos, para homenagear a ONU em sua 
campanha para 1986 – o Ano Internacional da Paz (Coelho, 2000).

5. Indústria Cultural 
O início desses 100 anos, a produção nacional já demonstra uma vocação 
inicial à animação experimental e independente, até por conta da falta 
de um mercado consolidado. No entanto, as relações que se estabelecem 
entre a animação e o mercado da indústria cultural na trajetória como um 
todo são diversificadas e multifacetadas. 

O fim trágico da obra de Luís de Sá sobre Virgulino, mencionada no 
item 3, já pode ser um primeiro exemplo. Luís de Sá vendeu seus dois filmes 
ao dono de uma loja de projetores cinematográficos, que os partiu em vários 
pedacinhos e os ofereceu como “brinde” aos fregueses. Felizmente, aos 
poucos, os frames da animação foram recuperados e o filme remontado, 
mas, por muito tempo, ficou perdido por conta desse tipo de uso predatório 
de um mercado pouco estruturado e com valores próprios – além da ausên-
cia de uma política consistente de preservação da memória cultural que 
atingiu também o primeiro filme desta historiografia de Álvaro Martins.

A falta de subsídios ou um mercado de competitividade injusta com 
as produções estrangeiras são ou outro lado neocolonial dessa indústria 
cultural. Assim, podemos voltar ao nosso primeiro longa-metragem, Sin-
fonia Amazônica e lembrar que para que pudesse ser terminado, Anélio 
fez sozinho cerca de 500.000 desenhos e, segundo foi informado pela 
família, “sua rotina de trabalho era chegar ao estúdio de animação às 8h 
da manhã e deixá-lo somente às 4h da manhã do dia seguinte” (MO-
RENO, 1978).  Uma forma de trabalho injusta e pouco eficaz para que 
uma indústria local e autônoma se fortaleça, mas ao mesmo tempo, uma 
resistência revolucionária de um artista. 

A produção experimental também não abandona o Brasil nessa relação 
com a indústria massificada. Na segunda metade da década de cinquen-
ta, surgiram diversos artistas, entre eles, Roberto Miller, que desenvolve, 
em São Paulo, uma linha de trabalhos em animação no estilo abstrato, 
influenciado pelas obras de Norman MacLaren, de quem fora aluno no Ca-
nadá – National Film Board – NFB. Miller, além de ser um grande animador 
experimental, dirigiu durante muitos anos o programa Lanterna Mágica na 
TV Cultura de São Paulo, dedicado ao Cinema de Animação Mundial. 

A falta de um mercado de trabalho estruturado gerou uma série de 
animadores temporários com a produção de apenas uma única animação. 
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Promissores animadores surgiram na década de 60, como Rubens Luchetti, 
Bassano Vacarini (Voo Cósmico,1961), Ayrton Gomes (O Homem e a Liber-
dade,1965), Hamilton de Sousa (Histórias do Brasil, tipo Exportação,1963), 
Zélio (No Caos Está Contida a Semente de uma Nova Esperança,1968), Carlos 
Pacheco e Stil (Status Quo,1968), e uma infinidade de outros artistas que, 
por vezes, só realizavam um filme e desapareciam, mas ainda assim contri-
buíam para a evolução da técnica da animação no Brasil. 

No entanto, foi só nos anos 1990 que começou realmente a produção 
de animação brasileira de uma maneira mais significativa e expressiva. No 
Rio de Janeiro, aconteceu um considerável aumento da produção de ani-
mações, muitas já produzidas e exibidas através do meio digital. Também 
nesta década foi criado o Anima Mundi, o maior festival de Animação das 
Américas, que, em 2013, bateu recordes de público. Ao longo de quinze 
dias, passaram um total de 80.55 1 pessoas pelas quatorze salas de exibição 
e pelas oficinas no Rio de Janeiro ( 55.677 pessoas) e em São Paulo (24.874 
pessoas) . O Brasil entrava em contato com sua própria animação e, para 
além da produção exclusiva dos EUA, podia acessar obras de todo o 
mundo. As oficinas do Anima Mundi contribuíram para a metodologia de 
ensino da Animação e foram replicadas em cursos e universidades. A PU-
C-Rio, por exemplo, foi a primeira a testar o programa MUAN, utilizado 
nestas oficinas de maneira sistemática na Graduação de Design, através 
de um convênio com a IBM e o Anima Mundi. 

A década de 2000 chegou para inverter toda esta história de ponta-
cabeça. Com a entrada do Youtube, os animadores começaram a experi-
mentar diversas técnicas simultaneamente e conseguiram distribuição 
através da internet. Essa geração de animadores está sendo conhecida 
como Prosumers – (em tradução literal, Prossumidores) –  grupo de indiví-
duos que não são apenas consumidores, mas também produtores da área 
de mídia digital. O que tem representado uma possibilidade potente de 
subversão de vários aspectos desses três pilares de coerção criativa. Mas 
o mercado brasileiro ainda tem muitos desafios em termos de autonomia, 
equidade, competitividade e apoio governamental. 

6. Considerações finais 
A história da animação no Brasil é um percurso de relações com a história 
política do país e do mundo onde se delineiam traços culturais idiossincrá-
ticos. Como propõem Jessé Souza em A Elite do Atraso (SOUZA, 2017), uma 
visão de singularidades temporais dependentes de infraestruturas é mais 
adequado como abordagem sociológica do que a ideia de uma identidade 
única e com atravessamento histórico permanente – o que, segundo o autor, 
mais do que um culturalismo, seria, na verdade, um novo modelo de racismo, 
onde se aprisiona a experiência de toda uma sociedade a uma determinada 
reincidência histórica. A história de animação no Brasil é um exemplo de que 
câmbios estruturais permitiram submissões e resistências muito distintas, 
embora os enfrentamentos possam ter sido categorizados dentro dos três 
vetores apresentados. Assim, mais do que uma identidade, a reincidência sig-
nificante dessas categorias identifica uma singularidade que se perpetua, mas 
que pode ser revista, criticada e até superada por modelos de inovação social. 
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A animação é reconhecida 
como linguagem universal de 
expressão visual e invade hoje 
inúmeros sites, rede sociais e 
e-mails da internet. O patrimônio 
imaterial da arte da animação no 
Brasil está presente em uma infi-
nitude de estilos, traços e cores, 
onde é impossível reconhecer um 
caminho estético com um histó-
rico linear. A animação tem tido, 
ao longo dos tempos, importante 

papel no desenvolvimento da indústria cinematográfica como impulsiona-
dora da investigação de aspectos tecnológicos e criativos através do movi-
mento das imagens e se apresenta como um dos mais importantes setores 
da produção audiovisual e da indústria da comunicação.  Porém, a crítica 
às formas de censura inovadoras que surgem a todo momento, às práticas 
neocoloniais que resgatam processos e inovam em modelos de dominação 
cultural e a relações da indústria com os seus produtores e consumidores 
mostram que este tipo de reflexão crítica precisa ser processual e adaptada 
a cada novo contexto sócio-histórico até para que possa, um dia, não ser 
mais uma categoria passível de observação neste país. 
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Abstract

The contributions of child and pre-teen audiences for the creation of their own 
contents allows their voice to be heard and their opinions to be considered. In 
view of understanding the younger generations participatory methods and 
the making of narrative, it is necessary to consider the nature of their creative 
processes as it englobes different fields and strategies, such as drawing and 
music. Gosma! is a project focused in the production of an animated short film 
by a group of master students at Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave, 
whose narrative creation involved children’s participation through interactive 
strategies. This article will reflect upon the participatory and ludic methods 
focused on the narrative construction for animation, observing their impact on 
the script construction for the animation short film Gosma!.

1. Introduction
1.1. Objectives – Gosma!
The featured research is part of a master project called Gosma!, which 
aims to develop an animation short film with a team of five elements4, 
oriented for children aged 8-11. Due to the choice of young audiences, 
it’s intended to research the creative universe of children within this age 
group and build with them a script for animation, in school context. The 
narrative was shaped through participatory methods, thus making it a 
participatory narrative.

Storytelling is the object of study of narrative, be it verbal, written 
or visual. As Sunwolf (2001) refers, a method to deconstruct narrative 
is through division by questions: the content and language of the story 
(form); the motivation to tell the story (why); methods of telling the story 
(how); the impact of the story (effects). Sunwolf (2001) argues that the 
public should have an active role in storytelling, taking into account how 
the narrative becomes a collaborative work between storytellers and 
receivers. The prevalence of narrative in culture places us in a position 
where the cognitive processes organized through narrative methods are 
indispensable. Therefore, the narrative intelligence – the ability to organ-

1 ID+, IPCA, Escola Superior de Design.
2 CIEC, Centro de Investigação em Estudos da Criança, Universidade do Minho; IPCA, Escola Superior 
de Design.
3 Universidade do Minho, Instituto de Ciências Sociais, Centro de Estudos de Comunicação e Sociedade,
 Departamento de Ciências da Comunicação, Braga, Portugal.
4 The members of the group are Adriana Bica, Lina Dantas, Sara Bairinhas, Sara Costa and Sara Covelo.
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ize human experiences into narrative forms – is essential to perceive and 
understand a variety of experiences, from entertainment to education 
(Riedl, 2013) considering the prospect of participatory narrative one of the 
most prominent forms of narrative intelligence. 

We understand participatory narrative as way for the audience to di-
rectly influence and create paths in storytelling, using strategies that allow 
them to play character roles and/or manage the narrative universe. The 
main objective of participatory narrative is to actively involve participants 
and future observers in the creation of the action world, so that they be-
come fundamental pieces for the plot development, as their choices hold 
significant consequences (Sunwolf, 2001).  

We understand interactive narrative as way for the audience to di-
rectly influence and create paths in storytelling, using strategies that allow 
them to play character roles and/or manage the narrative’s universe. The 
main objective of interactive narrative is to actively involve participants 
and future observers in the action’s worldbuilding, so that they become 
fundamental pieces for the plot development, as their choices hold signifi-
cant consequences (Sunwolf, 2001). But to what extent are the audiences 
participants in media that they consume?

Naturally, there’s a distinction between playing a creative role in 
environments made by an outer author and having the authorship of these 
environments. Although the audiences become interveners, there’s a limit 
to their interventions; they can only act accordingly to the possibilities 
the author has made available (Murray, 1997). This is a type of author-
ship that implies the delimitation of rules for the interveners. The author 
provides not only a set of scenes and conditions, but also a universe of 
narrative possibilities. Murray (1997) tells us that the participant, even 
if he/she takes part as a protagonist, a navigator or an explorer, still uses 
this repertoire of possibilities to create a specific story within the possible 
stories provided; if so, we need to distinguish this derivative work from 
the originating authorship of the system itself.

However, according to Jenkins (2006 ), these are not just derivative 
creations, but rather an assertion of authorship. Through these creative 
works the public acquires the right to expand, adapt and control a narra-
tive, making these methods participatory. This form of authorship, which 
Jenkins calls participatory, is defined when there is active and creative 
participation of members of an audience, developing, expanding and 
adapting another’s narrative (Meyers, 2014).

But how is participatory narrative and its methods important in 
view of today ’s children’s audiences and in which ways is it advantage-
able for the child?

Within the framework of current sociology of childhood, children are 
considered in its own category apart from other stages of social develop-
ment; the term childhood is used as an integrated structure in society, 
built in comparison with other social structures. Thus, one the objectives 
of sociology of childhood is to remove a persistent image of the child as a 
being devoid of self-worth, that is only a mere object of socialization (Sar-
amago, 2001). Children’s identity evolves through the worlds they inhabit, 
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as well as through interaction between their peers. Thence, we realize that 
each child is a part of a complex universe as an object of analysis. In this 
way, it’s indispensable to assign a role of protagonism to their actions as a 
form of building identity.

Until recently research with children was treated as a collection 
of data “in transit” that, in a progressive sense, would culminate when 
children achieve adult cognitive and moral stages (Soares & Sarmento 
& Tomás, 2005). The adult- centric focus, as it doesn’t consider the 
child’s voice, contribute to the exclusion of children in the childhood 
research, causing negative effects and erroneous knowledge about the 
society. Thus, listening to the child’s discourse would be listening to 
the adult’s interpretation of it. 

Every contemporary individual needs to develop participatory 
skills to be included in society. Brian Milne says that “(participation) is 
not a political campaign that puts children first, as children’s liberation 
proposed, but a process of creating a society that is inclusive of young 
citizens” (Milne, 1996 ). Participatory research with children has a politi-
cal component, as it contributes to the construction of a place of child 
citizenship, a place where the child’s action is valid (Santana & Fernandes, 
2011). Child participation is based on considering children as a subject 
with rights playing a central role in the research. It seeks to eliminate the 
child’s invisibility on the research and give a prominent place to their 
opinions and shouldn’t be focused on the adult researcher, but on the 
partnership between adults and children, making the younger not only 
the object of study but also assuming roles as researchers (Hart, 1992). So, 
valuing children’s perspectives allows them to intervene with autonomy 
and significance in their daily lives.

Contrary to what many authors say, the diversity of views on what 
surrounds us does not equal disorder or superficiality, but rather a multi-
dimensional expression of our world (Soares & Sarmento & Tomás, 2005). 

The diversity of elements that children show us when assuming an 
active role constructing their knowledge, from verbal to visual, make 
it possible to register meaningful results (Santana & Fernandes, 2011). 
When using participatory and ludic strategies, researchers often obtain 
unexpected results, as was the case in this study, allowing children 
to reveal skills that are often overlooked, which required a proper 
environment provided by researchers. In the context of the narrative 
authoring, the understanding of participatory methods contributes to 
the creation of multidimensional narratives made through complex 
network of elements. These methods use visual, verbal and ludic 
resources based on the script foundations prearranged by the {five} 
authors of this project. With these foundations, various materials were 
designed in order to be appealing to children and used as a starting 
point to develop another animation elements, such as characters and 
backgrounds. This article serves to present the sessions held in schools 
and the analysis of these results, reflecting upon how these processes 
may contribute to the authorship of the animation narratives, valuing 
the children’s opinions and their creative skills.
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1.2. Materials Conception – From Idea to Game
Since the activities were planned to children of different ages the differ-
ences were considered and the sessions had slight variations in each class. 
We planned two ludic sessions per class: the first one, more expositive as 
it focuses on the understanding of animation concepts, followed by the 
conception of key elements (backgrounds, characters); the second one 
was focused on the narrative creation and based on the previous ele-
ments. It should be noted that the sessions planning was very important, 
not only in aspects such as time and resources, but also as an effective way 
of presenting and explaining the world of animation to the younger, so 
that they could, in the best way, contribute to the short film narrative.

The tools and materials used in the sessions were also a teamwork. 
Since the characters were already designed, we sought a way to give 
freedom to children to contribute to its redesign. Therefore, a table with 
information about the five protagonists was planned: Aida, Ferrinhos, 
Márcia, Neves and Dani (Fig 1). Based on this information the characters 
design were left to the children’s criteria, with some constraints proposed 
by the authors who drew up an elaborated sheet for drawing the character 
details that remembers the dress up games, with a character silhouette 
and an assemblage of elements like clothes and hairstyles, based on the 
concept art5 design authored by the researchers. This object was named 
silhouette sheet (Fig 2).

In the next step, each member of the team has drawn a background (Fig 
3-7) of the narrative environment to help the children to understand the 
narrative and characters that inhabit it. The main part of the action takes 
place in a magical forest, where threes have eyes, plants light up and goo 
covers the ground. Since we aimed for something fun and captivating 
for children, the backgrounds were turned into animated gifs, with some 
small details with movement to surprise the viewer.

For a better understanding of the narrative’s fixed elements and the 
perception of its characters and backgrounds, a short animatic6 that shows 
the first part of the plot – a bus leaves the school taking children back 
home – was developed. After leaving most of the children, the bus goes 
through a forestry area with the last five. However, the driver encounters 

5 Concept art refers to visual objects drawn as tools of character making and/or worldbuilding, common-
ly used on animation. (Mortensen, 2017).
6 Animatic is a preliminary version of a film, produced by shooting successive sections of a storyboard 
and adding a soundtrack (Oxford Dictionary).

Fig. 1. Information 
about the characters: 
Aida, Ferrinhos, Már-
cia, Neves and Dani; 

Fig. 2. Silhouette sheet.
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a tree trunk in the middle of 
the road, so he makes a de-
tour to an unfamiliar place. 
At some point the bus stops, 
which makes the driver 

leave the vehicle to investigate the event. While examining the back of the 
bus, he notices that there’s ivy wrapped around one of the rear wheels. 
The driver moves to the front to inspect further, while the ivy goes back to 
the land, releasing the bus that moves on its own with the children inside, 
making the driver distressed. The bus goes on at an uncontrollable speed 
and the children panic. It ends up colliding with a tree, but the children 
don’t suffer injuries and they leave the bus, finding themselves stunned 
and lost in the forest.

Even though the character design is already finished, they’re 
represented in the animatic with simple silhouettes, lacking distinctive 
features, emphasizing only their facial expressions. It’s a justified decision 
since one of the challenges proposed to the children was to draw the char-
acters according to their features, avoiding to give visual references, being 
the only reference the silhouette sheet (Fig 2).

As the animatic ends when the bus crashes, all the remaining narrative is 
open and free for children to explore. Aiming to use participatory and lu-
dic methods, we created a board game as a tool of narrative creation. The 
game starts when the five children get off the bus and their goal is to find 
the way back to school. The board, which measurements are 120 cm by 
70 cm, also works as a map of the forest (Fig 9). It also has eight tabs that, 

Fig. 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7. 
Background drawings 

by Lina Dantas, Sara 
Covelo, Adriana Bica, 

Sara Costa and Sara 
Bairinhas.

Fig. 8. Animatic 
frames.

Fig. 9. Board game and 
forest map;

Fig. 10. Tabs and 
respective symbols;
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when raised, reveal symbols that signal game events (Fig. 10). The play-
ers had the chance to interpret the symbols as they wished since they’re 
rather ambiguous, and they can use them to proceed in the narrative.

In addition, other objects were designed that helped to make the 
game more dynamic. Some of these were the cards (Fig. 11) given as a 
reward to the children when they made decisions as a team. The three 
cards serve as shortcuts, allowing players to jump to houses that conduct 
them to the finishing point and to the end of the game. Objects were also 
designed in case the players fell in a trap house; one of these were the 
mushrooms (Fig. 12) that we stucked to the players arms to convey the 
idea of being “infected”. 

In the 5th grade class some elements were changed: we have chosen 
to use dice instead of the cards.

2. The Sessions
2.1. Characterization of the Classes – Who?
The research was conducted on three classes of three different schools. 
One was a 4th grade class from Escola Básica de 1.º Ciclo de Oliveirinha 
and another a 3rd grade class from Básica de 1.º Ciclo de São Bernardo, 
both located on the Aveiro district. The third one was a 5th grade class 
from Agrupamento de Escolas de Redondo, located on the Évora district. 

As for the constitution of the selected classes, the 3rd grade class from 
Básica de 1.º Ciclo de São Bernardo,  consists of 26 students of which 14 are 
male and 12 are female, aged between 7 and 10 years; the 4th grade class from 
Escola Básica de 1.º Ciclo de Oliveirinha consists of 26 students of which 11 
are male and 15 are female, aged between 8 and 11 years; lastly, the 5th grade 
class from Agrupamento de Escolas de Redondo,  consists of 21 students of 
which 14 are male and 7 are female, aged between 10 and 12 years. The ses-
sions were held in Visual and Technological Education classes.

In total, considering the 26 students in both 3rd and 4th grade classes 
and 21 in the 5th grade class, 73 children participated in this research, of 
which 39 are males and 34 females.

2.2. First Session: bringing drawings to life
2.2.1. Concepts and Preferences – My favorite cartoon!
The first session consisted of three phases: presentation of contents, sce-
nario and character development. We asked children if they know what is 
animation, animator and how to do animation.

We concluded that 60% of the children had a close idea of what 
animation is, although some confused animation with sociocultural ani-
mation. As an example, some of their answers: 

Fig 11. Game cards;

Fig. 12. Mushrooms.
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“Animation is cheering people up.”; “Animation is making people 
happy, cheerful.”; “Animation is a way to bring drawings to life.”

As we matched animation with cartoons, children quickly understood the 
concept. Children defined the word animator as “Someone who makes 
cartoons as a profession” and some spoke about relatives or acquaint-
ances who work with animation, mainly in the publicity field. 

Afterwards, the children’s favorite cartoons were discussed. While they 
knew and watched featured films produced by studios like Disney, none of 
the children mentioned these kinds of productions as their favorite types of 
animation and, instead, they rather see animated series. They pointed out 
some of the favorite TV channels that feature animated series such as Panda 
Biggs, Sic K, Nickelodeon and Cartoon Network. As favorite animations some 
of the most popular among them are Teen Titans GO, The Amazing World of 
Gumball, Uncle Grandpa, Phineas and Ferb; as for the older children, they pre-
fer Family Guy, South Park and Simpsons. There were also some children who 
mentioned series of Japanese animation (popularly known as anime) such as 
Dragon Ball and Naruto but, because these are non-western animations, there 
were doubts whether these examples should be considered as animation or 
not. Another peculiarity was that in all three classes several children pointed 
out live action series for children and pre-teens, such as Henry Danger and KC 
Undercover. This confusion arises mainly due to the contents of the TV chan-
nels aimed for younger generations, which programming consists of cartoons 
interleaved with live-action with teenage actors.

After discussing these media preferences we propose a last question: 
how is animation made? In this case, the children were more reluctant to 
explain the process. Some of them, more familiar with the methods, were 
able to present a succinct explanation about the animation process:

“Doing a lot of drawings and making them move.”; “Flipping sheets 
very fast.”

Some children suggested devices and tools such as projectors, computers, 
light tables and montage as a way to animate, even though they couldn’t 
explain how these elements work. In the 3rd and 4th grade classes several 
individuals were interested in sound design, mentioning that they would 
like to “make cartoon voices”. In this point, the 5th grade class turned to 
be more closed, as opposed to the younger classes that showed a lot of 
enthusiasm during the group discussions.

We displayed an excerpt of a Paramount Pictures newsreel called 
Popular Science, which explains the process of animation at Fleischer 
Studios during the 1930s. All of the classes quickly understood these older 
animation methods and tools such as storyboard.7.  Surprisingly, a small 
percentage of children knew what a storyboard was even before the inves-
tigators presented and explained the concept.

7 Storyboard is a sequence of drawings, typically with some directions and dialogue, representing the 
shots planned for a film or television production (Oxford Dictionary).
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Since most of the children only knew commercial animation, such 
as the Disney featured films and animated series on Portuguese televi-
sion, they weren’t familiar with author animation. Therefore, we showed 
two short animated films produced by students. To the 3rd and 4th 
grade classes the films chosen were: Après la pluie (Fig 13), directed by 
Louis Tardivier, Charles-André Lefebvre, Sébastien Vovau, Emmanuelle 
Walker and Manuel Thanon-Tchi in 2008, at Ecole de l’image Gobelins; 
and Kagemono (Fig 14), directed by Sabrina Cotugno in 2012, at CalArts. 
Reactions were similar in both groups. As for Après la Pluie, children men-
tioned how it reminded them of videogames such as Overwatch, due to 
the action’ speed and also Super Mario, due to the “floors” the character 
runs through, which bears some resemblance to the platform games8. As 
for Kagemono, most children stated that the characters were “cuter” and 
the narrative more complex. In both classes, around 80% of the children 
preferred Kagemono to Après la Pluie. We present some given reasons:

“It’s cuter because they ended up as friends.”; “There’s some mystery 
about who’s good and who’s bad.”

Children that preferred Après la Pluie answered that it was due to gags and 
the magical giant animal:

“It was funnier.”; “I like action things.”

For the 5th grade class, as they’re older and frequenting the next study 
cycle, we choose different short animated films. These were Tsunami, di-
rected by Sofie Kampmark in 2015 at Animation Workshop; and Afternoon 
Class, directed Seoro Oh in 2015 at South Korea’s Chungkang College of 
Cultural Industries.

Although they were paying attention during both films, the children 
didn’t want to discuss opinions at this stage. As for Tsunami, children were 
in doubt if it was 2D or 3D animation; once we explained that it was a mix 
of 2D and 3D, they were curious about the technique. 

8 A platform game is a type of videogame originated on the 1980s which main objective is getting to the 
finish line while jumping on platforms, floors, stairs or other objects (Klappenbach, 2018).

Fig. 13, 14, 15 & 
16: Après la Pluie, 
Kagemono, Tsunami 
and Afternoon Class 
screenshots.
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We verified that most of the children preferred Afternoon Class, as 
it was “funnier” and the theme relatable with their lifes (being sleepy 
during classes); some said it was due to “special effects and illusions” – 
metamorphosis. 

Now understanding this animation type, children easily perceived 
the film’s format that we wanted to develop. Showing the animatic, chil-
dren got the gist of the narrative to build.

2.2.2. Activities – But I don’t know how to draw!
The first proposed activity was dedicated to the construction of narrative 
environments. Using the backgrounds drawn by the researchers as a guide 
to the action’ space, we asked children to develop scenery elements that 
could take part of our environments. Thus, the children were split into 
groups of 4-6 elements each to create graphic exquisite corpses (cadaver 
exquis)9. Using the exquisite corpse method, children drew plants and 
trees that could take part of our forest. We present some of the results:
Even with the scenery backgrounds made by the researchers as examples, 

the children were encouraged to draw what they wanted to build these 
“trees”, since each one had their own interpretation of a “strange tree”. 
We noticed children faced different levels of difficulty in each class. In the 
4th grade class there was some reluctance to start the exquisite corpses. 
Some participants were confused as to how they should begin and pointed 
out that they didn’t possess the ability to draw it:

Child: “Do I need to draw the plant on the projector?”; Researcher: 
“No, it’s just an example! You can draw whatever you want, what you 
find most weird.” Child: “But I’m bad at drawing! I’m not good as you!” 
Researcher: “You don’t need to draw like us! Do you like drawing?”; 
Child: “Yes!”; Researcher: “Then, anything you draw for this activity 
will be a good drawing! No need to worry about making it look pretty.”

9  Exquisite corpse (cadaver exquis) is a concept created by surrealists during the 1920s to name the 
game in which the first player writes a phrase in a piece of paper, covers it partially and passes it to ano-
ther player to continue the phrase (Brenton, 1930). 

Fig. 17, 18, 19 & 20: 
Exquisite corpses/ 

cadavre exquis.

Fig. 21, 22 & 23. 
Making of exquisite 

corpses and
character design.
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Naturally, most of the children found easier to continue the drawing than 
starting without any referents. In one case, one of the children felt un-
comfortable with the task so the researchers started the exquisite corpse, 
which made the child feel more at ease to keep drawing. The 3rd grade 
class was the fastest to adapt to this game. Several children mentioned 
having ideas of what to draw even before we started the activity.

Child A: “I love to make weird things! (…) I know what I’m going to 
draw! A snake-tree!” Child B: “Shh! Don’t say it or you’ll spoil the 
surprise!”; Child A: “(whispering to the researcher) I’m going to draw 
a mix of a frog and a boar.”

This class tried to play by the rules of the game (continuing the lines left 
by the previous player and not letting the next player see the drawing, to 
maintain the randomness) drawing the most at ease and least afraid to 
make mistakes. Although in this class the activity developed with more 
fluidity than in the 4th grade class, there were still some insecurities, 
especially at times when children compared themselves with each other.

 
Researcher: “Everything is going ok?”; Child A: “I’ve finished, 
finally! My tree looks so weird!” Child B: “Mine too! (…) But I don’t 
know how to draw trees (like Child A) …”; Researcher: “You don’t 
need to draw trees.”

Such as the previous class, for the 5th grade class the activity was also easy 
to start and the children seemed much more interested than during the 
expository part of the session.

When the activity ended all classes were very eager to see their team’s 
result, as well the ones made by other teams, comparing which ones were 
the “most weird”. Although some considered their exercise failed (for 
example, a 4th grade child drew their part in a different orientation from the 
rest of the group; as so, this group asked the researchers to not show the re-
sult to anyone else), most teams were excited and satisfied with their crea-
tions. What followed was a short discussion between 5th grade individuals:

Child C: “(laughs) This one is from (child D)’s drawing?”; Child D: 
“Yeah, it’s mine!”; Child E: “Wow (child D)! It’s so crazy!”; Child C: 
“It’s (the drawing) alive!”; Child D: “I’ve drawn a kind of a tree and 
then I’ve drawn something like a net and at the end two carnivorous 
plants.”; Child E: “Mine is like the inside of an eye and I added smoke 
to the trees.”; Child D: “(…) That’s my favorite.”

Summing up, the exquisite corpse freed the children from some pre-
formatted drawing practices, (for example, many had in mind a standard 
way to draw a tree that they should stick to). Since there was no right way 
to draw, children felt more confident in the next activity.

The last activity of the first session focused on the characters. We 
presented the information table (Fig. 1), as a way to familiarize the chil-
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dren with the characters. It served not only to explain character traits but 
also to understand their relationships; Neves and Dani are siblings, while 
Aida, Ferrinhos and Márcia are best friends, dividing the characters in two 
groups. It was also important to help thinking about Dani’s appearance, as 
the character is androgynous. In this case, it led to the children interpret-
ing as “looking like a boy or a girl”.

Each child was responsible for drawing a random character using the 
silhouette sheet (Fig 2). We noticed that most of 3rd and 4th grade boys 
would like to draw Neves, because it’s the oldest character, therefore the 
most intelligent, strongest and the others protector. In contrast, Ferrinhos 
is shy, likes videogames and wears braces, the children categorize him 
as a “nerd” and, consequently, less “cool”. Concerning girls, most of the 
children preferred Márcia because is the one that looks more feminine; or 
Aida because the character acts as a leader. Some wanted to draw Dani, 
because they wanted to draw someone androgynous. As for 5th grade, 
most boys preferred Ferrinhos, as some of his aspects were relatable, such 
as liking sports and videogames, being curious and even wearing braces. 
There was also a significant number of boys who wanted to draw female 
characters, especially Márcia, for “being the funniest”. Girls, in this case, 
preferred Aida for her acting as a leader and also Dani, as it’s the charac-
ter freer for interpretation.  

Then the drawings made by the children, next to the researchers designs:

This activity mechanics were considerably simpler; on the silhouette 
sheet (Fig. 2) the children marked the clothing and hairstyle elements 
that they consider fitting for the character; if the children didn’t want any 
of the existing elements, they were free to create their own. Afterwards, 
considering the chosen elements, the classes drew their characters over 
the silhouette located on the upper left corner, in a way that conveys the 
characters personality.

Curiously, in all classes there were children who choose clothing and 
hairstyle similar to the original designs. We will now examine all char-
acter results, starting with Aida. Most children drew Aida with typically 
feminine elements (blonde long hair, sometimes tied up, wearing a skirt 
and shades of pink or purple). However, because of Aida’s sense of leader-
ship, some children drew her as a tomboy. In Dani’s case, the majority 
opted for a representation either feminine or masculine, rather than a 
more androgynous portrayal. As so, in the 3rd grade class we have many 

Fig. 24. Character 
designs by the children.
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Dani designs with a more masculine look, while the drawings from both 
4th and 5th grade classes, are mostly feminine. However, there’s some 
examples considerably androgynous in the 4rd grade class. The following 
character, Ferrinhos, was often drawn wearing glasses, probably because 
of the “nerd” stereotype for children who enjoy playing videogames. 
It should be noted that the 5th grade children were more detailed with 
this character, including elements such as the old cellphone, the ques-
tion marks in clothing (as Ferrinhos is a curious child) and the braces. 
Regarding Márcia, as the female character that likes to take pictures, 
both three classes elaborated more feminine representations. We noticed 
that a majority of children assumed Márcia would be the character more 
concerned with looks, as it was usually dra wn with long hair and acces-
sories such as bracelets and hair pins. And she was always drawn smiling, 
probably because sympathy is one of the characters attributes. In contrast, 
Neves was drawn by children with an “annoyed” expression, due to the 
character’s irritability. There’s some original examples; a 5th grade child 
has drawn Neves without a leg, with dark clothing and tattoos, emphasiz-
ing his “tough guy” features. Generally speaking, we noted that there’s 
few examples of drawn characters of color, that is, characters of another 
ethnicity. 

These character designs elaborated by the children were used as 
important pieces for the board game, played in the following session.

2.3. Second Session – I want to go that way!

The third and last activity of this research was the board game (Fig 9), 
using the first session results as the creative tools for narrative crea-
tion. Children were split in groups of five elements and each one of the 
researchers acted as a game mediator. The character designs they created 
in the previous session served as game pieces and each child represented 
one of the five characters. 

The objective of the game was to find a way from the bus to the school. 
All decisions should be made together. For 3rd and 4th grade classes, 
if one of the group members got separated from the others, they could 
use one of the cards (Fig 11). 

The players come across with several paths, so the moderators asked 
which way they will choose; after opting for a direction, they’re faced with 
other options but, this time, for just one character; the player chooses 
between the two tabs that are indicated. For example, when choosing 
the mushroom path (Fig. 25), the one playing as Márcia must pick “take a 
picture” or “pee”, thus raising one of the tabs. Truly, all tabs are trap houses 

Fig. 25, 26 & 27: 
Character designs by 
the children.
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that the children aren’t aware of. Most trap houses take the player to the 
lake’s bottom, taking him/her out of the game, while the others keep the 
player in game, but with a consequence. For example, the mushrooms that 
grow on Marcia’s arm. If a character ends up missing, the players can use 
one of the cards that take them to the bottom of the lake (Fig. 27). The only 
way to end the game is going under the lake, as it’s the only way of exiting.

After the first time playing the game we gave more freedom of choice 
to the children; we allowed choosing who and how characters act; and 
mutual aid methods. Since the 5th grade class didn’t use the cards, these 
free methods were of great importance to move the narrative forward, 
making children think more carefully about what to do. In alternative to 
the cards, the children proposed their own resolutions for given problems 
using dice to verify the effectiveness of their choices.

With the multiplicity of choices and, naturally, the differences be-
tween children there were no equal games. Below we present reactions of 
the two different groups: first, the 4th grade class:

Researcher: “Neves wants to stay in the bus. Anyone has a different 
opinion? Anyone wants to try changing his mind?”; Dani: “I’m staying 
with my brother.”; Neves: You can’t mess with my sister!”; Márcia: 
“Oh, but you don’t know if they’re a girl or a boy.”; Researcher: “No 
one knows. Not even us (researchers).”; Neves: “Ok but we have to 
stay in the bus.”; Aida: “Yeah, we can get ourselves in trouble!”; Fer-
rinhos: “But Aida, you have to come with us!” Márcia: “I’m sure that 
way is better!” (Ferrinhos and Márcia separate themselves from Aida, 
so she stays with Neves and Dani); Dani: (opens the bus tab, sees 
tentacles) “Big bro, let’s go after them! (Neves and Dani catch up with 
Ferrinhos and Márcia, leaving Aida behind); Researcher: Are you 
going to leave Aida behind?”; Ferrinhos: “Whatever!”

In the 5th grade class case:

Dani: “Who’s the first in line?”; Aida: “First is Aida.”; Márcia: “Don’t 
forget that Dani has to be behind Neves!”; Researcher: “You don’t 
have to be in line. Why did you choose this order?”; Neves: “We want 
it like this! It’s cooler!”; Aida: “Dani should be in the middle because 
he’s the youngest.”; Neves: “Who votes on splitting up?”; Dani: “All 
together!”; (Dani is left behind, and Neves goes on with the others) 
Researcher: “Will you leave your sibling behind?” Neves: “No!” 
(The siblings split up with the others); Researcher: “Do you want to 
stay in the bus or go somewhere?”; Neves: “Stay in the bus. (to Fer-
rinhos) Goodbye friend, I’ll miss you.”

Despite the easy adhesion to the game there were cases of children less 
interested, what was not directly correlated to their age differences; for 
example, one child of the 4th grade class dominated the game completely, 
blocking the interaction between characters. This caused loss of interest 
in the activity on the remaining children.
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At the end of the session some children mentioned the game as their 
favorite activity and said they would like the researchers to incorporate 
their stories in the animation narrative.

This exercise worked as the culmination of all the previous activities. 
The children interpreted the characters, but these ended up different from 
the researchers’ versions; the characters where completely new, born 
from the game. The child reformulated the character in addition to their 
redesigning.  As an intermediary of the character, the child molded it to 
their own model, giving possibility of action to the character. McCloud 
speaks of Man as an egocentric creature, who looks for himself on what 
he sees (McCloud, 1993). By providing the children with only a silhouette 
and some attributes, they developed the character as they wanted and 
used it to act out their own reaction as if themselves were in the narrative.

In a similar way, the background and scenery elements have dictated the 
narrative’s environment and influenced children´s decisions, avoiding dan-
gerous places or picking the interesting ones. Since there was no written text, 
the only reference for the plot was the map, which caused great excitement in 
the children who were very excited to explore and make their own narratives.

The contributions of these young individuals were not directly featured 
in our animation script, but strongly influenced its development. While por-
traying these characters, children were not afraid to take decisions that in real 
life would be impossible but makes their reactions realistic in the world of the 
narrative, as they took them as if they were themselves in the situation. That 
kind of reaction was what was missing in our initial script. Furthermore, these 
sessions were important to the researchers to distance themselves from the 
established work for a short while, bringing the children’s voice and returning 
with new perspectives. The script was enriched with elements provided by 
our target audience. Therefore, we consider this process of participatory nar-
rative essential to this project’s development.

3. Conclusions
While conducting a research with children, using participatory methods as a 
process to create narratives is as important as the results. Since children’s re-
sponses to the challenges were unexpected, researchers often had to modify 
strategies to better accommodate children and their needs – one example was 
during the board game, when some children guessed solutions before the 
problems were given. This was a constant challenge as each session was quite 
different from the others, despite a similar planning. But, simultaneously, it 
was also a catalyst of ideas for both classes and researchers. To the creation 
of narrative, it was essential not only the children’s drawings and opinions 
as also parallel conversations amongst themselves and with researchers, 
that even if not directly relevant to the animation plot, improved our work in 
unpredictable ways, such as characters relationships and young age dynam-
ics. The immense amount of information generated during these activities 
was beneficial to both parts involved with the study as we got to know what 
our target audience would like to see and let them contribute to. Children got 
the chance to share their views in a different way, discovering creative and 
participatory methods often overlooked in school context.
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Abstract

Internet and cable television have granted easy access to a wide range of 
animated movies and series, most of them aimed at a young demograph-
ic. Children are nowadays one of the main consumers of animation in the 
western world, which means this kind of media will heavily shape their views 
and development of identity. For this reason, it is important that children are 
exposed to characters that explore positive, diverse representations of gender. 
This paper will describe the process of creation of Dani, a character whose 
gender is ambiguous/not defined; furthermore, we will analyze the reaction 
of 73 children to this character. Dani is part of the main cast of a student short 
animated film in making, as well as a series of side comics.

1. Introduction
1.1. The Project
This paper is part of a master’s project which aims to create an animated 
short film, as well as a compilation of short side comics. The animation 
– entitled Gosma - is being developed by a group of five master’s stu-
dents who participate equally in every step of the process, from the first 
concepts of the characters to the final animation. The short side comics 
will be created independently by each of the members, seeking a more 
personal approach as each author will explore the characters and the 
universe of the animation in their own artistic style.

The theoretical component allied to this project is different for each 
member as well. One of the researches is focused on characters – more 
particularly, stereotyped characters in children’s animated movies and 
series. It covers topics like gender (such as stereotypes in female char-
acters), ethnicity (such as stereotyped representations of people of color 
– POC) and others (for example, fat or LGBT characters). This paper will 
reflect part of that research on gender, and the application of said research 
in the animated short film. 

To further our research, complete/solidify our plot and gain precious feed-
back for our project, we also made two sessions (about one hour and a half long 
each) in three different schools with children aged 8 to 12. We showed them 
some concept art, played different activities related to our project and asked for 
their opinion on subjects such as gender representation on cartoons.

1, 2 & 3 ID+, IPCA, Escola Superior de Design, Rua do Aldão, 4750-810 Vila Frescainha (São Martinho), 
Portugal

Keywords
Gender, children, 
character, animation, 
stereotypes.
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1.2. Gender Stereotypes in Cartoons
Being one of the main consumers of animation in the western world, chil-
dren are heavily influenced by the cartoons they watch and the messages 
it conveys to them. The reoccurrence of stereotyped representations of 
gender will shape little children’s concept and development of gender 
behavior. [1]. Examples of these stereotyped representations of gender in 
cartoons could be mothers doing housework whilst fathers return home 
from their job, or the reinforcement of stereotypically feminine behaviors 
(such as showing affection or focusing on appearance) for female char-
acters and stereotypically masculine behaviors (like rescuing others and 
being aggressive) for male characters. This kind of stereotypes were typi-
cally present, for example, in some of the old animated Disney movies, in 
actions such as the male lead rescuing the princess in some way.  [2]

An article published in 2015 by Ruchi Jaggi makes an analysis of 
gender behavior in the four most popular cartoons on children’s televi-
sion in India: Chhota Bheem, Doraemon, Ninja Hattori and Oggy and the 
Cockroaches. [3]

As written by Ruchi Jaggi, Chhota Bheem is an Indian animated series 
which “comes across as a highly gendered text”. The main character 
Bheem is shown to act in a stereotypically masculine way (independent, 
powerful, courageous) and the narrative of the story is very focused in 
these aspects of him. Chutki, the only female character who accompanies 
Bheem in his daily adventures, is portrayed as “emotional and nurturing”, 
as well as very dependent on Bheem. The other female character, Indu-
manti, is a princess as well as a potential love intest of Bheem, yet “their 
interaction takes place only in situations where Bheem either rescues her 
or her father”. Other female background characters are seen engaging in 
“some kind of domestic chores always”. 

The japanese anime4 Doraemon also shows characters with gendered 
behaviors. The main character Nobita’s mother is usually seen doing house-
work while his father has a job; Shizuka, the only female character in Nobi-
ta’s group of friends, attends piano and painting classes “while the boys play 
baseball”. She enjoys baking and is Nobita’s love interest. The other boys 
also seem to be romantically interested in her. However, Nobita doesn’t 
show stereotypically masculine traits such as strength or a courageous per-
sonality, but is “often ridiculed by his family and friends” for it. 

Ninja Hattori, another Japanese anime, shows a gendered narrative in 
similar aspects: a brave main character with stereotypical masculine traits 
such as in Chhota Bheem, a mainly male cast, and a mother that is only 
shown taking care of the house and cooking. 

Ruchi Jaggi considers Oggy and the Cockroaches “the most gendered 
as well as the most non-gendered text”: there are no female characters, 
but the male characters are non-stereotypical.

Another article published in 2012 by Beth Hentges and Kim Case shows 
that the differences in behavior between male and female characters aren’t 
as significant as they might have been a few decades back. Bigger differences 

4 Anime refers to animation produced in Japanese studios.
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can be noted between TV channels, as Disney Channel is aimed at a mostly 
feminine audience whilst Cartoon Network has more male viewers. [4]

Creating a show for a specifically male or female audience is a com-
mon marketing strategy. Konietzko, co-creator and executive producer of 
Avatar: The Legend of Korra, talked about the belief that “girls will watch 
shows about boys, but boys won’t watch shows about girls”, which made 
some Nickelodeon executives worry about the reception of Korra – a 
female lead. However, during the test screenings, boys didn’t seem to care 
about her gender because she was “awesome”. [ 5]

On the other hand, even if it might seem positive that the differences 
between male and female characters aren’t very evident, it usually means 
that female characters tend to behave in a more stereotypically masculine 
way, but male characters don’t tend to behave in a more stereotypically 
feminine way. This conveys the message that girls should aim to act in a 
stereotypically masculine way, but not the other way around. [4] 

Hentges and Case’s research also demonstrated that there’s a 
predominance of male characters in cartoons. However, the percentage 
of human female characters is fairly higher compared to that of human 
male characters. This tendency to humanize female characters is linked to 
their sexualization in media; they are often represented with “big breasts, 
the tiny waist, the fluttering eyelashes”. [6] Female characters that aren’t 
human (for example, anthropomorphic animals) usually keep these traits. 

Because animated movies and series have such a strong impact on chil-
dren, it was with these issues in mind that we created the main cast of Gosma. 

2. Dani
2.1. Creation of Dani
The concept and development of the characters for Gosma was a process 
which occurred throughout the first months of the project. The designs 
for the five characters were our first visual creation; they were, however, 
developed in the following weeks and months as we worked on their 
personalities and relationships.

The number of main characters being five was intentional. Because it 
was important from the beginning that each of the five master’s students 
involved in this project played equal roles in the process, it was only 
natural that the creation of the characters was split between us. This way, 
each member became responsible for the conception and design of one of 
the characters, thus forming a cast of five elements. Since all of us showed 
particular interest for stories with groups of children (such as The Goonies 
[1985], Stranger Things [2016] or It [2017]) we agreed on this concept as 
our starting point.

As we started discussing plot ideas, we decided on a rough draft of 
the narrative: a group of children gets lost in a fantastic forest. The five 
characters were then conceived having this first concept in mind, as well 
as some traits previously discussed such as age and gender. The plot, in 
turn, ended up being influenced by the characters we had created.

Given the theoretical research allied to this project, it was very 
important from the beginning that our cast of characters was diverse and 
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balanced. We wanted to avoid stereotypes as much as we could; alterna-
tively, we would use stereotypes as a starting point and then find a way to 
deconstruct them. 

“Good designers also build memorable characters by taking well-worn 
stereotypes and crafting characters that have a few traits that go against 
type.” (Katherine Isbster, Better Game Characters by Design) [7]

We decided that this group of children (the youngest being 8 years old and 
the oldest being 13) would be constituted of two girls, two boys and one 
character which gender is ambiguous/not defined throughout the narra-
tive. We named this character Dani.

By not assigning a gender to this character, their actions would be 
those of a child – not the actions of a boy or a girl in specific.

 In a potential extra-animation content which focused on Dani’s gen-
der, we would show that, being only eight years old, Dani is still in a phase 
of gender exploration and identification.

However, we quickly came across a problem as there are no gen-
der-neutral pronouns in the Portuguese language: it’s “he/him” or “she/
her”. The only way to talk about Dani without assigning them a gender 
would be to continuously refer to them as “the child”, which wouldn’t 
quite work out in our story context. Consequently, the dialogues were 
strategically created in a way that other characters would refer to Dani 
directly as to prevent the need for “she” or “he” pronouns.

In the English language it is possible to use “they/them” 
as gender-neutral pronouns. The number of cartoon char-
acters who have “they/them” as their assigned pronouns 
is minimal, but we found two examples: Stevonnie from 
Steven Universe and Milo from Danger&Eggs.

Regarding Dani’s design, the main goal would be to 
create an androgynous look which wouldn’t be immedi-

ately classified as feminine or masculine. We used two social media (Twit-
ter and Instagram) to confirm if our objective had been accomplished.

Most users on both social media voted that Dani comes across as more 
feminine (68%/62%) than masculine (32%/38%). However, the gap didn’t 
seem meaningful enough for the character design to be immediately changed.

Curiously, after contact with children from three different schools, 
the results were the opposite.

2.2. School Sessions: 3rd Grade Class
When we asked the question to a 3rd Grade class of 26 children, only one 
child suggested that Dani comes across as more feminine. The other 25 
children agreed that Dani comes across as more masculine, pointing 
reasons like the face, the hair, the way Dani uses the hat (one child argued 
that some girls use hats that way), the coat and the outfit in general.

When we questioned the children if boys and girls behave differently, 
the answer was positive. One student replied that boys are “smug” and 
play in a different way; “for example, girls play Pinypon and boys usually 

Fig. 1.
Dani’s design.

Fig. 3. Voting poll on 
Instagram.

Fig. 2. Voting poll on 
Twitter.
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don’t like it”. Another child argued that some boys like it, so we asked the 
class if any of the boys liked to play with dolls. After some male students 
replied affirmatively, a few girls claimed to play with cars (a kind of toy 
which is stereotypically masculine). Some children added that they’ve 
seen men who prefer to wear long hair.

We concluded with the class that the behavior and clothing preferenc-
es of boys and girls don’t need to be very different, and the children agreed.

The following picture illustrates the way these children imagined a char-
acter who isn’t a boy or a girl. This “game” was proposed to the class before 
we revealed Dani’s final design (or the design of any of the characters).

The goal of this activity was to understand the way each child imag-
ined the characters of our animated film in making. They were shown 
a table with the names of the characters and a few of their traits; the 
way children envisioned Dani concerned us especially (Fig. 4).

A “game” sheet was given to the 
students with the name of one 
of the characters written on top. 
The children should read the 
traits of the character they had 
been assigned to and keep these 
traits in mind whilst picking one 
hair and one outfit for them. 

The results of the game were shown previously (Fig. 4).
The “game” sheets were the same for everyone whether their character 
was a boy, a girl or Dani; this way, children had the choice to pick any 
piece of clothing to their character regardless of gender.

Fig. 4. Comparison 
of Dani’s design with 
the drawings made 
by children of the 3rd 
Grade.

Fig. 5.  Table with a 
few traits of each of the 
characters.
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2.3. School Sessions:
4th Grade Class
We made the same question to a 4th 

Grade class: Does Dani come across 
as more masculine or feminine? 
Whilst 6 children answered “femi-
nine”, 19 children answered “mas-
culine”. The arguments of those who 
thought Dani comes across as more 
feminine were the face, the shorts 
(mistaken for a skirt), the stripped 
socks, the hair and the pose. The chil-
dren who claimed that Dani comes 
across as more masculine mentioned 
the reasons that the students from the 
3rd Grade pointed out before.

Once again, we asked the class if there was any boy who enjoyed 
playing with dolls. Despite the nervous laughter, some male students ad-
mitted to play with dolls because of their sisters. A lot of female students 
claimed to enjoy playing stereotypically masculine games, like playing 
with cars or soccer.

We inquired if there are, after all, a lot of differences between boys or 
girls. The children agreed that there aren’t. An argument started over boys 
being stronger (or not) than girls.

(Free translation of the conversation)
Child A: “I think… differences… There aren’t many differences...”
Child B: “Boys are stronger and girls aren’t.”
Researchers: “But why are boys stronger?”
Child B: “Because they are men.”
Child C: “There are girls who are stronger than boys!”
Child D: “Some girls go to the gym and do boxing.”
Child E: “She is stronger than him.” (Points to classmates)

We questioned the children if they feel like there’s a lot of differences 
between masculine and feminine characters on cartoons, and they agreed 
that there are. One child replied that Mickey Mouse and Minnie are alike; 
we asked about their differences. “The bow”, “the eyelashes”, “the out-
fits” and “the lipstick” were the immediate answers.

This argument led us to ask why female characters have longer 
eyelashes.

(Free translation of the conversation)
Child A: “The mascara!”
Researchers: “So little girls also wear mascara? Do any of you use 
it?”
Children: “No.”
Child B: “What’s that, mascara?”

Fig. 6.  Sheet of the 
game. The children 

should encircle their 
choices of clothing and 
then draw them on the 

silhouette of the top 
left corner. 
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Child C: “Because girls… maybe… one example: they use makeup. 
When they put on mascara, their eyelashes get bigger. It’s an expres-
sion to show they’re a girl. ”
Child D: “My sister, I’m older than her but she has bigger eyelashes 
than me.”

In the end, the children agreed that the differences between boys and girls 
are more evident on cartoons than in real life. We also asked this class if 
they knew any boys/men with long hair, and they replied “yes”. Regarding 
animation, they mentioned Finn from Adventure Time as an example of a 
male character with long hair.

We concluded with the class that having short or long hair doesn’t 
equate to being a boy or a girl. When we asked them if that should be re-
flected in cartoons, the children showed interest in more representation of 
diversity, but they enjoy knowing the gender of the characters. However, 
they received Dani in a positive way.

(Free translation of the conversation)
Researchers: “Do you become very confused when you don’t know 
[the gender of the character]? For example Dani, did you like this 
character?”
Children: “Yes!”
Researchers: “Even if you don’t know if Dani is a boy or a girl?”
Children: “Yes!”
Child A: “I liked it because it was a surprise.”

One of the children suggested one episode in which we could find out if 
Dani is a boy or a girl. We made a voting poll with the suggestion; whilst 
half of the children would like to find out, the other half would rather the 
“secret” was kept that way.

Fig. 7. Comparison 
of Dani’s design with 
the drawings made 
by children of the 4th 
Grade.
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Lastly, we asked the class who had been their favorite character from 
the animation, given what we had shown them during the two sessions 
and their personal interpretation. From the eighteen children who spoke, 
five of them pointed out Dani as their favorite.

2.4. School Sessions: 5th Grade Class
Our experience with the 5th Grade students was vastly different from the 
previous ones. While children from the 3rd and 4th Grades were extreme-
ly interested in participating and showed interest in every moment of 
dialogue with the researchers, the children from the 5th Grade were more 
reserved, specially regarding themes such as animation. Most of these 
students claimed to not watch cartoons, or preferred not to say anything.

Similarly to the other children, these students were asked if Dani 
comes across as more feminine or masculine. Five students voted that 
Dani came across as more feminine whilst others thought Dani looked 
more like a boy; some childen said that they couldn’t understand the 
gender instead of picking a side.

(Free translation of the children’s comments)
 “50 each.” (Could be any)
“Transsexual.”
“Tomboy.”
“Could be any. It’s difficult to understand.”
“The pose looks like a girl.”
“I think it’s both.”
“Dani from Daniel, Dani from Daniela.”

When we asked the children why they thought Dani came across as more 
feminine, the only student who answered said that Dani was, in her point 
of view, a tomboy. We then asked the class if they knew anyone with an 
androgynous look.

(Free translation of the children’s comments)

 “I have a friend whose hair length goes to his shoulders.”
“A man with very long hair and very sparkly clothes.”
“[Classmate] is saying that Daniela [Dani] is Pabllo Vittar.” (Trans-
sexual singer)
 

These conversations show that some children seem to know terms like 
transsexuality, yet there’s some confusion with its meaning and applica-
tion in real life. We explained that Dani’s androgyny and transsexuality 
aren’t the same thing.

As we’ve mentioned before, the children from this class showed little 
interest in cartoons, which means we didn’t get a proper answer when we 
asked them about gender diversity in cartoons. If these children seemed 
to easily accept the “tomboy”, they seemed to prefer stereotypically femi-
nine traits to be associated with girls, and stereotypically masculine traits 
to be associated with boys.
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3. Conclusions
The experience with children at the three elementary schools was, in gen-
eral, very positive. Even though most students prefer that characters show 
traits stereotypically associated with their gender, Dani was well received 
by all of the students despite being an androgynous character without a 
defined gender. A lot of students seemed to enjoy the “mystery” of it.

The children also seemed to recognize that gender differences are 
often emphasized in the cartoons they watch. Even if only 73 students par-
ticipated in this study, it seems to show that children are willing to easily 
accept characters who behave or look differently from the stereotypically 
masculine or feminine.

Regarding the androgynous design of Dani, the goal seems to have 
been accomplished as there was some disagreement whether this charac-
ter comes across as more feminine or masculine, as well as some people 
having considered that Dani could be any gender.

On social media (where the age range is mostly 20-25 year old young 
adults) about 65% of the users voted that Dani comes across as more fem-
inine, yet the children involved in this study (ages 8 to 12) mostly consid-
ered Dani to look more like a boy.
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Abstract

Scientific Illustration (SI) is part of Scientific Communication and encom-
passes all the scientific domains that are capable of being coded in painted/
drawn image, even though one of those with the greatest expression is 
Biology and all of its subdomains (phycological illustration within botanical 
illustration, entomological illustration within zoological illustration, etc.). 
These images are strategically thought-out and constructed in order to reg-
ister and/transmit a scientific message in an academic context (dissemina-
tion), or for a non-specialist public (outreach). Thus the essential function 
of SI is to communicate and, as such, it is independent from the way and 
means used to achieve such end. On the other hand, with modern recording 
media, the necessary perenniality of a SI is no longer a requirement and 
the use of techniques that employ more perishable materials is no longer 
a limitation. The ballpoint pen fully meets all of those guidelines and is, 
therefore, just another medium, among all the others already recognized, 
which proves to be extremely valid for the creation of these communica-
tional units, either applied as a single medium or as a mixed technique. 

1. Introdução
O primeiro contato com a realidade que nos rodeia é feita através de cé-
lulas sensoriais que estão reunidos na retina de nossos olhos. Elas captam 
a luz (ou sua ausência), a codificam e a enviam para nosso cérebro que a 
descodifica e nele forma uma imagem. É através deles que somos sedu-
zidos pelo que agrada ver e desejamos incorporar como nossa realidade, 
mais ainda se for belo (isto é, provocar em nós uma manifestação e um 
sentimento agradável, ou emoção). Na natureza procuramos reproduzir o 
que acreditamos que, além de belo, possa ser importante reter e, sabendo 
da efemeridade das coisas, o primeiro impulso é eterniza-la (conser-
vando-a, retratando-a, etc.). Esta observação, permite-nos perceber o 
intuito das pinturas em cavernas (arte rupestre, como nas grutas france-
sas de Lascaux, retrocedendo várias dezenas de milhares de anos atrás), 
enquanto evidência do inicio da manifestação artística humana (quando 
o homem passou a eternizar sua vida na natureza, o seu quotidiano de 
caça e os seus rituais). Mas por outro lado, essa prática, esse mural, pode 

1 Laboratório de Ilustração Científica, Departamento de Biologia, Universidade de Aveiro, Campus de 
Santiago, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal.
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ir além da manifestação artística e transmitir também ele, um saber, um 
conhecimento para essa população ou até para gerações futuras... A assim 
ser, somos assim confrontados talvez com uma das primeiras ilustrações 
científicas (IC), a sua gênese. Todas as premissas estão presentes: regis-
tar/transmitir um conhecimento acumulado; usar a imagem desenhada/
pintada como meio de expressão e veiculo do conhecimento; ser o mais 
rigoroso na representação, em função do contexto da época.

Para os dias atuais, estas imagens impressas nas paredes das 
cavernas, conseguidas a partir da utilização de materiais terrosos colo -
ridos e carvão, numa amalgamada pasta com gordura animal, podem 
parecer toscas e incipientes. No entanto na visão do homem primitivo 
e perante um conceito estético básico, estas representações tinham 
significado ( para a comunidade local ou outras da região) e ainda hoje 
olhamos para elas e facilmente distinguimos/identificamos animais 
que nos parecem familiares, alguns já extintos (como os bovídeos au-
roques) e outros ainda entre nós (como o cavalo - de-przewalski / Equus 
ferus przewalskii). O mais curioso é que ainda hoje estas imagens, 
independentemente dos materiais com que foram criadas, mantiveram 
a sua eficácia ao conseguirem passar-nos uma mensagem, mesmo que 
fragmentada, daquela realidade pretérita.

Ora a utilização desse primitivos pigmentos coloridos (ocres, carvão, 
cal), constituíam á época e para o homem primitivo o único meio para que 
ele chegasse a este resultado — e se há primeira vista são tão rudimenta-
res e tão pobres, perguntamos: haverá obra humana mais perene e que 
tenha resistido tanto ao passar do tempo? Hoje para produzir uma pintura, 
por exemplo, procuram-se os materiais mais nobres com a finalidade 
de conferir-lhe não só um valor estético e plasticidade perfeitas, mas 
também porque estas tintas são o garante de uma maior resistência à luz, 
à passagem do tempo, a uma perseguida perenidade...

Mas o que é um “bom” material? Ou melhor, existe material que 
melhor se adequa e outros que são de uso proibitivos, por ex., na hora de a 
eles recorrer  para criar uma IC?

Ao contrário do que se possa pensar, atualmente, todo e qualquer ma-
terial pode ser utilizado como suporte na realização da Ilustração Cientí-
fica, uma vez que o que é importante é ressaltar a mensagem a transmitir. 
Uma IC finalizada, deve atender com clareza o conseguir transmitir a 
mensagem científica sem a deturpar. Uma IC não é um objeto estético 
per se ou manifestação artística; quando muito, é arte direcionada. É 
criada para ser publicada e, só depois, cumprido esse seu designío poderá 
ser revestida de outras funções, explorando outras virtudes — como o 
virtuosismo técnico do seu autor, o pendor mais artístico da abordagem, o 
valor e peso estético das harmonias das formas criadas e cores utilizadas, 
da métrica da retórica visual nela desenhada, etc. Poderá ser exposta em 
galerias, vendida para coleções particulares, utilizada em merchandising 
promocional ou tantas outras utilizações, mas isso são consequências 
colaterais do uso dessa unidade comunicacional e não o inverso...

Nesse sentido e em defesa deste fato indesmentível, a caneta esfero-
gráfica constitui um material tão nobre como qualquer outro em função 
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desse objetivo, principal e único. Mais, se radicarmos na origem da sua 
tinta, gelificada e com um solvente que impede que seque rapidamente na 
carga, quantos saberão que as tintas negras dessas canetas usam o negro-
de-fumo, ou negro-de-fuligem, que é produto resultante da pirólise de 
óleos finos e é o ingrediente de base da tinta-da-china (um garante secular 
da perenidade)? É por acaso a tinta-da-china, mais nobre ou adequada 
para criar IC’s, que uma BIC? A resposta deve ser sempre formulada em 
função do objetivo a atingir, enquanto arte final, e nunca assente em 
ideias preconcebidas ou percepções decorrentes de informação deficiente 
sobre as qualidades do material em causa.

Além do mais trata-se de um material extremamente barato e ver-
sátil, comparado a outros materiais que normalmente são utilizados na 
Ilustração Científica, mais cosmopolita, de uso mais generalizado e que 
pode propiciar aprendizagens iniciáticas a aqueles que não conseguem 
adquirir aqueles mais caros...

É assim importante dar a conhecer e desenvolver o uso também des-
ta técnica, porque na hora da verdade, são as boas ou más aplicações do 
material que risca ou pinta (seja qual for a sua natureza, ou a sua qualida-
de), através de uma técnica e saber apurados, que fazem a diferença entre 
uma IC irrepreensível e uma, porventura, sofrível...

2. Da Origem à Construção da Imagem Fiel,
a Ilustração Científca
Quem faz uso da IC, pensa estrategicamente em construir para registar 
e/ou transmitir uma mensagem. Assim, a função substancial da IC é a de 
comunicar e, como tal, procura satisfazer um público bem heterogéneo: 
botânicos, zoológos, entomológos, fotógrafos, professores de todas as 
áreas de estudo, estudantes de maneira geral, colecionadores e ou sim-
plesmente pessoas apreciadoras de retratos fieis da natureza. A ilustração 
científica faz parte de uma atividade onde se procura representar fiel-
mente — respeitando-se todas as medidas, proporções, contraste de cor e 
textura — exibidas por determinado material biológico ou organismo [2].

Desde as primeiras pinturas feitas em paredes, às representações da 
idade média,  o retrato cada vez mais fiel da natureza, com um cunho mais 
religioso e moral,  era executada por filósofos e também por religiosos. No 
renascimento século XV, destaca-se o grande mestre Leonardo da Vinci, 
replicando a anatomia humana em telas e desenhos, muitos deles nos seus 
memoráveis e revolucionários manuscritos. A invenção do microscópio 
trouxe uma nova dimensão, o mundo invisível por ser microscópico, e as il-
ustração e figuração desse achados científicos vistos por esses instrumentos 
de ampliação, materializou visualmente essas novas realidades ([1], [3]). As 
pesquisas de Charles Darwin que conduziram à sua teoria da seleção natu-
ral e evolução, graças às expedições naturalistas fizeram a Ciência crescer e 
com ela  a IC [7]. Atualmente são muitos que se dedicaram e dedicam a esta 
atividade de comunicação científica através da representação fiel das desc-
obertas científicas. Ilustradores como Margaret Mee (1909 – 1988), Diana 
Carneiro e Rogério Lupo, criam o seu cunho e elevam a IC a novos patama-
res de excelência no Brasil, por exemplo. Cada profissional em IC, ao longo 
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da sua carreira enquanto ilustrador, procura explorar e investigar materiais 
e técnicas para construir seu trabalho de IC e atalhos que o libertem da mo-
rosa tarefa de ilustrar — mas em momento algum, usam de atalhos na cor-
reção e rigor com que retratam a ciência. Logo nessa equação, onde existem 
elementos inalteráveis, só se ganhar tempo recorrendo à melhor técnica, ao 
material mais adequado, para darem respostas às exigências da figuração 
em causa. É pois na técnica e nos materiais que a tónica deve ser colocada 
na hora de procurar fazer a melhor IC, no menor tempo possível.

3. Método e Técnica
A textura é um elemento físico que nos é dado pelo relevo (baixo-relevo, 
se em concavidade; alto-relevo, se convexidade) de uma superfície, sendo 
perceptível visualmente pela menor ou maior interferência que faz, en-
quanto obstáculo, à passagem da luz — ou seja é uma característica física 
com qualidade ótica, para alem da táctil. Através do desenho ou pintura 
é pois possível traduzir essa característica pelo jogos de luzes e sombras, 
ou alterações cromáticas. Sobre a textura recai o padrão cromático, donde 
este se subordina ás características do primeiro. 

Para criação dos modelos representativos da espécie, ou arquétipos 
([1]; [8]), procura-se elencar as características distintivas da espécie, 
estudar a pose que melhor ou mais característica diagnosticantes reúne 
numa só vista, bem como esteja de acordo com o que a define em termos 
comportamentais e elabora-se o desenho preliminar em linha de con-
torno. A tintagem é feita com sucessiva sobreposição de riscos suaves de 
tinta-gel numa mesma área com o objetivo de a preencher. Quanto mais 
suave for o risco, menor é a camada de tinta depositada e, por conseguin-
te, maior a translucidez alcançada, cujo maior intensidade é conseguida 
por sobreposições de novas camadas em risco, até à saturação. O maior 
valor da tonalidade, ou seja, o seu escurecer é conseguido pelo uso de tin-
tas mais escuras, não sendo proibitivo o uso do preto (suave), mascarado 
novamente com a tinta que estava a ser utilizada. Os brancos devem ser, 
tal como em todas as outras técnicas de risco, deve ser reservado desde o 
principio — isto é, codifica-se o branco do papel como luz pura e as tintas 
para criar a sua ausência (penumbras ou umbras; [8]). As camadas de tinta 
devem ser hierarquizadas e aplicadas do mais claro para o mais escuro, 
tendo sempre o cuidado de procurar cruzar os riscos da caneta: se iniciar 
a primeira camada do preenchimento verticalmente, a segunda deve ser 

cruzada a 90°, i. e,  horizontal-
mente, a terceira deverá ser em 
diagonal a 45°. Formar-se-á uma 
grelha, inicialmente quadricu-
lada, que depois será sucessi-
vamente fechada para obter o 
preenchimento uniforme da área 
desejada (sem se visualizarem 
espaços em branco desses cruza-
mentos). Construída  esta base 
suave e homogénea, poder-se tra-

Fig. 1. Sapo-garim-
peiro (Dendrobates 

tinctorius), tintado com 
canetas esferográficas 

em tons de preto e duas 
tonalidades de azul, 

sobre papel A4 Bristol 
gramagem 250gm2. 

Ilustração: Cristiane 
Gardim
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balhar texturas com orientação diferencial (como por exemplo, o franjar 
das extremidades das penas. Desta forma, ao visualizarmos um pássaro, 
um réptil, ou outro animal, vamos ter a sensação ótica de uma pena mais 
grossa, a pele de um animal lisa ou rugosa.

5. Resultados
O mundo biótico é rico em diversidades de texturas e padrões e pratica-
mente todas as técnicas pictóricas se prestam à sua figuração — e a caneta 
esferográfica não é exceção.  Foram feitos vários ensaios gráficos tendo por 
base variadas texturas com o intuito de aferir as potencialidades, desvan-
tagens ou limitações deste meio de risco. Foram escolhidos como modelos 
um anfíbio (de revestimento a pele nua, lustrosa, graças à mucilagem que 
excretam as suas glândulas por forma a conservar a pele húmida; Fig. 1-3), 
um invertebrado (exoesqueleto rígido, quitinoso, seco; Fig. 4-5) e uma ave 
(com plumagem e superfícies queratinosas – bico e/ou patas; (Fig. 6-7). 
Estes três exemplos podem ser incluídos no domínio da Ilustração zoológi-
ca e foram escolhidos pois o tratamento a dar às texturas permite extrapolar 
esses resultados para outros grupos de metazoários e até das plantas. Por 
exemplo, com base na tipologia de trabalho criada para superfícies lisas ou 
com pouca textura, podemos extrapolar essa metodologia para a ilustração 
de repteis, onde os olhos e língua serão feitas com base na técnica em que 
se desenhou o anfíbio, e as escamas, secas e algo rugosas nalgumas espé-
cies poderão ser feitas com base na técnica explorada no artrópode.

O uso deste material leva a que sejam tomadas algumas precauções 
básicas, na hora de as utilizar recorrentemente: algumas canetas podem 
acumular excessos de tinta-gel no rebordo da bainha que segura a esfera 
na ponta da caneta, pelo qual se deve ter o cuidado de a limpar com um 
lenço de papel. O papel deve exibir uma boa gramagem (para suportar o 
risco de uma ponta metálica) e deve ser isento de textura (grão ou dente), 
i. e, a sua superfície deve ser lisa para não traduzir texturas indesejáveis. 
A tinta-gel seca com alguma facilidade, mas deve ter sempre o cuidado 
de utilizar uma folha de papel por baixo da mão e testar se todas as áreas 
estão secas antes de passar novamente tinta por cima, ou se arrastar algo 
sobre elas. De uma maneira geral todas as expetativas foram superadas, 
a tinta flui com facilidade e mostra ter uma boa capacidade de preen-
chimento e opacidade. As misturas de cor usam o mesmo procedimento 
que o lápis de cor, i. e, as misturas são ópticas e não físicas ou químicas 
(os pigmentos não se misturam num mesmo solvente). Por essa razão é 
importante fazer as “misturas” previamente em ensaios feitos no mesmo 

Fig. 2. Sapo-garim-
peiro (Dendrobates 
tinctorius), tintado com 
canetas esferográficas 
em tons de preto e duas 
tonalidades de azul. 
Ilustração: Cristiane 
Gardim

Fig. 3. Sapo-garim-
peiro (Dendrobates 
tinctorius), tintado com 
canetas esferográficas 
em tons de laranja, 
vermelho e castanho 
(suporte rochoso), 
preto e azul para o an-
fíbio; adição de brilhos 
com recurso a guache 
branco ou corretor de 
caneta (execução da 
arte final: 30 horas). 
Ilustração: Cristiane 
Gardim
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Fig. 4. Escorpião-im-
perador (Pandinus 

imperator) tintado com 
canetas esferográficas 

em tons de azul, verde, 
azul, roxo e preto. 

Ilustração: Cristiane 
Gardim

Fig. 5. Escorpião-im-
perador (Pandinus 

imperator) tintado com 
canetas esferográfi-

cas em tons de azul, 
castanho, vermelho, 

verde, azul, roxo e pre-
to,; adição de brilhos 

com recurso a guache 
branco ou corretor de 

caneta (execução da 
arte final: 35 horas). 

Ilustração: Cristiane 
Gardim

Fig. 6. Arara-Vermelha 
(Arara chloropterus) 

tintado com canetas 
esferográficas em tons 

amarelo, castanho,  
laranja, vermelho 

e preto. Ilustração: 
Cristiane Gardim

Fig. 7. Arara-Vermelha 
(Arara chloropterus) 

tintado com canetas 
esferográficas em tons 

amarelo, castanho,  
laranja, vermelho, ver-

de, azul, roxo e preto; 
adição de brilhos com 

recurso a guache bran-
co ou corretor de caneta 

(execução da arte final: 
25 horas). Ilustração: 

Cristiane Gardim

tipo de papel, pois a ordem em que 
se colocam as tintas coloridas, nas 
sucessivas camadas, podem criar 
nuances de tons diferentes — só 
depois de conseguida a tonalida-
de desejada se deve passar para 
superfície em que se está a fazer a 
arte-final. O segredo de uma boa 
textura parte sempre da maior ou 
menor capacidade em realizar um 
bom gradiente, i. e, na gradação 
paulatina de uma tonalidade e da 
sua suave sobreposição a gradien-
tes pré-existentes. Nesta técnica 
os gradientes e padrões têm que 
ser trabalhados em simultâneo, 
tal como acontece em outros ma-
teriais de risco). Finalmente, e em 
caso de algum brilho não ter sido 
reservado, podem ser utilizados os 
brancos de guache ou tintas acríli-
cas para abrir novos brilhos.

5. Conclusão
O uso deste material de expressão plástica exige alguns cuidados no seu 
trabalhar e o primeiro, e mais óbvio, é que a tinta dificilmente se apaga após 
ser depositar — logo esta é uma técnica de uma só direção, isto é, pouco pro-
pícia a emendas. Contudo o que é uma desvantagem, para o principiante, 
pode ser uma avassaladora vantagem para o ilustrador experiente, uma vez 
que devido a sua prática e ao facto de a tinta secar com rapidez, rapida-
mente aumenta a velocidade do seu fluxo de trabalho. Por outro lado, a 
caneta esferográfica é o material de eleição para quem se inicia no desenho 
de campo e, particularmente, na ilustração de animais particularmente 
dinâmicos e ativos. Como nestas práticas o essencial é tirar a forma base, 
capturar o instantâneo comportamental, estimular a memória visual para 
fazer esses apontamentos gráficos, torna-se necessário focar a nossa aten-
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ção no registo a uma só vez, isto é, tem que se combater o instinto natural 
de se corrigir no próprio esboço, através do apagar e novamente riscar. Toda 
esta troca entre lápis e borracha, e posterior refazer do traço, leva-nos a 
perder tempo precioso que deveríamos investir na observação e na captura 
daquela pose que caracteriza aquele animal em particular. Uma vantagem 
soberba, que quase rivaliza com o lápis de grafite, é que é um material 
popular e acessível, quer no custo, quer no local onde se adquire — não é 
necessário ir a uma papelaria especializada em materiais de Belas Artes...

Sendo que a função substancial da IC é a de comunicar, o contexto grá-
fico que codifica e irá veicular/transmitir a mensagem científica através do 
desenho/pintura deve ser independente do sentido estético do ilustrador da 
forma e do meio a que recorre para esse fim. Nesse sentido nenhum meio 
de expressão é de categoria menor ou maior, sendo que o importa é que a 
mensagem científica seja eficazmente codificada em imagem, facilmente 
transmitida, chegue ao público-alvo com o menor ruído visual possível e na 
ausência de distratores, e a imagem seja então descodificada e assimilada 
(apreendida) ou memorizada com facilidade ([4], [5], [6]). Por outro lado, 
com os meios modernos de gravação (digitalização e gravação em DVD, 
ou em periféricos de massa, ou impressa), a perenidade exigível a uma IC 
deixou de ser uma condicionante e a utilização de materiais mais perecíveis 
(mas que permitem obter excelentes resultados e de forma mais expedita) 
passou a alargar o espetro de técnicas utilizáveis para cumprir esse desígnio. 
A caneta esferográfica cumpre em pleno todas essas diretrizes e como tal 
é mais um meio, do ponto de vista formal e entre todos os já reconhecidos, 
extremamente válidos para a criação destas unidades comunicacionais, 
seja aplicada isoladamente, ou em técnica mista. Cabe ao ilustrador cien-
tifico, enquanto técnico experiente, optar pelo seu uso em função do efeito 
(cor, textura, etc.) que pretende alcançar. 

No que se refere a caneta esferográfica, dado ser um material de baixo 
custo e popular, que praticamente todos já utilizaram nalgum momento 
da sua vida (não atemoriza, como o ter que usar um pincel pela primeira 
vez, ou tintas caprichosas como as aguarelas), reúne cada vez mais adeptos 
na área da ilustração e do fieldsketching — ajudando a combater alguns 
paradigmas técnicos no universo da IC. Pela aspeto prático e potencial 
demonstrado pela caneta esferográfica, enquanto material que tinta em téc-
nica de risco, esta mostrou ser um material idóneo para a representação de 
entidades orgânicas, ou material biológico, dentro dos cânones da ilustra-
ção científica. Afigura-se-nos possível ainda o seu uso em outros campos da 
figuração científica, como a paleontologia, a arqueologia, a medicina, etc.
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Abstract

The present essay aims to convoke the ‘line’ as an element of visual 
acuity, structuring and transversal, in the paths of observation, in the 
processes of information synthesis, and in the study of movement. The 
‘line’, accessed primarily through the perception of the environment and 
drawing tracings, being directly and culturally associated with notions 
of boundary, contour functions, elements of static structure or dynam-
ics of form, invokes the possibility of innumerable levels of observation 
and the encounter of vast dynamic systems. This delineation of the ‘line’ 
implied in Drawing, as a means of aesthetic manifestation that accom-
panies man from immemorial time - becomed discipline of observation 
and systematic study as a form of knowledge - is in this vision considered 
as a fundamental element of exploration, formation and understanding, 
by proposing the establishment of bridges between diverse and com-
plementary areas of knowledge. Design, here contemplated regarding a 
potential of approximation to a more exact empathy of the world through 
the deepened regard study of the line, observes implications in the field 
of thought, gesture, visual materialization and respective environmen-
tal relations. Thus, in the search for the historical sources of the line, in 
addition to considering elements of linearity in the environment itself, 
reflections in artistic terms are demarcated and questioned: What traces 
of a drawing space, in the sense of appeals to attention, can a line within 
in the paradigm of the contemporary? To contemplate it is delineated the 
following course of reflection: 1. The line between contexts of observa-
tion; 2. The line that permeate look; 3. The line in contemporary space. 
It concludes by highlighting the interconnection of the drawing with the 
consubstantiation of the word in the current paradigm of contemporary 
art, elevating the value of a full attention to the lines that draw look.

O presente ensaio pretende convocar a ‘linha’ como um elemento de acui-
dade visual, estruturante e transversal, nos caminhos da observação, nos 
processos de síntese de informação e no estudo do movimento. A ‘linha’, 
acedida primordialmente através da perceção do ambiente e traçados de 
desenho, estando direta e culturalmente associada a noções de limite, a 
funções de contorno, a elementos de estrutura estática ou dinâmica da 
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forma, invoca a possibilidade de inúmeros patamares de observação e o 
encontro de vastos sistemas dinâmicos. Este delinear da ‘linha’ impli-
cada no Desenho, como meio de manifestação estética que acompanha 
o homem desde tempos imemoriais - tornada disciplina de observação 
e estudo sistemático enquanto forma de conhecimento - é nesta visão 
considerado como um fundamental elemento de exploração, formação 
e compreensão, ao propor o estabelecimento de pontes entre áreas de 
conhecimento diversas e complementares.

Assim, considerando “o movimento como a atração visual mais in-
tensa da atenção” (Arnheim, 1986, p. 366 ) e as noções da perceção visual 
de configuração, equilíbrio, forma, dinâmica e expressão através do dese-
nho, enfoca-se a ‘linha’ como uma entidade relevante ao longo da apreen-
são humana. O Desenho, aqui contemplado no âmbito de um potencial 
de aproximação a uma empatia mais exata do mundo e a uma capacitação 
para aprofundamento de conhecimento, expressão e mediação através da 
‘linha que desenha o olhar’ - aliando acuidade visual e percetiva ao poder 
de síntese gráfica e formal – salienta implicados campos de visão condu-
centes a leituras e ações integradoras. As suas implicações no domínio 
do pensamento, do gesto, da materialização visual e respetivas relações 
ambientais, serão um seu potencial vislumbre. 

Que traçados de um espaço desenhável, no sentido de apelos à atenção, 
poderá uma linha constituir, no interior do paradigma do contemporâneo?

Como preâmbulo de um estudo em desenvolvimento, o presen-
te ensaio delineia o seguinte percurso de reflexão: 1. A linha entre 
contextos de observação; 2. A linha que permeia olhar; 3. A linha em 
espaço contemporâneo.

1. A linha entre contextos de observação
 

“Com um ponto, gera-se o mundo, com dois pontos, uma vida que é 
uma linha.” (Brusatin, 1993, p.13)

Com esta ‘simples complexidade’, Manlio Brusatin exprime a premissa de 
um universo constante no seu ensaio de investigação sobre a linha - ‘Storia 
delle linee’ (1993) procurando nele alcançar um sentido mais específico 
através do desenho. Enfatizando a natureza de um trabalho complexo, que 
carrega o sinal de valores semânticos em práticas que implicam raciocínio, 
simbolismo e conhecimento técnico, de modo a que o traçar de uma linha 
assuma o significado de um exercício evocativo, reflexivo e concetual. A 
linha, como a extensão pura de um perfil ou a complexidade extrema de um 
sistema, e ao mesmo tempo a ambiência de um espaço, num sinal de ordem 
que habita fronteiras entre o mundo natural, a racionalidade e a composi-
ção estética. Apreender os mecanismos mais intrínsecos do desenho, com-
preender os seus valores e sugestões, emerge na sua obra a cada imagem 
que revela espaços de encontro tão amplos como a contemplação da linha 
do horizonte: “No início há uma linha no horizonte onde primeiro não havia 
quase nada. E depois há um alto e um baixo, uma direita e uma esquerda, 
uma frente e um reverso, um princípio e um fim: o alcance da nossa própria 
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visão.” (Brusatin, 1993, p.10) E tão definidos e subtis como: a claridade 
percecionada através de relva fresca, desenhada “por simples linhas de um 
verde mais claro.” (Brusatin, 1993, p.20)

E é com esta extrema beleza intrínseca que Brusatin convoca a linha 
num elogio de ordem estética superior, capaz de sustentar instantes de 
lucida vastidão. Que linhas de visibilidade e de invisibilidade elege para 
o conformar? E como pode uma premissa de investigação em torno da 
‘simples’ ‘linha’, almejar sustentações de observação de sistemas vastos, 
dinâmicos e subtis? Para o efeito, o autor enleva a linha numa viagem 
plena de referências históricas e nuances de teor filosófico, configurando 
linhas de visão e até desafiando a perceção linear, quando afirma: “A 
vida é uma linha, o pensamento é uma linha, a ação é uma linha. Tudo é 
linha. A linha junta dois pontos. O ponto é um instante, a linha começa e 
termina em dois instantes. Também para Euclides, a linha é destacada da 
dimensão dos corpos para poder dominá-los. Os corpos sem dimensão 
são superfícies... Superfícies sem extensão são linhas... As extremidades 
de linhas que não têm comprimento são pontos.” (Borelli, 1679, cit. in 
Brusatin, 1993, p.22). Com efeito, ao longo da sua descrição, Euclides 
vem a aludir à possibilidade de conformação visual da linha, de um modo 
‘quase inverso’, “quase caminhando para trás” (Brusatin, 1993, p.22), dado 
que a decomposição remete o olhar para um confluir de informação que 
sustenta a linha. Deste modo concebendo, tanto a forma da qual deriva a 
linha e o ponto, como o inverso, através da contemplação do ponto a partir 
do qual nasce a linha, se poderia dizer que assim se elevam primórdios 
de uma possibilidade de abstração e análise que vimos a encontrar no 
relevante estudo de Wassily Kandisnsky, dedicado aos elementos pon-
to-linha-plano na sua obra ‘Ponto Linha Plano’ (1926 ). Por entre ambos os 
processos dinâmicos de observação, assim se evidencia uma importante e 
abrangente possibilidade de conceção da linha. 

A par do fascínio de Brusatin pela via de estudo da ‘linha’, assinala-se 
aqui o relevante autor Tim Ingold, na sua recente obra ‘Lines: a brief history’ 
(2016) onde  “imagina um mundo em que todos e tudo consiste em linhas 
entrelaçadas ou interligadas e estabelece bases para uma nova disciplina: 
a arqueologia antropológica da linha”. (Ingold, 2016, p.i) Numa perspetiva 
que destaca atuais ambivalências e os férteis espaços de conjunção de 
visões, e onde se desafia a exploração dos parâmetros que enquadram as 
atuais relações entre os seres humanos e o seu ambiente natural, vem a 
propor o conformar de uma visão propícia a uma sistematização do olhar 
através de linhas. O olhar de Ingold constitui-se pois, de um evidenciar de 
referências históricas entrecruzadas com observações de teor exploratório 
do meio envolvente no âmbito de paradigmas da atualidade. Aliás, numa 
clara vertente de alusão à importância de um encontro entre disciplinas, 
alude aos contributos do filósofo, teórico de arte e criador renascentista, 
Leon Battista Alberti, na sua vertente de um letrado humanista capaz de 
reunir numerosos campos de atividade. Nas palavras de Alberti “Os pontos 
unidos de forma contínua em uma fila constituem uma linha. Então, para 
nós, uma linha será um sinal cujo comprimento pode ser dividido em 
partes, mas será tão delgado que não pode ser dividido…” (Alberti 1972: 
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37-8, cit. in Ingold, 2016, p.39) De facto, “Embora a ideia de linha reta como 
uma conexão entre os pontos que têm comprimento, mas nenhuma largura, 
remonte a mais de dois milênios, à geometria de Euclides, talvez apenas a 
partir do Renascimento começasse a assumir a dominância que tem hoje 
no nosso pensamento relativamente a causas, efeitos e suas relações.” 
(Ingold, 2016, p.4) A linha, entre os contextos de uma observação histórica, 
anuncia consequentemente uma intemporalidade, tanto longínqua como 
emergente, desafiando as próprias noções de sequenciação espacial e linear 
com reflexos nos seus modos de produção.

Assim, na procura das fontes históricas da linha, e a par de um olhar 
em torno de exemplos de linearidade no próprio ambiente quotidia-
no, Ingold indigita uma fértil ilustração reflexiva. No vasto terreno 
intelectual em torno da linha, destacando-se a noção de caminhos de 
crescimento e movimento “no contexto da modernidade, o autor mostra 
a ‘linha registada’ como o traço de um gesto que foi convertido num 
conector ponto-a-ponto, como tal aconteceu e o como afetou a nossa 
compreensão da viagem, mapeamento, narrativa e local.” (Ingold, 2016, 
p.i) Concordando com os valores de atenção a que nos pode remeter, 
para além das linhas que fazem parte de fenómenos reais presentes no 
meio ambiente ou nos corpos dos organismos, também se destaca a 
possibilidade de pensar a linha em sentido ‘mais visionário’ ou me-
tafísico e deste modo ser concebido que da linha  em movimento, se 
pode assistir ao instante demarcado pela consubstanciação da pausa e 
do ponto. Segundo Ingold, e de um modo bastante esclarecedor, “leva 
apenas um momento de reflexão para reconhecer que as linhas estão 
em toda parte”, subjazendo a múltiplos aspetos da atividade humana. 
Deste modo, junta-os “num único campo de pesquisa” (Ingold, 2016, 
p.1). Poderia mesmo dizer-se, que a noção de confluência que alude ao 
movimento de forças motrizes emparelháveis numa apreensão linear, 
convoca bastas vezes a impressão de se lidar com informação de uma 
profundidade inalienável, quase insondável, mas de algum modo fun-
damental. Nas palavras do autor: “Para as pessoas que habitam  em um 
mundo que consiste, em primeiro lugar, não em coisas, mas em linhas”. 
(Ingold, 2016, p.5). Fundamentos da observação artística que também 
encontramos enunciados em Kandinsky quando refere que “Esta análise 
dos elementos fundamentais da forma conduz à formulação de vários 
princípios que vão orientar o artista na ‘ciência aplicada’ e contribuir 
para a ‘síntese’ ”. (Kandinsky, 1926, p.14). Como aliás, nas reflexões de 
Walter Benjamin (1977) quando revela as diferentes dimensões contex-
tuais em torno da linha como elemento geométrico abstrato no seu texto 
‘Pintura e Desenho’, sobre pintura ou sinal e mancha (Benjamin,1977, 
cit. in Benjamin, 1999) onde se refere o conceito de sinal associado à 
importância do tipo de linha e sua significação: “A esfera do sinal abarca 
diversos domínios, que se caracterizam pela diversa significação que 
neles a linha possui. Tais significações são: a linha de geometria, a linha 
dos caracteres escritos, a linha do desenho, a linha do sinal absoluto (a 
linha mágica como tal, quer dizer, não por aquilo que ela, porventura, 
represente) ” (Benjamin, 1986b, p. 178, cit.in Pena, 2011). 
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Serão pois, as linhas vivas que nos ligam e desligam, uma fonte capaz 
de reunir dimensões comuns na apreensão do que nos move, do que se 
move em redor e da interpenetração consequente de movimentos? Que 
aplicabilidade poderia essa informação ter, advinda das suas implicações 
no domínio do pensamento, do gesto, da materialização visual, e respeti-
vas relações ambientais? E poderá uma linha apreendida entre contextos 
de observação histórica e contemporânea contribuir para a renovação de 
uma possibilidade de olhar refletindo-se no desenhar? Que linhas emer-
gem no desenhar através de uma linha que permeia o olhar?

2. A linha que permeia olhar
Por entre contextos de observação histórica e contemporânea, abre-se 
pois espaço de atenção a linhas que permeiam formas de olhar emergindo 
no desenhar, quer pela apreensão de movimentos confluindo informação, 
quer renovando-se a anteriormente referida via ‘quase inversa’ de obser-
var a constituição da - linha que deriva dos corpos – acrescida da con-
templação do ponto a partir do qual a linha nasce e progride, enquanto se 
caminha pelas vias da elaboração de conteúdo desenhável. Sugere-se que 
tais processos permitam invocar a possibilidade de inúmeros patamares 
de observação e o encontro de vastos sistemas dinâmicos. 

Para o constituir com elementos e relações da linha apreendida no 
meio ambiente, alude-se à obra ‘Being Alive: Essays on Movement, Knowle-
dge and Description.’ (2011) onde Ingold, explora conceitos de movimento, 
conhecimento e descrição como elementos de um processo conjunto 
que acontece ao longo do curso da vida dos humanos no mundo em que 
habitam. Segundo o autor, desse modo mobilizando paralela e simulta-
neamente as três operações referidas, sustentam-se níveis de atenção 
ao nível da apreensão do movimento, da elaboração de conhecimento e 
da faculdade de descrição. Com efeito, na procura de superar fronteiras 
disciplinares e renunciando a adjetivações espartilhantes, vem a enlevar 
noções de fluxo e de percursos da vida, sugerindo o contacto e a leitura 
do mundo através de uma abertura e envolvimento direto com ‘fontes’ 
do meio ambiente, no enquadramento de uma educação percetiva e para 
uma apreensão abrangente das diversas possibilidades dos organismos 
que nele vivem. Propondo interessantes diálogos com a arte, a arquitetura 
e os estudos culturais, sugere que esses domínios partilham de válidas 
e prementes capacidades de observação, descrição e ação. Destacando 
ainda as reflexões em torno da linha desenhada, Ingold, inspirado pelo 
historiador de arte Norman Bryson (Bryson, 2003), alude aos distintos 
processos de criação associados ao desenho e à pintura, destacando um 
momento aparentemente comum a ambos, ou seja o momento inicial de 
um traço sobre uma superfície em branco. Os questionamentos sobre a 
proximidade e distanciamento dessa viagem, permitem ao autor realizar 
uma reflexão sobre “o desenho como parte metafórica, mas também 
como parte metodológica. Metaforicamente, é sobre a nossa compreen-
são de pessoas e outras coisas, como desenhar juntos ou vincular as 
trajetórias da vida. Cada um, podemos dizer em conjunto. Metodologi-
camente, trata-se do potencial do desenho como forma de descrever as 
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vidas que observamos e com as quais participamos, tanto em movimento 
como em repouso.” (Ingold, 2016, p.221) por entre os espaços explorá-
veis do movimento e da pausa, da linha e do ponto, à medida que linhas 
nos confluem o conformar da forma. Questiona-se aqui se, na captação 
de uma informação que demarca e sintetiza dados, poderemos aproxi-
marmo-nos de linhas que ampliam o olhar? Linhas que contribuam para 
uma empatia mais exata e presente. Delineando a descoberta de linhas: 
a linha do movimento e a linha da imobilidade que nos habita; a linha 
da visibilidade e a linha da invisibilidade que nos liga; a linha desenhada 
que confere identidade ao seu fundo; a linha dinâmica da expressão que 
movimenta; a linha da forma e o seu contexto; a linha de síntese e a linha 
de ressonância; a linha reveladora e a linha intrínseca; entre muitas outras 
linhas, sugerem o valor de um delinear da acuidade da linha que apura 
e intensifica o olhar. A linha que unifica e consagra mundo em gestos, 
traços. Deste modo, no âmbito de um abrangente potencial de consti-
tuição, questiona-se o possível lugar de uma linha de atenção e criação 
emergindo no espaço artístico do contemporâneo. Traçados, desenhando 
e demarcando espaço dinâmico de visão, nas prementes vias de perma-
nentemente se renovar olhar.

3. A linha em espaço contemporâneo
A linha, na sua atual dimensão de expressão materializável através do 
desenho, remete-nos para reflexões em torno do termo desenhar. Com 
efeito, conforme refere Brian Fay em ‘What is Drawing - A Continuous 
Incompleteness’ (2013), pensar ‘o que é desenhar’, sendo algo complexo de 
se enquadrar numa definição unânime, implica uma clara disponibilidade 
para o reconhecimento de uma atividade que revela um contínuo estado 
de transformação e adaptação a novas formas, disciplinas, tecnologias, 
matérias e atitudes conceituais. Pois que, o desenho, não pertencendo 
apenas ao campo das artes visuais, mas antes sendo transversalmente 
utilizado, é reconhecido por muitas organizações contemporâneas, como 
um meio em permanente evolução. E se o ato de desenhar, através do 
seu processo físico, nos remete de modo imediato para a ideia de se fazer 
registos lineares sobre superfícies, como o exemplo de traçar linhas num 
papel expressando visualmente ideias, ele também nos remete fortemen-
te para níveis de contemplação e experienciação do mundo à nossa volta, 
capacitando observação, descrição e a ação com reflexos em diferentes 
expressões e estudos culturais. Para tanto basta recordar as iniciais expe-
riências, reveladas pela maioria das crianças em envolvimento espontâ-
neo com o ambiente e na sua criação de registos usando os diversos mate-
riais disponíveis. Este processo, que antecede e prefigura a escrita, sendo 
uma habilidade natural pela qual os seres humanos tentam apreender e 
entender o meio ambiente através das experiências nele vividas, parece 
estar correlacionado com importantes oportunidades de desenvolvimen-
to, com reflexos na apreensão e operacionalização de gesto. E embora no 
espaço de uma adultícia, o desenho seja frequentemente percecionado 
como uma valência específica, alcançável apenas quando desenvolvido 
aprimoradamente, pode-se dizer que em geral, é considerado como uma 
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fundamental forma de expressão humana, estando magnanimente pre-
sente em muitos aspetos da atual vida quotidiana, incluindo em espaços 
culturais que convidam a um contacto com as suas linguagens visuais 
emergentes. Considerando evidências, pode mesmo dizer-se que, desde 
as linhas desenhadas que sinalizam a vida humana em período pré-histó-
rico, às impressões por via de técnicas de desenho e escrita encontradas 
em diferentes culturas, se apreende o âmbito de uma ancestral disponibi-
lidade para a observação, expressão e comunicação, emergindo através de 
inúmeras e permanentemente renováveis materialidades da imagem. 

Num assinalável processo de se constituir, e como refere Brian Fay, “O 
historiador de arte Norman Bryson, propõe que o desenho tenha uma dis-
tinção ‘existindo sempre no tempo presente, no tempo de desdobramento... 
numa incompletude contínua.’ Ao descrever o ato temporal de desenhar 
como um estado ‘de se tornar’, Bryson sugere um futuro status orientado 
para desenhar. ‘Uma mão que está prestes a fazer o seu primeiro traço na 
superfície... o presente de ver e o presente da linha desenhada para o outro, 
numa malha unida como engrenagens temporais interligadas; eles co-habi-
tam num campo de devir irreversível, permanentemente aberto e exposto, 
cujo momento de fechamento nunca chegará.” (Bryson, 2003, cit.in Fay, 
2013, p.20). O processo de uma linha, destacando a dimensão dos corpos, 
num simultâneo de conformação momentânea, também aqui poderia ser 
enunciado nos seus percursos de formulação de imagem e conhecimento.

Procurando-se reforçar uma noção de confluência de informação 
através da linha numa expressão de cariz visual, refere-se ainda o conceito 
de ‘hiperdesenho’ na procura de levar o desenho muito para além da inte-
ração do lápis com o papel e evidenciar as múltiplas dimensões e realidades 
alternativas a seu respeito. Para tal refere-se a reflexão ‘Hiperdesenho: para 
Além das Linhas da Arte Contemporânea’, de Phil Sawdon e Russell Mar-
shall. Nele, autores e artistas reúnem-se para explorar o potencial do que a 
teoria e a prática da arte contemporânea se podem tornar. Siún Hanrahan, 
aludindo ao tempo através do momento de desenho, afirma: “O momento 
de desenho, como um ato de relacionar, é de envolvimento sustentado, 
de atenção inabalável. A ‘presença para’ sustentada do desenho (observa-
cional) modela a resposta exigida no momento do encontro com o que é o 
outro, seja o mundo como é em si mesmo ou outras pessoas… A sustentada 
‘presença para’ do desenho, portanto, mantém a possibilidade de ouvir de 
volta, não como uma promessa de imediatismo, mas como a possibilidade 
de tal compromisso revelar o objeto de atenção como é em si mesmo”. 
Marsha Meskimmon considerando o ‘hiperdesenho’ no tempo e através 
dele, “lembra a excecional capacidade do desenho para materializar limia-
res entre campos disciplinares ou territórios, enquanto se envolve com os 
muitos modos de o fazer de uma só vez.“ (Marshall, Sawdon, 2012, p.7) Com 
efeito, ao se assistir ao modo como artistas internacionais coletivamente 
exploram as fronteiras do espaço do desenho e procuram investigar o que 
está além dele – em imagens que usam diferentes materiais, temas, som, 
luz, tempo, espaço e tecnologia – pode-se inferir todo um valor de consti-
tuição, abertura e expansão. Uma vez mais se assistindo a uma procura de 
superar fronteiras disciplinares e à sugestão de um particular envolvimento 
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direto com o observável, no enquadramento de uma disponibilidade perce-
tiva para apreensões abrangentes, nos domínios da observação, descrição e 
ação. Pois que “Incessantes na procura de novos grafismos, imponderáveis 
na escolha de meios, aos artistas estará sempre reservado o papel de corre-
dores do tempo à procura das marcas emergíveis de uma evolução plena de 
referências.” (Valente, 2001, p.155)

Assim, no atual paradigma da arte contemporânea, e mais do que 
nunca, o desenho apela, acolhe e vive interligado com a consubstanciação 
da palavra num contexto que o eleja e valorize. Quer envolto em discursos 
de uma erudição mais complexa, quer em noções de maior acessibilidade, 
o desenho, hoje, como sempre, situa-se num espaço flexível, premente 
e potencialmente revelador. Quer se depare com o questionamento de 
uma arte de vanguarda ou encimando a abertura a um espaço potencial 
de desenvolvimento de novos paradigmas da arte, ele convoca a atenção 
e abre sínteses de narrativas visuais de valor irrefutável, sendo “ (…) talvez 
propriedade do desenho a possibilidade, o intermediário, o entrelaçamen-
to, e a via de ‘se tornar’(…)” (Fay, 2013, p.20) Com efeito, considerando 
o atual espaço de uma arte global, no qual uma imanência produtiva 
através do desenho vive – quer como elemento estruturador, quer como 
via identitária da linha – assiste-se cada vez mais a uma multiplicidade de 
práticas, materiais e recursos de ordem multidisciplinar. Um discurso que 
o acompanhe e enleve, justifica plenamente o seu potencial transforma-
dor num espaço contemporâneo em permanente transformação. ‘Talvez 
a força do desenho e sua durabilidade seja o momento de encerramento 
que nunca chegará.’ (Fay, 2013,p.20) Pois que, “É esta linha que podemos 
conceber como eixo invisível em torno do qual tudo parece girar. Que 
aparece e que desaparece. Que em determinados momentos se imobiliza 
para depois voltar a pôr-se em movimento.” (Alegre, 2008, p.18) 

Concluindo o presente percurso de reflexão, enquadrado no âmbito 
de uma investigação em desenvolvimento, evidencia-se deste modo um 
abrangente potencial de constituição da linha: por entre processos dinâ-
micos de observação e criação, salientando-se o valor da conceção de um 
olhar presente a contextos de observação histórica e contemporânea, que 
desafia as próprias noções de sequenciação espacial e linear, com reflexos 
nos seus modos de produção; por entre um olhar permeando traçados que 
desenham e demarcam espaço dinâmico de visão; num processo que se 
destaca dos corpos, num simultâneo de conformação momentânea; con-
substanciando percursos de formulação de conhecimento; por entre uma 
multiplicidade de práticas, materiais e recursos de ordem multidiscipli-
nar; através de discurso que acompanhe e enleve o seu potencial transfor-
mador, num espaço contemporâneo em permanente transformação. Um 
valor intrínseco do desenho, que aqui pretende ser contemplado, no seu 
potencial de aproximação a uma empatia mais exata do mundo através 
do estudo aprofundado da linha. Observando implicações no domínio do 
pensamento, do gesto, da materialização visual e respetivas relações am-
bientais, ficam em campo aberto, os traçados de uma linha que permeia o 
olhar, sobrevindo em amplos e potenciais espaços do desenhável. Aqui se 
elege pois, uma atenção plena às linhas que desenham olhar.
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Abstract

This essay is a praise for drawing as a form of thinking. Particularly, to project-
driven drawing: the kind that we do when we are searching for a form of some-
thing to-be. We will talk about that exploratory activity that allows us to solve 
problems, trying to reach a conclusion through searching for it in the traces 
that a pencil leaves on a sheet of paper. The process is very similar to writing an 
essay, in the way that it is the choosing of words and sequencing of sentences, 
and their constant checking and reviewing, in order to reach a final form. A goal 
is to be achieved, while certain constraints are to be attended to. In the end, a 
result will arise, a result at which we arrive by writing / by drawing. 

Although it would make perfect sense to begin this essay without knowing 
exactly where it would end, we should lay down some ground rules as to 
what is the subject, the extent and the purpose of these pages – even if 
only to sparkle the thinking process. 

In a broad sense, what we’ll be talking about is the thought connected 
to the act of drawing, and concentrate on a particular kind of drawing. In 
terms of the thinking involved in it, drawing could be classified in terms of 
its purpose: what you are aiming to do when you’re drawing, and the means 
you have, or are willing to provide, for it. Roughly, there’s the kind of draw-
ing you do when the object you are drawing is in front of you and you’re 
interpreting it, the kind of drawing you do when you’re picturing something 
in your head and trying to transfer it onto paper, and a kind of exploratory 
drawing, which is widely used in the applied arts, in which you are trying to 
discover, through drawing, the shape of something that doesn’t yet exist – 
either in reality or in your own head – as a finished object. You start with a 
set of intentions but not with sufficient information to know what the exact 
final shape will be. There’s a purpose in the drawing, you want to achieve 
something, but you don’t know yet what is its final form: that’s why you’re 
drawing. This is, naturally, a personal and arguable distinction, but I see 
reasons to establish it throughout various writings on art, and consider 
it particularly useful when a bridge between the arts is being addressed, 
which is the case here. For instance, Lessing’s thoughts on painting and 
poetry are often aided by similar distinctions, that regard the distance of 
the observer to the object of the observation, and the efforts of the artist to 
achieve a final result with only a vague idea of it to begin with: 
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(FCT PhD fellow).
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The painter who makes a beautiful landscape from the description of a 
Thomson, does more than one who takes his picture at first hand from 
nature. The latter sees his model before him; the former must, by an 
effort of imagination, think he sees it. One makes a beautiful picture 
from vivid, sensible impressions, the other from the feeble, uncertain 
representations of arbitrary signs. ([1], p. 73). 

Let’s summarily describe each of these kinds of drawing previously men-
tioned. When you’re drawing what’s in front of you, what you are doing is 
a kind of a description. An analysis of both the structure and the appear-
ance is needed, and actually what you’re exercising is your ability to see. 
Observation is the key. You understand the object, and then describe what 
you understood by means of pictorial expression. The thinking involved is 
closely connected to analysis and comprehension of the parts (structure, 
shape, surface, texture, colour, light, shade,...). The output is mechanical, 
in the way that it translates into the physical pressing of a soft substance 
against a piece of paper, but the rational input, the previous sensorial and 
rational analysis, is of insurmountable importance. 

Now, let’s say you were asked to draw a tree. You would have to recur 
to your interior notion of what a tree is, to your learned repertoire of 
conventions for representing a tree, and express it in the way you’d see fit. 
For instance, it could be the most schematic, or the most beautifully de-
tailed, depending on the intention you have when drawing: is it to explain 
to someone she’ll go by a big tree on her way to your house? Or are you 
drawing a nice pastoral artwork to hang in your office wall? Either way, 
the thinking associated with this kind of drawing is linked to memory, to 
synthetic abilities, to conventions of representation and to the idealisation 
of something that already exists. It strolls through the area where arche-
types, memories, concepts, ideals and ideas exist. 

The extensive work of renowned psychologist Allan Paivio, especially 
in its dual coding theory, has already ventured into the specifics of verbal 
and visual thinking, memory keeping, and recalling [2]. Dual coding, 
meaning to keep both a verbal and a visual remembrance of an object, has 
been proven to enhance memory [3] and educational materials have long 
benefited from this psychologist’s findings. This essay acknowledges that 
well established research. But the kind of drawing that I’m addressing 
here is not exactly connected to recalling. 

The last kind of drawing is the one that will be of more interest in 
this context – and the one I believe could be most connected to writing, 
especially writing an essay. It actually makes use of all the previously de-
scribed ones, as we’ll see. Whether we are talking about a creative profes-
sional, or someone who is trying to design something only as an amateur, 
there’s generally a very similar process in most cases. Let’s say you were 
to design a shelf for your living room. Observing would be a crucial part 
of the process. You would spend some time observing the rest of your 
furniture, the room’s colour scheme, and evaluating the kind of things you 
need your shelve for. That process, I argue, is already a kind of thinking, 
a creative thinking, which doesn’t necessarily involve words (we’ll get to 
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that later), and addresses all the constraints you will have to face (we’ll 
look more closely into constraints too). But still, after all is considered and 
weighed, you might not have yet arrived at a conclusion as to what the 
form of the shelf should be. To proceed with your thinking process, in this 
visual way of thinking you already started, you can simply take out your 
pencil and draw. To draw in every one of the three previously described 
senses. Drawing the living room itself, drawing a first idealised sketch of 
the shelf, and, ultimately, going through the lines you’ve put there... but 
now you’re searching for the final form. The thought is attached to the 
pencil. The pencil enlightens the form-to-be. 

This kind of drawing is not the output of a thought, it is the thought 
process itself. As Rudolph Arnheim put it, in Visual Thinking [4]: “draw-
ings, paintings, and other similar devices serve not simply to translate 
finished thoughts into visible models but are an aid in the process of work-
ing out solutions of problems.” (p. 129) In the same work, the author later 
synthetizes: “perceptual and pictorial shapes are not only translations of 
thought products but the very flesh and blood of thinking itself ” (p. 134). 
Gabriela Goldschmidt also inquired into the kind of drawing that I’m 
addressing here, in her essays Sketching Dialectics [ 5] and On visual design 
thinking [6]. I will be mentioning more of her work later on, as we share 
the same belief in what purpose this kind of sketching serves: 

It is our belief that the purpose of this early sketching activity is primarily 
to avail oneself of potentially meaningful clues. If picked up, these clues 
can be used to form and to inform emerging design concepts. […] This 
becomes possible because when we put down on paper dots, lines and 
other marks, new combinations and relationships among these elements 
are created that we could not have anticipated or planned for. ([6], p. 164)

This is the kind of drawing we’re talking about, the one we do when we 
are searching. We are searching not for something that is stored on our 
memory, but for something that is yet to exist – even though it is necessarily 
composed of information, that we have collected throughout our lives, and 
that we are actively building and collecting in the act of drawing. But what 
exactly are we searching for? Let’s go into that. “We” means any of us who 
is aiming to arrive at a certain form (a shelf, a book cover, an illustration,…). 
“Searching” is that process of trying to find something, arrive at a certain 
destination. But how do you know we have arrived at a form? As a possible 
answer, we could say that the search is aimed at a certain correctness, a 
feeling of being right. This quality is alluded to in Wittgenstein’s Lectures 
and Conversations on Aesthetics ([7], I. 13-15, p. 21-22). Wittgenstein starts 
associating this feeling of being right to being according to pre-established 
rules, which seems somewhat unnecessary in the course of this essay. What 
I describe as being correct could be either a feeling of belonging to the 
group, being in accord with the rules, or being disruptive to them, setting 
new rules altogether... both options could be the case with something that 
feels right in the context of a project. Later ([7], I. 23, p. 26), Wittgenstein 
introduces the character of impressiveness, alerting to different sets of rules 
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for aesthetic evaluation, thus adding the possibility for this eventually dis-
ruptive quality; being out of tune could be exactly what makes it belong to 
the tune, so to speak. What I’m trying to say is that we know we have found 
something when it feels right, be it because it fits pre-established rules, and 
feels in tune with them, or it breaks with them, in a desirable contrapuntal 
way. And we only know it when we get there, and we will probably get there 
through trying, that is, in this context, through drawing. 

W. H. Auden gave this concept of “feeling right” a curious illustra-
tion. He said that when a poet was searching for a word it was like he was 
trying to remember, say, a telephone number. “8357. No, that’s not it. 
8557. 8457, no, it’s on the tip of my tongue, wait a minute, I’ve got it, 8657. 
That’s it.” ([8], p. 345). And this is exactly the kind of connection that I’m 
trying to establish. That this kind of searching for a form through drawing 
is similar to the searching for a word in writing (be it poetry or theory); 
that it uses the same process (thinking), with radically different tools (ver-
bally / visually). Most accurately, I argue that the search for a functional 
form in drawing for the applied arts is rather similar to the search of a se-
quence of sentences in writing theory: a certain consistency, on top of that 
feeling of being right, is being pursued, and is achieved through trying to 
achieve it, using the means it is composed of: be it forms or words. 

In the introductory note of a book about the Portuguese famous 
architect Álvaro Siza Vieira, called Imaginar a evidência [9], Vittorio Gregotti 
writes: “Drawing, to him, is also a means of taking physical contact with the 
white paper, of exercising memory, and the pleasure of an old wisdom of the 
gestures and the eye” (p. 9). This shows us how this last kind of drawing is 
inevitably drawn from the other two, and no productive exploratory drawing 
can be achieved by someone who doesn’t possess an exercised ability of pic-
torial analysis and synthesis in the first place (be it more or less translated into 
actual drawing expertise). But the achievement is arrived at through the ma-
teriality, through actually searching in a humble and almost pedestrian way of 
scratching a pencil through a surface, even if aided by these immaterial and 
sophisticated abilities – that is the thinking aided by a mechanical process. 

But let’s stop thinking about the act of drawing for a moment, and 
go back to take a closer look at something previous – the mentioned 
distinction between thinking through words, and thinking through things 
other than words. It shouldn’t be hard to imagine, or to prove, that we 
don’t always think by means of words. But it is hard to describe, in words, 
a process that occurs in our brain that is not in itself characterised by the 
organisation of words. The simple expression – thought – seems to mean 
an articulate sequence of words that expresses something. But what if that 
something isn’t supposed to be expressed through that means? The author 
of Visual Thinking,is no less than categorical when that question arises: 
“Also, we need to know whether language is indispensable to thought. 
The answer to the latter question is ‘no’.” (p. 228). 

Thought can be made of visual thinking, for instance, but not only. In 
a less complex level, I believe we think through means of sensations. For 
instance, if I move to a darker piece of the ground because I feel too hot, I 
don’t exactly think: “There’s a shadow! That means the sun is not hitting 
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that portion of land, so I’ll be fresher there.” Not only we have a hard time 
separating all these assertions that lead to a natural conclusion, but I really 
believe there’s no single word involved in that simple thought that leads to 
the action of moving to the shadow. Maybe this is too simple a procedure to 
be called a thought. But imagine an athlete: a tennis player, for instance. In 
a few milliseconds, he observes the opposite player, deciphering in which 
direction the ball is going to come back to his side of the court, and decides 
to where he should send it back, so that it will be harder for the opposite 
player to hit it back again. He might even have words flowing in his head: 
(“to the right”, “along the court”), but these are not the matter of what is in 
his thoughts, they might only help him to focus. On the creative side, take a 
cook for example. When he imagines a dish, he is hardly thinking “curry plus 
coriander”. He might even have those words in his head, and they surely 
help him on the shopping list, but there’s a lot more than words in his crea-
tive process. And, when he tastes the curry, his conclusion might be “to add 
a little more of this ingredient”, but the premises were hardly translatable 
into words in the first place. And so it happens also – or even more poignantly 
– for the occasional cook, when he tastes something that doesn’t exactly feel 
right, but has trouble knowing exactly what’s missing or in excess. Perhaps 
the residual resistance to the idea that our thought is not a hegemony of 
words is because tennis players, or cooks, don’t often write philosophy. And 
of course, the merit of language is that it is an inexhaustible method for try-
ing to describe everything – especially those things that weren’t already born 
into the form of words. But to be able to describe something, after it occurs, 
doesn’t mean it happened in words. A further proof of this human ability is 
that we, as a species, are prepared to think much before we are prepared to 
speak. It takes a human being many months to start babbling the first words, 
and until then he has learned very complex notions of space, time, motion, 
sound, gravity, among many others. It is, in fact, the time in our lives when 
our brains are more active, more than they ever will in the remaining of our 
lives, and words are only beginning to emerge.

It is my opinion that thinking by means of something other than words 
is a legitimate, frequent, and both primal and exquisite form of thinking. 
Fortunately, I am not the first nor the only one knowing this. Artists of all 
times have known this all along. Quoting Arnheim once again, “Genuine 
art work requires organization which involves many, and perhaps all of the 
cognitive operations known from theoretical thinking” ([4], p. 263). There’s 
definitely a lot that goes on in our brain that could be called thinking, 
because it involves complex processes that take primary premises and lead 
to complex conclusions, that has nothing to do with words. Even within 
the humanities, Gilbert Ryle has already proven that we do not always 
think by means of structured language, in his essay “A Puzzling Element 
in the Notion of Thinking” [10]. What I’m trying to do now is to bridge 
these thoughts with the context of visual thinking. I believe that not only a 
thought can have visual inputs, it also has visual outcomes and a hypotheti-
cally pure visual grammar to get from one to the other. Particularly, I see 
that happening in the context of the design process, in drawing to search 
for and achieve a form. And ultimately, I believe this search is similar to the 
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search of a series of arguments, in writing theory. Both areas have a lot to 
gain from this connection, as much as visual and verbal thinking should be 
recognised as complementary. Recurring to Arnheim, one more time: “It 
is precisely by making up for each other’s deficiencies that the two media, 
verbal language and imagery, co-operate so successfully.” ([4], p. 239) In 
both of them, we can find this kind of exploratory writing – and of explora-
tory drawing –, where we are searching for a form that fits and feels right, 
simultaneously articulating its structure, its appearance, and its adequacy.
That said, looking into visual thinking we see that it takes visual premises 
to achieve visual outcomes. No words are needed, although words can be 
involved. But what is taken into the thinking process is more primary and 
delicate than common language. Its foundations are below the artificial 
surface of language; it is rooted in sensations and aimed at perception. Tak-
ing in sensorial input: perceiving, and thinking, are linked in an inextricable 
way, are mutually dependent and each process informs and alters the other. 
As Arnheim stated, “cognitive processes indicated as thinking are not 
mental processes above and beyond perception but essential ingredients of 
perception itself ” [4]. There is no kind of hierarchy as to where visual and 
verbal thinking stand. What I’m addressing is the ancient (but never enough 
praised) richness of the connection between both. Again, quoting Less-
ing’s classical study on this correlation: “Thus Lucian, to give an idea of the 
beauty of Panthea, points to the most beautiful female statues by the old 
sculptors. What is this but a confession that here language of itself is power-
less; that poetry stammers, and eloquence grows dumb, unless art serve 
as interpreter.” ([1], p. 135) If this feels like a compliment to the visual side, 
it can be balanced with a subsequent remarkable argument for the verbal 
side: “Charm is beauty in motion, and therefore less adapted to the painter 
than the poet.” ([1], p. 137). Both poetry (– writing) and painting (– drawing) 
should now feel equally content. 

Now, the notion that sometimes we start some process without knowing 
yet exactly where it will lead us, also shouldn’t feel too strange. Both in visual 
and verbal thinking, it is common to begin a process with something in mind, 
and proceed in a direction to achieve it, although – and because – we do not 
know exactly where it will lead us, yet. As Ryle put it, “There is only the verbal 
appearance of a contradiction in saying that while a person is still thinking, he 
does not yet know what to think; and that when he does know what to think, 
he has no more thinking to do.” ([10], p. 269) In drawing, this is exactly what 
Gabriela Goldschmidt addresses. What interests her is also “the production 
of ideas, the reasoning that gives rise to ideas and helps bring about the crea-
tion of form in design (as opposed to its rendering)” ([6], p. 160). Quoting an 
architect interviewed in her earlier study ([5], p. 129):

When I sit down to work, it’s hard... When I first start, I make a lot 
of drawings. I don’t understand what I’m doing until I draw it a few 
times, and then it becomes clear to me what I’m trying to do, and then 
I can begin to work on it... It is important as a designer to perceive the 
form in space while you are trying to get at the ideas. I can’t get very 
far with just thinking about it without drawing something...
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This is the perfect illustration of the process that Goldschmidt describes: ([6], 
p. 194) “Some of the sketching does not follow ideas in the mind but instead, 
precedes them. In other words, architects quite often engage in sketching 
not to record an idea, which is not there yet, but to help generate it.” I find 
the study very interesting and agree with the author in every way. We both 
start with similar assumptions and arrive at similar conclusions, namely that 
“addressing a new design task architects think visually, and that such visual 
thinking, even when it is ‘intuitive’ and involves tacit knowledge, is perfectly 
rational and highly systematic.” ([6], p. 161). My opinion, and this essay, is 
exactly in line with her concept of sketching dialectics: “The dialectics of 
sketching is the oscillation of arguments which brings about gradual transfor-
mation of images, ending when the designer judges that sufficient coherence 
has been achieved” ([5], p. 123). Goldschmidt’s study also takes into account 
the mentioned feeling of being right, that is the point where the search stops. 
“[I]n the exchange between imagery in the mind and sketch on paper, we rea-
son by way of relating figures and concepts to one another until a satisficing 
‘good fit’ is achieved among them.” ([6], p. 174). 

When taking this visual process of thinking into its use in the applied 
arts, we should add that other ingredient that makes all the bits and bolts 
fit, or not fit. In order to feel right, a form must be adequate, and in order 
to be adequate, it must take into account, and be a response to, all the 
constraints. Constraints are really the ground from which the form arises. 
Attending to them is what triggers the whole process. For example: “If 
I want to say X, where should I start? Y and Z should be avoided, so...” 
These limits continuously narrow the path until only a thin stream of 
words can feel right in it. Or a thin line of pencil drawing. Again, let’s take 
into our discourse the words applied to architect Álvaro Siza Vieira: “to 
imagine means remembering what memory wrote inside us and confront 
it with the demands and conditions at the level of their real complexity, 
and ultimately return them”. ([9], p. 9) This sentence is in its way describ-
ing the going back and forth between all the types of drawing established 
from the start of this essay, in order to achieve the right form.

The book in which this is written has always fascinated me by its 
title: Imaginar a evidência, translatable to “to imagine what’s evident”. Al-
though it is not clear if this is precisely the meaning of it, it always struck 
me as a great expression to describe a modus operandi that would give 
birth to the gentle yet vigorous architecture of Siza Vieira, which is very 
distinctive in itself, but also feels deeply connected to where it is implant-
ed. Since I first heard the title, without knowing the book but knowing 
the work of its subject, I envisioned an architect on top of a hill, looking 
at the construction site, absorbing its specific features, and trying to give 
an image to (imagining) the forms that were self-evident in the place and 
should arise from it, given both the characteristics of the site (what can be 
observed in the first place), the program of the building (all the constraints 
that have to be taken into account), and what he himself has to offer as 
a creative person. The architect would then be a kind of interpreter that 
would give a tangible form to something that’s already there, but can’t yet 
be seen by just any person – only by the acute eye of the sensitive creator. 
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That kind of project that arises from thorough observation is exactly the 
kind of project that is achieved through drawing, through looking for a 
form inside the tentative form itself, so it isn’t a surprise to me that draw-
ing is a very keen discipline to the so-called “Escola do Porto” (architec-
ture as it is taught not only, but also, by Álvaro Siza Vieira in Oporto). I am 
confident that this is a discipline that could also be praised in any school, 
be it in the arts or the humanities, substituting only drawing for writing – 
and this is precisely the point I intended to arrive at. 

Hopefully, by now we’ve already gone through thinking in words and 
thinking in images to establish some characteristics of each of them, and 
spoken of the co-existence of thinking visually with thinking verbally. 
Also, we have gone through the notion of searching through thinking (and 
knowing when we have arrived), and addressed the thinking methods that 
are part of a project and that permeate both visual and verbal arts, using 
different tools – drawing for applied arts and writing for theory. But now, 
how should we end? Wittgenstein famously ends his Tractatus Logico-
Philosophicus [11] recommending that we remain silent when we recognise 
that we are not able to speak. On the contrary, my suggestion is that we 
keep on drawing.
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Abstract

The housing crisis in London calls for re-thinking the role architectural 
heritage listing plays in the debate of demolition vs refurbishment of so-
cial housing. My research aims to develop a new critical methodology for 
conservation and architectural heritage practices, through the medium of 
the graphic novel. My architectural case study is the East London housing 
estate Robin Hood Gardens (1972), which was refused heritage listing in 
2009 and 2015 and is currently undergoing demolition as part of a wider 
local regeneration scheme. The proposed methodology draws on my own 
practice as an illustrator in publishing. My graphic novel will critically 
re-work the historic, material and temporal literary form of the Book 
of Hours, late medieval illuminated manuscripts, where the time of the 
telling is combined with the time of the told. This reworking allows the 
medium itself to become a starting point for rethinking, through images 
and words, the processes and temporality of conservation, and herita-
ge, through new processes of engaging with and communicating to my 
audience - government bodies, architects and residents - processes often 
disregarded in conventional practices. In this paper I present work across 
the four folios of my PhD research, bringing together archival historical 
research, ethnographic on-site practice and illustration/book design. Each 
folio addresses a different temporality of Robin Hood Gardens through te-
chniques specific to the sites of research. Among these are a picture book 
telling the architectural history of Robin Hood Gardens in the course of a 
day using montage technique - following the architects, Alison and Peter 
Smithson’s way of working - and twelve graphic novels for each calendar 
month documenting through reportage drawing the lived time of Robin 
Hood Gardens as it undergoes demolition during the years of my PhD.

1. Introduction
My research aims to develop a new critical methodology for conservation 
and architectural heritage practices, through the medium of the graphic 
novel. I put my illustration practice into the realm of architecture to cap-
ture and pass down how different historical moments and temporalities 
of a site connect through architecture and how buildings guard, guide and 
serve the life of their inhabitants while they themselves have their own 
complete lifecycle. 
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The housing crisis in London2 calls for re-thinking the role architec-
tural heritage listing plays in the debate of demolition vs refurbishment of 
social housing. Although the evidence carried out by UCL’s Engineering 
Exchange3 

shows that refurbishment of social housing is financially, envi-
ronmentally and socially more beneficial nevertheless councils decide in 
favor of demolition and redevelopment.4 

My architectural case study the East London housing estate Robin 
Hood Gardens combines the issues of social housing and, being the only 
realized housing by the famous architects Alison and Peter Smithson, the 
issues of architectural heritage listing.  It was finished by 1972, and it was 
refused heritage listing in 2009 and 2015.5 It is currently being demolished 
as part of a wider local regeneration scheme.6 The proposed methodology 
draws on my own practice as an illustrator in publishing in addition to the 
theoretical influence of Jane Rendell’s ’site-writing’.7 It brings together 
archival historical research, ethnographic on-site practice and illustra-
tion/book design to address processes often disregarded in conventional 
heritage practices, such as bringing into focus the social role of the build-
ing thus adding a new aspect to the hierarchy of conservation values and 
offering a different temporality which embraces the complete lifecycle of 
a building and the entire array of its functions across time. 

The criteria of heritage listing today is largely built on a value system 
defined at the beginnings of the conservation profession at the late 
nineteenth century.8 The methodologies of conservation were developed 
to preserve a building in its historical state considered of highest value.9 
Since the shift of values in the heritage world in the past three decades, 
from a nationalistic to an international or global perspective10, there 
is now an urgency to re-think the qualities that traditionally identify a 
monument11, such as permanence or aesthetics.12 

A specific Hungarian conservation method, referred to as ‘falkutatás’ 
(wall research), might offer answers to many of the current issues in the 
area of conservation and architectural heritage as it provides access to the 
whole history of a building rather than only a segment of it. The main fea-
ture of the method is that it uses archeological stratigraphy on walls of his-
torical buildings, in order to access the deeper histories of the buildings. It 
exposes layers of history while destroying the very material of the layers. 

2 Edwards: 2016
3 Bell, Crawford: 2014
4 Architects for Social Housing, ‘Mapping London’s Estate Regeneration Programme’ (September 10, 
2017) https://architectsforsocialhousing.wordpress.com/2017/09/10/mappinglondons-estate-regenera-
tion-programme/ (accessed 6 June, 2018)
5 The Twentieth Century Society, ‘Robin Hood Gardens. Casework’,
https://c20society.org.uk/casework/robin-hood-gardens/ (accessed 14 March, 2018)
6 ‘Blackwall Regenerated’, http://blackwallreach.co.uk/ (accessed 14 March, 2018)
7 Rendell: 2010 
8 Walter: 2014
9 Schuller: 2002, 9
10 Glendinning: 2013, 417
11 Riegl: 1903 
12 Arrhenius: 2012, 11
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However, the professional language of falkutatás - and of conservation in 
general – is exclusive by the nature of the practice: the notes, drawings, 
scans and photographs gathered through archival historical research and 
archeological and architectural field work only reveal a building’s history 
to the narrow circle of practitioners. I use falkutatás as a conceptual tool 
for my design research on Robin Hood Gardens, unfolding its social and 
historical layers through illustration as the estate is being destroyed. 

Through architectural research by design I attempt to critically re-work 
the historic, material and temporal literary form of the Book of Hours, late 
medieval illuminated manuscripts, where the time of the telling is combined 
with the time of the told. A major historical time span is condensed into the 24 
hours of the day, a practical measurement unit of the human life and in turn 
daily life practices are elevated to biblical dimensions. This reworking allows 
the medium itself to become a starting point for rethinking, through images 
and words, the processes and temporality of conservation, and heritage, 
through new processes of engaging with and communicating to my audience 
- government bodies, architects and residents, adults and children alike.

2. The Book of Hours 
In the second half of the 13th century a new genre has appeared in Western 
Europe: a private and highly individualized service and prayer book, the 
‘Book of Hours’.13  The book corresponded to the expansion of religious 
provision for lay people, associated with the Fourth Lateran Council and 
the growing popularity of the Christianity of the friars. The Book of Hours 
adapted the complex Dominican and Franciscan liturgies for the use 
of secular nobility, specifically women.14 The Book of Hours contained 
selected psalms and prayers prearranged into an appropriate order for reci-
tation at times of the day.15  The precise contents vary from one manuscript 
to another, but the defining features are the distinctive cycles of prayers and 
psalms to be recited at each of the eight canonical ’hours’: the hours of Mat-
ins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers and Compline.16 Each cycle 
was dedicated to a specific religious theme or saint. The core of the Book of 
Hours was the ‘Hours of the Virgin Mary’ where in eight offices the lifecycle 
of the Virgin Mary was recited in the course of a day. The times of the 
events in the life of the Virgin Mary correspond to the times of the reciting. 
For example, Matins was read before dawn at the same hour of the Annunci-
ation, or Lauds was used at first light, which was the time of the Visitation.17 

Through these devotional practices, the Book of Hours connected the times 
of late medieval women’s lives to the biblical times. The devotional practice 
was guided and aided by the illustrations in the manuscripts. 

The Book of Hours contains many different parts, and these differ 
from copy to copy, but the core of the Book is the ‘Hours of the Virgin 
Mary’. This part, usually found in the middle of the book, is a series of 

13 Panofsky: 1971, 27
14 Duffy: 2006, 386
15 De Hamel: 2016, 386
16 De Hamel: 2016, 387
17 De Hamel: 2016, 530
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prayers relating to different events in the life of the Virgin Mary that 
are to be recounted in specific hours of the day.18 Other parts that most 
commonly feature are the Calendar pages at the beginning of the book, 
followed by gospel lessons and life of saints related to the commissioner/
owner of the book. 

The structure of the Book of Hours inspires and informs the structure 
of my PhD in order to recount the history and life of Robin Hood Gardens, 
through different temporalities. In each of the four folios of my PhD I 
address a different temporality of the site. Following the Calendar pages 
of the Book of Hours, the first folio addresses life at the estate during the 
time of my PhD 2015 to 2018 which coincides with the time of waiting 
for the demolition to start and the start of the demolition in August 2017. 
The third folio which, just like the “Hours of the Virgin Mary” in the late 
medieval Book of Hours, attempts to recount the lifecycle of Robin Hood 
Gardens from the time it was designed to the time it is demolished. The 
second folio addresses the Smithsons visits to attend Hungarian conserva-
tion summer schools in the 1980s and 1990s, though the format of travel 
books. The fourth folio is an alphabet, where the method of conservation 
of architectural heritage is introduced through illustrations exclusively. 

3. From Reportage Drawing to Calendarium 
I propose reportage drawing19, an illustration practice traditionally used 
to report of events from location (typically court room or conflict zone), 
as a new research method in the conservation of architectural heritage. 
Conventional conservation practices miss the processes and temporality 
of conservation, and heritage, and there is also a gap in communicat-
ing the issues of conservation to wider, non-professional audiences. I 
explore reportage drawing as an ethnographic on-site practice through 
my illustrations of Robin Hood Gardens (1972) at the time of waiting for 
demolition and the start of demolition of the estate (2015-2018). I use re-
portage drawing in three ways:  as a kind of ‘discovery through drawing’; 
as a way of communicating to and engaging with my audiences (residents, 
government bodies and architects); and as a reminder / relic / witness to 
the events I have drawn. I adapt the architects the Smithsons’ concept of 
‘sensing the place through drawing’ to Robin Hood Gardens at the end of 
its time, with the limitations of reportage such as the time spent draw-
ing, the social and emotional situation of drawing and the space of the 
sketchbook, resulting in abstractions (drawn montages), collapsing and 
expanding the time of the estate in the illustrations. 

My reportage drawings function as both a research method and an 
artistic mode of disseminating knowledge. I started this series by drawing 
Halema, a resident at Robin Hood Gardens, in 2015 March as she was 
preparing a curry for a family celebration in her kitchen. (Image 1) The 
primary role of the drawing was communication between Halema and 
myself as Halema didn’t speak English, but she was keen on explaining 

18 De Hamel: 2016, 386
19 Embury, Minichiello: 2018, 1
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to me her methods of making 
curry. On another occasion I 
drew Andrew, a council employee 
during his working hours at the 
Project Shop set up on the estate 
by the local council to inform 
residents on the progresses of the 
regeneration project. (Image 2) 
My drawings of a snowy day last 
December with children play-
ing on the mound, while in the 
background the orange screens 
surround the demolition area fol-
low the line of the images created 
by anthropologist photographers 
(Tony Ray Jones, Lousada here) 
witnessing the intimacies of life 
at the estate. (Image 3) 

I develop the reportage 
drawings into small publica-
tions, one for each month in the 
calendar year. Each book is based 
on a conversation I had on site 
with different people, printed in 
A5 size in two colours in risograph 
printing technique. Using visual 
metaphors with the aid of the 

screen printing technique, where each shape is allowed to appear and 
reappear on the pages through the book with new meanings, emphasised 
by the positive and negative spaces and overlaps in print, these books 
recount my conversations as graphic short stories. The book on November 
for example uses my rubbings from the walls of Robin Hood Gardens as 
the pattern of the body of the fish in the story, and the title is sourced from 
an engraving found at Tower Hamlets Archives. (Image 4) The book on 
July corresponds with a drawing by the Smithsons titled “visual connec-
tion of the people to their site.” (Image 5) The ideal dissemination of these 
books is in council lounges where people normally spend hours waiting to 
be called will broaden everyday life to historical scales. 

Finally, in this folio I also make a series of calendar pages echoing the 
Calendar pages of the Book of Hours, based on the photos I took docu-
menting the slow degradation of the estate. Here I take the concept from 
the Calendar pages of the Belleville Breviary, where, as observed by Erwin 
Panofsky, on the bottom of the pages the concordance between the Old 
Testament and the New is visualised allegorically, by the Prophet’s tearing 
a stone out of the fabric of the Synagogue and passing it on to the Apostle 
so that it might serve as building material for the Church, a process which      

Image 1 - Halema 
cooking, 2015, image 

credit: Judit Ferencz

Image 2 - Andrew 
reading, 2017, image 

credit: Judit Ferencz

Image 3 - Snowing in 
Robin Hood Gardens, 

2017, image credit: 
Judit Ferencz
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naturally results in the gradual ruination of the Synagogue.20 I became 
interested in the idea that while each calendar page entails a story in itself, 
there is a second layer of narrative that runs through the twelve months 
combining linear and cyclical temporalities. (Image 6)

4. From Archival Research to Picture Book 
The picture book in the third folio recounts the whole lifecycle of 
Robin Hood Gardens in the course of a day. It is a 16 double spread 
book, where each spread is a different stage in the life of the build-

ing, as seen through a different animal. 
On the verso is an archival image from 
the corresponding stage of the building’s 
life, while on the recto is the illustration 
I developed to narrate the story. Here 
I am showing the first spread with an 
Elephant and the second spread with a 
Giraffe. (Image 7 and 8) In the Elephant 
spread we see a map of the site as circled 
in green by the Smithsons and then on 
the recto the shape becomes an Elephant 
that is seated in one of the discarded 
chairs I found on the site. This approach 
offers readers the historical dimensions 

of Robin Hood Gardens through constricting the estate’s time to an 
illustrated story. The idea of the animals was inspired by the concrete 
animals in the garden of the estate. (Image 9) It also draws closely on 
the Eastern and Central European children’s book traditions from the 
Cold War era which are unique in the way they convey meaning on 
multiple layers to multiple audiences. 

20 Panofsky: 1971, 33-34

Image 4 - Sample 
spread from ‘No-
vember’, 2018, image 
credit: Judit Ferencz

Image 5 - Sample 
spread from ‘July’, 
2018, image credit: 
Judit Ferencz

Image 6 - February’, 
work in progress, 2018, 
image credit; Judit 
Ferencz 

Image 7 - Sample 
spread from ‘The 
Robin Hood Gardens 
Picture Book’, 2018, 
image credit: Judit 
Ferencz 
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5. The Central and Eastern European Picture Book Tradition 
During the Cold War when the state strictly controlled all aspects of pub-
lishing curiously and controversially the pages of children’s picture books 
provided surface for a free and vibrant visual culture, where an alternative 
tradition of Eastern and Central European art and design continued to ex-
ist. Through graphic design and illustration imagery of fine art quality was 
accessible not only to the intellectual elite who understood the hidden 
hints of political criticism and cultural references in the works but also to 
the broad public. Literary and visual metaphors, surreal imagery through 

the use of montage technique, 
non-conform page layouts and 
typographic games are a few 
examples of how this subtle and 
playful language presented itself 
to readers, both old and young. 

The two disparate book ar-
chetypes, children’s picture books 
from the Eastern Bloc together 
with the Book of Hours inform 
and inspire my research through 

their different qualities. While the Book of Hours serves as a guide to 
addressing the different temporalities of my site of research, children’s 
picture books from the Eastern Bloc provide a sample of communicating a 
political message through the language of art, offering access to a hidden 
historical overview to wide audiences. 

Robin Hood Gardens connects Eastern and Western Europe not only 
through its architects’ close links with the Hungarian conservation profes-
sion but also through the traditions of the Eastern and Central European 
children’s book and through falkutatás, a specific Hungarian conserva-
tion method of architectural heritage - a method that also opens up and 
destroys multiple layers of history.12 

6. Conclusion 
My work is an experiment to develop a new critical methodology in archi-
tectural heritage and conservation practices. At this stage it is still early 
to conclude on the effectiveness of the method, as I am yet to complete 
all four folios of my research. However, reportage drawing has already 
proved to be a successful way of communicating with my audiences 
(residents at the estate and council employees) while at the same time 

Image 9 - Photograph 
taken at Robin Hood 

Gardens, 2018, image 
credit: Judit Ferencz

Image 8 - Sample 
spread from ‘The 

Robin Hood Gardens 
Picture Book’, 2018, 

image credit: Judit 
Ferencz 
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it allowed for new discoveries through drawing.21 I have not yet had the 
opportunity to test the picture book in the third folio, composed of a com-
bination of archival images and illustrations, with my intended audiences 
of children and architects. Nevertheless, the process of organizing the 
visual research collected at the Smithons’ Archives (Frances Loeb Library, 
Harvard University) through a temporal and a purely visual order at the 
same time has led me to see contiguities in the Smithsons’ way of working 
through collage and drawing.

My hope is that my PhD thesis connects East and West thinking 
about the connection of art and architectural heritage, sensitizes to 
the social aspect of demolition  vs refurbishment, introduces a new 
temporality approach in conservation in particular and in general, 
and communicates these thoughts to a wider, lay audience of all ages, 
including the younger generation. 
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Abstract

This paper report a illustrated notebook project that proposes to work as a 
sketchbook guide.The illustrated notebook project, once finished, will be 
applied and intend to move students to use the sketchbook as a reflexive 
and creative drawing intent. The notebook instructions script begins by 
the observational drawing practice, followed by an increasing experi-
mental range of practices toward a interpretative/creative approach. The 
presented pictures – as a previous illustration/ demonstration to this guide 
– must be taken as propositions, that instead of been just written, are 
predominantly illustrated, like a visual statement, as the notebook guide 
component. This proposal intends to communicate by illustration and a 
minimal use of words, encouraging an drawing dialogue. By this way, the 
illustrated notebook should perform like a visual guide research suppor-
ted by drawing practice in order to enhance the student representational 
autonomy as other proposals that will follow this one.

Caderno como Dispositivo para Ensino do Desenho
Pensar no ensino do desenho, implica enfrentar uma série de questões 
que se dilatam e estendem em torno de uma possível definição sobre o 
próprio conceito de desenho. O desenho possui uma qualidade intrínseca 
como meio de expressão, em que se alia e sublinha a sua autonomia no 
domínio da representação, de que é passível como exemplo, entre outros, 
a sua utilização em projeto. Mas também em todas as implicações que o 
seu entendimento e a sua vocação, determinantemente comunicativa, 
detêm e manifestam em diversas áreas do saber. 

Neste texto, tais questões não serão respondidas exaustivamente. Nem 
se tratará de estabelecer limites precisos da utilização do desenho. Embora o 
presente projeto tenha sido desenvolvido para cursos de arquitetura e design, 
o caderno ilustrado destina-se a quem estiver disposto a experimentá-lo.

Na génese da proposta, encontra-se a inquietação de criar um dis-
positivo3 motivador, de uma dinâmica a estabelecer entre o desenhador 
e a sua experimentação, na senda para uma prática.  Potencializando-se, 

1 Universidade Federal do Ceará, Fortaleza, Brasil.
2 Faculdade de Arquitetura da Universidade de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal.
31 Este caderno ilustrado poderá ser entendido como dispositivo centrado no desenho, no sentido 
apropriado por Delfim Sardo apud Michel Foucault: “ A ideia (…) é que as disciplinas artísticas se 
converteram em núcleos de referências, tradições, desafios críticos e sistemas intra-remissivos que as 
aproximam da noção de dispositivo, tal como Michel Foucault a utiliza”. In O Exercício Experimental da 
Liberdade, Dispositivos da Arte no Século XX, p. 13. Lisboa, Orfeu Negro (2017) 
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nesta possibilidade de vinculação, que o que move a necessidade de expe-
rimentação é a vontade de tornar o desenho uma prática quotidiana. 

Ao observar-se que um caderno novo, sem qualquer risco ou marca 
de uso, poderá inibir um iniciante, foi pensado um roteiro de enunciados 
para o desenvolvimento do desenho.

A experiência e a bagagem científica e humana que se foram filtrando e 
adequando através do exercício do ensino contribuíram para, neste projecto 
e neste propósito, escolher e atualizar conteúdos do desenho mediante 
determinadas práticas didáticas anteriormente abordadas e agora revistas. 
Assim, certos enunciados ‘falados’, em aula, foram transpostos para textos 
escritos. Tais textos variam, entre a longa reflexão que acompanha a prática 
de ensino, até textos breves com um uso mínimo de palavras. 

Foi quando se revelou que o próprio desenho poderia ser o modo para 
comunicar as diretrizes para a sua realização, estabelecendo um diálogo 
visual. Experimentou-se assim, num primeiro protótipo, a ilustração de 
uma série de enunciados numa sequência que intercala ações ilustradas 
(propostas) com espaços (páginas em branco) para a sua resposta. 

Este protótipo foi desenvolvido no formato de folhas abertas, nas 
quais se encontram ilustrações que convidam à feitura de um pequeno 
caderno dobrado e, possivelmente, costurado. É a história do seu projeto e 
das suas ilustrações que trata este artigo. 

Como parte desta apresentação, trataremos da linguagem sobre o 
desenho e da ilustração como linguagem de desenho. Em seguida, serão 
relacionados o caderno como suporte de desenho e o livro de ilustração. 
Como parte do desenvolvimento, apresentam-se os resultados, ainda que 
parciais, em modo de desenhos e ilustrações elaboradas para o primeiro 
protótipo deste caderno ilustrado para diário gráfico. Enquanto epílogo, e 
como parte das conclusões, serão comentados os resultados alcançados e 
ponderadas reflexões que possam sustentar diretrizes para o futuro.

2. Dos Nomes e das Definições
Rascunho, risco, rabisco, croqui, esboço, esquisso, sketch, desenho. Soltar a 
mão, abrir o traço, controlar o gesto, conseguir expressão, criar ilusão de volu-
me ou profundidade, no plano, valendo-se da linha. Com a linha descrever as 
formas, dilatar manchas, luz e sombra, texturas, proximidade e distância.

Para ensinar a desenhar valemo-nos da linguagem comum e de uma 
linguagem especializada, que tem termos variados em cada idioma. Não 
raro adotamos palavras de outras línguas, por parecerem que representam 
melhor este ou aquele tipo de desenho ou qualidade do mesmo. Faltando 
palavras, criamos metáforas, que vão aderindo ao vocabulário da área, 
conforme são repetidas. Gestos também acompanham a fala, no intuito 
de comunicar qualidades difíceis de expressar verbalmente. Do gesto ao 
desenho, basta que se tenha lápis ou giz à mão. Neste contexto, o léxico 
do desenho evidencia e estabelece uma forte relação entre os domínios 
quer do artístico e de outras epistemologias, quer da vivência quotidiana.

Também no ensino do desenho, apresentamos objetos e instrumentos, 
mais usuais ou mais específicos. O caderno, por exemplo, é um objeto de uso 
comum, mas tem adquirido, nas artes visuais, um lugar próprio. O caderno 
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de desenho, também chamado diário gráfico ou sketchbook, é um suporte que 
pode ser encadernado, como livro, mas a princípio guarda folhas em branco 
que podem ser desenhadas. Quando um caderno de desenho é usado para 
guardar memórias de uma viagem, chama-se caderno de viagem; quando 
guarda anotações de ligados a busca de um conhecimento, pode ser um 
caderno de campo. O uso do caderno vai ganhando especificidades conforme 
é seu uso apropriado. Molina, em Los Nombres del Dibujo, destaca: 

“El cuaderno es espacio de la idea; por encima de las funciones de archivo, 
de lugar de proyecto, de regla mnemotécnica, o de inventario imaginario; 
el cuaderno es ante todo ese espacio abstracto de la propia idea del dibujo 
en el que confluyen todos sus nombres. El espacio de interferencia, donde 
los esbozos se transforman en bosquejos, en croquis, en proyectos en-marca-
dos del futuro cuadro, en donde se yuxtaponen las notas, las acotaciones, 
sobre espacio confuso del camino emprendido por el desarrollo de la propia 
acción de dibujar.” (Gómez Molina, 2005: 134)

O intuito é propor um caderno, pois este deverá ser desenhado pelo 
utente. Mas não será um caderno totalmente em branco, mas serão 
intercaladas páginas brancas e páginas previamente impressas. O que 
propomos chamar: caderno ilustrado, que mistura os conceitos de “livro 
ilustrado” e “caderno de desenho”.

Embora o conceito seja muito relacionado a publicações para crianças, 
o livro ilustrado não é exclusivo a uma faixa de idade. Sophie Van der Linden 
(2011) entende o “livro ilustrado” como aquele em que a imagem é “espacial-
mente preponderante”(p.24). Entre os livros ilustrados existem variações e 
outras categorias4 que a autora descreve para identificar seu objeto de estudo. 
No campo do Design, outra referência seria a proposta de “Livro Ilegível” 
de Bruno Munari (1993) quando experimenta a feitura de livros sem palavras5.

Para o projeto do caderno ilustrado, é interessante pensá-lo como 
também um “caderno elegível” no sentido em que ele dependerá da ação 
voluntária do utente. A universalidade da imagem contribui também para 
este engajamento, dilatada pela potencialidade de comunicação inerente 
ao código preponderantemente visual. Portanto, quanto à relação entre 
texto e imagem, será privilegiada, de um modo geral, a imagem. 

Quando usado, o texto deverá estabelecer uma relação de colabora-
ção6 com a imagem, conforme entendido por Linden (2011). Deste modo, 
o texto poderá esclarecer ou complementar a informação quando a ilus-
tração for por demais vaga. Com apenas uma frase ou, até, apenas com 
uma palavra, poderá também sugerir-se uma abertura para a instrução 
não parecer restrita.  

4 Sobre as definições do livro ilustrado, Linden desenvolve o tópico “O livro ilustrado e outros que con-
tém imagens”. In Para Ler o Livro Ilustrado. pp. 23-26. São Paulo, Cosac Naify (2011)
5 Munari apresenta o problema “O livro como objeto, independente das palavras impressas, pode 
comunicar alguma coisa?”(p.221). In “Um Livro Ilegível” .Das Cosas Nascem Coisas, pp. 220-230. Lisboa, 
Edições 70 (1993).
6 Para Linden: “Identificar uma relação de colaboração significa considerar de que modo se com-
binam forças e fraquezas próprias de cada código”. In Para Ler o Livro Ilustrado. p. 1 21. São Paulo, 
Cosac Naify (2011)
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Sobre a imagem, há pelo menos três situações a considerar, nomea-
damente: 1- o desenho de exemplo, 2 - a ilustração de ação; e 3 - o desenho 
resposta. Sendo que, este último, ficará em aberto, constituindo-se como 
o território em branco de exploração a desenvolver. Assim, só há como 
planear os dois primeiros: o desenho de exemplo e a ilustração de ação.

Em conjunto, o desenho exemplo e a ilustração da ação, compõem 
um enunciado ilustrado. Sobre a necessidade, a clareza e expressividade 
do enunciado no exercício do desenho, Philip Cabau já desenvolveu um 
cuidadoso pensamento (Cabau, 2011: 224-229). Na argumentação, o autor 

chega a ressaltar a impossibilida-
de se obter um enunciado estrita-
mente visual, motivo que nos leva 
a propor um caderno ilustrado 
com relação de colaboração 
entre texto e ilustração. Ainda, ao 
intercalar páginas previamente 
desenhadas, com páginas em 
branco, nada impede que estas 
sejam suporte de para uma futura 
escrita, por parte do utente.

Para ampliar a experiência 
de interação de uso, a proposta é 
que cada um faça o próprio cader-
no, a partir de folhas impressas 
em um só lado. Numa das folhas 
estará ilustrado um passo a passo 
(demonstração) com indicações 
para a sua montagem.

3. Enunciados Ilustrados e Diagramação
Do roteiro geral de assuntos abordados ao longo de um semestre de ensino 
de desenho, foi escolhida uma parte específica para realizar um protótipo 
do caderno. Esta parte corresponde a um conjunto de ações que foi distri-
buída ao longo de quatro páginas, que dobradas e encadernadas geram um 
caderno no formato A5 ou A6. A diagramação do caderno é pensada em 
paralelo com a ilustração, prevendo a alternância de páginas impressas e 
páginas não impressas, estas últimas destinadas ao desenho do utente.

O desenho começa com uma escolha, é a parte escrita do enunciado. A 
afirmação intuitiva é confirmada na prática, quando, semestre a semestre, 
os estudantes são instigados a sair da sala e a escolher o seu objeto de 
observação. Depois da escolha de uma folha, são propostas formas de re-
presentação distintas, de modo a oportunizar a experimentação mediante 
modos diversos de desenho e suas implicações, modos de ver, de agir e de 
pensar. De algo simples, pode se alcançar uma infinidade de resultados.

Para tanto, se segue uma sucessão de ações, desde fixar a folha escolhi-
da no caderno até desenhá-la de diversas formas e com graus cada vez mais 
ténues de semelhança. A sucessão de ações, no caderno, é representada por 
enunciados ilustrados, conforme explicado no tópico anterior deste artigo.

Fig. 1. Ilustração passo 
a passo da montagem 

de um caderno. Fonte: 
autora
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Diferentes linguagens de desenho foram adotadas para distinguir, 
numa mesma página, os desenhos de exemplo e as ilustrações de ação. 

3.1 Desenho de Exemplo 
Com o fim de enfatizar o caráter experimental e potencialmente variado 
do desenho de exemplo, este deverá ser diverso ao longo do caderno. 
Assim como varia o tipo de linha, conforme o instrumento, também pode 
variar a materialidade, com uso de papéis diferentes. Um recorte, ou 
rasgo, pode ser considerado desenho ou exemplo. 

3.2 Ilustração da Ação 
Como linguagem da ilustração 
de ação, a proposta é assumir 
característica oposta, ou seja, de-
terminada e constante. Determi-
nada, por fazer referência a uma 
linguagem de ilustração icónica, 
onde predomina a linha e o ponti-
lhado. Constante, pois enquanto 
o desenho de exemplo varia em 
instrumento e materialidade, a 
ação ilustrada é sempre desenha-
da à caneta, da mesma forma. Em 
contraste com a precisão da linha, 
um recorte impreciso sublinha a 
artesania do modo de fazer.

3.3. Enunciado Ilustrado 
O enunciado ilustrado ocupa a 
página dupla impressa onde o 
desenho de exemplo e ilustração 
da ação se complementam. Os 
exemplos, em trabalho, apre-
sentados ainda se encontram 
sem texto. 

3.4. Sobre o Desenho
de Resposta
Mesmo que o desenho de respos-
ta seja um espaço, por definição, 
aberto, algumas considerações 

podem ser feitas sobre ele. Prevemos que os enunciados ilustrados 
possam ser experimentados com crescente grau de liberdade, pois um 
dos propósitos é instigar a ocorrência do desenho de invenção. Entendendo 
o conceito de invenção no desenho conforme trazido por Ana Leonor 
Rodrigues, bem como a relação entre o momento da imitação no desenho 
e o da invenção, como posterior ou paralela (Rodrigues, 2016: 22-23). 

Fig. 2. Estudos para 
ilustrações de ação. Fon-
te: autora do artigo

Fig. 3. Estudos para 
enunciado ilustrado. 
Fonte: autoria do artigo

Fig. 4. Estudos para 
enunciado ilustrado. 
Fonte: autoria do artigo
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Portanto, não há uma expectativa de resposta certa ou única. Há a espera 
de um diálogo, através de uma passagem do desenho de observação, a 
uma postura criativa, a um engajamento experimental, em crescente 
emancipação e até domínio da própria linguagem de desenho.

4. Diálogos para a Representação: Pretextos de um 
Dispositivo na Mediação da Manualidade e da Inscrição
A realidade contemporânea é fortemente caracterizada pela imagem, e a re-
presentação dessa realidade confunde-se muitas vezes com a sua simulação. 
Para tal, contribuem os imensos dispositivos de tecnologia e computação 
contemporânea, de muito rápida actualização tecnológica, cada vez mais 
sofisticados e potentes. O impacto da realidade simulada, e a facilidade com 
que hoje se fotografa, são exemplo da voragem com que a representação 
rapidamente se confunde com o produto destes processos, de forte imateria-
lidade física, o que tanto caracteriza o digital e o seu universo que, dir-se-ia, 
alude ao diáfano. Não se trata de recusar a indiscutível vantagem destas 
ferramentas contemporâneas e do que elas significam. Porém, há que enten-
der que a verosimilhança é apenas uma das aparências do que se pretende 
em representação da realidade; a representação implica um processo de 
descoberta do real e de abstração que subentende um jogo entre o imanente e 
o transcendente, ou entre a realidade e o que se desconhece. 

Neste sentido, a fisicidade como que matérica e a dimensão também 
corpórea do desenho, e o tempo e o espaço com que o mesmo se pratica, 
abrem portas para o exercício da interpretação e, nessa investigação, a 
representação alude sempre a uma transcendência. Entender a “inscrição” 
da manualidade como marca e resiliência, permitirá entender que a pro-
posta do desenho artístico (caso dos desenhos de exemplo, e da opção pela 
sua condição de desenho à mão livre) não vincula para uma ideia de cópia. 
Procura antes promover o entendimento do que a prática da representação, 
tantas vezes apoiada no modelo, além da busca da verosimilhança, opera 
também com domínios outros, através da sensibilidade mas não só, como 
hoje sabemos, domínios diversos que contribuem para o conhecimento.

5. Considerações Finais
A experiência apresentada, reiterando que se trata de um protótipo a ser 
aplicado em futuras aulas, é fruto do exercício do desenho e a reflexão 
que dele decorre, bem como advém do diálogo com estudantes ao longo 
desses anos de ensino. A palavra diálogo nos é cara pois reflete também 
a partilha de conhecimentos que o ambiente académico propicia, onde 
aquele que exerce a docência vivencia também constantemente situações 
de aprendizagem.

Como resultados a alcançar, desejamos que a ilustração elaborada 
convide a uma resposta desenhada e que esta apresente diferentes graus 
de proximidade como desenho de exemplo. Deste modo poderá refletir-se 
tanto a compreensão do enunciado como a sua não compreensão, a apon-
tar a necessidade do aperfeiçoamento do enunciado ilustrado ao longo 
dos futuros semestres. Uma resposta desenhada mais livre do modelo, 
poderá ser também índice da uma postura criativa diante do enunciado. 
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Por fim, há que se considerar também, entre as possibilidades de in-
ovação, a atualização dos temas e linguagens num compromisso cultural e 
patrimonial conjugada com  a contemporaneidade no universo do desenho.

É oportuno ressaltar, que uma vez que os exemplos trazidos estão 
ainda em feitura e que as ilustrações estão na fase de projeto/protótipo, 
muito haverá que se aprender e acrescentar ainda, até ao término da reali-
zação deste caderno ilustrado, pois que o objeto também ensina. 
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Abstract

Zine, self and micro-publishing has seen a spectacular resurgence in the 
last decade, with individuals within tight communities pushing the boun-
daries of the practice in terms of form, content and process. 
This paper will examine ways in which this reinvestment of illustrative 
authorship has been stimulated by the iterative and performative aspects 
of zines, self and micro-publishing, through the discussion of varied pub-
lications’ genesis with their illustrators – including my own self-published 
book The House. 
This paper will consider how performance underpins both the motivation 
and creative process of such publications so as to highlight potential con-
tributions of the scene to wider illustrative authoring practices.

Introduction
A new generation of illustrators has recently invested the zines and micro
-publishing scene with a rich and assertively visual approach to publication, 
taking advantage of the easy access to image-making and book-publishing 
processes and facilities. Young graduates and semi-professional enthusias-
ts push the boundaries of the genre, gaining visibility through a dynamic 
online activity and at major illustration fairs such as the alternative comic 
forum of Angouleme festival [1], establishing new illustrative practices. 

It seems that ‘the liberating force of self-publishing’, noted by Robert 
Klanten, in his study Behind the zines: Self-publishing culture [2], not only 
‘allows for more differentiation on all levels: in terms of content, distribu-
tion, and editorial say’ but has also paved the way for image-makers to 
position themselves as editors and authors. A large number of currently 
active, European micro-publishers such as Breakdown Press (UK), Nieves 
Books (CH), Colorama Print (DL) started as collectives of artists keen to 
get their own work visible and moved on to publishing others’ work with 
the same attitude of minimal editorial intervention.

Micro-publications referred to in this paper are predominantly visual 
with a strong emphasis on drawing that, in opposition to conceptual and 
process-based practices, appears often ‘narrative-led, associative and subjec-
tive’ [3]; they denote a strong attraction to abstraction, from Alexis Beauclair’s 
LOTO series [4] to Sammy Stein’s sequential Pyramid [5]. Their limited 
edition and consequent inaccessibility positions them as collectible and desir-
able items, a feeling heightened by the repositioning of the book as an object.

1 Arts University Bournemouth, Illustration Department, Wallisdown, Poole, United Kingdom.
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Micro-publishing, 
Performance, Authorship..
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These are books whose experimental nature testifies of their authors’ 
drive to test the boundaries of illustration as a visual language, and to re-
examine illustrative authorial practices. They present texts whose genesis 
results not only from exploring new ways of writing, but also from the au-
thors anchoring their practice in their own aesthetic needs, and leanings. 
‘I just try to create something that I’d like to read or look at, that doesn’t 
already exist.’ [6] This stands a far cry from the prominence of ‘the brief ’, 
the ‘exterior request’ of traditional illustrative practices [7][8].

More importantly, these publications do present most of the features 
that Klanten attributes to the second-wave of self-publishing: reflective, 
diverse, and immediate – ‘exercises not destined to survive a lifetime of 
aesthetic scrutiny, but to document a particular stage in time, and state of 
mind.’ Not unlike Instagram posts, these books and zines are ephemeral, 
small offerings left to drift in the flow of production that testifies of the 
worth and steadfastness of their authors’ endeavour.

‘It’s about exchanging ideas by swapping a zine for a zine’ writes Gloria 
Glitzer [9]; ‘Show me yours, I’ll show you mine’ sums up Klanten. In a small 
world of dedicated fairs and digital platforms, zines and comics operate as both 
keys to access and tokens of belonging to a community of practice [10], which, 
in turn, is defined through the creation and exchange of such publications.

This paper intends to investigate the relation between the genesis of 
these texts, and their social dimension. It will focus on micro-publishing’ 
iterative and performative underpinnings through the lens of Bourdieu’s 
game and action theories [11] so as to define zines and micro-publishing 
as a specific field of illustrative practice, before examining its authoring 
practices based on Della Pollock’s essay, Performative Writing [12].

Seeking to understand the dynamics at play in the creative process, 
this paper will also reflect on my own practice, grounded in the making of 
The House, a self-published book presenting a fictional, sequential word-
less narrative centred around two characters, a woman and a child, and 
their relation to a home. It also builds upon interviews, both verbal and 
written, conducted with illustrators and publishers – players who consti-
tute a community of practice, and who have been kind enough to share 
some light on their motivations and practices. 

Zines, self and micro-publishing
as a community of difference
The double purpose of these publications - visual-telling and belonging - 
relates them to statements ‘in which to say something is to do something; 
or in which by saying or in saying something we are doing something’ [13], 
statements that can be qualified as performative. Considering these texts 
as such allows us to examine their making in the context of their audien-
ce. It also helps understand the motives driving this area of publication 
(and my own text), and how potential stakes influence forms and content.

Performativity, as a social inquiry, has opened a wide range of sub-
cultural texts (such as these publications) to scrutiny, on different scales. 
Goffman and Marsh [14] point at the structure of social interactions – how 
performative, communicative behaviour results in a ‘constant negotia-
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tion of positions’ within and outside communities; how the production, 
distribution and reading of cultural texts ‘function to communicate group 
identity, as well as ‘pieces of self-representation’.

As highlighted by Simon Shepherd [15], Barthes’ semiotic reading of 
cultural texts in relation to dominant discourses and ideologies [16] sug-
gests that subcultural texts, such as fringe publishing, are ‘speaking back 
against dominant society, ‘deliberately enacting their difference’. This, 
in effect, translates into challenging visual languages and processes, in 
direct response to wider publishing practices.

Mainstream publishing has overwhelmingly positioned Illustration 
as the illumination of a text, negotiated by illustrators with writers, edi-
tors and publishers [ 7]. In this context, visuals are created step by step, 
alongside an intense verbal exchange of interpretations and opinions. 
Even though illustrators might increasingly pitch in design concept, 
their images have to conform to industry norms, under an economic 
pressure that ultimately positions their practices in relation to the de-
mands and aesthetic preferences of a wider audience.

The market-driven model of the industry, with its set of expectations 
and rules, has isolated authorial illustration to niche areas within specific 
sectors such as children’s picture books, indie comics or mainstream 
Bande Dessinée. In short, there is very limited avenue, within traditional 
structures, for the decisively individual and experimental approach of 
self and micro publishing. This, in turn, has led authors to self-publish, 
to connect through bespoke platforms for distribution – creating a fringe 
movement with texts at the heart of its identity.

In Bourdieusian terms [11], the micro-publishing scene appears as a 
specific field of shared interests, a social space inseparable from its agents 
or players (zine authors, comics authors, publishers, collectors, readers) 
which, as an avant-garde, is a reaction to structures imposed by the overlap-
ping, larger field of mainstream publishing. Success, as an outcome of the 
field practices (‘the game’), is achieved in symbolic and material terms. The 
precarious economic model most micro/self-publishing relies on [2], results 
in an emphasis on cultural and social gains, namely in terms of belonging and 
recognition of one’s contributions – and thus one’s importance – to the field. 

The aspiring ziner or the experimental comic-book author enters or 
inhabits the field with symbolic capital and his capacity, or ‘habitus’ - a 
feel for the game. Whilst producing his publications, he or she learns or 
outsmarts the codes of the game - a performance that is to be evaluated 
by other players through his texts - and will be given a legitimate status 
within the field. Consequently, it is a certain valuable type of writing 
which will be rewarded, content and practices that, as mentioned earlier, 
allows their authors to ‘deliberately enact their difference’. 

This valued type of writing appears to overwhelmingly favour in-
novation and uniqueness, and to explore critically notions of visuality and 
authorship. Being different means, in illustrative terms, parting from the 
clarity of contextualised, communicative images that answer an exter-
nal, commercial request, and to probe instead the potential held by the 
manipulations of genres, forms and ways of authoring.
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There is thus a double movement at play, with the performative act 
of creation being part of a larger, performative process of being part of a 
community defined by difference. The two aspects are linked, and stand in 
distinction to mainstream practice. Making avant-garde comics and zines 
seems to be both a ritual of belonging, and a self-reflective, critical form of 
writing, with the former steering and stimulating the latter. 

Performative aspects of illustrative authorship
In order to examine illustrative authoring through the lens of performan-
ce, I will use the six aspects Della Pollock outlines in her essay Performati-
ve Writing [12] as entry points into the writing process. Pollock’s endea-
vour seems to revolve around the question ‘How to mean’, around the 
vitality and function of the act of speaking/writing, as well as the relation 
between author subjects, reading subjects, and subjects written/read. 

The ‘consequential’ aspect of performative writing, Pollocks 
explains, relates to the ‘logic of function and effects’ that pervades it, in 
its reverberating and creative dimension. The ‘evocative’ relates to the 
relation writing has with experience, of both readers and authors. In the 
‘metonymic’ section, Pollock notices how writing tends to replace, or 
obscure the very subject it represents. The ‘citational’ aspect engages with 
self-reference and the construction of worlds composed in, and as repeti-
tion and reiteration. The ‘subjective’ examines the self in its enuncia-
tion, from positioning to shaping relations with other subjects; whilst the 
‘nervous’ aspect of performative writing hints at its capacity to operate in 
a genealogical, yet ‘discontinuous recurrence of disciplines and practices’.

Della Pollock provides a rich framework for discussion. Interpreting 
those aspects as an illustrator, I have looked for resonances, for similar ap-
proaches within my own practice; I have expanded on these beyond their field 
of application and, meanwhile, may have transformed their initial meaning. 

Ultimately, these facets offer inroads in which to consider the birth 
of these visual texts. They have inspired conversations revolving around 
what I termed as genesis, visual utterances, ways-in and ambiguity, 
limits of representation, agency of format, authorship, and responding 
to responses – pointing at possible ways in which performative self and 
micro-publishing re-invigorate illustrative authorship.

Genesis and the Inner Text
Drawing for The House was, in effect, close to a translation exercise that 
aimed to give shape to the formless, that tried to articulate the undefined 
sense of direction that is the intention behind The House; I called this drive 
the inner text. It differed substantially from an idea in that it revealed itself 
through its shaping, its enunciation, remaining till then elusive and vague. 

Without a predetermined story to tell, I assumed that focusing on 
a place in which I had lived would provide a fertile ground for a text to 
emerge. There was a tension between the inside and the outside of the 
house that needed exploring, eventually through characters. 

If, as Joana Quental argues, ‘an illustration is also a drawing, but it is 
a drawing that fulfils an intention’ [8], I had kept that intention deliber-
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ately obscure so as to get the drawing itself enlighten it. This inner text, 
thought in an interior language that encompasses both verbal and visual 
codes [17], needed to be externalised and articulated visually.

I noted the changing nature of the inner text whilst drawing in suc-
cessive waves, each exploring settings, characters and actions in different 
ways. In turn, these images shaped the inner text as their concrete nature 
enabled me to better understand its key features - like someone needs 
reflective objects to see himself or herself.

This echoes the practice of Pia Melissa Laroche, who says [18]:

‘There are no words at the beginning, only images, quick sketches. 
There are usually nearly no words in my comics either. There may be 
an idea at the start, but the story emerges often as I draw, with regular 
checks between the beginning and the end.’ 

 ‘At the start of a project, it is a vision that guides me. An image that 
would feel like a concept, a narrative climax or a specific atmosphere. 
I then let myself be steered by this image that becomes the beginning, 
the middle or the end of the book, depending on the visual structure 
around it,’ adds Alizée de Pin [19].

The inner text appears as a shifting, fluid pull, anterior to verbalisation or 
visualisation, far from the certitude of the auteurist author’s intention [20]. 
It allows for a greater visual exploration, an anchoring of ideas in drawing 
and visual shapes, as verbal articulation might be circumvented altogether.

‘For Inframonde, the story started through an unexpected image that 
appeared while I was colouring another comics, Muances, which I 
finished recently. It was a face, with the top part of the head missing. I 
kept this image and observed it many times, seeing possible narratives 
around it. (…) What I am most interested in is, in fact, how can a narra-
tive unfold with a minimum of verbal language.’ [18]

Visual Utterances: Drawing as Crystallised Speech
‘Writing that takes up the performativity in language is meant to make a 
difference, ‘to make things happen’. [12] This consequential dimension of 
zine publishing is brought out on multiple levels, investing drawing, story-
telling or reading with effects that reverberate beyond the initial trace.

In The House, the delineation of objects, spaces and characters came 
across as utterances [13], whose forms were, in essence, attempts to capture 
and shape fleeting visions and intuitions. In the initial series of drawings, 
each image was conceived in isolation and therefore its meaning is self-con-
tained. Few elements are presented within a drawing, and they do articulate 
a single statement. As such, these images operate as units of meaning that 
simultaneously communicate about and create a lasting world.

Images were also produced as building blocks for a narrative con-
struct - whilst enunciating, I considered how to mean, how to refer to the 
text, how to create a structure that is the text. Each sketch seemed to hold 
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potential, as ‘the drawings all have their secrets to tell, and we don’t know 
what they mean’ [21]. By drawing each image and evaluating its meaning 
in the light of the inner text, I was not only telling a story, I was also exam-
ining and sharing an alternative strategy to build a narrative.

Sammy Stein is a prolific self-publishing illustrator whose residency 
at the Galerie 126 in Rennes exemplifies the way in which the production 
of a zine reinvests reading contexts so as to maximise the effects of its 
message. He recalls the genesis of Galerie 128: 

‘I offered to talk about the beginning and end of their place in a 24-pa-
ges book. I appropriated the space and took it into fiction as Galerie 
128, in which I talk of a Golden Age, before the fall of the gallery, be-
fore it got abandoned. (…) I re-drew the destroyed house. I searched, I 
manipulated, I wrote, I re-wrote from this raw material (…) I also made 
an installation in the gallery. It was about reproducing what was des-
cribed in the book – I thus recreated a ruin, as if the place was deserted 
100 years ago.’ [22]

Alongside his thematic exploration, Stein put the publication at the centre 
of a social and experiential event that transcends its fictional form to 
question ideals of commitment, culture and civilisation. Exploiting the 
making of a book’s ‘capacity for political, ethical agency’, he brought 
together the image and its object, meaning and reference, presence and 
absence ‘in order to perform a social function’. [12]

It is in this immediate rapport that his world becomes a possibility for 
the reader, that he offers ways into notions of loss and decay. By providing 
contexts for reading, the authoring of a book can encompass conditions of 
its reception, and inspire a reflective engagement.

Embracing Ambiguity: Drawing as an Evocative Practice
Evoking and alluding instead of describing, riding alongside experience 
instead of recreating it; reinvesting authorship means exploring ways-in 
for the author, as well as ways-in for the reader, ‘to bring him in contact 
with ‘other worlds’ (…) otherwise intangible, unlocatable: worlds of me-
mory, pleasure, sensation, imagination, affect and insight’ [12]. It is some-
times the effacement of the author, the surrender of his decision-making 
power to the reader that is the condition for the latter’s involvement.

Although I grounded the space and the mood of The House into 
memories, the visual language of the book was kept as simple as my 
initial drawings, isolating the few elements that narratively mattered, and 
omitting the rest. As a result, depicted objects were sparse and stylised, 
presenting a low modality [23] that left literally and figuratively large gaps 
for the reader to fill.

Similarly, characters shed distinctive individual features to instead 
function as archetypal figures: the Feral Child and the Longing Woman, 
both embodying unfulfilled desire, and mirrored by their capricious 
environments. The use of metaphors allowed to conjure a world vivid 
enough to appeal, and loose enough for others to recognise in it their 
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own experience in that ‘understanding is always personal, even idiosyn-
cratic, and it is an outcome of recognitions and deferrals that are not 
simply linguistic.’ [24].

The narrative arc was left open with the characters’ fates still unre-
solved for the reader to give meaning to the text, make connections and 
provides for what has been left empty. This move echoes Laroche’s ap-
proach to narrative, who explains:

‘The interpretation of an image, or of a series of images, is always 
more interesting when it can take varied directions. I like stories that are 
loose enough, or rather open enough to get the reader build up his or her 
own interpretation’ [18].

However, in many other instances, it is the assertion of the author’s 
position, through signature mark making, aesthetic or thematic stylistic 
features that allows the reader to own the text. These recognisable ele-
ments mark the author’s presence, which, in turn, reinforce the figure 
of the author as a symbolic term in the process of reading, allowing ‘the 
spectator to give up his position within the fiction without losing posses-
sion of it. I admire (or criticise) from outside the fiction’ [20]. 

Playing with the Limits of Representation
‘I must have secrets when I draw’ says Stefano Ricci [25]. Not all things 
should be told, or showed – but they can be substituted, or displaced. The 
‘inadequacy of evocation’ of the ‘edge of referentiality’ mentioned by 
Pollock, motivated instead a desire to play with history, starting with its 
settings, a house - and give it a new course, The House. 

Féral clarifies the process at play in performative practice: ‘In terms of 
the artist’s relation to his [sic] own performance, that is not that of an actor to 
his role. Instead the artist is ‘a source of production and displacement’ [26]. 

Focusing on the woman at the window and on the unfolding of her 
pivotal present, de facto erased the need to refer to whatever happened in 
the real place. Instead, it displaced that very question towards the fictional 
world as a ‘what had happened to her?’ Freedom from expression meant a 
greater attention to the visual qualities of the text, and relying on intuition 
to hint at underlying meanings. 

Joe Kessler, publisher of Breakdown Press and author of the 
Windowpane series emphasizes the little role played by reference to 
real-world situations.

‘I play a lot of sports –and there’s a joy that I feel that comes across, 
the experience of galloping around. Otherwise, there’s not much stuff 
directly feeding into my work, or not necessarily consciously… I don’t 
think too much of realism, I just look whether it flows well on the page, 
and where it does come from, comes in hindsight.’ [27]

Surrendering to the Agency of the Format
Against the discursive urge, the agency of the format. Most illustrators 
appreciate the manipulation and testing that comes with it, and the acci-
dents that potentially disrupt, and enrich meaning and narratives. [28]
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For Vincent Fritz,

‘the format sets the limits, and basically edits the content by design. 
Narration/story is not the end goal, as opposed to simply committing 
to an exercise in comic composition and seeing what comes of it’. He 
continues, evoking the process of creating his Tower series: ‘Typically, 
it is the “tower” format, four square panels juxtaposed vertically. 
From there it is a matter of rummaging through scraps of sketches and 
notes, and then testing spatial/rhythmic properties, (…). Even outside 
of the “tower” format, the aforementioned components remain the 
backbone of most projects I work on, but form itself (strip/page de-
sign) is more often than not the North Star.’ [29]

The House’s visual utterances, as an endogenic process, had to give space 
for a narrative closure. The units-drawings were juxtaposed and sequen-
ced so as to simulate the reading of a book. The coherence of the space 
and of the visual language offered rhyming clues with which to establish 
rules and motifs. Reusing earlier patterns and compositions allowed for 
pace and visual cohesion. 

‘Reoccurring character designs are often cited over and over 
again - mostly as an easy way to unlock, or construct ideas’, explains 
Fritz, whose satirical work relies on repetitions and variations. ‘Mystery, 
geometry, cultural affinities and detritus, comics history, personal prefe-
rences, media noise, silence/tranquillity, optimistic nihilism - those are 
some of the things I think I tend to refer to more than anything’ [29].

The ‘citational’, self-referent aspect of his practice allows him to build a 
layered yet coherent universe, whilst a cohesive, intertextual set of refe-
rences reinforces his identity as an author, grounding his presence and the 
tone of his texts into established centres of culture.

Authorship
My drawings, as standalones or in sequences, had been regularly presen-
ted to my peers in order to hear what they received from such reading, so 
as to access another text – this one verbal, that of the reader. Interpreta-
tions went often wilder than my own, and at every turn I did appropriate 
suggestions and ideas. The final, visual text benefitted as much from con-
versations as it had from the haphazard accidents of the enunciation, the 
sequencing and the formatting – disruptions meant to reveal and enrich 
an otherwise faint inner text. 

This attempt to circumvent the dominance of the author, the clarity 
of his intentions, and to probe the necessity of his figure by negotiating ac-
cidents and displacements, is found in instances of collaborative writing 
such as the tensed Brace Brace of Alizée de Pin: 

‘We wanted to work on the theme of urgency, and we wanted to mix, 
on all pages, our three specific iconographies. We defined a process 
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where each of us would produce 2 full page images, 5 or 6 fragments 
and a few graphic signs, which we ultimately arranged together on 
Indesign before printing.’ [19] 

Searching for enrichment in others’ interpretations and disruptions is 
essentially a way to test the auteurist notion of the author as a single, 
static source of the text - but this took place, in the case of The House, in 
a meek, measured way, that kept all the final decision-making close to 
my chest. This was perhaps, in retrospect, a sort of passive authoring, 
with my main contribution being the triggering of internal and external 
inputs, and the subsequent editing.

Indeed, not all enjoy the potential of others’ infringement, and prefer 
to work ‘without oversight from anyone else; the process is long and not 
efficient because you work alone. It’s very self-indulgent.’ [27] 

This reflects the ambivalent attitude of zine and comics writers 
towards authorship; which perhaps mirrors the tension between the self-
representation – driven by a fiercely individual, authorial stance – and the 
representation of a group which, as a fringe movement, take authorship as 
one area of mainstream practices that needs to be challenged.

Response to Responses
Making The House was very much a rite of passage, the proof that I was able 
to produce original images within a scene that valued edgy, trendy, fringe 
content - being a consumer was not enough! I had to produce the things I lo-
ved, and my visual choices were influenced by the return of the hand-made 
visible on Instagram, and inspired by minimalist, experimental fictions like 
Windowpane 3 [30] that I bought in zine fairs. I did focus on exploring new 
ways of building a narrative, but my format of choice, a wordless picture 
book, was similarly spurred by the micro-published Queen of Spades [31].

Joe Kessler acknowledges the importance of community and cross 
influences:

‘This is all a massive social thing - my main social group is people who 
make comics, which legitimise my obsession with the genre. (…) Some of 
my works are in conversation with other comics, responses to other artists 
that I like, and who do the opposite of what I do. I developed a looseness 
in response to Chris Ware, who is very disciplined. Recently, a lot of 
things out there engage with feelings, and people make comics out of that 
– but it feels like sneaking on someone’s private diary. I try instead to keep 
comics fictional while making things a bit more intimate’ [27]

The ‘nervous’ nature of this writing process relies on ‘constituting knowle-
dge in an on-going process of transmission and transferal’, giving birth to 
new meanings and discourses, ‘a sequence in which each successive text 
integrates or destroys the text which went before.’ [20] 

All throughout production, I was also posting images online, receiving 
feedback, or discussing the project with other makers/publishers. Through 
participating in the game, I was learning its rules and making connections. 
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Conclusion
In conclusion, performative authorship is at the centre of the self and 
micro-publishing community, as a dynamic and essential force in both 
production of texts and construction of identities. The performative 
aspect of creation within the production process is an essential part of the 
performative process of joining and being part of a vanguard community. 
This process is visual, intuitive and critical, and engages audience and 
peers in an iterative process that is also self-reflective.

There is indeed an unresolved but productive tension between the 
romantic notion of individual creation and the potential offered by an 
emerging, different, fluid authoring.

In fine, it seems that zines and experimental comics authors have 
found ways to reconcile the establishment of their identities as recog-
nisable authors, and the exploration of the possibilities offered by the 
displacement and disruptions of the author’s function. 

Far from the set framework of traditional illustration that ties illustra-
tive practices to the illumination of a given text, these authors exploit a 
variety of circumstances, contexts and motives for writing so as to pro-
duce ‘different’ texts, probing, expanding what can be conveyed and how. 
Performative authorship, as explored by the self and micro-publishing 
scene, is a celebration of illustration’s potential and offers exciting autho-
rial practices to the wider illustrative community.
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Abstract

This paper disseminates a student graphic novel project to the challenge 
stigma against people with complex needs. The project was a collabora-
tion between Northumbria University 2nd year illustration students and 
Fulfilling Lives, a charitable organisation that helps vulnerable people to 
rebuild their lives. Fulfilling Lives’ work also includes outreach work with 
local social service providers to enact system change in their attitudes and 
policies to people who they define as ‘difficult clients.’ They believe in the 
value of the voice of people with complex needs, and they wish to amplify 
that voice to rebuild lives by enacting positive social change. Fulfilling 
Lives challenged the illustration students to use illustration to help amplify 
those voices. This paper focuses on the pedagogy behind how the students’ 
produced their graphic novellas, and on the students’ processes and reflec-
tions. It also disseminates the impacts of the ERDF funded project that pub-
lished the graphic novellas in an anthology. The students’ illustrations in 
this book and eBook formed the core material for a social media campaign 
via Twitter, to provoke dialogue on the stigma against people with complex 
needs in society using the hashtag #WhatDoYouSee? It will conclude with 
discussing the early positive impacts of the students’ work, and some of the 
dialogues that the graphic novel project has already provoked.

1. Introduction
Chris Ware believes that what illustrators do with comic strip illustration 
is to “take pieces of experience and freeze them in time […] The moments 
are inert, lying there on the page […] you make the strip come alive by 
reading it, by experiencing it beat for beat” [1]. Art Spiegelman of Maus 
fame, states “that graphic novels can provide stories and images from 
where history and the personal past can collide” [2].

This paper will examine the empathic development of Northumbria 
University’s BA(Hons) Graphic Design illustration students’ ability to chal-
lenge stigma using graphic novellas, and the constructivist pedagogy that 
facilitated it. It will discuss how the students interpreted a segment of per-
sonal history and a lived experience of someone living with complex needs, 
and used strip illustration to challenge its stigma within society. Through 
the Creative Fuse North East project we received grant support from the 

1 & 2 Northumbria University, School of Design, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK.

3 Fulfilling Lives, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK.
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European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) towards a Social Media pro-
ject, where the students’ graphic novellas were published in an anthology 
for Newcastle-based organisation Fulfilling Lives’ outreach work.

2. The Stigma of Complex Needs
The project client was Fulfilling Lives, a national programme funded 
by The Big Lottery Fund, to improve support services in Newcastle and 
Gateshead for people with multiple and complex needs. At Fulfilling 
Lives’ heart is the belief that the lived experience of people who have 
complex needs, has to be voiced and become part of a holistic solution to 
coordinate social services to help these people to improve their lives.

‘Complex needs’ is defined as people exhibiting at least two of 
the following conditions: homelessness, current/historical offending, 
problematic substance or alcohol misuse, and mental ill-health. The 
failure within the existing social services to effectively support people 
with complex needs because they are seen as ‘difficult clients,’ arises from 
these people being stigmatised and excluded from social support and so-
ciety. The Fulfilling Lives programme supports these people to re-engage, 
and existing social services to ensure they are offering appropriate and 
tailored support for their complex needs.

Fulfilling Lives is formed by a core partnership of Changing Lives, 
Oasis Aquila Housing and Mental Health Concern. They are working to-
gether in an eight-year programme to achieve its goals, and to help New-
castle and Gateshead and its social services to see people with complex 
needs for the potential they have, rather than for their complex problems. 
In readdressing this stigma, the programme will over time contribute to 
reducing the significant social and economic costs associated with com-
plex needs, and improve the lived experience of these people.

People with ill-defined complex needs, often referred to as ‘hard to 
reach,’ find it more difficult to engage with social services. They find that 
specific services may not fully understand the breadth of their issues, and 
therefore their holistic needs are not met. Additionally, they may become 
frustrated by a lack of services or the un-coordination of available ser-
vices. This frustration in a lack of understanding and support for people 
living chaotic lives can lead to a downward spiral of mental ill health, 
substance misuse, crime, offending, homelessness and exclusion. This is 
destructive on the person and society itself then is negatively affected.

Fulfilling Lives is a proactive organisation to enact change in the 
person and the social support system that needs to support them, and 
to bring about such a ‘System Change’ they reached out to Northumbria 
University’s School of Design to aid their work. They believe it is very 
important to value and amplify the voice of people with complex needs as 
they are ‘Experts by Experience.’ Fulfilling Lives want to challenge what is 
often seen as a negative “story” of social problems in life. 

So, by collaborating with illustration students from BA(Hons) Graphic 
Design, they provided them with two interviews of two people with com-
plex needs about their journey through life. The students then interpreted 
their lived experiences into five short graphic novel stories. In turn, these il-
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lustrated graphic novellas were published in a printed and eBook anthology 
to be used in future Fulfilling Lives outreach work, and formed the content 
for a social media campaign to challenge stigma by provoking dialogue on 
social media, through Twitter #WhatDoYouSee? memes.

3. Literature Review
The modern graphic novel medium offers what Jacques Ranciere [3] 
would see as a democratisation of the characterisation and staging of non-
elite themes in narratives. Baetens and Frey believes that there is a “grow-
ing thematic diversity” [4] in the medium, with more diversity emerging 
(than mainstream super hero titles would suggest) where women and mi-
nority voices can express themselves through their stories [ 5]. The drawn 
line within a strip, they argue, displays “a story world in which the act of 
drawing cannot be separated from the drawn result” [6]. Raeburn suggest 
that “emotional meaning” [7] can be arrived at through an intersection 
between the structures of what’s drawn and what’s written. The drawn 
line can inherently suggest “authenticity and intimacy” [8].

Joe Sacco, renowned for employing the comic strip as award-winning 
journalism describes what is drawn on a page as always “interpretive 
even when they are slavish renditions of photographs” [9]. Wolk calls this 
“cartooning as interpretation” [10], and Pedri discusses how the style of 
drawing “presents readers with a particularly personal vision of what is 
remembered as having been experienced” [11]. 

The graphic novel medium of sequential panels melding illustration 
and words, as a medium that “highlights its own artifice” distancing itself 
visually from any “reality it attempts to capture” [12] in its storytelling. 
The use of panels and the gutters between them on a comic strip page 
divides the plot into visual narrative points, which also can divide the du-
rations of time or the dimensions of space [13] to explore a lived experience 
narrative in non-linear ways. A sequentially drawn story emerges from 
each page from its intersection between novel storytelling elements and 
graphic representations of characters, locations and actions that define its 
difference to “other media” [14].

The graphic novel medium affords author/illustrators to use the 
medium for autobiographical narratives. Sattler argues that because it 
can on each page make “memories visible [allowing those] memories to 
be encountered - not objectively, but as a matter of feeling,” inducing a 
“virtual observer memory” that facilitates in the reader a phenomenologi-
cal feeling of seeing “interior recollections” visually being brought to life 
[15]. Baetens and Frey suggests that within drawing a strip narrative, the 
drawing of characters is symbiotic with the drawing of their environmen-
tal contexts that shape them [16]. The emotional dimension within a strip 
narrative (whether autobiographical or not) created by the directness of 
drawn panels in combination with any written textual elements, demon-
strate the maturing of the graphic novel to tell more personal narratives. 
The medium’s strengths can break down for a reader “seemingly unfath-
omable and complex [issues] into a more manageable and human form” 
affording itself to tell smaller and more localised narratives [17].
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A graphic novel’s panels and gutters provide “a jagged, staccato 
rhythm of unconnected moments” which the reader connects to “men-
tally construct a continuous, unified reality” [18]. As Joe Sacco says, 
an illustrator “assembles elements deliberately and places them with 
intent on a page” [19], and in doing makes the reader connect a constant 
stream of choices regarding imagery, pacing, dialogue, composition” 
[20] to read the story. This can be referred to as the ’misé en page,’ 
guiding the reader’s attention to fluctuate “between a vague and general 
impression of the entire page” and each illustrated panel, to read the 
narrative [21]. Together the panels provide the reader with “a sense of 
time’s passage” [22] within the storytelling. 

The narrative norm in mainstream comics is to use speech bubbles, 
diagetic sound effects, and panel boxes to convey and advance the written 
story and the action in coordination with the illustrations. But if this text is 
absent (or at the barest minimum) it can still facilitate the reader to fill in 
the narrative blanks, guided only by the illustration within the layout of the 
frames on each page that can be “more atmospheric, more enigmatic” [23].

A ‘silent strip’ can provide a “space of sensitivity and also direct-
ness that can appear clichéd in the novel and especially in film” [24]. 
But more importantly, a strip narrative explicitly confronts the reader 
visually with each character’s body and face, displaying “not just his 
or her thoughts, but his or her bodily appearance” [25]. Graphic novels 
offer a powerful medium in which to visually communicate stories of 
individual lived experiences, to phenomenologically engage readers in 
encountering voices who seldom can express themselves through other 
media. In the next section, we will detail how our illustration students 
used graphic novellas to tell hidden stories.

4. The Narrative and Social Commentary Module
The graphic novellas were created and illustrated in early 2017, as part of a 
second semester module called Narrative and Social Commentary. The 2nd 
year illustration students were tasked with visually communicating two Ful-
filling Lives’ client’s testimonies using three different narrative structures. 

Firstly, the students storyboarded one testimony as a straight 
narrative, following the interviewee’s meandering story between their 
recovering present, their desired future, and their troubled complex 
past. Secondly, from this master storyboarded experience, each student 
selected one prominent experiential moment to animate to reinterpret in 
a new storyboard to make a 10 second animation. 

The final stage was for the students to re-interpret the Fulfilling 
Live’s clients’ story in a completely new direction. The students explored 
sequential illustration as a narrative form, using a 12-page graphic novel 
format, while maintaining the “emotional meaning” [26] of the essence 
of the interviewee’s lived experience. In most cases it was the first-time 
students had worked in the graphic novel genre.

Taking inspiration from Mark Madden’s 99 Ways to Tell a Story [27], 
students were introduced to the language of sequential imagery. Each 
student then wrote and illustrated a new narrative employing their indi-
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vidual drawing styles to explore how they could suggest “authenticity and 
intimacy” [28] through illustration.

The students analysed a variety of key graphic novel exemplars, both 
past and present such as Windsor McKay, Shaun Tan, Chris Ware, Jon Mc-
Naught, and Richard McGuire. By decoding these illustrators’ approaches 
and techniques, the students began to understand the importance of the 
grid (and breaking it), composition, pace and flow of panels [29] while also 
considering their own assigned narratives to develop.

To help the students to begin, they were encouraged to return to the 
source audio interviews to find visual ‘hooks’ that could spring an idea. 
They had learned this illustration technique in the previous semester 
while working on an editorial illustration project. These ‘hooks’ emerged 
from repeated listening to the interview and re-reading the transcript. 

The ‘hooks’ to help them in developing a new visual narrative came 
from keywords, phrases and also metaphors that the interviewees used 
themselves in describing their experiences. Students then drafted and 
redrafted rough illustrated sequences of panels, and from this process 
they discovered the challenges of successful Visual Narrative Grammar 
employing Arcs and Peaks within their storytelling [30].

In regular group crit discussions, as their work was based on a real lived 
experience that had an ‘owner,’ they realised they had a responsibility as 
illustrators to translate difficult facts and truths while respecting the lived 
experience of the interviewees. Some of the students during the crits engaged 
in debates on the degree and implications of their level of responsibility in the 
graphic novella they create. The students all acknowledged a sense of under-
lying pressure to do this project properly, knowing that their graphic novellas 
would eventually be viewed by the original storytellers. This made the stu-
dents keen to do their best with their interpretations of the source material.

Most students elected to used minimal or no text/speech within the pan-
els. This made them increasingly aware of how hard the visual content needed 

Fig. 1. (left) Flatwater 
High panels (© Georgie 
Mosley, 2017).

Fig. 2. (right) The 
Clean Up panels (© Sa-
rah Chambers, 2017).
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to work to engage and direct the viewer through each page turn, making sure 
the correct message was delivered. In one novella, a lived experience of a con-
fidence building canoe trip inspired a predominantly textless atmospheric and 
enigmatic [31] visual metaphor for a moment of catharsis (see Fig. 1). 

In another novella, an interviewee’s wish for a home was reinterpreted 
using a metaphor of home decoration narrative, where the ’mise en page’ [32] 
represented both the support that Fulfilling Lives provides and how people 
with complex needs can learn to improve their life skills (see Fig. 2). 

One illustration student took a meta-narrative approach to reinterpret-
ing the narrative. In his novella, the interviewee only appears as a side-

character in another character’s 
story, in which fictional teenager 
Josh Cooper shoplifts for the first 
time, potentially taking his first 
steps to a darker future. During 
the shopkeeper’s pursuit of the 
young boy passes down an al-
leyway, they pass the interviewee’s 
character shooting up without a 
thought. This pivotal panel “visu-
ally confronts the reader with the 
[anonymised] character’s bodily 
appearance” [33] and “places 

them with intent on a page” [34] to narratively suggest one possible future 
path for the Josh Cooper character (see Fig. 3).

5. Illustrating People’s Life-worlds
In order to facilitate the students understanding of what complex needs are, 
and what are the implications of living with complex needs within society, 
the pedagogical approach we took with the students was a constructiv-
ist one [35]. By employing a constructivist teaching approach, we opened 
the students up to phenomenologically examine a lived experience full of 
complexity and pain for themselves, to construct sequential illustrated nar-
ratives that interpret another human’s lived experience [36].

Through drawing their new narratives, each student presented to the 
reader their interpretation “of what is remembered as having been experi-
enced” [37]. From their understanding of alien situations and motivations 
that where not their own. The graphic novellas encouraged the students 
to form an authentic social commentary voice that emerged from them 
challenging their own social and creative comfort zones. 

The students developed their own commentary over twelve weeks 
through drawing and discussion [38] in weekly group tutorials. We chal-
lenged the students’ imaginations, in responding to real testimony from 
two of Fulfilling Lives’ clients who live with complex needs (anonymised 
to ethically comply with university procedure), to understand the life-
worlds that the two interviewees existed in [39]. 

To do this effectively the students researched into drug use, drug 
dependency and rehabilitation, into mental health services and other new 

Fig. 3. Josh Cooper 
27/03/2003 panels (© 

Angus Martin, 2017).
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life experiences that were personally out of their own personal experienc-
es. In storyboard panels pinned to our crit room walls it became very ap-
parent in their first attempts at visually interpreting and storyboarding the 
interviewees’ stories, that the students didn’t have any idea about what 
a homeless hostel room or dormitory looked like. Their early sketches 
looked remarkably like their own halls of residence bedrooms.

This led to deeper critical discussions and provided a catalyst for the 
students to research beyond the provided written and audio testimony, to 
understand and empathise with people who experience a different life-
world to themselves. This emergent understanding of complex needs was 
channelled into their graphic novellas, resulted in short stories that had 
a greater empathic depth and emotional maturity than their first narra-
tive storyboards. In most of the graphic novellas, the students fashioned 
sophisticated visual metaphors in order to challenge society’s prejudices 
and stigma of people with complex needs.

6. Disseminating Anti-Stigma Narratives
After the 2nd year illustration students created their graphic novellas in the 
Narrative and Social Commentary module, through Creative Fuse North 
East we received grant support from the ERDF to enable us to fund two 
illustration-based collaborative Social Media projects, the first of which4 
(Jan-May 2018) was for Fulfilling Lives as discussed in this paper.

The Fulfilling Lives representative selected five novellas that would 
be most relevant to his organisation’s outreach work, to form the core of 
a printed graphic novel anthology and eBook (a new illustrated cover and 
introduction strip were later commissioned). This graphic novel anthol-
ogy, published in May 2018, would then be used in future training work-
shops with the regional social service organisations. As part of a Twitter 
summer campaign called #WhatDoYouSee? selected illustrated panels 
from the anthology’s strips formed the content for tweeted visual memes.

The intention of this social media campaign was to use illustration 
to provoke a dialogue through the hashtag around the subject of complex 
needs. The tweeted visual memes would provoke responses and drive 
visitors to the Fulfilling Lives website. There the visitors could read the 
full eBook version of the strip, and then seek further understanding of 
complex needs from the links on the webpage. Fulfilling Lives would also 
use the hashtag #WhatDoYouSee? as the title of the graphic novel anthol-
ogy, so when they would use the printed book in their outreach workshops 
it would also generate post-workshop discussion on social media.

As well as this ultimate dissemination, the students learnt early on to 
disseminate their emerging anti-stigma narratives. Within the module the 
representative from Fulfilling Lives visited the students three times. The 
first time was in January 2017 to brief the students, then he attended twice 
more for student presentations, halfway through the semester for guid-
ance and critical feedback, and at the twelfth week for final presentations. 

4 The second Fuse-funded project worked with Rape Crisis Tyneside and Northumberland on a separate 
illustrated book and social media campaign (May-Sep 2018).
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During these client presentations, the students presented had the chance 
to gain feedback on their work-in progress and benefit from an expert’s 
point of view on their interpretations of complex needs.

In the autumn of 2017, after the module work was completed and 
as we prepared for the formal tendering to begin to employ a design 
company, early dissemination of this first Fuse project’s work was made 
at the UK’s Graphic Design Educators’ Network (GDEN) Sheffield 
conference. An interesting discussion followed the short Pecha Kucha 
presentation, with one GDEN member questioning political motivational 
bias within the illustrators’ social commentaries. They questioned the 
students’ ‘voice’ in the graphic novellas, and whether it was authentically 
the students’ own views on complex needs that were being expressed in 
the strips. He was concerned whether the social commentary was unduly 
influenced by any teaching staff-biased political -isms.

As the illustration teaching staff used a constructivist pedagogical 
approach [40], the students developed personal ownership of their social 
commentary positions. As their own understanding of people with complex 
needs developed and emerged from engaging in illustrating strip narratives, 
they developed their own authentic voice. In this way, their graphic novellas 
spoke up on behalf of some of society’s most vulnerable people. 

As staff, we would also argue that in this project any -ism that a 
student let influence their work was a position of humanism. They came 
to see the human behind the stigma within our society, a fellow human 
struggling with complex needs who needed help. To be able to challenge 
the stigma in society through illustration as “virtual observer memory” 
[41], the students first challenged their own prejudices to create some very 
moving stories for others to read.

7. Conclusion
So, in conclusion what has this Fulfilling Lives project achieved in regard 
to challenging stigma against people with complex needs? How has the 
pedagogical approach taken in the module facilitated student learning? As 
outlined above, a constructivist pedagogical approach facilitated the stu-
dents’ personal understanding of the consequences and empathy, for people 
with complex needs struggling within our society, emerged from their own 
dialogue and research into the subject. The publication of the #WhatDoYou-
See? graphic novel anthology coincides with the writing of this paper, and its 
social media campaign will then be launched during the summer of 2018. 

As further dissemination of its impacts will need to be revisited in 
2019, this paper has demonstrated how constructivist pedagogy and 
the graphic novel format, can facilitate students to challenge their own 
prejudices first to then tell stories from society’s fringes. The Fulfilling 
Lives representative arranged to show the two interviewees, who kindly 
consented for their testimonies of living with complex needs to be used 
by the illustration students, the five selected strips for the anthology. 
The two interviewees were excited to see that they were being listened 
to, and that their testimonies where worth attention of someone visually 
retelling their lived experiences. 
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“Vanessa,” one of the two interviewees made a statement at the end 
of the graphic novel anthology: “I think our society should take more 
responsibility for both the harm it causes and the help it offers.” The illus-
tration students, in producing their graphic novella narratives in their own 
authentic voices, have risen in a creative way to that collective societal 
responsibility. In doing, they are using the power of illustration to help 
Fulfilling Lives to challenge society’s stigma on vulnerable fellow humans.
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Abstract

The boom of graphic-novels held in Spain over the last decade leads to the 
consolidation of mature comics artists and the rise of a new generation of 
young authors. Self-referential mentions, both related to their everyday 
life and locations, play an remarkable role within this new generation 
of young creators. Within the current Spanish scene, there are plenty of 
authors whose stories involve some degree of self-referentiality. These 
series of locations and references to their own experience help them to 
develop a richly detailed and convincing imaginarium. In this paper I will 
try to highlight the importance of self-referentiality in Spanish contempo-
rary graphic-novels through an interesting case study: Miguel Cuba’s op-
era prima, Punto de Fuga [Vanishing Point]. Published by Demo Editorial 
in 2011, Punto de Fuga was written entirely in Galician language and thus 
constitutes a peculiar and quite unique example. In many regards, Cuba’s 
graphic-novel exemplifies his own academic thesis on current comics as 
modern travelogues, especially when it comes to specific locations and 
the meticulous description of the artist’s everyday scenarios. As opposed 
to a fictitious representation of the city, Cuba seeks a convincing portrait 
through the realistic walking routes depicted in Punto de Fuga.

1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the comics scene in Spain has rapidly 
changed. Although on a sales level Spain still remains a small in-
dustry when compared with the major markets – the United States, 
France and Japan – it is undeniable that both Spanish authors working 
on the international scene and comic-books originally intended for 
the domestic market are beginning to catch the eye of critics world-
wide. This phenomenon has taken place side by side with the rise and 
development of the Graphic Novel in our country. As Santiago García 
points out in his seminal work – On the Graphic Novel [1] – this move-
ment comes as a result of the maturity reached by the four pillars 
upon which the Spanish comic book industry is sustained: authors, 
publishers, distribution channels and readers themselves. Therefore, 
the boom of graphic-novels held in Spain over the last decade leads 
to the consolidation of mature comics ar tists and the bir th of a new 
generation of young authors. 

1 Universidade de Vigo, Drawing Department, Spain.
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Throughout this paper, I will try to discuss what, in my opinion, has 
become one of the most distinctive features of the contemporary graphic 
novel in Spain over the last few years: Self-referentiality in young creators. 
Although we could argue that all comics are – ultimately – self-referential 
(or at least up to some degree), I would like to emphasise the importance of 
specific references to the author’s everyday’s locations and acquaintances in 
order to built a richly and well-developed imaginarium. To this end, I will ad-
dress Miguel Cuba’s opera prima, Punto de Fuga (lit. Vanishing Point) as a case 
study2. Published in 2011 by Demo Editorial, Punto de Fuga was entirely written 
in Galician language and thus constitutes a peculiar and quite unique example. 
Graphic Novels published in co-official languages have a small impact on 
Spanish sales as a whole. However, I believe this is a quite remarkable and dis-
tinguishing feature of the Spanish comics industry when compared with other 
major European markets. Thus, its linguistic specificity, together with a clever 
choice of self-referential features to build up the narrative, is one of the main 
reasons why I selected it as case study for this paper.

I will structure this paper in three major sections, as follows: First, 
I will try to provide a light depiction of the current state of the art of the 
graphic novel in Spain3; secondly, I will address the topic of self-referen-
tiality in the Spanish graphic novel, seen through Miguel Cuba’s comic-
book, Punto de Fuga. Finally, I will briefly analyse how locations – in the 
absence of defined chapters – help to build the inner rhythm and narrative 
structure in Cuba’s graphic novel. 

2. The Graphic Novel Phenomenon in Spain
In the late 1980s began the development of the graphic novel as a fulfilled 
medium, as a result of a worldwide shift from comics to books [3]. Over 
the last 10 years this tendency galvanized in the current popularity of 
domestic graphic novel within the comics industry in Spain. The rise and 
development of the Spanish graphic novel has been largely addressed 
in the seminal monograph La Novela Gráfica [On the Graphic Novel] by 
Santiago García. According to García, comics evolved from tebeos into 
graphic novels: 

“Over the past twenty-five years, we have witnessed a phenomenon 
that we might call a coming-to-awareness of the comic as an adult 
artistic form. Although the first steps in this direction can already be 
found in the 1960s and 1970s, during the most recent period, a set 
of circumstances have converged, such as the deep (…) crisis of the 
traditional commercial children’s comics, and the coming to maturity 
of generations of comics artists formed with an author’s vocation, 

2 From a methodological perspective, I relied mostly on visual analysis as the primary tool. I also used the 
main theoretical currents on CVL (comics visual language) as stated by Cohn, McCloud and Groensteen, 
among other authors. During the completion of this article I also conducted several interviews with Miguel 
Cuba. Finally, as part of the fieldwork, I visited the routes and locations depicted in Cuba’s graphic novel. 
3 Since the scope of this article lies within the realm of the Spanish graphic novel, I will not engage in fur-
ther analysis of the graphic novel phenomenon in other countries. Nonetheless, Santiago García’s book 
– On the Graphic Novel – and Baetens and Frey’s The Graphic Novel: An Introduction [2] should provide a 
solid background on the topic. 
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who have helped give the phenomenon a qualitative leap forward. 
Undoubtedly, this contemporary adult form of comics is a continu-
ation of the comics for-all-ages, but at the same time presents some 
characteristics of its own that are distinctive enough that it has been 
necessary to find a new name to identify it, and thus in recent years 
the expression graphic novel has become widespread.” [4]

García refers to graphic novels as an ‘adult form’. In this regard, I prefer 
to address it as a mature – rather than adult – form, openly implying the 
richness within this specific medium and stressing the process nuanced 
within the word. Truth is, despite the choice between adult or mature 
to define the graphic novel phenomenon in Spain, García’s statements 
undeniably points in this direction. Furthermore, Pepe Gálvez [ 5] stresses 
a similar line of thought when he states: “The emergence of the graphic 
novel involves a double maturation: language and contents, and it is the 
result of an interplay between the will of the authors, audience demands, 
and changes within the comics industry”.

In the opening statement of his book, García highlights how the rise 
of the graphic novel as opposed to the traditional comic book industry 
entails a major model transformation. According to García, this shift 
involves both authors and readership, while the industry – several steps 
behind – simply tries to keep the pace. To García, any major artistic shift 
in comic history is connected to a deep crisis in the publishing industry 
of the time. However, we should notice that García does not address the 
publishing crisis only from an economic perspective but also implying a 
crisis relating to values and creativity within the industry: “It is not a crisis 
(…) It is the end of the story, a whole major shift, the dusk of an era mak-
ing way to a whole different one” [6]. While I consider most of García’s 
theory a valid approach, I don’t necessarily agree with the irrelevant role 
he grants to the publishing industry. As with any other major artistic 
expression, within a context of crisis in the comics industry, authors 
explore new codes and artistic expressions. In Spain, authors are shifting 
to new languages that can satisfy their changing interests, creating in the 
process new market niches yet to explore. Notwithstanding, the way that 
the graphic novel has shaken up the Spanish comics industry in the last 
decade is unprecedented.

Among Spanish authors, publishers and comics readers, the division 
between those who consider the graphic novel to be a new field for artistic 
creation and those who see in this term nothing more than a commer-
cial label – which does not come to add but to replace the former – still 
remains; a ‘betrayal’ of sorts to the traditional Spanish tebeo, exemplified 
in the comic-strips by Bruguera4 and the adventure comic-books from the 
1950s. Most of this debate focuses on formats, topics or target audienc-
es to which these new works are aimed under the ‘graphic novel’ label5 

4 Spanish publishing house founded in Barcelona in 1910.
5 E.g. In his PhD dissertation, Gómez Salamanca understands Graphic Novel as a shift in narrative and stylistic 
features of comics, rather than addressing it as an art movement. Distancing himself from García’s statements, 
Gómez Salamanca shifts the focus from the authors to the industry, underlining a formal transformation from 
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[7]. However, for all those authors who support this label, the debate is 
already settled. Santiago García’s thesis prevails: Novela gráfica is but an 
artistic movement, linked to the author’s creative freedom, rather than 
other issues such as format, the productive system or the readership to 
whom the work is – a priori – directed. Choosing to acknowledge it as art 
rather than a mass-medium, many Spanish authors adopt an auteurist 
perspective of their work. Ultimately, García acknowledges the graphic 
novel as an art movement, considering this medium as an art form closely 
related to how authors are positioned within the industry. Rather than 
focusing on changes in style or theme, he emphasizes the maturation of 
the authors and their creative freedom in bringing about these and other 
developments.

In 2007, Paco Roca’s bestselling graphic novel Arrugas (Wrinkles) [8] 
was published in Spanish. It was an immediate success, attracting not only 
comics enthusiasts but also a broader readership that had never read a 
comic-book before. On the same year, the Spanish Government estab-
lished the National Comics Award. By doing so, the official institutions 
somehow acknowledged how comics have shifted from a niche topic to 
mainstream, from a restricted readership to a broader social phenom-
enon, and thus becoming an important asset of the Spanish cultural 
industry. The graphic novel in Spain is living a golden age, shaped by the 
coexistence of two generations of authors. A first generation of mature 
and consolidated authors, currently at their most creative moment. There 
is also a second generation of brilliant young authors, who grew up read-
ing the stories from the formers, but also American comic-books, Franco-
Belgian BD and Japanese manga, over the last two decades. The con-
tinuous feedback between these two brilliant generations plays, among 
many other reasons, a key role in the current state of grace of the comics 
industry in Spain. In this respect, Miguel Cuba (Lugo, 1982) belongs to 
the second generation. Punto de Fuga – as well as many other short stories 
over the last few years – embodies many of these global and cross-cultural 
references, since Cuba is utterly influenced by French BD comics, both 
in rhythm and layout, and shares common traits with American comics 
and manga artists alike (Chris Ware, Peter Kuper, Criag Thompson or 
Minetarō Mochizuki, among many others).

3. The Critical Potencial of Self-referentiality
In this article I don’t want to address biographical and autobiographi-
cal comics in Spain inasmuch as the use of self-referentiality in the 
construction of realistic characters and scenarios for fictional narratives. 
Rather than focusing on autobiographical comics – analysed in depth 
both in Spain and in the international scene – I will highlight the impor-
tance of references from the author’s everyday life in the construction 
of their stories, either totally or partially (referential and self-referential 

comic book to graphic novel and thus approaching the term as a commercial label, far from any authorial in-
tention. Yet, I consider a debate between the inclusive and the culturalist perspectives not directly relevant to 
this study, as my pursuit here is an exploration of the role graphic novel plays within the industry shift rather 
than a definition of the term itself. 
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elements); especially when it comes to specific locations, daily social 
situations taking place in his closest environment – experienced first-
hand but portrayed in third party characters – or even the meticulous de-
scription of the artist’s urban walking routes and everyday scenarios. In 
this regard, I will use Miguel Cuba’s first comic-book, entitled Punto de 
fuga, to exemplify this trend, as a remarkable graphic novel involving the 
use of self-referential resources by young authors for the construction 
of narratives with a large degree of social and political criticism. These 
series of significant locations and references from their own everyday 
experience help to develop a richly detailed and convincing imaginar-
ium. Thus, from here onwards I will try to highlight the importance of 
self-referentiality in Spanish contemporary graphic-novels through dif-
ferent examples and Cuba’s comic-book.

Within the current Spanish scene, there are plenty of authors whose 
stories involve some degree of self-referentiality. Many of them, from both 
the mature generation and the new wave of younger artists rely on self-
referential elements for the construction of their fictional narratives: Sebas-
tian Cabot and Joan March Llull (Perros y clarinetes [lit. dogs and clarinets]), 
Bartolomé Seguí and Gabi Beltrán (Historias de Barrio [lit. Neighbourhood 
stories]), El Irra (Palos de ciego), Ana Oncina (Croqueta y empanadilla [lit. 
Croquette and patty]), Paco Roca (La Casa [The house]), Miguelanxo Prado 
(Presas fáciles [lit. Easy preys]), Nazario (Anarcoma), Miguel Gallardo (Tur-
ista accidental [lit. Unintentional tourist]), Paco Hernández and José angel 
Ares (Rosa y Javier [Rosa & Javier]), Alberto Madrigal (Un trabajo de verdad 
[A real job]) and many others. Among these many titles I chose Miguel 
Cuba’s Punto de Fuga for three reasons: firstly, because he anticipated the 
economic crisis at the beginning of the decade in Spain addressing a topic 
of social interest and of the utmost relevance and significance; secondly, 
due to his treatment of the self-referential elements for the development of 
characters, relying on people from his surroundings to construct them, but 
distancing himself from the leading role; and finally, the realistic treatment 
of the scenarios and city walks, closely related to his PhD thesis, focused on 
comics as ‘contemporary travelogues’.

When we approach autobiographical comics we are dealing, first 
and foremost, with a non-fictional narrative. Autobiographical com-
ics “shape a nonfictional story about the life of the author and leading 
character, which takes place through narrative structures not obliged to 
follow a chronological order, with their own voice that distinguishes them 
from biography and with a language distinct from that of memorials” [9]. 
However, in Punto de Fuga Miguel Cuba brings up a fictional tale with 
equally fictional characters, although based (both in their appearance and 
personal experiences) on friends of the author, and set on real locations 
and everyday scenes from the cities of Santiago de Compostela and Olei-
ros, where the artist lived during the creation process of this comic-book. 
The story, on the other hand, is not based on any actual event, although it 
takes a realistic critical approach to one of the most pressing social prob-
lems of our time in Spain: the unacceptable rate of youth unemployment 
and the existence of a whole generation of young people – Cuba’s genera-
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tion – with high academic qualifications, but unemployed or engaged in 
precarious jobs – for which they are clearly overqualified. 

Punto de Fuga tells the story of Mateo, a young art graduate who com-
bines his work as a teacher in a private art academy with the completion of 
his doctoral thesis. Mateo faces a personal crisis that makes him question his 
professional perspectives and his personal relationships. Somehow, Miguel 
Cuba gives a voice for those thousands of young graduates and Spanish schol-
ars, with precarious employments and no job stability, through the role of 
the leading character and the dialogues with his closest friends. As depicted 
in the abstract in the book cover, “Mateo’s story is the tale of an anonymous 
voice belonging to a whole generation that knows the price of convenience 
offered by the consumer society, and that still does not lose hope of finding its 
‘vanishing point’ to cross the horizon beyond indignation” [10].

Despite its limited impact on the Spanish market, Punto de Fuga can 
be considered a pioneering work because it was able to portray many of 
the concerns of Spanish youth at the time, and even anticipate some of 
the social schisms that would arise with the economic crisis in the fol-
lowing years. In this regard, Punto de Fuga provides a realistic and critical 
approach closely related to many autobiographical narratives: “This high-
lights the contemporary character of this genre, which is even more evi-
dent in the case of comics, where the autobiographical theme as the axis 
of a narrative emerges in the 20th Century, together with the contentious 
and non-conformist spirit of some authors in the face of certain politi-
cal, economic and social causes” [11]. Until these last few years, graphic 
novels in Spain involving self-referential or openly biographical elements 
addressed mostly historical portraits or stories of overcoming personal or 
family illness; however, Cuba uses fiction as a tool to put the spotlight on 
the sore spot by reckoning – with a 50% mixture of humor and drama – the 
tragic social reality in Spain. 

During a round table discussion on autobiographical comic-books6 

held by Fundación Telefónica in Madrid in 2014, Juanjo Saez stated that 
comics authors are not chroniclers, but that through these works they 
fulfill their duty to criticism. In my opinion, this statement shows some 
of the same clichés that comics have dragged along since its inception; 
nevertheless, as an artistic manifestation, comics have an innate critical 
potential, regardless of whether what is told is historical/biographical or 
a fictional tale. In this regard, although it was not the only intention of his 
graphic novel, Miguel Cuba sought to shed some light on one of the social 
groups most affected by unemployment and the Spanish economic crisis, 
which had little visibility at that time. In Cuba’s own words, it was a matter 
of going beyond the economic crisis to address the “existential crisis of a 
whole generation”7. 

As already explained at the beginning of this section, Miguel Cuba’s 
graphic novel deals with a different treatment of the self-referential ele-

6 Round table discussion on ‘Autobiographical Comics’ held on December 11, 2014 at the Fundación Telefónica 
in Madrid, within the framework of the exhibition Paco Roca. Dibujante ambulante. Speakers: Juanjo Sáez, Raquel 
Córcoles and Paco Roca.
7 Over a personal interview conducted with Miguel Cuba, May 2017.
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ments. On the one hand, Cuba resorts to people from his surroundings 
(friends and family members) to build the characters, as well as to his own 
experiences and the contemporary social reality that surrounds him in 
order to endow his work with greater realism. On the other hand, Cuba 
portrays with great accuracy scenarios and – most importantly – walking 
routes, with different narrative intentionality.

Attempting to depict a close social situation, Miguel Cuba intended 
from the very beginning that Punto de Fuga should have a truthful and re-
alistic treatment, and for this purpose he did not hesitate to resort to per-
sonal references – visual references and personal references – that would 
provide this “credibility varnish”8. Thus, “the author tries to communi-
cate a message with his own voice, in first person, but with an ‘I’ used as a 
stirring instrument of a repressed conscience; it is not a matter of present-
ing the reader with a mere rote learning, but rather seeking their moral 
and emotional implication” [12]. Cuba himself addresses the duality that 
involves including the author as an additional character equally repre-
sented in one’s comics from an utterly theoretical perspective. As Cuba 
explains, this resource  – the expressiveness of drawing – allows an almost 
immediate communication with the readership, expressing the author’s 
state of mind in a glimpse, rather than lavishing in a long, detailed written 
depiction of his current feelings; and he adds:

[…] “What is most striking about this resource is that it achieves an es-
trangement of the author from himself: he can be seen as an alien entity 
that interacts with other characters. The author-narrator sees the scene 
in which the author-protagonist is engaged in. In this way, the narrator’s 
gaze is split from the character’s, even though he is the same person, 
that is: the author both “sees” and “sees himself ”. This split between 
author and character makes possible a multiplicity of points of view in 
the narrative voice: when an author draws himself, it is as if he “nar-
rated” in the third person, but within the comics, he can combine this 
with a first-person voice-over narration. In other words, this scission of 
written and visual discourse allows for a simultaneity of subjectivity (in 
the text) and objectivity (in the image), and vice versa.” [13]

In this regard, while Paco Roca asserts that many of his characters are a 
vehicle for telling what he does not dare to say in person, Cuba completely 
moves away from this facet of the autobiographical comics by distanc-
ing himself from the main character. Although many of the protagonist’s 
friends in the graphic novel are friends of the author as well, he states that 
in many occasions along the story he does not agree with the protagonist’s 
way of thinking at all. ‘Mateo’ is a character drawn from the scratch, to 
serve the narrative. On the other hand, as Miguel Cuba himself acknowl-
edges, he does not hesitate to put his personal opinions in the voice of 
different characters, who rarely or almost never play the leading role. So, 
while Mateo is – for the aforementioned reasons – the most distant charac-

8 Ibid.
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ter from Cuba himself, when the author relies on people from his everyday 
life to build the defining traits of the protagonist friends, he can achieve a 
higher degree of depth and realism than if they were characters built from 
the ground. Nonetheless, Miguel Cuba sometimes relies on zoom as a 
tool, intertwining shreds of inner thoughts with a cinematic point of view 
to deliberately force the intradiegetic perspective of the protagonist. 

4. Locations as Rythm in “Punto de Fuga”
However, when it comes to locations, everyday objets and physical 
scenarios,Cuba’s approach to self-referential devices shifts rapidly, leading 
to one of the most interesting features of this engaging graphic novel. In 
Punto de Fuga, Miguel Cuba made use of some specific visual sources (his 
own vehicle, his own home, a regular coffee shop) for the sake of speed and 
convenience, which allowed him to proceed more quickly in the produc-
tion of the graphic novel without requiring exhaustive research. However, 
Cuba does place a great deal of importance on the exterior scenery and 
numerous walks that the protagonist takes, wandering the city of Santiago 
de Compostela. For Cuba, the depiction of precise locations in Oleiros and 
Santiago answered to an identification process at all levels. At first glimpse, 
Punto de Fuga flows as a continuum with no interruption. There are not 
‘chapters’ that help to structure the narration – hardly necessary though, 
as Punto de Fuga is a brief (78 pages) self-contained story. However, when 
closely analysed, the reader can clearly distinguish that this graphic novel is 
assembled in a set of entwined sequences linked by specific “connectors” in 
the shape of urban drifts through different real locations. In the absence of 
proper book-chapters, Punto de Fuga displays an inner rhythm, in which the 
key events interweave through the walking scenes in-between. This overall 
rhythm overlaps with the inner rhythm of the walking scenes, by a sequence 
of interlaced close-ups of the face of the observer and the observed object, 
as stated by Cuba himself: “It introduces us into the observer’s point of view 
while allowing us to watch him from the outside and see his reactions. De-
pending on the use of the panels, a rhythmic effect can be achieved. Atten-

Fig. 1. Miguel Cuba 
(2011). Punto de Fuga. 

pp. 24-26.
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tion is primarily focused on the walking route and the observed point” [14]. 
Thus, this flow and rhythm defines a major change in the main character’s 
circumstances and the overall dynamic of the story. Furthermore, these 
physically described walking-paths, also set a pace in time – a change in mo-
mentum that allows to utterly develop the sequentiality and temporality in 
Punto de Fuga. Consequently, any major change in Mateo’s circumstances is 
always preceded by a walking sequence. 
For Cuba, it was a vital part of the narrative to accurately portray both the 
times and distances of these urban tours – addressing the protagonist as 
a contemporary flaneur – so that they could be recreated by a hypotheti-
cal reader (Fig.1). This approach is very interesting as it is directly linked 
with Cuba’s PhD thesis, focused on current comics as modern travelogues. 
Entitled ‘Caminar, dibujar. El cómic como cuaderno de viaje: interacciones, 
estrategias y posibilidades’ [Drawing. Walking. Comics as travelogue: inter-
actions, strategies and possibilities], Miguel Cuba’s thesis successfully com-
bines a solid theoretical background with his professional comics career. 
Cuba’s project explores the relationship between comics and travelogue, 
and he theorizes that travel comics are but the true heir of the travelogue, 
looking at the formal similarities (and differences) between both mediums. 
He also explores how travel comics can address the transitory experience 
so long sought by other art forms and –especially– by contemporary art, 
like video performance, artistic drifts, artist book, or even painting series 
and many other serialized works, as an attempt to materialize time and 
movement. Cuba himself states: “In a time when autobiographical comics 
hold an important market share, the topic around travel appears as a fertile 
ground for formal and narrative experimentation, as well as a natural way 
for the author to express their inner world”. [15]. 
Cuba differentiates a quadruple classification in regards to travel comics 
– diary, documentary, experimental and fiction. Although Punto de Fuga 
cannot be addressed as travel comics, it clearly shares common traits with 
the fourth category: those which in the shape of a fiction, a self-fiction, 
or a fictional autobiography, reflect ideas, sensations and impressions 
born from the personal experience of a journey. It is very interesting 
how Miguel Cuba points to the processual work as a defining trait of this 
kind of comics, successfully combining notes and sketches taken on the 
go with the inherent planning and agenda involved in the development 
of a graphic novel. Cuba’s creative process is sometimes close to those 
of psychogeographic methods, involving a high degree of knowledge of 
each specific location depicted in the comic-book, as “the story becomes, 
in fact, a means of presenting a personal thought about a specific place, 
about the way of living or perceiving this place, or about the experience of 
being in transit” [16]. Therefore, Punto de Fuga is not only a comic-book 
but the embodiment of Cuba’s theoretical postulates.

Due to the nature of Cuba’s personal academic pursuits, it would seem 
that he might place greater importance on exterior locations rather than 
interior ones. However, in Punto de Fuga, when closely observed, this is not 
necessarily so. As it happens, Cuba relies on self-referential locations to ad-
dress the most intimate scenes. Consequently, the emotional development 
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of a sequence usually entails a richer depiction of the scenarios and thus 
relying on real locations. On the other hand, when he addresses comical 
and factual – but not emotionally developmental – events Miguel Cuba usu-
ally relies on less descriptive fictional locations. For instance, when Mateo 
is talking about his personal life and current professional situation with his 
closest friends, he is sitting in the cafeteria ‘La Mecca’. The same applies 
to the character’s house, his grandfather’s house or the exteriors of the pub 
disco ‘Akira’. However, when he is attending art school or board meetings, 
those locations do not have an actual model.

5. In a new light
When specifically asked about this trait of self-referentiality in Punto de 
Fuga, Miguel Cuba confronts his personal experience with some block-
busters and auteur films in which the portrait of the city takes on a major 
role (ie. Woody Allen’s most recent films) and where the protagonists’ 
walks are a concatenation of postcards, from one end of the city to the 
other. As opposed to this fictitious representation of the city, Cuba seeks a 
convincing portrait of the city through the realistic walking routes depict-
ed in Punto de Fuga (Fig. 2). A city built upon a collection of small everyday 

spaces, protagonists too of the story in their own humble way. Far from 
a larger ‘media pilgrimage’ phenomenon, Miguel Cuba ultimately talks 
about his work as “a small story, made of small places and small charac-
ters”, but inviting the reader to walk all these tours on their own.

Punto de Fuga is indeed a noteworthy example of graphic-novels by a 
young generation of Spanish authors, as they are responsible of revitalis-
ing the domestic comics market; and it is also a leading example of the 
use of self-referential elements to construct an auto-fictional comic-book, 
which is also – as discussed – a prominent feature of this generation of 
young creators. However, while Miguel Cuba’s self-referentiality usage 
is a remarkable but hardly unique trait – as many authors ultimately deal 

Fig. 2. Miguel Cuba 
(2011). Punto de Fuga. 

pp. 58-60.
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with the same issues – his intellectual pursuit to address comics as con-
temporary travelogues provides a far deeper meaning and invites to read 
it again in a whole new light. 
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Abstract

“Mitochondrial Follies: A short journey in life and energy” is a comic that 
aims to introduce the biology of mitochondria, which are microscopic 
structures inside our cells that, among many other functions, provide the 
energy required for almost all activities in our body. Here, we focus on the 
co-creation process behind the comic panels, particularly the relationship 
aesthetics versus scientific accuracy linked to the concept of narrative, the 
characters development, and the construction of multi-layered images to 
bring mitochondria to ‘real-life’. The narrative transports the reader to a 
realistic view of mitochondrial biology blended with the changing daily 
routines of Lara, a fictionalized patient. Lara is diagnosed with an undis-
closed metabolic disorder and becomes interested in metabolism and mi-
tochondria. The comic reflects the relationship between the illustrator and 
researchers to convey visual-based biomedical information and research 
blended with daily-life routines alongside critical-thinking-based dialogues.

1. Introduction
In recent years, comics have been increasingly used to communicate scien-
tific information to different audiences, dealing with a variety of subjects, 
such as biomedicine, life and environmental sciences, mathematics and 
physics, nanotechnology, history of science, social sciences, among others. 
Some comics focus on science concepts, such as ‘The manga guides series’ 
[2003 – present], published by No Starch Press, or ‘The stuff of life: A graph-
ic guide to genetics and DNA’ [1], written by Schultz, and illustrated by 
Zander Cannon and Kevin Cannon, the ‘A stem cell adventure’ [2] written 
by Ramalho-Santos and illustrated by Caetano, and the ‘Neurocomic’ [3] 
written by Ros and illustrated by Farinella. Other comics explore science 
juxtaposed to biographies and historical events, namely ‘Logicomix: An 
Epic Search for Truth [4], written by Doxiadis and Papadimitriou, and illus-
trated by Papadatos and Di Donna, or ‘The Imitation Game: Alan Turing 
Decoded’ [5], written by Ottaviani and illustrated by Purvis. But comics 
have been used also to create awareness, for example, climate change, 
namely the ‘Climate changed: A personal journey through the science” [6] 
written and illustrated by Squarzoni, or ‘The Fragile Framework” [7], writ-
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dade de Medicina, Polo I, 1º Piso, 3004- 504 Coimbra, Portugal.
2 Department of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra, Calçada Martim de Freitas, 3000-456 Coimbra, 
Portugal. 
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ten by Richard Monastersky and illustrated by Nick Sousanis. In the context 
of medicine and health care, the use of comics has been used to reach all 
age groups [16], exposing personal experiences, e.g., ‘Graphic Medicine 
Manifesto’ with fictional or non-fictional narratives [8].

The comic medium has a great pictorial versatility, varying from more 
iconic to more realistic representations [9], combining sequential images 
(usually called panels) with words [10], which similarly to a visual language 
can organize information in a systematic way [11]. Comics convey informa-
tion in a simple manner, through stories, or narratives [12], which can be 
closely related to the human behavior [12]. These characteristics can pos-
sibly give an understanding on why comics are being used as tool in com-
municating science to different audiences [13, 14, 15, 16]. The popularity 
of comics as an educational tool may also depend on the distance between 
scientific content and daily aspects that a (non-scientific) reader may relate 
to. So how can people associate mechanisms at a cellular level to ‘real-life’? 

This work provides an overview in the co-creation of the comic ‘Mito-
chondrial Follies: A short journey in life and energy’ [17], focusing on a 
brief description of i) the graphic narrative balancing aesthetics versus the 
accuracy of the scientific content, ii) the characters development, and iii) 
the “real-life” contexts and scenarios constructed alongside the narrative, 
namely to bring in the cellular organelles mitochondria and to create 
metabolic disorders awareness. The comic is included in the technical 
book “Mitochondrial Biology and Experimental Therapeutics” [18], that 
addresses therapeutic strategies to target mitochondrial metabolism in 
diseases where mitochondrial function is compromised, being the first on 
this subject combining scientific texts with a comic.

2. Co-creation Behind the Comic Panels
2.1. The graphic narrative: aesthetics versus scientific accuracy
The concept of the narrative is ultimately linked to the scientific content 
selected by the researchers aiming to introduce mitochondria from the 
biomedical research perspective: 

Mitochondria (plural for mitochondrion) are microscopic structures 
that exist inside our cells, which provide the energy required to perform 
almost all activities in our body. Mitochondria convert food into energy, 
the energy is then used for exercising, playing, reading, resting... These 
organelles represent an ancient endosymbiosis in our cells; they used to be 
free-living bacteria, about 2 billion years ago, certain bacterial character-
istics are still present, such as their own DNA molecules (mitochondrial 
DNA) and the capacity for independent replication. Mitochondria par-
ticipate in multiple cellular functions, namely the synthesis of proteins, a 
“programmed cell death” (namely the intrinsic apoptosis), the synthesis of 
small peptides with critical functions (e.g., humanin and MOTS-c regulate 
metabolism in skeletal muscle and liver), the regulation of calcium levels, 
and the removal of damaged mitochondria through autophagy (mitoph-
agy). The mitochondria functioning is intimately associated to cellular 
metabolism and energy homeostasis and influenced by diet and lifestyle.
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However, the act of writing the script and the act of creating images 
happened constructively with the illustrator and researchers mutually 
involved. And this mutual appropriation of knowledge became crucial for 
the relationship aesthetics versus scientific accuracy.

As an example, for creating the image of mitochondria (Figs. 1a-e), 
sketches started with the focus on the morphological structure, with 
special attention to the variation in shape, dimension, and number, in 
multiple cells: i) Figs. 1a and 1c show two perspectives of filamentous 

mitochondria inside a generic animal 
cell, ii) Fig. 1e illustrates the cylindri-
cal shape variation, while iii) Fig. 1b 
depicts the morphology and number 
of mitochondria in different cells of 
different organs. 

The sketches allowed the plan-
ning of more detailed images, where it 
was possible to choose a more diverse 
framing and composition, and a clear 
level of detail for the panels. For 
example, at structural level, mitochon-
dria have one or more circular mito-
chondrial DNA molecules (Fig. 1d); 
the panel reflects the three-dimen-
sional double helix of DNA becoming 
from the nucleus (left) and from the 
matrix of the mitochondrion.

Other strategies to depict mito-
chondria functioning include the use of 
pictorial devices (Figs. 1e-f ) to reinforce 
movement and visual metaphors (Fig. 
1g) to convey metabolic pathways and 

processes. The figures 1f-g illustrate the metabolic pathway oxidative phos-
phorylation which corresponds to an electron transfer chain (ETC) driven 
by substrate oxidation that is coupled to the production of a proton gradient 
(H+) inside the mitochondria for the synthesis of energy (ATP: ADP+Pi). 
The proton gradient in the mitochondria acts as an energy reservoir like a 
dam uses the water pressure to drive a turbine and generate electricity. 

At this stage, the graphic narrative was mostly oriented to a narrator, 
or even a reciter [19] with an indirect speech, enunciating a narrative 
about the biology of mitochondria and their functions in metabolism and 
other processes occurring in inside the cells. This led us to create a main 
character – Lara – as narrator and mediator:

‘Lara is a fictionalized patient with an undisclosed metabolic disorder, who 
takes her health into her own hands, becoming interested in metabolism and 
mitochondria to better understand the processes by which living organisms 
convert food into energy at the cellular level. Moreover, her goal is also to 
communicate this fascinating world to friends and colleagues’ [17].

Fig. 1. Panels in depict-
ing the morphology, 

structure and processes 
occurring inside the 

mitochondria.
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From a visual perspective, the introduction of a main character contrib-
uted new rhythms in between panels to visually convey the biology of 
mitochondria blended with daily-life routines alongside critical-think-
ing-based dialogues: i) Lara describes the structure of a mitochondrion to 
George by doing a drawing on her sketchbook (Fig. 2a); ii) Lara explains 
George the meaning of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and its relation with 
the oxidative stress (Fig. 2b) and the dysfunction of mitochondria (the 
oxidized and unoxidized apple slices make the analogy with oxidants and 

antioxidants in the 
production of ROS); 
iii) Lara clarifies to 
George the meaning 
of a postcard that rep-
resents a mural on the 
street, painted by her, 
displaying mitochon-
dria as trains moving 
in a railway to convey 
the movement of 
mitochondria inside 
neurons.

2.2. The Characters
Adding characters to the narrative, with their own experiences, beliefs, and 
world views contribute to create a common ground between them and the 
readers’ own experiences, helping to emotionally connect them [20].

2.2.1. Real Individuals
The real individuals 
in the comic include 
Peter Mitchell, Hans 
Adolf Krebs and 
Lynn Margulis came 
naturally due to 
their discoveries that 
greatly contributed 
to the knowledge of 
mitochondria. 

Hans Adolf 
Krebs (Fig. 3a) a German-born British physician and biochemist, is 
performing an activity in his laboratory. Krebs won the 1953 Nobel Prize 
in Physiology or Medicine for his pioneering efforts in identifying a set 
of chemical reactions that forms a metabolic cycle with his name. Peter 
Mitchell (Fig. 3b) a British biochemist, is working in his desk. Mitchell 
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1978 for proposing a che-
miosmotic mechanism for the generation of energy in mitochondria. The 
blackboard behind Mitchell shows several parts of equations published in 
his awarded work. Lynn Margulis (Fig. 3c) an American biologist, is rep-

Fig. 2. . Panels giving 
examples of the way 
the scientific content 
was visually conveyed 
through the character 
of Lara.

Fig. 3.  From left to 
right: Hans Adolf 
Krebs, Peter Mitchel 
and Lynn Margulis.
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resented with her bicycle in nature to highlight her reflections regarding 
living organisms. Lynn Margulis proposed that mitochondria and chloro-
plasts derived from free-living bacteria, and that eukaryotic cells are the 
result of the evolution of ancient endosymbiosis.

Although being secondary characters, with a brief appearance in 
the comic, the three single-panel compositions help to approximate the 
reader to real protagonists in science. 

2.2.2. Fictional characters
Lara, the main character and 
narrator of the comic, is a young 
woman, diagnosed with a 
metabolic disease. She is willing 
to learn about metabolism and 
mitochondria to better under-
stand her condition. From Lara’s 
character perspective, it was 
important to depict the contrast 
between the news given by the 
doctor (Fig. 4a), and her pro-ac-
tiveness at the time the narrative 
takes place. Her pro-activeness 
and interest to learn about 
mitochondria and metabolism 
is pictured by the presence of 
books and sketchbooks in multi-
ple scenarios (Figs. 3a, 3b, 4b, 4e 
and 4g). Besides learning about 
mitochondria, Lara becomes 
aware of the benefits of exer-
cising regularly (Figs. 4f, h) and 
having a healthier diet (Figs. 4e, 
g). Many of her daily activities, 
such as exercise, were repre-
sented in panel compositions 
highlighting expressive, dynamic 
body movements and poses, 
also using movement lines. In 
the middle of the narrative the 
reader realizes that Lara is an 

artist and uses her skills for engaging people in being familiar with mi-
tochondria. A glimpse of her painting skills can be seen in Fig. 4d where 
she is at home painting herself and her dog Oscar falling from the ATP 
synthase into the mitochondrion matrix. Lara also became the vehicle to 
create metabolic disorders awareness, sharing her experience with other 
people. Figure 4c shows a moment of Lara engaging other patients, she 
greets two kids, Fred and Tony, and congratulates Fred for his beautiful 
drawing of a cell with mitochondria.

Fig. 4.  Lara: the main 
character and the nar-

rator of the comic.
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George is a supporting character, yet important, in terms of his 
progressive engagement with mitochondria. George is a friend of Lara. 
At the time the narrative takes place, George didn’t see Lara for a long 
time and invites her to a tennis match (Fig. 5a). George feels speechless 
with the discourse of Lara about mitochondria and metabolism and loses 
de game (Fig. 5b). After the game, Lara invites him to a picnic in the park 
(Fig. 5c). She continues with the topic, putting a mask of a mitochondrion 
on her face (Fig. 5d), although George is more interested in the food. But, 
at some point, he becomes fascinated too (Fig. 5e) and starts to read one 
of her books. To underpin his 
transformation during the picnic, 
he is first depicted holding the 
food, while Lara is wearing the 
mitochondria mask, to then be 
himself the one using that mask 
and reading the books; his facial 
and body expressions reinforce 
the enthusiasm for the topic (Figs. 
5f-i). The flashlight and the dusk 
in the horizon (Fig. 5j) complete 
the idea of a day reading and 
communicating mitochondrial 
follies. George’s behavior intends 
to convey a transformation after 
the appropriation of knowledge, 
somehow to mimic the reader of 
the comic.

2.3. “Real-life” Contexts 
and Scenarios
“Real-life” contexts, scenari-
os and other elements can be 
used as a main vessel to convey 
a narrative, creating empathy 
and emotional responses in the 
reader [11]. Green and Brock 
[2 1] discuss the role of trans-
portation in persuasiveness 
of narratives. From the panels 
composition perspective this 
was accomplished through the 
creation of multi-layered images (e.g., situations happening on the 
background and foreground at the same time), balancing aesthetics 
versus the scientific content. 

The principal context is the metabolic disease diagnosed to Lara and 
her interest in better understanding the functioning of the body at the 
cellular level to improve her health condition. Figure 6a and 6b illustrate 
a conversation on the phone between Lara’s doctor and a researcher, 

Fig. 5.  George: the 
supporting character 
in the comic and friend 
of Lara.
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conveying the idea of active 
involvement between healthcare 
providers, patients and academ-
ics. Some scenarios include Lara’s 
doctor and his office (Figs. 4a, 
6a), researchers working in the 
lab (Fig. 6b), children playing 
in the park (Fig. 6c) and people 
from several ages doing multiple 
outdoor activities (Fig. 4h), Lara’s 

dog and other animals in different scenarios (Figs. 4b, 5b, 5d, 5j, 6c-e), 
children having clinical treatment in a medical center (Fig. 6f; the two 
kids have mitochondria masks done by Lara and one of them, Fred, is 
holding a drawing of a cell with mitochondria).

3. Final Thoughts
By giving an overview of the co-creation process of the comic “Mitochon-
drial Follies: A short journey in life and energy”, this paper highlights the 
close collaboration between illustrator and researchers in constructing the 
narrative with scientific content, characters (real individuals and fiction-
al), scenarios and contexts that could contribute to communicate and cre-
ate awareness. This way, attempting to contribute with a visual narrative 
to the already increasing use of comics as a way to communicate scientific 
subjects, and, at the same time, help the reader associate mechanisms at 
cellular level to “real-life”.
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Abstract

The success of a cartoon series is often connected to their ability of rein-
venting what is expected of animation as a medium. Over the last eight 
years there have been a number of cartoon series that have in common 
both a widely spread fanbase and their deployment to other media such 
as video games, comics and books. In order to expand the universe and 
often integrate the audience’s storytelling experience, the transmedia 
presents a variety of solutions concerning the ways visual and narrative 
worlds are built, while being consistent with the main series concept. 
The integration can be accomplished in either using the audiences 
expectations and concerns or creating an environment in which the 
audience’s choices decides their experience.
“Gosma!” is a transmedia project being developed at the Instituto Politéc-
nico do Cávado e do Ave which explores the transcoding of an animated 
short by the project team members into a compilation of comics exploring 
each artist’s vision of the same universe and its characters. 
By researching ways in which a narrative could be created we held a 
participatory research activity with children in order to analyse how they 
would contribute to the narratives by putting themselves into the roles of 
the characters of a fictional universe. 
This article analyses the ways in which the development of this project 
could address the features of the evolved media through examining the 
results of this research activity and the development of recent cartoon 
series and what this might reveal about the creation of a transmedia rela-
tionship that expands the universe of the animation to comics.

1. Introduction
This article analyzes the transmedia features of contemporary cartoon 
series, with an huge impact on its success which have originated exten-
sive fandoms. The motivation for this analysis is understand clearly the 
characteristics of the transmedia relation between animated and comic 
media that will be explored in a project, “Gosma” – a transmedia project 
that is being developed at the Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave by 
a group of 5 master students – as well as to know how the target group can 
influence its narrative and visual development.
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1.2. Transmedia narrative value in today’s entertainment
As Henry Jenkins theorizes in his book “Convergence Culture” (2006 ) the 
concept of transmedia narratives is about creating a piece of entertain-
ment that is explored across a multiplicity of media so as to expand their 
concept, acting as a gateway to a new audience and sustain the fan’s hun-
ger for more content. Jenkins also states in his book that, “A transmedia 
story unfolds across multiple media platforms, with each new text making 
a distinctive and valuable contribution to the whole.”[1] .

Thus, using each media while taking advantage in what they do best 
has been one of the most successful ways to motivate niche audiences 
of a medium into a series. Since any product is a point of entry into 
the narrative, many creators and storytellers have developed a “more 
collaborative model of authorship” as analyzed by Jenkins [1]. Following 
this idea the creators of cartoon series assumed a co-creation relation-
ship, allowing authors and artists the freedom to apply their different 
narrative visions so as to create new experiences in which the franchise 
can expand, refresh and reinvent itself.

Jenkins also states that, “Popular artists - working in the cracks of 
media industry- have realized that they can surf this new economic imper-
ative to produce more ambitious and challenging works.”[1].

1.3. How can fans expectations influence the development 
of a cartoon series and their transcoding into comics
In the last years multiple artists that worked on “Adventure time” - one of 
the most successful long run cartoon series - have been able to use their 
experience to create new pieces of entertainment aiming to do something 
new for cartoon animation and its transmedia possibilities.

Natasha Allegri, a storyboard reviewer on “Adventure Time” and a 
recognized  artist on the internet (mostly on Tumblr and Twitter) created 
an alternative universe of the franchise by inverting every character’s 
gender (one of the trends in fandoms4) that was later portrayed in the 
show as one of the character’s  – Ice King – fanfiction5. The alter-
nate universe of “Adventure time - with Fionna and Cake” was first 
introduced by her, when she posted a personal illustration of the 
characters Fionna and Cake on her art blog, which resulted in an in-
stant praise by the fans stimulating a lot of outputs like fan fiction and 
cosplay 6. The creator of the show, Pendleton Ward later suggested 
she developed a graphic novel and an episode to explore the concept, 
which caught a lot of attention from the fandom.

 Since the graphic novel was going to be in a printed medium, Na-
tasha Allegri had the opportunity to explore her personal style recurring 
to textured shadings, patterns and shoujo manga like iconography, with 
images and narrative related with magical girl theme. This acted at the 

4 Fandom, fan community [18]
5Fanfiction, Fiction written by a fan of, and featuring characters from a TV series, movie, cartoon, etc. [12]
6 Cosplay, practice of dressing up as a character from a TV series, movie, cartoon, etc.[13]
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same time with Pendleton Ward’s styling of the show’s weapons and its 
narrative that were directly inspired by “Dungeons and dragons” Role 
Playing Games (RPG) and videogames.

Nowadays, themes that are trendy in the internet fan community 
are being developed by show creators in order to explore concepts the 
fans enjoy, being an inspiration to the creators themselves, such as 
magical girls and games. These themes not only originated in shows like 
“Adventure Time” and “Steven Universe”, created by Rebecca Sugar, 
but also inspired themed episodes on other cartoon series and comics 
that used their iconography.

As said by Will Eisner in “Theory of Comics and Sequential Art”, 
“Comprehension of an image requires commonality of experience. This 
demands of the sequential artist an understanding of the reader’s life ex-
perience if his message is to be understood. An interaction has to develop 
because the artist is evoking images stored in the minds of both parties. 
(…) The style and the appropriateness of the technique become part of the 
image and what it is trying to say.”[8]

Being influenced by trendy themes and fans appetite for something new, 
a lot of today’s most successful cartoon series use iconography that wasn’t 
common in earlier works. Today’s audience is much more familiar with 
Japanese animation and manga, video games and tv series stereotypes, which 
are some of the most used references for comedic value and visual represen-
tation in today’s cartoon series. As seen in Tumblr, the social network that 
is home for many fandoms, the fans tend to discuss the references used for 
these shows and special episodes, even reviewing them on Youtube. For in-
stance, “channelfrederator” at Youtube, in the video “MORE Steven Universe 
References You Missed!!“[9] revises some animation sequences and designs 
that are direct references to the famous cult anime.

Much like the audiences expec-
tative, cartoon animation and 
comics have been changing and 
reinventing themselves over the 
years, by adapting or creat-
ing new ways in which stories 
are being told and redefining 
what is expected from cartoon 
animation. According to Charles 
Salomon, this modernization 
capacity is connected to the 
fact that animation is not only 
an art form but an industry.[14] 
Rebecca Sugar, formerly known 
as writer and storyboard artist 
in “Adventure Time”, sees car-

toons as a medium that should explore depth and meaning in their nar-
ratives as well as an empathetic character representation. Considering 
these important characteristics for the show to have impact, she says 
in the book “Art of OOO”, “People don’t expect depth from cartoons, 

Fig. 1. “Adventure 
Time with Finn and 

Jake” comic chapter 
cover and “Adventure 

Time with Fionna and 
Cake” comic page 

published by Kaboom! 
Comics, 2012 and 2013
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which is a shame but also an advantage, because if you do put it there 
it will catch people by surprise and create this awesome friction of the 
message against the medium”[2].

The cartoon series “Steven Universe” created by Rebecca Sugar 
focuses on the character representation, with special care in expanding 
the boundaries of the character stereotyping, for example, showing a male 
lead character that isn’t a born fighter and believes that conflict resolution 
should rely on empathy and dialogue.
Rebecca Sugar talks about fans experiencing extreme feelings 
through the show’s complex emotional arc, and then allowing them 
to feel calm and reflect on what the characters had learned from that 
experience during the show’s most introspective episodes.

In an interview Rebecca Sugar affirms, “I wanted to respond to it 
through the show, and I wanted to do that by giving people a tool to pro-
cess and calm extreme feelings.”[6]

 While developing the show another of her major concerns was also 
promoting self-acceptance and acceptance of the others by depicting hon-
est characters and relationships that fans can relate with. As she mentioned 
in The Verge[6] online magazine, the show features a different take on what 
families, heroes, villains and couples look like while exploring the concepts 
related with self-discovery, love and intimacy, but also hate, fear and abuse.

Another way in which fan activity can influence the process cartoon 
series and their transmedia products is through a participatory authorship. 
This concept was proposed by Rachel Meyers in her thesis exposing the evo-
lution of fan interactions with authors/creators, as the internet granted a new 
communicative power allowing faster discussion and ideas sharing between 
fandom members thus creating the means in which fan works can be created 
individually and collectively by the fandom in new unexpected ways. 

 As Rachel Meyers argues, “Through these amateur (non-profit) creative 
works, audience members are asserting their right to expand, adapt, and con-
trol the meaning of a text. This new form of authorship, which I call participa-
tory authorship, is defined as the active participation of audience members in 
the creation, expansion and adaptation of another’s creative work.”.[17]

The fandoms participative nature differs from that of the casual fans 
even though they are both part of the audience. By committing their time 
to contribute with new content, meaning or adaptations for the object of 
their fandom they become participant authors of said animated series, 
movie, book, comics etc.

This concept also refers to fanbase contributions to the series that 
transpire into the official narrative, as previously discussed in the relation-
ship Rebecca Sugar maintains with “Steven Universe” fans.

Another example of fanbase contributions is visible on the ongo -
ing series “My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic”. Having reached an 
unexpected fan of young adults, particularly that of male fans who call 
themselves Bronies, the internet fandom for this cartoon series also 
managed to introduce their creations in the official cartoon and comics 
narratives. One of the contributions is that of Derpy, a background 
character that appeared in the first episode of the series and triggered 
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a lot of discussion online. She was initially named as Ditzy Doo and 
conceived as a clumsy character by Lauren Faust, the show creator and 
later renamed by the Bronies as Derpy. Because she gained so much 
attention online, the producers of the show decided she would appear 
in the background of every episode as an inside joke between them and 
the Bronies, until she finally had a speaking part. Another background 
character loved by the Bronies is a pony with an hourglass drawn on his 
flanc, later named Dr. Whooves by them as a reference to the Dr. Who 
series. These characters became recurrent throughout the animated 
show and comic series and are a demonstration of the fandom’s partici-
patory authorship in the development of these series.

As a conclusion from the analysis of the relationship between fans 
and cartoon series, and the way their necessities and concerns influence 
one another, there are three characteristics that stand out:

- The challenge to explore deep themes in a consequent and emo -
tional way that strayed far from earlier gag driven cartoon series, 
embracing the fans needs for more engrossing, thought provoca-
tive entertainment;
- The reinventing of animation and its transcoding into other media in 
ways that explore innovative storytelling;
- The active influence of the audience and the fandom also known as 
participatory authorship [17].

1.4. What changes during transcodification between media?
The following analysis of these series characteristics and how they 
vary from cartoon series to comic series, proposes ways in which their 
transcoding processes can dynamize the way stories are being told. 
Therefore, the main concern for all the following use of transmedia 
narratives is to create new pathways to explore the characters and their 
world using the different media characteristics. 

Rebecca Sugar’s team tends to use music in the animated show as 
a tool to convey emotions, much like the concept of “chromatic motifs” 
described by Sébastien Denis[15]. The characters often express a very 
natural relationship with music; in addition, the lyrics are capable of 
demonstrating their emotions in a way that is well perceived by fans and 
also works as a tool to represent characters communicating and empa-
thizing with each other. Storyboards for these moments often show the 
characters singing and what they’re imagining, representing actions or 
feelings they’re trying to cope with.

Comparatively, in the comics, the artist must rely on panelling to 
convey the emotion they want to express. As Will Eisner said, “The viewer 
of a film is prevented from seeing the next frame before the creator permits 
it.”[8]. Usually in comics the whole page or a two-page spread is used to 
express the nature of a scene. The artists that are co-working in a team, use 
every visible space to draw the most dynamic scenes often ignoring frame 
limits, as opposed to more static and spaced frames for the more emotional 
moments, encouraging audiences to reflect on the character’s feeling.
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Therefore, we can conclude that 
sound and storyboard are one of the 
animation medium characteristics 
that have to be translated into comics. 
The rhythm of a scene is connected to 
the audience’s/viewer’s perception of 
time and mood, as Will Eisner analy-
ses in his book “Theory of comics and 
Sequential Art”[8].

 In “My Little Pony: Friendship 
is Magic” animation, character 
driven storylines are being explored 
in different ways. Reformulated by 
Lauren Faust, the show’s main con-
cern is to create a diverse cast of characters, complete with skills, quirks 
and flaws, as opposed to the earlier “My Little Pony” show.  The adven-
ture driven narrative has been extended and diversified as well, and draws 
influence from classic mythology, creating its own universe and legends 
as said by creator Lauren Faust in the “Art of Equestria” book[10].

The show revolves around exploration either of the characters or the 
world they live in. 

As stated by Scott McCloud: “Creating a human being in the mind of 
the reader is easy. Just a few lines is all it takes and your readers will do the 
rest. But if you want them to see a specific person, with a specific appear-
ance and specific hopes and dreams, that’ll take a few extra steps.”[16] 
therefore, a special attention was given to these characters and their 
multidimensional personality and drive. For example, when introducing 
a villain each new season, presenting their origins and drives helps the 
audience to understand them and how they affect the other characters. 
The comic expands this concept by also focusing on the villain’s point of 
view, and exploring new locations and legends.

One of the main differences between the comic series and the 
animation is the medium potential for detailed illustrations providing a 
darker mood on some of the villains’ stories, and their domains. The way 
violence is depicted also differs between media; the show relies largely 
on magic as a weapon while the comics display action packed fight scenes 
where the characters use mostly their physical abilities.  The comic books 
also reference some characters from other fictional universes, like Penny-
wise from the horror cult “It” and Optimus Prime from “Transformers” 
that are used almost entirely for comedic value.

This transcodification of the animated series into comics focus-
es on extending the cartoon to an older audience, mostly that of the 
fandom, and acts as a way to bring their collectively creative ideias into 
the series. As  mentioned before, regarding the concept of participatory 
authorship Meyers analises, “Wherever possible, the MLP comics utilize 
fan-created concepts and characters, mixing these with the “official” 
canon of the show and then receiving Hasbro’s stamp of approval on 
these fan ideas and characters. (...) In a way, these licensed products are 

Fig. 2. Fight scene 
paneling and emotional 
scene paneling ;“Steven 
Universe” issues six 
and two, published by 
Kaboom!Comics, 2014
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a means of giving even further legitimacy to the fan creations by surrep-
titiously including them in “official” products.”[17]

Analyzing “My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic” series we conclude 
that it uses transcodification into comic to expand the universe’s legends 
and villains, while the show focuses mostly on the main characters. The 
comic medium achieves a darker mood to the villain’s story arcs, thus 
allowing for a different audience  to enjoy the series, as well as providing 
more content and another point of view for the fans, while creating the 
means to officially include and explore fanmade ideas.

The “Adventure Time” comics diverge from the animated series, princi-
pally, because of the variety of artists that work on the comic version, that 
contribute with their vision for both the art style and narrative, whilst, the 
cartoon series features only some episodes created by invited artists that 
present, for instance, a 3D take on the show’s characters and environ-
ments, as mentioned in “The art of OOO”[2].

The comic series features invited artists, often using the medium 
in different ways. There are fully pixel drawn comics, children’s book 
illustration and narrative adapted to the comic format, choose your own 
adventure narratives as well as some examples referenced above includ-
ing manga and anime iconography and techniques.

Therefore, the comic series visual representation and technique var-
ies along each take on the series, exploring different ways to tell stories. 

2. The “Gosma!” Project
The project that is being developed at Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e 
do Ave is motivated by the transmedia concepts introduced earlier. The 
aim is to create an animated short film and a compilation of comics in the 
same fictional universe, featuring a cast of five main characters, expand-
ing their stories through these media.

The first part of the project was to set on a story for the animated 
short film exploring the way these characters got lost in a fantastic forest 
and managed to get out, focusing on how their relationships and personal-
ities changed throughout the experience.

The second part is to develop five separate comic narratives with 
each student’s vision of these characters and universe, exploring the me-
dium characteristics and potential.

Fig. 3. Children’s book 
comic on “Adventure 

time” comic issue 
1 published by Ka-

boom!Comics, 2014
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2.3. Research activity with children
Our main concern was to communicate concepts such as teamwork, inter-
personal relationships and dealing with contrasting opinions. In order to do 
so, it was important that the audience felt empathy towards the characters. 
As we have seen previously, in the case of Rebecca Sugar’s series “Steven 
Universe”, one of the ways to accomplish that was to deconstruct stereo-
types, developing characters with whom the audience could relate to.

Since the target audience for this project are children, it was import-
ant to understand how they relate to the characters, story and themes 
we had set out to explore; therefore the team decided to host a research 
participatory activity with the target group.

In order to understand how they connect to these concepts we orga-
nized activities that placed the children in a context where they have to 
deal with each other’s opinions and work together in order to succeed as 
well as concept art exercises where they design their take on the charac-
ters and brainstorm environment ideas. 

 The concept of participatory authorship[17] introduced above 
related to the MLP series defines the active contribution of audience 
members in the construction and expansion of a narrative work and is 
a way to define how these activities helped to shape our project. In the 
case of the “My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic” the target audience 
are children and prepubescent girls, but it was the unexpected fandom 
of Bronies that actively contributed to the show through the concept of 
participatory authorship. This concept can also be applied when a player 
creates his own narrative experience through the rules and means de-
fined by the game designer, thus actively participating in the construc-
tion of a new narrative within the game world.

We set out to use the same principle with our target group, by pro-
viding means in which they could contribute with their creative input and 
learn more about animation, teamwork and character stereotypes through 
their experience. 

 This activity’s process is part of a Master’s Degree theoretical work 
done by team member Sara Bairinhas, who documented and analysed the 
children’s reactions and contribution to this project, as well as how they 
benefited from the experience.

 The main objective of this research activity was to understand how 
children create their own stories and narratives based on given characters 
and location for the adventure. To do so we introduced some animation 
principles, held a concept art exercise and prepared a board game in 
which they would play as one of the characters from the story and decide 
how to progress in the game to reach the goal. 

To better include them in the story’s universe and to analyse how 
they visualized the characters, we first held an activity in which the chil-
dren drew their own take on the characters based only on given personal-
ity traits. Another team member, Sara Covelo, proposed to look into the 
stereotyping of characters and the representation of an androgynous char-
acter, she will later analyse this results comparing them to the character 
designs we’ve created.
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 The obtained results of this activity that better resonate to the theme 
of this article, are those that are related to the multiplicity of narratives 
the children created from the given elements of characters and space.

 Each group of children, had a different narrative experience 
through the board game, which also varied each time that group played 
the game, even though the main goal was always for the characters to 
leave the forest together.

The first narrative experience included an initial enthusiastic and 
exploratory mood, as the children set out to discover the forest. As the 
game progressed they discovered dangerous plants or pits that engulfed 
some of characters, causing the remaining players to act cautiously and 
ponder their decisions.  The board game had hidden drawings symbol-
izing penalties for the character’s actions that the children found both 
funny and sad, as they lost more players or some of them became either 
infected by mushrooms in their bodies or were bitten by a plant. The 
mystery of the game was to find where all the other characters that dis-
appeared went, and how to save them, thus reuniting all the characters. 
The children’s decisions went from ignoring the disappearing characters 
and continue exploring the forest, because they were confident that in 
that game world nothing bad would happen, to later on worrying about 
the characters that disappeared without which they wouldn’t be able to 
finish the game then focused on solving the mystery.

Most of the groups played the game several times, exploring other 
paths that weren’t accessible the first time around, either because they 
chose to go the other way or because it seemed less appellative or dan-
gerous. Their drives were also different this time around; they felt more 
confident as they knew the game better. They were exploring but at the 
same time trying to win the game faster or win over the penalties, plan-
ning ahead a way to fight of the obstacles or elude them so to gain access 
to different places; others were trying to get in as much trouble as they 
could; and some were even more involved in the team work spirit, helping 
and protecting each other this time around.

We concluded that each new play originated in a different story with 
a different mood, where the characters were played differently, some 
gaining other personality characteristics the children thought better ap-
plied to them as character development or acquiring a different drive.

These different narratives are connected to each other in a way that 
shows progress and continuity or a total break, revealing ways in which 
they could play out differently.

2.4. Proposing transmedia options to explore in our project
The research results helped us to define the story for the animated short 
film mostly based on the children’s first experience with the game board, 
as well as how they played out the characters, and their changing mood 
across the story they were creating. 

The first exploratory mood reaction was consistent to the charac-
ters that liked to explore and have fun - Aida, Ferrinhos and Márcia - as 
a contrast with the older character - Neves - that only cared about his 
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sibling - Dani. Neves was mostly interpreted as a strong and kind of bossy 
character challenging the group’s decisions to keep them safe.

The crescent worrying of the children as the game progressed 
defined the way we decided to portray this story. Therefore, we followed 
Aida, Ferrinhos and Márcia’s original wish to explore, while maintaining 
Neves who decided to be cautious and stay at the entrance of the forest 
waiting for help. He and his younger sibling later joined the group when 
they heard the other characters’ distress, revealing that he somehow feels 
responsible for them as well. When Márcia becomes infected by mush-
rooms on her arm and the leader of the other kids - Aida - disappears the 
story gradually falls to a darker tone when they see Neves being swal-
lowed by a tree, resulting in a distressing moment where the remaining 
characters first talk about being afraid. This distressing moment was 
inspired by the reactions of the children during the research activity, as 
they started worrying about how 
to find the missing characters.

At the end they find their 
friends and leave the forest, uncov-
ering its secret pathways as a group 
like they did in the board game.

The multiple narratives 
resulting from the participatory 
authorship activity with the chil-
dren inspired the group to explore 
different moods for the comics, 
creating a different adventure and 
exploring the characters through 
it. Reflecting on the relation between these narratives, they could be 
continuous, simultaneous, precede or follow the animated short narrative.

The project team decided on making the comics a diverse experi-
ence, through exploring different timelines and characters, as often ap-
plied in the series we analysed earlier; the five students will envision their 
comics in distinct ways to contribute with a different narrative and visual 
approach to the characters point of view.

These diverse adaptations of the children’s first experience while playing 
the board game reflected their need to reinvent the narrative each time to ex-
pand the story or to explore paths that were inaccessible the first time around. 

One of the narratives was influenced by the videogame trend 
exemplified earlier in the article, and revises the characters as being part 
of an action RPG, exploring a new character design that rese mbles the 
included in game fantasy tropes, while keeping them recognizable. Based 
on the adaptation concept resultant from the various playthroughs of the 
participant children we envisioned an adventure with the same characters 
and their personality conditioned by a different story world.

The story will occur in a game fantasy universe until the last pan-
els, where we reveal the main character (Dani) was being played by its 
real-world self, and that its adventure happened inside a game. As the 
narrative progresses we see it interact with other characters, intro -

Fig. 4.  Characters 
lineup by team mem-
bers, 2018
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duced by the animated short film, in their game avatar form, and their 
interactions are consistent to the fantasy they ’re in as to be uncertain 
for reader if the characters know they are interacting with their friends 
or if they ’re just roleplaying.

The narrative follows the stages of a game quest, as Dani sets on a 
journey to save their friend Ferrinhos who just got knocked out in battle 
by Neves, a powerful sorcerer. Dani later finds a potion shop owned by 
Márcia and asks for help. She refuses to give them a potion without 
payment, but their friend Aida (who is a stronger player) decides to 
help Dani, seeking to win against her rival Neves. They go on a journey 
to sorcerer Neves’ domain where the battle occurs.

As to maintain a videogame visual language we decided to adapt some 
icons like HP and XP bars, shopping menus and virtual money, as an 
influence from the “Adventure Time” series where the virtual worlds 
and their components are explored and adapted to the media the 
narrative unfolds.

Each character is referred to by their player nickname, maintain-
ing an anonymous identity of each character and to act as a comedic 
value as it portrays the character’s personalities, much like Internet 
nicknames and personas.

Another narrative the team worked on follows the character Aida 
and her dog as she returns home from the supermarket at night. Later she 
meets her friend Márcia who tells her a scary story and jokingly takes a 
picture of her, revealing a shadow petting her dog.

This comic aims to achieve a horror movie mood, hinted by its cover, 
colour palette and lighting.

These are two of five narratives meant to have a different mood 
and visual approach to the comics’ medium.  Related with the narra-
tive research activity held in schools with a two -media relationship 
implied we viewed this narrative experiences as timelines, as the 
children’s drives changed through every new game, also the audience/
readers expect something new.

We divided the possible timelines revolving around the animated 
short: the before, the during and after, assigning one of those “when” to 
each artist. We agreed that Aida’s adventure could happen in an ambigu-

Fig. 5.  Paneling draft 
and characters lineup 

by Sara Covelo, 2018
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ous timeline as it’s based in the relationship with one of her best friends, 
whose relationship didn’t change much during the animation story. On 
the other hand, Dani’s gaming adventure was only possible after he met 
the other characters while being lost in the fantastical forest. 

The team believe that distributing the narratives through timelines 
will influence how the characters’ act in every comic, based on their rela-
tionships and their experiences.

Much like “My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic” comics we want 
to explore points of view of characters that have less screen time in the 
animation. The school bus driver was meant to be a funny character that 
drove the kids home and eventually lost the school bus as it drove into 
the fantastical forest. We planned a narrative for the comic parallel to 
that of the animation short, featuring the school bus driver’s adventure 
in the fantastical forest while he’s looking for the kids. This take on the 
story places an adult in the same place as the kids’ story unfolds and 
explores how he deals with that same environment.

Conclusions
As featured in our study of animation series, the transcoding of a nar-
rative universe into another medium acts as a gateway to new audienc-
es/readers and their ideas, making it a goal to have each medium stand 
on its own while still complementing each other. Therefore, while cre-
ating these narratives our main concern was to bring more detail to the 
fictional universe, developing the characters and their relationships, 
either by avoiding stereotyped characterization, or by testing its limits, 
while creating an empathic connection between the characters and the 
audience in order to convey emotions they didn’t expect the medium 
could make them feel. The concept of participatory authorship also 
shaped the way in which these narratives were created through the 
participation of a children’s audience and their own narrative experi-
ences as characters within the story world and their own vision of how 
the characters should should act and look like.

While the proposed animated short explores teamwork and how 
the progress of the story influences its mood and the development of the 
characters, each comic explores different story moods, often opposite 
to the characters first impression in the animation. Concerning the 
Aida character, she is introduced in the animation as an impulsive and 
courageous leader who enjoys exploring, while the comic places her in 
a scary movie like situation in which she is afraid. The artist’s vision for 
the comic can also introduce narrative and visual processes that help 
to differentiate these stories from the animation, creating an unique 
experience for the reader.

The search for different ways in which to tell stories encourages car-
toon creators and comic artists to challenge themselves and think outside 
of the conventional narratives, creating a more interactive relationship 
with the readers and the animation’s audience.
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Abstract

This article is part of our master’s research, which aims to analyse the 
contribution of vector animated GIF’s simplicity to the communication of 
contents in digital platforms. Its objective is to analyse the influence that 
flat design can exert on the formal aspects of this type of hybrid.

1 Introdução
Em 1980 nascia o formato de arquivo GIF, com a missão de aprimorar a 
compressão de imagens para distribuição pela internet. Anos depois, esse 
formato – utilizado prioritariamente por pessoal especializado – ganhou 
sua principal característica, que o diferenciava dos outros formatos: a 
capacidade de carregar animação. Quando pensamos em GIF, nos vêm à 
mente os famosos memes feitos por fãs de seriados, artistas e bandas, que 
povoam a internet. Isso acontece porque o formato foi impulsionado pela 
popularização do computador e da web em meados da década de 1990 e 
acabou ficando muito conhecido entre os usuários domésticos. Com con-
hecimento mínimo de um programa de computação gráfica, era possível 
juntar duas imagens consecutivamente num mesmo arquivo, fazendo 
uma animação leve para distribuir na rede.

Com o avançar do novo milênio, jogos, websites, softwares e out-
ras manifestações digitais faziam uso do GIF em suas interfaces, mas 
o formato não passava de uma solução tecnológica. Com o tempo, 
ilustradores e animadores começaram a se interessar pelo GIF como 
meio de expressão. A indústria editorial migrava para o formato 
digital e uma demanda emergente por motion graphics para ilustrar 
as matérias impulsionou esse interesse da comunidade criativa. 
R apidamente o GIF, com seus simples e hipnóticos loops [1], caiu nas 
mãos de habilidosos ilustradores. Hoje o formato serve como veículo 
para diversos estilos de ilustração animada que podemos encontrar 
na internet . Este ar tigo busca analisar um desses estilos, tentando 
entender a influência do flat design em sua forma. Essa análise faz 
par te de uma pesquisa de mestrado mais alargada, que busca entend-
er como essa simplicidade formal dos GIFs animados vetoriais pode 
contribuir para a comunicação de conteúdos em plataformas digitais. 

1 & 2 Centro de Investigação ID+, IPCA, Escola Superior de Design, Barcelos, Portugal
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A pesquisa em mídia carece de análises formais [2] e também por 
esse motivo acreditamos na relevância deste estudo.

2. O GIF Animado
Para se integrar à internet e aos novos meios digitais, como tablets e 
smartphones, as ilustrações precisaram se adaptar. Os ilustradores tiveram 
de acompanhar a passagem das revistas, jornais e livros para as novas 
formas de distribuição através da internet e de dispositivos móveis. Essas 
novas ilustrações encontraram um ambiente no qual o texto e o desen-
ho convivem com anúncios animados – os famosos banners –, hyperlinks 
que levam o usuário para outras páginas, janelas pop-up, vídeos de curta 
duração e vários outros elementos interativos [1] [3]. Como nos diz o 
pesquisador Roderick Mills,

As internet commerce grows, the drive to retain visitors on websites, 
or ‘dwell time’ is increasingly becoming necessary for retailers, for 
whom a possible customer is only a click away from leaving the virtual 
shop. The need for an equal balance to form and functionality of web-
sites will increase as digital platforms multiply. [4]

Diante dessa realidade, os ilustradores precisaram investir em estratégias 
formais que ampliassem a velocidade de comunicação dos seus desenhos 
e que também aumentassem o apelo sem abrir mão da leveza visual – pois 
o ambiente em volta do texto já era demasiado poluído.

Essas preocupações – somadas à demanda, cada vez mais presente, 
por novos trabalhos digitais, trabalhos que forçam os ilustradores a 
entregarem soluções mais rápidas e eficientes – fizeram ressurgir na 
ilustração um formato de distribuição que existe desde a década de 1980, 
mas que estava relegado a banners de propaganda, ícones de interfaces 
de software e a produções vernaculares de memes por comunidades de fãs 
[1] [ 5]. O GIF, ou Graphics Interchanged Format, foi redescoberto pelos 
ilustradores como um formato universal e econômico para a distribuição 
de ilustrações digitais. Esse formato – criado em 1987 pelo engenheiro de 
computação Steve Wilhite, na época funcionário da empresa de software 
Compuserve –, assim como outros formatos, tinha como objetivo compri-
mir imagens para que fossem usadas na web. Apenas em 1989 o GIF gan-
hou sua principal característica, que hoje aguça a criatividade de muitos 
ilustradores profissionais: a capacidade de apresentar uma sequência de 
imagens em um único e pequeno arquivo, como uma animação que pode 
ser contínua, em loop [6]. O loop permite aos ilustradores criar animações 
que se integrem ao contexto da página, do texto, sem perder de vista o 
dinamismo da linguagem que a internet e outros meios digitais exigem.

Esse meio do caminho entre a imagem estática e a animação, além 
de configurar uma linguagem expressiva e direta, é uma abordagem 
econômica, pois consiste em trabalhos mais simples de construir do que 
short films e que requerem menos tempo de carregamento e menos ca-
pacidade de banda, o que, em meios digitais, é um elemento crucial, pois 
dita a velocidade de visualização [1]. No mesmo sentido, a capacidade de 
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portabilidade dos GIFs os transforma numa das mais versáteis formas de 
distribuição, visto que não necessitam da instalação de outros softwares 
para serem visualizados, como é o caso do Flash [7] [8]. Contudo, como 
nos aponta Krasner [7], é preciso seguir alguns parâmetros e limites para 
alcançar a melhor performance de um GIF animado; entre essas carac-
terísticas estão a quantidade de cores, a presença ou não de gradações 
tonais, bem como a quantidade de frames. Esses são fatores que estão inti-
mamente ligados a questões formais no desenho adotado e nos dão pistas 
sobre as escolhas dos ilustradores que trabalham com GIFs animados.

As ilustrações animadas distribuídas em GIF podem apresentar 
uma diversidade formal muito vasta. Basta uma rápida olhada em alguns 
repositórios desse tipo de trabalho – como Giphy, LoopdeLoop, Dribble e 
Tumblr – para termos uma amostra bastante variada de estilos de desenho, 
cores, efeitos e animações. Essa variedade é natural num formato que des-
de seu início é aberto e de simples assimilação, o que permite a um número 
grande de ilustradores dominá-lo e utilizá-lo. Podemos citar alguns nomes 
encontrados durante nossa pesquisa para dar uma ideia da diversidade de 
estilos que existe dentro dessa vertente: Nancy Liang (Austrália), Laurène 
Boglio (França/Reino Unido), Ori Toor (Israel), Rafael Varona (Alemanha), 
Fausto Montanari (Itália) & Nikolay Ivanov (Bulgária), Vincenzo Lodigiani 
(Nova York), Fraser Davidson (Reino Unido), Tony Babel (Israel), Luca 
Paulli (Itália/Londres), Christoph Niemann (Alemanha), Tara Dougans 
(Canadá), Andrew Roberts (Estados Unidos), Yukai Du (China), Eduar-
do Fuentes (Espanha/Londres), Chris Loyd (Londres), Eiko Ojala (Nova 
Zelândia), Skip Hursh (Nova York), Ellen Porteus (Austrália), Mathew 
Lucas (Inglaterra), Matthew Powell (Inglaterra), Matthew DiVito (Estados 
Unidos), Lucy Vigrass (Inglaterra), Ian Acton (Inglaterra), Chris Markland 
(Estados Unidos), David Dope (Hungria) e Paolo Ceric (Croácia) [9] [4].

A maior parte dos profissionais descobertos durante a pesquisa se de-
screve nos portfólios como diretores de animação ou motion designers. Uma 
rápida olhada em seus websites nos revela que, de fato, esses profissionais 
atuam em campos variados, produzindo desde animações para jogos 
mobile até short films para campanhas publicitárias. Atualmente é cada vez 
mais difícil determinar a natureza de determinado trabalho. Termos como 
motion design funcionam como um guarda-chuva que abrange várias cat-
egorias distintas de trabalho. Com a revolução digital que vem ocorrendo 
desde a década de 1990, as fronteiras entre as disciplinas ficam cada vez 
menos definidas [1]. Hoje já é difícil falar em categorias como ilustração, 
animação e design gráfico de maneira isolada, pois a interação que essas 
diferentes disciplinas apresentaram nos últimos anos graças à tecnologia 
digital – presente não só na distribuição, mas também na produção desse 
conteúdo – levou ao surgimento de formas mistas de expressão dentro das 
mídias, formas estas que mantêm relação com aquelas do passado mas 
que também apresentam características novas, que surgem da interação – 
verdadeiros híbridos [10].

Dentro desse meio diverso, decidimos analisar um tipo específico 
de GIF animado, ou Ilustração Animada, termo que tem sido usado por 
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algumas revistas on-line4. Trata-se de ilustrações com estética minimalis-
ta, com cores planas e fortes, uso simples da perspectiva, utilização de for-
mas geométricas e normalmente desenhadas com ferramentas vetoriais.

3. O GIF Animado Vetorial
Dentro desse universo de GIFs animados geométricos e minimalistas, 
escolhemos quatro ilustradores para analisar: Robin Davey5 (Reino Uni-
do), Emanule Colombo6 (Itália), James Curran7 (Reino Unido) e Magoz8 
(Espanha). Mesmo trabalhando dentro de um enquadramento formal 
específico, esses ilustradores apresentam uma variação na maneira como 
cada um aborda esse estilo: uns deixam os elementos de construção do 
desenho vetorial mais aparente (caso do ilustrador Emanuele Colombo), 
outros possuem uma abordagem mais pessoal (como o ilustrador Magoz).

Mesmo se considerarmos a característica híbrida desses trabalhos, 
dois desses quatro profissionais têm feito um uso muito claro dos seus 
GIFs animados: os ilustradores Magoz e Robin Davey. Muitos dos seus 
trabalhos foram produzidos para revistas digitais, como Wired Italia e 
Scientific American, com o objetivo de ilustrar matérias. Logo, o termo 
Ilustrações Animadas, citado anteriormente, parece adequado, pois 
aqui, pelo menos no caso desses dois profissionais, o GIF animado 
está a serviço de um trabalho de ilustração editorial. Segue abaixo um 
exemplo de ilustração animada feita por Robin Davey:

No caso do espanhol Magoz 
– que, na verdade, trabalha em 
parceria com o animador Jose 
Lorenzo –, são desenhos que não 
se limitam apenas a espelhar o 
texto, mas tecem verdadeiros 
comentários visuais – característica 
presente nas melhores ilustrações 
editoriais do século XX [11] – com 
a ajuda da animação. É o que 
encontramos no exemplo abaixo:

Outra utilização corriqueira 
desse tipo de trabalho está ligada 

à autopromoção desses profissionais. Com a revolução digital, houve mu-
danças radicais não só na maneira como os ilustradores produzem o con-
teúdo, mas também na forma como apresentam seu portfólio e prospect-
am novos clientes [12]. Podemos encontrar esse tipo de autopromoção nos 
portfólios dos ilustradores James Curran e Emanuele Colombo. Ambos 
produzem projetos pessoais de GIFs que acabam por servir de vitrine para 

4 Como no site brasileiro Design Nerd (https://www.designerd.com.br/as-incriveis-ilustracoes-anima-
das-de-robin-davey/) e no site norte-americano The Inspiration Grid (http://theinspirationgrid.com/
animated-illustrations-by-chris-phillips/).
5 http://robindavey.co.uk/
6 http://www.emanuelecolombo.it/
7 http://www.slimjimstudios.com/
8 https://magoz.is/

Fig. 2. Wise Saver, 
matéria “How to spend 

your money wisely”, 
revista Scientific 

American. Direção e 
ilustração: Magoz, Ani-

mação: Jose Lorenzo. 
Um ótimo exemplo 

de ilustração editorial 
com comentário visual; 
pode ser encontrada no 

Behance do animado. 
Selecionamos dois qua-
dros-chave para melhor 

compreensão: https://
www.behance.net/

gallery/47913783/2017-
Gifs-animations

Fig. 1. GIF animado 
para o Columbia 

Journalism Review 
sobre o demográfi-
co dos 100 anos do 

prêmio Pulitze, que 
mostra como brancos 

do sexo masculino têm 
sido privilegiados na 

premiação. (Os traços 
foram acrescentados 

por nós para facilitar o 
entendimento):

https://www.cjr.org/
analysis/100_years_of_

data.php
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seus outros trabalhos. No site do 
britânico James Curran, podemos 
encontrar seus Gifattons, séries de 
GIFs que o animador produz uti-
lizando uma cidade como tema. 
Em sua estadia em determinada 
cidade, Curran produz um GIF 
por dia durante um mês, inspirado em algum acontecimento marcante 
que viveu naquele dia. Ao final, ele compila os trinta GIFs em um vídeo 
que serve como amostra do seu trabalho (Fig. 3).

De maneira diferente, o italiano Emanuele Colombo produz testes 
e experimentos para melhorar suas habilidades como animador. Esses 
pequenos GIFs, que mostram personagens cartunescas tocando instru-
mentos e se exercitando, são loops que depois o autor compila em vídeo ou 
publica separadamente (em GIF) no seu perfil na rede social Tumblr (Fig. 
4). Além disso, Colombo mantém um canal no YouTube no qual publica 
diversos tutoriais mostrando como as pequenas animações foram feitas.

Essa disponibilidade para demonstrar e ensinar seu processo de 
trabalho nas redes sociais é um comportamento comum entre os profis-
sionais que trabalham com esse estilo específico. Assim como Emanuele 
Colombo, James Curran apresen-
ta seu workflow e técnicas de ani-
mação em uma série de palestras 
para a empresa Adobe9. 

O desenho vetorial não é 
novo na indústria. Desde a apa-
rição dos primeiros softwares de 
computação gráfica, em meados 
dos anos 1980 e início dos anos 1990, a opção de desenhar linhas que não 
eram pixels, e sim cálculos matemáticos, estava disponível. Essa opção 
tornou-se particularmente especial com a popularização da internet em 
finais dos anos 1990, pois desenhos vetoriais geravam arquivos mais 
leves do que desenhos em pixels. Também para a indústria de impressos 
o vetor tornou-se um atrativo, pois a possibilidade de escalonar a imagem 
sem perder qualidade atraía tanto artistas quanto editores. Não pode-
mos esquecer, ainda, da indústria de multimídia, que mesmo antes da 
popularização da internet – desde a época do LaserDisc, passando pelo 
seu sucessor, o DVD, em meados da década de 1990 – já demandava dos 
profissionais ilustrações e animações otimizadas, para integrar tanto 
menus interativos de filmes quanto conteúdo educativo. Apesar de os 
CDs e DVDs não possuírem o gargalo da largura de banda que a internet 
possuía, os profissionais precisavam considerar limitações no peso dos 
gráficos incorporados [7].

Na década de 1990, seguindo o movimento de hibridização propor-
cionado pelo computador, designers passaram a ilustrar mesmo sem ter 
a apropriada formação em ilustração, o que contribuiu para uma queda 

9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0ibqyMXyLw

Fig. 3. Tokyo Gifatton 
dia 5, por James 
Curran. Outro exemplo 
de animação curta 
em loop: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?-
v=xaCDm7N8mvY

Fig. 4. Experimenta-
ção com animação de 
personagem, GIF, por 
Emanuele Colombo. 
Apesar de o autor se 
autodenominar anima-
dor e denominar esses 
experimentos de ani-
mação de personagem, 
se compararmos esses 
pequenos loops com os 
trabalhos anteriores, é 
possível visualizá-los 
como ilustrações em 
uma publicação digital. 
Isso apenas confirma o 
contexto de hibridiza-
ção e quebra de barrei-
ras em que vivemos.
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na qualidade dos trabalhos digitais [12]. Os próprios ilustradores que 
aderiram à onda digital estavam deslumbrados com aquelas característi-
cas mais óbvias oferecidas pelo computador, como a lisura e perfeição dos 
gráficos. Logo surgiram movimentos de combate a essa lisura da ilustra-
ção puramente digital, pregando um retorno ao analógico e afirmando 
que a tecnologia poderia restringir a criatividade [13]. Na segunda década 
dos anos 2000, as forças parecem ter se equilibrado. Klanten & Hellige 
[14] apontam esse movimento de reação ao digital no início do novo milê-
nio como uma correção necessária no caminho para uma abordagem mais 
flexível e híbrida. Tanto os artistas que eram nativos digitais passaram a 
flexibilizar e incorporar em seus estilos um look and feel analógico, quanto 
os movimentos de negação do digital abrandaram-se e artistas mais 
tradicionais fizeram as pazes com o computador. Na data em que este 
texto está sendo escrito, as discussões sobre analógico e digital parecem 
ter perdido força, pois o universo de estilos e profissionais é diverso e 
extremamente flexível. A tal hibridização de que falava Manovich [10] 
aparenta finalmente ter se estabelecido.

Ainda assim, nesse contexto de misturas de técnicas e estilos, o 
desenho vetorial em sua vertente mais lisa parece ter ganho novo fôlego, 
apoiado principalmente no comportamento das indústrias de software e 
no crescimento da relevância da infografia. Um estilo inspirado na sintaxe 
modernista e originado no design de interfaces digitais, que dominou essa 
segunda década do novo milênio, parece estar por trás desse retorno.

4. O Flat Design
O flat design (Fig. 5) se caracteri-
za pela utilização de gráficos pla-
nos, com cores sólidas e formas 
simplificadas ao nível geométrico, 
tipografia sem serifa e conteúdo 
disposto em grade, priorizando a 
rápida comunicação em detri-
mento do realismo [15].

Esse estilo surgiu no design gráfico de softwares em resposta ao skeumorf-
ismo (Fig. 6 ), uma abordagem que se baseava na utilização de elementos 
realistas, como texturas e sombras complexas, para trazer a aparência dos 
objetos reais que essas interfaces estavam tentando emular [15].

O flat design não entrou agora na copa do mundo do design de 
software. Desde 2006, com o 
lançamento do Zune Player, 
numa concorrência com o Ipod 
da Apple, a empresa Microsoft ex-
perimenta gráficos e cores planos. 
Em 2010 ela incorporou o mesmo 
estilo de gráficos na interface do 
seu Windows Phone 7, alcançan-
do uma ótima aceitação do públi-

Fig. 5. Captura de tela 
do Windows 8 com sua 

interface gráfica Metro. 
Exemplo de flat design.

Fig. 6. Captura de 
tela do aplicativo de 

leitura da versão IOS 
7 da Apple (2013). 

Exemplo de design 
skeumórfico em que 

vemos a representação 
realista de uma estante 

de livros.
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co e da crítica. Mas apenas em 2012, com o lançamento do Windows 8 e 
sua interface gráfica denominada Metro, a empresa finalmente conseguiu 
estabelecer uma nova tendência no design de interfaces digitais. O suces-
so foi tão grande que obrigou a sua concorrente (Apple) a abandonar, em 
2013, o estilo de design até então utilizado – o skeumorfismo – em favor de 
uma abordagem mais flat [16] [15].

O sucesso do flat design nessa segunda década do novo milênio está 
relacionado principalmente a fatores técnicos no design de interfaces. Os 
gráficos realistas do seu antecessor, o skeumorfismo, eram muito pesados e 
consumiam muita banda em comparação aos leves gráficos geométricos e 
cores planas do flat design. Da mesma maneira, o flat design era mais flexí-
vel, pois escalonava e se moldava a diferentes tamanhos de tela e disposi-
tivos com facilidade. Como o skeumorfismo fazia uso de texturas realistas 
e muitas vezes produzidas em bitmap, sua adaptabilidade dependia da 
incorporação de distintas versões, com diferentes tamanhos para cada grá-
fico utilizado na interface, o que aumentava consideravelmente o consumo 
de banda desses softwares – na denominada multimídia, uma abordagem 
mais skeumórfica predominava, já que os CD-ROMs e DVDs possuíam 
uma capacidade de armazenamento relativamente maior e não tinham 
de lidar com restrições de conexão. Além disso, com a resolução das telas 
dos dispositivos tornando-se cada vez maior, fazer uso de gráficos vetoriais 
que pudessem se adaptar matematicamente ao novo dispositivo, gerando 
imagens sempre nítidas, era a opção mais econômica e versátil [16] [15].

As interfaces de aspecto realista e rebuscado tornaram-se rapida-
mente coisa do passado e a sofisticação passou a estar na funcionalidade 
e no minimalismo. Hoje, o flat design já se encontra saturado e há quem 
fale a respeito de um flat design 2.0 ou de um híbrido entre o flat design e 
o skeumorfismo, o skeuminimalismo [17]. A empresa Google desenvolveu 
seu próprio estilo de design de interfaces, baseado no flat design mas 
batizado de Material Design, prometendo evoluir o conceito para corrigir 
as falhas de usabilidade do antecessor [17] [18] [15]. A adição de sombras 
projetadas e camadas num eixo Z foram algumas das inovações, mas no 
geral o minimalismo e a lisura dos gráficos continuaram predominantes.

Apesar de parecer uma criação da era pós-internet, o flat design não é 
algo totalmente novo. Suas influências remontam ao modernismo do início do 
século XX – incluindo o funcionalismo da escola Bauhaus (1920) – e principal-
mente à Escola Suíça de Design (1940-1950), responsável por manter vivos os 
conceitos modernistas e atualizá-los ao longo do século. Ambos os movimentos 
pregavam um design gráfico minimalista, baseado na tipografia sem serifa e 
nas cores planas, com uso de uma composição em grade [16] [19] [20] [21].

O modernismo foi um movimento de ruptura muito importante 
para a arte, o design e a ilustração. Ele ecoava os anseios de um mundo 
pós-revolução industrial e estava muito ligado às profundas revoluções 
tecnológicas presenciadas no início do século XX. Sua influência atra-
vessou todo o século passado, entrando pelo novo milênio. No artigo 
Generation flash, de 2002, o pesquisador Lev Manovich já registrava o 
uso da sintaxe modernista ao falar sobre os artistas de software que 
trabalhavam com o Flash:
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 A software artist re-uses the language of modernist abstraction and 
design – lines and geometric shapes, mathematically generated curves 
and outlined color fields – to get away from figuration in general, and 
cinematographic language of commercial media in particular. [22]

Hoje vivemos ainda no seio de uma revolução tecnológica que, talvez 
não por coincidência, traz à tona a influência modernista nos vetores 
geométricos do computador. Essa sintaxe está presente em vários as-
pectos da nossa vida, na medida em que cada vez mais o computador se 
miniaturiza e passa a nos acompanhar: no trabalho, na feira, no restau-
rante, no hospital, vemo-nos cercados da abordagem geométrica e do 
funcionalismo na forma das interfaces dos mais diversos softwares que 
utilizamos. É natural pensarmos, portanto, que a nossa cultura está larga-
mente influenciada por essa estética, não só enquanto consumidores, mas 
também enquanto produtores de conteúdo.

A ilustração – principalmente aquela feita dentro e para o digital 
(softwares, revistas on-line, websites) – acaba sofrendo essa influência, como 
podemos ver no trabalho dos ilustradores apresentados acima. Claro 
que a ilustração já é influenciada pelas mesmas correntes do passado há 
bastante tempo. Como nos dizem Heller e Chwast [21], podemos lembrar 
dos cartunistas e ilustradores que, em meados dos anos 1890, começaram a 
praticar estilos como Art Nouveau, Jugendstil e SachPlakat, indo no sentido 
contrário à tendência da época, de desenhos detalhistas e naturalistas. Os 
autores destacam um exemplo desse tipo de trabalho: a capa da revista 
Simplicissimus criada por Thomas Theodor Heine, na qual ele reduz os 
detalhes do cachorro ao essencial. Mais tarde, em 1953, o ilustrador Walter 
Allner transformaria o desenho de um avião, para a capa da revista Fortune, 
em algo quase conceitual [21]. Esse reducionismo gráfico encontrou grande 
suporte com a redescoberta da técnica da serigrafia, na metade do século 
XX, pelos artistas da Pop Art – na qual formas planas e cores fortes predo-
minavam. O cartum expressionista de meados do século XX também deixa 
sua marca nas ilustrações animadas vetoriais: como nos conta o ilustrador 
Robin Davey em entrevista ao site Giphy10, suas maiores fontes de inspira-
ção são os trabalhos de Miroslav Sasek e Charley Harper.

A palavra inglesa cartoon foi empregada pela primeira vez em 1843 em 
referência à palavra italiana cartone, mas o estilo vinha sendo usado desde o 
século XVIII, geralmente em ilustrações satíricas feitas para jornais e revis-
tas [21]. Quando saiu das páginas dos jornais para fazer parte da animação 
industrial nas primeiras décadas do século XX, o cartum adaptou-se para 
dar conta de novas demandas de produção. Após importantes transforma-
ções, iniciadas por artistas independentes como Emile Cohl e Winsor Mc-
Cay e depois desenvolvidas por estúdios industriais como o de Walt Disney 
e o dos Irmãos Fleischer, o cartum ganhou uma sintaxe robusta que viria 
ainda a ser influenciada e complementada pelo modernismo, principal-
mente nos anos 1950, através do trabalho de estúdios como a UPA e a escola 
de Zagreb, cujas inspirações abrangiam artistas modernistas do calibre de 

10 https://giphy.com/posts/artist-interview-robin-davey.
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Paul Rand, Ladslav Sutnar e Jim Flora. Muitos dos aspectos formais das 
ilustrações animadas vetoriais, tanto no movimento quanto na construção 
das personagens, ecoam os desenvolvimentos pelos quais o cartum e a 
animação passaram na primeira metade do século XX [23] [24] [25].

Mesmo levando em conta essas influências, não podemos desconsi-
derar as forças atuais que fazem com que determinada estética volte a se 
tornar relevante. Esse pode ser o caso do flat design em relação ao estilo 
de ilustração vetorial dos GIFs animados selecionados. Para não ficarmos 
apenas no nosso objeto de estudo, podemos citar rapidamente outros 
tipos de trabalho importantes nos quais essa estética está presente, como 
os short films de divulgação científica do canal Kurzgesagt – In a Nutshell11 
e os vídeos de variedades do canal The Infographics Show12. No campo 
da imagem estática, basta uma rápida busca na internet a respeito de 
infográficos para encontrarmos inúmeros exemplos nessa mesma linha de 
trabalho. Inclusive sites que oferecem templates para os usuários criarem 
seus próprios infográficos estão repletos de temas cujo design segue essa 
mesma sintaxe; um bom exemplo é o site Picktochart13. Se pesquisarmos 
por flat design icons ou flat design characters, encontraremos uma série de 
ilustrações genéricas que podem ser compradas nos bancos de imagem. 
Não por coincidência, o trabalho do ilustrador Robin Davey mostrado 
acima (Fig. 1) é seguido por infográficos flat14. Todo esse ecossistema que 
compartilha uma estética semelhante impulsiona o ressurgimento dessa 
influência na ilustração, principalmente no cenário de hibridização atual.

Os quatro ilustradores selecionados destacam-se porque seus 
trabalhos escapam do ambiente genérico comum das ilustrações em flat 
design. O que encontramos em seus GIFs animados é um uso consciente 
do estilo, trazendo para dentro dele idiossincrasias próprias dos softwa-
res vetoriais, expondo os elementos básicos de construção do desenho 
vetorial e fazendo com que estes façam parte da sua expressão e do seu 
movimento. Uma abordagem semelhante foi adotada ainda nos anos 
1990 pelos ilustradores do coletivo E-Boy, um dos primeiros a utilizar o 
pixel, elemento básico de construção do bitmap na tela, e transformá-lo 
em elemento expressivo, produzindo não só ilustrações estáticas como 
também GIFs animados [12]. Esses maneirismos próprios dos softwares de 
desenho e animação vetoriais são utilizados por esses profissionais a favor 
da ilustração, como elemento expressivo.

5. Conclusão
O flat design é uma tendência que nasceu no design de interfaces de 
software e que bebe em fontes do passado para trazer soluções aos novos 
entraves tecnológicos da comunicação e do consumo de conteúdo digital. 
Sua versatilidade contribui para que sua relevância dure pelo menos uma 
década, pois, apesar do surgimento de novas soluções, elementos formais 

11 https://www.youtube.com/user/Kurzgesagt
12 https://www.youtube.com/user/TheInfographicsShow
13 https://piktochart.com/
14 https://www.cjr.org/analysis/100_years_of_data.php
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do flat design continuam presentes em seus sucessores. As raízes desses 
elementos sintáticos e a força da influência do flat design são tamanhos 
que capturam uma nova geração de ilustradores, uma geração que já 
nasceu com os pés dentro da cultura digital, que já se acostumou ao mun-
do sem fronteiras, no qual ilustração e animação podem misturar-se na 
medida em que as ferramentas para a sua produção também são digitais e 
estão muitas vezes reunidas no mesmo software.

Apesar de a mistura entre analógico e digital ter sido a principal 
busca do ilustrador nessa segunda década do novo milênio, podemos ver 
nessa década um renascimento da estética plana na ilustração, que tanto 
vigorou no início da revolução digital. Mas trata-se de um renascimento 
maduro, no qual as formas produzidas dentro da máquina contribuem na 
expressão e no estilo. Assim, os GIFs animados vetoriais aqui apresenta-
dos, além de constituírem uma amostra dessa influência do flat design, 
são também um dos caminhos que tanto a animação quanto as imagens 
estáticas têm seguido. Investigar os elementos formais tanto da imagem 
quanto do movimento presentes nesses GIFs animados vetoriais é um dos 
objetivos da nossa pesquisa, que se encontra em curso. Será que a efici-
ência comunicativa proporcionada por esses elementos estaria relacio-
nada a uma sintaxe universal, ou não passa de uma tendência comercial 
efêmera? Qual a contribuição dessa simplicidade e minimalismo para a 
comunicação de conteúdos em plataformas digitais? Essas são algumas 
das perguntas que investigamos ao longo da pesquisa.
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Abstract

Abstract. The practice of Illustration has seen significant change in the 
last 30 years in response to affordable technology and digital communica-
tions. This period of rapid change has been accompanied by political and 
economic uncertainty. This climate of upheaval provides an opportunity for 
reflection on contemporary Illustration practice. A similar environment at 
the beginning of the 20th Century saw movements such as Constructivism 
and the Bauhaus emerge, with significant impact on design for the remain-
der of that century. I propose that discussions on the future direction of 
illustration may be informed by mapping practitioners on the boundaries of 
Illustration practice as well as the wider field of Communication Design. In 
my paper I have included a review of practitioners I believe to be significant 
in relating the diversity of contemporary illustration practice, who have 
adapted their practice effectively to change, and represent possible models 
for future illustration practice. I have also included work from recent gradu-
ates on the Masters in Communication Design at The Glasgow School of 
Art to relate their perspectives of illustration practice. I believe this will 
facilitate discussion on the possible future directions of illustration practice, 
informing the future teaching of illustration, and how we, as educators, 
equip our graduates for a climate of rapid change.

1. Introduction
As Heraclitus stated in c. 500B.C. ‘Change is the only constant’ [1] and 
Illustration practice is not immune to this change. However, the speed of 
this period of change technologically, socially, and politically has been 
particularly rapid in the last 30 years. Affordable technology and improved 
communications facilitate collaboration with geographically remote 
colleagues and clients. Technology is employed to make work as well as 
digitizing traditional media. It has become an essential part of our daily 
communications as well as a vehicle for the delivery of artwork.

A similar period of political and economic upheaval at the beginning 
of the 20th Century saw the influence of the Bauhaus in developing shared 
principles across practices in design [2], whilst in 1922 the Constructivist 
manifesto engaged with design and technology as tools for social change 
[3]. Both movements had a significant impact on 20th Century Design for 
the remainder of that century [2]. 

1 The Glasgow School of Art, Department of Communication Design, 167 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 
6RQ, Scotland. United Kingdom.
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From the late 1980’s onwards articles appeared discussing the 
blurring of boundaries between disciplines, and the emergence of hybrid 
collectives [2][4][ 5][29] which resonate with the emphasis of the Bauhaus 
as stated by Walter Gropius, “…it is a fundamental requirement of all 
artistic creativity that every student undergo a thorough training in the 
workshops of all branches of the crafts” [6].

The Constructivist focus on design as a vehicle for social change is 
echoed in Ken Garland’s ‘First Things First’ manifesto [7], later reissued 
and which pledged to employ design as a means of social change.

“We propose a reversal of priorities in favour of more useful, lasting 
and democratic forms of communication – a mind shift away from prod-
uct marketing and towards the exploration and production of a new kind 
of meaning” [8].

Recognizing that the same economic, political and technological 
drivers of change as were present at the beginning of the 20th Centu-
ry, may provide a similar momentum for change in shaping the future 
practice of illustration. The existing definitions of Communication Design 
practice are relatively recent and subject to review. It is only in 1922 that 
W.A. Dwiggins first coins the term ‘Graphic Design’ [9]. A new period 
of creativity may redefine illustration practice for the 21st Century as the 
Bauhaus and Constructivist movements influenced the development of 
design in the 20th Century, if we respond to the opportunity.

2. Context
In order to consider possible future directions for illustration practices I 
believe it is useful to reflect on current practice by mapping practitioners 
on the boundaries of illustration and the wider field of Communication 
Design. Each of the practitioners included has adapted their practice effec-
tively to an environment of rapid change. The idea of looking in from the 
boundaries of the practice in order to better understand the practice is an 
idea inspired by my GSA colleague Professor Thomas Joshua Cooper’s The 
World’s Edge: The Atlantic Basin Project [10] which looks at western culture 
and heritage by documenting the extreme edges of the Atlantic Basin.

I have also included the work of recent graduates of the Masters in 
Communication Design programme at The Glasgow School of Art (GSA). 
The students we teach on the Masters programme at GSA are culturally 
diverse, with 26 countries represented in a cohort of 46 students. The 
students come from a range of backgrounds and prior study. Some are 
already successful practitioners who decide to re-evaluate their practice. 
Others are transferring from non-design related subjects such as English 
literature or Philosophy. Our graduates are entering a very different pro-
fessional climate from what has previously existed. We aim to equip our 
graduates to be responsive to this change, to find their own space in which 
they can thrive making work, which they are passionately invested in. I 
believe as educators we can better prepare our graduates to be adaptable 
within this rapidly changing climate. The students I have included each 
demonstrate their own perspective on the practice of illustration and 
demonstrate possible future directions for the practice of illustration.
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3. Mapping the boundaries
Estudio Mariscal, Barcelona [11]

“First surprise, then fascinate, finally convince”

This is the strategy of Javier Mariscal who was among the first multi-disci-
plinary practitioners to develop in Europe in the 1980’s. Though studios such 
as Studio Moross [12] are more evident today, and even earlier (1954) in New 
York, Push Pin Studios [13] were established, it is Mariscal who challenged 
the existing creative model in Europe. Originally Mariscal worked as a comic 
book artist for ‘El Rollo’, which was confiscated by the Franco regime in the 
1970’s as subversive. As an illustrator Mariscal contributed to magazines 
such as Raw, and The New Yorker before forming Estudio Mariscal in 1989. 
Estudio Mariscal consists of teams of specialists who collaborate with Mari-
scal to realize his ideas. This has allowed Mariscal to expand his practice into 
interior design for the Gran Hotel Domine, in Bilbao in 2002, design chairs for 
Memphis, create Cobi, the mascot for the 1992 Barcelona Olympics, design 
products and collaborate on the Oscar nominated, and Goya award winning 
feature, with Fernando Truebo, ‘Chico and Rita’ in 2010.

Mariscal extended the scope of what was possible for an illustrator in 
the 1980’s and 90’s in Europe. He established a creative studio around him-
self as the illustrator to realize his ideas in their various forms as opposed to 
the prevailing model of the period, that of a design studio commissioning 
freelance illustrators. Some illustrators such as Kate Moross/Studio Moross 
are already exploring a more open collaborative practice  that crosses disci-
plines in Communication Design with a fluid practice that may originate in 
illustration but has evolved to include a range of media and disciplines.

Universal Everything, Sheffield/London [14]
Universal Everything describe their practice as;

“Exploring the tension between abstract and figurative forms and the 
synthesis of sound and image, leading to expressive, vibrant digital 
artworks, embodied with emergent life and anthropomorphism”

Matt Pyke, the Creative Director at Universal Everything started his 
career as a botanical and technical illustrator. Prior to starting Universal 
Everything in 2004 Pyke had worked at The Designers Republic. It is 
unlikely that Pyke would now consider his work as illustration, though 
his ideas usually begin with sketches in pencil. These sketches are hand-
ed over to a team of remote collaborators to realize. The team includes 
3D modelers, animators, producers, artists, musicians, choreographers 
and coders. This model is not fixed on any particular skill set allowing 
the team be adaptable. The only other full time members of Universal 
Everything consist of Gregory Povey (Studio Manager), Mike Tucker 
(Interactive Director), Chris Perry (Animation Director) and Simon 
Thompson (Managing Director). They all work remotely only meeting to 
discuss projects as appropriate.
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Universal Everything employs a flexible studio model that takes 
advantage of remote collaboration led by a conceptual idea. The work 
Universal Everything produce includes installations and works for galler-
ies, such as their 2011 solo exhibition at La Gaite Lyrique, Paris, alongside 
commercial projects for clients such as Hyundai. Often the realization of 
these projects involves technological innovation, such as that required to 
create Hyundai’s Vision Hall, to be able to playback hi-resolution comput-
er generated video at 1000fps. 

This model of a loose studio of specialists who do not share a physical 
studio, but do share their specialist knowledge is a model that could serve 
illustrators as ideas generators and authors of the initial concepts and im-
agery for more entrepreneurial and authorial projects. Though other stu-
dios such as United Visual Artists also employ a cross-discipline approach, 
it is the unique remote collaborative nature of Universal Everything with a 
flexible skill set, that provides a model, illustrators might adopt. 

Pyke believes that more surfaces will become screens, determining 
how we interact with design and technology in the future. The content 
and process of interaction with these screens provides future opportuni-
ties for illustrators to collaborate alongside technologists to create content 
and develop new user experiences.

Hört, Berlin [15][16][17]
Eike König founded Hört in 1994 in Frankfurt until the studio dem-

ocratically voted to relocate to Berlin in 2007. Hört translates to ‘creche’ 
and is a creative space for it’s members to learn and grow in a supportive 
community. König recognized his own abilities were limited and only by 
working with others could he grow beyond these limitations.

König states play and risk taking are the main engines in life. Work 
grows out of playful exploration combined with an intellectual reflection 
and discourse within the team. The studio membership is fluid and at the 
time I contacted the studio it had 12 members and 2 interns. Hört are se-
lective about the interns they bring into the studio, and often collaborate 
with former interns or ex-studio members such as Vier5, Paris. The studio 
consists of art directors, illustrators and programmers. Members decide 
on their own roles regardless of their prior practice, with the exception of 
the studio manager / administrator. The studio has no doors, which König 
considers as barriers to cross. The team is internationally diverse and 
adopts the principles König developed while at Logic Records;

• Respect the individual 
• Support other peoples ideas 
• Invest in people 
• An environment of trust

Projects are initiated in a tactile and playfiul manner that promotes 
discussion of the work among the group in a way that does not happen on 
a computer screen. Hört’s approach is an open one without defined roles 
that encourages play and experimentation. It demonstrates how small 
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flexible collectives can create supportive communities that encourage 
people to take risks and explore new directions across disciplines not de-
fined by their previous practice. It is this openness to accepting more fluid 
evolving roles in a period of rapid change that illustrators can adopt and 
learn from, especially in collaborative or collective studio environments.

Geoff McFetridge / Champion Graphics, Los Angeles [18][19] 
Geoff McFetridge founded his studio, Champion Graphics in 1996. Based 
in Glendale in Los Angeles. McFetridge’s work and practice has been 
featured in the documentary “Beautiful Losers”. Prior to establishing 
Champion Graphics McFetridge was the Art Director at Grand Royale 
magazine (Beastie Boys).

McFetridge’s imagery draws from his memory of the things he sees or 
experiences, and his imagination. He sees drawing as a means of creating 
new things rather than documenting what already exists. With only 
McFetridge and an assistant as employees the studio has minimal over-
heads, which allows McFetridge to focus on personal work and selective 
projects. McFetridge brings in occasional animators and other specialists 
as required to assist. McFetridge exhibits in galleries and selective client 
projects, including the recent identity for Apple’s Worldwide Developers 
Conference (WWDC 2017 in San Jose), designing original paper paintings 
for unique pairs of Nike Dunk trainers to be auctioned and several film 
projects with directors Spike Jonze and Sofia Coppola. These include the 
title sequence for ‘Where the Wild Things Are’. Designing the murals in 
the interior of the main character of ‘Her’, Theodore Twombly’s office, 
and developing a look for the futuristic operating system for ‘Her’ [20].

McFetridge uses the graphic language of logos to express his 
thoughts, emotions and more other abstract ideas. His work has a reduc-
tive quality distilling an idea to a minimal graphic. Though McFetridge 
would possibly not describe his work as illustration, he does accept 
that some of his commissions fall within this definition. By focusing on 
personal projects and selective client projects McFetridge is able to move 
between commissioned projects, gallery work and film projects, alongside 
other entrepreneurial projects for Girl skateboards, Pottock wallpaper and 
collaborations with Heath Ceramics. 

The growth in the use of social media to promote work would suggest 
that the role of personal projects publicised through social media, will 
become even more important in maintaining a professional presence and 
stimulating commissioned projects. In the illustration survey conducted 
by Ben O’Brien, (aka Ben the Illustrator) [21], of 1261 illustrators in 2017, 
social media was directly related to generating 21% of commissions, only 
slightly behind self-promotion at 33%. Instagram at 53% proving the most 
effective social media platform followed by twitter at 30%, Facebook at 
7%, Tumblr 2% and others at 1%. Art Directors/Buyers may become more 
influenced by an illustrators social media profile, as a means of targeting 
specific demographics. A number of illustrators such as Jean Jullien [22], 
Brian Rea [23] and Christoph Neimann [24] have successfully engaged 
with social media to generate projects. Neiman published the images from 
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his instagram #abstractsunday feed as the Sunday Sketching publication 
in 2016. Though illustrators have always had followers of their practice, 
social media broadens the possibilities and scale of these followers and 
opportunities to fund or commission more unusual projects.

Anthony Burrill, Sussex, UK [25][26]
Anthony Burrill looks to tell stories in the simplest possible way, stripping 
back the visual aspects to text based works. Words and language are 
important aspects of Burrill’s work. ‘Work Hard and be Nice to People’ 
has been what Burrill describes as the equivalent of his hit single. It has 
gained him a wide audience including a variety of copies.

Burrill works with letterpress and screen-print, collaborating with 
others to make the work. Burrill exhibits, lectures and accepts selective 
commissions such as a video wall for Hermés store in Los Angeles and a 
set design for fashion designer Jenny Packham.

In 2010 Burrill collaborated with Happiness Brussels to design a 
screen-printed poster made with oil and sand collected from the beaches 
of the Gulf of Mexico oil disaster site. Sales of the poster ‘Oil & Water Do 
Not Mix’ funded support for the coalition to restore coastal Louisiana. 
Several institutions supported this cause by purchasing posters for their 
collections including the V&A and Cooper-Hewitt, while the work was ex-
hibited in The Barbican, Walker Art Centre and Graphic Design Museum 
in Breda.

Burrill demonstrates that illustration is not defined by drawing and 
that typography is among the tools we can employ to communicate a 
message, narrative or conceptual idea. His work with Happiness Brussels 
highlights the possibility to engage with organisations to raise important 
issues and draw attention to social, political or environmental issues.

4. Student Projects on the Masters programmes at GSA
I have selected work by recent graduates of Masters in Communication 
Design programme at The Glasgow School of Art who specialised in Illus-
tration on the two-year masters programme at The Glasgow School of Art 
though their practice expanded beyond what would perhaps traditionally 
be understood as illustration practice.

Peter Locke, ‘The Roaster, The Baker
and The Bag Maker’ MDes Communication Design, 2017
Peter Locke is an illustrator currently based in Glasgow, but previously 
based in London with 8 years experience as a freelance illustrator prior to 
joining the Masters programme at GSA. Locke wanted to re-evaluate his 
illustration practice with a return to many of the traditional mediums that 
he felt had been replaced by digital processes in his everyday practice. 
The focus for his study was to document and celebrate artisan makers and 
craft business in contemporary society based in Glasgow. Locke sought 
to employ their processes and materials in making the work that would 
embed the work with the care and consideration of materials used in the 
craft of making. The subjects he focused on were, Trakke a custom bag 
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maker, Dear Green Coffee, an artisan coffee roaster, and Cottonrake, an 
award-winning baker (Young British Food Awards, (YBF’s), 2016). Locke 
also engaged in experimental drawing collaborations with peers called ‘Pe-
rimeters/Parameters: Drawing in the Expanded Field’, creating machines 
to draw that required several collaborators to operate as a means to explore 
collaborative drawing and challenge concepts of authorship and aesthetics.

Locke’s project work looked to celebrate the expertise in the 
choice of materials these craft makers selected for their products, 
with their own unique histories and the added value that the craft and 
knowledge of these craft maker brought to their product. During a 
brief residency at Cottonrake Locke produced a series of screen-print-
ed images based on observational drawings of the baker, Stefan Speck-
nal. The prints depict the early morning production of Cottonrake’s 
award-winning croissants and are created using the same ingredients. 
The drawings were screen-printed onto baking parchment in Lescure 
pastry butter and dusted with Type 55 flour before being baked in the 
ovens at Cottonrake. Process and materials became key aspects of the 
work. The work could be touched and smelt, aspects that would not be 
possible in digital work. This allowed Locke to reassess his own pro -
cesses and return to a more analogue process of making work compli-
mented with digital aspects.

Locke’s work is an appreciation of traditional materials and craft, 
which is also acknowledged in the 2014 documentary ‘Made you Look’ by 
Look & Yes celebrating  craft as complimentary to digital practice [27].

Ane Lopez, ‘Nothing to See Here’  
MDes Communication Design, 2017
Prior to studying on the Masters Communication Design programme 
at GSA Ane Lopez had studied Fashion Design, spending some time 
as a costume designer with Cirque du Soleil followed by a residency in 
Iceland. During her time in Iceland Lopez became concerned about the 
environmental impact of global warming on the Icelandic landscape. Lo-
pez’s current practice focuses on conveying the effects of climate change 
through a range of media, primarily physical in nature.

‘Nothing to See Here’ is a body of work made in response to 
the Volkswagen’s emissions scandal in 2015, with the car industries 
attempts to deceive emissions test to meet US emissions guidelines. 
Lopez focuses on the detrimental impact on human health and the 
furtive nature of the ‘defeat device’ installed in cars through a series of 
typographic works laser cut on exhausted car air filters as a means of 
making the issue visible to the public, employing words that highlight 
denial, self-interest and health.

Though Lopez would possibly describe her practice in a fine art, in-
stallation or environmental art activism terms, her work originally started 
in an illustration interest and grew from illustration practice. Lopez’s 
work demonstrates that text, objects and context can all be used within 
an illustration practice to communicate effectively important social and 
environmental issues. 
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Eunjoo Lee, ‘Deep Web Traveller’  
MDes Communication Design, 2017
Eunjoo Lee while studying on the Masters in Communication Design 
programme was a also a very successful editorial illustrator, receiving 
the ‘self-initiated award’ World Illustration Awards 2016, inclusion in 
American Illustration 3 5 & 36, and receiving a 3x3 Silver Award and 
Distinctive Merit among others. Lee developed her narrative of ‘Deep 
Web Traveller’ as a fictional narrative that explores the anarchic nature 
of the ‘dark web’ as a utopia for individual rights. Lee employs many of 
the established roles of pillars of society shown in contrasting subversive 
alter-ego’s roles in the dark web. Lee translated her digital illustrations 
into character costumes in the physical world as a playful reversal of this 
narrative. The works created demonstrate the potential of illustration 
practice to move into theatre and costume design as another potential 
pathway for illustration practice. Marcel Dzama’s [28] recent work for 
The New York Ballet has seen a similar translation from the page to 
costume designs that show the potential for imagination to be realized 
in a more physical context in theatre and ballet.

5. Summary
The selection of practitioners and graduates included in this paper demon-
strates how illustration practice may be reconsidered in response to new 
technology and social change. The tools employed are not limited to tradi-
tional material and methods but does not exclude them either. I would also 
acknowledge a growing interest among my own students in analogue and 
traditional processes, especially among those students who have grown up 
only with digital platforms and no prior experience of analogue. 

The examples provided share the same conceptual considerations of 
illustration practice in communicating with an audience that may be even 
more global and culturally diverse than previously. Though some of the 
examples in this paper include moving image, interaction and animation 
in their practice, inclusion of animation and moving image would be 
beyond the scope of this paper but these mediums do offer opportunities 
for illustration practice to expand.

Often the process of making work will begin with the traditional 
medium of pencil and paper as a means to generate ideas, as demonstrat-
ed by the examples cited, though the final work may involve collaboration 
with a range of disciplines and practitioners, especially as illustration 
practice expands into more technological fields.

The redefining of illustration practice may raise the issue of the 
appropriateness of a title, but this in itself will not effect change and could 
actually confuse the issue as Steven Heller has highlighted in regard to the 
frequently changing titles of Graphic Design [9].

In raising Ken Garlands’s ‘First Things First’ manifesto and the Con-
structivist objective of design facilitating social change, this reflects a climate 
among illustrators and designers at present to make more meaningful work 
that addresses social, political and environmental issues as well dealing with 
the realities of making a living, evident in the samples cited. [2] [29]
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As Rick Poyner highlighted in his article for Print magazine in 2010 
[30], any review of illustration practice must involve critical reflection. 
This discourse must not remain an academic or theoretical discussion 
but must include practitioners and academics informing the discussion to 
effectively inform the future practice of illustration.
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Abstract

The movement’s representation awaked the interest of many artists 
throughout history, which promoted a vast interchange between forms and 
senses: processes that traversed new paths for language articulation and 
interrogated the known limits among visual, sound and verbal elements. 
In the short-history “A luz é como a água”, for example, the writer Gabriel 
Garcia Márquez reveals the story of two boys who begin to sail throughout 
the light: an adventure that sets up a multiplicity of routes to the imaginary, 
full of synesthesia, metaphors, concepts and questions. This article aims 
to reflect on the movement, some aspects of its creation process and the 
relationship among senses, forms and languages. This discussion will be 
exemplified by the presentation of collaborative creation process of Motion 
Graphic Design  - in progress - from the short-history “A luz é como a água.”

1. Introdução
Muito antes dos primeiros sinais da fotografia e do cinema, a repre-
sentação do movimento já provocava experimentações. Ao longo da 
história, diferentes estratégias foram empregadas para explorá-lo. 
Uma travessia interdisciplinar marcada por múltiplas linguagens, 
fases, tecnologias e uma polifonia de artistas e pesquisadores que não 
se restringiram ao território da visualidade: inúmeras interrelações, 
atravessamentos, sobreposições e misturas entre o visual, o sonoro e 
o verbal. Tudo isto desvelou potencialidades intersensoriais não só 
aos processos de criação, mas também à experiência perceptiva dos 
interlocutores que participavam desses processos artísticos. 

Ainda que a imagem fotográfica não assinale o início da busca pelo 
movimento de imagens, desde seu desenvolvimento, diversas alterações na 
produção e na circulação de imagens contribuíram progressivamente para 
aumentar as potencialidades do movimento de formas. O Cinema, o Design, 
a Tecnologia Digital e a Internet, por exemplo, abriram cada vez mais espaços 
para artistas interessados em explorar o movimento para suas expressões.

No entanto, esta é uma busca que não se inscreve apenas na produ-
ção visual, mas manifesta-se em várias linguagens, áreas e disciplinas, 
tais, como, a literatura e a música. Wisnik [1] (p. 66 ), por exemplo, ao 
traçar uma história sobre a música, discute a questão do movimento nesta 
linguagem. Segundo o autor, o “ritmo é a forma do movimento, ou a for-

1, 2, 3 & 4 Universidade Nove de Julho, Design, São Paulo, Brazil
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ma em movimento, que a música dá a perceber através de um pulso, um 
certo batimento regular e periódico”. 

A literatura, na prosa e na poesia, também estimula o debate sobre 
o movimento e sobre a mistura de linguagens e de seus respectivos 
produtos. Em “A luz é como a água”, por exemplo, o escritor Gabriel 
García Márquez [2], compartilha a aventura de dois irmãos que navegam 
e mergulham em correntezas forjadas pela luz: potencialidades sinesté-
sicas para o imaginário. Neste texto, Gabo, como o escritor também era 
chamado, oferece ao leitor um entrelaçamento de movimentos, gestos, 
signos, conceitos, metáforas e sensações ao longo da história: elementos 
que transbordam o universo do verbo.

O presente trabalho tem como objetivo refletir sobre o movimento, 
algumas potencialidades de seu processo de criação e da relação entre 
diferentes meios, formas e linguagens. Para tanto, constitui-se das 
seguintes partes: i) notas sobre a representação do movimento e sobre a 
relação entre formas, linguagens e sentidos; ii) considerações sobre pro-
cessos de criação; iii) comentários sobre o conto “A luz é como a água”;                                     
iv) apresentação de um projeto colaborativo de Motion Graphic Design - em 
andamento - a partir do conto do escritor Gabriel Garcia Márquez, com a 
manifestação de alguns aspectos debatidos ao longo do artigo.

2. A aventura do movimento: entrelaçamentos,
reconfigurações e expansão
De um ponto de vista mais amplo, há muitos episódios ao longo da 
história para se pensar a presença do movimento na expressão visual, 
sonora ou verbal. Williams [3] destaca que a sugestão de movimentos em 
imagens já exibia vestígios desde a representação de animais nas caver-
nas. Vários artistas contribuíram para a reflexão sobre a manifestação do 
tempo e do movimento na criação visual poética. 

Wassily Kandinsky (e.g. [4], [ 5], [6], [7], [8], [9]) se destaca nesta di-
reção. Suas proposições foram cruciais para refletir sobre o encontro entre 
diferentes meios, formas e linguagens:

A cor é a tecla. O olho é o martelo. A alma é o piano de inúmeras 
cordas. Quanto ao artista é a mão que, com a ajuda desta ou daquela 
tecla, obtém da alma a vibração certa. [4] (p. 66 ).

Kandinsky posicionava o fundamental no conteúdo interior da arte, isto é, 
na sonoridade interior das formas empregadas. É aí que residia o propó-
sito da arte: responder a necessidade interior e vibrar a alma (e.g. [4]). A 
forma exterior, segundo Kandinsky, dá condições para interpretações por 
parte dos interlocutores de um processo artístico, mediante seus respecti-
vos repertórios culturais. 

Esta complexa relação entre as duas partes – estabelece um de seus 
principais argumentos, ao longo de sua trajetória, para pensar potenciais 
mesclas entre visual, sonoro e verbal. Sua proposta de Arte Monumental 
acompanha essa direção: uma composição cênica com movimentos da 
música, da pintura e da dança, a partir da sonoridade interior enquanto 
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principal elemento para sua criação. [4]
John Whitney [10] - tido como um dos artistas mais importante 

para o desenvolvimento da animação digital disse que, desde Kan-
dinsky, a problemática do tempo e do movimento marcou a produção 
dos artistas visuais.

O avanço da fotografia e do cinema, assim como as experimentações 
artísticas do final do século XIX e do início do século XX, também foi 
decisivo para expandir as potencialidades do movimento à expressão 
artística. O período é assinalado por extensa permuta entre artistas que 
lidavam com diferentes linguagens (escritores, músicos, pintores e cineas-
tas), por progressivas inovações tecnológicas que condicionavam – em 
alguma medida - novas formas expressivas e pelo crescimento da audiên-
cia e do mercado cinematográfico (a partir da expansão da indústria do 
entretenimento e do espetáculo). 

A iniciativa de fazer imagens em movimento, no final do século XIX, 
não apenas impulsionou o desenvolvimento da tecnologia cinema-
tográfica como também foi precursora das primeiras tentativas de 
utilizar o computador para o mesmo propósito, décadas depois [...] A 
animação tem sido uma técnica importante ao longo da história do 
cinema – estimulando, informando e respondendo a cada uma das 
inovações tecnológicas produzidas. [11] (p. 15). 

Filmes experimentais costumam ser frequentemente associados com 
alguns pressupostos da arte moderna, sobretudo em relação ao expres-
sionismo abstrato. Neste contexto, destaca-se a obra de Oskar Fischinger 
sobre as possíveis relações entre imagens em movimento e música, o que 
viria a se manifestar de maneira bem forte na obra de John Whitney. [11]

John Whitney Sr. e Saul Bass anteciparam o advento do Motion Graphi-
cs projetado na tela, que combina preocupações do design tradicional: 
o uso de tipos, distinção estética, signos de comunicação eficientes e a 
capacidade de formas se moverem e se transformarem. [11] (p. 35).

Matt Woolman [12] (p. 5, tradução nossa) explica a natureza interdisci-
plinar do Motion Graphic Design: uma convergência de várias disciplinas, 
tais, como, “animação, ilustração, design gráfico, cinema narrativo, escul-
tura, arquitetura”, etc. O autor explica a função do movimento neste tipo 
de trabalho para a construção da história/narrativa:

um elemento em movimento no espaço da tela é como um ator sozinho 
no palco. Dois elementos no palco permitem que a interação aconteça, e 
a possibilidade de uma história emergir. [12] (p.5, tradução nossa).

Há um exemplo de obra responsável por diversas experimentações 
no campo do Motion Graphic Design que evidencia a mistura entre o 
Cinema e o Design chamada Main Titles: uma sequência que transmite 
uma mensagem sobre o filme, ao apresentar profissionais envolvidos 
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em sua produção. Este tipo de projeto, segundo Las-Casas [13] ( p.15, 
tradução nossa), compõe:

[...] a alma de uma apresentação de um filme ao estabelecer um 
padrão para o desenvolvimento da comunicação visual de toda a 
produção do filme [...] configuram uma ferramenta poderosa de arte e 
comunicação que permite alternar narrativas, introduzir o espectador 
à história ou complementar o enredo.

Neste contexto, a tipografia representa um importante elemento para a 
construção do movimento e para as interações entre o verbal, o sonoro e 
o visual. Lupton [14] (p. 5) a define como “uma ferramenta com a qual o 
conteúdo ganha forma, a linguagem ganha um corpo físico e as mensagens 
ganham um fluxo social”. Lupton [14] (p. 9) também explica que a história 
de seu desenvolvimento “reflete uma tensão contínua entre a mão e a má-
quina, o orgânico e o geométrico, o corpo humano e o sistema abstrato”. 

Palavras bem escolhidas merecem letras bem escolhidas; 
estas, por sua vez, merecem ser compostas com carinho, inte-
ligência, conhecimento e habilidade. A tipografia é um elo, e 
como tal deve ser tão forte quanto o resto da corrente, por uma 
questão de honra, cortesia ou puro deleite. [15] (p. 24).

Tais observações colaboram com a reflexão sobre as potencialidades do pro-
cesso de criação do movimento e do intercâmbio de linguagens.  A correlação 
tecnologia-linguagem atravessa este território em suas múltiplas direções. 

A presente seção incluiu na discussão alguns elementos para intro-
duzir a composição do movimento e as sucessivas reconfigurações entre 
elementos visuais, sonoros e verbais. A seguir, serão abordados alguns 
aspectos do processo criativo que se dá neste território em expansão.

3. Sobre processos de criação e a composição do movimento
 A comunicação tem provocado inúmeros debates sobre suas atuais carac-
terísticas e seus desdobramentos. Um tópico frequentemente destacado 
tem sido o processo criativo. Vilém Flusser (e.g. [16] [17]), embora não te-
nha assistido as atuais mudanças, fez observações relevantes para se exa-
minar a criatividade em um cenário inundado por novas mídias e por uma 
expansão contínua da produção e do compartilhamento de superfícies. 
Para o autor, o artista se converte em jogador: escolhe dentre as opções 
programadas no aparelho. Sob esta perspectiva, dialoga com o já produzi-
do – com a cultura (pedaços de informação) – na tentativa de surpreender 
o já programado [16]. Apesar dos apontamentos de Flusser serem muito 
mais amplos, o que se pretende aqui é situar o processo de criação como 
um largo processo de diálogo crítico com a cultura, um mergulho além da 
superfície das coisas. Pignatari [18] (p. 19), certa vez, disse que designers 
são “forjadores de novas linguagens”. 

Aqui, considera-se a linguagem como a base da comunicação e das 
relações sociais. Portanto, pode-se pensar que há uma função social de trans-
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formação inseparável de um processo de criação que dialogue com a cultura e 
que articule qualquer linguagem ou forma. Em meio aos desafios contempo-
râneos, algumas condutas habituais no campo do Design se mostram valiosas 
para processos alicerçados neste dialogar com a cultura e com a sociedade. 

 Lupton [19], diz que, após o levantamento de informações, há de se 
conectar tais elementos, isto é, compreender as relações do conjunto selecio-
nado. Nesta fase, costuma-se trabalhar com mapas mentais, ideia proposta 
inicialmente por Tony Buzan (e.g. [20]), mas que, segundo a autora, tem sua 
aplicação menos rígida no Design. Há também os mapas conceituais, muito 
utilizados no campo da educação. Tais mapas se mostram úteis para aprender 
mais sobre um determinado assunto por meio de relações conceituais. Este 
tipo de mapa foi proposto por Joseph Novak (e.g. [21], [22]), que se apoiou na 
Teoria da Aprendizagem Significativa, de David Ausubel. (e.g. [23]). Além 
do uso de mapas, storyboards são bastante aplicados no Design e no Cinema. 
Estes e outros métodos, quando bem articulados, ajudam a construir relações 
conceituais que podem se manifestar na composição do movimento, das 
formas, da mensagem e da narrativa de uma determinada obra.

A combinação e a interação dos elementos constitutivos de uma 
composição, assim como seus aspectos e suas ações, podem representar 
ideias, conceitos e proposições O movimento certamente configura um 
alto valor comunicacional, embora, como qualquer processo de comu-
nicação, o repertório dos interlocutores envolvidos seja decisivo para a 
atribuição de significados. 

Tudo [...] dentro do quadro [...] tem um significado, da cor do vestido 
de uma atriz ao padrão do papel de parede. [...] a distância, a altura e o 
ângulo da câmera acrescentam significado ao quadro [...] ao juntar-
mos essas imagens em uma sequência – a gramática do cinema, por 
falta de um termo melhor -, há um contexto que acrescenta significado 
fora da imagem. [24] (p. 19).

Ao projetar, desenhar, ilustrar, construir ou gesticular, se obtém uma 
composição de elementos capazes de compartilhar ideias. O espaço 
cenográfico tem como principal objetivo contar uma história. Para tanto, 
cria-se uma estrutura visual fundamentada numa linguagem capaz de 
compartilhar uma determinada informação. Todos os elementos que 
constituem o cenário estabelecem uma trama de conceitos e proposições 
que se materializam por meio de interações com os demais elementos da 
composição (iluminação, figurino, objetos de cena, movimentos, sons, 
etc.). Para Purves [25] (p. 124), “os cenários, assim como todos os outros 
elementos de seu filme, devem contribuir para (e refletir) a história global, 
personagens e temas”.

A cenografia, como forma e substância, é pensada e criada em relação 
ao texto dramatúrgico como um mapa de possibilidades eletivas. As 
anotações e as rubricas existentes no corpo do texto, possibilitam inú-
meros caminhos e subsídios para o desenvolvimento do projeto e sua 
produção para que supram a necessidade da encenação.  [26] (p. 80).
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A discussão sobre a composição do movimento se enriquece com ideias rela-
cionadas à cenografia e suas potencialidades narrativas. O movimento em si 
e as formas em movimento de uma determinada cena, evidenciam um amplo 
jogo de permutas e reconfigurações de conceitos, ideias e proposições. 

4. “A luz é como a água”: navegando
pela luz e pelo movimento
A ideia de uma luz que é como a água abre espaço para múltiplas 
interações ao longo de toda a narrativa. A aventura dos irmãos que 
aprendem a navegar pela luz e a desbravar suas profundezas, mistura 
rotas, sentidos, sensações e significados. Embora vivam em um pequeno 
apartamento situado ao centro de Madrid, Totó e Joel pedem aos seus 
pais um barco a remo, um sextante e uma bússola, em troca de seus bons 
rendimentos na escola. Mesmo receosos, os pais acabam cedendo à argu-
mentação. Às quartas-feiras, dia em que os pais saem para o cinema, os 
irmãos se quedam livres para criar um novo território. Ao romper o vidro 
da lâmpada que represa a luz, inundam e transformam toda a paisagem. 
“Um jorro de luz dourada e fresca feito água [começa] a sair da lâmpada 
quebrada [...] até que o nível [chega] a quatro palmos”. [2] (p. 218). Totó e 
Joel pegam o barco e iniciam sua aventura.

Encantadas com o espaço reconfigurado, as crianças navegam pelas 
correntezas de luz todas as quartas-feiras como grandes conquistadores. 
Segundo o narrador, Totó aprendera esta peculiaridade da luz em um 
seminário sobre a poesia dos utensílios domésticos, quando perguntou 
como ela era acesa. O próprio narrador do texto foi quem lhe respondeu: 
“A luz é como a água [...] A gente abre a torneira e sai”. [2] (p. 219).

Assim, os irmãos passam a dominar cada vez mais os truques da nave-
gação em suas sucessivas jornadas e logo pedem novos equipamentos; des-
sa vez para mergulharem no interior da superfície.  Totó e Joel, novamente, 
tentam convencer seus pais com a tática anterior. E o conseguem uma vez 
mais. Mergulham como “tubarões mansos [e resgatam] do fundo da luz, as 
coisas que durante anos tinham-se perdido na escuridão”. [2] (p. 220).

Continuam a obter êxito escolar e conquistam a autorização dos 
pais para uma festa em casa com os colegas da turma, numa quarta-feira, 
dia dos habituais encontros (com o cinema e com a luz). Durante a festa, 
abrem muitas luzes simultaneamente e transbordam a casa. Os bombei-
ros encontram objetos flutuando, utensílios domésticos voando (graças à 
poesia), peixes coloridos felizes, etc. Por fim, se deparam com Totó e Joel 
“flutuando entre duas águas”. [2] (p. 221). Um na proa e outro na popa. 
Totó, procurando o farol; Joel, flutuando atrás “da estrela polar com o 
sextante”. [2] (p. 221). Espalhados pela casa, congelados nas mais variadas 
travessuras, encontravam-se os demais alunos. “Haviam aberto tantas 
luzes ao mesmo tempo que [...] o quarto ano elementar inteiro da escola 
de São João Hospitalário tinha se afogado no quinto andar do número 47 
do Paseo de la Castellana”. [2] (p. 221).

Há três passagens desta aventura mágica que se destacaram na leitura 
dos autores deste artigo. Primeiro, Totó e Joel navegam pelos feixes de água 
e pelas correntezas de luz, numa fantástica experiência sinestésica que 
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rompe limites da imaginação. Depois, acessam o interior desta superfície. 
Pedem para os pais máscaras e outros equipamentos de mergulho a fim de 
ultrapassarem o invólucro desta luz.  Passam a explorar e conhecer o que se 
encontrava na escuridão. Por último, quando já conhecem tanto a superfí-
cie quanto o seu interior; quando já dominam “a ciência de navegar na luz” 
[2] (p. 221), são eternizados “flutuando entre duas águas” [2] (p. 221). 

Este conto motivou a elaboração de um projeto de Motion Graphic 
Design. A proposta consistiu no desenvolvimento de uma espécie de 
Main Titles, embora, aqui, o propósito seja a criação de uma sequência 
para apresentar um conto (texto), em vez de uma obra cinematográ-
fica. O grupo que está produzindo esta sequência é formado pelos 
autores deste artigo e por mais dois integrantes: Greyce Moreira Viana 
e Matheus Morais Silva. O projeto abarca ideias discutidas em dois 
projetos de Iniciação Científica realizados no Programa de Design 
da Universidade Nove de Julho: a) “Mapas mentais e conceituais em 
processos criativos”, coordenado pelo Prof. Dr. Ângelo Dimitre Gomes 
Guedes; b) “Design Cenográfico: aplicação da cenografia no processo 
de animação digital”, pelo Prof. Me. Marcio Esdras de Godoy. Todo o 
processo de criação empregado tem explorado aspectos comentados 
ao longo deste artigo sobre as origens e as estratégias do movimento 
na criação poética e na relação entre meios, formas e linguagens, por 
meio de um diálogo interdisciplinar. 

A ideia de uma luz que se parece com a água se destaca ao longo da 
criação. Estabelece um argumento que dispara uma série de diálogos e 
trocas entre meios, formas e linguagens articuladas pelos integrantes do 
grupo: conhecimentos relacionados à fotografia, ao cinema, à ceno-
grafia, à ilustração, à animação, à tipografia, dentre outros assuntos. 
No decorrer dos encontros, foram discutidos os principais aspectos da 
história, dos personagens e dos demais elementos que integram o texto. 
Buscou-se identificar alguns dos principais movimentos e conceitos 
do texto, assim como criar possíveis relações entre eles. Nesta fase, o 
grupo escolheu trabalhar com mapas e desenhos (Fig. 01 e Fig. 02).  Os 
integrantes do grupo foram incentivados pelos professores que dirigem 
o projeto a dialogarem criticamente com as referências encontradas 
durante esta fase inicial do desenvolvimento, o que destaca as ideias 
de Flusser citadas no presente trabalho sobre criatividade. O grupo 

também foi provocado a cruzar 
e misturar diferentes linguagens 
em movimento, explorando 
caminhos interdisciplinares à 
criação poética, o que reforça 
as observações de Kandinsky 
citadas neste artigo.

Em seguida, o grupo come-
çou os diálogos sobre a constru-
ção da mensagem e quais formas 
e movimentos representariam os 
conceitos e as ideias discutidas 

Fig. 01. Exemplo de 
mapa utilizado no 

processo de criação. 
Autora: Anna Beatriz 

Oliveira Santos Costa.
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sobre a história. Assim, umas das primeiras 
escolhas foi a de trabalhar com o conceito de 
uma luz que é como a água a partir da escri-
tura fotográfica (Fig. 03) que, embora tenha a 
luz como elemento principal, foi articulada, 
aqui, sobretudo, a partir do movimento. Isso 
se deu com o intuito de jogar com a textura, 
com a fluidez da água, com a combinações de 
cores, com a relação entre formas e com as 
potencialidades sinestésicas da proposição do 
escritor (ao dizer que a luz é como a água). 

Foi realizado um ensaio fotográfico em 
estúdio para gerar um arquivo de imagens 
capazes de percorrer múltiplas direções: 
sobreposições, inversão de cores e constru-

ção de camadas que representem tanto à superfície da luz, quanto às 
profundezas de seu interior. 

Ademais, foram feitos estudos 
prévios para a tipografia (Fig. 04) com 
elementos que brincam com os conceitos 
relacionados ao movimento da água e da 
curiosidade infantil: de uma inquietude 
que incentiva novos rumos e descobertas; 
a justaposição de sensações comuns à 
percepção da água e à percepção da luz.
Decidiu-se explorar uma complexa 
relação entre o argumento principal e as 
passagens destacadas na análise do grupo. 
Um entrelaçamento de movimentos, camadas, máscaras, sonoridades, 
desenhos de objetos e utensílios domésticos que participam da aventura 
de Totó e Joel. Também foram feitos desenhos de elementos, títulos e 
movimentos que manifestam à pluralidade de rotas para a ciência de 
navegar na luz. A partir dessas atividades, o grupo irá avançar os estudos 
sobre o movimento das formas, reunirá todos os elementos produzidos 
para compor uma animação digital que dialogue com o universo criado 
pelo autor neste conto. 

5. Considerações
A presente reflexão abordou 
diversos aspectos sobre a articu-
lação do movimento para uma 
criação que busque relacionar o 
visual, o sonoro e o verbal. Para 
tanto, foram discutidos aspectos 
da composição do movimento ao 
longo da história: processos que 
dialogam criticamente com a cul-
tura e com outros meios, formas 

Fig. 03. Fotografias de 
movimento que explo-
ram o conceito de uma 
luz que é como a água. 
Autor: Ângelo Dimitre 
Gomes Guedes.

Fig. 04. Estudo prévio 
de tipografia.

Fig.2. Exemplo de estu-
dos de ilustração feitos 
durante o processo de 
criação. Autores: Mar-
cio Esdras de Godoy, 
Anna Beatriz Oliveira 
Santos Costa, Apa-
recida Lopes Gama, 
Greyce M. Viana e 
Matheus M. Silva.
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e linguagens. Como exemplo dos vários aspectos comentados, apresen-
tou-se um processo de criação colaborativo que está sendo realizado a 
partir do conto “A luz é como a água”, do escritor Gabriel García Márquez. 
Assim, este artigo buscou pensar e explorar o movimento e a relação entre 
linguagens para a expressão artística.

A discussão sobre a composição do movimento é marcada por diversas 
fases, linguagens, procedimentos, avanços científicos e tecnológicos que 
têm expandido as fronteiras da criação poética. Espera-se que este trabalho 
possa incentivar novas reflexões e experimentações sobre o tema. 
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Abstract

The blank surface is the starting point of artistic fields. To Gilles Deleu-
ze, it’s a mistake to say that the surface, the sheet, the canvas, is blank, 
on the contrary, she presents us with and infinity of possibilities and it’s 
its organization that generates art. The gesture “render[s] visible forces 
that are not themselves visible” [1], but that appear on the canvas as 
ideas, images waiting to be fulfilled.
Modern art, inserted in the era of technical reproducibility, sees its 
aura declined, but assumed by Didi-Huberman, through the spatial 
and temporal elements that sustain Walter Benjamin’s definition. The 
aura abandons its cult value to reconcile itself with the marks that the 
subject makes on the surface, revealing, in this process, a fundamental 
anachronism and a passive subject, but which returns the aura to the 
work, in its most corporeal aspect.
The present article aims to lean on Lucio Fontana’s spatial concept and 
on the “inhabited” art of Helena Almeida for the study of the relation 
between the concepts of Deleuze’s philosophy and the way artists face the 
surface, materializing affects for the creation of percepts. In this material 
context, of exploring the surface’s depth, the analysed works will be rela-
ted to Huberman’s assumption of the aura, from the analysis of Onement 
I, by Barnett Newman, and the adaptation of Benjamin’s concept to 
modernity – “Art in general only makes sense if we’re ready to accept the 
auratic value of works of art – but the nature of that aura, and the works in 
which we recognize it, have never ceased to change since there is art.” [2].

1. Introdução
“A tela branca é o espaço de todas as metamorfoses. A tela branca é um 
lugar de angústia, anseios, transformações, de esperança e de morte, de 
destruições sistemáticas. O seu branco contínuo, luminoso e vazio é tão 
potente que nos absorve, por tudo o que nele pudermos projetar, regres-
sando inevitavelmente a si próprio, como regressa o pintor à angústia 
inicial, sempre, perante a tela branca.” [3].

A síndrome e o medo da folha em branco podem estar na base da 
inexistência de uma ideia ou na insegurança da mesma, mas será que 
uma ideia é boa se estamos inseguros? Depois de uma boa ideia existe 
uma pressão constante para que as próximas surjam ao mesmo nível, mas 
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forçar uma ideia significa que ela não flui e por isso talvez não seja tão boa 
assim – Se lhe falta uma parte, ela é inutilizável [4]. Tentamos confinar à 
folha ou à tela aquilo que ainda não existe sequer no nosso inconsciente. 
Por esta razão é difícil esboçar o que ainda não se conhece, Deleuze não 
se senta para escrever se não tiver uma ideia, assim como Helena Almeida 
não vai para o ateliê [ 5]. Existe, portanto, uma permanente relação entre 
a superfície lisa e estriada e aquilo que o artista vê já se encontra, de certa 
forma, projetado na tela, carecendo de organização mental e espacial [1]. 

O trabalho dos artistas a seguir analisado insere-se num contexto de 
Arte moderna minimalista, em que tanto um como o outro encaram a pro-
fundidade da superfície branca: Fontana rasga a tela e Almeida cria cama-
das dentro dela, unindo fotografia e desenho. Esta exploração do espaço [e 
do tempo] procura resposta para a insatisfação dos artistas com a bidimen-
sionalidade dos suportes e rompe com os critérios da representação.

É neste sentido, físico e material, que Didi-Huberman estabelece 
uma suposição de aura, essa figura singular, composta de elementos 
espaciais e temporais, a “manifestação única de uma lonjura, por muito 
próxima que esteja” [6 ], que Walter Benjamin sentenciou no que cha-
mou de era da reprodutibilidade técnica. Huberman insere, portanto, a 
perda  do “aqui e agora” da obra, da sua autenticidade e valor cultual e 
tradicional – aspetos que Benjamin define como essenciais à presença da 
aura –, no contexto da arte moderna, mas contraria “tanto as condena-
ções à morte perentórias quanto os renascimentos nostálgicos” [ 7] da 
aura, partindo de duas suposições – de tempo e de lugar – respetivamen-
te relacionadas com a reminiscência – “É na ordem da reminiscência, 
parece-me, que Walter Benjamin punha a questão da aura (...)” [8] – e a 
presença indireta da mão do homem – “a mão nem sempre intervém di-
retamente” [9].  Desde modo, Huberman parte do discurso de Benjamin 
e da análise do desenho Onement I, de Barnett Newman, que relaciona-
remos, assim como os restantes conceitos, com as obras a seguir analisa-
das, de Lucio Fontana e Helena Almeida.

2. Spazialismo (1946), de Lucio Fontana
A exploração de Lucio Fontana pela arte no espaço e o conceito de Spazialis-
mo surgiram pós Segunda Guerra Mundial e refletiam a intenção de mate-
rializar forças e de colocar a matéria, a cor e o som em movimento, transfor-
mando a tela num elemento inserido nem na pintura, nem na escultura, que 
vivesse no espaço envolvente e dele [10]. Esta quebra de individualidade do 
espaço e do objeto ambicionava assumir os dois como um.

Então o que representam os cortes na tela? (Figura 1) À partida podem 
parecer um ato de destruição, mas o que Fontana pretende é dar corpo e 
movimento ao próprio suporte, tentando criar perspetiva a partir da tridi-
mensionalidade do objeto, ao invés de criar o efeito ilusório da pintura aca-
démica – “A arte morre mas é salva pelo gesto” [11]. Este conceito vai logo 
contra a superfície tomada como branca porque para Fontana bastam estas 
aberturas para transmitir a ideia de espaço, existe uma recusa do floreado e 
do cliché da figuração. “Toda a superfície já se encontra preenchida virtual-
mente por todo o tipo de clichés, com que o pintor terá de romper” [12]. 
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A materialidade não se confina ao suporte. Fontana substitui o pincel 
pela faca (Figura 2) para fazer estas “Free marks” e manipular o acaso 
[1], manipular porque existe uma racionalização e organização naqueles 
cortes, assim como um padrão no que diz respeito à direção dos mesmos 
(Figura 3). A sua verticalidade pode resultar de conveniência prática, mas 
parece contrariar a ideia de horizonte e divisão entre espaço celestial e 
terrestre, o que vai contra a ideia de figuração e transmite a “calma espa-
cial, o rigor cósmico e a serenidade no infinito” [13]. A arte “exerce uma 
influência suavizante, sobretudo por introduzir sentido e ordem num caos 
que ameaça submergir-nos e, connosco, o mundo” [14].  Existem, portan-

to, vários espaços conectados, o 
espaço da tela, o espaço onde ela 
se insere, o espaço do espetador e 
o espaço para lá da tela. 
Ao mesmo tempo que é transmi-
tida uma ideia de infinito, reco-
nhece-se um vazio e um espaço 
real revelado, o da natureza do 
suporte, o tecido, comunicando-
se a unidade entre espaço liso e 
estriado, de que nos falam De-
leuze e Guattari em Mill Planal-
tos: Capitalismo e Esquizofrenia. 
Existe um constante diálogo entre 
a superfície monocromática e a 
rutura da mesma [10]. Quando 
nos aproximamos da tela existe 
toda uma mancha material, o 
espaço local, liso, uma perceção 
háptica através das fibras da tela e 
do entrecruzamento de linhas ho-
rizontais e verticais, que formam 

a textura do tecido, e já sugerem a existência de um espaço estriado [15] 
(Figura 4). Vemos o avesso, que difere do lado de fora, pintado. Quando 
observamos de longe percecionamos o espaço ótico, global e o monocro-
matismo da superfície lisa e do espaço onde ela se insere, rompido pelo 
desenho por negativo, revelador da existência de um espaço estriado e da 
procura pelo infinito. Esta relação entre liso e estriado vai acontecendo 

paralela e simultaneamente – 
“os dois espaços só existem de 
facto graças às misturas entre 
si: o espaço liso não para de ser 
traduzido, transvertido num 
espaço estriado; o espaço estriado 
é constantemente revertido, de-
volvido a um espaço liso” [16].

Em obras posteriores existe, 
com a rutura da tela, uma maior 

Fig. 2. Lucio Fontana, 
Milan, 1963. Ugo 

Mulas.

Fig. 3. Concetto Spazia-
le, Attese, 1965. Lucio 

Fontana.

Fig. 4. Concetto Spazia-
le, Attese, 1962. Lucio 

Fontana.

Fig. 1. Lucio Fontana, 
Milano, 1964. Ugo 

Mulas.
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evidência do espaço circundan-
te, que faz ele também parte da 
obra e revela a materialidade do 
suporte e a impossibilidade de 
uma obra espacial (Figura 5) – “o 
infinito inconcebível, o fim da re-
presentação figurativa, o começo 
de nada” [17].

3. O Corpo de Helena Almeida como Tela
O conceito espacial de Lucio 
Fontana inspirou Helena Almeida 
e também ela explora a corporei-
dade do suporte e do desenho, 
através da habitação dos próprios 
quadros. “Fiquei impressionada 
pelo lado obscuro do corte, o 
mistério do que está para além da 
tela, mas ao contrário de Fontana, 
quis explorar algo que se despren-
de da pintura. Ao invés de mostrar 
o avesso da tela, eu saí dela”, disse, 
numa entrevista em 2011 [18]. 
Para Almeida, não existe distinção 
entre o artista e o suporte, ela 
veste a tela (Figura 6). 

Almeida confere ter sempre 
a preocupação em limpar o excesso de “fazer tudo com pouco, com o mí-
nimo, com o necessário” [ 5], de se libertar do cliché e do caos, de abraçar 
o branco como quebra do espaço tradicional da representação [19]. Como 
disse na entrevista de 2016, para o jornal Expresso, a superfície branca 
não lhe causa angústia, a própria parede do seu ateliê adota a pureza do 
branco. À semelhança de Fontana, encontra na superfície a profundidade 
de campo, visto não fazer as pazes com a tela doutra maneira [20]. Os seus 
quadros comunicam com o espetador que os observa e com ela própria, 
é como se a obra fosse um espelho que se pode atravessar. Almeida não 
se autorretrata: “Eu estou a pintar para a frente para pôr o outro no meu 
espaço, no espaço do quadro, ao mesmo tempo que me coloco no espaço 
da pessoa que está a ver” [ 5] – ela própria é espetadora. A artista abre a 
obra a uma nova dimensão pois apesar de habitar nela, a arte ganha uma 
vida e existência próprias.
“O próprio pintor tem de entrar na tela antes de começar. A tela já está tão 
cheia que o pintor tem de entrar dentro dela. Desta forma, ele entra den-
tro do cliché e da probabilidade. Ele entra precisamente porque sabe o que 
quer fazer, mas o que o salva é que não sabe como chegar lá, ele não sabe 
como fazer o que quer fazer. Ele só lá chegará quando sair da tela” [21]. 
Em Tela habitada (Figura 7) percebemos esta permanente relação entre 
liso e estriado. A artista sai da tela, rasga-a e esta volta a estar lisa. Entre 

Fig. 5. Concetto Spazia-
le, La Fine di Dio, 1959. 
Lucio Fontana.

Fig. 6. Tela rosa para 
vestir, 1969. Helena 
Almeida.
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outras obras, como Desenho Habitado (Figura 8), existem novamente ci-
clos que parecem retratar o processo criativo de Almeida e a forma como 
a artista encara o espaço da arte, em constante mutação, mas ao mesmo 
tempo, em constante liberdade e abertura – “Tudo estava em tudo, e eu 
compreendia isso, que era global” [22]. Contudo, “O estriado e o liso não 
se opõem simplesmente como o global e o local, pois, num caso, o global é 
ainda relativo, enquanto, no outro, o local já é absoluto” [23]. 

Ao ser a própria tela e autorrepresentar-se, a 
artista foge ao cliché da figuração e ao mesmo tempo 
prova que a superfície não está em branco porque ela 
devém superfície, o espaço liso, espaço de afetos [15]. A 
necessidade da fotografia surge como complemento do 
desenho – “Quando se risca sobre uma folha de papel 
há zonas vibrantes dentro do desenho e por isso só o 
desenho não chega. Logo tem que entrar outra dimen-
são, outra linguagem” [24]. A fotografia é aparentemen-
te rasurada por quem nela habita, mas não o é porque 
existe uma correlação de espaços e o espaço estriado 
da mancha azul é constantemente devolvido ao espaço 
liso, assim como o espaço aparentemente estriado da 
fotografia dá novamente lugar ao liso (Figuras 9 e 10). 
Como na obra de Fontana, o corte não é destrutivo, mas 
uma abertura ao espaço e ao infinito de possibilidades 
da superfície branca. O azul, a cor, assim como na obra 
de Fontana, representa o espaço [25], outro espaço, o 
que complementa a ideia de profundidade e ao mesmo 

tempo manipulação espacial. 
O esboço e as práticas diagramáticas da linha e da mancha são ainda com-
ponentes importantes do trabalho de Helena Almeida, porque integram 
a obra, mas, ao mesmo tempo, servem de ponto de partida para a artista 
organizar a ideia na tela – “Toda uma batalha ocorre na tela, entre o pintor e 
o que ele vê. Há, portanto, um trabalho preparatório que pertence inteira-
mente à pintura, e, contudo, precede o ato de pintar” [26].

Fig. 9. Pintura Ha-
bitada, 1976. Helena 

Almeida.

Fig. 7. Tela Habitada, 
1976. Helena Almeida.

Fig. 8. Desenho Ha-
bitado, 1976. Helena 

Almeida.
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Fig. 10. Pintura Habi-
tada, 1975-76. Helena 
Almeida.

4. A Possível Recuperação de uma 
Aura no Material
Didi-Huberman, em Diante do Tempo, supõe 
a aura, como uma hipótese que contraria a 
transcendência e aceita a persistência do 
aqui e do agora assente no anacronismo – “a 
origem é agora” [27] – e na aparição de um 
longínquo que acontece através do antropo-
morfismo do material. Huberman rejeita a 
morte da aura, mas vê no seu declínio algo 
transformador, que a “inflecte (...) enquanto 
fenómeno da imagem, fenómeno «inacaba-
do» e «sempre aberto».” [28]. 
 Para Walter Benjamin, “Sentir a aura de 
uma coisa é conferir-lhe o poder de levantar 
os olhos” [29], mas Huberman não vê na 
religião, na filosofia, ou na ideologia, uma 
“chave de interpretação” para a arte – “(...) 
os artistas fazem as suas obras no âmbito de 
uma ordem de realidade plástica, de trabalho 
formal, que deve ser interpretado por aquilo 
que oferece.” [30]. 
Comecemos então por falar do tempo, do 
agora da obra. O que carateriza uma obra 
como do seu tempo? Não estará um artista 
permanentemente influenciado, mesmo 
que inconscientemente, pelos tempos que o 

antecedem? Não será a sua obra uma heterogenia de tempos – assim como a 
própria história – que se revela na materialização de afetos, no momento em 
que o artista entra na tela? Segundo Deleuze, “O afeto não opera certamen-
te um retorno às origens como se se reencontrasse, em termos de seme-
lhança, a persistência de um homem bestial ou primitivo sob o civilizado 
(...) Só se trata de nós, aqui e agora.” [31]. O tempo da obra reside pois no 
que Huberman define de memória crítica: o autor torna-se espetador da sua 
própria obra e a manipulação do acaso, referida em Fontana, vai de encon-
tro à ambiguidade que Benjamin associa à origem, não uma origem-fonte, 
mas uma origem-turbilhão, no sentido do devir, em que o artista entra e sai 
da tela, constituindo o que será uma imagem dialética.

 O termo é de Benjamin e é definido pelo mesmo como uma imagem 
sobressaltada e intermitente, “aquilo em que o Outrora encontra, num 
relâmpago, o Agora, para formar uma constelação.” [32]. Este sobressalto é 
comparado, por Huberman, ao cinema, o que não deixa de o relacionar com 
a imagem-tempo de Deleuze. Esta refere-se tanto à montagem (representa-
ção indireta do tempo) como ao “movimento aberrante” (subordinado pelo 
tempo, anterior), este último que Huberman designa na sua obra de sinto-
ma, no qual estabelece o duplo paradoxo, visual e temporal, da quebra com 
a representação, e da memória, respetivamente [33]. O que se impõe são, 
portanto, as colisões – como veremos na obra de Newman, e como pude-
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mos já observar nas obras de Fontana e de Almeida – que procuram originar 
a prática pictural – “É no Agora reminiscente que a origem aparece” [34].
Barnett Newman renovou a noção de subject matter de Panofsky “segundo 
uma relação de três termos, designadamente, o sujeito, a matéria e o sub-
jacente.” [35], indo ao encontro da «relação processual que une, no acto de 
pintar, as duas palavras subject e matter, ou seja, da dinâmica do trabalho e 
não do assunto ou da «romantização» narcísica da obra – “Eu sou também 
o verbo quando pinto, e sou ainda o objecto. Eu sou a frase completa.” [36].

Esta invenção do sujeito surge em Onement I (Figura 11), através 
da faixa ou zip, que devolve à obra, juntamente com o título e com a 
experimentação do desenho, a sua unicidade, “essa condição (...) que 
Benjamin reconhecia em toda a imagem aurática.” [37]. Neste contexto, 
do método, falamos do lugar, do aqui da obra. A obra de Newman requer, 
numa primeira instância, que não se pense o conceito de antropomor-
fismo de forma espontânea, mas no sentido em que Huberman supõe a 

aura ou Fontana e Almeida fazem uso da cor para delimitar 
espaço. Nestas três obras, “O artista trabalha o material, 
mas esforçando-se por dar a impressão de que, na obra 
terminada, é o material que trabalha” [38]. Newman “abre” 
com a faixa, Fontana “pinta” com a faca, e Almeida “rasura” 
o desenho com a fotografia, o que faz com que as marcas 
efetuadas não possuam a intervenção direta da mão, aproxi-
mando-as do valor de culto que Benjamin atribui à aura, mas 
reconhecendo o trabalho humano em detrimento da mão 
divina. Ao retirar a faixa da tela, depois de a pintar, Newman 
revela com ela a abertura branca, como “a aparição única de 
um longínquo, por mais próxima que esta possa estar” [39], 
e que Huberman estabelece como a dialética do lugar: “pró-
ximo e longínquo, diante e dentro, táctil e ótico, aparecendo 
e desaparecendo, aberto e fechado, esvaziado e saturado... 
E é esta dialéctica que confere à imagem a sua qualidade 
aurática mais fundamental. É um ritmo incoativo do negro e 
do branco, uma «sensação física do tempo»” [40].

A efetividade processual não corresponde a um abandono afetivo, mas 
insere-se no plano da imanência, real e concreto, no qual Huberman 
percebe, através da obra de Newman, não mais a distinção entre marca e 
aura, mas a sua combinação, que designa por marca aurática. A constante 
reversão e mistura entre espaço liso e estriado espelha o que é então a 
aura no seu declínio, entre os tempos e no sentido do sopro, como uma 
respiração, uma entrada de ar na relação entre sujeito e matéria – “Talvez 
seja assim que a aura, hoje, «declina», declinando-se e redobrando-se no 
contacto com o sujeito, com a matéria e com o subjacente.” [9].

5. Conclusão
 “Se o pintor estivesse perante uma superfície branca podia representar 
um objeto externo que funcionasse como modelo” [41]. Nem Lucio 
Fontana nem Helena Almeida se apropriam da figuração como forma 
de arte, ambos exploram o espaço, no aproveitamento do branco ou 

Fig. 11. Sem Título 
(Onement I), 1947. 

Nova Iorque, Coleção 
B. H. Friedman.
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na sua convivência com outras cores, em busca de novas dimensões e 
na contradição dos floreados e ilusões espaciais da pintura tradicional, 
revelando que não existe nada mais para além da tela, senão espaço real 
– o espaço para lá da tela e o espaço onde ela se insere são o mesmo. O 
objetivo de tocar o infinito é devolvido àquilo que Jean Clay definiu de 
“profundidade achatada” [42], – assim como o espaço liso é devolvido ao 
estriado. Tal devolução, conseguida em termos de escala nas obras de 
Fontana e Newman, e pela relação fotográfica com o suporte em Almei-
da, coloca o espetador no espaço dos quadros, existindo, na designação 
de Deleuze, uma estrutura-outrem, em que outrem não é mais do que 
o subject matter de Newman, “O recorte de objetos, as transições assim 
como as ruturas, a passagem de um objeto a outro” [43] – a aparição de 
um longínquo através da matéria como sujeito. 

Esta revelação “pode ser compreendida por quem a olhar sem os 
óculos nostálgicos da história.” [44], se aceitarmos como par tes de 
uma consequência da imagem, o sintoma e o inconsciente, ao invés 
da representação, e o sintoma e o anacronismo, ao invés do tempo 
cronológico, repensando o tempo com a diferença e a repetição: 
“é preciso um outro tempo em que se opera a primeira síntese do 
tempo” [4 5], a memória para constituir o hábito. S ó quando o ar tista 
sai da tela, ou seja, “Apenas à vista de um olhar externo tem a obra de 
ar te uma forma única” [46 ], constituindo -se a origem no agora – “O 
que significa, então, originar-se no turbilhão de uma prática ar tísti-
ca, senão remeter para uma cer ta memória do Outrora, de modo a 
decompor o presente [4 7].

O gesto é, por tanto, traduzido para a superfície como impulso 
para a aber tura de novas dimensões e “áreas de sensação” [48] e é 
nesta ordem, de trabalho estruturante e formal, de marca e efeti-
vidade processual, que Didi-Huberman acredita que as obras “nos 
olham”, na proximidade com o subjacente e com a matéria, que 
“deixa vir essa respiração aurática que nada nos impõe, mas que 
nos deixa perante a simples escolha de olhar ou não, de implicar 
ou não a eficácia visual do sujeito.” [ 9]. Existe uma materialização 
e cor poreidade da tela, a ar te deixa de ser estática e cria-se uma 
interatividade na obra que transpor ta quem a cria e quem a observa 
para um patamar tecnológico, característico do Spazialismo. As três 
obras analisadas exploram o espaço. “Enquanto no espaço estriado as 
formas organizam uma matéria, no liso os materiais assinalam forças 
ou servem-lhes de sintomas” [49], na dialética em que “A aura faz 
então sistema com o seu próprio declínio (...) subsiste, resiste ao seu 
declínio mesmo enquanto suposição” [28]. Não se trata de uma ques-
tão de destruição, mas de quebrar com clichés e de encontrar novas 
dimensões no desenho, de forma a preencher ou limpar o espaço para 
causar impressões for tes e traduzir a forma e a estabilidade de uma 
perceção. “Não há perceptos sem afetos” [4]. A obra torna-se autóno -
ma, no tempo – “é ela o elemento do futuro, o elemento da duração” 
[ 50] – e no espaço – a expressão do material continua a suscitar sen-
sações e perceções. A obra torna-se criadora de perceptos.
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Abstract

This study focuses on the illustrations made by Ana Leão to Leonor San-
ta-Rita’s literary texts especially dedicated to the child reader. It is a set of 
works, totaling five, that we analyse aiming at elucidating, besides their 
main singularities, the most relevant aesthetics recurrencies of their gra-
phic and/or visual architecture, as well as some aspects that distinguish 
the special intersemiotic synergy celebrated between words or literature 
and images.

Introdução
Em 1984, já Natércia Rocha, na extensa e clara introdução a Breve His-
tória da Literatura para Crianças em Portugal, assinalava a escassez ou a 
«quase total carência de instrumentos básicos de trabalho» [ 5] com que 
se deparava quem quisesse estudar a História do livro para a infância 
em Portugal. Expandindo a sua ideia, regista que faltam «bibliografias 
exaustivas dos autores portugueses com elementos elucidativos e mere-
cedores de confiança» [ 5] e esta lacuna determina uma relativa aridez e 
um desconhecimento acerca de quem escreveu, do que se leu e do que se 
escreveu especialmente para as crianças, em determinados períodos ou 
contextos da nossa História, como é o caso, por exemplo, do período do 
Estado Novo (1933-1974). 

Assim, uma espécie de consciência mais ou menos geral de que a 
memória colectiva é, cada vez mais, profundamente volátil e de que, no 
presente, na arte e na literatura, como a “espuma dos dias”, se sobrepõem 
certos nomes que, sem percurso, “passam depressa”, tem ditado algumas 
acções académicas de justa recuperação, por exemplo, de determinadas 
escritoras e de artistas plásticas (não apenas ou especificamente dedicadas 
ao público infantil) que, por razões diversas, têm sido votadas ao esqueci-
mento. Referimo-nos a criadoras (no feminino), na medida em que, como 
parece ser consensual e por razões que o tempo e o espaço deste breve 
estudo não possibilitam explanar, são os nomes femininos aqueles que mais 
têm sido olvidados. Recorde-se, a este título, a organização do colóquio in-
ternacional Femmes oubliées dans les arts et les lettres au Portugal (XIXe-XXe. 
siècles) [2], realizado nos dias 15 e 16 de Outubro de 2016, na Universidade 
Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV) e na Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian-Paris, ini-
ciativa da qual resultou a edição de um volume homónimo, coordenado por 
Maria Graciete Besse e Maria Araújo da Silva, no qual se coligem estudos 

1 University of Minho, Institute of Education, Campus de Gualtar, 4710 Braga, Portugal.
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aí apresentados. Trata-se, na verdade, de uma obra na qual se equacionam 
razões, recuperam e tornam visíveis expressões, contributos ou exemplos 
artísticos assinados por mulheres que, num mundo declinado no masculi-
no, continuam desconhecidas ou mal conhecidas. 

Também pessoalmente, e em concreto, no âmbito da investigação en-
cetada em torno da literatura e da ilustração que têm na criança o seu pre-
ferencial destinatário extratextual, temos envidado esforços nesse mesmo 
sentido, pesquisando e publicando estudos parcelares acerca de autoras/
criadoras como Virgínia de Castro e Almeida, Ana de Castro Osório, Sarah 
Affonso, Maria Keil, Leonor Praça, Maria Cecília Correia, Maria Isabel 
César Anjo ou Maria Cândida Mendonça. Estamos, naturalmente, cientes 
do muito que ainda se impõe concretizar e dos muitos outros nomes que 
merecem, de igual modo, um olhar retrospectivo e analítico, ou uma inves-
tigação que certamente determinaria a clarificação da sua presença e do seu 
lugar na História da Literatura e da Ilustração Portuguesas para a Infância. 
Referimo-nos, por exemplo, a Lília da Fonseca, Maria Lamas, Madalena 
Gomes, Patrícia Joyce, Alice Gomes, Raquel e Mamia Roque Gameiro, 
Laura Costa, entre outras. São, com efeito, personalidades cuja acção se 
repartiu por quadrantes tão diversos como a escrita, a ilustração, o ensino 
ou a intervenção social e cuja produção literária para a infância, conquanto 
mencionada nos principais referenciais teóricos de índole históriográfica, 
nomeadamente Rocha (1984) e Gomes (1997), continua a carecer de uma 
abordagem simultaneamente panorâmica, monográfica e analítica. 

As ilustrações de Ana Leão
para os textos de Leonor Santa-Rita:
dois discursos em consonância
Na linha do que temos vindo a concretizar, no presente estudo, optámos 
por centrar a nossa atenção no trabalho ilustrativo de Ana Leão e na 
produção literária de Leonor Santa-Rita, designadamente num conjunto 
de volumes publicados com assinatura concomitante destas duas autoras 
que, no final da década de 70 e nos primeiros anos da década de 80 do sé-
culo XX, contribuiram para uma abertura estética da literatura potencial-
mente destinada ao leitor infantil. Note-se que as duas autoras principia-
ram a edição dos seus trabalhos criativos preferencialmente para crianças 
no dealbar de uma nova época histórica no nosso país, após o terminus do 
Estado Novo que a Revolução dos Cravos marcou. De facto, “rasgadas” 
que são, então, as conhecidas Instruções sobre Literatura Infantil, pro-
mulgadas, em 1950, pelos Serviços de Censura, vários são os criadores 
que, na literatura e na arte, passam a expressar-se de forma inovadora, 
criativa e livre, versando temáticas anteriormente raras, como a infância 
desprotegida ou a protecção do ambiente, ou recorrendo a estratégias e/
ou técnicas visuais que integram, por exemplo, o recorte e a colagem ou 
a fotografia, apenas para citar alguns exemplos, devedoras, em certos 
casos, de estéticas como o Expressionismo, o Cubismo e Surrealismo.   

Com efeito, e em rigor, da autoria de Leonor Santa, identificámos a 
existência de sete volumes, a saber: Gosto de Ti (1977), Se Tu Quiseres (1979), 
Um Sótão com Música (1979), Histórias da Manhã Cedo (198-), Tu Poderás... 
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Todos Queremos (1982), Bolas de Sabão (1983) e A Semana (1983). Com 
ilustrações assinadas por Ana Leão, assinalamos a existência de nove obras. 
Além de Se Tu Quiseres... (1979), Um Sótão com Música (1979), Tu Poderás... 
Todos Queremos (1982), Bolas de Sabão (1983) e A Semana (1983), os cinco da 
autoria de Leonor Santa-Rita, como registámos, a artista em pauta ilustrou 
A Velha do Bosque e Os Quatro Irmãos, ambos da autoria de Matilde Rosa 
Araújo, Histórias do Arco-Íris, de José Jorge Letria, e História de Rutra O 
Menino Artur, de Maria Rosa Dias Costa. Curiosamente, estas quatro obras 
vieram todas a lume em 1983, com a chancela da Livros Horizonte. 

Assim, focar-nos-emos em cinco obras, a saber Se Tu Quiseres... 
(1979), Um Sótão com Música (1979), Tu Poderás... Todos Queremos (1982), 
Bolas de Sabão (1983) e A Semana (1983), não sem antes deixarmos 
registado o facto de o percurso biográfico de ambas as artistas ser quase 
desértico. Por outras palavras, não é sequer possível encontrar as datas de 
nascimento (nem de óbito, se já tiver ocorrido) ou definir uma cronologia 
artística de cada uma, por exemplo. De Ana Leão, constata-se a existência 
de um quadro da sua autoria, intitulado «A Emancipação do Sonho»2, 
integrado na colecção Gulbenkian. Sobre Leonor Santa-Rita, que merece 
um verbete no Dicionário de Literatura Infantil Portuguesa, da autoria de 
António Garcia Barreto [1], conhece-se a sua colaboração no «semaná-
rio democrático» Barca Nova3, o seu envolvimento político enquanto 
militante do PCP, bem como a sua actividade enquanto bibliotecária4. Em 
contrapartida e nos antípodas do aludido desconhecimento, a verdade 
é que a parceria entre a escrita de uma e a ilustração de outra resultou 
num conjunto de volumes criativos e inovadores, de difusão considerável, 
presentes em bibliotecas escolares e municipais, lidos por leitores infantis 
em distintos contextos, um acervo que, de facto, possuiu muita relevância 
na formação dos pequenos leitores dos anos 80 do século XX.  

É sobre estes volumes, portanto, que recairá a nossa análise, um 
percurso ou uma apresentação que seguirá um/a ordem/critério crono-
lógico (data de publicação). 

A primeira obra que analisaremos 
intitula-se  Se tu quiseres... e versa uma te-
mática que, à época da sua edição (1979), 
se revestia de novidade e que, aliás, ainda 
permanece actual: a protecção da natu-
reza ou do ambiente. Mas não é apenas 
este o tópico ficcionalizado. 

Na verdade, com este cruzam-se 
os temas da liberdade, da responsabili-
dade cívica e da necessária intervenção 
social e, até, da valorização dos afectos, 

2 Vide https://gulbenkian.pt/museu/works_cam/emancipacao-do-sonho-147020/ (consultado no dia 
03/03/2018).
3 Vide http://arepublicano.blogspot.com.es/2017/12/barca-nova-semanario-democratico.html 
(consultado no dia 03/03/2018).
4 Estes dados biográficos, breves alusões encontradas online, foram descobertos e cedidos pela Drª 
Andréa Duarte, que connosco partilhou gentil e generosamente a sua pesquisa. Deixamos, assim, aqui 
registado o nosso profundo agradecimento.

Fig. 1. Capa de Se Tu 
Quiseres…
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em detrimento do materialismo. São veios que perpassam, com subtileza, 
texto e ilustrações, componentes apresentadas segundo um esquema 
visual e/ou gráfico replicado página a página, ou seja, nas páginas pares, 
encontram-se os segmentos verbais, sempre breves, enquanto as páginas 
ímpares surgem preenchidas, na totalidade, pelo registo pictórico.  

O discurso verbal, de índole poética, prolonga o título do volume, des-
dobrando-se em sete estrofes, de extensão, métrica e rima variáveis (no caso 
da rima, assinale-se a presença de rima interna, por exemplo, em «rápidas 
máquinas» [6] ou em «portas soltas» [6]), quase todas introduzidas pela 
expressão titular que funciona como uma espécie de refrão. Trata-se de um 
discurso assente em estratégias como a metáfora e a comparação recorrentes 
(«Os meninos voarão/como os pássaros/nas árvores» [6]; «O mundo será 
quente/como uma grande mão» [6]), a adjectivação assídua e expressiva, ou 
o sensorialismo (sensações auditivas), a que se alia um uso simbólico de ele-
mentos como pássaros, gaiolas e mão, sugerindo, sucinta e respectivamente, 
a liberdade, a prisão/aprisionamento e a acção/o potencial humana/o.

A construção visual, respon-
dendo eficazmente ao texto verbal, 
evidencia traços singulares e fre-
quentes que ressurgirão nos volumes 
posteriormente editados. Referi-
mo-nos, mais especificamente, ao 
recorte e à colagem, técnica mista à 
qual se associa também o desenho a 
caneta de feltro, por exemplo. 

A intersecção de planos, a sobre-
posição de elementos, a mimetização 
do desenho infantil, entre outras, dominam o registo pictórico de Ana Leão. 
O predomínio cromático do azul, a assiduidade da presença da figura da 
criança e de elementos da natureza, bem como as sugestões actanciais (o voo, 
o salto, entre outros) reiteram os mais relevantes eixos ideotemáticos da obra.

Em síntese, num registo marcada-
mente poético e socialmente implicado, 
este pequeno livro, mesmo tendo sido 
publicado já há quase quatro décadas, 
mantém a actualidade. Procurando, 
logo desde o título, envolver e responsa-
bilizar o seu potencial destinatário, este 
é um volume centrado em temáticas 
que também pontuam obras contem-
porâneas. A uma justa crítica à poluição 
sonora, à industrialização e ao materia-
lismo, por exemplo, a autora contrapõe 

o elogio da liberdade, da infância e da união entre os homens, bem como 
a esperança no futuro, um espaço semântico eficazmente sustentado 
também pelos “quadros visuais” de Ana Leão.

Datado do mesmo ano, 1979, e ostentando a mesma arquitectura gráfi-

Fig. 2. Miolo de Se Tu 
Quiseres…

Fig. 3. Capa de Um 
Sótão com Música
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ca, Um Sótão com Música constitui o Nº 16 da colecção «Caracol» da Plátano5. 
Possuindo uma composição verbo-icónica comum na colecção em 

causa6, ou seja, a uma página na qual se regista apenas texto verbal segue-
se uma dominada pela ilustração, a obra guarda um discurso literário 
pautado por uma especial poeticidade. A música, sugerida pelo título, 
consubstancia-se no texto a partir da referência sucessiva a cinco instru-
mentos, a saber: um violino, uma flauta, um violoncelo, uma harpa e um 
oboé. Assim, cada uma das cinco estrofes que medeia o segmento intro-
dutório – «Era uma vez um sótão/um violino, uma flauta, um violoncelo, 
uma harpa e um oboé.» [7] – e o desenlace do relato – «Mas um dia/todos 
juntos começaram a tocar, a tocar / e a música espalhou-se pela rua/e 
toda a gente soube/que eles estavam lá.» [7] –, apresenta-se centrada 
nos instrumentos mencionados e na sua actuação. Em relação a todos, se 
constata o recurso à personificação, procedimento retórico através do qual 
se dá conta dos seus estados de espírito e/ou do seu retrato psicológico: 
«violino aborrecido» [10], «flauta tímida e fininha» [7], «violoncelo (...) 
só» [7], «a harpa deixava cair as notas tristes» [7] – note-se aqui também 
a hipálage – e «oboé (...) esquecido» [7]. Perpassa este segundo momento 
do discurso, composto pela alusão enumerativa aos cinco instrumentos, 
como sugerimos, as ideias de abandono, solidão, tristeza e invisibilidade, 
construção semântica que se inverte, em definitivo, no desenlace: «Mas 
um dia/todos juntos começaram a tocar, a tocar/e a música espalhou-se 
pela rua/e toda a gente soube/que eles estavam lá.» [7]. Na verdade, deste 
segmento conclusivo emerge um significativo veio ideotemático, em 
concreto a união, deixando-se uma nota de optimismo. Em certa medida, 
é possível perscrutar também, neste mesmo trecho, a ideia de partilha e, 
mesmo, até, de democratização da música e da arte, em geral.    

O discurso visual, além de integrar elementos icónicos tradicionalmente 
representativos de um sótão ou daquilo que aí é guardado, como bonecas 
antigas ou mobiliário que caiu em desuso, por exemplo, recria cada um dos 
instrumentos e contempla um conjunto de figuras humanas – muitas delas 
infantis – a eles ligadas, todas com uma aparência resgatada ao passado, asse-
melhando-se, pela indumentária, por exemplo, a personagens do século XIX. 
Aliás, é a própria composição pictórica da capa que propõe cataforicamente 
o universo ideotemático que deixámos registado, destacando-se como um 

espaço visual onde se associam expressi-
vamente elementos diversos, como uma 
figura infantil segurando um instrumento 
e, junto a esta, uma boneca, bem como 
mobiliário antigo.

Já em 1982, Leonor Santa-Rita e 
Ana Leão assinam Tu Poderás… Todos 
Queremos, volume publicado pelo 
Secretariado Nacional de Reabili-

5 Recorde-se que, anteriormente, em 1977, Leonor Santa-Rita publicou, nesta mesma coleção (nº 12), o 
volume Gosto de Ti, com ilustrações de Carlos Barradas.
6 Veja-se, por exemplo, os volumes A cadeira que sabe música (1975), de António Torrado, ou A cidade dos 
automóveis (1975), de Maria Cândida Mendonça.

Fig. 4. Capa de Tu Po-
derás… Todos Queremos
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tação, organismo criado pelo Decreto -Lei 346/77, na dependência 
da Presidência do Conselho de Ministros e que tutelava o âmbito da 
«reabilitação e integração social de indivíduos deficientes». 

Esta é uma obra que encerra propósitos explícitos e uma forte inten-
cionalidade cívica e/ou social. O texto verbal, apresentando uma maior 
extensão do que os anteriormente revisitados, glosa poeticamente o tópico 
da vida daqueles cuja mobilidade é reduzida ou que padecem de algum tipo 
de constrangimento físico, revelando uma emotiva solidariedade e um tom 
que apela à acção ou ao gesto. Para tanto, a autora, bipartindo o texto (ou 
seja, na primeira parte alude às dificuldades e, na segunda parte, acentua a 
importância de agir), recorre a um registo profundamente sensível, pontua-
do, por exemplo, de expressivas metáforas e da mobilização de elementos 
simbólicos (como muro, dedos, luz, entre outros). A visão optimista e enco-
rajadora substantiva-se na mobilização de mecanismos técnico-discursivos 
como a adjectivação, a personificação e os cruzamentos de sensações vi-
suais e auditivas, resultando muitas vezes em sinestesias. Releia-se, a título 
exemplificativo, o seguinte segmento: «Os gestos falam/no silêncio dos 
pântanos/vibrantes borboletas/dizem as cores do arco-íris//A mão inábil 
o ágil pensamento/Uma pomba solta-se a cada movimento/Outros anos 
virão nós os construímos//O que importa é o gesto/A força da vontade aqui 
reposta/O coração aquece com as palavras repetidas» [8].

A construção imagética corrobora o sentido eufórico do discurso ver-
bal. Recorrendo, uma vez mais, a uma técnica mista, baseada no recorte 
e colagem de segmentos variados, designadamente fotografias, especial-
mente de crianças ou elementos da natureza, à qual se associa o desenho, 
por exemplo, composto a canetas de feltro, as ilustrações ostentam uma 
composição cromática que privilegia os tons fortes, vivos e contrastan-
tes. Nestas, constata-se, ainda, uma mescla de aspectos resgatados ao 
real empírico que, criativamente associados, compõem cenários de cariz 
metafórico, pontuados, por vezes, de elementos simbólicos – como a 
borboleta ou a pomba, por exemplo.  

Bolas de Sabão, datado de 1983, inaugura a colecção «Sete Estrelas» 
da Livros Horizonte.

Esta é uma narrativa concisa e escrita num discurso muito expressivo, 
poético, pleno de originais segmentos verbais e pictóricos profundamente 
metafóricos, marcados pela personificação – veja-se, por exemplo, a afirma-

ção «A bola amarela toda feliz ficou a rir 
para baixo e para cima num balancé de 
nuvens» [9] – e por elementos simbóli-
cos, como o arco-íris e as suas cores.

O texto cresce, assim, a partir da 
afirmação «Eram sete bolas de sabão e 
tinham as cores do arco-íris» [9], abrin-
do-se em várias associações pontuadas 
por diferentes cores (azul, verde, ama-
relo, vermelho e, por fim, as cores do 
arco-íris), por vezes, só identificáveis na 
própria ilustração, como acontece logo 

Fig. 5. Capa de Bolas 
de Sabão
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em «A primeira [cor] muito pequenina/escon-
deu-se no bibe duma menina/e adormeceu» 
[9], sequência verbal só inteiramente descodi-
ficada após a contemplação da respectiva ima-
gem, na qual surge representada uma menina 
de bibe e uma bola de sabão azul. 

Clarificando melhor o que vimos de afir-
mar, refira-se que esta ilustração, a segunda 
desta obra, representa o ingresso de uma me-
nina num compartimento fechado, que possui 

dois traços, quanto a nós, muito significativos: o primeiro consiste no 
pavimento, que parece sugerir um percurso sinuoso, a percorrer pela per-
sonagem feminina até ao seu limite, uma parede, na qual surge uma bola 
azul. Já a representação visual desta bola, o segundo elemento a destacar, 
aproxima-se, no nosso entender, de um espelho, facto que poderá reflectir 
o encontro desta menina consigo mesma. A confirmar esta ideia encon-
tra-se a duplicação visual da personagem infantil já no espaço interior. 

Sucedem-se, depois, algumas sequências verbais que confirmam a 
profunda articulação intersemiótica entre palavras e imagens. Por outras 
palavras, a indefinição do texto linguístico é contrariada, não raras vezes, 
pela observação atenta das ilustrações, nas quais se incluem as “respos-
tas” para certos “enigmas poéticos”. Concretizando e exemplificando, ob-
serve-se a ilustração que acompanha o terceto «A segunda viu um circo/e 
ficou a balouçar-se no trapézio/como uma estrela.» [9]. Com efeito, e pelo 
exposto, é possível considerar esta – e outras obras co-assinadas por Leo-
nor Santa-Rita e por Ana Leão – uma obra pioneira da História do álbum 
poético [11] [12] em Portugal, género que continua, ainda no presente, em 
crescimento e em consolidação. 

O final em aberto – «E a bola vermelha prendeu-se numa bandeira e foi 
pela cidade a cantar» [9] – acaba por confirmar, de certo modo, a presença 
de um dinamismo, de uma alegria e de um entusiasmo7, que o “voo” das 
bolas de sabão e a música e/ou o canto com que encerra o livro testemu-
nham, a par do próprio arco-íris, que representa simbolicamente o anúncio 
de «felizes acontecimentos, ligados à renovação cíclica» [9]. Aliás, a pró-
pria composição visual de Ana Leão, uma vez mais, alicerçada no recorte e 
colagem de pedaços de imagens de índole variada – partes de fotografias, 
pequenas ilustrações a preto e branco ou a cores, entre outros –, expressiva-
mente sobrepostos, acentua o elogio da infância, a acção livre e a nota de 
esperança que, com subtileza, pontuam o texto de Leonor Santa-Rita.   

O que vimos de expor relativamente a Bolas de Sabão pode, em certa 
medida, ser observado também em A Semana, volume, igualmente data-
do de 1983, que constitui o  Nº 2 da colecção «Sete Estrelas». 

Sublinhe-se, desde já, o facto de este livro, juntamente com o an-
teriormente analisado, inaugurarem a importante colecção referida. O 
texto estrutura-se a partir de uma sequência de sete quadras, sustentada 

7 Neste texto, é comum o recurso a verbos actanciais, como se constata, por exemplo, em «ficou a 
balouçar-se», «foi procurar» ou «ficou a rir para baixo e para cima num balancé de nuvens» [10].

Fig. 6. Miolo de Bolas 
de Sabão
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pelos sete dias da semana, apresen-
tados sucessivamente a partir de um 
esquema paralelístico e de expressivas 
metáforas. De Segunda a Sexta-feira, 
os dias da semana são aproximados de 
ou identificados com figuras humanas 
ou personagens tipificadas, como 
uma «vendedeira/de flores e couves» 
[10] ou «um operário» [10]. No que 
diz respeito a Sábado e a Domingo, 
o discurso parece generalizar-se e as 
ideias de vida, felicidade e amizade 
emergem: «o domingo/é o dia dos 

amigos/arregaçarem as mangas/e construírem a amizade» [10]. 
As ilustrações de Ana Leão retomam algumas das estratégias e dos 

motivos recorrentes e patentes nas obras anteriormente relidas. A recu-
peração de pormenores do real quotidiano, como excertos fotográficos de 
pisos de ruas ou de muros de pedra, alia-se ao desenho a caneta de feltro 
e a lápis de cor, contribuindo para a construção de pequenos cenários nos 
quais o real e o sonho se fundem. A replicação da ilustração da capa no 
último segmento verbo-icónico dota a obra de uma certa circularidade, 
sugerindo a transitoriedade, a passagem ou a dinâmica temporal. 

Considerações finais
Em suma, os volumes analisados, atendendo à época da sua edição, 
evidenciam uma originalidade que procurámos descortinar, mantendo, 
como fomos sugerindo, uma notória actualidade. Efectivamente, as 
palavras de Leonor Santa-Rita alimentam o processo de construção das 
ilustrações de Ana Leão, artista que, nestas, revela ser uma leitora sen-
sível e atenta à escrita profundamente metafórica e simbólica da autora 
em causa. Constata-se, além de tudo, em ambas uma individualidade 
artística e uma criatividade, bem materializadas quer no estilo reconhe-
cível de Ana Leão que, em todas as obras relidas, revela uma capacidade 
expressiva muito própria8, quer na escrita de Leonor Santa-Rita, que, 
sustentada por estratégias técnico-discursivas como a metáfora, a com-
paração, a adjectivação ou a retiteração, ficcionaliza tópicos que, em boa 
verdade, se revestem de contemporaneidade. Ana Leão assina, pois, um 
singular discurso compósito, cuja principal marca individualizante talvez 
seja o recorte, a colagem e a sobreposição de elementos, estratégia mista 
que resulta numa expressão, também ela, não raras vezes, metafórica e 
simbólica, perfeitamente consentânea com os textos literários de Leonor 
Santa-Rita. Por tudo aquilo que foi dito e depois do trabalho de levanta-
mento, reunião, investigação e análise textual que concretizámos e aqui 
partilhamos, consideramos, enfim, que Ana Leão e Leonor Santa-Rita são, 

8 Basta comparar a expressão visual de Ana Leão com a de outros artistas cujo trabalho ilustrativo 
se pode apreciar, por exemplo, nas colecções «Caracol» e «Sete Estrelas», ambas da mesma época. 
Referimo-nos, por exemplo, as ilustrações de Carlos Barradas, Cristina Malaquias, Melo Frazão ou 
Teresa Dias Coelho. 

Fig. 7. Capa de A 
Semana
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assim, merecedoras de rememoração, de registo e de fixação nos capítu-
los da História da Literatura e da Ilustração Portuguesas para a Infância, 
ainda lamentavelmente tão marcada por significativos oblívios.
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Abstract

This paper explores visual adaptations of classic literature in the research 
context of digital storytelling and adaptation studies. From there, it discuss-
es the challenges in adapting Asian classics for culturally diverse audiences 
and suggests that digital illustrated books can be a practical medium.

1. Introduction
With digital storytelling happening on a global scale, equipped with 
the Internet, audiences can no longer be defined by age, nationality or 
gender. They are now grouped into the so-called “digital citizens” — a 
global demographic with cultural diversity. To serve this audience, 
media producers from dominant markets such as the US and Japan have 
seized the latest digital technologies to transform stories into multime-
dia franchises. This context presents a big challenge for local storytellers 
with budget and distribution constraints in bringing their stories and 
cultures to the digital audience. On the one hand, they need to compete 
with international media corporations in making their storytelling uni-
versally appealing. On the other hand, they must balance such univer-
sality with their own cultures and originalities.

Although questions of cultural heritage in the digital age have 
been frequently raised, research into the challenges faced by local 
storytellers is still sparse.  

To examine the matter, firstly, this paper examines the scholarship 
of transcultural adaptation and how it relates to digital storytelling. 
Secondly, it investigates the current state of visual adaptations of Asian 
classics. From there, it suggests the digital illustrated book to be a practi-
cal medium in adapting Asian classics for culturally diverse audiences. 
Later, it calls for further discussion surrounding the potential of the new 
media in transcending cultural barriers in storytelling.

2. Context 
2.1. Transcultural adaptation & digital storytelling
Adaptation reflects our demand for revisiting a story that we like and seek-
ing its variations. A retold story, being an adaptation, also needs to stand 
on its own. It is “repetition without replication”, bringing together the 
comfort of ritual and recognition with the delight of surprise and novelty. 
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It involves both memory and change, persistence, and variation. George 
Kubler points out in his book entitled The Shape of Time: Remarks on the 
History of Things that human desires in every present instance are torn 
between the replica and the invention [1, p.65]. Based on his claims, story-
telling theorist Linda Hutcheon concludes that adaptations satisfy both of 
those needs, offering us repetition and the delight of surprise [2, p.173]. Just 
as how we crave a comfort food, we like to hear a familiar story again and 
again, looking for both familiarity, a warm knowing of what might happen 
next, as well as the surprise, which gives us new insights into the story. 
According to Kubler and Hutcheon, both needs are ingrained in the human 
psyche and, therefore, universal, which explains why adaptations remain 
popular throughout different storytelling traditions.

When a story is adapted “from one country to another” [2, p.145-
146], we have transcultural adaptation. It has been practised between 
cultures and widely discussed among scholars. However, in the context 
of “cultural globalization” [2, p.146], it has received much greater atten-
tion in recent years. Transcultural adaptation not only involves apparent 
changes such as language, context, time and place, but also consists of 
political issues and questions regarding cultural preservation and repre-
sentation. Transcultural adaptations demonstrate the basic ideology of 
the cultures from which they originate as well as the novelty of their new 
adaptation contexts. When a story travels from one country to another, 
it needs to mutate to serve a new audience. Understanding the adapted 
context and the audience is crucial in the process of adaptation.

However, in the landscape of convergent digital storytelling, we can 
no longer classify the audience based only on their geography, race or 
culture. This new audience is now a group known as “digital citizens”. It has 
emerged over the past decades alongside the growth of the Web as a multi-
national, multiracial and multicultural group. Karen Mossberger, Caroline 
Tolbert and Ramona McNeal in the book entitled Digital Citizenship: The 
Internet, Society, and Participation define ‘‘digital citizens’’ as those “who 
use the Internet regularly and effectively—that is, on a daily basis” [3]. 

According to Carolyn Handler Miller in Digital Storytelling: A Creator’s 
Guide to Interactive Entertainment, to understand this audience, we need to 
look at the bigger context of digital storytelling with its “array of entertain-
ment experiences” [4, p.8-15]. In the same book, Miller’s definition of digital 
storytelling ranges from “online role-playing games involving hundreds of 
thousands of players; talking dolls with artificial intelligence; virtual reality 
simulations; hypertext fictions, digital illustrated books, action games on mo-
bile devices; and interactive cinema on full scale theatrical movie screens” [4, 
p.8-15]. Digital storytelling is no longer seen merely as traditional storytelling 
in digital. As the latest digital technologies redefine communication, it re-
shapes the relationship between the storytellers, the audience and the stories.

2.2. Engaging a new audience
In serving such a global audience of vast cultural diversity, digital story-
telling “reaches its audience via digital technology and media—micro-
processors, wireless signals, the Web, and so on” [4, p.8-15]. Besides all 
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of the capabilities that it inherits from traditional storytelling, interactiv-
ity “is one of its hallmarks” [4, p.8-15]. Carolyn Handler Miller observes: 
“the first storytellers had only a single simple tool at their disposal—the 
spoken word—while later storytellers had more sophisticated methods 
of spinning tales, using actors, music, sound effects, and ultimately, 
filmed images. But digital storytellers, the newcomers in this long line 
of narrative artists, have an additional tool in their toolkit, something 
even more potent: interactivity” [4, p.8-15]. With interactivity, digital 
storytelling presents a space for the storytellers and the audience to 
connect and co-create not only stories but also universes. Older media 
cannot support interactivity — back-and-forth communication between 
the audience and the material. This is a radical difference between older 
media and new media. 

In only a few decades, digital storytelling which spreads throughout 
media platforms has gone from a niche activity to acquiring a worldwide 
consumer base that reaches millions, the majority of whom are young 
people. This demographic grow up with digital technology and demand 
more in their storytelling experience. Answering to the needs or, to be 
more precise, anticipating the needs of this demographic is tough but es-
sential for storytellers nowadays.

Sitting in the context of digital storytelling, transcultural adaptation 
has grown into “cross-media productions, intended to work as a storytell-
ing approach in conjunction with other media” [4, p.47]. Through inter-
activity and adaptation of stories, local storytellers and culturally diverse 
audiences can communicate and co-create; therefore, the lines between 
them are no longer clear. New media scholar Janet Murray has written of 
the “encyclopedic capacity” of digital media, which she thinks will lead to 
new narrative forms as audiences seek information beyond the limits of 
the individual story and go towards “world-making” [ 5]. 

Connecting this phenomenon and adaptations’ demands of repetition 
and innovation, we find endless potential for cultural exchange in storytell-
ing throughout platforms. A story from one culture told in digital lends itself 
to the participatory and interactive nature of the medium. Localisation, 
therefore, is defined not only by the storytellers, but also by each individual 
audience’s interpretation. With the participatory nature of digital storytell-
ing platforms, their interpretations can also be shared with other audiences 
and storytellers in a feedback loop. On the one hand, this unique capacity 
removes from the storytellers total control of the intended content. On the 
other hand, it opens up a space of co-creation wherein each individual audi-
ence plays its part in the transcultural adaptation process.

3. Retelling Asian classics in digital 
3.1. Transcultural adaptations of Asian classics
Visual adaptations of Asian literature have been frequently debated among 
scholars and practised by storytellers. Asian myths are potent stories, “ripe 
for reinterpretation as they are handed down from one generation to the 
next” [7]. Despite being vulnerable to scholarly criticism, visual adaptations 
of Asian classics are often well received by Asian as well as non-Asian audi-
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ences. Indeed, they answer to the public’s demands for revisiting familiar 
stories while finding novelty in each variation, as discussed earlier.

Throughout Asia, classic novels and folk tales have been adapted in 
all genres, not only in their own origins but also by nearby countries. Paul 
Gravett documented in his book entitled Mangasia: The Definitive Guide to 
Pan-Asian Comic Art that contemporary Chinese storytellers still devote 
big productions to bring back the country’s four classic canons, i.e. Journey 
to the West; Romance of the Three Kingdoms; Dream of the Red Chamber; and 
Water Margin [6]. Early visual adaptations of Journey to the West can be 
found in China’s Republican period (1912–1949) as early comics from the 
1920s and 1930s. In 1941, Shanghai Film Studio made China’s first ani-
mated film, Princess Iron Fan, which was adapted from a chapter in Journey 
to the West. They later went on to make another adaptation of the story’s 
first seven chapters into Uproar in Heaven (1965), marking China’s golden 
age in animation. In 2005, JR Comics began to produce graphic novels of 
China’s four classics in Korea, combining Chinese artist Wei Dong Chen’s 
traditional painting techniques with modernised translations. More 
recently, another adaptation, the Magic 1,000 Characters series, became 
a phenomenon by adding an educational angle to encourage parents to 
buy the comics for their young children. In Japan, Yokoyama Mitsuteru 
dedicated nearly 20 years to adapting Water Margin (1967–1971) and 
Three Kingdoms (1971–1986 ). In 1984, China made one of its popular and 
longest-running shows of all time into a live-action TV series of Journey 
to the West. Taiwanese artist Chen Hyung-yao introduced modernity and 
motorcycle mayhem to his Journey to the West in 1986, while Hong Kong 
creator Chan Mou (1970–) has expanded The Three Kingdoms into continu-
ing saga The Ravages of Time, a rare example of a Hong Kong series that is 
widely exported and popular throughout much of Asia. It is clear that at 
least China’s four great classics show no signs of fading into obscurity [7].

The same is true for the two greatest Sanskrit tales of Hinduism, the 
Mahabharata and the Ramayana. Not only being prominent over centu-
ries in traditional Indian arts, their portrayal became more contemporary 
and Westernised in 1984, when Raya Ravi Varma (1848–1906 ) began 
issuing affordable prints of his oil portraits of the stories’ characters. In 
1967, Anant Pai (1929–2011) brought this epic to life again in comic books 
in the series entitled Amar Chitra Katha. In the 21st century, the story was 
retold by influential medicine doctor Deepak Chopra (1947–) and Virgin 
boss Richard Branson (1950–) in a contemporary adaptation that also 
attracted non-Indian audiences. In 2012, young urban writer Samhita Arni 
(1984–) joined traditional Patua narrative scroll artist Moya Chitrakar in 
retelling the Ramayana from the point of view of the heroine, Sita, in Sita’s 
Ramayama, which gives the story a fresh feminine angle.

These traditional tales continue to be adapted throughout Asia, 
thanks to how “both the pleasure and the frustration of experiencing 
an adaptation is the familiarity bred through repetition and memory” 
[2, p.145-146]. Outside of Asia, visual adaptations of these classics have 
proven to be popular among non-Asian audiences as well. A few notable 
examples are English director Peter Brook’s The Mahabharata (1985) stage 
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play, followed by a film in 1989; American comic artist Gene Yang’s Ameri-
can Born Chinese in 2006, a contemporary comic adaptation of Journey to 
the West; and Ramayana by Pixar artist Divine Loophole in 2010. As visual 
adaptations of these classics continue to grow outside of Asia, they offer a 
glance at Asian cultures and philosophies. They represent local tradi-
tions that are still unfamiliar to non-Asian audiences, while the stories 
are entertaining and consist of universal themes to which audiences of all 
ages and cultures can relate. For instance, Journey to the West presents the 
“hero’s journey” [8] and the path to self-realisation; Mahabharata discuss-
es the natural law of cause and effect; and love between the opposite sex is 
prominent in Japan’s The Tale of Genji and the Ramayana of India. 

With the growing digital audience, many contemporary Asian story-
tellers turn to their classic stories to present their countries’ heritage to the 
world. The decision to return to classic tales and novels (which are now 
in the public domain or have become a part of natural heritage) is a smart 
choice for small local studios and independent filmmakers and artists [ 5, 
p.145-146]. The stories are known by their own people, and in some cases 
might have been introduced beforehand to other cultures by adaptors 
before them. The next imperative question is as follows: which digital 
media suit small productions’ visual adaptations while answering to the 
“interactivity-crave” of digital citizens?

Carolyn Handler Miller comments that in digital storytelling, inter-
activity profoundly changes the way in which we experience a work of 
entertainment. “We go from being a member of the audience to becoming 
a participant. Instead of passively watching, listening, or reading, we take 
on an active role” [4, p.8-15]. However, interactive storytelling also raises a 
valid concern when applied to transcultural adaptation: if media consumers 
explore the content freely without the creators’ control, how can the origi-
nal stories’ ideology and cultural heritage be preserved? Linda Hutcheon 
points out that to experience a particular work as an adaptation, “we need 
to recognize it as such and to know its adapted text, thus allowing the latter 
to oscillate in our memories with what we are experiencing” [2, p.120-121]. 
She believes that for an adaptation to be successful in its own right, it must 
be accompanied by the knowledge of the original work, “both knowing and 
unknowing audiences” [2, p.120-121]. Bringing this requirement into digital 
storytelling, wherein the unknowing audience have the liberty with which 
to alter the narratives, how can the storyteller integrate the knowledge of 
the adapted text and maintain control of the story’s coherence? In other 
words, in transcultural adaptations, how can the audience’s participation be 
balanced with the core elements of the original work? These are the funda-
mental questions that local storytellers need to address.

As discussed earlier, an adaptation’s attraction consists of being fa-
miliar as well as original. A transcultural adaptation is not a conversation 
between the adapter with the original work and an audience who might 
never have known about the work beforehand. Therefore, we could agree 
that if a transcultural adaptation is intended to present local traditions to 
a larger audience, objective certainly should be articulated and controlled 
by the storyteller. If the audience are given too much liberty in their inter-
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active participation, the adaptation may result in countless interpretations 
but fall short in presenting the cultural aspects. This is particularly evident 
in the case of digital game adaptations, wherein the storytelling relies 
heavily on players’ choices. For instance, in recent years, many attempts 
have been made by both Asian and Western productions to bring back the 
Chinese classic Journey to the West as digital games without remarkable 
success. A few examples are Gametec’s Legend of Wukong (1996 ), Ninja 
Theory’s adventure game Enslaved: Odyssey to the West (2010), Electro 
Source’s PlayStation game Monkey Magic (2000) and The Pinnacles Inter-
active’s recent iPad book The Monkey King (2013). Legend of Wukong adopts 
the visual style and the mechanics of Nintendo’s adventure games. Al-
though a few characters are based on the original novel, the narrative con-
tent presents very little of Chinese culture. Ninja Theory’s digital game 
Enslaved: Odyssey to the West is rendered in a highly realistic 3D style to 
present a convincing virtual world with the content and characters influ-
enced by mainstream sci-fi games. Except for calling the main character 
Monkey King, the game does not present the Chinese cultural elements 
or ideas from the novel. Similarly, Monkey Magic (2000) borrows a few 
elements from the novel but does little in presenting the culture. Unlike 
the mentioned games, The Pinnacles Interactive iPad book The Monkey 
King (2013) is a digital illustrated book crafted with a highly realistic visual 
style and presents many cultural themes from the novel. It also consists 
of interactive elements for readers to play with while reading the book. 
However, these interactive elements are not part of the narrative and only 
serve as animated gimmicks to the visuals. The story can be read with and 
without these functions. Among these examples, the last one delivers, to 
a great extent, the presentation of Chinese traditions in a complex story. 
Its text as well as visual coherence attract both Asian and non-Asian audi-
ences who are unfamiliar with the story. The creator is clearly in control of 
the adaptation’s content. However, its limited, random interactivity fails 
to engage with readers to co-create the adaptation. 

Is there a way in which to keep the storytellers in control of the content 
while offering the audience a substantial contribution? In A theory in Ad-
aptation, Linda Hutcheon explores storytelling throughout traditions and 
formulates three basic modes of storytelling with distinctive immersive ex-
periences: “telling, showing, and interacting with stories” [2, p.173-174]. In 
the “telling” mode, storytellers put the narratives into a predetermined set 
of text or text with visuals, as found in conventional books or radio. In the 
“showing” mode, the audience are put into a designated space in which to 
watch the narrative with the use of text, sound and visuals, such as in films, 
plays and musicals. The third mode, “interactive”, involves the participa-
tion of the audience in the storytelling, such as in interactive games and 
interactive fiction. The first mode gives readers their immersive experi-
ence from paper or sound, which requires their attention to construct an 
imaginative world in their mind. With film and performance in the second 
mode, they are given an immersive space that the work creates. In the third 
mode, according to Hutcheon, the audience become “active participants 
in a heterocosm—either a fantastic or a realistic one” [2, p.136]. In this 
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mode, they have to learn “new navigational strategies and accept a new and 
altered relationship with the creator of the work”; in return, they are given 
new encounters with virtual and fictional worlds that might increase physi-
cal and cognitive immersion [2, p.136]. 

Drawing the line between the interactive mode and digital storytelling, 
Mark Riedl and Andrew Stern define interactive narrative as “an approach 
to interactive entertainment that enables the player to make decisions that 
directly affect the direction and/or outcome of the narrative experience being 
delivered by the computer system. Interactive narrative requires two seem-
ingly conflicting requirements: coherent narrative and user agency” [9].

In addition, Marie-Laure Ryan deconstructs interactivity in digital nar-
ratives into layers based on the level of the responsiveness of the system to 
the user. Interactivity converges the traditional spaces between a book and 
game, “where the needs of storytelling are balanced with the denser (and 
technical ability) to create a dialogue between story, reader, and author” [2, 
p.175-176]. In this territory, the audience are given choices to encounter dif-
ferent elements in the fictional world. Each individual might have his or her 
different experience of the narrative. However, their choices, ultimately, are 
still created by the creator. It is up to the creator to decide whether or not 
the choices given to the audience affect the narrative. 

Some interactive media are certainly less flexible than others when 
it comes to narrative control. Hypertext fiction and interactive fiction rely 
significantly on players’ text commands to control characters and influ-
ence the environment. Digital games involve problem solving and world 
building more than rigid-structured narratives. Virtual reality theatre can 
offer an extensive immersive space, but might not be accessible to the 
global audience. Furthermore, its demanding production might not suit 
independent, budget-constrained local productions [10]. 

The digital illustrated book, in contrast, is rooted in the conventional 
literature tradition in which a solid, predefined narrative structure is 
expected by the audience. Interactive engagement and limited anima-
tions can be added, but will not necessarily lead to countless unpredictable 
versions of the story. Similar to mobile games, digital illustrated books are 
often produced and downloaded as apps that can be used on multiple mo-
bile platforms. Therefore, they are highly accessible to the digital audience. 
They do not require as much animation and user interaction as games and 
virtual simulations. Thus, the production can be more manageable for small 
enterprises. Having considered the accessibility and production factors, 
this research suggests the possibility of using digital illustrated books as a 
transcultural medium for visual adaptations of classic literature.  

3.2. Digital illustrated books for mobile devices
No more than 10 years ago, the public as well as storytellers were still unfa-
miliar with or sceptical about mobile reading devices. However, according 
to game scholar Anatasia Stalter, “as hardware has changed, its forms have 
pushed works into particular shapes. But perhaps no hardware evolution in 
this varied past will prove as important to interactive narrative as the intro-
duction of the tablet” [6, p.157]. William J. Mitchell also notices that digital 
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books, albeit with their limitations, have been “too seductive to ignore” 
[11]. They give access anytime, anywhere in the world. They are cost-
effective. They cannot go out of print. Much more than that, a digital book 
in visuals can incorporate animations, sound, and interactive elements such 
as moveable text, user-controlled characters, and so on. Unlike traditional 
printed books, with the Web, digital books can be produced by very small 
publishers, achieving instant worldwide distribution [5, p.68].

In particular, the iPad, since its release in 2010, has presented a 
new horizon for storytelling, promising to offer “new tools and models 
for interactive narratives and the increased accessibility of those tools 
have allowed for a broad range of storytellers to build on these emerging 
models for literary interaction” [6, p.157]. Currently, not too long after 
Apple’s initial campaign for the iPad as the “magical device”, we face the 
new hype in respect of the “phablet”, which converges the tablet and the 
mobile phone into an all-in-one device on which people can communi-
cate, learn, entertain and create.  

What makes illustrated books for the iPad and phablets a suitable so-
lution for presenting classic literature? There is no doubt that each digital 
medium presents a unique storytelling capability that can resonate with 
the digital audience. However, digital illustrated books can answer many 
challenges in transcultural adaptation of classic literature. With tremen-
dous storytelling potential, these mobile devices provide a platform on 
which users are no longer mere passive consumers of media or knowl-
edge. They offer intuitive tools for users to participate in the narrative, to 
be a learner and researcher of the background knowledge upon which the 
narrative content is built. They open up a brand-new arena of informa-
tion, in which users can actively choose which paths to explore further. In 
addition, they present to content developers and storytellers a convergent 
space within which to connect with their digital audience in order to 
present the media content. The user’s experience depends not only on the 
content itself, but also on the interactivity. The navigation experience and 
behaviour of users can be designed and structured together with the nar-
rative content. Unlike games and hypertext fiction in which the narratives 
rely fully on players’ actions, a digital illustrated book can retain the pre-
determined narrative structure of a book. It can include simple interactiv-
ity and players’ choice. With clickable buttons and hyperlinks, readers can 
be connected to external resources. Instead of opening up the audience’s 
choice making to alter the story, as in hypertext fiction, a digital illustrated 
book can limit the choices in visual assets, eliminating the risk of readers 
changing the story, while still reflecting their diversity.

3.3. Digital illustrated books as adaptations of Asian classics
Sissy Helff and Julie Woletz, in the discussion surrounding the challenges 
of digital storytelling, suggest that digital storytelling “can exclude the 
generating of new stories, but includes explicit means of influencing the 
telling of a given story” [12]. Just as educational storytelling cannot give 
up its educational aim, digital adaptations of classic literature cannot 
dismiss the storyteller’s cultural presentation target. For this purpose, the 
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participatory modes should only perform on the level of presentation. 
Interactivity should only be considered for communication, which, in 
turn, leads to specific interfaces and new relations between the author, the 
story and the users. However, the contexts of storytelling practice, that is, 
the intentions and motives of authors and readers, have to be prioritised. 
In other words, the use and reception of such stories are indeed predeter-
mined by the creators and cannot be altered. 

This strategy presents a practical solution for telling complex Asian 
classics such as Journey to the West, Water Margin or the Mahabharata in 
visuals. While their digital adaptations provide interactive engagement, 
narrative development is predetermined by the creator. Involvement of 
the readers, therefore, is limited in the presentation. Audiences can affect 
only the “telling” of the story but not the story itself. In visual adaptations, 
this “telling” factor should be visually driven. Accordingly, readers are 
provided with visual assets with which to personalise their own presenta-
tion of the storytelling, although the narrative content is fixed. 

The next thing to consider is the immersive space. Digital games tradi-
tionally have the advantage of a dedicated corner wherein players can sit and 
focus in order to play. However, with mobile devices, the reader or gamer can 
now play, read or interact with the story in very different contexts, which are 
not easily controlled or predicted. Users might be using their mobile devices 
with or without earphones. They might be using them at home in a quiet, pri-
vate corner or on a busy bus. Therefore, a well-thought-out digital illustrated 
book for mobile phones should take these factors into consideration and have 
them all as options so as to compromise with the reader’s convenience and 
preference. For instance, sound can be added but the story itself can still be 
enjoyed without sound. Interaction requires their attention and focus, but 
should not be too difficult for readers reading it on a bus. Clickable text and 
buttons can help readers to access resources on the Internet in order to learn 
more about the story’s background and traditions, but they should be self-
explanatory in case readers do not have an internet connection at the time of 
reading or choose not to leave the app.
In addition, we cannot neglect the limitation of the screen size. Mobile 
devices often give the audience a limited immersive space in which to 

Fig. 1. A comparison 
of how interactivity 
with players’ narrative 
choices leads to many 
different narrative pos-
sibilities, as in games or 
hypertext fiction (left), 
and how visual assets 
can be added into digi-
tal illustrated books as 
personalisation options 
that result in multiple 
presentations of a fixed 
narrative (right). 
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navigate and interact through the story, which is similar to a small-sized 
illustrated book [13]. Nevertheless, the digital industry always tries to 
match the size of the device with the virtual space that it can offer through 
the latest technologies with higher and higher resolution. We can look 
at digital illustrated books with confidence that the medium will soon 
receive the popularity that it deserves and will be more widely welcomed 
by storytellers as well as their digital audience through cultures [14].

4. Conclusion
In the growing trend of mobile usage and the Internet, digital illustrated 
books for mobile devices can answer to globalisation and transcultural 
storytelling [15]. While big productions keep pushing through transme-
dia franchises, independent storytellers can tackle the global digital 
audience through more affordable media such as digital illustrated 
books. Drawing the line between this medium and adaptations of classic 
literature, we see tremendous potential for storytelling, heritage presen-
tation, and cultural transmission [16 ].

With rapid advancement being ubiquitous in the digital world, one 
can no longer predict what the next big thing in digital storytelling will be 
[17]. Surely, we will see more and more inventions that gratify humans’ 
endless desire for storytelling. In 2006, Henry Jenkins envisioned that 
soon in the digital narrative world, the circulation of media content — 
throughout different systems — would depend heavily on consumers’ 
active participation [ 5]. Many scholars expect to see interactive art as “the 
triggering and motivating point to discuss new aesthetic object in terms 
of art and science” [18].  With this in mind, we can indeed agree that the 
responsibility of allowing inventions to expand our storytelling territo-
ries falls upon not the technologies but the storytellers. They are now 
expected to create not only stories but also the convergent experiences of 
readers, who are now players and co-creators of the narratives. With the 
latest digital technologies, we can hope to see more and more stories that 
transcend cultural barriers. As readers constantly crave familiar stories 
with novelty, we can look forward to finding more adaptations of classic 
literature in which cultural traditions meet universality.
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«Pois que Ouvir com o Olhar é o Engenho Maior»: 
da Ilustração como Acolhimento no Livro-Álbum
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Abstract

In the picturebook, whose expansion in the Portuguese publishing market 
has perhaps given even a wider breath to children’s literature, illustration 
has become a focus of particular attention, gaining greater prominence 
and contributing to the complex delight of «hear with eyes», as echoed 
in Shakespeare’s sonnet. In this paper, having as corpus of analysis two 
picturebooks, The Sleeping Grandmother (2015), by Roberto Parmeg-
giani, with illustrations by João Vaz de Carvalho, and The Heart and the 
Bottle (2010), by Oliver Jeffers, we reflect upon: i) the role of illustration as 
a privileged place for «nurturing» readers, initiating and promoting ways 
of dialoguing with the loss of loved ones, intertwined with affections; 
ii) the complicities generated between text and illustration as means of 
promoting the consolidation of caring and care through the ample recon-
struction of meanings that grow to the measure of the readers’ gaze when 
it rests on the page; iii) the contribution of the peritext(s) as a pretext(s) 
for sharing the pleasure of reading. We conclude that illustration, in these 
two picturebooks can be a fundamental element for the promotion of chil-
dren’s welfare, helping them to understand the loss as a path that opens to 
a panoply of affections that, when shared, make it possible for the readers 
to rebuild «shelters» in the heart.

1. Introdução
É consensual a relevância crescente da ilustração no âmbito do livro-ál-
bum para a infância [1] [2], independentemente da classificação tipológica 
adotada, no que respeita a este tipo de livro, pautado por uma hibridez 
que lhe confere maior versatilidade, quer no respeitante a práticas de 
literacia familiar, quer no âmbito da leitura partilhada, em distintos 
contextos educativos, formais e não formais. Assim, é reconhecida a sua 
importância relativamente ao desenvolvimento da literacia emergente 
[3], bem como o seu contributo no âmbito da promoção da literacia visual 
[4], cada vez mais valorizada na nossa sociedade. 

No estudo que dedica à ilustração de livros de literatura infanto-
juvenil na primeira década do século XXI, Sotto Mayor (2016 ) aponta 
como tendência inerente à definição do livro-álbum a presença «emi-
nentemente significante e indispensável da ilustração» [ 5], conside-
rando o contexto pictórico como promotor e facilitador da colaboração 
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dos leitores na reconstrução do manto plurissignificativo que resulta do 
diálogo texto-imagem. Entendendo-se, como frisa Ramos (2010), que 
a ilustração «(…) condiciona a relação do leitor com o texto e com o seu 
próprio olhar» [6 ], são-lhe igualmente atribuídas múltiplas funções que 
possibilitam inferir a valorização da relevância de tal componente vi-
sual. Numa breve síntese resultante dos contributos de Colomer (2005) 
[ 7] e de Ramos (2010) [8], destacamos as seguintes: i) substituição do 
texto e preenchimento das suas lacunas, promovendo a sua interpreta-
ção, a nível macro, bem como a redescoberta de significados outros que 
dela emergem; ii) mediação do discurso verbal, apoiando a descodifi-
cação dos múltiplos sentidos do texto; iii) complemento do texto; iv) 
aprofundamento do texto (quer através da ampliação da história, quer 
contribuindo para tornar o enredo mais complexo; v) encantamento dos 
leitores e incremento das suas expectativas de leitura. 

Nodelman (1988) [9] [10] sublinha, por seu turno, o caráter funda-
mental de que se reveste a ilustração no livro-álbum, permitindo aos 
leitores (re)colher detalhes imprescindíveis à compreensão na leitura, 
(constituindo, muitas vezes, a sua maior fonte de prazer), ao propiciar 
formas inusitadas e multifacetadas de aceder a informação que o texto 
(apenas) indicia. Como frisa Lewis (2001) [11], no livro-álbum «(…) the 
words on their own are always partial, incomplete, unfinished, awaiting 
the flesh of the pictures. Similarly, the pictures are perpetually pregnant 
with potential narrative meaning, indeterminate, unfinished, waiting 
the closure provided by the words». Sipe (2012) [12] corrobora a necessi-
dade de encarar o livro-álbum como um todo, propondo que tal encon-
tre eco no conceito de «sinergia», implicando que ilustração e texto se 
(re)encontram num processo simbiótico tecido de interações mútuas, 
interpelando-se, em permanência (e de forma dinâmica). Na esteira 
de tal sinergia (que desassossega, positivamente, os leitores), a leitura 
do livro-álbum reconstrói-se através do que Rodríguez (2014) [13], na 
senda de Nodelman (1988) [14], designa «elementos cinematográfi-
cos» ( por exemplo, sequências, enquadramentos, planos, ângulos) que 
promovem, em seu entender, um «jogo comunicativo» primordial com 
os «elementos materiais» (capa, contracapa, guardas, entre outros), 
os «elementos de desenho gráfico» ( por exemplo, a dupla página, os 
aspetos tipográficos), os «elementos da imagem» (a cor, a perspetiva, a 
luz, a textura, etc.) e «os «elementos narrativos» ( personagens, enredo, 
espaço, tempo, por exemplo).

Como bem resume Pascolati (2017), «A ilustração é o modo do ilustra-
dor revelar, em consonância com o texto do autor, sua visão do mundo, mas 
nessa construção há sempre lugar para a interação do leitor, que integra ao 
livro a sua própria visão de mundo» [14], repetidamente, ao abrigo de tal 
singularidade. No livro-álbum, no âmbito do processo de releitura, «The 
reader turns from verbal to visual and back again, in an ever-expanding 
concatenation of understanding» [15], pelo caráter único da sua reconheci-
da complexidade e sofisticação enquanto objeto estético [16] que se vai me-
tamorfoseando, de forma generosa, aos olhos dos leitores, eternos curiosos 
que se deixam afagar e embalar nos ritmos que vão iluminando as páginas.
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Face ao referido, nesta reflexão, tendo como corpus de análise dois 
livros-álbum, A Avó Adormecida (2015), de Roberto Parmeggiani [17], com 
ilustrações de João Vaz de Carvalho, e O Coração e a Garrafa (2010), de 
Oliver Jeffers [18], procuramos indagar: i) o papel da ilustração enquanto 
lugar privilegiado de acolhimento dos leitores, encetando e promovendo 
formas de dialogar com a perda de entes queridos, entretecendo-a de 
afetos; ii) o modo como as cumplicidades geradas entre texto e ilustração, 
promovem a consolidação do cuidar e do cuidado através da reconstrução 
ampla de sentidos que crescem à medida do olhar dos leitores, quando 
repousa na página; iii) o contributo do(s) peritexto(s) como pretexto(s) 
para a partilha do prazer de ler.

2. Percursos de leitura 
Nesta seção apresentamos uma proposta de percursos de leitura no âmbi-
to dos quais a ilustração é entendida enquanto elo fundamental na relação 
que os leitores estabelecem com a narrativa, num processo de recipro-
cidade alimentado por uma multiplicidade de detalhes que contribuem 
para redimensionamentos do afeto e do acolhimento.

2.1. A Avó Adormecida – do Abraço Onde Cabe Todo o Amor
A Avó Adormecida (2015) [19], da autoria de Roberto Parmeggiani com 
ilustrações de João Vaz de Carvalho, integra a coleção «Livros para 
Sonhar», da Kalandraka Editora, coleção caracterizada por elevada 
qualidade estética, oferecendo múltiplos e diversificados itinerários de 
leitura. Este livro -álbum é recomendado pelo Plano Nacional de Leitu-
ra (PNL) no âmbito de «Apoio a projetos/Educação para a Cidadania, 
3.º, 4 .º, 5.º e 6.º anos de escolaridade», tendo recebido, em Itália, o 
«Premio Letterario Anna Osti Edizione» (2013), no âmbito da «Sezioni 
narrativa per l’infanzia».

O título do livro remete, desde logo, para o estabelecimento de uma 
relação intertextual com a «A Bela Adormecida», recuperando reencanta-
mentos da infância e fazendo, porventura, germinar memórias saborosas 
de leituras partilhadas. Mas o que mais sobressai na capa, expandindo o(s) 
significado(s) de tal título, é o protagonismo visual atribuído à avó ador-
mecida, cujo sorriso amplia a ternura que acolhe os leitores e cuja doçura 
é reforçada pelo cabelo da avó, lembrando o algodão-doce. 

Se as guardas iniciais do livro-álbum resguardam papagaios de papel que 
podem, também, abrigar memórias da infância, importa destacar a dedicató-
ria que antecipa a página de rosto: «A todas as avós que esquecem. / A todos 
os netos, para que recordem. / À minha avó, que fazia pão e me levava até ao 
mar.». Um banco de jardim, onde repousa um pássaro, corrobora a ausência 
e a perda celebrada em tal dedicatória, ao mesmo tempo que abre espaço ao 
diálogo sobre as mesmas, revelando particular cuidado do autor e do ilustra-
dor. Tal cuidado é redobrado pela opção, em exclusivo, pela dupla página, ao 
longo do livro-álbum, o que possibilita não só uma amplificação dos espaços 
retratados (quer os interiores, como o quarto da avó), quer os exteriores 
(como o jardim ou o parque), como permite destacar a evolução da doença da 
avó e os momentos de enorme afeto gerados na interação com o neto.
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A narrativa inicia-se com o sono tranquilo da avó, silêncio que se 
demarca numa ampla ilustração em que sobressai a fixidez do olhar do 
neto, misto de admiração e de alguma tristeza, explicitadas através do 
recurso à expansão frásica, que as acentua: «A minha avó dorme. / A 
minha avó dorme o dia todo. / A minha avó dorme o dia todo, desde há 
um mês». Tal recurso encontra paralelismo duas páginas adiante, numa 
belíssima ilustração retratando a avó (sorrindo enquanto dorme, sob o 
olhar atento do neto), tendo como pano de fundo um navio e a imensi-
dão do mar, em harmoniosa articulação com o texto apresentado, que 
corrobora a sua relevância: «A minha avó talvez sonhe. / A minha avó 
talvez sonhe com coisas de que gosta. / A minha avó talvez sonhe com o 
mar, com limonada, pão e papagaios de papel».

Para a descrição do rol de «coisas um pouco estranhas» que a avó 
andava a fazer, a ilustração ganha tons sóbrios, sendo a sala e o jardim 
espaços que resguardam o espanto do menino e dos seus pais perante 
os comportamentos inusitados da primeira ( por exemplo, arrancar flo -
res no jardim para fazer sopa ou vestir-se a preceito para dançar uma 
valsa, a sós, na cozinha).

É, porém, na partilha de afetos entre avó e neto que o acolhimento 
ganha particular fôlego, funcionando a ilustração como espaço privilegia-
do onde tais afetos pululam, quer por deliciosamente retratar momentos 
de leitura partilhada, quer por fazer eco da imensa alegria e da incompa-
rável doçura com que se reconstroem memórias do lanche e das idas ao 
quiosque para comprar cromos. O reparo «Abraçava-me a toda a hora, e 
eu desaparecia no seu amor» articula-se de forma poética e superiormen-
te bela com o protagonismo visual do abraço entre avó e neto, refletindo 
um amor que cresce – se possível – ainda mais através do contraste de 
tamanho entre as personagens, avó e neto. 

Ampliando, sobremaneira, o quar to onde a avó dorme, a dupla 
página revela-se, vezes sem conta, espaço cúmplice da ilustração 
para estabelecer um for te pacto de afetos com os leitores, num 
acolhimento sem par, por permitir reforçar a impor tância dos elos 
indeléveis entre avó e neto – ela, agigantando -se em tranquilidade 
e em bem- estar; ele, olhando -a fixamente, retribuindo -lhe o sorriso 
que os leitores também recebem. 

Os cuidados do neto são igualmente corroborados através do surgi-
mento de um novo objeto no quarto, uma cadeira com o desenho de um 
pequeno coração, na qual o menino se senta, todas as tardes, para ler à 
sua avó o seu livro favorito, retribuindo-lhe o carinho recebido e fazendo 
perdurar a sua união. 

As consequências da perda da avó ( justificadas pelo aparecimento 
de um príncipe encantado que lhe dá um beijo e a desperta, para depois 
partirem juntos) são reforçadas pelo vazio imenso que sobra e ecoa no 
quarto, sublinhado não só através do protagonismo visual de uma cama 
vazia onde a avó «já não sonha mais», mas também pela presença do me-
nino, cuja vulnerabilidade cresce através do contraste estabelecido com 
o espaço em que se insere. Da presença/ausência sentidas alimenta-se o 
vazio, transbordando para os leitores.
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Como frisa Ondjaki [20] «Um só olhar / pode ser uma voz não 
dita»; é o que sucede no fecho desta narrativa, quando uma noi-
te estrelada invade e transborda da dupla página, sugerindo que 
talvez nesse céu iluminado o neto busque a avó, embalada em doces 
sonhos. Os leitores, aconchegados nas estrelas, escutarão, porventu-
ra, no olhar do menino, que a perda também pode ser domicílio do 
amor, o acolhimento maior.

2.2. O Coração e a Garrafa – da Redescoberta de Mundos
A protagonista de O Coração e a Garrafa (2010) [21], de Oliver Jeffers, é 
uma menina que «queria saber tudo / o que havia para saber / acerca do 
mundo», sendo a sua curiosidade insaciável alimentada por uma figura 
masculina mais velha ( pai/avô), até ao seu desaparecimento. O vazio 
instalado leva a menina a guardar o coração num sítio seguro – uma gar-
rafa – solução que, ao longo do tempo, se revela (inesperadamente) pre-
cária. O livro venceu o British Book Design and Production Awards (2010) 
na categoria Children’s Track e, à semelhança de outros livros-álbum de 
Oliver Jeffers, promove uma relação intrínseca entre imagem e texto que 
exige a interação ativa dos leitores e os convida à leitura partilhada em 
contexto escolar e extraescolar (embora no PNL seja recomendado para 
leitura autónoma – 2.º ano de escolaridade).

Como sublinha Mia Couto [22], «A infância é quando ainda não 
é demasiado tarde. É quando estamos disponíveis para nos surpreen-
dermos, para nos deixarmos encantar». Tal é, porventura, a missão 
deste livro-álbum, desde a capa e da lombada. Na capa, uma garrafa 
de dimensões generosas dá abrigo ao título da obra, apontando para o 
destaque que assumirá o coração, valorização muito bem conseguida 
quer através da escolha de um tamanho e tipo de letra que se diferen-
ciam, quer através do contraste entre a garrafa e a menina cuja vulne-
rabilidade é acentuada por lhe dar amparo. Na lombada, uma pequena 
garrafa encapsula o nome da editora «Orfeu Negro», aspeto reiterado na 
página de rosto. As guardas iniciais e finais deste livro-álbum merece-
ram, igualmente, particular cuidado por parte do autor que assim cuida 
dos leitores: no primeiro caso, pela multiplicação de afetos espelhada 
no conjunto de imagens que retratam, reiteradamente, momentos de 
partilha de cumplicidades do quotidiano entre o pai/o avô e a menina; 
no segundo caso por oferecerem ao leitor um pequeno mapa da anato-
mia do coração, expondo-o no seu aparente despojamento de afetos, ao 
mesmo tempo que lhe é concedida centralidade.

À semelhança do livro-álbum no qual focamos a nossa atenção ante-
riormente, também neste caso a dupla página convida os leitores a mobili-
zar toda a sua atenção em detalhes que proporcionam formas de escutar e 
de sentir com o olhar. Tal sucede na abertura da narrativa em que a opção 
pela generosa representação do espaço onde predomina o azul-turquesa 
contrasta com a vulnerabilidade da menina, olhando atentamente uma 
pequena flor, sob o olhar vigilante do pai/do avô.

A ilustração também acolhe mundos, iluminando, talvez, todos os 
que a menina quer avidamente descobrir e que, a partir da partilha da 
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leitura de um livro, se vão destacando através da opção por diferentes 
vinhetas ( percorrendo, por exemplo, o sistema solar, e proporcionando 
o encontro com uma baleia azul) que fazem eco do diálogo estabele-
cido com o pai/o avô. Pequenos detalhes da sala onde tal diálogo tem 
lugar – como uma jarra com flores em cima de uma mesa com uma toa-
lha aos quadrados e uma estante com muitos livros – contribuem para 
um acolhimento particularmente afetuoso dos leitores, implicando - os 
no bem- estar sentido e criando -lhes, adicionalmente, expectativas, 
sobre «tudo o que havia para saber acerca do mundo». Como salienta 
Mendelsund, «É exatamente o que o texto não esclarece que se torna 
um convite à nossa imaginação» [23].

Nos fragmentos de texto que parecem quase à deriva na imensi-
dão de macro espaços como o céu - «Intrigada com as estrelas» - e o 
mar - «Fascinada pelo mar» - é corroborada a relevância da partilha 
dos momentos com a figura masculina, tomando os leitores parte ativa 
em tal processo, no âmbito do qual afeto e redescoberta se conciliam 
de forma muito bela.

O momento da perda do pai/do avô é apresentado de modo delicado 
e intenso, através da opção por duas páginas simples em que é assinalada 
a representação do fluir temporal (vincando a passagem do dia para a noi-
te, como que suspendendo um tempo sem tempo), sendo o contraste luz/
sombra particularmente eficaz para aproximar os leitores do sentimento 
de perda vivenciado pela menina. Apresentada, primeiro, em pé, olhando 
o vazio representado por «uma cadeira vazia», perdendo-se no fundo 
branco da página e, num compromisso de continuidade com a página 
seguinte, já sentada no chão, albergando o peso da espera, (como que 
abandonada no vazio maior que a noite que a envolveu acentua), a meni-
na condensa em si perdas outras que os leitores poderão sentir como suas, 
potenciando a sua delicada compreensão, pois, acompanhando Ondjaki, 
«Há coisas que entram pelos nossos olhos e chegam aos nossos corações 
sem palavras de explicação» [24].

Que «nada voltou a ser como era» é corroborado quer pela opção 
pela representação diminuta de espaços que antes tinham grande 
amplitude – como o céu e o mar, reforçando que a menina se esque-
cera das estrelas e deixara de olhar o mar – quer pela apresentação, 
posterior, de pequenas rotinas do quotidiano (como almoçar e lavar a 
loiça) em que se envolve, numa fase mais adulta, em claro contraste 
com a partilha das «coisas do mundo». O encontro com «alguém mais 
pequeno», curioso acerca de tais coisas, permite-lhe, finalmente, 
compreender a necessidade de «reaver» o seu coração, sendo as suas 
múltiplas tentativas para o retirar da garrafa oportunidades renovadas 
de aproximação aos leitores, face aos detalhes facultados (uso de um 
martelo, de um serrote, etc.).

Mas apenas quando a garrafa rebola «até ao mar», saltando habil-
mente da página anterior, de forma a dar continuidade a tal movimento, 
até aos pés de uma menina, «O coração voltou ao sítio de onde tinha 
saído», possibilitando recuperar o acolhimento da cadeira a partir da 
qual tinham germinado reencantamentos. A dupla página acomoda-os 
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no final da narrativa, quando a menina, que cresceu, toma o lugar da 
figura masculina (cuja fotografia discretamente repousa na mesinha, ao 
seu lado) em tal cadeira predileta. Assim se renovam os laços que (re)
unem as leituras de mundos no coração, muito bem ilustradas numa 
dupla vinheta em que, com múltiplos detalhes, e doce morosidade, se 
vão desdobrando, de forma multifacetada, exigindo cuidado e cuidando 
dos leitores. E o sorriso regressa. 

3. Considerações finais  
Nos dois livros-álbum, que atentamente percorremos na breve síntese 
realizada, a ilustração emergiu tendo como a função maior o acolhimento, 
resguardando os leitores enquanto, de forma delicada, lhes possibilita 
conviver com a perda de um ente querido. Assim, a ilustração, articulan-
do-se harmoniosamente com o texto, autoriza e sustenta a expansão de 
afetos que hoje, por vezes, pode estar ausente do quotidiano das crianças, 
envolvendo-as em cuidado e permitindo-lhes, livremente, sonhar. 

Os peritextos contribuem também para o incremento da fruição na 
leitura, possibilitando formas adicionais de compreensão dos múltiplos 
sentidos do texto, acompanhando-o, de modo a alimentar cumplicidades 
e a multiplicar sonhos, quer o ponto de partida seja uma avó belamente 
adormecida ou um coração precariamente resguardado numa garrafa. 

De destacar, igualmente, o papel fundamental dos peritextos no 
que se refere à compreensão plurívoca da ilustração, pelo modo permi-
te amparar, ampliar e paulatinamente guiar os leitores pelos percursos 
da perda/morte, introduzindo - os e retratando - os com a atenção exi-
gida. Se, caminhando ousadamente a par com Costa (2017), acreditar-
mos que «Há pessoas que amam / com os dedos todos sobre a mesa» 
[25], podemos entender que há ilustrações plasmadas de generosidade 
que respiram, a par, na dupla página (com os leitores) – «E é então que 
o cuidado / se torna um outro cuidado, / e é então que cuidar quer 
dizer / proteger, guardar, unir» [26 ].

Nos itinerários de leitura aqui traçados, importa ainda sublinhar o 
papel de quem medeia a leitura, face aos desafios diversificados e estimu-
lantes que os livros-álbum colocam, papel que se exige ser sustentado, em 
contexto escolar, por uma formação que possibilite aos profissionais da 
Educação conhecer, de modo aprofundado, tais obras, abrindo caminhos 
aos acolhimentos que estas podem proporcionar. 

Em suma, concluímos que se o cuidado ecoa, de forma particu-
larmente bela, no domicílio em que a ilustração se institui, tal deve-se 
aos múltiplos pactos de leitura que esta promove, de forma multiface-
tada, numa aliança inusitada com a narrativa. «Pois que ouvir com o 
olhar é o engenho maior» [27]. 
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Abstract

This paper is about the artistic influence that contributed to the design of an 
illustrated book “See the Words”. It consists of an understanding how this in-
fluence helped to promote and shape the creative process of this book project.
The aim of this paper is to provide a critical overview of the artistic and 
conceptual frames that formed the basis of the visual investigation from 
the initial ideas to the final artwork. It analyses the main influences, art-
works and illustrators that inspired, informed and stimulated the thinking 
behind the different stages of this project.
A combination of theory and creative practice research based on biblical 
texts, illuminated Bible manuscripts and contemporary illustration books 
were an essential investigation that supported this project. In conclusion, 
this research inspired new creative perspectives of approaching the book 
as object and as a vehicle of communication. It informed, shaped and 
promoted the conceptual thinking that was the foundation of the design 
of the illustrated book “See the Words”. 

1. Context of the Project
The project consists of a research centred on the topic of contemporary 
Bible illustration and culminated in a book entitled “See the Words”. 
This artwork emerged from a theoretical study articulated with a creative 
practice investigation. It proposed a new conceptual and visual approach 
to the biblical text. The originality of this work is based on the exploration of 
the richness of implicit meanings found in the Bible, in contrast with the 
traditional visual description used for familiar biblical stories.

Responding to this reality, which represents the majority of published 
books today in the genre, the investigation, proposed a visual interpretation 
of the biblical text of Ecclesiastes based on a meaningful and dynamic interac-
tion of words and pictures.

To this end, a study on the following topics was conducted:

a). The book as a form of art and communication;
b). The Bible and the book of Ecclesiastes;
c). Medieval Bible manuscripts – a particular focus was given to the 
category of medieval ‘Picture Bibles’;
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d). An overview of relevant artists and works within the history of Bible 
illustration;
e). A brief perspective of contemporary illustrated books based on the 
biblical text. In this context, a case study of illustrative approaches to 
the book of Ecclesiastes was presented.

This investigation provided an artistic and conceptual influence as a basis for 
the creative practice research.

2. Initial motivation and primary artistic influence 
The starting point and motivation of the book project was the richness 
of visual information found in medieval manuscripts. This opened 
the awareness of the deep historical relationship between the word of 
the Bible and its visual embodiment in illuminated books. It was this 
complex interaction of how the biblical text was explored in its explicit 
and implicit messages through the image and realising that this dynamic 
is almost lost today in illustrated Bible books, which formed the starting 
point and motivation of this investigation.

From an early stage of this research, illuminated Bibles and espe-
cially the established genre of ‘Bible Picture Books’1, helped to shape the 
concept of the creative project and provided both artistic and intellectual 
inspiration for the progress of the artwork into the final book. It was an in-
fluencing factor to know importance of Christian illuminated manuscripts 
to the development of the book itself.

A significant characteristic of medieval ‘Picture Bibles’ is the use of the 
image to convey information efficiently that could otherwise be more com-
plex to understand if it were only presented in its original written form (Fin-
gernagel, Beier and Pirker -Aurenhammer, 2008). Comparing this with the 
present time, the contemporary Bibles normally do not present images. 
The pictures in a contemporary Bible version seem not to be recognised as 
a valuable element that could benefit the reader in his perception and in a 
new experience of the biblical text (O’Kane, 2008). 

These manuscripts’ characteristics informed my approach to the 
book of Ecclesiastes. The unity of the Scriptures that this type of Bibles 
shows clearly throughout, in their constant reference to connected ele-

Fig. 1. Biblia Pauperum 
- 14th century

Fig. 2. The Egerton 
Genesis - 14th century

century   
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ments of the Old and New Testaments, contributed to the way that the 
text of Ecclesiastes was exanimated and, consequently, to the develop-
ment of its visual interpretation.

The focus of the research was especially on the potential of contrasting or 
complementary ideas that could emerge from the Old and New Testa-
ments, since they represent the two stages of the same faith.

The artwork was explored in this dual frame of reference. Symbolic 
elements, words and compositions evoked other passages of the Scrip-
tures apart from Ecclesiastes, suggesting for a further reflection on the 
messages of this book. These manuscripts offer interesting visual strate-
gies within the word and image relationship, such as creative diagrams 
or symbolic compositions. 

This informative background was implicit in the way Ecclesiastes was 
explored in the creative practice research. The objective was not to simply 
create a visual descriptive body for the narrative, but to explore its under-
lying meanings through conceptual images that will not try to reveal too 
much of the text. It was attempted to create a visual dialogue, promoting 
simultaneously reflection, contemplation and enquiry in the process of 
discovering the messages of Ecclesiastes. The concern was to establish, on 
different levels, a relation (not necessary obvious) between the verbal and 
the visual discourses. In this case, for example, the content of Ecclesiastes 
was explored in its poetic and philosophic form, defining these features as 
the expressive context-giving rise to the visual atmosphere of the book.

3. Shaping the Book Project
3.1. Pacovská and Fanelli: key inspiring illustrators 
In giving expression to this initial material there were another influences 
that has greatly helped in shaping the creative practice research. These 
were the innovative artworks of the contemporary illustrators Kvĕta 
Pacovská (1928) and Sara Fanelli (1969).

The inventiveness of Fanelli and Pacovská’s picturebooks was especially 
important for the reflection on the primary question of what a book is and 
afterwards in forming a greater perception of the potential of an illustrated 
book to communicate. As a result, this understanding led to a new dimen-
sion of the creative vision for the biblical words of Ecclesiastes. 

The interaction of analysing both Pacovská and Fanelli’s picture-
books and their ancestors, the medieval ‘Picture Bibles’, generated a 
body of knowledge into the research. This was especially relevant in 
informing the project in two connected areas. The first area, was about 
the particularities of illustrating the Scriptures and was concerned with 
specific questions such as:

How to approach an ancient text and one that is considered sacred? 
2. How to visually interpret the ancient text of Ecclesiastes in a way 
that aims to be relevant for a twenty-first century reader?
The second area was more related to the conception and creative ex-
ploration of an illustrated book and regarded the following questions:
1. What is the understanding of the concept of an illustrated book?
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2. What creative approaches can be invoked to open the message of 
Ecclesiastes through an interaction of words and pictures? 
3. What hidden dynamics can possibly operate in a book, apart from 
the well-known words and image relationship? 
4. How can the book’s components be explored and bring it into a 
united form? 

This study integrating past ‘Picture Bibles’ with Pacovská and Fanelli’s artworks 
provided valuable information and clues for thinking through the above ex-
plorations of the project and also for questioning the conventional approach to 
book illustration, especially concerning the illustration of the Bible. 

These two artists are presented together because, although there is a 
considerable generational gap between them, Pacovská and Fanelli, share 
the same vision of what a (picture) book is and the breadth of the creative 
possibilities that this medium can offer. 

A book can be a platform to explore endless forms of communica-
tion, as Salisbury and Styles (2012) underline, and Pacovská and Fanelli 
are good examples of this. There is another aspect that can be learned 
from following Pacovská and Fanelli’s books through the years and from 
hearing them speaking about their creative process: this is about the 
importance of an illustrator being committed and passionate with his 
work. These qualities are reflected in both illustrators’ picturebooks, it has 
sustained their activity over a long time, with a renewed flow of creativity 
and dedication in each book project. 

More than being impressed by their powerful visual language, it was 
inspiring the progress that can be recognised in each new book created by 
Pacovská and Fanelli. These illustrators were not simply duplicating a suc-
cessful visual formula that worked in their first projects. On the contrary, 
Pacovská and Fanelli seem totally committed to exploring further their 
own artistic expression and to challenging the book format in new ways. 

3.1.1. The Picturebook as an Experimental Sketchbook
Originally from Italy (Florence), Sara Fanelli studied and established a 
successful career in the United Kingdom. From the very beginning, when 
her first book Button (1994) was published, Fanelli was recognised as an 
innovator whose work helped to expand the picturebook world (Carey, 
2004). In a past interview, Fanelli declared: ‘I love the book format, and 
the challenge to use it and expand it as much as possible according to the 
project’ (Heller, 2001). In addition to what has already been said about 
Fanelli’s work, this brief statement reveals two qualities in the way she ap-
proaches her book projects: enthusiasm and a spirit of inquiry, important 
attributes for any illustrator.

Fanelli seems excited to discover new interactions in a book design. 
She demonstrates freedom of expression and playfulness in creating her 
visual narratives and working out the various parts of a book to convey 
its concept. On this subject, Salisbury (2007) expresses the idea of a 
book in an interesting comparison: 

‘The book as a whole is akin to a theatrical performance, or a musical duet 
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with changing rhythms which only make sense narratively, sequentially 
or aesthetically when viewed and experienced in its entirety’ (p.12).

The richness that an illustrated book is able to offer to any age group can 
result in a rewarding experience equally significant for a mature reader as 
for a younger one. Therefore, this great potential of communication based 
on the interaction of pictures and words can, and perhaps it should, position 
the illustrated book in a privileged place in today’s culture and not confine it 
solely to the children’s book world, as tends to be the reality nowadays. 

It is interesting to learn from the authors of books that have chal-
lenged this boundary. Fanelli is one of them and her book “Sometimes I 
think, Sometimes I Am” (2007) is a good example of this. Fanelli’s work 
has a strong sense of poetry in the way she creates thought-provoking pic-
tures and visual narratives that explore the ideas behind famous writers’ 
texts, like those of Socrates, Samuel Beckett and Oscar Wilde. 

This is a stimulating book that has its own voice and place. It is a work of crea-
tivity, a vision of Fanelli’s particular way of experiencing life, a well-thought 
out book that was not produced intentionally for a specific age group (Heller, 
2007), but to communicate to anyone’s intellect and emotions. It can be iden-
tified an empathy of intention between this work, especially the conceptual 
thinking behind it, and the book project – “See the words”. 

In Fanelli’s books there is an experimental quality. She reveals the 
ability to build an honest personal language from the secret place of a sketch-
book. The spontaneity and freedom that comes out of her picturebooks, 
where mistakes, doodles and ink spots are a valued part of Fanelli’s crea-
tive process, are explored in her final visual compositions. Through Fanelli’s 
work, a free experimental practice, alongside with the theoretical research 
was central in the image-making process of this book project. 

There was another aspect that was considered through experienc-
ing Fanelli’s books. This was the visual language in its most pure form, 
deprived of mannerisms or conscious artistic styles. The creative practice 
in this book project, became less concerned with techniques, skills and 
styles in themselves, instead focused more on thinking and expressing 

Fig. 3. Sometimes I 
think, Sometimes I Am 
. 2007
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ideas through them. In this context, it was helpful what the illustrator Bea-
trice Alemagna states in Salisbury and Styles’ (2012) book:

“‘I felt that I suffered a lot through not studying the techniques 
of drawing, not knowing how to use acrylics or watercolours 
and so on. But in the end I realised that I like to invent my own 
techniques, to improvise with oils or pastels, experimenting with 
tissue paper or wool. [...] In terms of my drawing , perhaps it has 
retained a “purity ” that’s to say a closeness to my childhood. It 
isn’t “formatted” behind a precise style or technique. [...] Perhaps 
if I had learned or acquired a par ticular technique I would have 
settled into a par ticular way of working and would not have fallen 
into this per petual “search’” ( p.67).

Salisbury and Styles (2012) make a very important point related to this 
matter: ‘It is the particular individual sense of purpose behind the image-
making process that dictates and shapes the evolution of a visual identity 
in an artist’s work rather than any conscious pursuit of style’ (p.56 ).

3.1.2. The Picturebook as a Place
Like Fanelli, the Czech artist from Prague, Kvĕta Pacovská is a restless 
inventor. Pacovská likes to explore concepts through various art forms of 
which the book is one, among painting, sculpture and installations. In her 
approach none of these artistic expressions have rigid boundaries, rather 
the opposite, they can be understood as a whole body where each artwork 
somehow complements the others and is a means to explore concepts 
such as contrast, colour and space in different perspectives. 

In the light of this, it is interesting what Pacovská states when inter-
viewed by Coates-Smith (2008). She makes clear her particular way of 
approaching a book: ‘For me, the book is architecture; it is a given space into 
which I compose the painted, written-on, cut-through and empty pages’ (p.8).

Pacovská offers a larger vision of a book that was very inspiring for 
this project. There is a work that embodiment her words: the book “Al-
phabet” (1996 ). It is a wonderful exploration of space, colour and shapes. 
It seems that Pacovská’s books are like an atelier for her own creative dis-
coveries and afterwards a place for others to carry on this creative process 
through their own imagination. It is interesting to realise that Pacovská 
seems more concerned to explore the endless possibilities of the physical 
book and the richness of this experience than to concentrate on just tell-
ing a story (Coates-Smith, 2001). 

A consciousness of the illustrated book primarily as space and as a whole 
to be experienced, before focusing on the narrative, were crucial aspects that 
was learned from Pacovská. Confronting this understanding and the example 
of her work with the generality of today’s illustrated books based on the Bible, 
it was clear the poverty of approaches, the lack of creativity and the poor 
vision of the biblical text. All these considerations were important in the pro-
cess of thinking about this research and reflected the form that was embraced 
the visual interpretation of the book of Ecclesiastes.
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Influenced by performance ar t , Pacovská is very creative in the way 
she designs each picturebook. Objects of ar t , these works reveal a 
sense of theatricality and drama, as Coates- Smith (2008) points out . 
Exploring both bi and three- dimensional forms, various materials, 
colours and textures in playful compositions, Pacovská is able to re-
invent her own visual language in each project , where text and image 
inter play, as well as light and shadow. Often her books are seen as 
toys with their multiple ways of interaction, a created place for inter-
pretation and reinter pretation (Coates- Smith, 2001) able to engage 
children and adults alike. Regarding this, Pacovská elucidates for us: 
‘In great music, there is original rhythm. That music is in a harmony 
that any other music cannot copy. The music with a beautiful and 
harmonious melody is pleasant for even children and old people and 
it’s the same with my pictures’ (Fellow, 2013).

To conclude, the connections found between the works of Sara 
Fanelli and Kvĕta Pacovská are understandable as both artists had 
some common influences, such as Kurt Schwitters, Dadaist artists and 
the teaching of the Bauhaus (Coates-Smith, 2008) and (Carey, 2004). 
Inspired by their conceptual vision, it was considered in the project that 
the book should be created as an articulated body with its own rhythms 
and dynamic to be acknowledged and explored, a place with an enormous 
potential to communicate ideas imaginatively. Together with medieval 
illuminated manuscripts, Pacovská and Fanelli’s picturebooks correspond to 
the foundational influences of this project.

Fig. 4. Kvĕta Pacovská 
| Alphabet 1996

Fig. 5. Kvĕta Pacovská | 
Exhibition

Fig. 6 e 7. Anne 
Herbauts | Les Moin-
dres Petites Choses 
. 2008
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On a different level, there were other illustrators and artworks that also 
contributed to this research. Anne Herbauts, a relatively young Belgian il-
lustrator (born in 1976 ) with an established career has an interesting work 
that has influenced and informed this project.

Exploring a biblical book of ‘poetry and wisdom literature’ such as 
Ecclesiastes, the project was inspired by how she expresses the poetic 
sense that emanates from her picturebooks through the interaction of 
both written and visual forms.

Although her work is rich in colour and textures, sometimes even 
with a tactile quality, there is in it an echo of peace and silence, a percep-
tion of quietness. These characteristics do not diminish the visual rhythm 
of her picturebooks. In fact, there is a constant surprise effect that comes 
out from her sequences of pages and this dual aspect, the simultaneous 
quietness and surprise in her work, is what makes her books so engaging 
and relevant to this project. Moreover, from Herbauts’ work there is a 
potential of paper engineering such as windows and flaps to interpret and 
to reinforce visually the surprise element of her books.

The book “Les Moindres Petites Choses” (Herbauts, 2008) inspired 
particularly the project “See the Word”. In this example, the visual nar-
rative is strengthened and enriched by the design of the book. From 
Herbauts (as well from Fanelli and Pacovská) emerged a consciousness of 
the important relationship between the content, the physical experience 
of reading and viewing a book. This awareness was reflected in the book-
making process “See the Word”. Going back to “Les Moindres Petites 
Choses” it was interesting to observe how the double pages that unfold 
in triptychs create a structure that strongly contributes to the sense of the 
mysterious and the depth of the poetic words of Herbauts’ text. 

Through Herbauts’ work an interest in techniques that could create 
a deeper experience of the text was developed. A focus on the interplay 
of words and image to expand the narrative was created through interac-
tive structures in the design of the book (i.e. how the pages would turn 
out and be connected).

Contributing to this particular interest was the picturebook “Gisele 
de Verre” (2002) by Beatrice Alemagna. Born in Bologna in 1973, Ale-
magna is a well-know illustrator. Her original work can be identified by 
the way she imagined what a book should be in early years of her career: 
‘[...] as art galleries, poetic moments transmitting emotions not necessarily 

Fig. 8 e 9. Beatrice 
Alemagna | Gisele de 

Verre . 2002
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told through a story.’ (Alemagna, interviewed by Salisbury, 2007, p.20). This 
description fits entirely the book “Gisele de Verre”. Through the story an 
emotional place is built, a place of beauty but as well a place of confronta-
tion of an inner world and the outside reality. It was also inspiring the dia-
logue between words and pictures that revealed the untold aspects of the 
story, and particularly by the use of tracing paper to explore the mental 
and physical qualities of Gisele, a special character made out of glass.

The project “See the Words” aimed to conceive a visual embodi-
ment for the book of Ecclesiastes expressing complexity and paradox. 
Reading Ecclesiastes brings the reader to a place of discomfort of holding 
contradictions, the visual experience should challenge the viewer. The 
strong tensions found in Ecclesiastes and the experience of reading it have 
determined greatly the approach taken in this visual project.

Interactive visual elements 
were explored to express hidden 
dialogues of the main character 
in his ‘deeply existential quest for 
meaning in life’ (Bartholomew and 
O’Dowd, 2011, p.189). The idea of 
dialogue and conflict as they are 
implied in different ways through-
out Ecclesiastes were key elements 
developed in the book. They are 

revealed in various interconnected forms: in its structure, especially in the 
tension created by the turning of the inside pages and in elements that 
reveal surprise, such as the overlapping of pictures on tracing paper.

4. Final Considerations
As a conclusion it is recognized that the artistic context that an illustrated 
project emerged, as well as other type of artistic expression, is very impor-
tant in terms of its influence. 

To reflect on others artists’ artwork and their practice research contrib-
uted to the creative process of making this illustrated books. The artistic 
influence inspired new perspectives of approaching the book theme, 
inform the project, shape the conceptual thinking, propose new art 
techniques. Therefore, artistic influence can considerably stimulate the 
development of the whole creative process improving the final work.

Fig. 10 e 11. Helena 
Major | See the Words 
. 2013 

Fig. 12. See the Words | 
Chapter 3

Fig. 13. See the Words | 
Chapter 7
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Note
The genre of ‘Bible Picture Books’ is an established term among scholars. 
These manuscripts, developed prominently in the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries, present rich illuminated cycles of images as their most 
important primary element (De Hamel, 2001).
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Abstract

This study consists of a brief theoretical reflection on “toy books” for 
children, understood as an important publishing form in the formation of 
a pre-literary competence. It aims at moving forward with a proposal for 
a typological classification based in its characteristics and current trends, 
by means of a representative sample of toy books available in Portu-
guese publishing market, in the 50s, 60s and 70s of the 20th century. In 
fact, despite the growing vitality and experimentalism that have guided 
the contemporary edition for childhood, there are still few studies that 
reflect on the problematization and theorization related to these atypical 
volumes, which legitimates the relevance of our study. We will focus our 
attention and our analysis, theoretically supported by concepts and sub-
jects situated in the field of Literary Studies, Textual Analysis and Herme-
neutics and Design, on a textual corpus composed by the following titles 
(according to the date of the Library catalog National) – Tiçãozinho o “Rei 
da Bola”, de Gabriel Ferrão (Agência Portuguesa de Revistas, 1956 ), Um 
passeio do cordeirinho (Majora, 1959), Josèzito [sic] Pequenito (Majora, 
1964/65), A menina do Capuchinho Vermelho, de Costa Barreto (ilust. de 
César Abbott) (Majora, 1965) e Tão úteis os animais (Majora, 1971). The 
study begins with a brief characterization of the object book/toy, followed 
by a note about portuguese children’s literature in the Estado Novo pe-
riod, as well as an analytical reflection about a set of toy books, a textual 
corpus comprising five titles, in an attempt to perceive the origins of these 
ludic objects in our country and aiming at contributing to the History of 
the object book inscribed in children’s literature in Portugal.

Introdução
É propósito fundamental desta breve reflexão a problematização dos 
traços verbo-icónicos distintivos de algumas obras que têm na criança o 
seu destinatário extratextual preferencial, editadas em Portugal, nos anos 
50, 60 e 70, do século XX3, todas no âmbito de livro-objecto/brinquedo. 
Este estudo, assumido como uma abordagem preliminar, insere-se no 
trabalho de investigação em torno do livro-objecto que temos vindo a 

1 & 2 Universidade do Minho, Instituto de Educação, Campus de Gualtar - Braga, Portugal.

3 Intervalo temporal definido tendo por base a data de publicação apurada por via da consulta do catá-
logo da Biblioteca Nacional, dado que os referidos volumes não apresentam qualquer referência ao ano 
de edição.

Keywords
Children’s literature, toy 
book, illustration, literacy.
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concretizar no âmbito do curso de Doutoramento em Estudos da Criança 
na especialidade de Literatura para a Infância, no Instituto de Educação, 
na Universidade do Minho. Por via da mobilização de conhecimentos do 
âmbito dos estudos literários e das técnicas de análise textual, mas tam-
bém do design e da ilustração, intenta-se contribuir para a definição deste 
tipo de edição, para a diferenciação de volumes que poderão integrar 
algumas das suas tipologias, bem como para a História do livro-objecto 
inscrito na Literatura para a infância em Portugal, um campo investigativo 
ostensivamente lacunar. Este estudo inicia-se com uma sucinta caracte-
rização do livro-objecto/brinquedo, seguindo-se um apontamento breve 
sobre a literatura para a infância em Portugal no período do Estado Novo 
e de uma reflexão analítica acerca de um conjunto de livros-brinquedo, a 
partir de um corpus textual4 que compreende cinco títulos (segundo data 
apurada por via da consulta do catálogo da Biblioteca Nacional) – Tição-
zinho o “Rei da Bola”, de Gabriel Ferrão (Agência Portuguesa de Revistas, 
1956 ), Um passeio do cordeirinho (Majora, 1959), Josèzito [sic] Pequenito 
(Majora, 1964/65), A menina do Capuchinho Vermelho, de Costa Barreto 
(ilust. de César Abbott) (Majora, 1965) e Tão úteis os animais (Majora, 
1971). Será feita uma abordagem interpretativa de um corpus exemplifi-
cativo, fixado a partir de critérios como a diversidade verbo-icónica ou a 
variedade de modos e géneros literários e de registos visuais, para, assim, 
concluir acerca das estratégias discursivas (linguísticas e ilustrativas) e/
ou mecanismos retórico-estilísticos mais relevantes dos livros-brinquedo 
editados no contexto nacional no período do Estado Novo.

Para uma definição/caracterização do livro-brinquedo
para a infância durante o Estado Novo
As variadas manifestações estéticas consubstanciadas em livro que 
compõem a actual literatura para a infância de potencial recepção infantil 
têm-se pautado por um crescente experimentalismo e dinamismo, con-
juntura que incita a uma contínua e assídua reflexão teórica e analítica, 
numa tentativa de sistematização (processo nem sempre simples ou claro) 
das suas tendências mais recentes [14]. Ornadas por características atí-
picas, as obras vindas a lume nos últimos anos inscrevem-se na senda de 
um crescente interesse pela linguagem visual, gráfica e material do livro, 
cuja variedade de designações reflecte a manifesta hesitação terminológi-
ca relativa a estes objectos. São vários os termos usados para nomear estes 
volumes desde livro móvel, livro animado, livro interactivo ou tridimen-
sional, passando por movable books, novelty books, até livro-objecto, por 
exemplo, entre outros. Todavia, a denominação mais generalizada passa 
pelo termo pop-up que, na verdade, corresponde a apenas uma das tipolo-
gias que, muito particularmente, se restringe à exploração de elementos 
tridimensionais que fazem a ilustração “saltar da(o) página/livro” [11] [12] 
[14] [17] [21s]. Na ausência de uma denominação consensual suficiente-

4 A este respeito, devemos deixar registado o nosso sincero agradecimento ao Senhor Carlos Anjos, 
coleccionador de brinquedos, que reuniu todo o espólio presente no Museu do Brinquedo Português de 
Ponte de Lima (inaugurado em 2012) e que, muito gentilmente, nos permitiu consultar grande parte das 
obras aqui analisadas.
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mente abrangente, consideramos mais adequada a expressão de índole 
mais lata livro-brinquedo, atendendo à prevalência de uma dimensão 
lúdica e de uma apreensão mais livre e próxima/palpável/física. Deste 
modo, importa, desde já, tornar claro que, com a designação livros-brin-
quedo, pretendemos referir-nos aos volumes cuja configuração gráfica – 
ao nível da dimensão/do formato, do material (tecido, plástico ou esponja, 
por exemplo), da adição de estratégias gráficas/mecânicas (abas, discos 
giratórios, por exemplo) – se distingue das mais comuns, revestindo-se de 
uma notória essência lúdica, experimental e/ou interactiva. 

No decurso da crescente valorização da materialidade do suporte, 
decorrente da abertura a outras artes como a escultura, a arquitectura, 
ou o origami, por exemplo, aliados a um fácil acesso a uma vasta oferta 
de materiais, de processos de impressão e encadernação, é observável 
a concretização de obras, não raras vezes, de assinalável complexidade 
e sofisticação, onde se constata a alteração das condições habituais de 
leitura e do papel normalmente passivo atribuído ao leitor [14] [11] [12]. 
As dificuldades de categorização destas produções são notórias, facto 
que decorre do hibridismo destas publicações, que, se, durante anos, se 
limitavam à exploração, maioritariamente, de apenas um mecanismo por 
livro, agora, conjugam, muitas vezes, vários mecanismos bidimensionais 
e tridimensionais num só volume, convertendo-o num objecto de ines-
gotável prazer estético [21]. É precisamente o acentuado propósito lúdico 
destas obras, distinto das demais publicações pelo factor surpresa, que 
o conhecido engenheiro de papel Robert Sabuda nomeia de «momento 
Oh!», que caracteriza o vasto e inesgotável universo de livros-brinquedo 
[21] [23]. A atracção dos leitores pelo desconhecido/inesperado ao virar da 
página contribui para a tradicional popularidade destas obras, aproxi-
mando-as da acepção de brinquedo e do domínio do entretenimento. As 
inovações materiais de que se servem têm, ainda, em vista a interacção/
participação do leitor, uma manipulação física ou sensorial que provoca 
efeitos de movimento, de transformação e/ou de tridimensionalidade, por 
exemplo, e que acresce às três dimensões (altura, largura, profundidade) 
o factor tempo, concedendo, em última instância, uma vitalidade física 
a estas obras [21]. De acordo com Marta Sánchez (2015), na sua tese de 
doutoramento intitulada ¡Pop-up! La arquitectura del libro móvil ilustrado 
infantile, o trabalho do engenheiro de papel deve, deste modo, passar pela 
combinação equilibrada entre a ilustração, os elementos interactivos (de 
natureza mais mecânica do que escultórica) e a tridimensionalidade, com 
os quais este criador joga, manobrando os conceitos de antes e depois e 
mostrando ao leitor aquilo que o mesmo é capaz de fazer [21].

Na verdade, a história do livro-brinquedo não é recente, como se 
possa, à primeira vista, pensar, remontando, na verdade, à Idade Média. 
Todavia, o romper dos limites da bidimensionalidade do papel no domí-
nio das obras para a infância faz-se apenas a partir do século XVIII, pois, 
até então, a sua aplicação restringia-se a obras de recepção adulta [11] 
[12] [23]. No contexto nacional, é de destacar a desconstrução criativa 
das características formais do livro por iniciativa de casas editoriais como 
a Editorial Infantil Majora, empresa portuguesa de jogos, brinquedos e 
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livros fundada no Porto, em 1939, pelas mãos de Mário José de Oliveira 
(1908-1995) – antropónimo que, decomposto (“ma”; “jo”; “ra”), dá ori-
gem à designação da empresa. É este empresário que aposta em aspectos 
como a interactividade e/ou no envolvimento lúdico e emocional do leitor 
com os livros, colocando os objectos em causa à venda a preços acessíveis. 
Os volumes sobre os quais centramos a nossa atenção, editados, entre as 
décadas de 50 e 70 do século XX, pela Majora e pela Agência Portuguesa 
de Revistas, evidenciam, em termos de conteúdo, a tendência dominante 
à ocasião de valorização formativa da literatura em função dos valores 
defendidos pelo Estado Novo, em detrimento da sua vertente estética 
ou de fruição, ao mesmo tempo que surpreendem pela originalidade 
(ainda que aquém da qualidade das edições internacionais) do formato 
e/ou das estratégicas gráficas adicionadas. Com efeito, é de assinalar a 
instrumentalização formativa destas obras à luz dos ideais do regime, sen-
do caracterizadas pelo elogio do trabalho, pelo culto da ruralidade e pela 
presença de traços de portugalidade, por valores como a família, a humil-
dade, a obediência, o asseio, a religiosidade, pelo gosto pela folclorização, 
bem como, do ponto de vista estilístico, por uma certa infantilização do 
discurso e pela interpelação directa do leitor [2] [9].

Livros-objecto/brinquedo: alguns exemplos
Tomaremos como início a análise de um volume da Agência Portuguesa 
de Revistas, recortado de acordo com a silhueta da(s) figura(s) ilustra-
da(s) na capa. Tiçãozinho o “Rei da Bola” [ 5], datado de 1956, segundo 
o catálogo da Biblioteca Nacional, com texto e desenhos da responsa-
bilidade de Gabriel Ferrão5. Tiçãozinho o “Rei da Bola”6 é um volume de 
capa mole, de discurso todo ele rimado, vivo marcado pelo humor, pelo 
jogo de sonoridades, e pela interpelação directa ao leitor «Chuta aqui, 
chuta acolá/ amiguinhos vejam lá». Num claro elogio à instrução escolar 
e aos valores católicos, o texto retrata a vida do pequeno Tição7, menino 
negro que vive «lá nos confins do sertão,/ onde os bichos são ferozes/ e 
os “bambis” correm velozes/ perseguidos p’lo leão», que jogava bem à 
bola e o encontro deste com um caçador que o leva para Lisboa. Reconhe-
cendo em Tição a «fibra de campeão», o caçador questiona-o se estudara 
na Missão e, afirmando que sim, Tição esclarece que «Aprendi a amar a 
Deus/ que nos guia lá dos céus/ a escrever e a contar». Encantado pela 
simplicidade do menino, o caçador leva-o para Lisboa onde este continua 
a estudar e a jogar, onde «muito em breve se tornou,/ campeão da sua 
escola./ Era tal o seu geito [sic]/ que por todos foi eleito/ Don [sic] Tição 
o “Rei da Bola”». A componente imagética distingue-se pelo uso de cores 

5 Gabriel Ferrão foi escritor e ilustrador (por vezes, em simultâneo) de cerca de uma centena de livros, 
adaptados da tradição popular ou originais próprios da responsabilidade da Editorial Majora e da 
Agência Portuguesa de Revistas. De acordo com Garcia Barreto (2002), terá ainda colaborado no «Gente 
Miúda», um suplemento infantil destacável do «Jornal do Exército» [3].
6 Convém, talvez, lembrar que, ao longo deste volume (mas também de outros que integram o nosso 
corpus), se observa a presença de diversos erros ortográficos.
7 Atendendo ao universo semântico e ao próprio contexto histórico-cultural da edição do volume em 
análise, importa assinalar que semanticamente o vocábulo Tição está relacionado com significados como 
“pedaço de lenha aceso ou meio queimado; brasa; carvão; pessoa muito suja ou enfarruscada; pessoa 
muito morena ou muito escura” [1].
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fortes, algo próximas do desenho animado, e pela inclusão de animais 
não mencionados no texto que, além de permitirem a identificação do 
contexto selvagem, possibilitam, em última instância, o alargamento do 
vocabulário e do conhecimento do mundo.

Talvez seja, ainda, importante lembrar o contexto histórico-cultural 
subjacente à edição desta obra. Na verdade, o colonialismo foi um factor 
central na História do Estado Novo. Com efeito, a ideologia colonialis-
ta tinha «o objectivo declarado de salvaguardar o património colonial 
português das ambições estrangeiras e de o converter num Império» 
[13]. Como tal, à ocasião, o racismo gozava em Portugal de uma «espécie 
de estatuto político» [13] (à semelhança de outros contextos europeus), 
encontrando-se legitimado, no contexto nacional, pelo Estatuto dos Indí-
genas Portugueses das Províncias  da Guiné, Angola e Moçambique, promul-
gado em 1954. Neste último, ficava claro que as pessoas de pele branca 
eram consideradas a priori sujeitos civilizados, ao passo que os negros 
«tinham de provar a sua civilização por meio de testes estabelecidos pelas 
autoridades coloniais e, se fossem aprovados, tornar-se-iam assimilados» 
[13], sendo, portanto, evidente a desigualdade de direitos que pautava a 
classificação etnológica, distinguindo civilizados e indígenas, uma classi-
ficação a partir da qual estes últimos eram vistos como «sujeitos coloniais 
sem direitos cívicos nem políticos e compelidos ao trabalho obrigatório 
pelas autoridades coloniais» [13]. Todavia, a pressão internacional condu-
ziu à alteração do estatuto político das colónias portuguesas, passando as 
províncias ultramarinas a ser parte integrante da Nação Portuguesa, por 
via de uma doutrina integracionista empreendida na década de 1950 [13].

Segue-se a análise de um livro com som8 Um 
passeio do cordeirinho [20], um livro das Edições 
Majora, sem qualquer referência ao autor nem ao 
ilustrador, nem datado, mas em cujo catálogo da 
Biblioteca Nacional se aponta para 1959 como ano 
de lançamento. Volume de capa mole e recortado 
que, quando pressionado numa zona assinalada 
pertencente à coleira do protagonista, emite um 
som9, que depreendemos corresponder ao som 
do cordeirinho. No entanto, devido ao precário 
estado de conservação do volume consultado, já 
não é possível ouvir-se qualquer som. A narra-
tiva principia com uma auto-caracterização do 

protagonista, um cordeirinho, o filho mais novo de uma ovelha, que vive 
numa quinta, juntamente com um burro, galinhas e um gato, figura com 
quem tinha grande proximidade. Invejando a sorte do gato que, em novo, 

8 Refira-se, ainda, a existência de, pelo menos, um outro título de configuração semelhante, Os dois periq-
uitos na colónia de férias, segundo o catálogo da Biblioteca Nacional publicado, também, em 1959.
9 Na opinião de Garcia Barreto “aos livros em pano ou em cartão, que tinham a dupla finalidade de ser livro 
sendo também brinquedo manuseável, deve juntar-se o livro sonoro, normalmente em formato álbum. No 
livro sonoro a criança pode alternar a leitura da história com a brincadeira, divertindo-se ao carregar em de-
terminada parte do livro, produzindo um som, quase sempre associado à ilustração da capa – uma casa, um 
animal, etc. A Editorial Infantil Majora, do Porto, foi também pioneira neste campo dos livros para crianças. 
Exemplo deste tipo de livro é «Os ursinhos desportistas», DL 1959” (2002: 311) [3]. 

Fig. 1. Capa de 
Tiçãozinho o “Rei da 
Bola” (s/d), de Gabriel 
Ferrão [ 5].
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se aventurava por passeios, o protagonista decide partir, sucedendo-se o 
relato de todas as peripécias vividas, num discurso proferido na primeira 
pessoa, de organização simples e de ordem cronológica. Ainda que 
«cansado e aborrecido» e perdido ao fim de pouco tempo, o cordeirinho 
acaba por, inesperadamente, viajar de comboio até à aldeia, encetando, 
de seguida, um discurso descritivo, pormenorizado e pontuado pela 
adjectivação dos vários elementos e/ou animais e contextos espaciais (a 
aldeia, o prado, a floresta) que vai observando. Ao longo desta aventura, 
o cordeirinho vai conhecendo animais diversos e estabelecendo breves 
diálogos. A componente verbal distingue-se pela presença de marcas de 
proximidade com o leitor ouvinte como «Mas já vi tanta coisa que vão 
ficar admirados!» ou «Mal o comboio parou, que vejo eu?». O volume 
encerra com o regresso a casa. O discurso visual, que ocupa quase a totali-
dade das páginas, de natureza realista, fazendo uso da técnica de aguarela 
é, portanto, rico em detalhes. Além disso, sublinha o intuito informativo 
de veiculação de conteúdos relativos à temática animal e à natureza desta 
obra, proporcionando um interessante exercício de observação. As guar-
das decorativas apresentam alguns animais ilustrados em tons de cinza.

A Majora é, igualmente, responsável pela vinda 
a lume de alguns livros perfurados na zona dos 
olhos ou do rosto da personagem10 impressa na capa 
desses volumes. Entre estes, estão obras como Josè-
zito Pequenito [18], obra sem qualquer referência ao 
autor nem ao ilustrador, nem mesmo com data de 
edição. Todavia, o catálogo da Biblioteca Nacional 
apresenta o registo de duas edições uma de 1964 e 
outro de 1965. Perfurado na zona dos olhos, sempre 
com o mesmo cortante, este volume de capa mole 
apresenta, na última página, os olhos do protago-
nista em impressão holográfica, o que faz com que 
o protagonista pisque o olho alternadamente, de 
acordo com o movimento que o leitor imprime ao 
objecto-livro. Cada página da direita apresenta a 

figura do Josèzito [sic] em grande plano, com uma indumentária diferente 
de acordo com as personagens que o mesmo vai encarnando ao longo do 
relato. Contudo, em todas as ilustrações, mantém-se a mesma expressão 
facial sorridente. Valorizando a noção de intertextualidade (e intericoni-
cidade), este livro dá a conhecer os sonhos de Josèzito [sic], um «pobre 
garoto», mas «menino feliz» que, por saber ler e escrever, à noite, lia as 
histórias que lhe davam e, com elas, sonhava «ser o herói desses contos de 
encantar». Escapando da sua vida agreste, em sonhos, torna-se o gato das 
botas do Marquês de Carabás, o alfaiate que «matou sete [moscas] numa 
assentada», o pequeno João dos feijões mágicos, o «Mestre Reco, o mais 
sábio dos Três Porquinhos», e aquele que era o seu herói favorito: Robin-
son Crusoé. Encarnado neste último, acaba naufragado numa ilha onde 

10 Entre estes encontram-se os títulos Olá amigos (1971) e Os três porquinhos e o lobão (1971), bem como 
adaptações de contos tradicionais como Branca de Neve e os sete anões (1971), sendo que, nestes três livros, 
a componente icónica é da responsabilidade da Walt Disney.

Fig. 2. Capa de 
Um passeio do cordeiri-
nho (s/d), da Editorial 

Majora [20].
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«quase sem nada, conseguiu fazer tudo quanto precisava para viver como 
um rei». Aí salva um «pequeno selvagem» a quem dá o nome de «Sexta-
feira» e a quem ensina a sua língua e a servi-lo dedicadamente11. Sublinhe-
se, aqui, a figura do negro e a alusão à superioridade do colonizador. Ainda 
enfrenta uns piratas que tentam apoderar-se da sua ilha, regressando 
depois à sua Pátria «onde escreveu as suas maravilhosas aventuras». Esta 
referência a uma certa heroicidade por feitos de descoberta12 e de explo-
ração do outro, bem como a referência à Pátria não são em nada inócuas 
se considerarmos o esforço de propaganda do Estado Novo e exaltação da 
narrativa nacionalista e imperial. A última personagem que Josèzito [sic] 
interpreta é a do «Resingão» [sic], figura presente no conto da Branca de 
Neve e os Sete Anões. Já de volta à realidade, Josèzito [sic] descobre um 
«velho cofre cheio de maravilhosas moedas de oiro» enquanto trabalha-
va com o pai. Esta obra encerra, deste modo, com um desfecho positivo, 
atendendo à nova vida farta do protagonista e com um tom moralista, que 
vem reforçar a chamada de atenção do autor, notória ao longo do volume 
para uma riqueza não material: «Mas acreditem que nunca mais teve nada 
tão belo como aquilo que, sonhando, por vezes julgara ter. Agora, ainda 

sonha de vez em quando, mas os seus sonhos 
são cada vez mais pobres. Agora o Josèzito é 
um pobre menino rico». Deste modo, a figura 
ilustrada na capa, de roupas remendadas, em 
trajes de menino pobre e com este mesmo 
livro na mão, dá lugar, na contracapa, a uma 
figura de roupas cuidadas, de bola na mão e 
sapatos brilhantes. Num discurso vivo e rico 
em sonoridades, aberto a partir da fórmula 
hipercodificada de abertura «Era uma vez», a 
componente verbal conta, ainda, com interpe-
lações directas ao leitor, como, por exemplo, 
«E vejam bem, amiguinhos, quanto pode a 
fantasia! De quanto ela é capaz!», ou «De-
certo os meus amiguinhos ainda estão bem 
lembrados dos três porcos rolicinhos, alegres 
e engraçados», e ainda, «Como estão vendo, 

imaginação não faltava ao Josèzito [sic]. E que maior riqueza se pode ter do 
que tal imaginação, que faz viver tão belas aventuras?».

11 Importa, talvez, sublinhar aqui a relação de proximidade entre Josèzito Pequenito e As aventuras de 
Robinson Crusoe (1719), de Daniel Defoe. Com efeito, «o náufrago Robinson Crusoe de Daniel Defoe 
reproduz, em uma ilha deserta, a civilização moderna com a ajuda de Sexta-Feira, um indígena que lhe 
serve de criado» [16] regressando posteriormente a Inglaterra.  Em 1967, este texto matriz é alvo de uma 
revisitação inovadora a cargo do francês Michel Tournier, por via da qual se «aponta para as absurdida-
des do preconceito, da escravidão e da busca incessante pelo capital» [16].
12 Recorde-se que «após a Segunda Guerra Mundial, o então líder de Portugal, António Salazar tentou 
manter intacto o que restava do império pluricontinental, num momento em que outros países europeus 
estavam já a iniciar a descolonização dos seus territórios. Em 1961, as tropas portuguesas em Goa foram 
incapazes de impedir o avanço das tropas indianas que marcharam para a colónia em número superior. 
Salazar deu início a uma guerra (a Guerra Colonial Portuguesa) com o objectivo de eliminar as forças 
anticoloniais em África, a qual durou até à queda do regime em 1974». In https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Imp%C3%A9rio_Portugu%C3%AAs

Fig. 3. Capa de Josèzito 
Pequenito (s/d), da Edi-
torial Majora [18].
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Possuindo em certa medida como hipotexto a versão dos irmãos Grimm 
(ainda que apresentando alguns elementos desviantes), A menina do 
capuchinho vermelho13 [4], de Costa Barreto (1914-1973) e com ilustrações 
de César Abbott (1910-1977), corresponde a uma narrativa que principia 
com a despedida da menina e a sua passagem pela floresta. Esta publi-
cação apresenta uma disposição horizontal e ostenta uma componente 
pictórica composta pela técnica do pop-up de plano frontal, fazendo parte 
de um conjunto de recriações de contos tradicionais, como A gata bor-
ralheira (1963) ou Branca de Neve e os 7 anões, por exemplo, não datados, 
uma colecção que tem por designação «Livro infantil com relevo». No 
Dicionário de Literatura Infantil Portuguesa, António Garcia Barreto dá 
conta da existência destes livros de armar ou em relevo no início dos anos 
60. Segundo este «não se construíram com base em histórias de autores 
portugueses, mas quase sempre recreando conhecidos contos de fadas. 
Ao abrir o livro de páginas de cartolina, a criança via a história armar-se, 
como que ganhando vida, podendo em muitos casos tomar parte activa na 
história, movimentando alguma personagem ou zona do cenário» (2002: 
312). Retomando a análise d’ A menina do capuchinho vermelho, convém 
assinalar a presença de alguns animais, figuras marcadas pela preocu-
pação e advertência face ao perigo «Uns senhores Coelhos, que por ali 
andavam a passear, ficaram espantados com a coragem da Menina. Certo 
passarão, que tinha o ninho numa das árvores, piou: «Mau negócio, mau 
negócio!» e mestre Pato, sempre pronto a dar conselhos, grasnou: - Tem 
cuidado com o Lobo Mausão [sic], Capuchinho! Olha que ele é sabidolas 
e atrevido...». Ainda que observada pelo «Lobo Mausão [sic]», este não 
chega a estabelecer diálogo com a menina, antes corre apressadamente 
para casa da avó, e, comendo-a, coloca os seus óculos e mete-se na cama 
a aguardar a sua chegada. Saliente-se o modo como a falsa avó convida 
a «netinha» a entrar: «-Entra, entra depressa, minha netinha, que estou 
cheia de apetite e morta por te ver!». Ao longo do relato, os animais assu-
mem grande importância no processo de apreensão do(s) sentido(s) tanto 
na componente verbal14, como no discurso imagético15. O lobo vestido de 
«falsa avó», dizendo ir dar a benção à protagonista, tenta comê-la. No 
entanto, surge um lenhador (e não o comum caçador) que o mata com o 
auxílio de um machado, retirando a avó ainda viva. Assinale-se, ainda, 
o final deste reconto, elemento distinto da sua matriz «-Vai, vai em boa 
hora, minha rica Menina, e volta amanhã com outro bolo de chocolate! E 
a Capuchinho Vermelho foi para casa, tendo muito que contar...». Facto, 
igualmente, interessante é a presença da figura da Nossa Senhora num 
quadro sobre a cama da avó e de um retrato cuja figura masculina se pode 
depreender tratar-se do avô que já deve ter falecido. Registe-se, também, 

13 Este volume parece ter sido publicado em 1965, fazendo parte da Série Relevo da Editorial Majora [2].
14 Além das suas falas fazerem prever a ocorrência de um acontecimento trágico logo no início do relato, 
quando a menina entra na casa da avó, dá-se conta, igualmente, da aflição dos animais «A bicharada, 
que sabia estar lá dentro o Lobo Mausão [sic], ficou aflita. E D. Burro zurrou mesmo, lá da cerca: - O Lobo 
Mauzão tem os dentes tão grandes e tão afiados! Pobre do Capuchinho!!! Era tão boa menina...».
15 Ao longo do discurso visual, é possível observarem-se vários animais que se escondem com medo do 
lobo, bem como um cão e um gato preto ilustrados, com um ar desconfiado, cada vez que o lobo surge 
com o seu ar ameaçador e de dentes arreganhados.
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a presença de um pombal sobre o telhado tanto da casa da Menina do 
Capuchinho como da casa da avó, de onde saem pombas brancas, aves 
cuja simbologia repousa essencialmente na ideia de pureza. 

Tão úteis os animais [19], 
vindo a lume, segundo o catálogo 
da Biblioteca Nacional em 1971, 
inscreve-se numa vasta colecção 
de livros publicados em pano, 
maleáveis e resistentes, pela 
Editorial Infantil Majora, um con-
junto de volumes de baixo custo. 
A simplicidade lexical e frásica, 

a par da própria aparência gráfica do volume, das opções cromáticas e dos 
detalhes visuais, autorizam a filiação deste livro no domínio da recepção 
pré-leitora. A cada página é graficamente representado um animal em 
conjunto com os produtos que derivam deste, ou daquilo que esse animal 
tem para “oferecer” ao ser humano, por exemplo, a vaca com a manteiga 
e o leite, os patos com a almofada de penas, os porcos com os pincéis e um 
presunto, etc. Os animais, retratados com grande rigor, sempre inscritos 
numa mancha circular que vai variando de cor, facto que permite além 
do alargamento do léxico e do conhecimento do mundo, a aquisição do con-

ceito das cores, surgem acompanhados por um 
discurso textual contido sob a forma rimática. 
Inscrito na tipologia do livro-catálogo [15] ou, 
de um modo particular, tal como preconiza-
do por Sara Reis da Silva, num breve estudo 
dedicado ao livro formativo ou informativo, ao 
livro de conceitos ou aos livros enumerativos 
ou acumulativos, nestes, importa, sobretudo, 
a objectividade e a veiculação de conteúdos 
[22]. O discurso verbal é, portanto, simples e 
rimado (o segundo verso rima com o último) 
marcado pela adjectivação, pelo uso de dimi-
nutivos e por um estilo coloquial que confirma 

a intencional proximidade do relato do potencial leitor «com as penas dos 
patinhos/ enchemos as almofadas,/ que dão aos meus leitorzinhos/ sone-
cas mais regaladas» (sublinhado nosso) faz-se acompanhar de um registo 
ilustrativo colorido, de cariz realista e pormenorizado.

Considerações Finais
Situadas num limbo entre o livro-objecto e o objecto-brinquedo, não 
obstante as diferenças existentes em termos de materiais e tipologias 
editoriais, na globalidade, as obras levadas a análise divergem do modelo 
tradicional do livro, sendo evidente um maior investimento na compo-
nente gráfica no que respeita à materialidade e à sua construção [14]. 
Contudo, a originalidade da configuração gráfica que faz uso de recursos 
sonoros, de efeitos visuais, de formatos incomuns e da tridimensionali-
dade, por exemplo, ainda que cativando os mais pequenos pela diferença 

Fig. 4. Páginas de A 
menina do capuchinho 
vermelho (s/d), de 
Costa Barreto (ilust. de 
César Abbott) [4].

Fig. 4. Página de Tão 
úteis os animais (s/d), da 
Editorial Majora [19].
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de apresentação, segue de perto os objectivos ideológicos e didácticos 
que marcam a concepção vigente da literatura para a infância no período 
do Estado Novo. Deste modo, ainda que partilhando com a actualidade 
a aposta na valorização da materialidade, da componente interactiva e 
lúdica do livro e da leitura e do papel interventivo do leitor, entendido 
como um fazedor/actor, estas obras negligenciam manifestamente a di-
mensão literária e estética do texto, colocando-o ao serviço de propósitos 
pedagógicos, educativos e moralizantes [2] [9]. Se, hoje, o livro-brinque-
do goza de um duplo destinatário, atraindo quer miúdos quer graúdos, 
que fazem destes livros objecto de coleccionismo, no período em análise, 
é inegável que se trata de obras que têm nas crianças o seu destinatário 
explícito e, de um modo mais particular, as crianças portuguesas, num 
determinado período histórico [2] [9]. Marcadas pelas tradições autócto-
nes, pela alusão a hábitos e pormenores assimilatórios, de valores como 
a pobreza, a humildade, a obediência, a família, a religião, o patriotismo 
ou a ruralidade, as obras analisadas reflectem uma infantilização da 
linguagem (pela presença de diminutivos, por exemplo), o gosto pela 
descrição (aliado, por vezes, ao diálogo), a interpelação directa do leitor, 
ao serviço da glorificação do regime e do ensinamento moral [2]. Em 
suma, restringidos por certas regras ou proibições gráficas e limitações 
temáticas ou relativas ao conteúdo que, naturalmente, condicionaram 
em maior ou menor grau a qualidade literária destas publicações, estes 
volumes sobressaem na História da literatura para a infância como obras 
que apostam na veiculação divertida e informal de conhecimento, fun-
cionando como ferramentas educacionais em sintonia com os objectivos 
ideológicos e didácticos muito específicos [2] [9].
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Abstract

The reproduction of scales in the context of Scientific Illustration poses 
a technical challenge of high complexity and typically slow execution. A 
digital method was developed to illustrate the texture of scaly animals 
which is functionally expeditious, scalable and adaptable, efficiently using 
the computer’s resources.

1. Introduction
Scientific Illustration (SI) is an integral part of the scientific discourse, provid-
ing a visual explanation beyond what can be deducted from words, aiding the 
comprehension of non-immediate and complex information and contexts. 
The main function of SI is, therefore, essentially utilitarian: to inform, 
explain and instruct - in short, to communicate by using non-polysemic 
visual models. The biggest requirement lies, therefore, in the production of 
highly detailed, scientifically correct images, honest in their interpretation 
of the reality they are conveying. Realized through traditional (analogical) 
or digital media, the SI provides a strategically synthetic and planned visual 
explanation aimed at a certain target audience, facilitating the assimilation 
of the message coded in it. The standards it follows are: fidelity, objectivity, 
simplicity, honesty and credibility. The medium of choice is one that’s the 
most expedite and capable of producing the best results with the minimum 
possible investment in terms of logistic and human resources, as well as in 
time spent in materializing the idea into image ([2],[3],[4],[5]). 

The scales found in organic models pose a problem of high com-
plexity, given the demand for realism, accuracy and precision that are 
expected of a scientific illustration. Scales form patterns that can be split 
into two levels: a) texture or volume, imposed by the minute elements that 
must be organized and adapted to the volume/form or function and b) dif-
ferential or non-volumetric coloration presented directly on the surface of 
the scale and/or groups of scales. The greatest complexity lies in the first 
order pattern, governed by the type of distribution of the repetitive unit of 
vertebrates’ integumentary or cutaneous system (most fish, reptiles, birds’ 
feet). This distribution can be modeled (linearly or other) or random, but 
the shape, volume and dimensions are sufficiently regular and constant to 
allow the creation and projection of a tegument model for the bi-dimen-
sional representation of zoological illustrations [7],[9]).

1 & 2 Laboratório de Ilustração Científica, Departamento de Biologia, Universidade de Aveiro, 
Campus de Santiago, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal
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Digital techniques in Adobe PhotoShop, through the possibility of 
mechanizing the workflow and programming the automation of small 
repetitive tasks, are well adapted to the creation of this kind of pattern 
quickly, a valuable factor when it comes to creating scientific illustration 
with editorial purposes. The replication of volume effects through the 
emulation and real time renderization of volumetric effects (layer styles) 
doesn’t harm the precision and quality of the end product, which would 
otherwise result in a most undesirable waste of time ([1],[6],[8]).

This study’s goal was to develop a methodology for creating scaly 
organic models using expedite as well as scalable and adaptable methods 
for the illustration of scaly animals. The initial idea came from observing 
ceramic covered surfaces with different topographies: rooftops with inter-
locking and overlapping roof tiles, and greco-roman mosaic pavements. 
Two reptiles were then selected with different shapes and covered with 
two different types of scales, which led to the creation of two different 
approaches:

A. the false smooth-snake (Macroprotodon cucullatus), with cylindrical 
volume and covered in roof tile-like scales; 
B. a lizard, specifically (Chamaeleo chamaeleon), with flattened volume 
and covered in mosaic-like scales.   

2. Methodology
Roof tile type scales completely cover the skin and always contain overlap-
ping areas from their medial or distal portions, which limit the external ex-
posed areas. In the case of fish only a very small portion of the distal end of 
the scale is visible, with the rest hidden under the adjacent scales, while in 
snakes the overlap is more reduced though still very obvious; in both cases 
there is a need to individualize each and every single scale into isolated lay-
ers, as a way to guarantee that the necessary overlap is respected. 

Mosaic type scales don’t overlap each other, appearing entirely sur-
rounded by a narrow band of naked skin. For that reason, the construction 
of this kind of pattern uses a smaller number of layers since several groups 
of layers can be renderized in a single layer. These clusters of scales can 
be sorted according to their shape and/or dimensions so they can later be 
duplicated and distributed in the area to be covered (patchwork) (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Macroproto-
don cucullatus and 
Chamaeleo chamaeleon 
© Benny Trapp
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Roof tile-like scales

1. Modeling of the distribution pattern (grid): Draw a sketch that models 
the fitting and distribution pattern of the scales, all along the body and 
already adapted to the volumetrics, using photographic references and/or 
other documents (literature) for comparison (Fig.2).

2. Categorizing: Draw one to several 
“base scales” according to the previously 
identified and determined typology (each 
“cell” in the grid) during the initial study 
(categorizing), creating a systematized 
library of base-scales (master). Create 
“edge-scales” to use in areas where the 
curvature of the body causes deforma-
tions of the 2D visualization of the scales 
(contours) or wherever the scales radi-
cally change shapes (like in the belly of 
the snake, for example) (Fig.3).

3. Topography: Create shadows and highlights that characterize the 
topography of each of the base-scales, through direct painting (defini-
tive method) or by using layer styles to create the same effect in a non-
permanent way (dynamic method). One option that can be used with 
either method is the drop shadow which creates a projected shadow (cast 
shadow) under the opaque object drawn on that layer which interacts with 
the underlying layers – enhancing the volume and individuality of the 
overlapping scales. Use ONLY a grayscale code (white for highlights, black 
for strong shadows, medium grays for neutral tones) (Fig.3).

4. Placing Scales: Import the layer style 
for each of the categorized base-scales. 
Duplicate the layers of these scales, care-
fully choosing those that match the body 
volume in shape and dimension, and place 
them within the grid. In order to save 
the computer’s resources and improve 
the speed of processing the styles can be 
added only after duplicating all the scales. 
Position the new scales in each cell of the 

grid, making sure that the order of the layers matches reality (such that a 
caudal scale isn’t wrongly placed over a cranial scale) (Fig.4).

5. Effects: After completing the volumetric pattern of the scales these 
shall be placed in a group and a blending mode of the “contrast family” 
(overlay, soft light, hard light, vivid light, linear light, pin light or hard mix) 
is chosen for this group, checking the effects produced by the interaction 
of the various blending modes and the transparency of the group until the 
desired result is achieved. Only when no further changes are needed on 
the individual scales can the group be merged to free up the computer’s 
resources. It is advised to save a backup file with the individual scales still 
intact before proceeding with the merge (Fig.4).

Fig. 2. Sketch with 
scale pattern. 

Fig. 3. Topography of 
the individual scales 
(layer style) and their 

placement according to 
the established pattern. 
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6. (Optional) All the pixels 
created by layer styles such as drop 
shadow or outer glow can be visually 
removed by use of masks applied 
to the offending layers or groups of 
layers. A quick and effective way of 
achieving this is using the original 
set of scales (before the merge), 
clearing all of their layer styles (se-
lect all, clear layer style), merging the 
group, selecting the pixels of the re-
sulting layer (“select pixels”) and using the selection to create a mask that 
will remove all the shadows that fall outside of the animal’s edge (Fig. 5).

7. Finishing: To add color to the 
picture a base layer is created and on 
it the chromatic combination that 
makes the non-volumetric pattern 
is painted; the scales will be applied 
over this layer or layers (step 6). Fi-
nally, over all the other layers, a new 
general volume layer is created that 
will affect all of the colors and scales 
underneath (using a grayscale with a 
blending mode similar to the one used 
in the scales). The scale textures work 
independently from the colors and 
volumes so that one can be edited 
without changing the others (Fig. 6).

Mosaic-like scales

1. Modeling of the distribution 
pattern: Draw a sketch that shows 
the fitting and distribution of the 
generic scales as well as all those 
with diagnostic value (in this case, 
the wide head scales, the tuber-
cles or spikes in the body), always 
adjusting for the volumetrics that 
should be rendered in studies of 
light and shadows (Fig. 7).

2. Categorizing: Similar to what 
was already described for the roof 
tile-like scales.

3. Topography: In a new layer 
paint a series of discrete spots, in 
50% gray, each corresponding to 
the area of one scale, making sure 

Fig. 4. Finishing the 
patterning and chang-
ing to an adequate 
blending mode.

Fig. 5. Correcting the 
shadows created by the 
layer styles.

Fig. 6. Creation of the 
highlights and shad-
ows layers to be placed 
over the texture base. 

Fig. 7. Sketch with 
patterning of the 
important head scales 
and guidelines of the 
generic scales.
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they are isolated and far enough from each other (respecting the natural 
portion of naked skin found between scales). Once a few neighbor-
ing test scales are created, a layer style is applied to the layer to create a 
volume similar to what is seen in nature. Try to achieve the shadows and 
highlights that mimic the volumetrics of the scales being replicated (op-

tions within the emboss category). Very 
protruding scales may benefit from a drop 
shadow style, which creates a shadow 
cast onto the body. Ensure that the space 
between the scales is big enough to avoid 
interference (too little separation causes 
a “fusion” of the neighboring areas) 
and adjust as needed; a spacing of 4 to 6 
pixels is usually enough but it varies. The 
spacing must be maintained for all the 
scales within the same layer (Fig. 8).

4. Placing Scales: Cover the full area 
with scales, a different layer for each 
type of scales (it is not advised for small 
scales to be drawn in the same layer as 
large scales, or flattened scales along 
with spiny tubercles, because the same 
layer style applied to areas of different 
sizes will result in very different and 
undesirable outcomes). In order to c 

computer resources and improve the speed of processing, the styles 
not being actively used can be temporarily hidden. (Fig. 9).

5. Patterning: Whenever the target pattern is somewhat linear (ideally 
the guidelines would have been included in the sketch) a brush can be cre-
ated with the shape of a typical scale through the option “create brush pre-
set”; after adjusting the spacing and other properties in the brush palette, 
the automatically generated scales can be applied by drawing along the 
guidelines. Check if the minimum spacing between neighboring scales is 
being maintained. Any errors can be erased and repeated, if necessary by 
hand painting (Fig. 10).

6. Effects: After completing the volu-
metric pattern of the scales these shall be 
placed in a group and a blending mode of 
the “contrast family” (overlay, soft light, 
hard light, vivid light, linear light, pin light or 
hard mix) is chosen for this group, check-
ing the effects produced by the interac-
tion of the various blending modes and the 
transparency of the group until the desired 
result is achieved. Only when no further 

changes are needed on the individual scales can the group be merged to 
free up the computer’s resources. It is advised to save a backup file with the 
individual scales still intact before proceeding with the merge (Fig. 11).

Fig. 8. Group of a few 
scales to test the layer 

style.

 Fig. 9. The whole area 
was covered with hand 

drawn scales.

Fig. 10. Creation of 
scales through custom-

ized brushes. 
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7. (Optional) All the pixels created by 
layer styles such as drop shadow or outer 
glow can be visually removed by the use 
of masks applied to the offending layers 
or groups of layers. A quick and effective 
way of achieving this is creating an empty 
mask on one of the scales layers (before 
merging), select the pixels, invert the 
selection and, on the previously created 
mask, use the selection to erase all the cast shadows that fall outside of 
the animal’s edge. (Fig. 12).

8. Finishing: To add color to the picture a base layer is created and on 
it the chromatic combination that makes 
the non-volumetric pattern is painted; the 
scales will be applied over this layer or 
layers (step 6 ). Finally, over all the other 
layers, a new general volume layer is cre-
ated that will affect all of the colors and 
scales underneath (using a grayscale with 
a blending more similar to the one used 
in the scales). Basically, the scale textures 
works independently from the colors and 
volumes so that one can be edited with-
out changing the others (Fig. 13). 

3. Results 
Both of the developed methodologies for 
depicting scales have shown great potential 
and adequacy for the illustration of a 
wide variety of scaly animals. The main 
advantage is the dynamic editing of these 
textures and their independence from the volumetric construction and color/
patterning attribution. Another advantage is that the editable patterns can be 
easily reused and constructively adapted for similar species. (Fig. 14).

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Digital illustration, along with the methods created and developed here, is 
shown to be perfectly adapted to the stringent requirements and intense 
workload that are typical of editorial scientific illustration. The advantages 
of this technique have shown that it is extremely suitable for rigorous repre-
sentation, and provides a high level of detail that is required for the creation 
of archetypes of this group of vertebrates, which are expected to represent 
the species, not only as a visual aid to diagnosis, but also for identification.

Digital techniques (especial Photoshop because of the versatility of 
its brushes and automated effects) allow us to create illustrations of large 
size and high detail, without spending any of the materials used up by tra-
ditional techniques, and in a shorter time. The technique suggested here 
provides a simple and quick way of creating scales that would otherwise 

Fig. 11. Finishing the 
patterning and chang-
ing to an adequate 
blending mode.

Fig. 12. Correcting the 
shadows created by the 
layer styles.

Fig. 13. Creation of the 
highlights and shadows 
layers to be placed over 
the texture base.
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be painstakingly slow to digitally paint one by one. There is not a single 
traditional technique that can recreate scales with this amount of detail 
and in the timescales demanded by scientific illustration, not to mention 
with the option to change colors or patterns at any moment; the tradition-
al technique that comes the closest to achieving these goals is gouache 
(tempera paint) but it requires working areas several times bigger than in-
tended (so that details improve when shrinking the image), which requires 
even more time and materials. The degree of detail, flexibility and speed 
attainable with digital techniques make it an extremely attractive option 
for editorial scientific illustrators.

The flexibility of this method is most relevant, since the described 
proceedings can be imported and adapted to other specimens within the 
same species (creating figurative diversity, for example, in building an 
entire school from a single fish), to other similar species (for instance, 
within the same genus of chameleon) and even to unrelated groups with 
analogous integuments, from vertebrates (pangolin) to invertebrates 
(such as the wings of a Lepidoptera).

The technique explored here can even be adapted for use in other ar-
eas of scientific illustration to represent many different structures and natu-
ral patterns: feathers and hair can be created with a simple drop shadow 
effect, tree trunks can be made through emboss effects equipped with extra 
textures, thin arthropod segments (such as antennae) can be quickly and 
easily rendered and even cellular patterns can be created in a few minutes. 

For the illustration of scaly integuments 2D digital illustration proves 
to be a reproducible and versatile technique, dynamically adaptable to 
different forms/volumes, with convincing, rigorous and quick results. The 
editable patters of scales and the possibility of changing the underlying 
colors and patterns allow for the creation of multiple images from a single 
original model. The end result is true to the natural specimens, faithfully 
replicating reality and compiling within itself more information that could 
ever be achieved through, for example, a photograph.  

 

Fig. 14. Final illustra-
tions of Macropro-

todon cucullatus and 
Chamaeleo chamaeleon. 

© Cláudia Barrocas & 
Fernando Correia
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Abstract

This paper aims to state the role played by Scientific Illustration in the 
perception of environmentally challenging events, by creating descriptive 
images that are disseminated to an audience that may be unaware of the 
environmental damage caused by certain human practices. The explored 
topic is pesticide exposure, with emphasis on the herbicide glyphosate. 
Results of different investigations were used to demonstrate the adverse 
effects of exposure to glyphosate in non-target organisms, with Rat-
tus norvegicus as a case study for its physiological similarity to human 
beings. The integrative review of the experiments revealed that glypho-
sate formulations have deleterious properties that cause a wide range of 
developmental abnormalities in humans and other vertebrates. Through 
integration of discovered evidence, reproductive impairment and  tera-
togenicity in Rattus norvegicus are portrayed in an infographic to raise 
awareness on potential effects to humans, their descendants and other 
animals, to reduce pesticide exposure and, consequently, to minimize 
the frequency of associated congenital defects and to encourage possible 
preventive actions.

1. Introducão
A perceção de que muitos dos produtos ou subprodutos resultantes das 
atividades humanas estão na base de muitas das alterações biológicas e/
ou climáticas já é realidade e cada vez mais reúne um consenso científico 
mais alargado. No entanto, ainda são questões mobilizadoras e geradoras 
de controvérsia, com necessidade de erradicação através de ações de 
sensibilização, esclarecimento e consciencialização.

É aceite que a sustentabilidade e o progresso da ciência dependem 
enormemente da interação entre a comunidade científica e a consciência 
do grande público não especializado, promovendo o combate à iliteracia 
científica. Para este resultado é fundamental garantir um fácil, mas 
conciso e objetivo, acesso à informação já comprovada sobre temas que 
dizem respeito ao meio ambiente, saúde e bem-estar social, áreas em que 
o contributo da Comunicação Científica, com destaque na componente 
imagética (visual), tem desempenhado um papel de importância crucial. 
De fato, observa-se que nas últimas décadas as questões de caráter 
ambiental recorrem frequentemente à Ilustração Científica, enquanto fer-

1, 2 & 3 Universidade de Aveiro, Departamento de Biologia, Aveiro, Portugal.
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ramenta com pendor educativo-pedagógico capaz de focalizar a atenção 
e facilitar o entendimento de matérias científicas complexas. Além disso, 
dadas as nossas características como uma espécie profundamente visual 
(1), as mensagens visuais demonstram possuir uma maior capacidade e 
potencial de penetração e disseminação, fazendo uso de uma variedade 
de meios de comunicação social, e contribuindo assim para uma melhor 
e mais consistente divulgação do conhecimento científico a um público 
mais abrangente e não especializado.

A Ilustração Científica é sobretudo uma imagem estrategicamente 
enfática, não-dúbia, facilmente percetível e assimilável em termos cogni-
tivos (2), com medidas exatas e uma abordagem destinada a ser o mais fiel 
possível ao assunto em questão (3). As informações transmitidas devem 
ser rigorosas e objetivas, onde são empregues capacidades técnicas e es-
téticas de observação para retratar um tema científico (4). O seu propósito 
é comunicar o conhecimento científico; desempenhando, portanto, uma 
função pedagógica-didática, para além de registar e difundir os resultados 
mais notórios da investigação científica, no desempenho de um papel 
fundamental para o avanço da ciência.

A abordagem promovida por este tipo de imagem evita que o fluxo 
de conhecimento se estagne nos centros de pesquisa científica, disse-
minando-o para a sociedade na generalidade (2). O ilustrador científico 
pode formatar mensagens sobre a forma de imagens estrategicamente 
construídas, representando práticas humanas que resultam em um im-
pacto negativo no meio ambiente, com potencial para funcionar como um 
catalisador de conhecimento e conscientização. Para demonstrar a ativi-
dade da Ilustração Científica como veículo de conscientização, explorou-
se neste artigo o problema mais amplo da exposição à agrotóxicos, com 
ênfase particular no herbicida glifosato e suas formulações. 

Os herbicidas à base de glifosato, organofosforados sistémicos, são 
os principais herbicidas de amplo espectro e não-seletivos utilizados em 
praticamente todas as regiões geográficas mundiais para o controle de er-
vas daninhas anuais e perenes ( 5). O glifosato ganhou popularidade como 
sendo seguro e ambientalmente benigno por possuir rápida degradação e 
baixa mobilidade no solo. No entanto, sob certas circunstâncias particu-
lares, pode ser lixiviado em águas de drenagem, superficiais ou subterrâ-
neas, provando que organismos fora de alvo podem ser expostos através 
da água potável ou pela ingestão de plantas e animais contaminados. Os 
adjuvantes presentes nestes herbicidas podem também contribuir para 
essa toxicidade, por si só, ou em sinegismo com o ingrediente ativo.

Vários estudos clínicos constatam ou apontam para uma efetiva corre-
lação entre os efeitos do glifosato no sistema endócrino e toda uma série de 
anomalias em uma ampla gama de espécies animais, desde invertebrados a 
grandes mamíferos (6). Existe grande incoerência entre os fatos científicos 
independentes e os propalados pela indústria, demonstrando grande inte-
resse económico envolvido no tópico e, por outro lado, o quão necessário se 
torna atalhar e mitigar possíveis danos no entretanto. Por este motivo e pela 
variedade de efeitos adversos à saúde de pessoas que vivem em áreas onde 
o produto é amplamente utilizado, é necessário procurar validação com base 
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num corpus razoável de estudos independentes para se poder avaliar comple-
tamente os efeitos deste herbicida na saúde de organismos não-alvo. 

Um crescente número de estudos toxicológicos que examinam 
diversas espécies de vida selvagem demonstra que a exposição a conta-
minantes ao longo dos anos é a causa principal que ameaça a viabilidade 
e sobrevivência de certas espécies, podendo levar à sua extinção, local 
ou de todo. Defeitos de nascimento, juntamente com deformidades e 
anormalidades cromossômicas são as principais causas de morte neonatal 
e pós-neonatal e têm um alto impacto social e econômico ( 7). 

Com base em evidências de foro científico pretendeu-se criar 
uma peça comunicacional que congregue em si as principais altera-
ções anatómicas desenvolvidas em Rattus norvegicus após exposição ao 
glifosato. Optou-se por restringir estes estudos aos que incidiram sobre 
Rattus norvegicus, enquanto objeto de estudo, dada a elevada semelhança 
fisiológica com os seres humanos — o que faz deles excelente modelo para 
melhor compreender os efeitos expectáveis na nossa própria espécie e em 
outros vertebrados. Esta infografia tem como maior objetivo sensibilizar o 
público para a problemática, ao apresentar as alterações anatómicas dete-
tadas e alertar que estas também podem ocorrer no Homem e em outros 
animais, domésticos e/ou selvagens, muitos deles úteis para o primeiro.

2. Metodologia e Métodos
A revisão integrativa da literatura foi o método de pesquisa utilizado para 
responder ao objetivo deste estudo, que apresenta como vantagem a pos-
sibilidade de síntese e a análise do conhecimento científico já produzido 
em estudos anteriores sobre o tema investigado (10). Este método de pes-
quisa é caracterizado pela inclusão simultânea de pesquisa experimental, 
não-experimental, teórica e empírica, além de incorporar um vasto leque 
de propósitos: definição de conceitos, revisão de teorias e evidências, e 
análise de problemas metodológicos de modo a proporcionar uma maior 
variedade no processo de amostragem e consequentemente aumentan-
do a profundidade e abrangência das conclusões da revisão. Facilita o 
processo de divulgação do conhecimento (12), ao tornar os resultados de 
pesquisas mais acessíveis.

As seis etapas percorridas para a elaboração da revisão integrativa 
foram aquelas elaboradas por Ursi e Galvão (13):

1- Definição da questão de pesquisa;
2- Estabelecimento de critérios de inclusão e exclusão na busca literária;
3- Definição das informações a serem extraídas dos estudos; 
4- Avaliação dos estudos incluídos na revisão; 
5- Interpretação dos resultados; 
6- Síntese dos dados obtidos.

Na presente revisão integrativa, três artigos atenderam os critérios de inclu-
são e exclusão. Os critérios de inclusão foram: estudos experimentais ou semi
-experimentais realizados em Rattus norvegicus ou vertebrados semelhantes, 
descrição da intervenção realizada, publicação dos últimos 30 anos e estudos 
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em língua portuguesa, inglesa ou espanhola. Foram excluídos os estudos 
experimentais que não citavam Rattus norvegicus ou outros vertebrados.

  Destes extraíram-se os seguintes resultados que servirão de base 
para a criação de uma unidade comunicacional infográfica (Tabela 1).

(14)

Embriões de rãs e galinhas tiveram a atividade das proteínas que controlam o desenvolvi-
mento dramaticamente reduzidas. Observou-se nos animais casos de ciclopsia, redução das 
vesículas óticas, catarata, encurtamento do tronco, microcefalia e microftalmia. Os resultados 
são análogos a malformações observadas em embriões de camundongos e humanos expostos 
ao glifosato durante a gravidez. Nestes observou-se também falha no desenvolvimento dos 
ouvidos -microtia e anotia-, subdesenvolvimento mandibular e fenda palatina.

(9)

As alterações esqueléticas mais frequentes em Rattus norvegicus foram disfunções na ossi-
ficação e anasarca. O crânio e a face obtiveram ossificação occipital e cervical incompleta e 
mandíbula curta; as costelas apareceram fundidas; a clavícula, as estérnebras, a escápula e o 
fêmur irregulares ou deformados e as vértebras cervicais desalinhadas. 

(10)

Os órgãos mais afetados em Rattus norvegicus foram o fígado (congestões, disfunção hepática 
e necrose), o coração, o trato digestivo e principalmente os rins (necrose e degeneração 
inflamatória). 

Para a elaboração das ilustrações, foi utilizada a aplicação informática 
Adobe Photoshop, onde foram realizados todos os passos, desde esboços 
preliminares até a arte final de acordo com as seguintes etapas:

3. Resultados
Foi colocada em prática uma abordagem visual infográfica, hibridizando 
duas abordagens visuais distintas:

- uma mais realista e que incorporou várias subunidades visuais ex-
pondo cortes e transparências da anatomia interna capazes de mostrar 
as disfunções morfológicas apontadas na revisão integrativa. 
- a representação de Rattus norvegicus foi propositadamente realizada 
de forma que acentuasse um carácter simpático e expressivo, capaz de 

Tabela 1.  Resultados 
passiveis de codifica-
ção infográfica.

Imagem 1. Desenho 
preliminar do modelo 
animal saudável, 
consistido apenas por 
linhas de contorno, 
resultado de vários 
ensaios exploratórios 
até se conseguir a 
visualização ideal 
da espécie dentro do 
contexto explorado. 
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gerar ligações empáticas e assim descartar qualquer tipo de rejeição 
a esta espécie pela sua associação a algumas conotações negativas, 
sendo visto como praga e transmissor de doenças. Desta forma, 
tornando-o mais agradável ao olhar de um público não-especialista, 
pretende-se concentrar toda a atenção nas alterações anatómicas 
cujas origens estão cientificamente correlacionadas com o contacto 
com o herbicida.

Com este modelo animal, procura-se também evitar o constrangimento cau-
sado pela identificação direta destas malformações em fetos ou seres huma-
nos juvenis ou adultos. Este animal funciona assim como um “vetor gráfico” 
que proporcione uma fácil leitura, estimule a curiosidade, catalisando a com-
preensão e assimilação de contextos informativos com uma cientificidade já 
trabalhada, despertando a sensibilidade no público para a problemática, sem 
descuidar o rigor científico e/ou entrar em choque direto. 

4. Discussão
Sem descurar da necessidade de aprofundamento das pesquisas científi-
cas acerca das implicações do glifosato sobre organismos vivos, é impor-
tante salientar que as reavaliações técnicas das substâncias que compõem 

Imagem 2. Preen-
chimento do modelo 

animal com tons de 
cinza, aderindo valo-

res, sombreamento, 
profundidade e textu-

ras, adicionando um 
efeito tridimensional à 

imagem.

Imagem 3. Seleção e 
representação visual 

dos resultados que 
incorporam os dados 

mais significantes 
obtidos na revisão 

integrativa, sendo eles 
os danos reprodutivos, 

as malformações cra-
niofaciais e óticas e os 
órgãos mais afetados. 
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os agrotóxicos são complexas e demandam tempo e independência de 
seus operadores. Muito embora o glifosato seja amplamente utilizado no 
mundo inteiro, utilização essa liderada pelo Brasil, vários países estão se 
mobilizando para a necessidade de sua restrição e/ou suspensão, ciosos 
de suas implicações deletérias no meio ambiente e na vida dos seres vivos. 
Devido à importância económica dos herbicidas por aumentar a produção 
de culturas em todo o mundo, a fim de obter os efeitos benéficos deste 
recurso sem poluir o meio ambiente e sem deixar resíduos em fontes ali-
mentares e de água, a compreensão e fácil assimilação do conhecimento 
sobre o assunto permite desenvolver estratégias de prevenção e minimi-
zar os efeitos provenientes da exposição. A infografia mostrou ser uma 
unidade comunicacional estratégica e eficaz, com o suficiente potencial 
para cumprir a missão e objetivos inicialmente delineados. Uma infogra-
fia semelhante foi publicada na revista brasileira Mercado Rural, espe-
cializada em agronegócios de distribuição gratuita dirigida a um público 
composto em sua maioria por produtores rurais, empresários, executivos, 
zootecnistas, veterinários, agrônomos, criadores e demais interessados no 
agronegócio brasileiro (Anexo 1).

Na era da informação instantânea e da disseminação de fatos e 
versões às vezes contraditórias, compete à Ilustração Científica o papel de 
relevada importância enquanto ferramenta visual com elevado potencial 
de esclarecimento, disseminação de alertas e informações-chave, e con-
sequente divulgação dos factos e resultados científicos mais recentes e fi-
dedignos, segmentando a mensagem científica em construtos imagéticos 
de fácil assimilação, mesmo que por indivíduos de setores da população 
onde a iliteracia científica é recorrente. Em última instância, a utilização 
da Ilustração Científica no processo de aprendizagem e investigação cons-
titui um progresso cultural e sociológico, ao complementar a informação 
escrita e fomentar o diálogo entre os centros de pesquisa e os múltiplos 
sectores sociais, direta ou indiretamente deles dependentes (2).

Imagem 4. Resultado 
final da infografia.
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O Delta Jurássico da Lourinhã – a “Paleoarte” 
como Veículo para ir mais além do Tempo 

Fernando J. S. Correia1
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[Ilustração / Illustration]

Abstract

This essay aims to provide a vision about the construction of a paleontologi-
cal illustration, expanding on the reconstitution of paleoenvironments and 
associated extinct species, of which some specimens went through post 
mortem processes of mineralization and made it to our day in the form of fos-
sils found in one of the most productive Jurassic fossiliferous areas in Europe 
– the Lourinhã Formation. A graphical dissection is performed by analyzing 
and comparing the goals advanced by the team of scientific researchers and 
the graphic solutions are found within the third phase of the methodological 
representation, the reconstitution, as a function of the figuration methodolo-
gies, both exemplified and developed in a digital 2D environment.

1. Introdução
A Formação Geológica da Lourinhã, uma das várias sub-bacias da bacia 
Lusitaniana criadas na fase do rifting jurássico, é uma das áreas costeiras 
de Portugal continental com maior produtividade em fósseis de dinos-
sauros e outros vertebrados do Jurássico Superior da Europa (é o sétimo 
país com mais espécies de dinossauros reportadas; [16]). As paisagens 
na bacia Lusitaniana eram ditadas por paleoambientes variados, desde 
planaltos fluviais (com linhas de água meandriformes) a deltas estuarinos 
mais a jusante (que tipificam a Formação da Lourinhã), com planícies 
intermareais e lagoas costeiras rasas antes de desembocarem no mar. 
Os paleoclimas foram caracterizados como sazonais, alternando entre 
severas estações seca e de chuva, numa tipologia que se aproxima das 
monções de regiões costeiras ou até mediterrânicas, e onde os fenóme-
nos de violentas e inesperadas inundações ou enxurradas de lama são 
recorrentes [19]. Todas esta dinâmica de eventos poderiam contribuir 
para o aprisionar de animais ao longo da sua deslocação em terrenos 
lamacentos, se em período de seca, até ao rápido soterrar de inúmeras 
plantas e animais, adultos e até dos seus ovos, após uma corrente de água 
e lama provocada por uma enchente. Estariam assim criadas as condições 
propícias à paulatina mineralização e conservação desses cadáveres por 
processos de fossilização — hipóteses estas que podem explicar a riqueza 
fossilífera desta região, em restos ósseos de esqueletos geralmente in-
completos (peixes, anfíbios, lagartos, tartarugas, crocodilos, pterossauros, 
dinossauros e mamíferos), ovos (alguns com embriões), ninhos e até tri-

1 Laboratório de Ilustração Científica, Departamento de Biologia, Universidade de Aveiro, Campus de 
Santiago, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal
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lhos de pegadas (preenchimentos de moldes das pegadas, de dinossauros 
e até de pterossauros; [20]) ou ainda gastrólitos e cuprólitos ([19]; [10]). 
Entre os dinossauros destacam-se várias espécies únicas de saurópodes, 
terópodes, estegossauros e ornitópodes [1]. O Museu da Lourinhã [16] e o 
mais recente Dino Parque da Lourinhã exibem uma das mais importantes 
coleções de vertebrados desse período.

Por ocasião da inauguração do novo espaço expositivo do Dino 
Parque da Lourinhã (Fig.1, esq.), em fevereiro de 2018, foi necessário criar 
uma mural “paleo-artístico” sobre a Formação da Lourinhã, para integrar 
o percurso expositivo e contextualizar graficamente uma pegada fossiliza-
da de ornitópode (Fig. 1, dir.), entre outros requisitos.

2. Contextualização e Objetivos
Em Paleontologia, o fóssil é a unidade de estudo sobre a qual se inferem 
e interpretam entidades orgânicas e realidades extintas há milhões de 
anos, na tentativa de se procurar compreender e dar a conhecer a biodi-
versidade e a origem e evolução da Vida na Terra. Todas as reconstituições 
paleontológicas devem ser profundamente fundamentadas em evidências 
científicas e devem respeitar um plano racional e metódico de interpretação 
e intuição, ancorado em sólidos conhecimentos anatómicos, biológicos, 
ecológicos e até etológicos. A metodologia de representação segue o fluxo 
sequencial de três fases: 1) a reconstrução (repor a integridade da peça or-
gânica, recriando a matriz ausente ou danificada — seja de um dente, de um 
osso, de uma folha, etc.); 2) a restauração (atribuir e posicionar o elemento 
reconstruído segundo a geometria funcional das articulações e a arquite-
tura dos tecidos de suporte dessa entidade orgânica — o osso no esqueleto, 
a folha no caule de um ramo, etc.); 3) a reconstituição, a fase de maior 
integração e onde convergem os conhecimentos científicos mais pluri- e 
transdisciplinares, bem como o conhecimento técnico das Artes e a capaci-
dade imaginativa necessária para conseguir conciliar tudo numa hipótese 
gráfica plausível, honesta e cientificamente rigorosa ([4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[24]). 
O desenvolvimento reconstitutivo desses modelos é feito segundo uma me-
todologia de integração inversa, isto é, partindo do elemento primordial que 
serve de suporte radial para integração sucessivamente de mais elementos 
— sejam eles reconstituições de micro-fósseis ([9],[5]), de macro-fósseis 

Fig. 1. (esq.) Entrada 
do Dino Parque da 
Lourinhã, em que se 
modelou uma estrati-
ficação do solo e onde 
geralmente se podem 
encontrar evidências 
fósseis. (dir.) Instalação 
expositiva que integra 
o painel-mural com 
ilustração paleon-
tográfica (1,5 x 1 m), 
tutelando um icnofóssil 
de uma pegada de um 
ornitópode, grupo este 
que inclui dinossau-
ros herbívoros como 
o Iguanodon ou o 
Draconyx (este último 
figurado na reconsti-
tuição). Fotografias: © 
Fernando Correia
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(fungos, plantas ou animais), ou ainda reconstituições de ecossistemas 
(dos indivíduos, às fito- e zoo-comunidades, formando o biótopo, à área 
ocupada por estes, ou seja a biocenose, retratando ainda as particularidades 
caracterizadoras induzidas pelos elementos abióticos — tipos de solos, tipo 
de atmosfera, presença de corpos de água, etc.). Por exemplo, considerando 
apenas os vertebrados, partir-se-ia do esqueleto onde se reposicionam os 
principais grupos de massas musculares, extrapolando-se o volume mioló-
gico em função da anatomia funcional, da pose e do movimento retratado 
(Fig.2). De seguida, adicionar-se-ia o expectável tecido conjuntivo (como 
tecido adiposo), acrescer-se-ia o revestimento (tegumento e respetiva 
texturação) e, finalmente, avançar-se-ia com uma hipótese de coloração 
suficientemente plausível, mais ou menos conservativa em função do 
conhecido no mundo extante ([5], [24]).

Cada reconstituição gráfica de um paleoambiente e respetivas comu-
nidades de seres constitui uma mera hipótese paleobiológica [24], que 
deve refletir o que cientificamente é atual e unanimemente aceite pela 
comunidade de investigadores. O resultado gráfico final deverá ser alvo 
de validação científica constante, à medida que o pensamento científico 
evolui face a todas as novas descobertas fossilíferas, interpretações e/ou 
teses ou teorias que sobre eles forem surgindo no futuro. Por esta razão, 
uma imagem dedicada à divulgação e elucidação científica tem que obri-
gatoriamente recair mais na evidencia científica, do que na preferência 
artística ou estética do executante e/ou solicitante desse encargo (absolu-
tamente secundários, dado serem avaliações subjetivas). 

Dentro destas perspetivas resulta licito afirmar-se que uma boa 
ilustração paleontológica encerra em si mesmo uma linha de investigação 
científica suficientemente detalhada, multidisciplinar e plausível sobre 
a aparência externa daquela entidade biológica. Ou seja, estas unidades 
comunicacionais essenciais na Comunicação de Ciência, neste caso da 
Paleontologia, podem servir para bem mais do que comunicar ou divulgar 
apenas as ideias expressas num determinado estudo paleontológico já pu-
blicado. Funcionalmente, podem integrar o fluxo de investigação da própria 
Paleontologia, uma vez que permitem criar sinergias entre resultados de 
estudos científicos muito específicos e particulares, realizados em tempos e 
por equipas diferentes, conciliando-os visualmente num todo, holístico. O 

Fig. 2. Reconstituição 
dos tecidos moles 
(miológica) tendo 

por base um restauro 
prévio do esqueleto 

completo de Cerarosau-
rus nasicornis, em pose 
lateral ou taxonómica. 

Ilustração: © Fernando 
Correia.
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poder ser “visto” e observado com detalhe (analisado, estudado, refletido) 
torna esses conteúdos, traduzidos em imagem, muito mais intuitivos e 
perceptíveis, ajudando a clarificar interpretações ou teses, ou a identificar 
novas soluções, ou ainda, apontando novos problemas e linhas de investi-
gação que é preciso solucionar e desenvolver. Desta forma, uma ilustração 
cientificamente bem fundamentada poderá contribuir, diretamente ou in-
diretamente, para o progresso e evolução da própria Paleontologia — razão 
pela qual o ilustrador de paleontologia poderá constituir um valioso recurso 
no trabalho de investigação desenvolvido por um paleontólogo. Devido a 
esse seu treino e potencial, adquirido através da execução de aturados e 
metódicos processos ilustrativos, são cada vez mais os casos de ilustrado-
res paleontológicos que transitam para a área de investigação, acabando 
por constituindo evidência da tese acima formulada. São exemplos desta 
assumpção Gregory Scott Paul, que apesar de não possuir grau académico 
em Paleontologia, escreveu mais de 30 artigos científicos, nomeando várias 
espécies novas para a ciência, alem de escrever vários livros e capítulos 
temáticos, de divulgação científica e sobre ilustração paleontológica ([11] 
[12], [13], [14]). Ou Maurício Anton, hoje ilustrador e reconhecido especia-
lista em paleobiologia de grandes felinos extintos, como os tigres-dentes-
de-sabre, com mais de 20 artigos académicos em revistas da especialidade 
e vários livros temáticos publicados ([2], [3], [23]). 

Por outro lado, toda e qualquer elaboração de uma ilustração paleon-
tológica deverá ser sempre acompanhada e validada, em todas as fases-
charneira, por uma equipa de paleontólogos, ou até multidisciplinar (de 
biólogos, de geólogos, de etólogos, etc.). Essa condição foi plenamente 
respeitada durante a realização da ilustração-mural Delta Jurássico da Lou-
rinhã, quer durante a figuração de cada organismo, quer no após e durante a 
composição delineada para criar a paleo-ambiência mais adequada.

A ilustração aqui dissecada é uma imagem densa, multi-estruturada 
em vários níveis de interpretação, com um forte pendor paleobiológico e 
educativo-pedagógico, e que representou um nível acrescido de dificul-
dade na sua execução, na tentativa de contemplar os múltiplos requisitos 
e objetivos pré-acordados entre o ilustrador e o coordenador científico do 
Dino Parque, Dr. Simão Mateus:

— a imagem deveria possuir uma estruturação gráfica por forma a ser 
plurivalente na sua leitura, i. e, consoante o conhecimento intrínseco 
de cada leitor ou visitante que a observe, ou até de um Monitor do 
próprio Dino Parque, deverão poder subtrair-se múltiplas e diferentes 
histórias, ou construírem-se outras narrativas exploratórias. A título 
de exemplo, desde as mais simples e dramáticas (como caça ou luta 
entre rivais), a outras mais complexas (indícios para o intrincado pro-
cesso da mineralização dos restos ósseos, onde o cadáver já reduzido 
aos elementos esqueléticos se encontra desarticulado, com a cabeça 
separada do resto do corpo, por ex., graças à ação de transporte de 
uma enchente — dinâmica que poderá sugerir uma explicação sobre o 
porquê de ser tão raro encontrar esqueletos completos); 
— a imagem deveria começar por apresentar um delta estuarino, de 
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águas doces mais paradas, quase pantanosas, pouco profundas (razão 
pela qual se criou um corte do espelho de água, apresentando uma vis-
ta simulando um aquário) e onde pudesse ser observada vida (répteis, 
peixes) e depósitos de ossadas, transportadas pela água, ou de animais 
que tivessem ficado preso em lamaçais (durante os períodos de seca 
que tipificavam a Formação da Lourinhã, aí acabando por morrer, 
perdendo os tecidos moles ao longo do tempo); 
— junto à massa de água mais lênticas destes meandros ripícolas 
deveria ser exibida vegetação típica desse ambiente: as cavalinhas 
jurássicas (semelhantes aos atuais Equisetum sp.), marginando os 
cursos de água doce; manchas densas de fetos e cicadófita, mais ao 
largo e marginando uma floresta de coníferas, mostrando parte de 
uma galeria ripícola jurássica (biótopo); 
— representação, num plano mais aproximado, de animais de peque-
nas dimensões comparativamente aos atores principais (dinossauros), 
nomeadamente invertebrados, (libélulas, maiores, e libelinhas, de 
corpo mais fino, como insetos típicos desses ambientes dulciaquíco-
las) e ainda outros répteis, como a tartaruga jurássica, a Selenemys; 
— o domínio do ar deveria ser ocupado por répteis voadores Rham-
phorhynchus, um dos pterossauros mais antigos encontrados em 
Portugal [15], os quais deveriam ser representados em atividade 
predatória ( predadores de peixes), poisados e também a andar (dei-
xando um rasto de pegadas na vasa):
— sugerir se possível várias relações ecológicas entre estas espécies 
de animais: predação (entre o carnívoro Ceratosaurus nasicornis [17] 
e o herbívoro Draconyx loureiroi [18]); territorialidade e oportunis-
mo (quando um ranforrinco tentar subtrair um peixe, previamente 
capturado por outro pterossauro da mesma espécie; ou quando dois 
Ceratosaurus se enfrentam ameaçadoramente). 
— mostrar o processo de fossilização de somatofósseis (restos do cor-
po), desde a carcaça de um Draconyx recentemente morto, o crânio de 
um Ceratosaurus semi-enterrado no sedimentos (apenas se vê o térmi-
no do focinho, encimado pelo seu distintivo chifre nasal),  um esqueleto 
que jaz na água, e outros restos ósseos já soterrados (como outro crânio 
num corte estratigráfico do solo, logo por baixo do ranforrinco a andar);
— evidenciar vários tipos de pegadas (do ranforrinco e do ceratosauro, 
ou de ornitópodes como o Draconyx) que milhões de anos mais tarde 
dariam origem aos atuais icnofósseis, ou seja, fósseis de vestígios de 
atividade biológica (como o são esses trilhos de pegadas).

3. O desenho do espaço cénico
e a recriação do paleambiente
Na ilustração Delta Jurássico da Lourinhã foi dado particular destaque e 
ênfase à fitocomunidade ribeirinha (colocada mais expressivamente nos 
quadrantes esquerdos), em claro movimento contra-corrente da tendên-
cia (bias) observada na maioria das ilustrações de reconstituição paleoam-
bientais atuais, onde o maior detalhe e atenção são quase exclusivamente 
dedicados à figuração dos animais. Assim, foram figurados vários estádios 
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de desenvolvimento de cavalinhas (do grupo Calamites spp.), desde o 
primeiro broto até ao hábito adulto, bem como várias espécies de fetos 
(alguns de porte arbóreo) e várias cicadófitas (o Jurássico é também 
conhecido como a Idade das Cicadófitas), para além de diferentes árvores 
coníferas (Fig. 3) — algumas delas com estrutura do hábito semelhante 
ao das auracárias, das sequóias e de outras pináceas (como os cedros, os 
abetos, e pinheiros que existem desde o Cretácico e onde, por exemplo, as 
formas atuais não diferem muitas daquelas jurássicas; [21]). 
O registo gráfico da fitocomunidade ajudou a reforçar a fisiografia do ter-
reno e dos cursos de água, criando uma clareira descentralizada, que abre 
e dirige o olhar para o delta estuarino e mar. Ao mesmo tempo, as plantas 
adicionam uma noção de escala relativa (servem de referencial métrico 
para os animais), permitindo estratificar planos de proximidade a quem 

visiona, entre o mais 
proximal e o mais distal 
ou longínquo. Equacio-
nou-se uma perspetiva 
com diferentes pontos de 
fuga, no intuito de criar 
espessura através da pro-
fundidade e assim melhor 
projetar a pose, dimen-
sionamento e posição 
relativa dos animais e/ou 
outros elementos dentro 
do cenário. A direcção e 
ritmos de leitura foram 
controlados através da 
colocação estratégica dos 
animais e do espaçamen-
to criado entre eles. Os 
animais funcionam assim 
como vetores virtuais que 
reforçam a necessária 
retórica visual (Fig. 4).

4. Figuração das espécies — os dinossauros, como modelo
A par com a paulatina construção do paleo-ambiente foi necessário criar 
ilustrações individuais de todas as espécies listadas, em diferentes poses 
ou formas. Para a ilustração de cada espécie foram utilizadas duas técnicas: 
primeiramente o lápis de grafite, para delinear e criar o desenho de linha de 
contorno em papel vegetal translúcido (45 gm2); numa segunda etapa, após 
digitalização e importação para ambiente digital, foi arte-finalizado em Ado-
be Photoshop, recorrendo à caneta e mesa digital para desenhar e pintar. 

Após recorte do fundo, mantendo apenas o espaço positivo deli-
mitado pela linha de contorno, foram feitos estudos de volume (Fig. 5), 
com base no uso diferencial de zonas sombreadas (escurecidas com burn 
tool) e zonas iluminadas (clareadas com dodge tool), segundo a direção 

Fig. 3. Reconstituição 
do paleoambiente com 
estruturação dos planos 
principais: fitocomu-
nidade (metade esq. 
sup.), banco de areia 
[para pequenos animais 
e plantas (metade esq. 
inf.), delta (meio) e bra-
ço ribeirinho de águas 
lênticas (em baixo e em 
corte)]. Ilustração: © 
Fernando Correia.

Fig. 4. Reconstituição 
do paleoambiente com 
estudo do posiciona-
mento dos animais, em 
desenho preliminar,  
funcionando estes como 
elementos diretores 
virtuais (vetores) e crian-
do uma retórica visual 
capaz de facilitar a ex-
ploração das dinâmicas 
impostas à narrativa 
gráfica. Ilustração: © 
Fernando Correia.
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de luz convencionada para ilustração científica (um único foco emissor, 
virtualmente colocado no canto superior esquerdo e projetando luz, em 
diagonal, em direção ao canto inferior direito; [22]).

Para a textura do tegumento foram feitos vários ensaios gráficos no 
sentido de simular as escamas de réptil em mosaico, i. e, com escamas 
sem serem justapostas (idealmente equidistantes), nem sobrepostas. 
Procurou-se que o padrão de textura ficasse isolado em uma única cama-
da (layer “escamas”), por forma a ser editável (por manipulação direta e 
invasiva — como apagar, adicionar, distorcer; por adição de filtros e/ou 
alterações de layer styles). Cada “escama” é um ponto de cor sólida (entre 
sépia a negro a 60%), aplicada com o pincel (brush) parametrizado para o 
tamanho desejado (hardness: 100%), diretamente sobre a layer “esca-
mas” (blending mode: Color Burn, Opacity: 35%, Fill: 60%), sobreposta à 
layer que contém o estudo de volumetria. A dimensão, forma e direção 
de posicionamento de cada escama desenhada, ou fiada de escamas, é 
determinado pela conformação ao volume do corpo previamente criado. 
Terminado o preenchimento é aplicado um layer style Bevel and Emboss 
(para obter o melhor compromisso na visualização, variar os parâmetros 
do Structure, Shading e até da Texture). Todas estas layers devem ser agru-
padas numa pasta e reservadas como Volume master (ativar a não-visua-
lização) antes de serem duplicadas e fundidas (merge) numa única layer. 
Esta deve ser duplicada tantas vezes quantas cores se desejarem acrescer 
à textura e volume. Submeter cada desta layers ao filtro Photo Filter  (Image 
> Adjustments), alterando a cor de base (use>color) e a densidade de inci-
dência. Cada uma dessas layers, uniformemente colorida, pode interagir 
com as subjacentes através de variações no seu blending mode. Além disso, 
poder-se-ão editar máscaras (add mask layer) em cada layer para desvane-
cer ou eliminar áreas, de forma não destrutiva. Agrupar tudo numa pasta 
Color master, reservar e duplicar para fundir. Do compromisso destas 
interações surge um dinossauro praticamente concluído, que poderá ser 
arte-finalizado através do uso do brush, dodge, burn ou sponge tool em áreas 
particulares (Fig. 6 ). Esta metodologia é uma derivação da família de mé-
todos agrupáveis no modelo Revestimento por Pavimentação de Escamas 
em Mosaico, descrito por Barrocas & Correia (2018, em publicação).

Fig. 5. Reconstituição 
de Ceratosaurus nasi-

cornis in vivo: desenho 
de contorno (esq.) e 

estudo de volumetria 
(dir.). Ilustração: © 

Fernando Correia.
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Conclusão
Integrando todas as arte-finais das espécies vegetais e animais num mesmo 
biótopo, foi obtida a aprovação final da equipa de paleontólogos e dos deci-
sores do Dino Parque, uma vez que todos os objetivos inicialmente delinea-
dos foram cumpridos e a dinâmica gráfica impressa na ilustração cumpre 
as metas científico-pedagógicas equacionadas. O resultado final pode ser 
apreciado como parte integrante da exposição definitiva patente no núcleo 
museológico, sob autoridade científica do Museu da Lourinhã (Fig. 7).
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Abstract

The Scientific Illustration is a modality of the Science Communication, 
which serves to disseminate it, using drawing and painting to encode and 
transmit scientific knowledge through images. From Scientific Illustra-
tion results Scientific Wall-Panels, which are considered as products of 
excellence and represent an important ludic  and didactic material, which 
can be used as a pedagogical resource in the teaching of Natural Sciences 
and Biology, in situ. Based on the Image, the use of motivational didactic 
games for visitors such as Peddy Paper, guarantees greater efficacy in the 
learning of scientific contents, through the use of pedagogic gamming 
strategies. In the case under analysis, the use of the Scientific Panels 
allows the Flora of the Curia Thermal Park to be disseminated, here 
highlighted with the example of the alder (Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn) 
through a dimensioned product and having as target audience  the society 
in general and the school public in particular, fulfilling the double purpose 
of communicating science and promoting environmental education. 

1. Introdução 
O Homem faz parte da natureza e, desde cedo, representa elementos da 
natureza envolvente como forma de comunicar e preservar memória. Na 
gruta de Altamira foram identificadas várias paredes com arte rupestre 
(Fig. 1), do período Paleolítico Superior. 

Para o artista, a ilustração é 
uma linguagem gráfica, um cami-
nho a seguir cujo tema pode ser ou 
não objeto de pesquisa científica. 
Para o investigador, a ilustração 
é uma ferramenta facilitadora do 
processo de elucidação, esclare-
cimento e divulgação do objeto 
de estudo ou de investigação. A 

ilustração científica é um domínio gráfico que concilia e combina a Ciência 
e a Arte, num campo de intervenção vasto, diversificado e motivador.

A ilustração científica tem como maior objetivo explicar, transmi-
tir, ensinar, ou documentar visualmente, toda a informação científica 

1, 2 & 3 Laboratório de Ilustração Científica, Departamento de Biologia, Universidade de Aveiro, 
Campus de Santiago, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal.

Keywords
CWall-panels, 
edutainment, Scientific 
illustration, Botany, 
visual representation, 
scientific communication, 
environmental education, 
flora preservation, 
scientific imagery, Alnus 
glutinosa, serious games, 
pedagogic gamming.

Fig. 1. Gruta de Altami-
ra.(in www.historiada-
sartes.com; consulta: 
março 2018)
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pertinente e relevante que seja  necessário veicular a um público-alvo em 
específico.  Constitui um instrumento bastante útil, versátil e poderoso 
no processo de aprendizagem, educação e construção do conhecimento 
do indivíduo, contribuindo para a perceção do progresso científico pela 
cociedade e evolução da Cultura [1], para além de um uso mais restrito 
e sedeado nos círculos académicos  A ilustração científica desempenha, 
assim, um papel preponderante no progresso científico e tecnológico e/ou 
na divulgação destes por todos os estratos da sociedade para os quais foi 
direcionada enquanto realidade e plataforma comunicacional. Inserida no 
contexto de um painel-mural de exterior, por exemplo, chama a atenção 
para o particular (o indivíduo), utilizando para o efeito o arquétipo que 
modela o conceito de espécie (em ilustração científica), destacando-o da 
fito-comunidade onde se integra e confunde, caso se trate de uma planta 
— combatendo, com tremenda eficácia, a “cegueira” que o público visi-
tante demonstra ao não se aperceber da presença de determinada espécie 
de planta entre outras, conceito descrito como  “plant blindness”[2]. 

Dentro deste âmbito e estratégia, e no projeto em análise desenvolvi-
do no Parque das Termas da Curia, o estudo foi centrado na flora de maior 
porte, patente nesse espaço ajardinado — procurando tornar o visível 
(pela dimensão relativa à média do ser humano) ainda mais visível. Deste 
modo, com o trabalho vigente e futuro, pretende-se: valorizar a mata 
envolvente das Termas da Curia; comunicar ciência, tendo a imagem/
ilustração científica como elemento de destaque e diferenciação, além de 
vetor e veículo de transmissão; promover, de uma forma mais acentuada 
e cirúrgica, a interação das escolas e da autarquia com o local em estudo; 
divulgar, em simultâneo, o potencial das plantas em foco, enquanto recur-
sos para o Homem; ajudar a reconhecer e identificar ambientes (habitats 
e/ou nichos ecológicos), bem como as espécies arbóreo-arbustivas mais 
comuns en outros locais diferentes mas com as mesmas características 
ambientais; sensibilizar a comunidade em geral, para o reconhecimento 
da importância da ecologia e preservação da flora local e/ou outros con-
ceitos transversais entre as Plantas e o Homem (saúde, por exemplo).

2. A Ilustração Científica Sob a Forma de Painéis-Murais 
O uso de painéis (cartas, mapas, pósteres) enquanto ferramenta de ensino 
tem as suas raízes nos painéis de ilustração (mais precisamente, nos ins-
trutórios) e nas teorias didático-pedagógicas, avançadas no século XVIII 
pelo pedagogo suíço Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, as quais defendiam que 
os elementos visuais deveriam ser valorizados e recorrentemente utiliza-
dos no ensino. Esses primevos painéis foram a solução de compensação 
da época à falta de manuais escolares ilustrados e ao aumento do número 
de alunos por classe/turma (graças ao ensino tornado obrigatório). Dessa 
forma, os painéis tornaram-se unidades comunicacionais de grandes 
dimensões (era necessário que fossem legíveis, quer para os alunos colo-
cados à frente, quer aqueles mais atrás) e passíveis de exploração, quer 
pelo docente, quer pelos alunos [3]. Durante os séc. XIX e XX, grande 
parte desses painéis instrutórios eram dedicados à Botânica e Zoologia 
tendo também sido muito utilizados no ensino universitário, em contexto 
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de aulas e de visitação nos Museus de História Natural, alguns feitos pelos 
próprios professores, outros impressos por editoras especializadas (Fig. 2).

Na segunda metade do séc. XX, este género de pósteres/painéis, 
profusamente ilustrados com desenhos científicos, foram sendo pau-
latinamente abandonados (mercê da edição de manuais cada vez mais 
ilustrados e de novas tecnologias de projeção), e o conceito evoluiu para 
outras abordagens — os pósters científicos (próprios da comunicação 
científica estricta e restritos a ambientes académicos) e os painéis-murais 
de divulgação científica, próprios para comunicar ciência para o grande 
público [3]. Atualmente, a ilustração científica mantém a sua função e 
propósito e, inserta  neste tipos de painéis, comunica visualmente e da 
melhor forma — com rigor científico, técnico e esteticamente neutro — 
informação de natureza complexa, aproximando a Cência e seus atores à 
Sociedade e ao universo escolar.

A elaboração de um painel-mural é uma tarefa morosa (dada as 
grandes dimensões deste suporte) e complexa, com uma sequência de 
procedimentos, onde se procura encontrar o melhor compromisso entre 
informação puramente descritiva e aquela mais visual (gráfica, como as 
imagens), para tornar esta unidade comunicacional o mais eficaz e funcio-
nal possível na sua missão de veicular conhecimento científico. Após uma 
aturada recolha de informação e sua análise filtrante, descriminam-se 
todos as informações que serão transformadas em imagens, seguindo-
se a seleção de materiais, de técnicas e das formas de representação. 
Posteriormente e após a execução dos desenhos ilustrados, com elevado 
rigor científico e técnico, é criado o conjunto através da ação unificadora 
da composição e design a imprimir à peça. 

Os Painéis-Murais científicos possibilitam comunicar ciência recorrendo 
à imagem estrategicamente planeada e construída, figurada através do dese-
nho/pintura. Sendo uma ferramenta ímpar e um precioso aliado no desen-
volvimento de atividades pedagógicas e de Ensino, constituem também uma 
unidade de conhecimento perene, no tempo e no espaço, de dupla função: 

Fig.2. Morfologia 
vegetal - flor . Poster 
instrutório, escolar 
(ensino secundário), 
primeira metade do sé-
culo XX, impresso em 
Itália (António Vallardi 
Editore), em cromo-
litografia sobre papel 
colado a pano de linho 
(distribuido pela Tec-
nodidática, pós-1960). 
Imagoteca particular 
de F. Correia.
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— as Paisagens Educativas, enquadradas  na vertente de painéis 
verticais, de grandes dimensões, permite a integração harmoniosa do 
conceito de Paisagem, enquanto unidade ecológica e do Património 
Natural na forma de fauna e de flora, que aí podem ser observados [4]. 
Alavancam assim conceitos de biologia e/ou ecologia para o grande 
público.
— Num ambiente de visitação escolar, estes painéis são mais que 
meros Leitores de Paisagem, constituindo os painéis instrutórios 
do século XXI, passíveis de serem utilizados pelos professores em 
contexto de aula ao ar livre e em contacto direto com o objeto de 
estudo sobre o qual irá recair a aprendizagem, i.e, são os tradutores da 
Natureza em termos didáticos [3].

3. A Ilustração Botânica 
A ilustração botânica é um dos sub-domínios da ilustração biológica, 
ao lado da ilustração zoológica e demais áreas de estudo das Ciências 
Naturais. Teofrasto, famoso discípulo de Aristóteles na Grécia antiga, é 
considerado como o percursor da Botânica Clássica e foi também pioneiro 
ao reconhecer a importância da visualização no complemento do texto, ao 
fazer acompanhar as suas descrições com desenhos.

Ao longo dos tempos, não só a Ciência ganhou corpo e individualida-
de até à sua emancipação,  como também as artes plásticas evoluíram e as 
expressões gráficas e pictóricas adquiriram caraterísticas; Ciencia e Arte con-
vergiram em campos de ensino (academias, ou universidades) sustentando 
diferentes movimentos (humanistas e científicos). As marcas renascentistas 
da Arte Naturalista4 determinam movimentos com foco no cientificismo. 
Durante o período renascentista, uma verdadeira febre naturalista inva-
diu a Europa, pelas mãos de ilustradores anónimos e também de grandes 
nomes da pintura, como Leonardo da Vinci, Dürer e Bellini. A representação 
figurativa botânica atingiu o seu apogeu com a escola da Flandres5 , em que 
a arte floral era tema dominante. No século XVI, foram realizados trabalhos 
de reconhecido mérito de ilustração botânica, massivamente reproduzidos 
pelo entalhe de blocos de madeira que constituiam a matriz de impressão das 
imagens (em xilogravura). Contudo, a partir da segunda metade do século 
observou-se um declínio desse tipo de reprodução e uma maior procura  pela 
produção de originais pintados sobre velum6 e posteriormente reproduzidos 
pelo processo da gravura em metal (calcografia). Estas e outras evoluções das 
técnicas de reprodução permitiu não só a massificação da obra, como um 
aumento da qualidade técnico-figurativa da imagem desenhada, tornando 
a obra ainda mais bela e assim contribuindo para uma maior divulgação dos 
compêndios de cariz científico e aqueles outros onde florescia a arte botânica. 
Surgiram academias científicas, como a de Paris, Londres e Berlim, visioná-
rias no entendimento que tinham sobre o valor e contribuição que a ilustração 

4 Representação de elementos da natureza, de modo que sejam facilmente reconhecíveis.
5 Flandres - na época (séculos XV a XVII) localizada na faixa entre a Bélgica, os Países Baixos e regiões 
vizinhas como França e Alemanha. 
6 Espécie de pergaminho.
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botânica aportava às obras científicas, facto que levaria a que o seu ensino e/
ou prática se tornasse uma atividade usual dentro dos grandes institutos de 
pesquisa científica. Portugal, através das suas oitocentistas Expedições Filo-
sóficas, planeadas por Domingos Vandelli, teve a sua contribuição, apoiadas 
pelo ensino formal promovido pela Casa do Risco [5].

A ilustração botânica adquiriu a caraterística primordial de Arte ao 
serviço da Ciência, com Lineu7, no séc. XVIII, através dos seus trabalhos 
e da introdução do sistema de classificação dos seres vivos. A partir desta 
época, os desenhos botânicos passaram a ser considerados parte da 
descrição científica e praticamente tão importantes como a sua descrição. 
A ilustração botânica em Inglaterra, ganhou um outro culto com a criação 
de William Curtis, em 1787, do The Botanical Magazine (revista científica 
do instituto The Royal Botanic Gardens),

Na segunda metade do séc. XIX surgiu em França um movimento ar-
tístico, o Realismo, que também engloba o Naturalismo8, com características 
tais como a objetividade e a observação. Já no final do mesmo século surge 
a fotografia, e os cientistas e desenhistas perceberam as limitações desse 
recurso enquanto registo científico. A fotografia, quer no aspeto clássico, quer 
mesmo com a avançada tecnologia digital, apresenta algumas restrições nos 
campos da Botânica Sistemática e Morfológica9. Por seu lado, uma ilustração 
científica de plantas contém todos os aspetos morfológicos importantes, re-
presentando a espécie, o género e, por vezes, caraterísticas da família a que a 
planta pertence. De facto, uma fotografia ilustra um espécime (indivíduo) que 
pode até exibir características atípicas; uma ilustração científica é um mosai-
co das características com maior valor diagnosticante, ou seja, é um modelo 
ou um arquétipo, com elevado valor documental — pois é um exercício que 
resulta da interpretação e da observação, com capacidade para representar, 
não o indivíduo, mas a espécie enquanto conceito [2].

O século XX foi marcado pelos crescentes avanços tecnológicos e demo-
gráficos e, em consequência, surgiram questões ambientais e a necessidade 
da preservação da Biodiversidade. Com o aumento da produção e divulga-
ção de imagens da natureza nas últimas décadas, ressurge a “clássica” arte 
figurativa, agora pela mão de artistas naturalistas contemporâneos. Para o 
ilustrador botânico há aspetos técnicos muito relevantes (as tintas, as suas 
misturas, os contrastes, a complementaridade e harmonias cromáticas), uma 
vez que permitem sustentar a escolha correta dos pigmentos, prever o aspeto 
da coloração em diferentes naturezas dos papéis tintados, facilitando assim 
o processo pictórico em reproduzir com a maior exatidão possível a espécie 
a figurar. A composição dos elementos de uma estampa é complexa, sendo a 
disposição dos elementos figurativos quase tão importante como o é a forma 
de representação de cada um deles na sua individualidade. 

A Ilustração Botânica retrata o reino Plantae, em que o desenho 
científico pode ser monocromático (uso da técnica de tinta da china,grafi-

7 Naturalista e médico sueco, considerado o pai da Sistemática, criador da nomenclatura binominal dos seres vivos.
8 Descrição de objetos reais em ambientes naturais.
9 Ramo da Biologia que estuda a diversidade das plantas, descrevendo e classificando as mesmas, com 
base nas características morfológicas que apresentam e nas suas relações evolutivas.
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te,carvão, etc.) ou policromático (onde, apesar de se notar um predomínio 
da aguarela, também são utilizadas outras técnicas, como a pintura a óleo, 
os acrílicos, os lápis de cor e as técnicas digitais mais modernas). As ilustra-
ções científicas das plantas vão para além do aspeto morfológico, tamanho, 
forma, cor da planta em si, dos seus ramos, das suas folhas, das suas flores, 
dos seus frutos, das suas sementes, das posições das partes constituintes 
e da relação entre elas, estabelecendo a conexão com a fisionomia desses 
elementos/partes constituintes e criando um todo – a Planta, como ser vivo 
que assume um papel essencial na natureza e pode estabelecer relações 
ecológicas com outros seres da biocenose10 (como os insetos, por exemplo).

4. Caso de Estudo: Flora
do Parque das Termas
da Curia
O Parque das Termas da Curia 
(Fig.3) situa-se no concelho de 
Anadia (Aveiro). Com cerca de 
1 4 hectares, foi construído no 
início do séc. XX, como jardim 
paisagístico estilo inglês ou 
romântico, exibindo alamedas 
e uma flora variada e onde 
se instalou um lago ar tificial, 
aproveitando as águas rema-

nescentes desse complexo termal (incluindo hotel, campo de jogos, 
parque infantil e casa de chá). Apresenta uma diversidade florísti-
ca notável, com exemplares de por te arbóreo (Fig. 4), arbustivo e 
herbáceo, alguns exóticos e outros nativos de Por tugal e de grande 
relevância ambiental (tabela 1).

10 Conjunto de organismos de diferentes espécies, que vivem no mesmo local (biótopo), num determi-
nado período de tempo e que se relacionam entre si.

Nome vulgar Família Espécie
Área Geográfica

(referente a Portugal Continental)

Tília Tiliaceae Tilia sp. Exótica (naturalizada)
Magnólia Magnoliaceae Magnolia grandiflora      Exótica
Nerion Apocynaceae Nerium oleander  Nativa
Plátano Platanaceae Platanus x hispanica Exótica (naturalizada)
Liquidambar Hamamelidaceae Liquidambar styraciflua Exótica
Jasmineiro Oleaceae Jasminum fruticans Nativa
Pilriteiro Rosaceae Crataegus monogyna Nativa
Eucalipto Myrtaceae Eucalyptus robusta Exótica (naturalizada)
Sequóia Taxodiaceae Sequoia sempervirens Exótica
Casuarina Casuarinaceae Casuarina sp. Exótica (naturalizada)
Equiseto Equisetaceae Equisetum telmateia Nativa
Loureiro Lauraceae Laurus nobilis Nativa
Pterocarya Juglandaceae Pterocarya fraxinifolia Exótica
Amieiro Betulaceae Alnus glutinosa Nativa
Cipreste Cupressaceae Cupressus lusitanica Exótica

Fig. 3. Mapa do Parque 
das Termas da Curia, 

com plantas em estudo 
assinaladas pelos 

números, (adaptado de 
https://www.google.pt/

maps/@40.4249232,
-8.4660244,5 15m/

data=!3m1!1e3)

Tabela 1 – Plantas do 
Parque das Termas da 
Curia em estudo e sua 

classificação.
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O painel-mural da Flora do Parque das Termas da Curia, em cons-
trução, além da mostra da flora mais significativa (15 espécies) em ilustra-
ção científica, apresenta a sua localização no mapa, criando um percurso 
geral da Flora e pequenas rotas temáticas, as Rotas das Descobertas: a Rota 
da Saúde em que cada árvore é uma Farmácia; a Rota da Madeira, em que a 
madeira serve para criar utensílios com diferentes usos; a Rota dos Frutos, 
a Rota das Folhas, a Rota da Ecologia, etc.. A ilustração de cada espécie será 
assim complementada com uma Ficha de Identidade, nas quais além de 
informação científica serão feitas questões cuja resposta levará a próximos 
pontos de interesse de uma Rota especifica, explorando novos percursos 
(em analogia a um“Peddy Paper”/PP). 
Cada Rota será identificada na espécie e 
mapa com um símbolo colorido próprio, 
(por exemplo, na Rota da Saúde, utilizar-
se-á uma cruz verde, como a dos estabele-
cimentos farmacêuticos).

Com “jogos sérios” (alicerçados 
em propósitos educacionais, os “serious 
games” conciliam a jogabilidade de 
determinados temas, com a habilidade 
e perspicácia dos jogadores), recorrendo 
ao gamming pedagógico,[6] e assentes 
nas premissas do conceito “Edutainment” 
(Education + Entertainment, um sub-gru-
po dos jogos sérios), pretende-se motivar 
o visitante para a descoberta do espaço e das suas espécies vegetais, sempre 
animada sob diferentes prismas de exploração que promovem atividades 
variadas ao caminhar; intelectuais, ao ser interpelado ou ter que observar, 
analisar e interpretar) e estimulam a comunicação inter-pares. Uma Rota/
PP é um percurso feito a pé e em que o visitante é incentivado a cumprir 
algumas tarefas (através de perguntas ou desafios), podendo ser utilizado 
em contexto de ensino, em grupos escolares (turmas), ou em visitação de 
grupos familiares ou até do visitante individual. O objetivo maior destas 
atividades é a promoção da aprendizagem de novos conteúdos tornando-os 
num contributo para a produção de conhecimento com cariz científico [7].

Ficha da identidade do amieiro

Nome científico: Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn.
Nomes comuns: Amieiro, amieiro-vulgar, amieiro-comum.
Família: Betulaceae
Descrição botânica: árvore de folha caduca, em adulto pode atingir 

os 25 m de altura, possui um tronco com casca castanha e fissurada e a copa 
exibe folhas quase arredondadas e dentadas na margem, geralmente com 
menos de 10 cm de comprimento (Fig.4). Flores reunidas em grupo (amenti-
lhos), na mesma árvore: amentilhos de flores masculinas – fig. 4 (a) e (b), pen-
dentes com 3,0-7,5 x 0,2-0,6 cm de comprimento e 0,2-0,6 cm de diâmetro; 
amentilhos de flores femininas – fig. 4 (a) e (c) com 1,0-2,5 cm de comprimen-

Fig. 4. Ilustração 
científica (estudo 
preliminar) do amieiro, 
Alnus glutinosa (L.) 
Gaertn, uma das ár-
vores ilustradas para o 
painel-mural do Parque 
das Termas da Curia.  
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to e 0,7-1,2 cm de diâmetro, reunidos em grupos de 2-5, inicialmente de cor 
verde, ficando negros quando maduros e dando origem aos frutos – fig. 4 (d).

Ecologia: Floresce de janeiro a maio e vegeta em lugares húmidos ao 
longo das margens dos cursos de água (rios/ribeiras, lagos e áreas inun-
dadas) formando bosques ripícolas. É uma importante fonte de alimento 
para muitas espécies de borboletas, abelhas e também para pequenos 
pássaros, que aí também procuram alimento (caçando as lagartas dessa 
borboletas) e abrigo. Árvore resistente aos insetos e fungos, mas sensível à 
poluição atmosférica. Os amiais (florestas de amieiros) têm vindo a dimi-
nuir por ação antrópica e, com base na sua importância ecológica, estão 
protegidos por leis comunitárias. 

Estatuto de conservação - Habitat 91E0*: Florestas aluviais de 
Alnus glutinosa e Fraxinus excelsior Habitat Natural prioritário em termos 
de conservação, da Diretiva Comunitária Habitats (92/43/CEE). 

Origem e distribuição geográfica: espécie nativa presente em 
todas as províncias de Portugal Continental e também Europa, Ásia e 
noroeste de África.

Usos: 
- medicinal, com ação adstringente e febrífugo (folhas ricas em tani-

nos e casca da árvore), para alívio do cansaço e escoriações em monta-
nhistas (folhas);

- na agricultura, pela fixação do azoto ao nível das raízes da planta;
- no fabrico, das solas dos tamancos (calçado) e de utensílios domés-

ticos (colheres de pau), objetos de adorno, mobiliário e guitarras (madeira 
homogénea e de baixa densidade, resistente à água e fácil de trabalhar).

Curiosidades: O amieiro pode viver até 150 anos.  
Rota das Descobertas
Rota das Folhas: quais são as árvores que visitaste, com folhas de 

silhueta arredondada   e que as perdem, tal como esta, no Inverno?
Rota da Saúde: se ferires a pele ao de leve, usas as folhas para essa 

ferida cicatrizar mais rápido; onde está a próxima Farmácia? 
Rota da Madeira: quem diria que as nossas avós faziam a comida 

com estas colheres e dançavam com sapatos de sola desta madeira!!... 
Que outras árvores darão madeira para utensílios usados na cozinha?

Rota da Ecologia: sabias que o néctar das flores destas árvores, que flo-
rescem em janeiro, alimenta as abelhas durante o final do inverno? Que outras 
árvores também são usadas por estes polinizadores e produtores de mel alados? 

5. Conclusão
A relevância dos Painéis-murais científicos como guias de exploração de 
espaços e de espécies vegetais e a utilização deste recurso de forte pendor 
didático e como ferramenta priveligiada de comunicação, divulgação e 
ensino das ciências, está eminentemente relacionada com a necessidade 
de reflexão sobre a Natureza, sobre a Ciência e, neste caso, sobre a Flora 
presente no Parque das Termas da Curia.

O recurso à Ilustração Científica como veículo de transmissão de 
conhecimento ao público em geral, mostrando elementos visíveis e não 
visíveis das plantas (flora em estudo), facilita a aprendizagem e com-
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preensão do tema em análise, e promove a formação ou reciclagem do 
conhecimento científico. Se pensarmos no público escolar, esta forma 
de divulgação científica representa, sem dúvida, uma mais valia, aliando 
aos conteúdos científicos a imagem e também jogos didáticos apoiados 
no que é visual, facto que permite uma melhor e mais eficaz apreensão, 
memorização e gestão dos novos conhecimentos.

O presente trabalho, sustenta o recurso aos Painéis-murais científicos 
para uso em locais, instituições e espaços de interesse público, como é o 
caso do Parque das Termas da Curia, onde convergem diferentes patrimó-
nios (edificado e natural) e há necessidade de encontrar novas e moti-
vadoras abordagens multiníveis, que cativem, interessem e incentivem 
à (re)descoberta e exploração dos espaços e suas qualidades intrínsecas 
(para além do lúdico). O recurso aos “jogos sérios” conduz ao potencial 
reforçar da visitação de um mesmo espaço, de cada vez com um novo e 
mais apurado sentido de observação, para mais ver e mais aprender, e 
sem que todo o processo comunicativo pareça uma fastidiosa lição formal 
— pois a ciência e o aprender também podem ser atividades divertidas.
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Abstract

The idea of scientific illustration is powerful.  Often, due to the comple-
xity of some scientific problems, strategic insights offered by visuals are 
indispensable.  One critical purpose of scientific illustration, we propo-
se, is “scientific illustration as a tool for scientific problem solving.”  To 
illustrate a complex problem, we present a case shaped within the orbit of 
computation as a medium for problem solving, with artefacts/outputs of 
computation epitomizing both static and dynamic graphics as spaces of 
learning about the problem at hand.  We chose the problem of understan-
ding human encounter in public spaces of the city.  The city is a complex 
organism.  In its public spaces, people drift casually, anticipate encounter, 
act spontaneously, become inventive.  Designing such a space is a layered 
problem and benefits from representations which foster insight.  We 
present examples of tactical modelling applied to the problem.  In our 
illustration, the armature, hidden structure used in shaping the problem 
(here, computational aspects), is referred to as “brute force;” the output is 
characterized as the “elegant” aspect.  The ways data and the conceptua-
lized problem are represented allow for integration/harmonization which 
transforms code into meaningful information, foregrounds dynamic 
constituents of data, uncovers hidden structure, reveals surprises in data, 
layers narratives in ways not immediately evident.

1. Introduction
Full title:  Representation as Brute Force and Elegance – Including Erased 
Substructures of the Black Box which Subtend those Elegant Graphics

We have taken interest in the question of human behavior in public spac-
es such as streets, piazze or squares and small urban parks.  We believe that 
social and behavioral data about public space behavior and their representa-
tion can aid designers of such spaces by way of providing them with greater 
understanding of and deeper insight into the design problem of public space.

In order to aid our investigation of behavior in public space, we 
turned to agent-based modeling.  We use the platform, Netlogo [1], [2].  
In the paper, we shall juxtapose lean computational representation and 
spatial rendering/impression; we shall illustrate translation of theoretical 
construction [e.g. reinforcement] into abstract formulation [computation] 
and then into an efflux such as either diagrammatic representation/de-
lineation or dynamic interface.  In the paper, we do the following things:

1 Texas State University, San Marcos, TX., U.S.A.

Keywords
Problem solving, scientific 

illustration, computation, 
public space.
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1. We present a brief archaeology of representation, uncovering its 
desire for a  persuasive medium.
2. We describe a problem in the domain of critical discourse about 
public space.
3. We represent the data computationally:  We very quickly lay out an 
armature  (the substructure) for representation, interrogation and 
design problem solving.
4. We re-represent some of the data as computation extrusions 
(graphs).
5. We re-represent some of the data dynamically--as insight-generat-
ing dynamics in-time.

2. Representation: Frames of Reference
Meta-Indexical Qualities.  Henderson [3] tackled the problem of represen-
tation of information.  “Why,” she inquired, “are visual representations so 
powerful?” (p. 199).  They are powerful, she wrote, because of their ability 
to function as a “holding ground and negotiation space for both explicit and 
yet-to-be-made-explicit knowledge” (p. 199).  She characterized that capa-
city as the meta-indexical quality of certain visual representations.  In the 
current paper, one of the functionalities we wish to emphasize is the capa-
city of visual representation to be a space in which the designer can interact 
with, gain insight into and pre-empt some non-explicit information.

Henderson [3] elaborated further. Visual meta-indexicals “facilitate 
the joining of not only multiple meanings but multiple forms and formats 
of coded and uncoded verbal, visual, mathematical, and tacit knowledge.”  
It is, she said, this “ability to serve as a gathering ground for multiple ways of 
knowing [emphasis added]” that is “the meta-indexical property” (p. 199).

Some instrumental enablements provided by visual meta-indexicals 
which are relevant to the current paper are as follows:

• They “transform other ways of knowing, such as...mathematical 
modes, into a  visual frame.”
 • They “tap all sorts of visual modes of representation...including the 
abstract.”
• They “expand a given visual lexicon.”
• They “represent different ways of knowing using many different 
systems of    representation at once.” [3, pp.199-200]
Henderson tersely summarized her response to the opening question 
above in the following statement:  Visual representations are powerful 
because they “[index] knowledge beyond what is actually represent-
ed” [3, p. 201].

Shape Grammar in a Proxy World. Knight and Stiny [4] introduced the idea of 
representation in a different way.  They presented shape grammars and their 
use as an intervention for solving design problems.  Shape grammars are “ru-
le-based systems for describing and generating designs...by computing directly 
with shapes on two or three dimensions, rather than with symbols, words num-
bers, or other abstract structures that represent visual shapes indirectly” (p.10).
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By early impression, shape grammars are not about representation 
expressed in the form of computation.  Some computational models, 
however, use the computative expression as a mediator/vector.  Their 
symbols and functions do not represent an end state.  They operate in the 
black box and output shapes (and more--e.g. dynamic processes) in two or 
three dimensions.

Knight and Stiny [4] defined making as “doing and sensing with stuff 
to make things” (p. 12).  We make two observations about that definition.

•  When modelling on the computer, we also wish to make things.  In 
our case (as compared to Knight and Stiny’s), they are things which are 
of slightly greater abstraction – though somewhat eidetic, based on our 
experiences related to them as ideas (e.g. city inhabitants/revelers and 
cops) – but which we reify through the use of other “stuff ” (shapes, hues, 
contexts, motion) on the computer monitor dynamically and sometimes 
(as in our case) emergently.

•  Related to the above, sometimes designers wish to make things, 
but those things might not be directly makeable (as a result of scale, 
access, ethical practice [e.g. one could not solve problems about order 
by arresting people], etc.).  In such cases, “making” becomes doing and 
sensing in a proxy world.
Arranging Information as an Act of Thinking and an Act of Insight. In 
an effort to understand and explain active phenomena, we often wish to 
make assessments of dynamics of their existence, observed Tufte [ 5].  To 
understand, Tufte wrote, “is to know what cause provokes what effect, by 
what means, at what rate” (p. 9).  How then, asked Tufte, “is such knowle-
dge to be represented” (p. 9)?

We have at our disposal, Tufte [ 5] continued, words, numbers and 
images with which to present information about cause-effect, motion, 
process.  In creating representations with these, we also often construct 
knowledge or show ways to construct knowledge.

Tufte [ 5] wrote:  “Clarity and excellence in thinking is [sic] very much 
like clarity and excellence in the display of data.  When principles of 
design replicate principles of thought, the act of arranging information 
becomes an act of insight [emphasis added]” (p. 9).  In our proposals in 
the current paper, at heart of representing information is the objective of 
generating insight into dynamics of being and emergence.

Structure, Forces, State Changes and Surprises Hidden in Data. 
Wainer [6] reported that graphics evolved because there was recognition 
that important questions could be answered with data and also because 
graphs could reveal both structure and surprises hidden in data (p. 4).  It 
could be argued, however, that what he has said about graphs could very 
well be said about modelled representations which are constructed on 
dynamic interactions of parts as are graphs and, as graphs, are effective 
for depicting “change of state” or “changes in activity of forces,” to use the 
words of Marey, the 1878 French physiologist and early adopter of graphical 
representation (in [6], pp. 6 & 8).  Changes of state and changes in activities 
of forces – emergence, to put it more succinctly – are aspects of the power of 
modelled representation which we wish to illustrate in this paper.
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Explaining the Explaining. Bradford [7] raised a fine question:  How do 
we explain the explaining of a phenomenon?  So, when we have generated 
data and created, for instance, graphs to assist in explaining dynamics of 
the data, how do we bring these graphs to life in order to reveal, among 
other things, dynamics they have inadvertently reduced?  How, Bradford 
wrote, could we “picture the complex, invisible structures of stories in the 
interactive computer programs” (p. 5)?  In its own way, that is a project of 
the current paper.  In the deconstructive way of presentation of the current 
paper, in this heterotopia which juxtaposes the rawer and the more refined, 
the more brute and the elegant, we aim to deepen insight by adding the 
force of simultaneity or the power of transcendent, extended time.

Revealing the Decoupled. While this is an essay about functional-
ity and eminent potential of a design artefact, it is also a deconstructive 
essay that seeks to reveal the power (and, in its own way) the aesthetic of 
often-obliterated substrata which lend presence to the aforementioned 
functionality.  The latter are often decoupled, unburdened from the 
former, but as a good designer knows, having knowledge of (or, at least 
awareness of ) the deep structures and values of interventions she em-
ploys plays a role in meaningful use of the tools of intervention.  There-
fore, while the final thrust will be ennoblement of elegant, functional visu-
al representation, it will also peel open and uncover a portion of hidden 
substructures and hold them up as viable parts of the designed solution-
-in the spirit of such “revealers” as Frank Gehry in Gehry Residence, Coop 
Himmelblau in Rooftop [Office] Remodelling at Falkestrasse (Vienna) and 
Derrida’s interpretation of chora as something that opens itself up to give 
place for something else to take place [8], just to name a few.

We enable and ground the “repressed impurity” [9] of the substra-
tum as a codified, substantive and essential dimension of the representa-
tion.  Without it, the artefact is not.  The contradictions this grounding 
precipitates (raw versus refined, arcane symbolization versus streamlined 
geometry, [false] stasis of print versus dynamism of geometry in fluid 
cyber-space, etc.) are somewhat disturbing, but instructive about the 
power mobilized behind models.  In this paper, we will not spend time 
analyzing such contradictions.  It is sufficient to place the one against the 
other (which it begets) and allow the designer/reader to ruminate on the 
revelations, the disturbances, the purifications and the general aesthetics 
of individualness of form (of components of the representation) vis-a-vis 
ultimate harmony of ends fulfilled.  

Thus, we intentionally invoke a contrast:  between stuff that is directly 
meaningful because its type mirrors things in our lived experience (desig-
nated objects/agents/characters on the computer monitor moving, inter-
acting, transferring into different spaces, etc.) and stuff that is less-directly 
meaningful because its type is less-directly sensible, (things [falsely] static, 
uni-dimensional as a formal script, symbol-laden, etc.).  In the final analysis, 
the paper aims to claim visual representation as a way of knowing, of reifying 
otherwise-obscured or yet-to-be-made-explicit insights--of both substruc-
tures and emergent phenomena in dynamic space--which aid the designer.
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In the following pages, we present three separate cases of representa-
tion of information.  In the first part, we ground our case about juxtaposi-
tion, of placement of the brute alongside the elegant as a demonstration 
of consummation of the whole.

3. A Model for Exploration of Encounter
We chose to explore the nature of human encounter in public space.  In 
particular, we looked at encounter as an important factor of behavior in 
public space.  We hypothesized that people were more likely to engage in 
or repeat certain behaviors if there were explicit or tacit reinforcement 
associated with that behavior.  Encounter with other people performs a 
pivotal role in reinforcement.  Another factor that impacts on behavior is 
the number of people encountered.  Below, we present some of the repre-
sentations used in the described exploration.

4. Methods:  “Brute” Representation
Of convenience, we chose to conduct our exploration in a model world set 
at one square mile.  The world represents an urban landscape.  Figures 1a 
and 1b show two views of the world, set at different population densities 
for different model runs.  Figure 1a is set at 1600 people per square mile-
-average population (2013) of the US city, according to the United States 
Census Bureau [10], [11].  Figure 1b is ten times denser--at 16000 people 

per square mile, the density of Tokyo [12].
The world is divided into blocks of 

350 ft. x 350 ft.  Block size was determined, 
of convenience, by averaging five urban 
block types in Seattle (downtown mixed, 
downtown office core, neighborhood com-
mercial, high rise and midrise) [13], [14].  
Right-of-way (ROW) was set at 66 ft. [15].

For proportion of urban land as 
parks, piazze or squares, we used 8.8%, 
following Trust for Public Land’s [16] 

adjusted median for medium-high-density cities in the United States--at 
8.6 % parklands as percentage of city area.  

For distribution of parks, piazze or squares, we worked with a size 
range of 900 sq. ft. (pocket park) to 60,000 sq. ft. [17].  We estimated 
variance and mean.  In order to constrain the larger-sized parks, we em-
ployed a gamma distribution across the world.

We enabled a randomized refresh on the gamma distribution each 
new run.

Behavioral Environment: Agents Prompted by Reinforcement

Framework. In order to erect a functional frame for the current model, 
we drew upon data from past work [18].  The source data employed a set 
of variable interval (VI) schedules across one day, using Mathematical 
Principles of Reinforcement (MPR) [19], [20] to model the reinforcement-

Figs. 1a & 1b (clarifica-
tive).  (a) Image of 

world at density of 
1,600 people per sq. 

ml. (b) Image of same 
world (freshly-rand-

omized distribution of 
piazze/parks) at densi-

ty of 16,000 people per 
sq. ml.:  https://vimeo.

com/265028200
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response relationship.  Pursuing trans-
lations as shown in figure 2, we were 
able to systematize agent behavior.

Reinforcement Forms.  Reinforcement 
manifests in different forms.  We have 
employed the following frames [18]:

1.  Explicit reinforcement:  con-
spicuous approbation by an other
Tacit forms:
2.  Absence of reproval:  “other” sees no need for reproval or withholds 
reproval
3. Agency in autonomy-granting society: legacy of range of actions 
accepted by society
4.  Vicarious reinforcement:  evaluation of consequences, to others, of 
behavior
5.  Self-evaluative processes:  in drive towards self-actualization, incre-
mental successes marked
6.  Associative reinforcement:  evaluation based on comparison of cur-
rent action to other past actions reinforced

Reinforcement weights
We created an optimal reinforcement variable made up of an interaction 
of all reinforcement types presented above.  Basic process included inte-
raction here as a multiplicative function, derivation of a nominal unit as 
a 6th root, and set of optimal value as 0.99 (for 1.0).  Following are values 
set.  (The reader should note that weights have been, so far, rationally 
derived, not empirically.) :

Explicit-reinforcement (E-rft)                     3.5680
Absence-of-reproval (A!r-rft)                    0.7136
Agency-in-autonomy-granting-society (Aa-rft)      1.4272
Vicarious-reinforcement (V-rft)                 0.3568
Self-evaluative-processes SE-rft)               2.1408
Associative-reinforcement (Asv-rft)            0.3568

Agent states
State I.  In order to “respond,” an agent must have a minimum reinforce-
ment-metre (rft-metre) value of 0.99.  That rft-metre value is labelled, 
r_U_1.  r_U_1 is a unitary variable value, a composite of reinforcement 
types employed in the current model:

r_U_1 = E-rft * A!r-rft * Aa-rft * V-rft * SE-rft * Asv-rft
= 3.5680 * 0.7136 * 1.4272 * 0.3568 * 2.1408 * 0.3568
= 0.99

State II.  When an agent responds, the agent uses up the following:  explicit 

Fig. 2 (clarificative).  
Extant data relay to 
model:  https://vimeo.
com/265028281
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reinforcement, absence of reproval, self-evaluative processes.  Agent 
retains the following:  agency in autonomy-granting society (value = 1.4272), 
associative reinforcement (value = 0.3568), vicarious reinforcement (value 
= 0.3568).  We have labelled the rft-metre value of the retained, residual-r_U.  

residual-r_U = 1.4272 * 0.3568 * 0.3568
= 0.1817

State III.  At end of the response period, agent takes forward residual-r_U 
(0.1817).  Agent also begins the cycle/process of rebuilding its “reinforced 
self.”  We offer a “re-gathering” of self-evaluative processes; agent picks 
up a nominal (metaphorical, symbolic) “half ” (really “square-root”) of 
self-evaluative processes (i.e.  SE-rft = √2.1408).  Therefore, shortly pos-
t-response period, agent’s rft-metre value (now r_U_ 3):

r_U_ 3 = residual-r_U * √(SE-rft)
= 0.1817 * (2.1408 ^ 0.5)
= 0.2659

State IV.  At beginning of next response interval, agent checks value of its 
rft-metre.  r_U_ 3 (value = 0.2659) is brought forward.  Agent completes 
rebuilding “reinforced self ” and returns to full value of her self-evaluative 
processes (i.e. agent adjoins the other nominal “half ” of self-evaluative 
processes, picking up a second:  picks up SE-rft (value = √2.1408).
Reinforcement-metre value:

= 0.2659 * (2.1408 ^ 0.5)
= 0.3891

If there is no other “person” present to provide explicit reinforcement 
and/or “absence-of-reproval” reinforcement, the agent cannot earn more 
reinforcement metre value than the above. We have labelled this value, 
r_U_2 (r_U_2 = 0.3891).  It is not enough reinforcement-metre value to 
instigate a response, so the agent keeps moving. 

At beginning of a subsequent response interval, however, in this 
model, that agent, who had forgone one response period and had been 
upgraded from r_U_ 3 to r_U_2 is automatically re-set up from r_U_2 to 
r_U_1, so as to respond. (This does not have to be the case, but it is the 
description used in the current model. Another model could explore none 
facilitation of the sort–i.e. the agent gets reset to r_U_1 only when there are 
other “persons” present to provide explicit-reinforcement and absence-
of-reproval reinforcement.)  If another “person” is (or more “people” are) 
present, that person will provide explicit reinforcement and “absence-of-
reproval” reinforcement.  The following obtains:

reinforcement-metre =  r_U_2 * E-rft * A!r-rft
= 0.3891 * 3.5680 * 0.7136
= 0.9907
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This is equivalent to the model value, r_U_1, described above.  It is suffi-
cient for agent to respond.

Other Model Conditions and Specifications, Briefly.  Some other 
conditions which inform the reader, but which we do not here further 
elaborate in the interest of space are as follows:  densities are 1600 
people per sq. ml. or 16,000 people per sq. ml.; data were read on 10 or 13 
targeted agents, depending on situation; baseline structure of variable-
interval schedules--either a VI900 or a combination of 13 schedules was 
used, depending on situation--based on past data on reading in public 
space; multiple simulated 1-day model runs (really 24.4 hrs); random 
movements of agents across the model world; piazze/parks allowed to 
overlap streets; agent response allowed at any point-in-place (rather than 
exclusively in piazze, parks, or streets); continuous movement all model-
day; response allowed more than once a day.

5. Results/Output: “Elegant” Representation
The matter of city public space use brings attendant questions that could 
be asked in different ways.  Here, we present three of them as representa-
tions of data afforded by model runs.  These outputs sometimes reify the 
yet-to-be-made-explicit.

I. Meeting another.  During a one-day run, how often would targeted 
agents meet, in an instant, one other person (i.e. total of two), two people 
(total = 3), three people (total = 4), etc.?  Encounter and number of people 
encountered have effect on explicit reinforcement, type of activity that 
can be carried out, etc.

First, we present graphical repre-
sentations.  Following that, we present 
dynamic models – which are able to offer 
more non-explicit insight.

(1) Graphical representation:  Figures 
3 and 4 illustrate an outcome of this 
inquiry.  Both figures use 13 targeted 
agents at different VI schedules.

In the images, explicit information 
about number of encounters is made 
evident.  More than that, however, 
comparative information between the 
number of instances of types of encounter--i.e. encounter with one other 
person, two, three, and so on--is now revealed.

In addition to the above, it is possible to visualize a comparison 
between the foregoing numbers based on density (comparison of figures 
3 and 4).  A radical change in proportion is immediately evident (most vis-
ibly between two-person and three-person encounters).

The kinds of awareness described in the two foregoing paragraphs 
are ones difficult to come to without the aid of graphical representation.

Fig. 3 (graphical).  
Encounter with others 
(1600 people per sq. 
ml.):  https://vimeo.
com/265028329 

Fig. 4 (graphical).  
Encounter with others 
(16000 people per sq. 
ml.):  https://vimeo.
com/265028329
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(2) Dynamic representation:  While the graphical representations pre-
sented above reveal not-so-directly-explicit information, such non-explic-
it information as tempo and dispersion are difficult to imagine adequately.  
A dynamic meta-indexical is able to facilitate that for the mind. 

In figure-dynamic 5, look for pulsing of two-person encounters (red 
circle), three-person encounters (green circle) and four-person encounters 
(white star). [Movies are best watched full-screen mode.]

The meta-indexical presented in figure-dynamic 5 is able to:
1. reveal pulsation:  how often (or far apart), how frequently, different 

types of encounter occur.  
2. reveal distribution:  how dispersed are the types of encounter 

across a one-square-mile world.
Thus this meta-indexical enables more forms of non-explicit inform-

ing:  drawing visual contrast temporally and drawing visual contrast 
dispersively.

II.  Distance of acknowledgment, space and mobilization of 
crowds. Awareness of rhythm of encounter is one thing.  What happens 
when encounter, acknowledgement and reinforcement lead to de-facto 
neo-tribalization?  Crowd constituting and inhabitation of space become 
new dimensions of the problem. 

If a ceiling were placed on distance at which acknowledgment 
(hence, explicit reinforcement) could occur, what differences might 
emerge?  We built the design problem:  One person (say, a street per-
former or a person [or small group] leading a cause) is acknowledged/
reinforced by others, who then become participants in the event (e.g. 
watch the performer).  When the distance of acknowledgement is essentially 
small in order for the acknowledgement to take place (e.g. to watch and 
acknowledge a person knitting on a street-side bench), by reversing the 
thought logically, the designer needs to be concerned only about a small 
area of space being inhabited by an interested small crowd.  If, however, 
the distance of acknowledgement were increased (e.g. a juggler’s perfor-
mance becomes perceptible from 30 ft. or 50 ft. away), then by the same 
token the designer would have to be concerned about as much a crowd 
as could fill the space from 30ft. away to the core of interest.  We present 
diagrams to represent the nature of space and occupation density.

(1)  Diagrammatic representation:  
 The designer must think of type of 
behavior anticipated and consequent 
space needs.  It would take 100 
people knitting to make the space 
need shift from  to  (see figures 6 
and 7), but it would take just 1 person 

juggling to demand 
the same space 
need for a crowd.

Fig. 5 (dynamic). En-
counter pulses – twos, 
threes, fours:  https://

vimeo.com/241481153

Fig. 7 (clarificative).  
Macro-distance of 

acknowledgement ( ): 
https://vimeo.

com/265028490 

Fig. 6 (clarificative).  
Micro-distance of 

acknowledgement ( ):
https://vimeo.

com/265028442
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(2)  Dynamic representation:  We have provided three dynamic repre-
sentations.  In figure-dynamic 8 (Crowd gathers in circle around stationary 
performer), it is evident how, as the crowd thickens, people are kept out of the 
zone around the performer.  That becomes “dead” space for other users mov-
ing around.  In figure-dynamic 9 (Crowd gathers loosely around stationary 
performer), however, others are able to interpenetrate the space.  Some will 
stay, but the space is still usable by others who need to move through.

What happens if the core performer is not stationary?  In figure-dy-
namic 10 the performer moves across the landscape and the crowd builds 
as they follow her.  The moving mass moves more slowly than other people, 
it invades others in their own trajectories and there is something more omi-
nous about the massing mob that is not felt with figures-dynamic 8 and 9.

Finally, what happens if agents that encounter the core replicate 
the encounter (e.g. core is an idea incarnated in the core agent and each 
encountering agent [embraces the idea and] replicates the encounter 
[passes it on to another]?  See figure-dynamic 11 (Wildfire spread).  
Power of this form of replication is hard to convey without dynamic rep-
resentation.  [To reader:  Before clicking “start,” first locate large, white, 
agent in upper-middle of lower half of world.]

III.  Cop encounter with space users.  The question of assistance 
of citizens or maintaining law and order comes up in addressing the 
problem of public space in the city.  If we took a neighbourhood patrolled 
by an officer, what pattern of movement might engender most interac-
tions (perhaps so as to aid more people or to manage more efficiently)?  In 
figure-dynamic 12, we present cops moving in three patterns.  Representa-
tion as a meta-indexical allows us to make simultaneous comparison.  It 
also enables us to get a sense of which pattern has more interactions and 
the pace at which the interactions are increasing.

Movie:  Please locate the cops (large triangles) in their domains – top right 
(TR), bottom right (BR) and bottom left (BL) panels.  Partner each cop by 
hue with one of the three cops in the panopticon (top left panel).  We have 
named it panopticon because it serves as the holding ground for those who 
have interacted with a cop (and have been arrested).  Of course, the idea 
of arrest is only metaphorical.  The count is also appropriate where one is 
merely taking stock of the pattern that yields more opportunity for a cop to 
provide assistance to others.  Cop patterns are plotted to assist the viewer.  
Cop in TR weaves its way through the neighbourhood.  Cop in BR patrols 
around periphery of the neighbourhood.  Cop in BL maintains an efficient 
patrol across both axes of the neighbourhood.

Conclusion
In the course of designing, myriad forms of information are used.  Some 
of those are large-writ.  In the interstices of problem solving, however, are 
another myriad intervening forms of information.  These can offer direct 
answers, but they work equally well in provoking thinking about a prob-
lem.  They can form crucial links, elucidate a problem, propose functional 

Fig. 8 (dynamic) 
Crowd gathers in circle 
around stationary per-
former:  https://vimeo.
com/241482633

Fig. 9 (dynamic) 
Crowd gathers loosely 
around stationary per-
former:  https://vimeo.
com/241483035 

Fig. 10 (dynamic) 
Building and moving 
mob around a moving 
core:  https://vimeo.
com/241483415

Fig. 11 (dynamic) Wild-
fire spread:  https://
vimeo.com/241483869

Fig. 12 (dynamic) Cop 
encounters:  https://
vimeo.com/241484497
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paths for decision making, and so on.  They can, moreover, introduce new 
or richer insights, interpose inventive digressions, germinate new link-
ages, and generally proffer paths to recreating problems.  Those types of 
information ought to be generated or, at least, ways to create them ought 
to be made available.  

Public spaces represent a fertile, but engulfing, field of problems 
for the designer.  Strategically, two things can be done.  Additional or 
new forms of behavioral data may be generated for use by designers.  
On another hand, new kinds of problems might be defined out of inter-
actions of phenomena which constitute or take place in public spaces.  
In either case, the problem is challenging for the unaided human mind 
to manage independently.  Fortunately, available technologies can be 
brought to bear upon the complicated problem by enhancing the way 
data are represented in order to gain greater insights.
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Abstract

It is intended here to frame similarities between the media, related to the 
topics in question (time, movement and narrative) and the construction 
of this language, with some visual examples. In this way, we seek to map 
part of this visual vocabulary and to perceive, in a small instance, how one 
media influences the other, and builds itself, in terms of language.

1. Introdução
 Chamado como gíria de “Gutter”, “Sarjeta”, ou “Goteira”, o espaço entre 
os quadros ou vinhetas é onde duas imagens distintas são transformadas 
em uma única ideia pela imaginação. Na banda desenhada, os quadros 
fragmentam o tempo e o espaço, dando origem a um ritmo recortado e mo-
mentos dissociados, que têm um paralelismo no virar da página da banda 
desenhada, assim como nas de um álbum ilustrado. Closure é o que nos 
propicia  conectar e concluir  mentalmente uma realidade continua e única. 
Nas palavras de Scott McCloud:  “Se a iconografia  visual é o vocabulário  vi-
sual da banda desenhada, closureé sua gramática. E, já que nossa definição 
de banda desenhada se baseia na disposição de elementos - então em um 
sentido bem estrito, banda desenhada é closure! [1] (McCloud, 1993, p.67).

Em referência ao uso do termo “Gap” podemos citar ainda Scott e 
Nicolajeva: “Teoricamente, a interatividade com o leitor, com sua noção 
central de gaps textuais, é válida também relativamente à dinamica dos 
álbuns-ilustrados. Ambos, palavra e imagem, abrem caminho para que 
leitores o preencham com seu conhecimento  prévio, experiência e expec-
tativas, e podemos encontrar possibilidades infinitas de interação pala-
vra-imagem. O texto verbal tem seus próprios gaps, assim como o visual. 
Palavras e imagens podem preencher gaps entre sí, totalmente, ou par-
cialmente. Mas também podem deixar gaps para que o leitor os complete; 
ambas palavras e imagens podem ser evocativas em sua própria  maneira, 
e independentes uma da outra.” [2] (Nikolajeva e Scott, 2001, p. 2)

Em relação aos álbuns ilustrados (mas não apenas), diferentemente de 
outras mídias, a sua descontinuidade, torna indireta a expressão do fluxo de 
movimento, e dessa forma  talvez possamos dizer que aí se encontra  o efei-
to de closure (entre páginas, ente palavras e imagens), sendo que o seu fun-
cionamento depende do efeito. [3] (Nikolajeva e Scott, 2001, p. 139) Entre 
outros fatores, a direção e o movimento da leitura sofrem a sua influência 

1 & 2 Escola Superior de Artes e Design, Mestrado em Design de Comunicação, Avenida Calouste Gul-
benkian, 4460-268, Senhora da Hora, Matosinhos, Portugal.

Keywords
Transição, temporalidade,  

movimento,  sequência, 
narrativa.
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e podemos dizer que o padrão de leitura efetivo de uma imagem é variável, 
visto que cada leitor completa as lacunas visuais de forma diferente: “Since 
individual  readers fill visual gaps differently, the actual pattern of reading a 
complicated picture can vary indefinitely.” [4] (Idem, Ibidem, p. 161)

O reconhecimento de pessoas da vida real em uma obra de banda 
desenhada e a adição de ações “intermediárias” são fornecidos pelo leitor 

a partir  de experiências 
pessoais. Ainda  assim, o 
que é solicitado do leitor é 
precisamente estabeleci-
do pela arte. Há aqui uma 
certa “privacidade” expe-
rimentada pelo leitor da 
prosa tradicional, no ato 
de mentalmente traduzir 

um texto descritivo em imagem visual. Sendo assim, o envolvimento é 
mais pessoal e participativo em comparação ao voyeurismo de examinar 
uma figura. [ 5] (Eisner. p.137)

Podemos fazer também aqui um paralelo com a representação do 
movimento no álbum ilustrado: “Rudolph Arnheim  aponta em seu livro Art 
and Visual Perception que algumas das posturas na qual artistas imobilizam  
seus temas para obter o efeito mais animado, não são possíveis no mundo 
real (Arnheim  1974). Animais galopando, tais como cavalos, por exemplo, 
são ainda normalmente representados com ambas as patas, dianteiras e tra-
zeiras, esticadas (...) embora a série de fotografias de Eadweard  Muybridge  
revelaram a muito  que quadrúpedes apenas adotam tal postura quando 
mancam, e nunca correndo. A distorção se apresenta visto que ‘imagens de 
ação retratam movimento precisamente ao ponto revelado pela figura’ (Ar-
nheim 1974:242). Portanto, a representação de movimento rápido requere 
a extensão completa dos membros, mesmo quando tal extensão é ‘irreal’. 
Mais vagaroso, um movimento mais sedado, demandaria  muito menos 
estiramento e distorção.” [6] (Lewis, 2001, p. 110)

2. Tempo e movimento: formas de expressão
O problema de expressar 
movimento em uma mídia  
estática é uma questão 
para a banda desenhada 
moderna, desde os seus 
primeiros dias. “Embora a 
arte sequêncial tivesse so-
bre- vivido  muitos séculos 
sem mostrar movimento, 
(...) era inevitável que se 

buscasse meios cada vez mais eficientes para isso. Inicialmente a busca 
se deu através de imagens múltiplas em sequência.” [7] (McCloud, 1993 
p. 110) Apesar dos seus 3.000 anos de história, apenas a partir dos traços 
de Rodolphe Töpffer, por meados de 1800, é que movimentos específicos 

Fig.  1. A seleção da 
postura,  estática e a 
suspensão do movi-
mento  dão ênfase ao 
mesmo, expressando 
o antes e o depois. O 
alto contraste, somado 
ao tratamendo das 
formas, dão impor-
tância ao movimento 
no trabalho de Frank 
Miller em Sin City.

Fig.  2. Novamente, a 
escolha da posição nos 
faz prever e criar men-
talmente o movimento. 
Aliado ao tratamento 
de luz e sombra, o 
mesmo amplia a tensão 
emocional da cena em 
The Mysteries of Harris 
Burdick de Chris Van 
Allsburg.

Fig.  3. A cultura de 
banda desenhada japo-
nesa abordou de manei-
ra própria o conceito de 
movimento - exemplo 
de linhas de movimento 
em Mighty Atom por 
Osamu Tezuka.

Fig.  4. O tratamento 
das cores e formas no 
livro Jazz, de Chris-
topher Myers, além 
de atuar como sutis 
‘‘action lines” de mo-
vimento, contribuem 
também para expimir 
o clima “noir”, dos am-
bientes em questão.
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passaram a ser retratados na atual forma vinheta a vinheta. [8] (McCloud, 
1993, p. 107) Mas assim como um único painel pode representar a passagem 
do tempo através do som (na forma de onomatopéia ou através da narrativa 
– imagem 15c), a vinheta também pode representá-la através de imagens. 
Entre o mo- vimento dinâmico dos futuristas (Dynamism of a Dog on a 
Leash, de 1912, por Giacomo Balla) e o conceito esquemático de Duchamp 
(The Passage from Virgin to Bride, também de 1912) encontra-se a linha de 
movimento, ou ‘motion line’ da banda desenhada. (McCloud, 1993, p.110)

Devido à habilidade de alguns artistas de representar o movimento 
com dramaticidade a partir de notáveis linhas, (tais como Bill Everett  e 
Jack Kirby) estas se tornaram uma especialidade americana por anos. 
Nesta abordagem, objeto  movente e fundo  são retratados em um estilo 
de forma clara e articulada. O sentido do movimento é imposto sobre a 
cena. [9] (Idem, Ibidem, p.112)

Imagens, em que linhas desconexas são enfatizadas em meio a formas 
sólidas, pa- recem indicar uma falta de ordem; elas o fazem por implicar  

mais energia, mais atividade. Tais 
linhas representam um uso dife-
rente do princípio de continuação 
linear: elas parecem atrair nossos 
olhos a um número de diferentes 
direções de uma vez e assim criar 
um senso de caos irresoluto. [10] 
(Nodelman, 1988, p.161)

Nas palavras de Nodelman:  
“A distorção dos corpos e até de objetos é outro meio convencional pelo qual 
imagens transmitem movimento. (...) Maurice Sendak usa tais distorções 
frequentemente em “Outside Over There” [11] (Nodelman, 1988, p. 162-163)

3. Interagindo com a página: Page Turners
Perry Nodelman diferencia a composição do álbum ilustrado de outros 
trabalhos de arte, visto que toda imagem em um álbum é suposto a 
encorajar o leitor a seguir a leitu- ra: “Já usamos o termo pageturnerem 
diferentes contextos, assumindo ser auto explicativo. O Pageturner em 
um álbum ilustrado corresponde ao conceito de cliffhanger em um ro-
mance. Nos mesmos, um detalhe no fim de um capítulo cria suspense e 
incita o leitor a continuar a leitura; em um álbum ilustrado o pageturner é 

um detalhe, verbal ou visual, que 
encorage o leitor a virar a página 
e descobrir o que acontece em 
seguida. Ao considerarmos esse 
as- pecto de design dinâmico 
do livro, vemos um aumento do 
grau de envolvimento do leitor, 
trazendo um senso de movimen-
to ao livro.” [12] (Nikolajeva e 
Scott, 2001, p. 15 2)

Fig.  5. A sutil distorção 
das formas, que 

levemente perdem a 
proporção, no trabalho 

de Guido Crepax (Va-
lentina) ganha expres-

são e sensualidade.

Fig.  6. O exagero da 
forma em We Are the 
Ship: The Story of Ne-

gro League Baseball por 
Kadir Nelson enaltece 

o corpo, o esporte e a 
força do movimento 

físico.

Fig.  7. Spread de 
Blankets, por Criag 

Thompson: a quase 
ausência de quadros 

proporciona um 
movimento fluido, 

condizente com o 
conteúdo, fazendo com 
que os olhos percorram  

a  composição.  O per-
sonagem “sangrado”, 
direciona a continua-

ção do movimento para 
a próxima página.
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 O pageturner mais primitive 
é usado por exemplo em “flap
-books” (como no livro Clap de 
Madalena Matoso). Muitas vezes, 
os pageturner são simétricos, 
sendo que os aspectos visuais e 
verbais são mutualmente redun-
dantes. Nesse caso, o dispositivo 
em questão, toma a forma verbal.  

Ainda assim, na maioria  dos casos, os mesmos são visuais. “In fact, most 
pageturners in picturebooks are visual” (Idem, Ibidem, p. 152).

4. Enquadrando o tempo
“Albert Einstein in his Special Theory (Relativity) states that time is not 
absolute but relative to the position of the observer.” [13] (Eisner, 1985, p. 
28) O quadro, na banda desenhada, faz desse postulado real. Enquadrar ou 
emoldurar a ação “define seu perímetro” e a posição do leitor em relação à 
cena, apontando a duração do evento e dessa forma “comunicando” o tem-
po. O transcorrer da temporalidade não se expressa pelo “quadrinho per se” 
apenas, como se percebe analisando uma sequência de quadros em branco. 
O quadro atua como um catalisador da imagem. Símbolos, imagens, balões, 
constroem o enunciado. Em certas ocasiões, mesmo sem contorno, o efeito 
se mantém. A ação em quadrinhos separa cenas e atos como pontuação.  
Estabelecida e em sequência, a caixa, o painel, se transformam no critério 
de julgamento da ilusão de tempo. (Idem, Ibidem, p.28)

No exemplo de Life on Another Planet, história publicada pela 
primeira vez em agosto de 1980, o requadro é subordinado à totalidade 
da narrativa, atuando como uma “síntese de veloci- dade, ação em múl-
tiplos níveis, narrativa e dimensões do palco”. As páginas tem duração, 
tempo e ritmo de leituras diferentes, abrangendo cada qual, um tempo e 
ambientação diferente.

O desafio aqui é usar o quadro de maneira a 
não afetar o segmento da história retido pelo re-
quadro da página. “(...) the ‘hard frame’ is not the 
individual  panel but the total page.” Se- gundo 
Will Eisner, o requadro deve ser utilizado com 
cautela quando “atores mostram emoções fortes 
e complexas - quando suas posturas e gestos são 
sutis e cruciais para a narrativa da história”. [16 ] 
(Eisner. 1985, p. 80)

Fig.  8. Em The Big 
Adventure of a Little 
Line, de Serge Bloch, a 
linha é literalmente   o 
fio condutor da narra-
tiva, configurando um 
pageturner visual.

Fig.  9. Uma das formas 
de produzir movimento 
na BD, encontra-se entre 
as vinhetas, através do 
processo mental deno-
minado closure, normal-
mente pelas transições 
(segundo McCloud) 
Momento a Momento 
e Ação para Ação. No 
exemplo, o movimento, 
vinheta a vinheta, por 
Rodolphe Töpffer.

Fig.  10. Sequência de 
movimento, sem o uso 
de palavras em The Ar-
rival, por Shaun Tan. A 
repetição dos quadros, 
aliado ao zoom e o foco 
na ação, amplia a sen-
sação de movimento 
repetitivo.

Fig.  11. Trecho de 
Life on Another Planet, 
1980, por Eisner. “The 
entire page serves as 
a super-panel and as a 
splash page at the same 
time.” [14] (Eisner. 
1985, p. 64)
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No álbum ilustrado a “página como metaqua-
dro” ocorre com muita frequência, sendo a 
imagem utilizada de forma “sangrada”, tras-
bordando  os limites da página, assim como, 
muitas vezes, em posters e capas de novelas 
gráficas. Esse caráter composicional, parece 
aproximar o leitor da narrativa, de forma que 
parte dos meios para controle e expressão da 
mensagem e narrativa se apresentam “invisí-

veis”. São lidos de forma menos explícita ou consciente. (Eisner, 1985, p. 80)
Podemos fazer aqui uma pequena comparação entre os limites do 

quadro na BD e os limites da página no álbum ilustrado, como ocorre 
talvez na maioria desses casos. Nesse sentido, a própria página funciona 
como elemento temporal, e o seu movimento garante outra relação de 
sentido e tempo, com efeitos diferenciados na leitura da narrativa.

Fig.  12. “In a good pictu-
rebook, the creator uses 

the tension between 
verso and recto to imply 

movement as well as 
temporal and causal 

relations.” [15] (Niko- 
lajeva e Scott, 2001, p. 

151) Exemplo de relação 
de causa e consequên-

cia, entre páginas (e 
talvez da página como 

quadro), em Everyone 
Poops de Taro Gomi.

Fig.  13. O movimento de 
zoom nos quadrinhos de Jim 
Stoten para a revista Nobrow 
9 se aproxima do movimen-

to nos álbums ilustrados de 
dynamic framing (em que, 

diretores de filmes modifi-
cam o tamanho e o format 

da imagem na tela e form 
cut (que, de acordo com 

Huss e Silverstein, consiste 
em “merely (…) framing 

in a successive shot an 
object which has a shape of 

contour similar to an image 
in the shot immediately 

pre- ceding, the two shots 
together creating a rhythm 
based on their geometrical 

congruity and balance 
(67).” [17] (Nodelman, 

1988, p. 181-18

Fig.  14. De forma semelhante, o movimento ocorre 
página a página com imagens em “sangria” no album 
ilustrado Zoom, de Istvan Banyai. 

5. Narrativa e temporalidade
A arte narrativa, ao buscar mais do que deco-
ração, imitando a realidade numa ordem se-
mântica de acontecimentos e consequências, 
e assim provocar empatia - torna a dimensão 
temporal essencial e indispensável. [18] 
(Eisner, 1985, p. 28) 

As palavras, em efeito de closure, variam 
a percepção e a representação do tempo. Mas 
nem todo painel funciona da mesma forma. De 
um painel silencioso (sem falas) pode-se dizer 
que o mesmo representa um instante único. No 
entanto, se o som for acrescentado (ou a sua 
re- presentação), isso deixa de ser verdade. Já 
em uma vinheta sem falas ou sons, mas com 
legendas, adicionada de texto narrativo, um 
único instante pode ser estendido (por um tem-
po indefinido). [19] (McCloud, 1993, p.98)
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Também nos álbums ilustra-
dos, dois aspectos essênciais da 
narratividade são impossíveis de 
serem expressos definitivamen-
te apenas por símbolos visuais: 
causalidade e temporalidade. O 
sistema de símbolos visuais indica 
o tempo apenas por dedução ou 
inferência. Em geral, a passa-
gem do tempo pode ser expressa 
visualmente por imagens de 
relógios ou calendários, do raiar e 
pôr do sol ou mudanças sazonais, 
(as autoras consideram The Little 
House, de Virginia  Lee Burton, de 
1942, o melhor exemplo de ocor-
rência), isto é, através de uma se-
quência de imagens. Entretanto, 

na maioria das vezes, o texto verbal serve para extender o sentido, criando  
uma conexão temporal definitiva entre imagens e revelar o progresso do 
tempo. [21] (Nikolajeva e Scott, 2001, p. 139)

Lidando com uma sequência de imagens, seja em um mesmo “sprea-
d”ou em diferentes encontramos  várias formas de elipses. Elipses verbais 
podem ser tanto definitivas (quando é espe- cificada a passagem de um 
período de duas horas, cinco dias, ou dez anos) ou indefinidas (como “He 
walked a long, long time,” em Millions of Cats); explícitas (quando o texto 
especifica que algum tempo se passou) ou implícitas. Sem os dispositivos, 
tais como a imagem de um relógio para comunicar a passagem de tempo 
específica, elipses visuais podem apenas ser indefinidas ou implícitas.

A diferente duração de padrões determina o tempo do texto. Alternando 
cenas e sumá- rios, acelera-se ou desacelera a narrativa. Pausas interrom-
pem o desenvolvimento do enredo como um todo. Elipses permitem rápido 
progresso no tempo. Em um álbum ilustrado, padrões de duração verbal e 
visual, na maioria das vezes, entram em conflito.  A combinação de tempo 
mais comum é o sumário verbal (tempo de história  mais longo do que o tem-

Fig.  15. (A) A silent 
panel such as this could 
indeed be said to depict 
a single moment; (B) 
If sound is introduced 
this ceases to be true; 
(C) But, in an otherwise 
silente captioned pa-
nel, the single moment 
can actually be held. 
(McCloud, 1993, p. 98)

Fig.  16. Cena de Maus, 
por Art Spiegelman, 
como exemplo de 
transição, definida por 
Scott McCloud como 
Cena a Cena (em que 
o raciocínio dedutivo 
é frequentemente 
necessário, cobrindo 
grande distâncias de 
tempo e espaço). [20] 
(McCloud, 1993, p.69)

Fig. 17. O movimento 
solar como referêncial 
temporal, acompanha-
do do texto: “For three 
weeks he did not see 
land.” em Grandfather’s 
Journey de Allen Say.

Fig. 18. Elipses visuais 
entre frames de Tues-
day por David Wiesner.
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po de discurso)  e a pausa visual 
(tempo de história  zero e discurso 
de tempo indefinidamente longo). 
Enquanto as palavras encorajam 
o leitor a ir a adiante, imagens 
demandam que paremos e devo-
temos um tempo consi- derável 
para ler a imagem. Nesse sentido, 
o álbum ilustrado  como mídia é 
radicalmente  diferente do filme, 
em que o tempo de discurso é pre-
destinado. [22] (Nikolajeva e Scott, 
2001, p. 160-161) O livro, enquanto 
objeto, enriquecido por imagens, 
parece convidar à contemplação 
e à releitura, ou mesmo à leitura 
não linear, diferentemente da ten-
dência do formato convencional 
fílmico. A cadência, ou ritmo de 
leitura e sua assimilação parecem 
estar mais ao controle, ou à mercê 
da participação do leitor.

5. Considerações Finais
Ainda em relação ao tema aqui colocado seria pertinente citar mais 
alguns nomes e obras de importância. Jimmy Corrigan the Smartest Kid 
on Earth, de Chris Ware, apresenta uma interessante pelo seu uso de 
quadros, páginas e pela forma como essas transições trabalham. Como 
podemos perceber, de forma resumida, a partir de sua análise, o aspecto 
do tempo é um dos elementos mais recorrentes. Aliado à forma do qua-
dro, o artista experimenta, nesse sentido, por quase toda a obra, sendo 
fácil perceber como o número, o formato  e organização das vinhetas 
influência  seu ritmo de leitura, inclusive convidando o leitor a interagir 
(dando relativamente ordem pessoal à leitura). Ainda relativo à tem-
poralidade, aspectos narrativos também ganham importância, aliados 
novamente à forma do quadro e ao desenvolvimento da história.

De maneira similar, a temporalidade também tem destaque na aná-
lise de Where the Wild Things Are, de Maurice Sendak, assim como o movi-
mento, ainda que sutilmente, e relações de palavra-imagem. Além disso, 
Wild Things tem também aqui grande importância pelo seu tratamento da 
temporalidade. Aqui, os gaps envolvem grandes distâncias de espaço-tem-
po, concentradas em alguns movimentos de página. Da mesma forma, a 
narrativa tem grande importância nesse sentido, apresentando também 
ricos gaps de palavra e imagem.

Seguindo o exemplo de obras de Chris Ware (outro exemplo seria 
Building Stories para além dos aspectos mencionados, há uma impor-
tância na experimentação da forma e do objeto do livro, na interação 
do manuseio do leitor. Aqui, tanto a banda desenhada quanto o álbum 

Fig. 19. A distribuição 
do tempo e da duração 

nesse segment da 
narrative de Jimmy 

Corrigan é retratada 
em frames maiores 

do que em outras 
partes da história. Isso 

diminui o ritmo, e dá 
ao leitor mais tempo 

para contemplação e 
interpretação.  São es-

ses frames maiores que 
constituem um frame 

de narrativa  coeso para 
os temas e atmosfera 

geral do livro. [23] 
(Tornes, 2013, p. 88, 

tradução livre)

Fig. 20. Além do uso 
de dynamic framing na 

transição em questão 
de Where the Wild 

Things Are, percebe-se 
a importante presença 
do elemento temporal 

(aqui representado 
pela lua). 
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ilustrado se aproximam da definição do que seriam hybrid novels: “(…) a 
kind of book that requires to be handled and experienced, which requi-
res the readers’ actions.” [24] (Hernández, 2009, p.2)

Importante  ressaltar também Here, de Richard Maguire, banda dese-
nhada que experimenta com o tema e a linguagem da temporalidade, no 
uso de quadros e no estilo, por essas razões importante  de ser citada aqui. 
Outro exemplo importante de álbum ilustrado é Henri Walk to Paris, que, 
para além de sua importância aqui pelo tema que aborda e por algumas 
estratégias de linguagem que utiliza, tem a assinatura de Saul Bass, im-
portante por seu trabalho como designer, e sua ligação com o cinema. Por 
ser um dos precursores das vinhetas de introdução de filmes e do motion 
design, o designer demonstra uma relação especial com questões relativas 
ao movimento e à animação.

Apesar de o interesse pelo album ilustrado já ser presente anterior-
mente, esse se apresentou aqui pessoalmente como novo campo para  
pesquisa,  inclusive  para outras áreas, além da editorial. É interessante 
perceber como em alguns casos o retratar do movimento na banda 
denhada parece beber da sua representação no álbum ilustrado, e vice-
versa. A aproximação é visualmente clara em exemplos como Sunshi-
ne (1981) e Moonlight (1982) de Jan Ormerod, como também em The 
Snowman de Raymond Briggs.

Como estudos futuros, seria interessante um mapeamento histórico 
do início de cada uma dessas estratégias de linguagem, tentando situar 
onde e quando se dá o uso inicial dessas formas, em que mídia iniciamen-
te ela ocorre, e se possível, estabelecer relações com outras formas de 
expressão do panorama cultural daquele momento.

Fig. 21. Podemos 
ressaltar aqui, dentre 
outros, exemplos como 
O Livro Inclinado, de 
Peter Newell, onde o 
movimento é traba-
lhado  como motor  de 
uma narrativa,  em que 
pode ser observada a 
relação palavra-ima-
gem. O formato do 
livro tem literalmente o 
nome que lhe é dado.

Fig. 22. Outro exemplo 
é o Livro Clap, de Ma-
dalena Matoso. Pensa-
do para ser lido em voz 
auta por contadores de 
histórias, o passar das 
páginas é feito através 
de brincadeiras com o 
manuseio do livro.

Fig. 23. Here é focada 
em uma única localida-
de, e o uso de quadros 
como linguagem 
temporal desafia as 
convenções mais 
tradicionais da banda 
desenhada.

Fig. 24. Em Henri Walk 
to Paris é também tra-
balhado o movimento, 
além de relações entre 
palavra e imagem.
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Abstract

The present article intends to present a case study of the work process 
used to illustrate the children’s book “The Elephant in Love”. For the 
illustration were considered aspects that are relevant and should be de-
scribed, such as: the role of the children’s imagination in the illustration as 
a way to promote visual literacy; the characteristics of the target audience; 
the choice of typography and the whole process inherent in children’s 
expression and illustration. The process culminated in the publication of 
the book, as a result of a dialogical process between children’s expression 
and the illustrator’s interpretation, highlighting the theoretical knowledge 
acquired throughout the process; reflecting fundamental questions such 
as: Gestalt theory; color theory; rules of composition; symbology; or basic 
elements of visual communication.
  
1. Introdução
O projeto de ilustração do livro infantil “O Elefante Apaixonado” nasceu no Cen-
tro de Artes de Sines (CAS), a partir de outro projeto5, que teve como objetivo o 
desenvolvimento do texto e ilustração de um conto com alunos das turmas de 
2º ano do Agrupamento de Escolas de Sines do ano letivo de 2015/16.

Em parceria com o CAS, o Instituto Politécnico de Beja (IPBeja) aco-
lheu o projeto para ilustração e conceção do livro já referido, através do La-
boratório de Arte e Comunicação Multimédia6 (LAB:ACM), que se propôs 
a fazer a (re)interpretação e a “(re)ilustração” do conto original dos alunos. 
Para esse efeito, contou com a cooperação de uma aluna, do Curso de 
Licenciatura em Artes Plásticas e Multimédia do IPBeja sob a orientação de 
dois docentes do Curso de Licenciatura referido e membros do LAB:ACM.

O presente artigo pretende por isso, descrever e documentar o processo de 
investigação do estudo de caso qualitativo e consequentemente toda metodolo-
gia utilizada, com a intenção de contribuir para o estudo associado à prática da 
ilustração infantil e consequentemente, auxiliar futuros trabalhos na área. 

1, 2 & 3 Instituto Politécnico de Beja, Laboratório de Arte e Comunicação Multimédia do Sub-Departa-
mento de Artes, Portugal.

4 Serviço Educativo do Centro de Artes de Sines.
5 Projeto “Cooperar para o sucesso”, TEIP: “Os Afetos”, das turmas de 2º anos do 1º Ciclo do Agrupamento 
de Escolas de Sines do ano letivo de 2015/16.
6 Estrutura laboratorial do IPBeja adequada à investigação aplicada, desenvolvimento de projetos, 
prestação de serviços à comunidade e organização de eventos científicos/culturais que visa desenvolver a 
qualidade da oferta formativa na área das artes e da comunicação multimédia.

Keywords
Children’s Illustration, 
children’s book, visual 
literacy.
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Este processo de ilustração passou por várias fases, das quais se des-
tacam duas partes distintas: uma fase de reflexão teórica e outra de aplica-
ção prática. Posteriormente à receção e análise dos materiais e da criação 
do briefing, definiu-se a problemática: Como ilustrar a partir do imaginário 
infantil tendo em conta aspetos significativos da literacia visual? Quais as 
características do público-alvo infantil a que se destina? Que aspetos devem 
ser tidos em conta na realização das ilustrações considerando os anteriores 
desenhos realizados pelos alunos do Ensino Básico? Que tipografia deve ser es-
colhida? Como se caracteriza todo o processo prático inerente à realização das 
ilustrações para um público infantil? A revisão da literatura foi fundamental 
para sustentar as decisões tomadas ao longo da componente prática rea-
lizada posteriormente. Como decisões essenciais, destacam-se a escolha 
do formato, técnicas, composição, estudos de cor e personagens. 

Como conclusão, iremos apresentar as reflexões sobre todo o proces-
so descrito e de que forma refletiu as problemáticas iniciais.

2. Do Briefing à Problemática 
Tanto o CAS como o IPBeja tinham ideias iniciais estipuladas para a con-
cretização deste projeto. Por um lado, o CAS, ressaltava o caráter afetivo 
do projeto e destacava a importância da conservação das ilustrações origi-
nais dos alunos no livro final, por outro, o LAB:ACM do IPBeja considera-
va relevante que o projeto refletisse questões pertinentes da comunicação 
visual promovendo a literacia visual no público-alvo.

Assim, após a assimilação dos dois pontos de vista, elaborou-se o brie-
fing que consistiu na proposta da criação de um livro de ilustração infantil, 
sem perder essência e o trabalho inicial dos alunos, tendo como objetivo 
principal a promoção da literacia visual através da comunicação visual. 

Na Fig. 1, podemos observar como todo o processo foi sendo planificado, 
tendo em conta as duas entidades envolvidas e todas as etapas do projeto, ten-
do como ponto de partida os textos e desenhos dos alunos já mencionados. 

Fig. 1. Descrição do 
projeto de ilustração 

infantil “O Elefante 
Apaixonado” com base 

no imaginário infantil 
dos alunos do 2ºano 

do 1º Ciclo do Ensino 
Básico.
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3. Enquadramento Teórico
 

“Having an understanding of the audience is essential for the success-
ful transfer of messages.”[1]

Na essência deste projeto reside 
uma troca de perceções comple-
xa, pois, quem cria volta a ler sob 
uma outra perspetiva. Foi de ex-
trema importância compreender 
o público-alvo, pela razão de ser 
ele o destinatário, mas também o 
emissor inicial (Fig. 2). 

O Currículo Nacional do 
Ensino Básico disponibilizado 
pelo Ministério da Educação, foi 
um recurso fundamental para o 

entendimento sobre o público-alvo em questão. No documento, podemos 
aferir que, os alunos do primeiro ciclo devem conseguir experimentar a 
leitura de formas visuais em diversos contextos, explorar a relação ima-
gem-texto na construção de narrativas visuais, compreender que a forma 
aparente dos objetos varia com o ponto de vista, relacionar as formas na-
turais e construídas com as suas funções e os materiais que as constituem, 
perceber que a mistura das cores gera novas cores, conhecer e aplicar 
os elementos visuais – linha, cor, textura, forma, plano, luz e volume e 
criar formas a partir da sua imaginação utilizando intencionalmente os 
elementos visuais.[2]

O projeto do livro “O Elefante Apaixonado” pretende, neste sentido, 
que o aluno seja capaz de ler as imagens, interpretando-as e criando 
uma opinião. Esta mensagem é comunicada através dos elementos da 
comunicação visual que por sua vez assentam na semiótica. “Visual 
communication relies on semiotics. This is where the audience interprets and 
translates signs and symbols, often by association and the deciphering of these 
meanings can be subconscious.” [3]. “Aprender a ver permite conhecer 
e perceber como funciona o mundo, sendo o veículo deste processo a 
perceção. O mecanismo da visão, um pouco semelhante a uma máquina 
fotográfica, funciona por um complexo processo cognitivo. O olho deteta 
os contrastes e as variações da luminosidade e transforma esta perceção 
em impulsos que retém a imagem e transfere-a para o nosso cérebro. (…) 
Os diferentes elementos retidos são classificados, interpretados, explora-
dos ou reconhecidos e selecionados; (…) Tanto na linguagem verbal como 
na visual não são inatos, para os perceber, decifrar e usar necessitamos de 
aprender os seus códigos e significados.”[4]

A teoria da Gestalt é fundamental no estudo da perceção visual, 
sendo que, defende que todos os elementos têm uma função, e as 
diferentes partes formam um todo. A teoria da perceção da Gestalt está 
ligada às nossas experiências anteriores e estuda como percebemos a 
relação entre as partes resultantes da interação entre sujeito-objeto e 

Fig. 2. Visão geral da 
perceção dos vários 
intervenientes envolvi-
dos no projeto.
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imagem-fundo: o que é relevante, o que é fundo? A Gestalt sustenta que 
a mente configura, através de diversas leis, os elementos que chegam a 
ela mediante a perceção ou a memória [ 5] (Fig. 3).

Depois de compreender o quê e como percebem as crianças, tentou-
se conhecer o modo de representação que utilizam. Esta representação 
faz-se de forma ideográfica, pois a criança representa mais o que sabe 
do que o que vê. Ela representa a ideia que tem dos objetos, utilizando: 
a transparência ou visão raio-X (representação do que não vê mas que 
sabe que existe), o rebatimento (rebatimento do plano ignorando os eixos 
tridimensionais), a planificação (representação das faces de um objeto 
tridimensional no mesmo plano), a humanização (atribuição da vida a 
tudo, para ela não há objetos inanimados), a perspetiva afetiva (aumento 
de um objeto ou personagem por ser preferido) e o uso da cor simbólica 
(expressão de emoções e ideias pela cor).

Outra característica relevante, tem a ver com o facto de que, por 
norma, a criança desenha os animais de perfil e as figuras humanas de 
frente, tal como também pudemos observar nas ilustrações dos alunos. 
Foi também relevante constatar que, dos 6 aos 9 anos, a criança sabe que 
o céu está em cima e a terra está em baixo, geralmente representados por 
duas faixas e é entre elas que coloca os vários elementos e objetos. Este 
espaço é conhecido como espaço vazio e é a partir dos 9-10 anos que este 
espaço se une de forma natural. Para além deste aspeto, a criança ganha 
primeiro a noção do eixo horizontal e posteriormente do eixo vertical, por 
isso, quando ainda não tem a noção da verticalidade dos corpos, usa o 
rebatimento, deitando os objetos no mesmo plano. A representação é por 
norma enquadrada na “janela do cenário”, geralmente retangular. [6]

4. Aplicabilidade Prática
O livro “O Elefante Apaixonado” pretende ser um espaço que convida o leitor a 
ver para além do que está escrito, conduzindo-o numa viagem pela linguagem 
visual contribuindo para o desenvolvimento da literacia visual. Neste processo 
prático teve-se como objetivo principal a resolução das propostas do briefing, 
através da articulação entre os conhecimentos obtidos e a prática da ilustração. 
A ilustração é uma ferramenta importante na educação e informação, sendo 
que os livros de ilustração infantil acompanham a idade do público-alvo pela re-
lação entre a imagem e o texto. Nos livros para o público mais novo, a imagem 
é de cores vivazes e abundantes de modo a captar a sua atenção. “À medida 
que a criança se familiariza com a leitura verbal e com o desenvolvimento desta 
competência, a imagem é gradualmente retirada do livro.”[7]

De seguida, será explicado todo o processo que envolveu a criação 
do livro, desde a análise dos materiais recebidos, às decisões técnicas e 
artísticas de todos os elementos constituintes do livro, culminando na 
construção da maquete.

Fig. 3. Teoria Gestalt 
aplicada nas ilustrações 

do livro infantil “O 
Elefante Apaixonado”.
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Para a orientação na criação deste projeto utilizou-se a premissa 
projetual de Bruno Munari que defende que, quando sabemos o que fazer 
e o modo como devemos proceder, o projeto torna-se mais fácil.[8] Esta 
diretriz foi adaptada à natureza do projeto. Como explica Patrícia de Sá 
Maia, “a metodologia não precisa ser algo absoluto e rígido, pois pode ser 
adaptada para melhorar o processo de criação. Aliás, cada ilustrador pode 
definir a sua própria metodologia.”. [9]

Uma vez recebidos os textos e ilustrações dos alunos, estes foram 
cuidadosamente analisados. “Only an intelligent analysis of the information 
of the briefing process can lead to an appropriate visual solution.” [10]

O processo de análise dos materiais consistiu na leitura exaustiva da 
narrativa, identificando a introdução, o conflito, o clímax e a conclusão, 
seguindo-se o espaço, o tempo, as personagens, o levantamento de sím-
bolos e palavras-chave.

Para garantir o ritmo e os pontos chave ao longo das ilustrações no 
decorrer do livro, o texto foi reorganizado por página e dividido por um 
número total de 20 de páginas.

O mesmo processo foi levado a cabo para as ilustrações onde se ana-
lisaram cuidadosamente todos os elementos usados nos desenhos iniciais 
dos alunos, a sua relação com o texto, a linguagem plástica e as formas de 
representação (Fig. 4). 

A maioria dos elementos foram considerados per tinentes, à ex-
ceção de um ou outro, como as montanhas com pico de neve, o polvo e 
a estrela do mar no riacho. Considerou-se igualmente a relação entre 
cer tos elementos na decisão dos conteúdos ilustrados, por exemplo, 
tanto os elefantes como os duendes são seres que habitam a floresta, 
logo o espaço retratado será rico em árvores, rochedos, riachos, relva, 
vegetação e animais.

De modo a responder corretamente ao briefing e à problemática, 
houve necessidade de elaborar uma pesquisa sobre diversos conceitos, de 
criar painéis semânticos, definir o público-alvo (visto anteriormente) e en-
tender o contexto, já que, é da responsabilidade do ilustrador, garantir que 
a escolha dos materiais e das decisões sejam relevantes, dada a importân-
cia que esta tem na transmissão do conhecimento para o leitor. [11]

O conto aborda dois tipos de personagens, os elefantes Quico e 
Isabela e o duende Rafael. Após a realização de uma pesquisa, averigua-
ram-se questões que influenciaram a representação das personagens. 

Fig. 4. Material envia-
do pelo CAS – Texto e 
Ilustrações dos alunos 
dos 2º anos das turmas 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G e PC1
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Como resultado desta, decidiu-se associar o Quico e a Isabela aos ele-
fantes de floresta africanos, em vez dos da Savana ou dos asiáticos. Foi 
relevante ficar a saber que os elefantes africanos são significativamente 
maiores, têm a cabeça mais redonda e cheia, ao contrário dos elefantes 
asiáticos. O maxilar dos elefantes asiáticos é menor e mais arredondado. 
As orelhas dos elefantes africanos são maiores. A ponta da tromba das 
espécies africanas têm dois dedos em vez de um, o que permite agarrar e 
manipular objetos. As unhas dos elefantes de floresta são de 5 à frente e 
4 atrás, em vez de 4 à frente e 3 atrás no caso dos da Savana[12].

A idade dos elefantes foi escolhida de acordo com a idade do públi-
co-alvo, para isso, o tamanho da cabeça em relação ao do corpo é chave, 
pois na medida certa, confere às personagens um aspeto de pré-ado-
lescente. Outro fator tido em conta foi a ponderação da representação 
das presas nos elefantes. Nas ilustrações levadas a cabo pelos alunos, as 
presas são representadas uma a duas vezes, sendo que numa das vezes 
não está clara a sua representação. Na realidade, as presas estão presen-
tes em todos os elefantes e são os seus segundos incisivos superiores que 
estão em constante crescimento. As presas são utilizadas para escavar 
na procura de água e alimento, para mover ramos, descascar e também 
para marcar as árvores por questões territoriais. As presas de marfim são 
igualmente uma matéria valiosa para diversos fins. A caça ao elefante para 
a obtenção desta matéria tem sido a causa da diminuição drástica desta 
espécie, inclusivamente, os elefantes africanos começaram a adaptar-se 
geneticamente de forma a que em África se verifiquem elefantes a nascer 
sem presas, limitando as capacidades do animal. Portanto, decidiu-se não 
representar as presas de modo a sensibilizar sobre este facto e a seguir o 
modelo das ilustrações dos alunos.

Outros dados que se revelaram importantes na representação 
do Quico, tiveram a ver com o facto do elefante conter uma pele que, 
contrariamente ao que se possa pensar, é muito sensível, e, portanto, 
recorre frequentemente aos banhos de lama que usa como protetor 
solar; outro dado importante é que a tromba do elefante tem um papel 
ativo nas relações sociais visto que se entrelaçam para cumprimentar 
elefantes conhecidos, na forma de aperto de mão, de brincadeiras 
ou caricias. Para além disto, as patas dos elefantes são como pilares 
verticais que ajudam a suportar o enorme peso destes animais e assim 
trataram de ser representativas. Relativamente aos duendes, perso -
nagens mitológicas originárias da península ibérica, observou-se que 
são geralmente representados como seres humanoides esverdeados, 
de cabeça em formato cónico, orelhas pontiagudas, com 15 a 30 cm de 
altura. Estão associados ao trevo, símbolo da boa sorte e vivem nas 
florestas, tal como os outros personagens.

Os estudos das personagens (Fig. 5) focaram-se na capacidade de 
transmitir a personalidade e características presentes na narrativa bem 
como na pesquisa, através da postura, expressões, emoções, cores, 
entre outros. A importância de uma boa resolução das personagens 
reside no facto de que estas guiam o leitor pela história numa co expe-
riência, através da identificação pessoal. [13]
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O facto de que cada turma tenha ilustrado a sua parte correspondente da his-
tória, fez com que a resolução da personagem variasse de página para página 
tornando evidente as diferenças na interpretação e perceção de cada uma 
delas, realçando o carácter subjetivo e único das representações (Fig. 6).

A inclusão das ilustrações dos alunos no livro como um dos requisitos 
do briefing, foi resolvida através da sua integração num poster A2, de 
dimensão generosa, de modo a que os leitores possam ter um exemplar 
das suas ilustrações originais e poder expô-las em forma de cartaz. Esta 
decisão baseou-se no facto de que as ilustrações foram a principal fonte 
de inspiração do processo destacando-as e prestando-lhes tributo. 

Nesta fase, realizou-se um estudo da estrutura formal, onde se defi-
niu o formato e a proporção. Com a ajuda de uma mini maquete permitiu-
se ter uma visão final do livro, desde a capa, às guardas, à folha de rosto, 
ao miolo e à contracapa. Nesta mini maquete foi possível fazer um estudo 
da composição e da colocação dos elementos. O formato escolhido foi 
quadrado de dimensões 200x200mm (Fig. 7).

O livro, uma vez aberto, cria um espaço retangular que faz referência à 
janela do cenário. A ilustração foi pensada de modo a ocupar o espaço na 
totalidade. Considera-se que a ilustração faz parte da narrativa principal, 

Fig. 5. Estudos da 
personagem do Quico 
para o livro “O Elefante 
Apaixonado”.

Fig. 6. Resolução 
da personagem do 
elefante Quico pelas 
diferentes turmas.

Fig. 7. Planificação 
do poster, número de 
páginas e mini maque-
te do livro/estudo de 
composição.

Fig. 8. Resultado 
final das 20 pranchas 
ilustradas.
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complementando-se com o texto (Fig. 8 e 9). “A ima-
gem adquiriu progressivamente um estatuto e uma 
posição, prova é a sua constante expansão no espaço 
do livro (…) explorada pela criatividade e a imaginação 
dos seus criadores.” [14]

O segredo para uma boa ilustração é a sua com-
posição, pois é ela que guia o olhar do leitor pela história. A composição 
pode ser dinâmica ou estática dependendo da tensão que se pretende 
criar no momento dado. [15]

Outro aspeto da ilustração que determina a sua atratividade, para além da 
composição, das personagens, do detalhe, da luz e da plasticidade é a cor. [16]

A escolha da paleta de cores foi inspirada no habitat dos elefantes (Fig. 
10) e o seu uso variou com as indicações textuais. Estas paletas foram gera-
das partindo do princípio da teoria das cores procurando harmonia. A partir 
das cores também conseguimos transmitir conceitos, sensações e emoções, 
a cor é uma ferramenta poderosa no que diz respeito à composição. 

Quanto à técnica utilizada nas ilustrações, foram 
feitas experiências analógicas e digitais e determinou-
se que o método digital seria o mais rentável em termos 
de tempo de execução e de custos de produção. Foram 
necessários pincéis com texturas de aspeto semelhante 
aos materiais tradicionais analógicos (Fig. 11). 

Observando as ilustrações dos alunos detetou-se 
que a linguagem plástica denota as texturas e os traços 

característicos do desenho infantil. A escolha dos pinceis foi feita de 
modo a que o resultado da ilustração se aproxime com o universo plástico 
infantil, aumentando a probabilidade de identificação do público com o 

livro. O processo da pintura con-
sistiu no desenho dos elementos 
pelo estudo da mini maquete em 
primeiro lugar, para depois passar 
ao preenchimento de cor sólida e 
por fim adicionando a textura no 
claro-escuro (Fig. 12).

No que diz respeito à tipografia, com base na informação obtida, 
verificou-se que esta deve ser cuidadosamente escolhida nos livros de 
literatura infantil, posto que, quando o público é mais jovem, neste caso, 
de 7 a 8 anos, ainda têm pouca experiência de leitura e é importante que 
a tipografia estimule, motive e facilite este hábito (Fig. 13). Portanto, a 
escolha tipográfica deve ser legível, confortável e adequada. Estabelece-

Fig. 9. Resultado final 
da capa e a sua com-

posição.

Fig. 10. Paleta de cores 
baseada no habitat do 

elefante de floresta.

Fig. 11. Experiências e 
pincéis utilizados nas 

ilustrações do livro “O 
Elefante Apaixonado”.

Fig. 12. Registo dos 
passos da pintura 

digital.
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ram-se padrões referentes aos tamanhos do corpo da tipografia de acordo 
com a idade e definiu-se que para as crianças com menos de nove anos, o 
ideal são palavras com bom espaçamento e frases com o espaço entreli-
nhas grande o suficiente para prevenir que os olhos das crianças deslizem 
do início da linha que estão lendo para o fim da linha seguinte, de forma a 
facilitar uma melhor compreensão do conteúdo.  [17]

Concluiu-se que as fontes Sassoon e Flora (Fig. 14) são fontes adequadas 
já que satisfazem as necessidades do público infantil e que têm em conta 
estes aspetos. Dados que estas fontes são de uso comercial, encontrou-se 
uma fonte semelhante, de uso gratuito para o propósito, a Overlock italic.

Neste contexto, um dado relevante na escolha de uma tipografia ade-
quada a este público é que os carateres a, o e g devem ser claramente 
distinguidos entre eles (Fig. 15).

Colocando em análise a primeira prancha do livro (Fig. 16 ), come-
çando pela composição, balanceou-se o peso do elefante (à esquerda) com 
o espaço vazio (à direita), para que a partir do ponto em que se encontra o 
livro que o elefante Quico sustém, agrupemos as cores e sejamos levados 
num movimento, de amarelo em amarelo que traz ao leitor as letras “a, b, 
c” que se encontram representadas nas folhas que esvoaçam na ilustra-
ção.  O ponto inicial (do elefante Quico a ler o livro) é o ponto favorecido 
pelo olhar na imagem [18]. O Quico, em forma de ovo, indica-nos que é 
aqui que tudo começa, esta é a origem da criação. As suas orelhas rosadas 
e as formas circulares transmitem 
a simpatia do elefante. Ao estar 
sempre a ler, o elefante Quico 
usa óculos, objeto humano que 
facilitará na identificação com 
o leitor. A árvore associa o livro 
ao fruto do conhecimento, que 
por sua vez é de cor amarela, 
simbolizando o calor e a luz do sol 
que nos ilumina através do olho 
representado em espaço negativo 

Fig. 13. Parâmetros 
tipográficos para livros 
infantis, recomendados 
por Burt.

Fig. 14. Sassoon 
Primary Regular e ITC 
Flora Medium.

Fig. 15. O tipo Avant 
Garde Gothic não 
possui muita diferen-
ciação entre os seus 
caracteres.

Fig. 16. Resultado final 
da primeira prancha do 
livro ilustrado.
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(figura-fundo da Gestalt) por cima do galho do qual emanam os raios 
de sol. O uso da luz criou um ambiente alegre, luminoso e de contraste. 
O sol não está representado, mas conseguimos vê-lo. O espaço vazio é 
usado em todas as pranchas à exceção do momento do clímax em que 
fica preenchido. O buraco no tronco da árvore remete-nos para o mistério 
apelando à curiosidade.

5. Conclusão
O projeto teve como resultado a finalização de um livro de ilustração infantil 
e um poster com as ilustrações originais dos alunos referidos ao longo do ar-
tigo, estando neste momento, em fase de produção, para futura distribuição 
pelos alunos do 2º ano do 1º Ciclo do Agrupamento de escolas de Sines. Pro-
curou-se fundamentar todo o trabalho visual de interpretação e reinterpre-
tação visual, através de uma reflexão teórica baseada em aspetos essenciais 
para a perceção e comunicação visual. Sustentou-se que o ilustrador deve sa-
ber aplicar corretamente conceitos associados à prática da comunicação e da 
literacia visual, para que a ilustração consiga realizar a sua principal função, 
que é a de transmitir uma determinada mensagem visualmente. [19]

Demonstrou-se que cada composição foi pensada detalhadamente, 
uma vez que, este é um fator crucial na solução dos problemas visuais 
e como eles são comunicados e recebidos pelo público. As técnicas são 
infinitas, no entanto, se o ilustrador souber conjugá-las e aplicá-las com 
inteligência, poderá manifestar o seu significado, facilitando a interpreta-
ção (mesmo que subjetiva) do espectador. [20]

Desta forma, e tendo em conta que o termo “literacia visual” assenta 
no princípio de que as imagens podem ser lidas e que um sentido que resul-
te dessa leitura pode ser comunicado [21], as ilustrações visam fornecer ao 
leitor a capacidade de comunicar e interpretar significados através de sinais 
e símbolos particulares. Assim o leitor irá desenvolver a capacidade de 
interpretação das formas e cores, sentir a composição de uma obra, tornar-
se capaz de ver e criar uma opinião. Sendo este o pensamento inerente à 
intencionalidade da educação visual como educação do “olhar” e do “ver”.
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Abstract

This paper consists of a reflection about picturebooks, from the mapping 
of the narrative resources and the postmodern and digital influence that 
increases the expressive and narrative possibilities of the picturebook. 
This perspective induces different forms of decoding, and in turn enhan-
ces its audience and responsibility in the form of co-authorship in the 
construction of narratives.

1. Introdução
Este artigo resulta da dissertação apresentada no contexto do Mestrado de 
Design Gráfico e Projectos Editoriais da FBAUP, com o título: Os recursos 
narrativos metaficcionais na expansão da audiência do álbum ilustrado: Um 
estudo a partir dos prémios Jabuti e do Prémio Nacional de Ilustração em Portu-
gal. Este trabalho académico surge por um lado, pela admiração dos autores 
pelo artefacto e por outro pelo constatar que os álbuns ilustrados contempo-
râneos apresentam de forma cada vez mais recorrente, recursos narrativos 
que potenciam a experimentação de quem os cria e quem os lê, rompendo 
ou pondo em causa alguns dos seus traços narrativos canónicos.

Estas novas possibilidades, julgamos vieram contribuir de forma 
acentuada para que este artefacto editorial, tradicionalmente associado à 
literatura para a infância, possa legitimamente ser considerado literatura 
universal e sem restrições de faixa etária.

A afirmação do carácter expansivo da sua audiência é transversal a 
este artigo, onde pretendemos verificar que os recursos narrativos me-
taficcionais, que encontram eco nas características pós-modernistas do 
álbum ilustrado e na Radical Change Theory, proposta por Eliza T. Dresang 
[1], na década de 90 do século XX, foram contributos determinantes para 
o estado actual do álbum ilustrado. 

Estas influências podem ser encontradas, quer ao nível dos recursos 
narrativos (signo verbal e visual), quer nas diferentes formas de interpre-
tação e significação da(s) narrativa(s) que oferecem. É este carácter plural 
que se manifesta na forma como ilustradores, escritores e designers nos 
oferecem um artefacto onde co-habitam diferentes níveis de informação 
que encontram um destinatário múltiplo.

Este artigo, num primeiro momento pretende definir de forma 
sucinta o nosso objecto de estudo ́ o álbum ilustrado. Tendo como ponto 

1 & 2 FBAUP/ID+
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Picturebook, narrative 

resources, postmodernism, 
digital influence, 

crossover.
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de partida a noção da sua especificidade, no contexto das narrativas ilus-
tradas para a infância, nomeadamente pelas diferentes interacções entre 
a imagem, texto e suporte que lhe conferem a sua legitimidade enquanto 
suporte editorial, de experimentação e inovação.

Durante a sua ainda curta história, temos verificado que tem sido utili-
zado desde a sua génese como veículo de aprendizagem da literacia verbal e 
visual para os mais novos. Esta utilização marcou a sua audiência histórica, 
o público infantil, menos experiente no ato da leitura. A criança encontra no 
álbum ilustrado um veículo pedagógico e potenciador da imaginação que 
lhe possibilita desenvolver as suas competências cognitivas.  
O álbum ilustrado é um repositório histórico das transformações sociais, 
culturais e tecnológicas. Estas mudanças são refletidas tanto nas suas nar-
rativas e suporte, bem como na forma como são lidos e na sua audiência. 
Num segundo momento deste artigo, sublinhamos este carácter camaleó-
nico do álbum ilustrado como marca da sua especificidade, verificável nas 
últimas décadas, por exemplo, na forma como incorporou a proposta do 
pós-modernismo e da gramática digital na sua estrutura narrativa.

Estas influências marcaram um momento decisivo da sua histó-
ria que nos conduziu a algumas das características do álbum ilustrado 
contemporâneo, nomeadamente a expansão da sua audiência. Este 
público alargado é devedor da utilização da metaficção, dos paradigmas 
do pós-modernismo e da gramática digital no seio do álbum ilustrado, que 
vieram afirmar o adulto não apenas como o seu criador ou mediador, mas 
como um consumidor legítimo para o seu próprio prazer.

No intuito de demonstrar como os recursos narrativos metaficcio-
nais, pós-modernos e da Radical Change Theory, vieram propor dife-
rentes possibilidades de interação entre palavra, imagem e suporte que 
contribuíram para a expansão da audiência do álbum ilustrado e para a 
sua afirmação enquanto artefacto editorial intergeracional, escolhemos 
analisar o álbum ilustrado, A cadeira que queria ser sofá. A obra foi escrita 
por Clovis Levi e ilustrada por Ana Biscaia, editada em Portugal pela 
editora Lápis de Memórias em 2012, e no Brasil pela editora Viajante do 
Tempo em 2014. A sua escolha deve-se entre outros factores, por ter sido o 

álbum ilustrado que ganhou o Prémio 
Nacional de Ilustração em Portugal, 
em 2012, por outro lado existe desde o 
nosso primeiro contacto com a obra a 
empatia pelas suas narrativas verbais 
e visuais. Esta empatia vai de encon-
tro às características que lhe foram 
apontadas pelo júri que o selecionou, 
nomeadamente, a sua qualidade, ori-
ginalidade, valor estético, capacidade 
de execução e expressão de conceitos.

A análise consiste na identifica-
ção das características essenciais pós-
modernas descritas por David Lewis 
[2] e da perspectiva da Radical Change 

Fig. 1. Álbum ilustrado 
“A cadeira que queria 
ser sofá”.
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Theory de Eliza Dresang [1], que consideramos relevantes no alargamen-
to da audiência do álbum ilustrado. Deste modo, julgamos ser possível 
detectar a correlação entre os recursos metaficcionais e as características 
apontadas por Lewis [2] e Dresang [1], e por fim colocamos a hipótese de 
que a sua presença, potencia o estabelecimento de múltiplos níveis de 
significados, que por sua vez, oferecem ao leitor/observador/utilizador 
intergeracional um papel cimeiro e activo na sua descodificação.

2. O Álbum Ilustrado: Um suporte camaleónico
O objecto central deste estudo é designado como ́álbum ilustradó, 
termo que em Portugal é influenciado pelo termo francês ́albuḿ, a que 
se acresce o complemento ilustrado, devido à sua característica marca-
damente diferenciadora e definidora do tipo de obra literária analisada. 
De forma resumida podemos dizer que a mensagem do álbum ilustrado é 
emitida através das sinergias entre texto, imagem e suporte.

As relações semânticas entre texto, imagens e suporte foram apro-
fundadas por vários autores, tais como David Lewis [2], Maria Nikolajeva 
e Carole Scott [3], Sandra Beckett [4], Peryy Nodelman [ 5], Sophie Van 
der Linden [6] e Rui Santos [7], que procuraram definir o álbum ilustrado 
pelas suas funções e características destas múltiplas relações narrativas. 
Embora sabendo que estas relações entre texto e imagem são basilares na 
definição e compreensão do que é um álbum ilustrado, não serão aborda-
das de forma detalhada neste texto, já que entendemos que se desviam 
do mote principal deste artigo. Desta forma, e tendo como objectivo a 
compreensão de como a proposta do pós-modernismo e da influência do 
digital, impulsionaram em grande medida as características do álbum 
ilustrado contemporâneo, direcionamos o nosso estudo para a detecção 
da sua influência nos recursos narrativos e como estes transformaram a 
sua estrutura, formato e as exigências da recepção leitora.

O álbum ilustrado é mais do que um suporte onde coexistem o texto e 
imagem, uma vez que o seu possível sentido é na maior parte das vezes plural, 
é construído e transmitido pela interação entre diferentes signos.  As palavras 
mudam a compreensão das imagens e as imagens mudam por sua vez as das 
palavras; esta tensão entre a subjetividade da imagem e a objetividade das 
palavras é denominado por Lawrence R. Sipe como transmediação, ́uma 
sequência potencialmente infinita [8]”, que produz significados inesgotáveis. 

A leitura do álbum ilustrado é o resultado da relação estabelecida 
entre palavra- imagem-suporte, e a comunicação entre esses elementos e 
o leitor resulta do diálogo entre o que eles dizem e o que omitem, cabe ao 
leitor conferir-lhes sentido e construir a narrativa. O facto de esta ser, em 
muitos dos casos aberta, aumenta ainda mais as possibilidades interpreta-
tivas. Uma leitura que é complexa, multidirecional e onde o leitor tem um 
papel fundamental, tal como afirmam Nikolajeva e Scott:

O leitor se volta do verbal para o visual e vice-versa, em uma concatenação 
sempre expansiva do entendimento. Cada nova releitura, tanto de pala-
vras como de imagens, cria pré-requisitos melhores para uma interpretação 
adequada do todo. Presume-se que as crianças sabem disso por intuição 
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quando pedem que o mesmo livro seja lido para elas em voz alta repetida 
vezes. Na verdade, elas não leem o mesmo livro; elas penetram cada vez 
mais fundo em seu significado [3].

Tradicionalmente, o álbum ilustrado é concebido para pré-leitores e leito-
res iniciantes ou com alguma autonomia da leitura, os leitores menos ex-
perientes em relação à leitura das palavras, utilizam as imagens presentes 
no álbum ilustrado como principal amparo no processo de compreensão. 
Perry Nodelman (2010) diz-nos que as imagens “existem porque as pes-
soas acreditam que as crianças necessitam delas, ou pelo menos benefi-
ciam da sua presença. As pessoas tendem a pensar que sem as imagens as 
crianças não podem dar sentido às palavraś [ 5].

Apesar das crianças responderem às imagens presentes no álbum 
ilustrado, a compreensão das suas mensagens é limitada, desta forma a 
expansão das suas competências enquanto leitores, deve ser estimula-
da através do contacto assíduo com livros ilustrados. Um contacto que 
irá permitir a interpretação dos hiatos narrativos, já que o escritor ou 
ilustrador deixam espaços vazios na narrativa, que o leitor preenche com 
a sua interpretação, assim a interpretação de uma narrativa é sempre 
diferente e depende em grande medida das capacidades cognitivas e das 
experiências anteriores dos leitores. À medida que a criança evolui na 
descodificação dos códigos verbais, torna-se cada vez mais independente 
da interpretação visual e, segundo Santos (2015), é possível constatar ́que 
a ilustração deixa de ter este papel eminentemente explicativo e reve-
lador. Verifica-se depois uma maior independência narrativa que passa 
pelo recurso mais assíduo a metáforas e analogias visuais que elevam a 
dificuldade de interpretaçãó [7].  

O adulto, além de promover o acesso da criança ao álbum ilustrado, 
também acompanha e ampara o pré-leitor ainda inexperiente nas suas 
primeiras leituras. Os adultos, ao contrário das crianças, possuem um 
tempo de decifração e compreensão da mensagem mais curto, devido à 
sua experiência literária mais alargada. Quando um álbum ilustrado é lido 
por um receptor criança ou adulto, cada um deles interpreta a mensagem 
à sua maneira, evidenciando o papel ativo do leitor como produtor de sig-
nificado. E a cada leitura a interpretação é expandida, são produzidas uma 
multiplicidade de respostas e um número ilimitado de interpretações, o 
que aumenta as possibilidades de significação. Essa evolução no processo 
de leitura torna-a cada vez mais convidativa.

O álbum ilustrado, além de possuir uma natureza inovadora, ao 
longo da sua história tem sido influenciado pelas mudanças sociais, 
tecnológicas e culturais. Podemos apontar que uma das últimas alterações 
significativas aconteceu com a influência do pós-modernismo. Segundo 
David Lewis, [2] o pós-modernismo trouxe maior complexidade e trans-
formação ao álbum ilustrado, na sua estrutura narrativa e formato. São 
criadas novas formas de leitura potenciadas pela utilização de recursos 
metaficcionais que colocaram em causa a autoridade do autor em relação 
ao texto, já que o leitor se torna um co-autor e delega ao leitor/observador 
a condução da narrativa.
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Ao analisar como as características essenciais do pós-modernis-
mo impactaram os álbuns ilustrados, Lewis (2001) utiliza os seguintes 
conceitos: Indeterminação, que podemos definir como uma reacção 
contrária ao predomínio da razão, através da enfatização de narrativas 
ou finais sem desfecho ou abertos; Fragmentação, em que  se reage 
contra a imposição de ordem e tentativas de unificar, permitindo opi-
niões finais livres; Descanonização, em que se reage contra a aceitação 
incondicional de crenças e tradições históricas, e se valoriza a quebra 
de hierarquias entre as narrativas. Estas características anteriores 
originam a Ironia, já que ao transportarem múltiplos sentidos e men-
sagens sublimares, dificultam a compreensão automática do leitor. 
Estas características levam por sua vez ao conceito de Hibridização, 
relacionado com o surgimento de artefatos híbridos acessíveis a todos 
os leitores, que originam por sua vez a dissolução de fronteiras entre 
formas culturais e das suas diferenças. Perante isto, a autoridade e res-
ponsabilidade dos autores de inculcar um sentido único ao que é visto 
e lido é transposto para os espectadores e leitores, estes por sua vez 
tornam-se tão importantes quanto o produto, que deixa de ser único, 
enfatizando -se a característica pós-moderna designada por Lewis [ 7] 
como o Desempenho e Participação. 

Além da influência pós-moderna no álbum ilustrado contemporâ-
neo, é importante referirmos a importância do estudo de Dresang [1] que 
procura distinguir as mudanças pós-modernas das que ocorreram por 
influência da denominada Radical Change Theory (Teoria da Mudança 
Radical), proposta no início dos anos 90, do século XX, com base nos 
princípios da cultura digital: Interatividade, Conectividade e Acesso.

A interatividade refere-se a comportamentos de informação complexos 
dinâmicos, controlados pelo usuário, não-lineares, não-sequenciais e de 
representação em livros ou outras mídias. A conectividade refere-se ao 
senso de comunidade ou construção de mundos sociais que emergem de 
mudanças de perspectivas e associações ampliadas no mundo real ou em 
livros e outros recursos. A conectividade online explodiu para adultos e 
crianças. O acesso refere-se à quebra de barreiras de informação de longa 
data, trazendo entrada para uma grande diversidade de opiniões e oportu-
nidades anteriormente inacessíveis [1].

A influência do pós-modernismo e da Radical Change Theory no álbum 
ilustrado indicam novas possibilidades narrativas na interacção entre 
o texto, imagem e suporte, e consequentemente novos caminhos para 
a sua descodificação. Podemos dizer que grande parte destas possíveis 
portas de entrada para o álbum ilustrado assumem a interacção com 
o leitor como catalisador de diálogos. Por sua vez, o leitor adquire 
nesta mediação uma posição mais ativa e é convidado a construir a 
narrativa, enquanto que o autor perde autoridade cedendo ao leitor 
parte das suas responsabilidades, o que desfaz algumas das fronteiras 
entre escritor/ilustrador/designer e leitor. Dessa forma, este deixa de 
́ser um mero leitor passivo da informação, mas que pelo contrário 
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exige interação e complexidade que lhe permita ter um papel ativo na 
construção da informação e que por sua vez faz escolhas pessoais que 
conduzem a narrativa para o seu mundo e para a construção de mun-
dos que imagina serem possíveiś [ 7].

A relação de mediação evidencia cada vez mais a presença do adulto, 
que além de ajudar a criança a decifrar as mensagens, potencializa a troca 
de experiências e afirma no álbum ilustrado o ́seu caráter fértil para a 
inovação e propostas que questionam o direcionamento a um público 
implícito. Um direcionamento em que o público deixa de ser apenas uma 
ponte entre a criança e o livro e passa a ser um cliente habitual de álbuns 
ilustradoś (ibidem), conduzindo para uma nova definição de público, 
designada como Crossover. Em que os adultos são também reconhecidos 
como leitores por desejo pessoal. 

Embora este não seja um fenómeno completamente novo, os adultos agora 
parecem mais dispostos a reconhecer o facto de que compram álbuns 
ilustrados para seu próprio prazer. (...) O fenómeno dos adultos que leem 
álbuns ilustrados parece marcar a transgressão final da era das fronteiras 
convencionais criadas arbitrariamente entre livros infantis e livros para 
adultos [4].

Perante a constatação da existência de um público variado para o 
álbum ilustrado, podemos então reafirmar que em muitos dos casos 
a sua criação tem como objectivo igualmente satisfazer os adultos. 
Algumas destas estratégias passam pela utilização de recursos narra-
tivos com múltiplos níveis de significados, que podem ser designados 
de metaficcionais, utilizados na análise dos álbuns ilustrados pós-
modernos e ainda bastante presentes na contemporaneidade. Estes 
álbuns possuem várias camadas de informação e convidam a diferen-
tes formas de leitura, que variam de acordo com a idade e experiência 
do leitor, fornecendo um novo significado a cada leitura. Estas obras 
inovadoras desafiam e dissipam a suposição generalizada de que os 
álbuns ilustrados são apenas para crianças.

Esta abertura para o público adulto não tem a intenção de desviar 
o álbum ilustrado do seu público cânone (as crianças), mas sim de 
expandir sua audiência, uma vez que, assim como nos diz Beckett [4] 
́Crianças, adolescentes e adultos leem álbuns ilustrados crossover 
a partir de suas várias perspectivas, mas todos podem ter o mesmo 
prazer na experiência de leiturá [4].

Até aqui, tentámos compreender como a relação entre texto, imagem 
e suporte no álbum ilustrado deixam espaços abertos que são preenchidos 
pelo leitor com a sua interpretação activa na produção de significado. Esta 
característica enfatiza a natureza polissémica e inovadora do álbum ilus-
trado, por outro lado permite-nos legitimar o objeto deste estudo como 
um suporte intergeracional ou artefacto crossover. Uma noção que ecoa 
o que François Ruy-Vidal, afirmou em 1972, quando questionado sobre o 
seu papel de editor: ́um livro para crianças é um bom livro quando é um 
bom livro para todoś [7].
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3. A Cadeira que Queria Ser Sofá
Com o fim de compreender como as características do pós-modernismo 
e da cultura digital influenciaram e actuam na contemporaneidade nos 
recursos narrativos do álbum ilustrado, e deste modo promovendo um 
público intergeracional, foi escolhido como objecto de estudo, o álbum 
ilustrado A Cadeira que Queria ser Sofá (2012), ilustrado por Ana Biscaia e 
escrito por Clovis Levi. O livro é composto por três contos com a temática 
comum da morte e da perda, características que podem ser percepcio-
nadas como pejorativas ou contos mórbidos, porém a ironia utilizada de 
forma recorrente ao longo do livro, retira-lhes esta carga negativa através 
de múltiplas metáforas que suavizam o teor da narrativa.

Na análise do álbum ilustrado recorremos às características do pós-
modernismo identificadas por Lewis [2] e às relacionadas com a Radical 
Change Theory, propostas por Dresang [1], apontadas anteriormente como 
exemplo e afirmação da existência de um público intergeracional do álbum 
ilustrado. De seguida identificamos de forma sumária estas mesmas carac-
terísticas recorrendo à informação textual e visual do objecto de estudo, 
que nos irá conduzir à etapa seguinte ́ conclusão ́ à extrapolação destas 
particularidades narrativas como evidências da existência de um público 
alargado na estrutura narrativa do álbum ilustrado contemporâneo.

Indeterminação e Frag-
mentação. Podem ser observadas 
nos exemplos em que o autor e a 
ilustradora deixam a narrativa com 
um fim aberto. Como por exemplo 
no conto O piano de calda, onde 
constatamos um final aberto. Aqui 
(Fig. 2) o leitor pode imaginar o 
seu próprio final quando a criança 

encontra o bombom amassado e velho, esta constatação deixa em aberto 
uma possível continuação, que pode estar relacionada com a dúvida do que a 
personagem irá fazer com o bombom, se vai comê-lo ou não.

Já nos outros dois contos, os finais podem ser mutáveis consoante 
os diferentes pontos de vista. O conto, A cadeira que queria ser sofá, 
apresenta na sua dupla-página final (Fig. 3) a bisavó deitada na cadeira 
que agora é uma nuvem/cadeira-sofá, onde também a ilustradora colo -
ca o bisavô chegando, dando espaço para a construção mental de uma 
narrativa decorrente deste reencontro que está próximo de acontecer, 
mas que não é apresentado no álbum ilustrado.

Descanonização. Nos três 
contos do álbum ilustrado anali-
sado também podemos detectar 
esta característica, para além do 
texto não possuir uma coerência 
única no seu significado final, 
não existe igualmente um des-
fecho concreto que possibilite 
ao leitor a conclusão da história. 

Fig. 2. Páginas 48-49.

Fig. 3. Páginas 94-95.

Fig. 4. Páginas 40-41.
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O tema da morte no mesmo livro é trabalhado de forma simples, afas-
tando -se do luto, contrariando a aceitação incondicional de crenças 
religiosas ou culturais pré- determinadas.

Ironia. A obra analisada pos-
sui diferentes níveis de significa-
dos que diversificam a significação 
produzida pelo leitor, nomeada-
mente na complexidade de certas 
cenas que abrem diversas possibi-
lidades de interpretação. Podemos 
verificar a utilização da ironia 
(Fig. 5), por exemplo, quando a 
ilustradora apela à interpretação 
de leitores mais experientes, ao 
representar o namorico da cadeira 
com o trono do rei, ilustrando as 
cadeiras sobrepostas uma à outra, 
o que pode ser interpretado como 
uma posição sexual.

A antropomorfização verbal 
e visual dos personagens aqui 
utilizada é um recurso metafic-
cional que podemos encontrar 
em diversos momentos no albúm, 

como por exemplo na Fig. 6. Esta característica é utilizada em muitos 
dos casos para transmitir a ironia, através da simbolização que ajuda a 
estabelecer uma distância necessária para se gerir a representação da 
temática da morte e a sua descodificação metafórica, por parte da maioria 
dos leitores/ouvintes infantis. 

Hibridização. Esta característica evidencia a intertextualidade, noção 
que se refere a vínculos entre dois ou mais textos e onde se espera que o leitor 
participe no processo de descodificação e faça a conexão intertextual. A 
hibridização pode ser encontrada no conto, O piano de calda, (Fig. 7) onde a 
ilustradora promove a intertextualidade agregando à ilustração uma imagem 
de um quadro de Noel Rosa, grande compositor sambista brasileiro, boémio, 
morto prematuramente aos 26 anos. O autor é apenas reconhecio por olhares 
experientes e conhecedores da figura do compositor brasileiro.

O conto, A cadeira que queria ser sofá, contribui para que o álbum 
ilustrado possa ser considerado um artefato híbrido, (Fig. 8), pois 
incorpora na sua construção alguma da gramática da banda desenhada, 
nomeadamente a utilização clara 
dos quadros/vinhetas sequen-
ciais na narrativa  ilustrada. 

Desempenho e Participa-
ção. O álbum ilustrado analisado 
foi concebido tendo em conta es-
tas características se entendermos 
a variação do sentido provocado 

Fig. 5. Páginas 54- 55.

Fig. 6. Páginas 74-75.

Fig. 7. Páginas 38-39.

Fig. 8. Páginas 82-83.
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pelas características apontadas anteriormentes estarem refèns das diferen-
tes interpretações do leitor. Esta responsabilidade no leitor, vem evidenciar 
por um lado a perda da autoridade do autor e por outro a intenção declarada 
dos autores do álbum na participação activa do leitor/observado.

Interatividade. Esta ca-
racterística pode ser encontrada 
quando algumas palavras se 
tornam imagens e requerem um 
elevado nível de envolvimento 
cognitivo do leitor para com-
preender melhor a relação que 
palavras e imagens estabele-
cem. Podemos igualmente veri-
ficar a noção de interactividade 
proposta por Dresang [1], na 
composição de algumas duplas 
páginas (Fig. 9 apresenta um 
exemplo), onde se simulam hi-
perligações e diferentes escalas 
entre o signo verbal e visual que 
aumentam a responsabilidade 
ou exigência na sua leitura.

Conectividade. Encon-
tramos esta característica nas 
múltiplas camadas de informa-
ção verbal e visual em algumas 
das páginas do álbum, através do 
recurso a diferentes perspectivas 
que aumentam as possibilidades 
interpretativas. Estas ligações 
narrativas existem devido à 
opção clara da ilustradora, de 
representar a interação entre 
as diferentes personagens, por 
exemplo através da troca de 

olhares (Fig. 10) entre intervenientes da história, criando assim uma 
rede de empatia e apoio entre personagens e o leitor/observador.

Acesso. Esta característica é bastante evidente na forma como 
algumas barreiras sociais tradicionais são quebradas, como por exemplo 
(Fig. 11) na forma como o tema da morte é trabalhado, sem uma atitude 
moralista ou simplista evidente.

3. Considerações Finais
O álbum ilustrado, A cadeira que queria ser sofá, julgamos possuir as carac-
terísticas essenciais pós-modernas, nomeadamente por conter narrativas 
com desfechos abertos, que possibilitam opiniões finais livres e reagindo 
contra o predomínio da razão e da tentativa de imposição de ordem que 
busca unificar os significados. Ao renunciar um discurso moralizante e 

Fig. 9. Páginas 72-73.

Fig. 10. Páginas 34-35.

Fig. 11. Páginas 24-25.
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uma tipologia narrativa linear, o álbum favorece as características de inde-
terminação, fragmentação e descanonização, que conduzem em muitos 
dos casos ao uso da ironia e acrescentam complexidade à descodificação 
da narrativa verbal e visual, através de metáforas com diferentes níveis de 
significação. A utilização de formatos híbridos e a presença de intertex-
tualidade dissolvem os limites etários e tornam as obras mais inclusivas. 
Estas características diversificam os seus leitores e oferecem-lhes a possi-
bilidade de interagir ativamente na interpretação do signo visual e verbal.

Também é possível encontrar no álbum estudado as características 
influenciadas pela cultura digital, nomeadamente nos múltiplos níveis de 
significado e informação que podem ser controlados pelo leitor, requeren-
do assim diferentes níveis de envolvimento cognitivo. As narrativas deste 
álbum ilustrado oferecem a oportunidade de se fazer escolhas, um tipo 
de envolvimento que consideramos estar muito próximo da interação que 
adultos e crianças têm nas plataformas digitais. Constatamos que estas 
características existem quer pela sua sublimação, pela mimetização de 
elementos gráficos ou pela utilização da estrutura de organização espacial 
que se assemelha por vezes aos formatos interativos digitais.

Concluindo, o álbum ilustrado A cadeira que queria ser sofá, fomenta 
um senso de comunidade devido à variedade de perspectivas interpre-
tativas e promove acesso, através de narrativas com múltiplos níveis de 
interpretação; ao tratar de assuntos que previamente eram pouco comuns, 
quebram barreiras antigas, gerando diversidade de opiniões e assim 
torna-se mais próximo das realidades vivenciadas tanto por crianças 
quanto por adultos. Transgride as fronteiras convencionais criadas arbi-
trariamente para distinguir livros infantis e livros para adultos e permite 
conferi-lo numa nova definição de audiência, mais expandida para um 
público intergeracional e que vai ao encontro da designação de literatura 
Crossover proposta por Beckett [4].
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Abstract

The pragmatic semiotic theory of Charles Sanders Peirce has a lot of practical 
benefits for enhancing visual communication in illustrations. His triadic 
theory of Semiosis focuses on the dynamic inter-relationships between the 
concept to be communicated, how it is represented through a semiotic sign, 
and how this affects the success of how the concept is eventually interpreted. 
Peirce’s pragmatic semiotic theory uses complex language, and although 
Peirce is embraced in some design disciplines, the language that defines 
Semiosis (or sign-action) is problematic beyond academia. This paper is an 
attempt to address this by providing illustrators with a basic introduction to 
how Semiosis can help to enhance the success of the visual communication 
in their illustrations. This is done by translating Peircean terminology into 
illustrator-centric language and providing an example of how the Semiosis is 
implemented in an illustration. Within the limits of a short paper, illustrators 
can begin to understand how the triadic nature of concept/representation/
interpretation can benefit them during their ideation and sketching phase to 
author effective images. In doing this, this paper will mostly discuss iconic, 
indexical, and symbolic semiotic representation within pragmatic semiotic 
signs of the intended concept to be communicated in an illustration. This pa-
per’s aim is to enact a pragmatic turn in illustrators, in which Semiosis theory 
becomes more integrated within their practical work, by providing a more 
illustrator-centric dissemination of Peirce’s semiotic theory.

1. Introduction
An illustrator’s skill in contextualising and interpreting textual content into 
images that visually communicate a desired concept is crucial. Within the 
ideation and sketching phase of their creative process, to author such an 
image involves selecting an effective visual language. This paper aims to help 
illustrators to begin to improve the clarity of their illustration’s visual commu-
nication by introducing to them the basics of the pragmatic semiotic theory of 
C.S. Peirce’s Semiosis [1]. Pragmatic semiotics, with its active focus on a dy-
namic sign-action in a semiotic sign between the concept, its representation, 
and its interpretation, has already had positive impacts and been embraced 
within other design disciplines, such as interaction design [2].

This paper will introduce and contextualise the benefits of utilising 
Peirce’s theory of Semiosis to illustrators, to help them craft effective 
visual language. It will first outline some basic theory examining how 

1 Northumbria University, School of Design, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK.
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Semiosis influences the representation of concepts, to ultimately lead a 
‘reader’ to the successful interpretation of the illustration. It will conclude 
through the use of an illustrated example, with some guidance on how 
illustrators can immediately begin to apply Semiosis directly within their 
ideation and sketching phase.

2. Semiosis - Basic Theory for Illustrators
The shaping and selecting of the most apt visual language in an image is 
of major importance to illustrators. Whether they realise it when crafting 
this visual language, they are semiotically crafting the most suitable form 
of visual communication. For this visual language to be effective it is me-
diated through a socially constructed visual grammar [3] within a specific 
socio-cultural context that the ‘reader’ is familiar with, otherwise they 
will not understand what they are looking at, successfully interpret the 
intended meaning from the illustrations.

So, the structuring of an illustrator’s visual language creates many 
semiotic signs (whether intentionally or not), which “can only be understood 
through their relationship to cultural patterns of making meaning.” [4]. These 
semiotic signs that an illustration contains must therefore connect with the 
‘reader’s pre-existing socio-cultural knowledge if it is to lead to a successful 
interpretation of the illustration’s visually communicated meaning.

This can be seen as a visual 
flow between how the illustra-
tor’s chosen representation of the 
concept affects the illustration’s 
intended interpretation of the 
concept being visually commu-
nicated. Semiotic signs utilised 
within this visual flow helps the 
‘reader’ to make connections 
to understand the illustration’s 
intended represented meaning. 
In Pragmatic semiotics Peirce 
calls this the determination flow, 
[ 5] where the action of a semiotic 

sign is an active triangulation between the concept, its representation and 
its interpretation (see Fig. 1). This sign-action is called Semiosis by Peirce.

To explain how Semiosis works Munday provides a useful metaphor 
for sign-action that uses an opaque box, which is labelled, and contains 
an unseen object: 

“The first thing that is noticed (the representational form) is the box and 
label; this prompts the realization that something is inside the box (the 
concept). (...) We only know about (the concept) from noticing the label 
and the box and then ‘reading the label’ (the interpretation) and form-
ing a mental picture of (the concept) in our mind. Therefore, the hidden 
(concept) of a sign is only brought to realization through the interaction 
of (the representational form, the concept and how its interpreted)” [6].

Fig. 1. In a semiotic 
sign, Semiosis uses a 
determination flow be-
tween three elements.
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Semiosis’ determination flow is an interrelationship between three ele-
ments working together in a triadic sign-action that focuses on: [7] 

1. How a semiotic sign’s representational form presents the sign to its 
intended audience (Peirce names this the Representamen)
2. The concept the sign is communicating (Peirce names this the Object)
3. How the sign is interpreted (Peirce names this the Interpretant). 

In the following sections Semiosis will be explained in illustrator-centric 
language, to demonstrate how this pragmatic theory can be used by illus-
trators to enhance the visual communication in their illustrations.

3. The Basics of Peirce’s Semiosis
Semiosis theory offers a practical semiotic framework to all those enga-
ged in practice-based visual communication, especially illustrators. Its 
application into illustration practice, during an illustrators’ ideation and 
sketching phase, allows them to adjust the level of visual communication 
within their illustrations. But obviously when developing his Semiosis 
theory, Peirce never considered its application beyond the theoretical. His 
complex terminology is problematic for any layperson, so in this paper 
his terms will be translated into more illustrator-centric terminology. 
The examples he uses to explain semiotics signs also needs contextuali-
sing too. Before we explore how illustrators can use Semiosis in practical 
terms, it’s important to review the theory of Semiosis to contextualise it to 
illustration practice.

Semiosis is a pragmatic form of semiotic theory created by the Ameri-
can philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce, which he developed in the USA at 
the beginning of the 20th century. Peirce, one of the three founders of the 
philosophy of Pragmatism states that, “our knowledge is acquired and shared 
with others in the forms of signs” [8]. This is a form of interpretive communi-
cation, where in a process of meaning-making a semiotic sign stands in some 
respect for a concept in the mind of its intended audience [9].

Semiosis is a formalised system [10] of sign-action rising from simple 
to complex, comprising of a triadic interrelationship between how the 
semiotic sign is represented “the user of the sign and the external reality 
- the Object - referred to by the Sign” [11]. This triangulation involves a 
‘reader’s interpretation of a semiotic sign in its actual communication. 
Peirce used the following terms to explain his triadic structure, and each 
class was further defined from a simple to complex level of semiotic 
sign-action. The text in italics next to each subclass briefly translates each 
theoretical term into more accessible illustrator-centric language [12]:

The concept being communicated in a semiotic sign:
 The Object (has three subclasses, from low to high…) 
– Iconic - suggests qualities shared with concept 
– Indexical - points to the concept
– Symbolic - a general and agreed substitute for the concept
The representation of the concept in a semiotic sign:
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 The Representamen (has three subclasses, from low to high…)  
– Qualisign - a quality used as representation 
– Sinsign - a one-off representation
– Legisign - a general representation
The interpretation of the representation of the concept in a 
semiotic sign:
 The Interpretant (has three subclasses, from low to high…)
– Rhematic - a suggested interpretation 
– Dicent - a possible interpretation
– Argument - the agreed interpretation 

In 1905, from the interrelationships between levels of a concept, its rep-
resentation and interpretation Peirce defined a list of ten semiotic signs 
[13] that semiotically regulated the level of communication from mere 
resemblance (low) to the general (high) (see Fig. 2). 

In Semiosis, for a semiotic sign to function it operates across three 
states. Firstly, for a semiotic 
sign to begin communicating its 
intended concept it needs to be 
recognised. Secondly, once recog-
nised as a sign its coded concept 
begins to be defined. Thirdly, for 
an act of interpretation to hap-
pen there must be a mediation 
between identifying it is a sign 
and the what it is representing. 
As a triadic sign, all three states 
must be active, and they build 
on each other. Peirce calls these 
states Firstness, Secondness, and 

Thirdness [14]. Interpretation of a sign’s meaning (Thirdness) cannot be 
made without understanding the representation used (Secondness). But 
this representation must be first understood (Firstness) that it connotes a 
particular message or concept - that it is a semiotic sign to be interpreted 
[15]. Illustrators can frame this triadic model as a sense of a sophisticated 
level of visual communication incrementally developing from basic prin-
ciples evolving into more complexity. This is the logic behind Peirce’s ten 
semiotic sign classes (see Fig.2). 

This paper cannot explain these signs in detail within its limited 
word count, so it will provide instead a useful illustrators’ beginner guide 
on how a pragmatic semiotic sign in Semiosis communicates from the 
simple to the complex. To contextualise and explain this for illustrators 
this paper, using an illustrated example, will now focus mostly on iconic, 
indexical, and symbolic2 visual communication.

2 Peirce actually defines the Object’s three subclasses as an icon, an index and a symbol. But since Peirce’s 
day the terms icon and symbol have unfortunately adopted other meanings, especially from within design 
disciplines. So, in this paper the adjective terms of iconic, indexical and symbolic will be used instead of 
Peirce’s originals to avoid becoming muddled with competing alternative definitions of icon and symbol.

Fig. 2. Peirce classified 
ten forms of semiotic 
sign. From an illustra-
tor’s point of view each 
sign, from the simplest 
(1) to the most complex 
sign (10), offers many 
ways to enhance the 
level of visually com-
munication within an 
illustration.
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4. Iconic Representation
A semiotic sign utilises visual 
properties and qualities to 
communicate its intended 
meaning. For the concept to be 
understood it first needs to be 
recognised. It then requires a 
second thing to communicate it. 
The concept needs to be semi-
otically represented within any 

visual communication as a semiotic sign for the concept to be inter-
preted. Finally, how the concept is represented in a semiotic sign must 
make sense to its intended audience for the intended meaning to be 
interpreted. This is where the third pragmatic semiotic state completes 
the sign-action. As without a successful interpretation of what the sign 
means, any illustration’s visual communication will fail. The concept 
(the Object, in Peircean terms) has three subclasses, from simple to 
complex, which facilitate how its representation will be understood by 
its intended audience, so the concept can be successfully interpreted. 
The first of these subclasses of the concept that informs its semiotic 
representation is iconic.

Peirce describes iconic representation as one- dimensional (mo -
nadic) as it is the lowest level the ‘reader’ can perceive a semiotic sign. 
As a basic semiotic sign, it can only begin to function if it resembles 
something a ‘reader’ already recognises [16 ], a shared recognisable 
resemblance in the mind of a ‘reader’ to the communicated concept. 
Iconic representation uses shared qualities that help trigger in the 
subconscious mind of the ‘reader’ that it’s a semiotic sign, which is try-
ing to communicate a concept [17]. Iconically it does this by triggering 
a feeling or a quality (such as a particular colour) in the ‘reader’s mind 
through parallel resemblance of that concept. By utilising the qualities 
and relationality from one familiar thing to the intended concept, the 
semiotic sign pragmatically emerges [18] once an iconic resemblance is 
identified by the ‘reader’.

To explain Semiosis and iconic representation in a visual communica-
tion context, the carrier pigeon illustration in Fig.3 will be used to explore 
the theory. The illustration has a number of iconic representations nested 
in it to first attract the attention of a ‘reader’ to interpret the illustration’s 
meaning. The bird shape is iconic as it indicates to the ‘reader’ the type of 
animal it is. The blue background suggests ‘sky’ and the white shapes sug-
gest ‘clouds,’ and when they are put together they suggest the bird shape is 
flying. The idea of flying is further suggested by iconic air force shapes that 
suggest flying jacket, flying boots, a flying helmet, and goggles. Iconically 
the carrier pigeon concept is semiotically communicated by the addition of 
the shapes and colours that suggest a mail bag. As can be seen from Fig. 3. 
an illustrator through using iconic representations can control how am 

Fig. 3. This illustration 
of a carrier pigeon was 

commissioned by a 
British local govern-

mental authority. It 
was part of a campaign 

to illustrate the idea 
of various forms of 

communication chan-
nels available for the 

local population to 
contact the author-

ity. This illustration 
utilises semiotic signs 

that are constructed 
iconically, indexically 

and symbolically to 
visually communicate 
the intended message 

which will discussed in 
the next three sections.
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intended audience will interpret the semiotic sign in their illustrations to 
interpret its intended meaning [concept]. Now we have explored the iconic 
representation we will move up to the next level of pragmatic semiotic com-
munication and examine indexical representation.

5. Indexical Representation
Indexical representation is the second subclass of a concept as a semi-
otic sign, where it has a clearer existential connection [19] back to the 
original concept. An indexical representation does not assert anything 
other than a statement of ‘THERE!’ as it “takes hold of our eyes, as it 
were, and forcibly directs them to a particular Object [concept], and 
there it stops.” [20]. This direct existential connection ‘points’ from 
the sign to the concept, just as an index finger can point to something 
in the real world. 

Within the higher subclasses of the concept, the lower level of iconic 
representation is nested within indexical and symbolic semiotic signs. Just 
like a Russian Doll, the nesting of multiple iconic representations within a 
more complex semiotic sign provides an assemblage of familiar quali-
ties, which operate together at an immediate level to help a ‘reader’ to 
successfully interpret the concept. In this way iconicity becomes the basic 
building blocks of pragmatic semiotic signs. 

To contextualise indexical representation within illustration, and 
how iconic representation is nested within it, we will return to the car-
rier pigeon example in Fig. 3. The carrier pigeon is itself indexical as it 
references an existent type of bird that is used for human communica-
tion purposes. Even though it is stylised in the illustration, its iconic 
elements that create the character of the pigeon draw attention to two 
things: (A) it’s a carrier pigeon [iconic mail sack], (B) it is dressed up 
as a 1940s Royal Air Force (RAF) pilot [iconic pilot uniform and RAF 
wing markings]. This combination of iconic elements that together 
formed the character of the bird indexically references both popular 
culture and an existent type of bird. The character of the carrier pigeon 
also indexically makes a reference to a popular 1970’s Hanna-Barbera 
cartoon carrier pigeon adversary of Dick Dastardly, while pastiching 
an iconic RAF pilot, to add an element of British humour for its intend-
ed audience, while visually communicating the concepts of ‘flying’ and 
‘communication channel.’

So, from the indexical representation of the combined iconic ele-
ments to a carrier pigeon, the next section will now discuss the concept’s 
highest subclass of symbolic representation.

6. Symbolic Representation
This penultimate section will discuss the highest subclass of semiotically 
representing a concept in the mind of a ‘reader.’ The symbolic repre-
sentation of a concept means that it is a general semiotic sign, where its 
interpretation by its target audience arises from a general agreement of 
meaning [21]. In visual communication, this means that a symbolic semi-
otic representation either has to be learnt within a social-cultural context 
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(such as learning the meaning of street signs for a driving test); or else the 
concept is already known in advance of its interpretation (such as know-
ing that a flag symbolises a single country).

Just as indexical representations have iconic representations nested 
within them, symbolic representations also nest both indexical and iconic 
representations to function [22]. Within the pragmatic semiotic theory 
of Peirce’s Semiosis, symbolic representation’s sign-action performs at 
a higher semiotic level where its interpretation is reliant on a generally 
agreed set of meanings that are already known within the social-cultural 
context that the intended ‘reader’ is situated. So, to understand this 
within a visual communication framework it will be useful to return one 
final time to the carrier pigeon illustration in Fig. 3. 

The illustration was one part of a commission by a British local 
governmental authority to emphasise its multiple communication 
channels open to its residents. Each illustration in the commission 
provided the residents with a general suggestion of communication 
channels rather than specific technological examples, as these were 
detailed in the text of the brochure that was distributed around the 
region to the local residents.

So rather than denote one specific form of communication in each 
illustration, the set of illustrations connoted the overall idea of com-
municating. To do this all the illustrations employed symbolic semiotic 
representation to subtly suggest general concepts of communication 
channels. The example of the carrier pigeon illustration relied on a gen-
eral understanding in the target population: (A) everyone knew of carrier 
pigeons (indexical), (B) different British age groups would see something 
that resonated with them (older people the iconic RAF imagery; younger 
people the cartoon reference). 

The illustration in this case used Semiosis to build its visual language 
up semiotically, using a range of simple to complex semiotic signs nested 
within the illustration. This was mostly done at the ideation sketching 
phase, with iconic colours then added (i.e. leather brown, pigeon grey, 
etc.) at final artwork stage. Every shape used in the illustration was 
selected through considering its target audience’s existing knowledge, to 
semiotically lead them to interpret the intended symbolic meaning. The 
carrier pigeon didn’t just denote a carrier pigeon (indexical), the carrier 
pigeon connoted a communication channel (symbolic). 

This paper will now conclude as to how illustrators can look to 
embedding more Semiosis into their ideation and sketching phase, to 
enhance visual communication of an illustration’s concept.

7. Conclusion
This paper’s intent was to introduce Peirce’s pragmatic semiotic theory of 
Semiosis to illustrators. It has provided a basic overview of how Semiosis 
is not only relevant to illustration practice, but also how it is a natural ally 
to enhance the ideation of illustrations to enhance its visual communica-
tion of its communicated meaning. The application of Semiosis structures 
the effectiveness of how the illustration represents its intended concept, 
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so that the concept is visually communicated as clearly as possible to 
facilitate a successful interpretation.

Semiosis’ triadic framework of concept/representation/interpreta-
tion (selecting which of the 10 sign classes would be more relevant to the 
task) can frame the visual communication semiotically, as to whether the 
concept needs to be immediately understood (i.e. simply), existentially 
understood (i.e. specifically), or generally understood (i.e. generally). 
Where possible, Peirce’s theoretically complex terminology has been 
translated into more relevant illustrator-centric language. Some semioti-
cians may find this problematic, and may pedantically argue as to the suit-
ability of the terms concept, or iconic, indexical or symbolic. This paper is 
written for the non-semiotician, for the illustrator who is a practitioner. 

Obviously one illustrated example to explain the basics of Semiosis to 
illustrators is limiting, and Peirce’s 10 semiotic signs have not been fully 
explored. Nor does this paper attempt to explain Semiosis’ complexity 
in full. That is left to future papers and books. What is important to take 
from this paper is that if an illustrators’ visual language is constructed 
using the pragmatic framework of Semiosis, they can adjust the level of 
representation of the illustration’s concept to visually communicate the 
concept to its intended audience.
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Abstract

“O Pacto entre as Palavras e as Imagens: Palavras grandes, um Livro 
ilustrado” attempts, starting with “Palavras Grandes”, the illustrated book 
produced during the project, to analyze the relations of two or more parts. 
In a brief analysis of the exercise of osmosis between text and image, it 
is proposed a reflection of the advantageous relation between the two 
elements, in a pact of (dis)agreement and (mis)understanding.

1. Introdução
O presente artigo erige-se numa continuação 
e revisão do artigo “O Pacto entre as Palavras 
e as Imagens” apresentado na CONFIA 2017 
e no Projeto de Mestrado “O Pacto entre as 
Palavras e as Imagens: Palavras grandes, um 
Livro ilustrado”. Neste sentido, procura criar 
pontes com conceitos de cariz filosófico e com 
a produção autoral desenvolvida durante o pro-
cesso de investigação. Tal relação conduz a uma breve apresentação de 
algumas imagens que compuseram o livro ilustrado “Palavras Grandes” e 
de outros registos considerados pertinentes para o estudo em questão.

De modo a compreender os motores do projeto, torna-se importante 
indicar as suas duas questões estruturais:

- “O que é a metáfora visual e como se pode ilustrar, expressar e 
interpretar?”
- “Podemos ilustrar uma metáfora ou será ela própria ilustração?”

Em consequência da sua natureza teórico-prática, “O Pacto entre as Palavras 
e as Imagens: Palavras grandes, um Livro ilustrado” procurou explorar as 
questões de investigação através da compreensão do papel da metáfora 
analisando referências e publicações sobre o tema, assim como esclarecer 
a metáfora e o seu papel enquadrando-a no campo das Artes Plásticas e da 
Ilustração. Desenvolveu-se, igualmente, um projeto de cunho prático que 
consistiu na osmose da imagem, do texto e da metáfora, através de um livro 
ilustrado (“Palavras Grandes”) cujas imagens expressassem visualmente 

1, 2 & 3 Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave, R . do Aldão, 4750-810 Vila Frescainha, Portugal

3 Centro de Investigação ID+
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Fig. 1. e 2. Sandra 
Cardoso. «Palavras 
Grandes» (2017)
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certos conceitos, compondo assim narrativas com forte caráter metafórico, 
sem história linear ou personagens subjetivadas e constantes. Através do con-
ceito-chave inerente ao projeto de livro ilustrado, o estudo sublinhou a ponte 
entre a produção imagética e concetual da autora e determinados conceitos 
de Gilles Deleuze e de Félix Guattari (“Palavras de Ordem” e “Literalidade”), 
de Michel Foucault (“Poder”, “Discurso”, “Vontade de Verdade”) e/ou de 
Friedrich Nietzsche (“Perspetivismo”, “Vontade de Potência”).

O título do projeto – “O Pacto entre as Palavras e as Imagens: 
Palavras grandes, um Livro ilustrado” –, condensa os tópicos centrais da 
investigação sendo, por isso crucial analisá-lo. Numa primeira etapa alude 
à dinâmica entre palavra e imagem que é tratada através de uma breve 
análise do exercício da osmose entre texto e imagem, sendo proposta 
uma reflexão da relação vantajosa entre estes dois elementos, num pacto 
de (des)acordo e de (des)entendimento. Numa segunda etapa evoca-se o 
projeto autoral através de “Palavras Grandes”, o livro ilustrado que reflete 
sobre a palavra e a imagem através do conceito de Pacto.

2. O Pacto entre as Palavras e as Imagens:
Palavras grandes, um Livro ilustrado
O projeto “O Pacto entre as Palavras e as Imagens: Palavras grandes, um Li-
vro ilustrado”, de cariz teórico-prático, apresenta uma estrutura tripartida.

A metáfora na ilustração, é uma introdução à metáfora enquanto figura 
de estilo e um breve estudo da função da metáfora e da metáfora visual 
na ilustração e consequente distinção da metonímia. O projeto pensa a 
indefinição e a ambiguidade como produtoras de sentido no livro “Palavras 
Grandes”. A metáfora é uma figura de estilo por analogia que aproxima dois 
termos aparentemente afastados, realçando a sua semelhança. Será que 
não podemos pensar a presença do pacto na própria metáfora? 

É da descoberta dessa similitude menos imediata que surge um novo 
sentido. É aqui que a metáfora se diferencia da metonímia: ao invés de se-
melhança, é justaposição. Por ser um veículo para novos significados, a me-
táfora coopera na produção da obra visual. Para Gilles Deleuze, a metáfora 
implica uma semelhança no domínio semântico; e a literalidade implica 
uma atenção aos conceitos, para que estes não sejam ofuscados pela lingua-
gem metafórica. O devir propõe um conjunto de relações entre dois termos 
que não estão, a priori, ligados. Com o devir esses conceitos conectam-se, 
estabelecendo uma relação numa nova zona de sentido. A (in)definição da 
metáfora visual é uma das variáveis que cunham uma ilustração com o seu 
carácter poético. Age, do mesmo modo que na poesia literária, sob um pano 

Fig. 3. Sandra Cardoso. 
“Piano Leve” (2015).

Fig. 4. Sandra Cardo-
so. «Presença» (2017).
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ambíguo e indefinido, numa tentativa de definir, indefinindo.
Erigindo-se nos diferentes tipos de imagens, procede-se a um breve 

estudo de diferentes álbuns ilustrados que associam palavra-ilustração de 
complexidade variável. O conceito de pacto torna-se possibilidade numa 
relação entre palavras e imagens na qual o (des)entendimento pode ser 
potenciador de sentido. 

“Palavras Grandes”, apropriando-se da, constrói-se numa ponte en-
tre a noção de “Palavras de Ordem” (Gilles Deleuze e Félix Guattari), de 
Metáfora e de Pacto e a subsequente contaminação no livro ilustrado. 

Na relação entre palavra e imagem e na reflexão quanto a cada um dos 
universos, Michel Foucault em “A Ordem do Discurso”, pensa de que 
modo na sociedade a produção de discurso se relaciona com o poder. Para 
analisar os discursos servimo-nos do próprio discurso e, por isso, nunca nos 
encontramos no seu exterior. Segundo Gilles Deleuze e Félix Guattari, as 
palavras são ordens. A linguagem foi criada não para informar, transmitir 
ou convencer, mas para ordenar e impor. A linguagem é feita para obedecer 
e fazer obedecer. Ela não sugere o que deve ser observado, mas comanda o 
que tem de ser mantido ou esquecido. A Palavra não procura nem espe-
ra ser ouvida ou obter resposta, ela impõe. Essa natureza é a qualidade 
abstrata da palavra vermelho, tanto quanto de invocar a cor vermelha. E à 
palavra não faz diferença qual o objeto colorido, nem lhe importa se há ou 
não um objeto, e essa indiferença dá-lhe a soberania sobre o corpo que a lê 
ou ouve. O objetivo é a obediência. Obedecemos ao texto e a palavra impõe 
uma perceção. Em elementos que comportem texto e imagem, as palavras 
impõem como ver a imagem porque são palavras de ordem. No entanto, 
a imagem decompõe a palavra porque é subjetiva. Ambas compõem um 
agenciamento. Para este caso em particular, interessei-me pelas Imagens 
Gráficas e pelas Imagens Verbais de W. J. T. Mitchell. 
Sendo que a tradição ocidental se centrou nas dicotomias e soberania en-
tre palavras e imagens, mais do que revisitar essa tradição, procurei com-

Fig. 5. Sandra Cardoso. 
“Amarelo Ácido Vio-
lência” (2017).

Fig. 6. W. J. T. Mitchell. 
«What Is an Image?» 
(1984).
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preender e estabelecer diálogos. Analisando o conceito de imagem-texto, 
e consequente colaboração na produção de sentido, podemos denunciar 
um acordo entre as duas partes, um pacto.

Há palavras mais ordenantes do que outras. Algumas são indepen-
dentes, indiferentes a tais qualificações, infinitas, não presas ao número 
e ao género. Existem sem corpo, sem representação privilegiada. São 
palavras que comandam quem as ouve, tal como as palavras em volta.  
Os adjetivos, por exemplo, necessitam de um corpo, de algo que possam 
adjetivar. São palavras obedientes. Tal é o caso de Justiça, Graça, Mentira, 
Poder. São palavras que ordenam e as outras cedem, como se se tratasse 
de um centro gravitacional que as atrai e as molda. Estes substantivos 
abstratos são “Palavras de Ordem”. “Palavras Grandes” que são orde-
nantes e maiores do que as outras. Tendo cedido sob o próprio tamanho e 
não tendo um corpo concreto – ou, talvez, tendo-se livrado de um corpo 
concreto – são centros de fusão e de luz.

O livro “Palavras Grandes” constitui-se como um objeto que apresenta 
um conjunto de substantivos experimentados e selecionados onde a 
palavra e a imagem coexistem sem se aniquilarem ou se assumirem como 
demasiadamente imediatas. Em cada dupla-página, as palavras relacio-
nam-se com as duas imagens; e as imagens relacionam-se com as duas 
palavras, podendo por isso, trocar de posição.

O paralelismo estabelecido entre as “Palavras de Ordem” e as “Pala-
vras Grandes” é de relevo na compreensão do propósito, ação e função do 
projeto de livro ilustrado e dos pactos instituídos. Os diferentes conceitos, 
sejam eles, Ambiguidade, “Palavra de Ordem”, Poder, Metáfora ou Pacto, 

contaminam intimamente o projeto. 
Apesar de não se procurar produzir uma 
tradução entre a vertente conceptual e a 
prática, podemos sentir que os conceitos 
não são forçados no livro ilustrado.

Apesar de as “Palavras de Ordem” 
deterem um poder arrasador, de um 
buraco negro e de uma quase castra-
ção da imagem, no livro “Palavras 
Grandes”, as ilustrações resistem e 

sobrevivem, não se extinguindo na palavra. “Palavras Grandes” está 
marcado pela ambiguidade e pelo tempo que os pactos requerem para 
serem compreendidos e percebidos. 

Fig. 7. Sandra Cardoso. 
“Culpa-Angústia” 

(2015).

Fig. 8. Sandra Cardoso. 
“Cosmos-Coincidên-

cia” (2015)

Fig. 9. Jon Klassen. 
«We Found a Hat» 

(2016 )

Fig. 10. Sandra Cardo-
so. «Sem título» (2017).
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Os pactos não se definem como verdades absolutas, mas como possibilidades. 
É neste exercício de montagem entre imagem-palavra, palavra-palavra e ima-
gem-imagem que os elementos se fortalecem, produzem e adicionam sentido. 

No contexto deste artigo apresentamos uma das duplas que compõe 
“Palavras Grandes”: a dupla 
“Sincronia-Amor”. “Sincro-
nia-Amor” apresenta dois 
papagaios de papel ao vento 
num clima veranil e junto 
ao mar. Nestes papagaios, 
tal como nos tempos que se 
assumiram como águias-care-
ca, a sincronia é crucial. Caso 
contrario, as linhas enlea-
vam-se, perdiam a elevação, e 
despenhavam-se. “Sincronia” 
estabelece um pacto com “Amor”, dois edifícios distintos que se tocam, 
que se sobrepõem, que (quase) partilham uma parede, a mesma hora, o 
mesmo tempo, estando, então, sincronizados. 
Ao longo do projeto, a natureza das imagens, assim como os processos de 
construção de imagens foram-se alterando. As experiências e formaliza-
ções passaram pelo estudo e seleção de palavras e de possíveis imagens 
através do desenho, de manchas e de transparências criadas através de 
carimbos construídos especialmente para o efeito. 

A lista de palavras a explorar foi-se mantendo em movimento e a sua sele-
ção dependente do processo e do próprio resultado. Num segundo momento, 

procedeu-se a uma reformulação do método para as construir. A construção 
das palavras por carimbos foi substituída por uma tipografia limpa e sóbria que 
fosse sintoma desse carácter ordenante e imponente. Esta tipografia procu-

Fig. 13. Sandra Cardo-
so. “Sincronia-Amor 
[Palavras Grandes]” 
(2017).

Fig. 11. Edvard Munch. 
«The Kiss» (1892).

Fig. 12. Marta Montei-
ro. «Sombras» (2013)

Fig. 14. Sandra Cardo-
so. Processo.
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raria impor-se por uma cor recorrente em cada página e pela sua localização 
constante. Por sua vez, as imagens foram criadas através do recurso ao desenho 
a marcador e a tinta da china replicando o processo serigráfico.

Posteriormente, e modelando os elementos imagéticos e textuais, as 
composições foram montadas digitalmente. É de salientar que certas 
combinações entre Palavra-Imagem acabaram por ser descartadas no 
livro ilustrado, uma vez que não eram sólidas o suficiente em dupla ou 
porque a própria composição revelava fraquezas. Estas referidas duplas 
careciam de clareza, tendendo para possíveis incompreensões e para 
certa dificuldade interpretativa em termos de composição e em termos 
conceito. Tal é o caso da dupla “Curiosidade-Sublime”.

“Palavras Grandes” convoca uma reflexão quanto à dificuldade em 
ilustrar o que advém da linguagem lógico-verbal e quanto às imagens mais ou 

Fig. 15. Sandra Car-
doso. «Sonho-Risco 

[Palavras Grandes]» 
(2017)

Fig. 16. Sandra 
Cardoso. «Interpreta-

ção-Verdade [Palavras 
Grandes]» (2017)

Fig. 17. Sandra Car-
doso. «Curiosidade» 

(2017).

Fig. 18. Sandra Cardo-
so. «Sublime» (2017).

Fig. 19. Sandra Cardo-
so. «La Lune»

Fig. 20. Sandra Cardo-
so. «Medo» (2017).

Fig. 21. Sandra Car-
doso. «Desejo-Medo 

[Palavras Grandes]» 
(2017)
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menos precisas ou díspares que as palavras nos potenciam. Nesta sequência, 
vários estudos foram elaborados na experimentação de uma imagem e de 
uma palavra que, coexistindo, poderiam criar uma nova zona de sentido.

3. Conclusão
Na génese, “Palavras Grandes” consistia em propor um livro de palavras 
grandes, palavras longas de difícil representação. Só posteriormente, 
aquando das leituras de cunho teórico, é que se associou a noção de “Pala-
vras Grandes” à de “Palavras de Ordem”. 

É sempre difícil conseguir ilustrar ou dar forma a uma palavra esca-
pando ao cliché ou ao imediato. Este projeto surge, então, da consciência 
da inadequação das palavras para definirem um sentimento ou até mesmo 
uma outra palavra, de natureza diferente. A escolha de cada palavra-ima-
gem advém da necessidade em completar uma ideia ou a imagem que a 
acompanha. Imagem e palavra partilham a mesma abordagem técnica, as 
mesmas texturas e a mesma coerência cromática e formal, tornando-as 
interdependentes e acentuando a noção de um todo contínuo durante o 
livro. Em “Obsessão”, o ato de pentear repetidamente ao ponto de agarrar 
e arrancar o cabelo, é sintoma de violência. Esta dupla evoca um potencial 
violentar do corpo. Em “Vergonha”, tal sentimento manifesta-se pelo 
gesto, como se de uma metáfora do agir se tratasse.

Esta questão também se faz sentir na relação que as páginas têm aos 
pares. De forma intuitiva, o livro aproveita a interferência que uma página 
tem na seguinte, já que presente no mesmo campo visual. Por isso mes-
mo, estas páginas-imagens, completando o sentido uma da outra, deixam 
de se assumir individualmente para potenciarem uma imagem total de 
sentido, assim como uma permutabilidade das palavras face às imagens.

Pacto é a noção que atravessa o projeto e 
a lógica-base do livro, tendo-se analisado um 
conjunto de ilustrações nas quais determi-
nados fenómenos e pactos ocorrem. Estes 
pactos estabelecidos potenciam a vontade de 
uma mais valia, de um ganho. Porém, tanto 
pode ser um ganho de aliança, como pode ser 
um ganho nocivo ou acusatório. 

Com pacto, também nos reportamos ao 
devir, pois na relação entre imagem-imagem, 
imagem-palavra e palavra-palavra, somos trans-
portados para um estado intermédio, para uma 

Fig. 22. Sandra Car-
doso. «É uma longa 
história» (2013)

Fig. 23. Sandra 
Cardoso. “Obsessão-
Vergonha [Palavras 
Grandes]” (2017).
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nova zona de sentido. Finalmente podemos dizer que em “Palavras Grandes” 
os pactos: de cada página são uma imagem; de cada dupla-página são uma 
imagem; e do livro enquanto um todo, compõem uma imagem total.
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Abstract

The presence of art, and the scope of its influence on society, has seen 
increasing growth on social media since such platforms began appearing 
throughout the first decade of the 21st century. In virtue of this, images 
by some artists—linked to different international events—have gone viral 
online. One example is the peace symbol inspired by the Eiffel Tower, 
drawn by French illustrator Jean Jullien after the Paris terrorist attacks of 
2015. The drawing became an icon of the tragedy in only a few hours after 
being shared online by millions of Internet users all over the world in a 
gesture of solidarity against terrorism. In this respect, this research article is 
not only about the capacity of the image and illustrations—in particular—to 
raise people’s awareness to social causes but it also shows how the artist’s 
sensitive viewpoint can foresee, in many cases, social demands of this type. 
For this reason, the work of a group of influencer illustrators is highlighted 
as they have used Instagram messages related to feminism on a daily basis, 
which can be seen as a forerunner to the #MeToo phenomenon.

1. A Hyperconnected Context
Society is currently immersed in a context of global hyperconnection, due in 
the main to massive Internet use, which has grown—at an accelerated rate—
since social media started to appear at the start of the 21st century and most 
phones became “smart” from 2007 on. In general, we have reached a point 
where around 4 billion people are surfing the Net, that is, 50% of the world’s 
population, and some 3.2 billion people are users of social networks such as 
Facebook (2004), YouTube (2005), Twitter (2006) and Instagram (2010)2. It 
is an online space where the number of users is growing increasingly and in 
which art is significantly expanding both its presence and its social impact.

In effect, the art world has joined—once more—the spirit of the times or 
zeitgeist, finding these platforms to be a source of inspiration and, at the same 
time, a means of creation, projection and communication. That is why it 
makes sense at this time to look in depth at the connections between art and 
social media. In this regard, my PhD thesis, entitled Art, Life and Social Media: 
The Artist at the Beginning of the 21st Century. New Paradigms (2017) (Fig. 1) [8] 
describes them in detail and, more specifically, has led to my writing this text.

1 University of Vigo, Department of Sculpture - Fine Arts Faculty, Maestranza, 2, 36002, Pontevedra, Spain.
2  Taking account a report from We Are Social and Hootsuite about social media use around the world in 
2018: https://wearesocial.com/blog/2018/01/global-digital-report-2018

Keywords
Art, illustration, feminism, 
social media, Instagram.
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As I have pointed out, that 
research work—supervised by 
the artist and professor Juan Luis 
Moraza [27]—is not only pertinent 
because of its timeliness and the 
relevance of its subject matter, 
but also because it includes the 
considerations of 50 professionals 
from the world of art in the west 

catalogued on the basis of the following profiles: artists who do use social 
media (17), artists who do not use social media (2), expert teachers (4), 
specialists in artistic education (2), critics and art historians ( 5), curators 
(4), art museum directors and technicians (4), galleries (6 ) and collectors 
(6 ). So, by using their contributions—in the form of interviews—we were 
able to draw several conclusions such as, for example, that Instagram has 
a growing number of supporters within the art world due, among other 
reasons, to the fact that it is a respectful and clean environment in terms 
of art work exhibitions, be they still or audiovisual. In any event, this is 
not an isolated fact because this “network society” [3] which we inhabit, 
simultaneously, on- and offline is turning Instagram into the fastest grow-
ing platform which, at the time of writing, has 800 million users, among 
whom 18 to 24 year old members of generation “Z” predominate.

2. Instagram as an art platform
Major links have been forged between the artist and the computer at seve-
ral times in history, from the origins and evolution of the first computers 
(1834-1960), when access was limited and handling was complex, to the 
present day, a point of maximum hybridization between both. So, this 
situation of “total symbiosis” is due not only to the democratization of 
personal computer ownership in the 1980s but also the appearance of the 
Internet in the mid-90s and—as mentioned previously—the incursion of 
social media at the start of the 21st century combined with the prolifera-
tion of network-enabled mobile devices.

In other words, it could be said that the art world is experiencing 
an authentic revolution as it now has a 24/7 context for activity on- and 
offline [4]. It is a phase that is completely new but that, in reality, was 
preceded by the “heroic period” (1994-99) of Net art, when a group of 
pioneer artists in the Internet space set up artistic communities in order 
to foster debate (via email lists) and spread their works (by means of webs 
they were associated with). That is, the prelude to the current “participa-
tive web” or “web 2.0”.

Despite the indisputable connection between their forerunners and 
social media, the first years of those emerging platforms were experi-
enced with a great deal of euphoria and curiosity. For that reason, even 
now—a decade on—the art world finds itself in a period of professionaliza-
tion in the medium, diversifying the contents being displayed in accord-
ance with the features of each social network. 

Instagram, in this case, is a space where the creation processes for 

Fig. 1. Marta López. 
Art, Life and Social 

Media: The Artist at the 
Beginning of the 21st 

Century. New Paradigms 
(2017). PhD thesis.
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works are usually shown, which can be seen in the profile of the young 
Madrid painter Guillermo Mora [25]. At the same time, this platform is 
not only the network that is most highly regarded by different players in 
the art world but it is also —more specifically—the one that is most visited 
by art collectors according to the data compiled for my PhD thesis [8]. 
Thus, gallerists see Instagram as a double-edged sword. On the one hand 
there is more likelihood of making a sale as a consequence of the growing 
audience on this medium, but on the other, it also entails a risk because 
there is a greater possibility of artists having direct contact with interested 
buyers.

In all events, Instagram is the platform that illustrators are joining in 
greater numbers than other types of artists due, among other things, to 
the clarity and the routine character of its messages.

2.1. From cartoon to post
Since humanity’s earliest days, people have shown great interest in telling 
stories that are faithful to the reality immediately around them by means 
of drawings such as the cave paintings of 40,000 years ago or the medi-
eval picture tales known in Spain as “romances de ciego” (Fig. 2-3). There 
has been no decline in this need for graphic expression and today, as a 
result, the message has been amplified by the appearance of social media. 
The success of today’s platforms, therefore, is based on a modus operandi 
that is timeless and universal.

Thus some of the most dramatic events of recent history have been 
spread online—instantly and internationally—as a sign of unity and a 
rejection of barbarism. Such events include the attack on the magazine 
Charlie Hebdo, which in January 2015, only hours after it had taken place, 
had an image representing the tragedy with the now-famous caption “yes-
terday, today, tomorrow” by the French illustrator Lucille Clerc (Fig. 4) 
[31]. It was a significant event and many artists, particularly those special-
ized in contemporary drawing, felt identified as it was a direct attack on 
the freedom of expression in caricatures. Thus, some months afterwards, 
in November that same year, the French illustrator Jean Jullien’s peace 
symbol inspired by the Eiffel Tower went viral after the Paris attacks (Fig. 
5) [26]. It was a symbol that soon became the icon of the massacre once it 
had been shared by millions of people on social media.

Fig. 2. Paleolithic Cave 
Art of Northern Spain, 
Altamira (circa 35,000-
11,000 B.C.).

Fig. 3. “Romances 
de ciego”—usually 
describing crimes of 
violence—were recited 
at fairs by blind beggars 
and accompanied by 
a gaudy strip-cartoon 
daubed on a banner 
held by a lazarillo or by 
the own beggar, who 
would point at each 
picture to illustrate this 
medieval romance.
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From then on, many illustrators—
through the power of the post—have risen 
up in the face of current affairs such as 
the #MeToo phenomenon to become the 
natural heirs of “newspaper cartoonists” 
such as Quino, Forges, El Roto, Josep 
Bertrams and Tom Toles (Fig. 6-7). That 
is, they continued the convention of 
including people from political, social or 
cultural affairs in their cartoons in order 

to invite reflection as found in the graphic humour and newspaper tradition 
that had begun in the English-speaking world of the 19th century. Those 
drawings, like the ones designed for Instagram, were characterized by the 
fact that they favoured direct communication and easy comprehension and 
that their images reinforced the caption to arouse interest in the spectator.

2.2. Illustration & Feminism before #MeToo
The #MeToo phenomenon [15] began in October 2017, when the hashtag 
went viral on all social media after the accusations of sexual abuse against 
the US film producer and studio executive Harvey Weinstein. Specifically, 
the message was popularized—on social media and for the reasons already 
given—by the actress Alyssa Milano so that other misogynist behaviour 
could be shared. However, #MeToo, should not be considered as a com-
pletely new concept as—in 2006 and for the same reason—it had already 
been created by the Afro-American activist Tarana Burke. In all events, the 
hashtag in question has been posted massively on an international scale 
for the reasons given and has acquired a more global significance linked to 

denouncing sexism on all levels ranging 
from individual to social. 

So, once more, the feminist move-
ment—which emerged at the end of the 
19th century—saw itself reinforced by 
the production of a symbol or slogan; one 
that would transcend its own time in the 
same way as the emblematic We can do it! 
poster did (Fig. 8-9). A timeless icon con-

Fig. 4. Lucille Clerc. 
Yesterday, today, tomor-

row (2015).

Fig. 5. Jean Jullien. 
Peace for Paris (2015).

Fig. 6. Quino. Ma-
falda’s cartoon (1964-

1973).

Fig. 7. Forges. Inter-
national Women’s Day 

(1999).

Fig. 8. Women′s protests 
against President Trump 
in Washington D.C. after 

Presidential Election 
Results (January 2017).

Fig. 9. J. Howard 
Miller. We can do it! 

(1943).
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ceived by the graphic designer J. Howard Miller in 1943, commissioned 
by the Westinghouse Electric company during the Second World War and 
aimed at inspiring American working women who —in the absence of the 
male workforce—had to take up their jobs in the factories. 

Since then, the creation of feminist symbols—by illustrators all 
over the world—has been unstoppable, and their spread has increased 
significantly since the arrival of social media. Thus, a group of “influencer 
illustrators” can be recognized on these platforms, who have dealt with 
feminist messages on Instagram on a daily basis, being forerunners to the 
#MeToo phenomenon or its current equivalent, Time’s Up [16], which 
emerged in 2018 for the same cause. Among this group, for example, 
Libby VanderPloeg, Flavita Banana and Moderna de Pueblo are artists 
who portray the reality in which we live. 

Firstly, Libby VanderPloeg (Michegan, United States) [30] became a tre-
mendously popular figure in the field of illustration at an international level 
after one of her feminist cause GIFs went viral on social media. The specific 
work was the famous Lift Each Other Up (2016) loop animation, which shows 
a group of women—of different origins—pulling each other up without rest 
(Fig. 10). In general, her GIFs denote solidarity, sisterhood, collectivism and 
female empowerment, with her use of colour being what stamps her identity 
on the illustrations. At the same time, the images designed by Libby have 
spread beyond Instagram to be included in magazines such as The New York 
Times, on the Netflix platform and at events such as TED Talks. 

Secondly, Flavita Banana (Oviedo, Spain, 1987-) (Fig. 11) [23] is a 
cartoonist working in black and white, whose main influences include 
Quino and Claire Bretécher. She began drawing, principally, the absurd 
and comic side of human relations, in daily life but also taking social 
media into account. However, over the last few years she has introduced 
to her repertoire of images themes that are more social such as a feminist 
message that tries to destroy stereotypes. Whatever the subject matter, 
her viewpoint is corrosive and cynical. That is, she exposes the onlooker 
to controversial situations with a heavy dose of sentimentalism and sense 
of humour. Flavita has always been a habitual collaborator in Spanish 
publications such as SModa, Mongolia or the El País newspaper.

The last of the three is a famous character created by Raquel Córcoles 
(Reus-Spain, 1986-). She is Moderna de Pueblo [33] (Fig. 12), a twenty-some-
thing who moves from her village to the city to find success. A blonde girl 
in black sunglasses, she connects with the reader in each cartoon—through 
comic irony—as she finds herself involved in different events either on her 
own or with her friends. In general her comic strips contain references to 
urban culture, including frustrated young people, and approach daily prob-
lems faced by women. In this respect, the creator of Moderna de Pueblo has 
recently published Idiotizadas: Un cuento de empoderhadas (2017) (Fig. 13) [9], 
which deals with “modern princesses” who parody the Disney protagonists in 
order for the reader to unlearn what the animated cartoon factory has taught 
us. In this way, she tackles feminist contents in a natural way and with a sense 
of humour, just as Moderna de Pueblo usually does in strips that can be found 
on social media or in Spanish publications such as Cuore, GQ or El País.
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All three are cartoonist of the Instagram age who have a great number 
of followers, and also a few critics, because feminism is a sensitive issue 
that— depending on how it is dealt with— can be misinterpreted. Despite 
that, there is a numerous group of illustrators who have become involved 
in this cause and who, furthermore, embark on projects in common such 
as, for example, the book El futuro es femenino (The Future is Female) (2018) 
(Fig. 14) [13], which included drawings by Agustina Guerrero, Amaia Ar-
razola, Ana Santos, Elena Pancorbo, Lady Desidia, Laura Agustí, María 
Hesse and Naranjalidad. 

3. Conclusion
This research into illustration—from a feminist standpoint—in the Ins-
tagram era before the #MeToo movement, makes it clear that in the face 
of the highly likely demise of printed newspapers a new generation of 
cartoonists has successfully adapted to social media. What they publish, 
in the form of thought-provoking comic strips, are frequently becoming 
viral phenomena, which means that those illustrations and messages are 
reaching a massive public on an international scale. In this sense, Insta-
gram, as a new platform falling within the domain of social media, not 

only allows the acceptance and spread mentioned 
previously, but also encourages real-time debate 
by means of comments and likes. 

At the same time, this mobilizing power of the 
graphic image has arisen—among other reasons—as 
the consequence of a basic human need linked to 
the creation of symbols when faced with significant 
events in life.  These include, for example, the cave 
paintings in the Altamira Caves in Spain (dating 
back 40,000 years) or, more recently, Jean Jullien’s 
iconic drawing motivated by the 2015 Paris attacks, 

when the artist reinvented the peace symbol using the silhouette of the Eif-
fel Tower. Thus, such a portrait of what is routine by means of illustrations 
dealing with local or global issues appeals to a large part of online society 
due to its own awareness, from the perspective of “the emotional”. It is a 
shared emotion that drives and favours the mobilization of different groups. 

Therefore, the feminist revolution—linked to the #MeToo phe-
nomenon—has made a strong entry onto social media and, in this way, 
many cartoonists have made their claims clear even before the names 
of such movements are coined, because the illustrator is early to feel 
and interpret the “pulse” of society. Perhaps, among other reasons, 
because they observe carefully what is happening around them and are 
permanently “lying in wait”. 

Fig. 10. Libby Vander-
Ploeg. Lift Each Other 

Up (2016 ).

Fig. 11. Flavita Banana. 
Cartoon published in 

SModa Magazine in 
April 2018.

Fig. 12. Moderna de 
Pueblo. Gordinieves. 

Illustration included 
in Idiotizadas: Un 

cuento de empoderhadas 
(2017).

Fig. 13. Moderna de 
Pueblo. Idiotizadas: Un 

cuento de empoderhadas 
(2017).

Fig. 14. VV.AA. El 
futuro es femenino (The 

Future is Female) (2018).
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Abstract

his article is the starting point for a doctoral project regarding authors’ silent 
picture book for children and adults, outside the Anglo-Saxon cultural circle. 
It aims to indicate useful literature on the subject, sources and collections of 
silent books, authors and publishers undertaking this type of publications 
and, as a result, determine the direction of further research. It is also an 
attempt to define disjunctive features of the subject of research.

1. Introduction
Please note that the following text is merely the starting point for an in-
depth study which started this year as part of my PhD project.

Therefore, at this stage, I will use a somewhat limited range of 
examples and knowledge of the subject literature. I will give examples of 
various books without going into detailed analysis; and also avoid hasty 
conclusions, instead replacing them with questions which set the direc-
tion for my further research and reflection on the topic.

I consider it important to mention that I present the position of a 
practising illustrator who came across the subject of silent picturebook for 
children and adults on the way to seek inspiration and formal solutions for 
my own work, not theoretical research.

As I came across the shortage of studies in this area in my native 
language (Polish), also noticed by Polish researchers of picture books for 
children2, I decided to conduct my own research in this area.I would also 
like to mention an important constraint of my research: namely, at pre-
sent, I am only using English-language literature on the subject, which, 
although abundant, rarely goes beyond its own linguistic and cultural 
circle in the examples and analyses cited3.

I am also aware that the market of European picturebooks is domi-
nated by English-language titles from Great Britain, the United States 
and Australia, followed by Dutch, French, German and Scandinavian 
productions. Picturebooks for children from countries such as Greece, 
Italy, Portugal, Spain and Poland are known to a negligible extent outside 

1 Academy of Fine Arts in Katowice, Graphic Design Department, ul. Sw. Stanislawa 6/8, 31-071, 
Krakow, Poland.
2 Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, Szylak Jerzy, Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, 
Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017
3 Cackowska Malgorzata Czym jest ksiazka obrazkowa? O pojmowaniu ksiazki obrazkowej dla dzieci w 
Polsce, cz. I, Ryms, no. 5, Warsaw, 2009, p. 5

Keywords
Picturebooks for children 
and adults, silent books, 

wordless books, crossover 
books, author’s books, 

artistic books, illustration 
for children and adults.
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of their own countries, although their artistic value is impressive. 4

For these reasons, in my research I will focus on picture books from 
outside the Anglo-Saxon culture (including Polish books).

2. What others have written on this topic?
So far I haven’t come across any studies focused solely on silent picture-
books. However, this topic appears in larger studies on picturebooks for 
children in general, as the silent picturebook is considered to be an inde-
pendent, specific subgenre.

I chose several names from the half-century of very rich, international 
achievements of research on picturebooks and its theories. Their works are 
important signposts in my search for knowledge and reference points for 
my research on silent picturebooks, mentioned here in chronological order.

I will start with Kristin Hallberg5, responsible for the inclusion of the 
concept of iconotext analysis and interpretation of its content. Will it be 
possible and helpful to use this concept, probably the most important 
analysis tool, in silent picturebook research?

Then, Perry Nodelman6, who has focused mostly on analyzing 
the visual aspect of picture books. Will the analysis of visual lan-
guage be essential for understanding silent picturebooks, with its 
trace amount of text ( paratext)? Is my knowledge of this language, 
based on the experience of the illustrator, sufficient to effectively 
analyze the content of a silent book?

Next, Sandra L. Beckett7 whose research focused on transgressive 
picture books – largely on silent books – and showing the transformation 
of their function, from didactic to primarily aesthetic. What connects 
silent picture books with original, artistic ones? Could two-dimensionality 
be their distinctive feature?

I also found interesting the works of Evelyn Arzipe8, who empirically 
tests the relationship between silent picturebooks and the acquisition of 
children’s language competence. Can the conclusions from her experi-
ence help strengthen the intended narrative message in a silent book?

And finally, Bettina Kümmerling-Meibauer9, the author of the latest 
compendium on picturebooks, which I hope will be a source of updated defi-
nitions and theories helpful in analyzing and creating a silent picturebook.

4 Kümmerling-Meibauer Bettina, Od niemowlat po doroslych. Europejska ksiazka obrazkowa w nowym 
tysiacleciu, przekl. Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, w: Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, red. Cackowska 
Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, Szylak Jerzy, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017
5 Hallberg Kristin, Literaturoznawstwo a badania nad ksiazka obrazkowa, przekl. Dymel-Trzebiatowska 
Hanna, w: Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, red. Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, 
Szylak Jerzy, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017
6 Nodelman Perry, Words about Pictures. The Narrative Art of Children’s Picture Book, University of 
Georgia Press, Athens, 1988; and Nodelman Perry, Hamer Naomi, Reimer Mavis, More words about 
Pictures. Current Research on Picturebooks and Visual/Verbal Texts for Young People, Routledge Taylor & 
Francis Group, New York – London, 2017
7 Beckett Sandra L., Crossover Picturebooks. A Genre for All Ages, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New 
York – London, 2012
8 Arzipe Evelyn, Visual Journeys through Wordless Narratives: An International Inquiry with Immigrant 
Children and “The Arrival”,  Bloomsbury Academic, London, 2014
9 Kümmerling-Meibauer Bettina, The Routledge Companion to Picturebooks, Routledge Taylor & Francis 
Group, New York – London, 2017
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In Poland research on picturebooks is somewhat common, but it is still in 
a very basic phase. Its history and current course is clearly described by Malgor-
zata Cackowska, whose latest publication10 was very helpful to me, since it let 
access selected texts of Hallberg and Kümmerling-Meibauer in Polish.

At this point, I will mention only the very first monograph devoted 
to Polish picturebooks Look! Polish Picturebook!11, which only appeared in 
English in 2016, and a year later in the Polish titled Polish School of Picture 
Books, referring to the phenomenon of the Polish School of Illustration.

In my opinion, as confirmed by many researchers before me, re-
search on picturebooks (and in particular silent picturebooks) requires an 
interdisciplinary approach in the field of visual arts, literature, art history, 
as well as didactics, psychology and communication.

3. What is a silent picturebook?
If the silent picturebook is a subgenre of a picturebook, then in order to 

define the first one, one must first reach out to the definition of the latter.
Barbara Bader writes about picturebooks as follows: “is text, il-

lustration, and a comprehensive project; it can be made by hand or as a 
commercial product; it is a social, cultural and historical document; and 
above all, it is an experience for a child. As a form of art, it depends on the 
consonance of images and words shown simultaneously in every spread 
and the dramatic turning of the pages”.12

Malgorzata Cackowska writes that the researchers on picture-
books, despite differences in approach, agree that their form is 
composed of two ways of presenting – pictures and words – constitut-
ing one cultural text . They differ in their assessment of the weight 
of these elements, which stretches between two poles – from the 
one on which the picturebook is primarily a story told in words and 
illustrated by means of images, to the one on which is a kind of visual 
narrative ar t defined by words.13

Text in a silent picturebook, besides trace paratext, is practically ab-
sent. Nevertheless, a silent picturebook is still considered a picturebook. 
Therefore, I consider the above evaluation irrelevant.

I agree with the remark from Kristin Hallberg, who introduced the 
concept of iconotext to the study of the picturebook for children, rooted in 
the history of art, where it is defined as “an artifact in which the combined 
verbal and visual signs form a rhetorical statement that depends on the 
coexistence of words and pictures”.14 

Although Hallberg does not write about wordless books, she cau-
tiously warns of the difficulties of clarifying the relation between text and 

10 Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, Szylak Jerzy, Ksiazka obrazkowa. 
Wprowadzenie, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017, p. 31
11 Cackowska Malgorzata, Lange Grazka, Wincencjusz-Patyna Anita, Look! Polish Picturebook!, 
Nadbaltyckie Centrum Kultury, Gdansk, 2016
12 Bader Barbara, American Picturebooks: From “Noah’s Ark” to “The Beast Within”, Macmillan, New York, 1976
13 Cackowska Malgorzata, Czym jest ksiazka obrazkowa? O pojmowaniu ksiazki obrazkowej dla dzieci w 
Polsce, cz. II, Ryms, no. 6, Warsaw, 2009, p. 14-16
14 Wagner Peter, Introduction: Ekphrasis, Iconotexts, and Intermediality – the State(s) of the Art(s), w: Icon, Texts, 
Iconotexts: Essay on Ekphrasis and Intermediality, red. Wagner Peter, de Gruyter, Berlin – New York, 1996
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image, about privileging the role of either, and about misinterpreting the 
unity of text and image. She saw this unity only in the process of “read-
ing” a picture book, which she believes to be essential.15

Jerzy Szylak also notices this special absence of text in picturebooks, 
defining: “picturebooks from illustrated books or books with pictures dis-
tinguish the fact that images have a narrative character (they tell a story); 
they are sometimes supported in this role by text, and sometimes – as in 
the case of silent books – not”.16

This is the content aspect of picturebooks. And what about its form? 
Are we able to define it in the context of the diversity of formal solutions 
that it is now increasingly being adopted?

Sandra L . Beckett calls picturebooks a supergenre, versatile and 
full of life, which seems to acknowledge the lack of borders, includ-
ing technological ones.17

Perhaps in the past it was possible to define the physical features of a 
picture book. However, in today’s times, it is impossible to determine the 
number of spreads (which is not dictated by printing requirements), or the 
presence (or absence) of covers (because the bindings take a wide variety of 
forms). Sometimes it is even difficult to talk about it being printed on paper.

So what should a complete definition of a silent picturebook for 
children and adults contain? What are its distinctive features – immutable, 
and at the same time distinguishing it from other types of books, both in 
the content and material layer? Will I be able to point them out?

Perhaps a silent picturebook is... a capturing of human thought in the 
form of a narrative, constructed solely by images, possibly supplemented 
by paratext, the reception of which is assumedly variable and subjective 
because it’s played simultaneously on many levels of meaning, depending 
on the recipient’s competences. 

This is just a preliminary attempt of defining the issue and certainly 
its picture will become clearer in the course of further research.

4. Text? In a wordless book?
Narrative picturebooks use the combination of images and language to 
tell stories.

Silent picturebooks operate only with images, arranged sequentially, 
telling a coherent story, and being the only representation of events, 
storylines, heroes and other elements.

Kristin Hallberg in her article wrote about this language of images: 
“The text is created by a conventional system, which is read linearly; 
whereas the image is not made of universal and disjunctive units. The 
microelements of the image are points, surfaces, lines and colours. Their 
combinations in order to express something are an individual matter, but 

15 Hallberg Kristin, Literaturoznawstwo a badania nad ksiazka obrazkowa, przekl. Dymel-Trzebiatowska 
Hanna, w: Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, red. Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, 
Szylak Jerzy, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017, p. 50- 5 1
16 Szylak Jerzy, Notatki o ksiazkach obrazkowych, Zeszyty Komiksowe, no. 17, Poznan, 2014
17 Beckett Sandra L., Crossover Picturebooks. A Genre for All Ages, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New 
York  –  London, 2012, p. 316
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also to a certain degree culturally conditioned. The picture is iconic, but 
not always mimetic, imitating reality”.18

Paratext is characteristic for silent picturebooks. Under this concept, we un-
derstand various elements which, in most cases, are the work of the author of the 
whole book, aimed at introducing side motifs of the main plot, or directing the 
recipient in the search for meaning and understanding of what he is looking at.

Elements of paratext that are always present (this matter is to be further 
examined) are the title and the name of the author(s). Optionally, there are 
subtitles, dedications, mottos, any footnotes or indexes, a table of contents, 
a note from the publisher, sometimes a technical note about the parameters 
of the book, the author’s biography, a blurb on the final cover, and finally all 
typographic elements, words and texts incorporated into the image in the 
form of details of illustrations or speech bubbles, which can be read and serve 
as a guide to discovering meanings or referring to sounds (onomatopoeias).

A special type of picturebooks rich in side-motifs are the so-called 
multi-view books (wimmel books), which include Miasteczko Mamoko19 by 
Mizielinscy or Where’s the cake?20 by Thé Tjong Khing. 

Het Kleine Theater van Rebecca21 by Rébecca Dautremer is an example 
of a book with a footnote dedication revealing the identity of the charac-
ters met by the heroine in the theater of her life. 

Another form of index is in El Mundo al Revés22 by Miguel Calatayud. 
It’s a list of titles of spreads placed at the beginning of the book as the idea 
for this book is doing everything in reverse order.

In Va faire un tour23 by Kitty Crowther, another silent book, there is only 
one sentence in the whole narrative, at the very beginning. It is also the title 
of the book and, unexpectedly, becomes a catalyst for a series of events.

Even with such small amount of text, it should still be possible to use 
the iconotext analysis proposed by Hallberg. It means that it is necessary to 
constantly consider the interaction between the paratext and the image.24

The resignation from the text in the book should not be seen as nega-
tive restriction. Artists, just like they consciously choose the style and 
means of expression in which they create and develop a given book, also 
consciously decide to give up using text in order to reinforce the message.

5. Is a silent book always author’s,
and what does it have in common with art?
Both creators and researchers are willing to see art in picturebooks. Many 
picturebooks, including silent books, are treated as beautiful objects or ar-

18 Hallberg Kristin, Literaturoznawstwo a badania nad ksiazka obrazkowa, przekl. Dymel-Trzebiatowska 
Hanna, w: Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, red. Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, 
Szylak Jerzy, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017, p. 52
19 Aleksandra and Daniel Mizielinscy, Miasteczko Mamoko, Dwie Siostry, Poland, 2010
20 Thé Tjong Khing, Waar is de taart?, Lannoo, Netherland, 2004
21 Rébecca Dautremer Het Kleine Theater van Rebecca, Davidsfonds Uitgeverij, Netherland, 2012
22 Miguel Calatayud, El Mundo al Revés, Media Vaca, Spain, 2001
23 Kitty Crowther, Va faire un tour, L’ecole des Loisirs, France, 2010
24 Hallberg Kristin, Literaturoznawstwo a badania nad ksiazka obrazkowa, przekl. Dymel-Trzebiatowska 
Hanna, w: Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, red. Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, 
Szylak Jerzy, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017, p. 52
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tefacts because of their formal features with a vast educational, didactic, 
artistic and imaginative potential.25

One of the main goals of this type of book is to create an aesthetic 
experience for the recipient. Both their semantic and formal layers are 
rich in references to other visual arts – most often painting or film (which 
is going to be subject to further research).

At the same time, a significant number of picture books are original 
projects in which one artist is the sole creator of images, texts, typography 
and design.26

This group includes almost all silent picture books. In their case, 
it seems obvious that the lack of a textual layer suggests the lack of a 
co-author. However, this is not a rule, because sometimes the author and 
the illustrator are two different people, such as in the case of Professional 
Crocodile27 by Giovanna Zoboli and Mariachiara Di Giorgio. Can team-
work also be considered in the case of author’s books?

A beautiful example of an artistic, authorial, silent picture book can 
be La la la28 by Cho Sunkyung, who devotes himself entirely to manual 
and perfect execution of his books, which he prints himself in woodcut 
technique on rice paper.

Another book in handmade form, printed in silkscreen printing tech-
nique is Praia Mar29 by Bernardo P. Carvalho.

Authorship and the book’s artisticism is becoming an increasingly 
important aspect in the evaluation of picturebooks around the world, 
which is easily observed by following important competitions, such as the 
Bologna Ragazzi Award.30

It will be advisable to expand the perception of a silent picture-
book beyond the images and the illustrations themselves, to the 
cover, endpapers, the title page, the typography used, the entire 
format – all elements that make it a complete ar tistic object . An 
example of inclusion in the narration of the endpapers may be Vazio3 1 
by Catarina S obral. What is the impor tance of these elements for the 
total narration of a silent book? A more detailed analysis will be the 
matter of fur ther research.

There are, of course, examples of silent books created on the basis 
of the text of another author, such as, for example. Robinson Cruzoe32 by 
Alberto Morales Ajubel, which despite having undoubted artistic value, 
will not be subject to my research.

25 Szylak Jerzy, Notatki o ksiazkach obrazkowych, Zeszyty Komiksowe, no. 17, Poznan, 2014
26 Cackowska Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, Szylak Jerzy, Ksiazka obrazkowa. 
Wprowadzenie, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017, p. 24
27 Giovanna Zoboli and Mariachiara Di Giorgio, Professional Crocodile, les Fourmis Rouges, France, 2017
28 Cho Sunkyung, La la la, Somebooks, South Korea, 2006
29 Bernardo P. Carvalho, Praia Mar, Planeta Tangerina, Portugal, 2011
30 Cackowska Malgorzata, Czym jest ksiazka obrazkowa? O pojmowaniu ksiazki obrazkowej dla dzieci w 
Polsce, cz. II, Ryms, no. 6, Warsaw, 2009, p. 14-16
31 Catarina Sobral, Vazio, Pato Logico, Portugal, 2014
32 Alberto Morales Ajubel, Robinson Crusoe Una Novela en imágenes inspirada en la obra de Daniel Defoe, 
Media Vaca, Spain, 2008
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6.  What does it mean that picturebooks are crossover?
Sandra L. Beckett33 and Bettina Kümmerling-Meibauer34 emphasize that 
modern picturebooks for children are becoming increasingly transgres-
sive, which means that they cross their genre boundaries in various levels. 
I think it concerns silent picturebooks even more.

Transgression involves both technology – in terms of the means of ex-
pression used, formats and printing methods, as well as topics discussed 
which include psychological aspects (eg a book about shyness and being 
different – Pool35 by Jihyeon Lee), philosophy, religion, so-called difficult 
topics such as death or environmental degradation (Teeth Hunters36 by 
Won Hee Jo) or even taboo topics.

Hybridization also applies to narrative methods, which use original 
and innovative ways of composing the image (Wave37 by Suzy Lee) and 
increasingly use postmodern elements such as the “book in the book”, self-
referencing, multiple endings, numerous allusions to well-known works 
and figures of broadly understood culture, metafiction and parody. And, as 
these elements have so far been reserved for literature for adults and youth, 
their use causes another transgression – in the age range of target readers.

 Interestingly, empirical studies using the theory of reception and 
developmental psychology prove that children understand the subliminal 
content of books using wit and visual codes with amazing ease.38

7. Who is the recipient of silent picturebooks?
If we agree that black and white can successfully illustrate every 
kind of mood Thus, the transgression of picture books is related to 
the gradual widening of the age range of the recipient to whom these 
books are addressed – which now covers properly the span of human 
life, from infancy to death.

 In this perspective, one may wonder whether the inseparable “pic-
turebooks for children” is still valid? Especially in the context of a silent 
picturebook, which has a specific capacity and the ability to reveal content 
at different levels, requiring different competencies of the recipient.

Therefore it might be easily addressed to both children and adults, 
provided that they take on attractive topics equally for both age groups 
(and so they could not be narratives of a purely cognitive nature, nor 
depriving or disintegrating for a child).

The possibility of both an adult and a child reading a book is a very 
interesting aspect, because of the decisive role of an adult (parent, educa-
tor, guardian) in contact with a book intended for a child. Because it’s 

33 Beckett Sandra L., Crossover Picturebooks. A Genre for All Ages, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New 
York – London, 2012
34 Kümmerling-Meibauer Bettina, Od niemowlat po doroslych. Europejska ksiazka obrazkowa w nowym 
tysiacleciu, przekl. Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, w: Ksiazka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie, red. Cackowska 
Malgorzata, Dymel-Trzebiatowska Hanna, Szylak Jerzy, Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznan, 2017
35 Jihyeon Lee, Pool, Iyagikot Publishing, South Korea, 2013
36 Won Hee Jo, Teeth Hunters, Iyagikot, South Korea, 2016
37 Suzy Lee, Wave, Corraini, Italy, 2008
38 Arzipe Evelyn, Styles Morag, Children Reading Pictures: Interpreting Visual Texts, RoutledgeFalmer, 
London, 2003
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basically the adults who decide which books reach the hands of children, 
and later, at least partially, how they will be read and interpreted.

What might govern their choices in this topic is a material of separate 
research. Malgorzata Cackowska mentions among the potentially nega-
tive factors: common, socially divided aesthetic judgments (“that’s a pretty 
book”) and ideas about the nature of a child (“children are like this”), but 
also human concepts and education (canons, imprinted taboos, stereo-
types), discourses of diverse ideologies, as well as the immorality, unful-
filled needs and desires of the so-called child in itself (infantilization).39

In context of the above, a book that can enrich, educate, sensitize 
aesthetically, move the imagination, arouse intellectual needs, and finally 
give ordinary pleasure and joy, both to the child and the adult recipient, 
seems more than desirable. Does the silent book have this potential? 

7. Summary
Picturebooks are experiencing a peculiar renaissance around the world. 
Both the quantity of available titles, growing from year to year, and their 
artistic quality are impressive.

 This is because its recognition as a significant medium of cultural com-
munication is growing and its aesthetic, educational and communicative 
potential is gradually being discovered and is increasingly used in societies. 40

Not without significance in this success is its transgressive nature, 
thanks to which it plays a significant role in the course of intergenera-
tional artistic communication in modern society and culture, oriented 
towards graphics, refreshing reading habits and inviting the world to a 
different view. 41

A silent book has its clear part in it. An example of this is the interna-
tional Silent books project. Final destination Lampedusa, initiated in 2012, 
under which a collection of over 250 wordless books was created in Italy42, 
which I hope to visit in the next stage of my research.

Ahmada Redza Khairuddin, president of IBBY International, wrote 
about it: “A library full of the best-illustrated wordless picture books from 
around the world: what could be better for a child on the way to starting a 
new life in a strange country away from the hardships and difficulties that 
forced this radical move. Books with beautiful pictures instead of words 
– pictures that everyone can read without understanding the language of 
where the books come from; pictures that can invite new stories to be told, 
perhaps making sense of life”.43

39 Cackowska Malgorzata Czym jest ksiazka obrazkowa? O pojmowaniu ksiazki obrazkowej dla dzieci w 
Polsce, cz. I, Ryms, no. 5, Warsaw, 2009, p. 5
40 Cackowska Malgorzata, Czym jest ksiazka obrazkowa? O pojmowaniu ksiazki obrazkowej dla dzieci w 
Polsce, cz. III, Ryms, nr 8, Warsaw, 2009, p. 12-13
41 Beckett Sandra L., Crossover Picturebooks. A Genre for All Ages, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New 
York  –  London, 2012
42 Silent books. Final destination Lampedusa 
http://www.ibby.org/awards-activities/activities/silent-books/?L=0
https://www.palazzoesposizioni.it/mostra/silent-books-final-destination-lampedusa-2017
43 Silent books. Final destination Lampedusa 
http://www.ibby.org/awards-activities/activities/silent-books/?L=0
https://www.palazzoesposizioni.it/mostra/silent-books-final-destination-lampedusa-2017
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Even on the conservative, relatively small, and young Polish market, 
the first silent books are already appearing – the Zakamarki publishing 
house recently launched an import of the beautiful, well-known French 
publishing series Autrement, dedicated to a silent book – Histoire sans 
paroles; and the Tadam publishing house has published a charming story 
of  Znajdka44 by Dobroslawa Ruranska.

Summing up this introduction to the research, I will risk one optimis-
tic conclusion – the silent book silently conquers the hearts of readers of all 
ages (and gradually also the shelves of bookshops).
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Abstract

Computer systems and digital media enabled a merge of traditional 
narratives and interactive technologies. Digital games have been and 
continue to be a reference in contemporary culture. They have the 
ability to create imaginary worlds and to explore new realities which 
transpose physical dimensions. With the advancement of technology, 
contemporary digital games have come to provide visual and interacti-
ve experiences increasingly differentiated from the textual interfaces 
the first digital games provided. The analysis of gameplay in text-ba-
sed games is subject of interest, as is the way these textual based inte-
ractive fictions can provide an immersive experience that is relevant 
and significant to the interactor.

1. Interactive Fiction and canonical definitions:
Plan for the quest
Interactive fiction (IF) is a genre that can either be defined as an inte-
ractive narrative or as a game in the form of an adventure. Each genre’s 
formal and structural characteristics allow the differentiation between an 
interactive narrative and a digital game. 

Interactive narratives are hypertext narratives2 that propose the non-
linear reading of a story (whether it be a fiction or not) through intercon-
nected fragments that allow for a multiplicity of options in which the 
interactor3 engages in choices that affect the course of the very story. The 
narrative has more relevance than the gameplay and victory or defeat is 
not determined by gameplay goals. 

Meadows [1] describes interactive narrative as the most ambitious 
art form that exists today, since it combines traditional storytelling with 
visual art and interactivity. 

Other more general expressions, as computer literature, electronic 
literature4, cybertext, or digital art [2], have also been used.

1 University of Lisbon, Faculty of Fine Arts, Communication Design, Lisbon.
2   Espen J. Aarseth proposes the Neologism Cybertext derived from the book Cybernetics (1948) of 
Norbert Wiener.
3    The interactor is regarded as an agent that interacts with the narrative and alters its course of action. In 
order to emphasize the importance of actions like reading, writing, game playing and exploration, is used 
the concept of interactor to refer to the individual in the tasks. This term was used by Janet H. Murray to 
describe the ideal player in her Hamlet on the Holodeck: The Future of Narrative in Cyberspace (1997) book.
4  The use of the expression “electronic literature” emerged in the mid 1980s, a particularly enthusiastic 
time for studies in hypertext, and subsequently fallen into disuse. 

Keywords
Digital Game, Interactive 

Fiction, Narrative, 
Immersion, Interactivity.
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When the text abandons the exclusive domain of narrative, it crosses 
in to the realm of game. In the definition of the Huizinga, “play is a volun-
tary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed limits of time and 
place, according to rules freely accepted but absolutely binding, having 
its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy and the con-
sciousness that is ‘different’ from ‘ordinary life’ ” [3].

In an adventure game, the interactor has specific goals, aside from 
participating in the construction of the story. He explores environ-
ments and faces challenges and puzzles that he must solve in order to 
advance the storyline.

Text-based adventures are formally considered to be an IF when the 
interface is exclusively textual. Montfort and Short [4] consider them to 
be a genre of computer program that involves a fictional world, objects, 
and characters. The action is defined by the interactor through natural 
language text introduction and the software generated response is also 
presented in the form of text.

In a broader perspective, graphic text based adventure games with 
a text interface accompanied by graphics (static images, animations, 
immersive graphics with pre-rendered or real time 3D scenes), can be 
included in the genre. 

According to Douglass [ 5], IF encompasses a whole universe of 
games that include IF per se (e.g. Zork, 1981), hypertext fiction (e.g. 
Afternoon, 1990), a.k.a. hyperfiction, puzzle adventures (e.g. Myst, 1993), 
games incorporating interactive movies (e.g. Dragon’s Lair, 1983), book 
games (e.g. Choose Your Own Adventure, 1979), amongst others.

The above-mentioned genres have gradually gathered under the 
Interactive Fiction neologism, which has become somehow consensual 
amongst academics, either it is in new media criticism, in hypertext stud-
ies, in ludology analysis, or in narratology, owing to its transversal nature.

Contributions from authors such as Dennis Jerz (2007), Espen 
Aarseth (1997), Janet Murray (1998), Jimmy Maher (2006 ), Nick 
Montfort (1995), and Sarah Sloane (1991), made it possible to evolve 
from a prior reductionist view that considered it to be a media genre 
(non-linear text) characterized by a command line interface (CLI) with 
a parser and world model. 

The idea that function follows form in IF, and not the opposite as 
one would expect, emerged from both technological limitations – the 
computers were still at an early stage of development and textual 
interfaces presented the best solution to circumvent the constraints of 
limited processing capacity – and absence of academic research that 
could frame it as an autonomous genre –  with a robust and sustained 
theoretical body of knowledge that could allow the establishment of an 
independent area of academic research –, instead of framing it as a mere 
medium or genre of adventure game’s category.

In criticism, the use of the IF concept has reflected a disparate set of 
dissident positions based on different ideologies, with almost every new 
study leading to a new critical approach, recurrently focusing excessively 
on terminological issues and with little to add to more seminal issues.
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2. An IF formula: On the road
Aarseth [6] proposes what he considers to be a simple IF game develop-
ment formula: choose a genre of fiction that is popular; design a back-
ground narrative; build a world map for the interactor to move in; create 
objects that he can manipulate; develop characters with whom he can 
interact; draw a storyline’s infographic with the various possible results, in 
accordance to all previous course of action options; and add descriptions, 
dialogs, error messages, and a vocabulary the interactor can use.

The literary data base is accessed through a parser, which intervenes in 
natural language sentences recognition by converting them into a set of ele-
ments (symbols), in accordance with a formal grammar. The interactor’s text 
entries/input commands (e.g. attack the dragon, go North, open the door) are 
decomposed into structural data units and syntactic trees are generated for post 
processing and symbol meaning or truth condition ascription. Once an action is 
identified, the program changes the database and displays a result message.

Commonly, a typical IF exploration goes through a text generation 
recurring cycle, alternating back and forth between software and interac-
tor until the latter wins, restarts or quits the game.

After the creation of the parser and of the database, each can be 
reused and IF game’s development starts to look like planning and writing 
for a fiction tale, with the exception that multiple results must be planned 
and designed, and that all interactor’s actions (no matter how unlikely 
they might seem) must be anticipated. 

Aarseth [6] also proposes a 
model for the description of the 
functional conceptualization in a 
standard adventure game (Fig.1). 

The model depicts four 
component groups (data, pro-
cessing systems, front-end inter-
face, and users), as well as the 
information flow path between 
them. This dialogic model 

integrates an interface that fulfills analysis and synthesis functions between 
the bits’ realm and the screen’s displayed textual construction. Additionally, 
communication is mediated through a simulation engine and a representation 
engine that allows the game to locate the narrator and the code parts that 
can be manipulated, directly or indirectly, by the interactor. 

3. Ludology and narratology: Descend into the cave 
Game studies mostly revolve around a two standpoints clash: ludology and 
narratology. This debate has been subject of academic analysis by many au-
thors, such as Espen Aarseth (1997), Janet Murray (1997), Jesper Juul (1998), 
Gonzalo Frasca (1999), and Eric Zimmerman (2004), amongst others. 

Ludology5 studies the game by it itself, focusing on the fun it offers 

5   Johan Huizinga, who published the first version of his book Homo Ludens in 1938, is one of the precur-
sor authors in ludology. He sees game as a cultural phenomenon, establishes a parallelism between 
games and society, and envisions life as a metaphor for game.

Fig. 1. Generic com-
ponents of a standard 

adventure game 
(Aarseth, 1997)
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and its gameplay. Gameplay manifests a set of rules’ defined pattern [8], 
the connection between the interactor and the game, the challenges the 
former faces and how he could overcome them, the storyline, and the 
storyline’s connection with the interactor.

IF is characterized by a certain kind of gameplay, whereby the interac-
tor leads a character throughout the story, exploring scenarios, interacting 
with other characters, and collecting objects that allow him to decipher rid-
dles and puzzles, amongst other possible actions. IF’s focus is the narrative.

Narratives are naturally embedded in humanity’s history and are 
a fundamental part of its evolution. Barthes [9] states that narrative “is 
present at all times, in all places, in all societies; indeed, narrative starts 
with the very history of mankind”.

In modernism, the study of the narratives is called narratology6, spe-
cifically trough the study of fiction and non-fiction narratives supported 
in the analysis of their structures and elements, in the likeness of a sort of 
semiotic theory of narratives. 

According to Prince [10], narratology focus on form and function of 
narratives.  Although a relatively new term in western tradition, the disci-
pline dates surely back to Plato and Aristotle, namely to Aristotle’s Poetics 
(the first known study on narrative structures). His book presents itself 
as a fundamental reference for the understanding and systematization of 
form and aesthetics in Greek literary genres. 

Juul [7] believes that it is fiction, and not narrative, that has the fun-
damental role in game studies, coupling it with gameplay as analysis fun-
damentals. He understands games as a construction of real and fictional 
worlds rules, and considers the interplay between fiction and rules to be 
one of the most important issues of games.

The term “fiction” comes from the Latin word fictione7, which means 
pretend, imagine, invent. Thus, literary fiction encompasses the very 
essence of literature – literature is fiction –, plays with reality and paradoxi-
cally creates another reality.

Fiction is the term used to label a narrative of fiction, an imagined 
human creation, that is unreal and fantastic, and belongs to the realm of 
simulation and invention. It is the opposite of a non-fiction, which is ac-
cepted as a factual narrative about reality.

Juul explains that the term fiction is used to denote all kinds of fictional 
worlds and that a story is a fixed sequence of events that is portrayed. For 
example, he presents the book Moby Dick, by Herman Melville, as a story 
and a fiction; and the painting La Grande Jatte, by Georges Seurat, as a fic-
tion but not as a story, since it portrays a single moment in time [7].

Thus, in a fictional narrative the author creates a story (which may partly 
be based on real facts) and an imaginary world, reported by a narrator and 

6   The term was coined by Tzvetan Todorov (Grammaire du Décaméron, 1969).
Its fundamentals were consolidated by the French structuralism – in the 1920s and 1930s, with the con-
tributions from authors such as Roland Barthes, Gérard Genette, Tzvetan Todorov, Claude Brémond –, 
and by the Research in Literary Theory of the Russian formalists A. J. Greimas, Vladimir Propp, amongst 
others. Another notable specialist in narratology is the Italian Umberto Eco.
7   A declination of Fictio, which in turn has been derived into fingere.
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lived by fictional characters. In a non-fictional narrative, the story is reliable 
and believable, vivid and reported by an individual in the real world. 

In a novel, a short story or a tale, the story is narrated in such a way 
that the reader is somehow able to identify himself, to some extent, with 
the plot. In fiction, it is possible to transport the reader to another world, 
another reality far more extensive, where anything can happen and where 
certain absurd situations can be accepted as true. In literature theory, 
narratology, and other more specific contexts, the reality of the fictional 
world is designated diegesis8. The internal reality – i.e. that diegetic space 
and time –, is stronger than the external reality (the so-called real-world 
or real-life) and, thus, is eventually accepted as true.

It is a world that only exists in the individual’s mind, like a 
dream one dreams awake. In this context , the construction of a 
fictional space derives from the dreamlike experience, and the hu-
man capacity to make fiction stems from its ability to dream. Such 
a willingness to accept the propositions of a fiction (no matter how 
fantastic, impossible or contradictory they might be) is frequently 
labeled “suspension of disbelief ” (a term introduced in 1817 by the 
English poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge).

Computer games have raised several questions and challenges to 
the study of narratives and it is with difficulty that some authors are able 
to frame it to literary theory. This is clearly stated by Anthony Niesz and 
Norman Holand in the first humanist article about computer games9.

Texts with a dominant ergodic component10, such as IF and cybertext, 
disregard many of the commonly recognized narrative characteristics like, 
just to name an obvious one, the compliance to a single temporal sequence. 

Thus, ergodic literature is not easily framed within the current range 
of text and literary genres. And in this respect, they find themselves 
easily associated with another relatively well-known group of texts: the 
non-narratives. Eskelinen [11] considers them to be often regarded as 
experimental texts or, as in IF, “anti-narratives.”

In this perspective, the adventure game forces the interactor’s atten-
tion to an elusive plot. Instead of a narrated one, this game genre produces a 
sequence of oscillatory actions, performed by the interactor, and disinte-

8   The term diegesis is of Greek origin and was used by the French structuralists to designate the 
space-temporal universe presented by a story (Genette, 1972, p. 280). 
It is, thus, the space and time that exists within the plot, with its peculiarities and boundaries. The term 
appears in Plato (Republic, Book III) as a simple narration of a story by the narrator’s own words, as 
opposed to mimesis or imitation of this story through the narration of characters. 
Not to be confused with the account or report of a narrator, nor with the narration per se, since the latter 
constitutes the narrative act that produces the report.
Several designations can be used to label the narrator, in accordance to his role in the story: homodie-
getic, if he is directly involved in the story; heterodiegetic, if he is not a participant in the narrated story; 
and autodiegetic, a declination of the homodiegetic narrator, when he is the protagonist and is telling his 
own story. (E-dictionary of literary terms, Carlos Supper). Consulted on 11 September 2017, available at: 
http://edtl.fcsh.unl.pt/business-directory/6734/diegese/
9   The article Interactive Fiction was published in Critical Inquiry journal, No. 11, in 1984. (Critical Inquiry 
11: 110-129. 1984).
10   Espen Aarseth defines ergodic as the path through a text. During the process, the interactor builds 
a particular sequence of events through the options that are here available but are absent from classical 
conceptions of “reading”. This phenomenon is called ergodic, a term taken from physics which derives 
from the Greek words ergon and hodos, which mean “work” and “path”. (Aarseth, 2006, Intersemiose, 
Digital Journal, year II, paragraph 04, Nov/Dec 2013, translation by Thiago Corrêa Ramos).
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grates the traditional notion of story and the very sense of the concept [6].
Nonetheless, there is an underlying structure in these texts that con-

trol, or at least motivate, the sequence of events, building a storyline.
For Meadows [1], this form of narrative permits an influence, a 

choice, or change to the plot of the story. Beyond the author, this in fact 
conveys the transformation of interactor into author, or at least into a 
co-author, since he is given the possibility to create his own story while 
interacting with the computer. 

Therefore, IFs allows the creation of dialogic spaces, where the inter-
actor becomes co-author of the narrative, and it could even be argued that 
the interactor is the story (or at least is part of it).

4. The first text-based game: See the map,
explore routes, search for exits
At the beginning of the 1970’s, the programmer and speleologist William 
Crowther developed the text-based adventure game Adventures, which has 
given rise to the IF genre. The program simulated a realistic exploration of 
the caves at Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, and integrated some elements of 
fantasy, such as treasures, hostile dwarves, a magical bridge, amongst oth-
ers. The narrator presented the story through complete orations to which 
the interactor reacted by entering simple two-word commands.

Some of the aspects of this adventure game were similar to those of 
the popular RPG Dungeons & Dragons (D&D)11, which by its nature could 
be considered an oral version of cybertext – i.e., as the predecessor of 
adventure text-based games [6].

Adventures12 was written in Fortran programming language, on a DEC 
PDP-10 computer and released on the ArpaNet. Don Woods discovered 
Adventures while working at Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory 
and, with the Crowther’s permission, 
expanded the game and called it Adven-
ture (Fig. 2).  Due to program limitations 
(maximum number of characters and 
capitalization issues) the final file was 
called ADVENT and, as such, the game 
got to be known by this name.

Released in 1976, Woods’ version 
was very successful and over the years 
was adapted into dozens of both free and 
commercial versions. One of the most 
popular ones is Colossal Cave.

It inaugurated a canon genre and, 
furthermore, inspired individual authors. 

11   Board game developed by Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson, in which the adventures narrated by a 
master are published in the form of a book that usually includes a history, illustrations, maps and goals 
for the characters to achieve.
12  Woods’ version had 3.000 lines of code, 1.800 rows of data, a map with 140 locations and a vocabu-
lary of 293 words.
Crowther’s original game was composed of approximately 700 lines of code, 700 rows of data, a map 
with 79 locations and a vocabulary of 193 words.

Fig. 2. Screenshot of 
Adventure (Crowther 
& Woods)
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In the last years, IF’s online community developed many new original ver-
sions, remakes and spin-offs of classic games.

The game conveys the feeling of being an explorer inside the mag-
nificent caves of Mammoth Cave, and as one goes deeper unexpected 
passages are discovered.

Through the options he takes, the interactor can actively participate 
in the construction of the narrative, interfere with the storyline, expand, 
and rearrange the story. For example, the interactor moves the character 
with cardinal direction’s orders (go north, go south, go east and go west), 
interacts with objects with the command “grab (object’s name)”, and 
interacts with other characters with the command “talk to (character’s 
name)”. Each of these objects and characters can have multiple levels of 
interaction, and the interactor can examine them more closely with the 
command “examine (object or character’s name)”, which allows him to 
retrieve detailed descriptions that expand interaction possibilities. De-
duction based on descriptions is an active part of the interactor’s problem 
solving processes within an IF, fostering imagination in an intense way.

The game requires both an exploratory, communicative (be-
tween interactor, narrator or entities), constructive, and predomi-
nantly inter pretative action. 

It’s up to the interactor to produce causality from a sequence of 
events. He must envision the numerous dynamic representations and 
arrangements that every game stage provides, so that he can relate them 
to its own actions.

5. Immersive interactivity: Shadows in the cave
Digital game’s dimension opens access to an immersive psychologically 
experience, comparable to the one that one would achieve in a dive in to 
the ocean or the swimming pool. They provide the feeling of being com-
pletely surrounded by a strange and different reality, claiming attention 
from all the of the individual’s sensory systems [12]. 

Immersion is a metaphorical term derived from the physical 
experience of being submerged in water. Janet Murray argues that this 
concept implies that one must learn how to swim in the new environ-
ment so that we are able to explore it and interact with it, being able to 
do everything that it makes possible.

The immersive experience of a game can be enhanced by various fac-
tors. The narrative, for example, has the ability to metaphorically trans-
port the interactor inside the fictional world, into an area in-between the 
internal world and the individual’s external reality: what Winnicott calls 
a transitional space13. He claims that there is an immersive environment to 
be raised by the interactor, which manifests itself in its active engagement 
with the text and in his ability to imagine. 

The theoretical and poetic principle of immersion [13] emanates from 
the idea of conscience – i.e., from the notion of the interactor’s existence 

13 Winnicott, D. W. (1971). O Brincar & a Realidade. Rio de Janeiro: Imago Editora Ltda
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and presence within the fictional world. The individual is initially trans-
ported into an unknown world, through a media (such as a computer), 
and when he finally adapts to the fictional world’s rules, without making 
inferences about the real world, he is immersed. 

For a better immersion experience it is necessary to understand the 
grammar of the narrative through the elements that compose it – i.e., the 
scenario, the plot and the characters.

The first level of involvement with a virtual narrative is done through 
the scenario. In the spatial immersion, as stated by Ryan [13], the interac-
tor develops a sense of place and establishes a connection with the sce-
nario as if he really was there, where the event takes place. This relation-
ship can be established through a reference to the present time, a modifier 
within an adverbial phrase, or with narration in the second person. 

As for the storyline, temporal immersion happens through narra-
tive suspense, whenever the interactor feels compelled to know what 
happens next – i.e., the desire for the knowledge that awaits at the end 
of the narrative time [13].

Emotional immersion’s phenomena is related to attachment to fic-
tional characters. The addition of an omniscient narrator allows a greater 
intimacy with the mental life of the characters, a fact that can intensify 
emotional immersion. 

The viewpoint presented by Ryan [13] implies that immersive inter-
activity is a process in which the interactor builds his own fictional world 
and makes himself a member of it.

6 Conclusion: Restart the game
This ar ticle sought out to understand the basis of an interactor’s ef-
fective immersion into a text-based game, framed by a strict defini-
tion of the genre IF.

Immersion is a sustained sensory perception and, as such, it allows 
an individual to acquire, interpret, select and arrange the information 
obtained by its senses, with the purpose of meaning ascription.

The cognitive processes that promote immersion, whether it be 
in reading a book, watching a film at the movies, playing as a child in 
the park, or playing a video game, are similar – i. e., the factors that 
promote or disrupt it are common. 

Bartle [14] considers game immersion to be one of the most impor-
tant facts for the interactor, one that doesn’t dependent on the fictional 
world’s degree of realism or on any comparison with real world. Thus, the 
fictional world only needs to convoke enough of reality to suspend the 
disbelief of an interactor during the duration of the game. 

A text-based game, which exclusively delivers a textual interface, 
can generate a level of immersion comparable to those generated by 
a game that resorts to graphics or 3D rendered scenes, since immer-
sion is promoted by factors such as the narrative, the interface, or the 
interactivity, amongst many other. 

The reader imagines a vivid representation of the narrative, gath-
ering information from internal cognitive models, inference mecha-
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nisms, life experiences, and cultural knowledge, that allows him to “fill 
in the blanks”. Language’s role in this activity is to select objects from 
the textual world, connect them to properties, animate characters, 
context and scenario, and conjure its presence into imagination.

Full immersion is likely to be achieved in a text-based game, namely 
through ergodic, non-linear and interactive properties.
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Abstract

Ever since the rise of video games as a creative interactive media, there’s 
also been the discussion of who, in fact, is their creator. In books, for exam-
ple, credit is given often to a single person or, when a book/text is written by 
multiple people, collaborative text, authorship is given to all parties equally. 
In movies we have different people with different roles each doing a set 
of different things to help bring the movie to its final version, much like in 
video game development, who is the author in this case? ‘Auteur theory’ 
tries to answer this question when it comes to movies, but there is still some 
discussion on whether this theory also applies to video games as well. 
But, unlike these mediums, video games manage to encapsulate what 
books, movies and TV can do, while adding the layer of interactivity, which 
brings another variable in the search of the video game author: the player.

1. Introduction
One of the first video game easter eggs - a message, trick, or unusual 
behavior hidden inside a computer program - in video game history 
appeared in the video game ‘Adventure’ (Atari, 1979), players could 
find within the game a hidden message from the game’s developer and 
creator that read “Created by Warren Robinett” [1], as a result of the 
developer’s frustration. At the time of the game’s creation, “Atari didn’t 
allow software engineers to take credit for their games, fearing that if 
the identities of its most talented programmers were publicly known, 
they might be poached away by rival companies.” [2] and as a result, 
the game’s developer decided to create a hidden chamber in the game’s 
map that could only be accessed with a special item. In the room there 
was an invisible pixel, if the player grabbed that pixel and carried it into 
a certain area and then stacked two other items, a wall would become 
passable, by passing it the player would arrive into a different room, and 
there the player would find the words placed by the creator. 

This was one of the first instances where we see the name of the 
game’s creator credited in a game (fig.1)

But unlike Adventure (Atari, 1979), a lot of games nowadays are 
made by more than one single person, which can become tricky when 
it comes to define the authorship of a game, but even so it sounds like 

1, 2 & 3 Grupo de Imvestigação ID+ e IPCA - Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave, Escola Superior 
de Design.

Keywords
Video games, authorship, 
auteur theory, players as 
authors.
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something straightforward: the 
creators of a video game should 
be its developers and content 
creators, the people who shape 
the game from its early stages 
to final form. However, video 
game creation isn’t restricted to 
its creators alone.

If we consider Grant Tavi-
nor’s view of video games as works of art [3], we can also consider that video 
games are not only works of art but also technological artifacts, which is 
something more uncommon and fairly new to the discussion of authorship.

Nowadays it’s easy to associate a certain game to a single person, or 
even two or three people. When we think of small games like Undertale 
(Toby Fox, 2015) we can immediately associate it with Toby Fox, since he 
was the sole creator of the game (except for some art assets), however when 
we think of bigger game titles, which often have bigger development teams, 
this becomes trickier to do. We often associate games like Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011) to Todd Howard, the game’s director, or games like 
Overwatch to Jeff Kaplan, also the game’s director, but they were not the 
sole creators of these games. With this comes the question who, in fact, the 
author, or authors, of a video game? How can we define it?

Other questions also arise, like what happens when games allow play-
ers to mod them (altering or creating custom content for the game)? Who 
owns the content created, since players often use tools provided by the 
game or the game companies themselves?

And what about game engines? Often game developers and studios alike 
make use of a pre-existent game engine, either bought or licensed. These 
engines often provide a lot of work, systems and tools that save game creators 
a lot of time and have a lot of underlying work and code made by the com-
pany who owns it. Do these companies play a part in the authorship of a game 
created using said engine? What about when game studios change or modify 
parts of the game engine to better suit their game’s needs? 

2. Authorship and video games
Authorship is usually described as “the origin, especially with reference to 
an author, creator, producer, etc., of a work: establishing the authorship of 
early medieval manuscripts” [4]. In other words, it can also mean that the 
author works like a pin point to a specific time, place and setting. 

An author’s work, in a way, reflect themselves; a different author, a 
different time, a different setting result in different works, “the author’s 
name manifests the appearance of a certain discursive set and indicates 
the status of this discourse within a society and a culture.” [ 5], Barthes 
also makes this point in his Death of the Author, year: “the text is a tissue 
of quotations drawn from innumerable centres of culture.” [6]

In other words, “if in mathematics reference to the author is barely 
anything but a manner of naming theorems or sets of propositions, in 
biology and medicine the indication of the author and the date of his 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of 
the game Adventure 

(Atari, 1979) easter 
egg. The easter egg can 

be found in a hidden 
room that can only be 

accessed by doing a set 
of specific tasks within 

the game. In the room 
the following text can 

be read: “Created by 
Warren Robinett”.
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work play a rather different role. It is not simply a manner of indicating 
the source, but of providing a certain index of “reality” in relation to the 
techniques and objects of experience made use of in a particular period 
and in such-and-such a laboratory.” [ 5]

When we move to the realm of video games, Stephanie Jennings “…
authorship of video games involves the power to create, shape, and influ-
ence the content, structure, form and affordances of video game works. It 
involves the power to alter, to write, and to create” [7]. 

As mentioned before, video game authorship is usually not restricted 
to one single person, as a game usually takes the effort of a team, as 
such it’s easier to apply distributed authorship to the game’s creators. By 
making a connection to Foucault, if authorship is a social construct, “an 
ideologic product” [ 5] if you will, the concept of distributed authorship is a 
way to represent the relationship of creative power within a work.

What we see happen most often in game development teams is that no 
one has the same amount of input in the creation of the game, “…and it is not 
always collaborative or mutually supportive. It is more often tense, conflicted 
and uneven. Moreover, these power relationships are constantly in flux, per-
petually negotiated, and are not the same from one game to the next” [7]. 

2.1. Auteur Theory
In the case of books, typically when a work is created by only one person the 
authorship falls onto that same person, in the case of collaborative works, such 
as video games, joint authorship is applied to all its creators according to certain 
criteria. At first, this seems like the most logic approach to the problem.

However, when we move to the realm of movies, we can often pin the 
authorship of a movie to a single person. For example, when we think of 
Citizen Kane (1941) we think of Orson Welles, when we refer to movies 
like Psycho (1960) or Vertigo (1958) we might refer to them as “Hitchcock 
movies” instead, Guillermo Del Toro’s works are also unmistakable as 
well; and among these examples are many other authors. We can even 
attribute characteristics to these creator’s type of works, for example Del 
Toro’s work is characterized by recurring fairy tale and horror themes, 
focusing strongly on visual and poetic beauty. In sum this means that “…
Hitchcock and Hawks worked with a myriad of writers and producers 
(…), their films always have an unmistakable signature — whether that be 
camera work or dialogue. Nobody else could have made them.” [8]. 

But this doesn’t happen with all movie producers or directors, as they 
are not taken in the same regard. We even have cases where the movie 
is more easily assigned to the author of the book that inspired the same 
movie, like in the case of Harry Potter () or James Bond (), instead of the 
producer or even the screen writer.

Some critics may argue that they’re not considered “auteurs”. This leads 
us to “auteur theory”, a theory that is very popular in the cinematic world.

Auteur theory is the view in filmmaking in which a single person, in 
this case the director, is considered the primary creative force, it argues 
that a film is a reflection of the director’s vision [9].

Like the later media, video games aren’t made by only one person, 
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in most cases video games are made by teams, whether big or small. Al-
though sometimes we see cases like Axiom Verge (Thomas Happ Games, 
2015) created in entirely by Thomas Happ; but this is more common in 
indie games, unlike bigger budget games, that require bigger teams.

In big budget games we can also apply auteur theory to some bigger 
titles, and often their names are used as a selling point to the consumer 
“Jaffe [God of War creator] is one of those game designers people know by 
name. Ditto for Sid Meier, Hideo Kojima and Tim Schaffer. Their names 
are used to sell the game.” [8].

Jeremiah Slaczka, creative director and co-founder of 5TH Cell also 
says: “when you see “A game by Jeremiah Slaczka”, it is not the same as “A 
Game Solely Made by Jeremiah Slaczka.” Yes, I drive the vision behind the 
title and our company, both, in the trenches working with everyone, and 
on a high level. But my ideas don’t mean anything without an amazingly 
talented team behind me.” [10]

Similarly, the head of Q-Games, Dylan Cuthbert says that “the team obvi-
ously has a very strong role but there has to be one strong guiding hand at the 
top if you want some kind of artistry in the final game. Of course, if the game 
doesn’t need artistry then it can be a purely collaborative ‘cabal’ effort.” [8].

Part of the reason game authorship is still a confusing topic to talk 
about, according to Patrick and Jeremiah, is the fact that game develop-
ment is still not a very transparent process to the general public, “How can 
we call something art if we can’t name any of its artists?” [11] For Slaczka, 
putting a name in a work isn’t about fame or a marketing manoeuvre, it is 
instead a way of communicating something, it’s a way to guide consum-
ers/players towards the types of games they might like [11].

2.2. Studio (or Team) Auteur Theory
However, opinions on this matter are still somewhat divided, there are still 
cases where game companies prefer to give emphasis to the whole team as 
the authors of a game, instead of using a single person as their “frontman”, 
like the case of Pixar, Disney, or even Netflix. In video games, that’s the 
case of Insomniac, creators of Ratchet and Clank, for example [8].

Unlike cinema, games not only have to worry about delivering a good 
story both visually and narratively, but they also must worry about more “physi-
cal” aspects, like the game mechanics and controls. This in turn means that it’s 
harder to have a single person decide on what’s best for all the components of 
the game. For example, you can have a very good story, but you also need to 
make it work with the game’s mechanic, while the mechanic can stand on its 
own even without a good story. You’ll always need different people with differ-
ent areas of expertise to work together to bring a consistent game to life.

Price, from Insomniac, points out that “…if you’re leading a 100 person 
team you’ll become a bottleneck, and probably universally hated, if you’re 
trying to control every aspect of the game. It doesn’t mean that a great game 
can’t be created with one person micromanaging everything; however, I’ll 
bet after that game ships there won’t be much of a team left...” [8].

In the article, the author calls this “Studio Auteur Theory”, as it’s 
often the studio heads or the lead designers that drive the vision of the 
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game, or even any game that that studio makes – they set their tone. As an 
example, “…look at Sam and Dan Houser at Rockstar. They have a clear 
vision and that vision becomes the vision of the entire company. Look at 
Shigeru Miyamoto and Nintendo. They are inseparable. It’s inconceivable 
for Nintendo to make non Shigeru Miyamoto games and equally incon-
ceivable for Miyamoto to make non Nintendo titles.” [8].

Studios are now not only a branch but also a way to tell players/con-
sumers what kind of game they could be expecting.

3. The player as an author
We can divide game authors into two parts, the primary author being the one 
who, in this case, envisions the game, be it a single person or a whole team. 
They’re the ones whose vision is implemented in the game, the designer per 
se. On the other hand, we have the secondary author, or the player-author, the 
one who goes beyond what the primary author has envisioned [12].

Whenever a player interacts with a game, they do so differently than 
one another. Some might create their own backstories for the character 
they’re playing as, or give them personalities, if the characters and world 
allow for it, we see this happen mostly with open world games or simula-
tion games, like The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011), Fallout 4 
(Bethesda, 2015) and the Sims (Maxis, 2000). Even in narrative games 
or adventure games in the likes of Telltale’s The Walking Dead (Telltale, 
2012) or Firewatch (Campo Santo, 2016 ), we have an already pre-existent 
backstory to the main character but the dialog options that the player 
chooses will result in different outcomes to the game, and even try to meet 
the perception the player has of the character; in sum, the player plays 

with their own version of the 
main character.

Sandbox games like Fallout 4 
(Bethesda, 2015) allow for custom 
character creation. Even though 
the main character is completely 
customizable, they have an al-
ready pre-established backstory: 
they were frozen in a chamber 

inside a fallout shelter before an atomic bomb went off, afterwards their 
son was kidnaped, and their partner murdered, the player then wakes up 
and goes off on an adventure to find their son. Even so, the character’s 
personality, values and traits are up for the player to fill, giving different 
meaning to the game depending on the player. Fig. 2 shows the author’s 
main character after destroying one of the main faction headquarters of 
the game, a specific path that the author, as a player, chose to take.

Are players authors in their game walk-throughs, when they employ 
their own choices and meaning throughout the game?

Games that employ this type of narratives are also known as games 
with emergent narratives, “…because it [the game] allows players freedom 
to manipulate the game’s systems in personal, creative ways.” [13]

In these types of games, it’s common for players to develop their own 

Fig. 2. Screenshot of 
the author’s character 
in Fallout 4 (Bethesda, 
2015) after taking a 
specific path in the 
game’s story.
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narrative inside of the game itself. Even if the game is confined to a set of 
rules and restrictions, the player can still roam free in the world, within 
its ruleset. They can give a backstory and a personality to their character. 
What the game developers or writers didn’t specify, the player would. 
“These unexpected forms of play may run up against author-intended 
functions as players carve out their own play space.” [7].

A player’s playthrough could be considered an interpretative act, the 
same thing as reading a book.

As Barthes also puts it, “as soon as a fact is narrated no longer with 
a view to acting directly on reality but intransitively, that is to say, finally 
outside of any function other than that of the very practice of the symbol 
itself, this disconnection occurs, the voice loses its origin, the author 
enters into his own death, writing begins.” [6]

3.1. Modding
In the case of modding, it implies the player-author is able to produce game 
modifications and change the game beyond the scope of the primary au-
thors of the game, even when it’s intentional, “players create artifacts that 
exist within the digital game, but are by no means derivative in the sense 
that they can be attributed to the agency of the primary author” [12]

Game mods created by players are distributed and shared to other 
players within the game’s community, doing so for free or sometimes even 
sold. They, as these dudes again put it, “…enable players to design their own 
creative tools, implement their own content changes and rule systems into 
extant game works, and even originate their own game works.” [7].

However, in some cases, some of the content created by players 
ended up becoming a part of the official games, for example, a popular 
shooting game, Counter Strike, started out as a Half-Life mod.

Since the players create game 
artifacts they can be recognized 
as co-authors of the game, as they 
are contributing to it, and thus 
comes the existence of the Player-
Author: “The player is empowered 
not only in the interpretation of 
meaning, but in the creation of 
new meanings that can, in turn, 
affect not only other players, but 
game designers themselves.” [12].

4. Conclusion
Video game authorship is still a widely discussed topic, there is still no 
clear answer in regard of who is in fact the author of a video game. 

Like other mainstream media, video games can have a single 
author or distributed authorship (similarly to books, and the latter also 
to movies and TV shows, for example). We can also apply the “au-
teur theory ”, a view popular from the film industry, to some popular 
mainstream and indie games. This theory says that a single person, the 

Fig. 3. Counter Strike 
(Valve Software, 

2000) started out as 
a Half-Life (Valve, 

Gearbox, 1998) mod 
created by two players 

of the later game, Minh 
Lee and Jess Cliffe in 

1999. Later the game 
was bought by Valve 

Corporation and sold 
in the later year.
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director, envisions the film (or in this case, the game) for the rest of 
the team to implement and help bring to life, in other words, the “idea 
guy ”. But although this person holds the work’s vision and drives the 
tone of it throughout its development, it’s still not a “one man” job, 
the team also contributes to the creation of the final work, as Slaczka 
puts it, “In the same way “A Film by Steven Spielberg” isn’t saying that 
a movie is solely created by the Director. There’s a reason that there 
are Academy Awards for Set Design, Special Effects, Cinematography, 
Acting, Costume Design, Make-Up, Screenplay, Music and Sound 
among and others. Those roles were integral to making an amazing 
movie and they weren’t all handled by the same person. Without very 
talented, key people in these roles the film would never have come out 
as good as it did. However, the “auteur theory ” that modern Holly-
wood subscribes to is a style in which the Director has the final deci-
sion making authority, and it’s his (or her) creative vision and voice 
that shines through the large scale, industrial process that is commer-
cial film making.” [10]

In the examples we analyzed, authorship is chosen according to what 
fits the specific game best.

But things get trickier when we assume the player as an author too, 
be it by their own vision and interpretation of the game or even through 
modding – creating assets for the game or just overall changing what was 
the designer’s/author’s intention of the game. When taking the player 
in these specific cases, we assume the player as a co-author of the game, 
they may have had no part in the development of the game’s tone or story 
but they can give new meanings to the author’s vision and even contribute 
to the game in ways never expected. 
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Abstract

The exhibition Future Frames (2016), conceived by the architect and illus-
trator Ana Aragão, composed of six pieces, of which the work Via Utopia 
stands out, results in a process of reflection on the language, time, society and 
the common unity to these elements: the human being. Via Utopia’s visual 
discourse makes a reportedly use of hypertext, quotation and hyperbole, 
in order to address what she considers to be the “information excess of the 
present day”. Upstream, these concepts call for the incursion into intertextua-
lity. In the line of reflection on the city and urban imaginaries, Via Utopia by 
Ana Aragão, inspired by Giovanni Piranesi’s Via Appia (ca. 1756), also implies 
the analysis of parody and pastiche. In the process of extracting meaning 
(interpretation), the text becomes something between texts, which lends 
itself to plurality, defying borders and barriers, as well as the image, which 
asks the viewer to take advantage of previous codes to assist in exegesis of 
the work. The theoretical support of our reflection is in Ferdinand Saussure 
and Mikhail Bakhtin studies, and Julia Kristeva as well, who combines the 
theories of the previous ones, without forgetting the contribution of Roland 
Barthes. The image, like the text, is a web obtained through textual and 
imagery relations, not imposing, therefore, a single or correct reading of one 
or the other. Graham Allen, in “Intertextuality”, says that contemporary pain-
ting – including other arts – often refers to images of the past, the classics. Ana 
Aragão proposes, starting from the classic basis of Piranesi, to inquire about 
the future attending to the premise of the present overloaded.

1. Introdução
Numa primeira leitura, Via Utopia (2016 ) denota semelhanças imediatas 
com a obra Via Appia (ca. 1756), do arquiteto, desenhador e gravurista 
Giovanni Piranesi, na qual Ana Aragão se inspirou. Seguidamente, des-
cobre-se o propósito e o propositado dessas semelhanças. A ilustradora 
identifica na sua própria obra o recurso ao hipertexto, às citações e às 
hipérboles, para desta forma refletir sobre o panorama atual de excesso 
de informação. As camadas de informação e referências que assomam 
e se sedimentam na vida de cada ser humano, enquanto ser individual e 
coletivo, estão assim metaforicamente representadas em ilustrações, pri-

1 Bolseira FCT.
1 & 2 LabCom.IFP, University of Beira Interior, Departament of Communication and Arts, Rua Marquês 
D’Ávila e Bolama, 6201-001, Covilhã, Portugal

Keywords
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meiramente desenhadas à mão, com dimensões de 60 por 75 cm, impres-
sas depois em placas de vidro transparente de 4,80 metros por 4 metros, 
com cerca de 3000 kg, produzidas pelo grupo Jofebar – uma metalúrgica 
sediada em Matosinhos, ao qual está associado o projeto PanoramAH!. A 
técnica, ainda única no País, permite a passagem de ilustrações de uma 
folha de papel normal para uma placa de vidro de grandes dimensões. 

A dimensão de escala que as seis lâminas de vidro transmitem tem 
também como objetivo transformar esta obra, que centraliza a atenção 
do visitante num labirinto transitável, num “desenho habitável” [1], conta 
Ana Aragão (2016 ). As grandes dimensões deixam não só o observador 
absorto pela grandiosidade à qual se associa a ideia de sublimidade 
como permite provocá-lo dentro do seu próprio comportamento e trajeto 
quotidiano – o sujeito que consome e se deixa consumir –, propiciando 
o manifesto de “ruínas do presente” [2]. A realidade que confronta o es-
pectador e com a qual este se confronta é de estereótipos, clichês, ironia, 
sobrecarga, uma superficialidade que abafa problemas que deveriam ser 
prioritários na reavaliação do percurso para o qual o ser humano encami-
nha a vida e que se veem expostos na via de Aragão. 

Para abordar o registo de decadência e ruína, caos e ambiguidade, 
numa passarela que Piranesi já havia introduzido, torna-se fulcral explorar o 
conceito de intertextualidade. De acordo com Graham Allen (2000), trata-se 
de um termo cunhado por Julia Kristeva, mas antes teorizado por Mikhail 
Bakhtin, ao qual vai beber os contextos sociais (lugares, registos, enuncia-
ções), situando o signo do ponto de vista relacional e não isolado/molecular/
unitário, que Barthes (1977) posteriormente expandiria na multiplicidade de 
significados. À semelhança do texto, a imagem apresenta-se também como 
espaço “multidimensional” [3], sustentado pela intenção declarada da autora 
em abranger as três dimensões temporais: passado, presente e futuro. 

Os investigadores em literatura comparada Katerina Clark e Michael 
Holquist (1984) defendem que Bakhtin emprega os termos hibridismo e 
hibridação como forma de teorizar o imiscuir de linguagens que se confron-
tam num mesmo enunciado. A linguagem acontece numa estreita relação 
com as várias dimensões em que o homem se encontra, seja numa perspeti-
va de classes, ideológica, de contexto histórico e social, seja inclusivamente 
no processo interpretativo não finalizado. Desta forma, um sistema abstrato 
de compreensão da linguagem e da própria arte, por exemplo, não é sufi-
ciente, pelo que se opta pelo enfoque na sociedade, na dinâmica do sujeito 
nela. E é nesta prática que se baseia Kristeva para apurar a sua conceção de 
intertextualidade, sustentam Clark e Holquist (1984). 

Bakhtin centra o seu estudo semiótico, segundo Allen (2000), no 
emprego da linguagem por parte do homem em acontecimentos sociais 
específicos, enquanto Kristeva se debruça sobre a adaptação do texto, no 
qual os seus elementos têm um tipo de significado enquadrado no que 
designou de “‘the historical and social text’” [4]. Assim sendo, seja na 
literatura ou nas artes visuais, o texto e a imagem são fruto de um mosaico 
de citações, de absorções, de transformações, também defendido por 
Barthes (1977), pela presença constante de referências anteriores ou con-
temporâneas das linguagens culturais pelo ato da sua reprodutibilidade.
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A obra Via Utopia concretiza a relação hipertextual pela ligação entre 
uma imagem recente (hipertexto) e uma imagem anterior (hipotexto), 
retomando a proposta de Gérard Genette (1997) [ 5]. Via Utopia é um 
exemplo eficaz de acumulação de camadas de texto, camadas de infor-
mação, camadas de imagens, sobrepostas umas nas outras, anteriores, as 
quais remetem também para noções de pastiche e paródia; obra esta que, 
no caso, não se pretende como sátira daquela de que parte, mas da temá-
tica que representa. O decalque programado da obra Via Appia assume-se 
como referência que depois é transformada por meio das citações.

2. Future Frames em Seis Atos: “As Ruínas do Presente”
A obra Via Utopia apela a conceitos de linguística e semiótica, como se 
enunciou acima. A narrativa visual que Aragão propõe remete para uma 
narrativa prévia que encontra em Piranesi o seu primeiro plano dialógico, 
mas a sua análise pormenorizada abre-se a uma interpretação múlti-
pla, e também ulterior, quando se projeta o futuro a partir do presente 
que transcreve em imagens. A linguagem visual de Via Utopia congrega 
diversas situações sociais que convergem para o reduto da globalização. 
Esta peça é uma “revisitação”, uma “reinterpretação”, da gravura Via 
Appia, de Giovanni Battista Piranesi (1720-1778), a qual se empenha numa 
“recriação, [n]uma reconstrução de uma via romana, cheia de túneis – é 
uma vista do passado. Uma vista dramática, e cénica, do passado” [6]. 
Ambas as vedutas representam vistas parciais de um caminho ladeado por 
monumentos também parciais, mas colossais. Piranesi num redescobrir 
da Antiguidade pelos despojos estruturais, topográficos; Aragão investin-
do no sobejo ornamental, intensificado por uma versão do rococó que veio 
acercar-se ao majestático, à época do gravurista italiano. 

A Via Appia de Piranesi, que, no século XVIII, se dedicava à criação 
de gravuras, inspiradas na Roma antiga e em ruínas, posicionando-se 
sobretudo num tempo pretérito, é confrontada pela proposta de uma Via 
Utopia, que se apresenta num sentido prospetivo. “Eu posicionei-me num 
futuro, sem tempo e sem lugar, e olhei para o nosso presente. Portanto, 
no fundo, é uma visão do nosso presente, são as ruínas do presente” [7], 
explica Aragão. Os dois trabalhos contrapõem-se, apesar das proximida-
des estéticas de base, e do facto de um não deixar de ser um hipertexto do 
outro. A obra de Aragão mantém o desenho barroco do século XVIII, mas 
a esta referência adiciona outras, muitas delas do período temporal que 
pretende questionar: o agora.

Tal como acontece num texto, o visitante extrai significados, díspares 
muitas vezes e até contraditórios, ou concordantes, e aplica-os interpre-
tando. O que remete para o conceito de “double-voiced discourse” [8], 
de Bakhtin (1984), recusando-se a uma verdade monológica, a um único 
e independente significado. À semelhança da caracterização que Barthes 
(1977) faz do texto, também a ilustração assume essa forma de “tecido” 
[9], de teia ou malha que incorpora a ideia do já feito – seja escrito, lido, 
visto ou desenhado, como já foi aludido. Para Allen (2000), “every text 
has its meaning, therefore, in relation to other texts” [10]. Facto que se vê 
aplicado por Bakthin (1984) à linguagem (escrita e oral) – considerando a 
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necessidade de equacionar enunciados e utilizações anteriores das pala-
vras e a abrangência de falantes (público) a que se destina –, caracterizan-
do o “double-voiced discourse” como intertextual, “in that it recognizes 
that all utterances contain within them the dialogic force of competing 
interpretations, definitions, social and ideological inflections and so on” 
[11]. Tal como este, outros dois conceitos deverão ser também equacio-
nados: hipertextualidade e hibridismo. O primeiro, cunhado por Gérard 
Genette (1997); o segundo, por Bakhtin (1984), reporta-se a “the mixing, 
within a single concrete utterance, of two or more different linguistic con-
sciousnesses, often widely separated in time and social space” [12].

Além do assentimento consciente da hipertextualidade, da citação 
e da hipérbole, a paródia, abstendo-se de qualquer carácter jocoso ou de 
ordem pejorativa, é igualmente rememorada, ainda que não na aceção de 
Baldick (1990), que define paródia como

 “a mocking imitation of the style of a literary work or works, ridicul-
ing the stylistic habits of an author or school by exaggerated mimicry. 
Parody is related to burlesque in its application of serious styles to 
ridiculous subjects, to satire in its punishment of eccentricities, and 
even to criticism in its analysis of style” [13]. 

O propósito da “imitação” da obra anterior, neste caso, não é a de ridicu-
larizar, mas hiperbolizá-la com aquilo que satura e por consequência se 
torna ridículo na sociedade atual. São os objetos, ações ou hábitos que se 
tornam objeto de um maior exagero estilístico, envolvidos no burlesco 
e no excêntrico em que essas mesmas ações se transformaram, conver-
tendo-se em estereótipos culturais. A paródia é uma “forma de discurso 
interartístico” [14] que atua no sentido de dessacralizar o autor e colocar o 
espectador no mesmo nível de produção de sentidos, como que usufruin-
do de uma linguagem comum. “A paródia é (…) repetição com distância 
crítica, que marca a diferença em vez da semelhança, (…) vai para além 
da mera variação alusiva” e da mera transferência da prática literária para 
as artes visuais, como Bakhtin (in Hutcheon, s.d.) defendia [15]. Existe 
sofisticação, dentro de um certo contexto romântico, no qual se viabiliza 
o comentário irónico. Quanto à problemática tempo/perspetiva humana 
e social quer no original quer na “réplica” de Aragão, a autora explica que 
existe igualmente um olhar sobre o passado, diferindo nas premissas:

“A imagem de Piranesi lança um melancólico olhar em direção ao que 
já foi, alinhando as ruínas de forma dramática num percurso carregado 

Fig. 1. Imagem frontal 
de Via Utopia em 

vidro, de Ana Aragão 
(à esquerda); perfil de 

Via Utopia (ao centro); 
última das seis lâminas 

de vidro (à direita). 
Créditos fotográficos: 

Rui Manuel Vieira e 
Ana Fernandes. Fonte: 

www.anaaragao.com/
futureframes/
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de simbolismo. Na Via Utopia, o simbólico dá lugar ao omnipresente, e o 
percurso constrói-se pela absurda justaposição de realidades desconexas, 
porque a viagem não tem horizonte definido. Olhamos as intermitências do 
presente a partir de um futuro deslocado. Sem lugar e sem tempo” [16].

A compor a exposição Future Frames, Aragão produziu, além de Via 
Utopia, outras ilustrações, como resultado da instigação da ilustradora a 
outros criativos como o artista urbano Vhils, o escritor Mário de Carvalho, 
os arquitetos Pedro Bandeira e Camilo Rebelo, e o geógrafo Álvaro Do-
mingues para pensarem sobre o futuro, com o seguinte enunciado: “Estás 
no futuro. Abre a janela. O que vês?” Este desafio resultou num Labora-
tório de Vidro composto por um Glass Totem, um Glass-Fabric, um Glass 
Mirrored Box e uma Window for the Future. Como exemplo de uma dessas 
visões, é-nos dado um excerto do texto escrito por Vhils: 

“Esta cidade é um espaço manifestamente vertical que se expande 
em direcção aos céus, um espaço de desenvolvimento progressivo em 
constante mutação apoiado em ciclos de construção e destruição que se 
sucedem, interminavelmente. A sua essência reside nesta contínua acu-
mulação de camadas que se vão sobrepondo umas às outras. Aqui e ali, 
sobressaem pequenos espaços verdes com árvores que se erguem como 
focos de resistência, onde, poeticamente, se passeiam aqueles que ainda 
sabem pensar, sonhar e viver para lá da ténue coesão ditada pelo pacto de 
entendimento assente neste plano de expansão permanente” [17]. 

“Do you know what tomorrow is?”, que Ana Aragão extrai do romance de 
Lewis Carroll, Alice do Outro Lado do Espelho, não é apenas a expressão que 
finaliza o percurso das seis placas da Via Utopia, mas simultaneamente 
uma provocação que redireciona cada visitante para um início que poderá 
traçar por si próprio, ao mesmo tempo que este percurso labiríntico lhe dá 
pistas, com o intuito de o relembrar de um permanente questionamento 
sobre o que (ou qual) poderá ser a via nessa dimensão temporal futura e, 
no fundo, qual ou quais as suas próprias definições de futuro. É intenção da 
ilustradora que se debata se de facto é possível uma utopia. Ou, poder-se-á 
especular, se mais do que fazer dessa perspetiva futura uma utopia, aferir a 
capacidade do homem em projetar uma vida para si e para si em sociedade. 
De notar que a referência (citação) à obra de Carroll é outra manifestação 
de hipertexto da qual a artista se serviu para assim poder questionar-se e 
questionar sobre se “conseguimos imaginar o que é isto do futuro” [18].

2.1. Uma promenade impossível?
O termo Utopia remete imediatamente para o onírico, a quimera e, em 
súmula, o irrealizável. Combinando esta ideia de fantasia com a concre-
tude crua do mundo contemporâneo e a própria dificuldade de definição 
daquilo que é chamado de contemporaneidade, começando pelo seu 
balizamento temporal, Aragão tenta, dentro da sua parcialidade humana, 
expor o melhor e o pior do mundo que habita, que a sociedade, num diâ-
metro global, habita, na qual o homem se pode rever, como num espelho. 
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A ilusão ótica, propiciada pelas texturas que a impressão no vidro cria, 
permite explorar a impressão artística no vidro, e a cidade do Futuro. 

Em Via Utopia – Teatrino Scientifico, pode ser encontrada a represen-
tação da figura de ficção científica Darth Vader, da saga cinematográfica 
Star Wars; uma sapatilha de marca pendurada num ramo de árvore, um 
sapato de salto alto num outro; uma mala Louis Vuitton pousada sobre uma 
das colunas; os smartphones e os comportamentos de autorretrato por meio 
desses aparelhos de comunicação – pelas chamadas selfies –; a inserção 
de personagens de animação como Bart Simpson, da série de animação 
The Simpsons; sinais de trânsito; fruta como se tratasse de peças escultó-
ricas – são exemplo disso um ananás e uma metade de laranja que forma 
a base de uma espécie de alpendre que o espremedor Juicy Salif finaliza 
–; uma mulher a fazer jogging; tomadas e fichas elétricas; olhos esculpidos 
(bem como orelhas), que recordam culturas ancestrais ou simplesmente a 
noção, cada vez mais impregnada pela omnipresença e omnisciência, de 
the big brother is watching you (everywhere), aliada à existência de câmaras de 
vigilância; caixotes do lixo; carros desportivos; chaminés de fábricas e gruas 
e andaimes de construção; a representação de uma vaca cortada ao meio 
dentro do que aparenta ser uma redoma paralelepipedal de vidro (alusão 
a Damien Hirst talvez), como se se tratasse de um outdoor a encimar o que 
parece ser uma saliência de um dos edifícios; marcas dos géneros feminino 
e masculino pela inscrição de símbolos; num plano mais elevado, perfilam-
se monumentos que sinalizam locais turísticos, como sinónimo de viagens 
e férias; mas também alusões à música, ao desenho, à escrita. 

Elementos pousados, esculpidos em frisos de edifícios ou que dão 
forma à sua própria estrutura; inclusivamente, o título da obra está estam-
pado numa lata de Coca-Cola, juntando-se

“ao culto do corpo, uma caixa multibanco que nos vigia, um barco 
com refugiados que tenta chegar a bom porto. Mais atrás, o célebre 
espremedor Juicy Salif, de Philippe Starck, edifícios icónicos, uma 
pirâmide de livros onde só os de auto-ajuda estão acessíveis, uma 
caveira com diamantes [novamente, poderá pensar-se numa alusão a 
Damien Hirst] e, no final, a natureza que começa a invadir as estrutu-
ras habitáveis com um pé de feijão ‘onde podemos fugir’” [19]. 

A impressão do desenho em vidro, com tinta cerâmica, gravando a cor 
perenemente, com finalidade artística, evoca noções de intermedialidade e 
mixed media. Este outro tipo de suporte permite gerar novas formas de ler e 

Fig. 2. Imagem de Via 
Utopia em papel, de 

Ana Aragão (à esquer-
da); pormenor de Via 

Utopia (ao centro); Via 
Appia, de Giovanni 
Piranesi (à direita). 

Fonte: www.anaaragao.
com/futureframes/
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de interpretar a ilustração, inclusivamente de produzir significados. O vidro 
que, supostamente, clarifica pela sua transparência, também complexifica 
pela sua fragmentação e disposição do todo do desenho, estimulando outro 
tipo de cenografia para a cartografia emocional apresentada.

Mais do que a tentadora visão fantástica de estilo futurista, a “Via 
Utopia é uma megalómana vista de um presente esquizofrénico em perma-
nente acumulação acrítica, e a constatação da impossibilidade do proces-
samento dessa profusão de informação pelo homem contemporâneo”, 
descreve Aragão (2016). É o excesso que produz espectadores acríticos dos 
acontecimentos do quotidiano. Via Utopia delineia uma promenade, como 
designou Ana Aragão, que não permite recuos no caminho labiríntico que 
se percorre entre o planisfério ilusoriamente totalizante que se perceciona 
no início da visita, mas que só poderá ser compreendido pela análise das 
partes vítreas que o formam e se estreitam, também pela magnitude das 
placas. Assim, a obra surge também como metáfora, avançando por um cur-
so onde o visitante se deparará com a enormidade do que lhe chega, do que 
consome e do quanto se deixa consumir mais ou menos voluntariamente. A 
imagem total da peça e da via vai assim perdendo o seu espectro total para 
se ir decompondo pelos ziguezagues a que as placas obrigam.

Qual o destino da via de Aragão? O movimento do próprio corpo 
do visitante condicionará a visão da obra pelo efeito de maior ou menor 
desfoque ou maior ou menor nitidez da imagem; a sua existência deve-se 
às partes que a compõem – o seu todo é uma sinédoque, isto é, “a sobrepo-
sição dos layers é vislumbrada como uma imagem total apenas a partir de 
uma posição relativa, e, num breve relance, como uma miragem fugaz”, 
explica na sua página de internet. A ilustradora, após a descrição daquela 
que será a primeira abordagem do visitante à peça, descreve o passo 
seguinte – como “entrar na peça” –, a imagem no seu conjunto fica para 
trás, adentrando-se nos cenários que a compõem e a partir daí “tentar en-
contrar algum sentido nas hiperbólicas e incessantes citações desenhadas 
nos frames”, ou seja, interpretar. De acordo com Barthes (1977), está-se 
perante um tecido de citações provenientes de diversas fontes de cultura 
em que qualquer ação do criador está constrangida a uma outra anterior, 
numa impossibilidade permanente de se ser original, em que “his only 
power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the others, in such a way 
as never to rest on any one of them” [20]. Portanto, quer a palavra quer 
a imagem são territórios, também no ponto de vista de Bakhtin (1984), 
partilhados pelo remetente e destinatário, nos quais se verifica a permea-
bilidade de contextos e consequentemente de contextos já habitados.

A utopia é questionada desde o início até ao fim, ainda que no final do 
percurso seja formulada de forma explícita, depois de o visitante ter tido a 
experiência da dimensão física do objeto vidro, dos desenhos que ganham 
outra estatura e estrutura e dos significados que é possível ir gerando pela 
identificação com o contexto atual. Um presente no qual a acumulação 
e o consumo material e imaterial atingem limites arquivísticos, podendo 
estrangular a viabilidade de um caminho, de um futuro equilibrado, mas 
do qual certamente fará parte uma constante inclusão e uma inevitável 
exclusão de elementos importantes também. São oferecidas várias dis-
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trações simultâneas nessas várias paragens de acumulação, empilhadas 
desde o passado, que conduzem à relativização, uma vez que tudo e nada 
se tornam simultaneamente importantes, caindo na imprecisão do que 
valorizar, do que perspetivar e de como se regenerar.

“Um mundo com o news feed encravado. Um mundo sem um único 
espaço vazio. Talvez seja esta apenas a distopia e que do outro lado do 
vidro haja ainda perguntas capitais por fazer. Será que conseguimos 
imaginar um mundo sem uma alternância entre opacidades e transparên-
cias?”, remata a ilustradora. Quando levada ao extremo a incontinente sa-
ciedade de informação, a realidade atual assume características próprias 
do barroco de Piranesi, incluindo um certo romantismo, como a vastidão, 
o obscuro, o irregular e o supra-humano. Apesar da identificação de ele-
mentos corriqueiros, do dia a dia, na obra, numa aparente incongruência 
entre figuras e cenário, poder-se-á falar na presença de uma poética, pelo 
cruzamento de estilos que não se faz pela melancolia da pedra abatida, 
destruída e ruída, mas que não deixa de alimentar um certo sentido trági-
co e melancólico da vida e da condição humana, entre a sua fragilidade e 
o desmesuramento que são marcas de uma indefinição e desencanto.

Pela ilustração é, assim, possível declarar a sintomática saturação 
de formas e estilos culturais, sociais, comportamentais, da qual se pode 
inferir e verificar a dificuldade para a feitura e a contemplação de algo in-
teiramente novo e original. A não originalidade da criação de uma veduta, 
já configurada no século XVIII por Piranesi, converte-se num instrumento 
ao serviço da originalidade atinente à imersão que a ilustradora constrói 
pormenorizadamente pela substituição e introdução de elementos que se 
encontram abundantemente no presente, século XXI, e respetivo rearran-
jo cénico, bem como no choque que a mistura de referências e apropriação 
do género artístico, discurso visual e transformação dos objetos pelo seu 
enquadramento provoca. O passado é conhecido pelo indivíduo, hoje, 
em muito devido ao recurso a referências e hipertexualizações, que por 
sua vez auxiliam na compreensão do presente e, como pretende Aragão, 
ajudam a conjeturar sobre o futuro, estando sujeitas à amplitude da inter-
pretação de cada um.

3. Considerações finais
Via Utopia, pelas suas características técnicas e artísticas, permite aceder 
a um imaginário múltiplo, “multitemporal” ou atemporal, onde cabem a 
realidade e a fantasia. Uma obra tecida de oximoros e referências múlti-
plas. A tridimensionalidade da obra em várias placas de vidro desconstrói 
a bidimensionalidade do desenho, amplia-o, embora seccionando-o, para 
assim permitir compreender outras dimensões, criando o distanciamento 
do todo e a aproximação das partes que compõem a veduta. Por intermédio 
desta técnica, da estética escolhida e das metáforas visuais criadas, intenta 
denunciar o perigo da apatia geral que o volume de informação poderá 
gerar. Do ponto de vista comunicacional, Saussure (1974) [21], por meio da 
semiótica, a qual promove a relação entre os signos e a sociedade, explica 
este processo de “productions of complex patterns of encoding, re-enco-
ding, allusion, echo, transposing of previous systems and codes” [22] que 
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permite fazer a leitura (também) de uma obra de arte, como a que está em 
causa. Interpretar a ilustração Via Utopia pressupõe interpretá-la também à 
luz da sua relação com “linguagens” ou “sistemas” anteriores de ilustração, 
acrescendo as da arquitetura e do desenho, no caso e muito claramente as 
utilizadas por Piranesi em Via Appia. Na opinião de Allen (2000):

“The ability of painters to parody styles and gestures suggests a profound 
intertextual level to the pictorial arts. Modernist painting, with its tenden-
cy towards collage, the mixing of different media, and the use of ‘found 
material’, might extend this sense of painting’s facility for intertextual ex-
pression. Furthermore, as Steiner suggests, the tendency for paintings to 
be collected into exhibitions involves the pictorial arts in a kind of random 
intertextuality which radically affects their reception” [23]. 

Na sequência desta apreciação de Allen (2000) sobre a intertextualidade, 
na qual se pode destacar o recurso a diferentes meios de composição e 
de suporte para a criação da obra bem como os efeitos da exposição da 
mesma a um público alargado, Laurent Jenny (1982) acentua a diluição 
das fronteiras do campo semântico:

“What is characteristic of intertextuality, is that it introduces a new 
way of reading which destroys the linearity of the text. Each intertex-
tual reference is the occasion for an alternative: either one continues 
reading, taking it only as a segment like any other, or else one turns 
to the source text, carrying out a sort of intellectual anamnesis where 
the intertextual reference appears like a paradigmatic element that 
has been displaced, deriving from a forgotten structure. (…) These 
two processes really operate simultaneously in intertextual reading – 
and in discourse – studding the text with bifurcations that gradually 
expand in semantic space” [24].

Aragão aguça, na “sua” veduta, as noções de paródia e de pastiche. A análise 
da obra revela a seriedade da temática e a preocupação inerente por meio 
do exacerbado, imponência e sumptuosidade característicos do estilo bar-
roco, bem como da intensidade emotiva a ele imputada. Essa expressivida-
de consegue-se pelo pormenor, ornamento e, ao mesmo tempo, realismo. 
Nestas “telas” de vidro, que unitariamente e no seu todo constituem a 
obra, o manuseio da perspetiva, o controlo das dinâmicas de claro-escuro/
luz-sombra, a presença de saliências e reentrâncias e a sinuosidade que o 
diferencial de proporções provoca criam efeitos de ilusão de movimento. 

O efeito cénico é ainda complementado pela decoração com frontões e 
colunas ornamentados, por sua vez, com todo o tipo de objetos que destoam 
da dimensão temporal a que aludem as infraestruturas que suportam a trama 
do desenho. Uma antítese que permite fazer coabitar não só espaços inte-
riores e exteriores como, e sobretudo, elementos respeitantes a dimensões 
de intimidade ou privacidade e exposição, na medida em que essas esferas 
constituem, hoje, outra das problemáticas do imediato, do século XXI, mas 
em diferentes dosagens também de outras épocas. Os clichês são bastos à 
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semelhança da massificação da informação e da sua publicação e exposição.
 A opção pelo estilo barroco tem também o seu cariz peculiar pelo 

distanciamento que este estilo procurou manter relativamente à simetria, 
e por inerência à harmonia e ao equilíbrio – o que possibilitou conjugar o 
tema com o cenário. Mas esta é apenas a carcaça “reproduzida” por Aragão 
de uma das suas referências, Piranesi. Sobrevém, pois, o pastiche neste 
reflexo, nesta recuperação de um estilo passado, como que confinado à de-
cadência de uma língua morta, em desuso. O mimetismo que lhe é próprio 
e definidor está desapropriado de sarcasmo jocoso; é inócuo, portanto. 

 Entre figuras de Darth Vader, Bart Simpson, selfies, calçado e tantos 
outros elementos e situações que, numa abordagem linear, podiam 
sugerir uma narrativa absurda, em Via Utopia a conciliação de linguagens 
plásticas que parecem incompatibilizar-se resulta numa comunicação 
coerente, sem um riso de gozo, mas com uma expressão de surpresa. 
Afirmava Jameson (1991) que “pastiche is thus blank parody, a statue 
with blind eyes ... the producers of culture have nowhere to turn but to the 
past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through all the masks and voices 
stored up in the imaginary museum of a now global culture” [25]. A disso-
nância no caso de Via Utopia encontra-se no facto de a ilustradora não se 
limitar a recuar, a estacionar o olhar no passado.

 A tecnologia difunde a aura, diluindo-a, e nesse seguimento o peso 
do valor e da raridade, a vantagem da posse, o sentimento de pertença, 
a preservação do objeto e do espaço individuais, ascendendo ao âmbito 
ético e moral e de valores, são contaminados pela indefinição e desca-
racterização da sociedade contemporânea. Reflexo disso será o perfil da 
arte contemporânea, que António Guerreiro (2017) traça como “diversa”, 
“indefinida” e “móvel”, por exemplo [26]. Aragão expõe uma obra, e nela 
a sua interpretação da realidade de hoje, utilizando um sistema de códi-
gos, um enquadramento e linguagens plásticas que propiciam a reflexão 
e o questionamento: mais do que um problema exclusivo da aura ou da 
democratização de acesso comprometendo a autenticidade, singularida-
de e unicidade, talvez o foco seja a identidade.

“Do you know what tomorrow is?” é, mais do que uma tentativa 
(talvez retórica) de adivinhação do futuro, uma questão sobre o que o 
homem é e será na sua essência. “‘Nunca, antes, a humanidade esteve 
tão interessada na sua própria contemporaneidade. A Idade Média estava 
interessada na eternidade, a Renascença estava interessada no passa-
do, a modernidade estava interessada no futuro’” [27]. Por sua vez, se a 
intertextualidade de Bakhtin (1984) ou dos pós-estruturalistas reúne um 
capital abastado de pluralidade e reversibilidade sem limites instituídos, 
permitindo a suposição, especulação e hipótese por parte do leitor/espec-
tador sobre um texto ou obra, porque a sua malha de significados assim o 
permite, e assim se coloca no verso e obstaculiza as qualidades relativas 
à aura supramencionadas, revela-se também um instrumento que não 
admite um poder autocrático ou despótico sobre a interpretação de uma 
obra ou sobre as demais críticas que lhe são feitas. Não se espera deste 
conceito unanimidade, estabilidade e ordem, mas, de acordo com Allen 
(2000), “this is perhaps the reason, since cultural debate never ceases, 
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that intertextuality promises to be as vital and productive a concept in the 
future as it has been in the recent past” [28].
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Abstract

Indian folk art has a unique place in the global platform because of its in-
trinsic visual identity and the living traditions anchored to it. The Indige-
nous folk artists are living history in themselves in the fast changing, mo-
dern world. This age-old tacit knowledge is passed through generations. 
In this paper, we discuss the impression of complex societies and distant 
visual cultures on the traditional and ritualistic Indian folk art forms. 
Detailed analysis of four Indian folk art forms has been done through qua-
litative research methods. We focus on the positive and negative impact 
of the contemporary influences. The cross fertilization of visual forms 
give rise to emerging visual cultures and also brings about a shift in visual 
identities. There are several ongoing debates on identity loss and voices 
in favor of keeping the originality intact by limiting the contemporary 
experiments on the traditional folk art forms. In the following study, we 
have inferred that informed and balanced creative explorations should be 
embraced, as it gives way to many new forms of expression.  Isolation of 
folk art to safeguard its originality is in fact a threat to the art form itself.

1. Introduction
India is the land of one of the most ethnically diverse cultures and equally 
diverse are its myriad forms of folk art. Indian folk art forms are the expres-
sions of indigenous groups of people living in simple society3 structures. 
Every folk art form is rooted in a specific village community or region, with 
intrinsic visual identity and medium of expression. The conventional rules 
of proportion and perspective do not apply to this kind of art. Broadly, it has 
come through three stages of development in form and practice. The first is 
the primitive stage, before the origin of the class society; the second is the 
reciprocal give and take with the high art between the Harrapan period and 
the start of Colonial era; the third is the present state of folk culture and art 
in the post colonial time [1]. Indian folk art is ephemeral in nature unlike the 
high arts of the princely courts and of the temples which were made in a way 
to withstand ravages of time. The materials used in creating folk art are per-
ishable and can be easily destroyed. Art pieces like sculptures and paintings 
hold value till they serve their religious and ritualistic purpose. Later these are 

1 & 2 IIT Bombay, IDC School of Design, Mumbai, India

3 A simple society is small in size, having limited control over the environment. Its economies are based 
on the production of material for the sustenance. According to its modes of production of goods for 
sustenance a simple society can be segregated into hunting and gathering, pastoral, shifting cultivation 
and settled cultivation.
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deliberately put aside and immersed in water bodies like the river or the sea. 
The paintings and murals on mud walls and floors are left to wither away. The 
skill is passed through generations and the continuity of such artistic practice 
is attained solely through repetition and reproduction. Folk art practice can 
be divided into two categories. The first being artifacts produced by professio 
nal craftsmen for local consumption and very little for trade. The second 
category consists of non-professional artists, mostly women who produce art 
for domestic and ritualistic purposes as part of tradition [1]. Professional art-
ists mostly had patronage from affluent princely classes, municipalities and 
religious bodies who commissioned those art works. With the rise of colonial 
rule in India, there was a decline in the number of princely patrons. 

But in recent times the purpose of producing art by both professional 
and non-professional artists has changed. The effects of modernization are 
reflected in the visual language of the art forms. In this paper, we discuss 
the effects of exposure of Indian folk art form to complex societies4 and 
visual cultures. Here the term ‘Transculturation’ [2] is used to explain the 
current state of Indian Folk Art forms. It largely refers to the phenomenon 
of converging and diverging cultures. The encounters among or between 
cultures, lead them to adapt and acquire properties of each other. Thus, 
giving rise to new cultural phenomena. Here the term transculturation will 
be used in the context of the impact of modernization and contemporary 
visual cultures on traditional and vernacular Indian folk art forms, leading 
to consequent creation of new visual elements and forms. When these 
visual forms, rooted in a particular culture, come in contact with a new 
culture within or outside the country, change is bound to occur. 

We focus on the positive and negative impact of these influences 
which initiate the transformation of the art forms. This cross fertilization 
of visual forms gives rise to emerging visual cultures and also brings about 
a shift in visual identities. This phase of transition has been referred to 
as the liminality5 phase and it will be elucidated in further sections of the 
paper. Artists, art enthusiasts, scholars, curators and art collectors are al-
ways debating on the boons and banes of modernization in the integrity of 
culture. This paper centers on the same contested idea through secondary 
and primary studies of Indian folk art practices.

2. The process
Out of many folk art forms, we have chosen four forms from three diffe-
rent states of India to represent the diversity. These are Ganijfa painting 
(from Maharashtra), Gond Art (from Madhya Pradesh) and Bengal Pat-
tachitra (from West Bengal), Bhil Art (from Madhya Pradesh). These folk 
art forms are different from each other both structurally and thematically. 

4 A complex society is a social formation described as a formative or developed state. It is a system regu-
lated by customs and laws. It has extensive division of labour - members of the society are more or less 
specialized in particular activities and depend on others for goods and services within the system.
5 In anthropology, liminality is the quality of ambiguity or disorientation that occurs in the middle     stage 
of rites, when participants no longer hold their pre-ritual status but have not yet begun the transition to 
the status they will hold when the rite is complete. During a rite’s liminal stage, participants “stand at the 
threshold” between their previous way of structuring their identity, time, or community, and a new way, 
which the rite establishes.
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Varied approaches were taken up by us for this study. One approach was 
to observe the folk artists in their natural surroundings, where the artist is 
producing art in his/her usual space. To understand the folk culture and 
observe community behavior towards art, it was important to conduct 
an ethnographic study. The other approach was to observe the artist in a 
studio setting, where the artist is away from his/her usual space of making 
art. These observations were done over a period of three years.

2.1. Case study 1: Ganjifa Painting
For initiating the research, the first and foremost task was to identify a 
suitable folk art form to start with. Ganjifa Painting from the western state 
of India, referred to as Sawantwadi Ganjifa, was chosen for its history of 
journey through time and cultures. The study was planned in four stages 
according to Anthropologist Alan Barnard’s four elements of theory: 
Questions, Assumption, Methods, and Evidence (QAME) [3]. 

Question: In the first stage a question was proposed as a start-
ing point for further investigation. The question was framed based on 
literature study regarding Ganjifa painting collected through second-
ary sources like online museums, journals and books. Ganjifa is a hand 
painted card game, which is believed to have come to India from Persia, 
during the Mughal emperors’ reigns in 16th century [4]. Playing cards 
was already a part of Indian culture especially during festivals with 
community members coming together and playing cards for entertain-
ment. Ganjifa cards got acceptance in India and over a period of time 
the paintings on the cards changed according to local preferences. The 
classic Mughal style Ganjifa cards had Persian text on them. But new 
versions of the cards were customized by the local artist community. In 
the state of Maharshtra this happened under the patronage of the ruler 
of Sawantwadi. Local artisans were already skilled at lacquer-ware and 
woodcraft so they were trained to make Ganjifa cards by painting stories 
of Hindu Gods and Goddesses on them. We decided to focus only on the 
visuals of the cards and not the technicalities of the game. Based on the 
literature review many questions were framed and the most highlighted 
one was- ‘Is the current generation of Ganjifa artists experimenting with the 
form of painting that they have learnt from tradition?’

Assumption:  As part of the second phase of the study, a set of as-
sumptions on the present state of Ganjifa painting were made, relating to 
the proposed question in the first stage. We based our hypothesis on our 
assumptions. And also, based on the assumptions a set of questionnaires 
were made for the several stakeholders in the whole ecosystem of Ganjifa 
card making. The questionnaire would help to conduct interviews in the 
field for primary research. 

Method: In the third stage, we went to Sawantwadi village for 
studying the artisan community and other stakeholders in the process of 
making Ganjifa cards. For conducting the observations and interviews 
we opted for various ethnographic research methods like observation, 
interviews and field notes. We did non-participatory observation, where-
in we just observed the artists creating the paintings. We documented 
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the whole process through photographs and videos (Figure: 1, 2). Also, 
we conducted one-on-one interviews with them. Then we did participa-
tory observation, wherein we helped them in the process of making the 
paintings. We conducted interviews 
with the patrons of the art form and 
recorded their view points.

Evidence: This was the fourth 
and last step in the study. In this 
process the observations, interviews 
and data collection from the third 
phase of primary field study were 
analyzed and natural relationship 
connections were drawn from the 
data, referencing the stakeholder 
map and using tools like brain-
storming and affinity mapping. 

This process led to many 
insights and observations, which 
gave a new perspective to the entire 
investigation. 

Some of the insights from the overall study are as follows:
The Mughal Ganjifa cards were meant for purely entertainment 
purposes but later an educational purpose was brought in. Pictures of 
gods and goddesses were painted on them for people to learn about 
mythology. When utility was brought in through customization, it 
helped the cards survive the test of time. 
But at present people hardly know the card game or play it. Now 
the cards are mostly painted as artifacts for aesthetic purposes. The 
original function of the card game as a game is lost. If the form still 
survives, it is due to the patronage of the Sawantwadi royal family.
It was observed that though the Sawantwadi artists are well-trained 
in painting Gods and Goddesses, they now have a strong desire to be 
more experimental. We observed that one of the artists drew images 
of political satires, portraits of co-workers and also caricatures from 
newspapers (Figure 2). This indicated a strong inclination to tell stories 
of the present rather than of the past. They are clearly capable of 
exploring styles that go beyond traditional art making.  The drawing 
skills of artists are of a high order, but their creative minds are tired of 
repeating the same stories for years. 

2.2. Case study 2: Gond Art 
For this case study a secondary research method was employed followed 
by primary research methods in case study 3. studying the work of a 
particular Gond artist. Gond6 tribes traditionally created mud murals on the 

6 Gond is an indigenous tribal community from central India, mainly found in Madhya Pradesh and its 
surrounding states in India.

Fig. 1: Hand painted 
Traditional style Ganjifa 
cards

Fig. 2: The caricature 
explorations by the artist
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walls of their houses, on various themes of flora and fauna, rural lives, ani-
mal and human relationships based on religious beliefs, folklores and oral 
narratives. They made these murals for the purpose of decorating the house 
walls during festivals and on special occasions such as birth, marriage etc. 

The first artist from the Gond community who transferred the 
stories from the traditional medium of mud murals to canvas and paper 
was Jangard Singh Shyam. He was the pioneer who also got other people 
from his community to make such art on canvas and this brought much 
popularity and visibility to the art form. His nephew Bhajju Singh Shyam7 
a noted Gond artist got trained in the new school of the art form created 
by Jangarh Singh Shyam which came to be known as Jangarh Kalam. 
Bhajju Shyam continued the legacy of his uncle but came up with his own 
innovative style of contemporary Gond Art. For this case study, we took 
up the work of Bhajju Shyam Singh focusing on examples selected from 
his illustrated book, ‘The London Jungle book’ [ 5]. 

Initially the themes of 
Bhajju Shyam’s art work were 
aligned to the traditional themes 
taught by his mentor Jangarh 
Shyam. They were based on 
stories of rural life, their belief 
systems and their relationship to 
the natural environment. But lat-
er with exposure to workshops, 

interactions with other artists from different parts of the world and travel to 
London, he started narrating his life experiences in novel ways by combining 
modern elements from the complexities of city life. He drew analogies from 
his past experiences as a traditional Gond painter and his overwhelming first 
hand experiences of a foreign culture [6] and he beautifully amalgamated the 
two. For example, when he travelled in an airplane for the first time, he was 
amazed by the miraculous machinery of the flying object. So he compared 
the airplane to a flying elephant and came up with a beautiful rendition 
(Figure 3). When he travelled in the busy King’s Cross station of the London 
tube, he was inspired to draw it as the Serpentine king of the Underground 
world. He compared the Big Ben clock of London to a giant rooster which 
wakes up everyone at sunrise (Figure 4). This approach brought phenomenal 
exposure and recognition to his personal visual style. Gond art’s existence at 
the national and international level became impactful.

The observations from the study of Bhajju Shyam’s work are as follows: 

• The visuals are simple and flat, devoid of western art notions of 
perspective and proportion.
• They are organic and have a distinct visual language. 
• The organic outlines as well as the filling-in with lines and dots, make 
the artwork look very true to its original tribal roots. 

7 Bhajju Singh Shyam is an Indian Gond Artist who received wide recognition for his book, The London 
Jungle Book. He has been awarded with the fourth highest civilian award in India, the Padma Shri in 2018.

Fig. 3: An airplane and 
elephant analogy

 
Fig. 4: The BigBen and 
village Rooster analogy
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• Exposure to a foreign culture has set off the artist’s mind on to a deep 
philosophical journey. On the positive side, the experience has not 
overpowered his original style. He has made full use of the opportuni-
ty to understand the new surroundings through his lens.  
• He has made several analogies and comparisons of the foreign cul-
ture with his own simple society roots but has not offended anyone in 
the process. His comparisons are naïve and at the same time though-
t-provoking. He has made no special efforts to be boastful of any event 
or experience. The tone of narration is light hearted and humorous.
• These visuals are the outcome of strong observations and translation 
of the present in relation to past experiences. 
• The choices of colors make the visuals appear very earthy. The mi-
nute detailing with black outlines define the individual forms and sha-
pes, making the artwork a statement which is aesthetically pleasing. 
• The artworks show a fine balance of traditionalism and modernity. 
The concept of the artworks is revolutionary and has given rise to a 
new form of art. 
• The ephemeral nature of folk art is being changed. The shift in the 
medium of storytelling is changing the inherent nature of the folk art 
form. Transferred from walls to paper to books, they are being preser-
ved in the new mediums. 

2.3. Case study 3: Gond Art and Bengal
Pattachitra Artist Residency Program
This study is based on participatory observation with Gond artists and 
Bengal Pattachitra artists, in a studio setup during an Artist Residency 
Program8. In this study, the Indigenous Gond Artists from the state of 
Madhya Pradesh in India and the Indigenous Bengal Pattachitra artists 
from West Bengal were invited to stay in a college campus for a month 
and create their art in the Design Department of the college. This 
whole study was implemented through qualitative research methods 
like ‘Le Compte’ framework [ 7], Interview method and partici-
patory observation.

‘Le Compte’ framework: For the planning and execution of the 
study this research framework was used. It included the listing of num-
ber of artists, student participants; each one’s role during the activity; 
location of the activity; time duration of work; content to be covered 
by the participants; organization and flow of the overall workshop. The 
artists were given comfortable staying arrangements on campus and all 
the required materials for making paintings, like canvas, boards, paints, 
brushes etc. were provided. It was an overt research process, where 
the observation, notes, recordings were done with the consent of the 
artist about the aim of the whole study. The objective of the workshop 
was to help students closely observe the artists at work and also create 
dialogues with the artists, to understand the thought processes and 
meanings of the works of art being created. 

8 The Artist Residency Program was conducted by Design Programme, IIT Kanpur in the year 2016.
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Interview method: Based on the previous secondary research, 
questionnaires were prepared. One-on-one nterviews and focus group 
interviews were conducted but utmost care was taken to not disrupt the 
art-making process of the artist. We discussed the core concepts of both 
Bengal Pattachitra and Gond art, their philosophies, their interests and 
backgrounds.

Participatory observation: We observed the artists while they were 
conceptualizing and implementing their ideas on to the canvas. Partici-
pants also created artworks observing the artists.

The insights from the participatory 
observations with Gond artists are as 
follows:

· These artists have been exposed to work-
shops, travelling and interacting with people 
discussing their work. This made it very com-
fortable for both the parties to have deeper 
conversations about the subject matter. 
· Gond artists are passionate about their art 

and willing to share their stories with the world. These art works are 
their major source of livelihood also.
· They have deep knowledge of their ancestors, folklores, mythol-
ogy and oral narratives. They genuinely care for the environment so 
their stories reflect their love. They have been training for many years 
under the guidance of their self-taught teachers. 
· When it comes to concepts, their thought process is very philosophi-
cal and grounded. Every art piece has a story and concept behind it. It 
is a visual narrative tool. But an outsider needs a narration to under-
stand the crux of the story. 
· The choice of colors is abstract. Gond artists don’t always follow the 
conventional color codes of natural elements. For example, they might 
use dark blue for soil and bright yellow for sky. The color choices are 
bold but often balanced by neutral and earthy tones.

The insights from the participatory obser-
vations with Bengal Pattachitra9 artists are 
as follows:

· Pattachitra used to be made on cloth but 
now they are exploring new mediums like 
paper, apparel and artifacts. The art works 
are mostly done in three formats: Vertical 
scroll, horizontal scroll and quadrangular 

sheet. They work in panels and grids with brightly colored charac-
ters. The flow of the story is very linear and straightforward. The 

9 Bengal Pattachitra is also called the Patua Scroll painting, from West Bengal an eastern state of India. It 
has been dated back to the 13th century.

Fig. 5: (Left) The Gond 
artist’s and students in-

teracting, (Right) Artists 
busy painting

Fig. 6: (Left) The Bengal 
Pattachitra artist’s and 

students interacting, 
(Right) Scroll paintings 

of Pattachitra Artists.
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grid system is aligned with the modern day storyboarding formats 
and comic strips.
· In the past Pattachitra artists drew only popular mythological nar-
ratives but now their repertoire has widened to accommodate social 
issues, political issues, natural disasters etc [8]. 
· No strict human proportions are maintained. The human figures 
are drawn with facial expressions and the emotions of the charac-
ters are readable.
· It is drawn in narrative styles and explained through songs composed 
by the artists.
· Pattachitra has strong utilitarian aspects to it. It is a storytelling tool 
for entertainment, education and spreading awareness. 
· Modern times have given more meaningful roles to women folk 
artists, whose work was considered non-professional and limited to 
household practices.

2.4. Case study 4: Bhil Art in a dynamic visual form
Going a step further with exploration of new mediums and visual styles, 
we came across an interesting example of the influence of an Indian folk 
art form on another medium altogether, the medium of animation films. 
We decided to include a particular example which falls within the scope 
of topic we are studying. This example that we want to bring to attention 
in the context of our study is the recent (made in the year 2017) anima-
tion film “Hum Chitra Banate Hain (We make Images)10.” The film is 
based on the tradition of painting among the Bhil Tribe11

. In this painting 
style, dots are predominantly used for filling and outlining forms. These 
paintings are traditionally made on the walls, in the same manner as 
Gond art. The visual language of Bhils has been transferred to anima-
tion film. The simple forms and colorful dot patterns of the Bhil art style 
is used with minimal background layouts. The color palette of the film 
is earthy and true to its original form of existence. The artist Sher Singh 
Bhil created the visuals for the film with the painstaking technique of 
working with dots in the traditional way. Two animators then worked on 
the static paintings and introduced motion into the form for the anima-
tion[9]. The static Bhil painting has evolved into a dynamic and lucid 
storytelling form through techniques of animation and film making. 
The unique dot style arrangement of the art form has been creatively 
used for the fluidity and movement of characters, forms and objects in 
the film. Addition of narration and music has enhanced the feel of the 
static form to an artistic audio-visual experience. There are many more 
such experimental animation films being made in India that have been 
influenced from indigenous art forms of India. 

10 “Hum Chitra Banate Hain” (We make Images) is a film directed by Dr. Nina Sabnani, a professor at IIT 
Bombay, India. It won the National award for best animation film in 2017. The film was produced by IDC, 
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay and animated by Piyush Verma and Shyam Sunder Chaterjee.
11 The Bhils are the second largest tribal community in India. Their art form is called Pithora and is 
painted on the walls of their houses. Everything connected to Bhil life-- the Sun, the Moon, the animals, 
trees, rivers, mythological characters, their gods etc-- is painted by them. Bhil art is close to Gond Art and 
bears many similarities with it in visual language.
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3. Findings
3.1. The evolution of new visual styles 
The current trends in visual style of folk arts are towards bringing in dy-
namism into the static forms. The exposure of folk communities to global 
cultures is making them more experimental with their art. The trend might 
be new but the pattern of change is not. From our case studies we can surely 
suggest that the pattern has always been this. For example, in the second 
case study on Bhajju Shyam’s experimental work (Refer figure 3, 4) through 
a fusion of new elements and existing Gond art style, he is able to form a 
completely new visual culture. Character designs are more expressive, the 
choice of colors is experimental. Global exposure is giving wings to the 
imagination of the folk artist. There is more creative satisfaction as they are 
able to show their work more widely and explore more possibilities. 

3.2. Birth of new animation style from folk art
In section 2.4, an animation filmmaker works closely with traditional folk 
artists in creating a film. A traditional folk tale has been told through the 
medium of folk art adapted to a new medium of expression. This is a new 
kind of confluence of the arts. The art form is given a new life as it were. In 
the case of Gond art we saw how transferring the art work from the wall to the 
canvas resulted in a vigorous growth of the art form to a stage where it is now 
internationally recognized. In the making of an animation film with Bhil Art, 
we seen again the possibility of giving a new lease of life and a wider accept-
ance to folk art. Also, the art form enters a technological era and yet retains its 
original cultural roots (Refer figure 7). In addition, the fact the film narrates a 
folk story of the same Bhil community means that the story telling too is get-
ting wings to travel and reach out to wider audiences. Bhil culture is not being 
harmed in any way. On the contrary, it is being enriched and is able to survive 
in the modern era. In the next stage, we can imagine artists such as the Bhil 
artists themselves taking to the medium and becoming animators. 

3.3. Shift in the ephemeral foundation,
and the liminality phase
The process of evolution is always disruptive. In spite of the nature of 
transformation, be it visual style or form, the process of change is always 
accompanied with the shift in identity. Ephemeral foundation of the art 
form is being restated by translating them form a perishable mediums to 

Fig. 7: (Left) A still from 
the Bhil Art film “Hum 

Chitra Banate Hain”  
(Right) Original Bhil 

painting by folk artists
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mediums that are more permanent in nature, like books, digital libraries 
and films. Every folk art form goes through a process of ambiguity and 
confusion while it is in transitional phase and at a point in the middle of two 
thresholds of the old and the new version of the art form. Borrowing from 
Anthropology, we may call it the liminality phase of the visual form [10].  

Let us take the example from case study 1. The traditional Ganjifa 
artist is trying to draw caricatures of popular Indian public figures 
(refer figure 2). The artist’s source of inspiration is newspaper car-
toons which he has been observing for years now. Though he is trying 

to draw a caricature in the style of the 
newspaper, the visual language of the 
face of the character doesn’t match the 
torso. The face looks like a new age 
cartoon but the torso looks like a tradi-
tional Ganjifa style torso. This happens 
because he has been trained in the tradi-
tional Ganjifa style paintings for years. 
The sudden experimentation is bound to 
give odd results. It will take some time 
for a new style to emerge in full form. 
This phase of ambiguity in style can be 
seen as the liminality phase. 

It happens at every stage evolution 
of one folk art into a new form due to 
the cross fertilization of the old culture 
with the new culture. But this phase is 
also a critical one. This ambiguity may 
also cause a complete loss of identity 
leading to the end of its unique exist-
ence. One example of this can be seen 
in the case of Bengal Pattachitra. Out of 
many variations of Bengal pattachitra, in 
one example we find that the represen-
tation of typical tribal folks was clearly 
influenced by African art (Figure 8). It is 
starkly different from the other Bengal 
Pattachitra styles (Figure 9). This is a 
case of misinterpretation of an ethnic 
identity. This kind of misrepresentation 
of images over years leads to existential 
crisis of an art form and can be a cause 
for concern.

4. Conclusion
The above case studies strongly indicate that there is constant transfor-
mation of the folk art forms. It is the intrinsic nature of the art form to 
adapt itself to the changing times. When the exposure of an artist is to lo-
cal sources, the changes are small or negligible. But as an art form travels 

Fig. 8: African influence 
on Indian art

Fig. 9: The Usual Bengal 
Patua art
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greater distances, the changes become more stark and evident. We can 
say that the extent of transformation in visual styles is directly proportion-
al to the distance it covers geographically. It is also happening today at a 
faster pace. In earlier times the change was slower and less visible because 
the world was not as connected as it is today. Today a person or a commu-
nity can showcase their art to the world within seconds by the press of a 
button. As most of the folk art forms are not bound by rules of proportion 
and perspectives, their organic structure helps them to adapt and evolve. 
The fluidity in Indian folk art is bringing in longevity for the form whereas 
we see that the classical art forms have been struggling to survive. Mod-
ern times have given more meaningful roles to women folk artists, whose 
work was considered non-professional and limited to household practices. 
The women Bengal Pattachitra Artists are now professional artists with 
their work having global exposure and commercial value.

There are several ongoing debates, with questions being raised on 
identity loss and voices in favor of keeping the original forms intact, 
by limiting the contemporary experiments on the traditional folk 
art forms. But, we have inferred from the existing experiments that 
balanced and informed creative explorations should not be feared, 
as it gives way to many new forms of expression. Rather, it should be 
embraced. Isolation of folk art to safeguard its originality is in fact a 
threat to the art form itself. We need to accept that these changes are 
inevitable. The folk artists are citizens of a changing world. The con-
temporariness in the art is a proof of it being a ‘living’ tradition. The 
evolution in visual styles is a positive direction change. If the art form 
doesn’t evolve, it will become stagnant and perish.

“The aesthetic range of contemporary folk art of India is wide and varied. 
The folk artists neither place themselves in the category of traditional 
practitioners nor do they proclaim to be under the umbrella of mainstream 
modern artist” [11]

We fur ther suggest that the liminality phase of a visual form is the 
time when it needs external suppor t the most . It is the right stage at 
which the ar t form should be nur tured. In simpler terms, revival of a 
folk ar t form during its identity crisis is the time to be experimental 
and to play with the medium. For example, we can take the static 
visual narrative form and arrive at a dynamic visual narrative form in 
a medium such as animation. The introduction of folk ar t styles into 
animation can be greatly beneficial for the revival of many dying folk 
ar t forms. Many such experimental films have been made and there 
can be many more such excellent examples. The organic nature of 
folk ar t is accommodative in nature, adaptable to new mediums. This 
has been observed very clearly in all our case studies and examples. 
The act of balancing also plays a role here. Every experiment should 
be ethical and abide by the sensitive human factors relating to the 
folk ar t and all the stakeholders involved in it .
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Abstract

This paper addresses the depiction of themes of Imperialism and Colonia-
lism in Twentieth Century Children and Adult Narratives and explores the 
relationships between historical, political and social events and their impact 
on the writers and Illustrators who reflected such attitudes of the time. 
Underpinned by theoretical perspectives of writers including Edward Said, 
Chinua Achebe , Ariel Dorfman and Herbert Kohl, an exploration of both 
covert and overt themes embedded within narratives is undertaken and 
discussed. Analysis of books including the Babar stories and Tin Tin In The 
Congo questions the offensive representations of Africans and asks whether 
such representations should be suppressed with regards to the contemporary 
audience. Illustrator Catherine Anyango and writer David Zane Maikowitz’ 
interpretation of Joseph Conrad’s ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘in the form of a 
graphic novel is discussed as an important testament to the darker truths of 
the white European occupation of The Congo and another, more recently 
illustrated version of Conrad’s novel by Sean Mc Sorley is also explored. The 
paper analyses these classic tales through a ‘ Post – Colonial ‘ lens.

Introduction 
Illustrated books often contain themes that are reflective of social and 
political ideologies of the time, sometimes these themes are transparent, 
clearly communicated and included as an intentional attempt by writers 
to expose their readers to emergent progressive thinking and movements 
and to radical ideas not yet accepted in the main stream. Such themes 
are described in the book‘ Radical Children’s Literature ‘ by Kimberley 
Reynolds in which she states that children’s literature has often been 
the catalyst for social and intellectual change. In such groundbreaking 
books subjects may cover challenging themes, which amongst others may 
include feminist perspectives, domestic abuse (as represented in the pow-
erful picture book ‘ Angry Man ‘ by Svein Nyhus) and environmental and 
activist issues.  Other books have themes and messages embedded within 
them that are not so explicit and which at the time they were written may 
have seemed innocent and inoffensive but when revisited and analyzed 
through a Post Colonial lens, might be reinterpreted and re evaluated in 
an attempt to uncover particularly unsettling themes. Two such troubling 
and interconnected themes are those of Imperialism and Colonialism and 
these will be explored later, in more depth. In ‘ Empire’s Children: Empire 

1 Falmouth University, Illustration Department, Woodlane Campus, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11, United Kingdom
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And Imperialism in Classic British Children’s Books ‘, M. Daphne Kutzer 
defines the meanings of Imperialism and Colonialism:‘ In general, I mean 
“imperialism “ to have a broad and inclusive definition, to include the 
advocacy and glorification of military force to both expand and maintain 
the empire; the promotion of the racial superiority of white Europeans, 
and especially Englishmen, over darker-skinned non-Europeans. ‘ [1] In 
her description of colonialism Kutzer cites Edward Said’s theory that Co-
lonialism comes about as a consequence of Imperialism and furthermore 
’ the implanting of settlements on distant territory …the accumulation of 
colonies, formal or informal, make up an empire.‘ [2]

The first and subsequent ‘ Babar ‘ books will be discussed in addition 
to ‘ Tin Tin In The Congo ‘ by Herge, Rudyard Kipling’s ‘ Kim ‘and Joseph 
Conrad’s ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘. These books are used in an attempt to dis-
cuss Colonial and Post Colonial perspectives. Although some of the books 
examined were written at a time of Colonial rule, the Graphic Novel 
version of ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘ by Conrad, Anyango and Zane is included 
in an attempt to open up discussion about sensitive themes which were 
originally suppressed and to highlight the importance of books which at-
tempt to address brutal injustices.

Elegant Elephants
The landscapes of Children’s literature and picture books are not always 
constructed as magical worlds that are somehow immune from the 
impact of political and social events and as their authors are also influ-
enced by world events and consequently internalize these experiences, 
it seems inevitable that the stories they write might reflect prevailing 
attitudes and perspectives of the time. Classic books loved by genera-
tions of readers that may originally have seemed to be very innocent, 
when revisited and re evaluated within current historical, social and 
political frameworks and with the knowledge of hindsight can, from a 
contemporary perspective, be seen to contain unsettling and offensive 
content. One such book that has been read by generations of children 
drawn to the attractive visual aesthetic and appealing characters and 
which under the scrutiny of deeper analysis can be seen to contain 
underlying themes of Imperialism and Colonialism, is the first story in a 
series that illustrates the journey of the civilization and transformation 
of an innocent little elephant by the name of Babar. Writers including 
Ariel Dorfman and Herbert Kohl have analyzed and documented the 
more troubling aspects of these seemingly charming stories and made 
visible the uncomfortable allegorical meanings behind the tales of the 
infant elephant who was made an orphan after his mother was hunted 
and shot in the African jungle where they once lived peacefully. The 
first and subsequent books document the radical transformation of the 
naked infant elephant that over time, adopts the mannerisms of the 
Bourgeoisie, dresses as a ‘ dandy ‘ and is taught to stand upright like the 
humans amongst whom he lives. His transformation takes place after he 
has been removed from both the jungle and his family and taken to live 
with the supposedly kindly, wealthy ‘ Old Lady who lived in the big city ‘.
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‘ Babar was written in the same year as the Paris Colonial Exposition 
(1931), an event that functioned something like a visual report card intend-
ed to display the so-called successes of the colonial powers. Each colonizing 
country was given a pavilion in which to showcase their stories of successful 
transformation of savages into civilization. France itself shipped in artists, 
thinkers, and entertainers from its then 47 colonies to entertain the crowds. 
About 9 million people came to see Moroccan architecture, Madagascar 
artists, Vietnamese films — all being celebrated as French achievements ‘ 
[3]. Chilean born author Ariel Dorfman and progressive American educator 
Herbert Kohl both analyze and question the themes of Colonialism and 
Imperialism which run through Babar and other tales written for young 
children and teenagers, including The Lone Ranger and certain Disney 
animations, containing narratives with uncomfortable themes that the 
contemporary reader would most likely find unsettling – particularly as 
the indigenous people of both Africa and America are represented as be-
ing without a voice. To address the balance, the Graphic Novel ‘ Heart Of 
Darkness ‘ based on the original novel by Joseph Conrad and reinterpreted 
by illustrator Catherine Anyango and writer David Zane Mairowitz is also 
discussed later, as an example of a more conscious ‘Post Colonial ‘attempt 
to explore the violence and horrors of the Belgian occupation of the African 
Congo and to provide a more truthful visual retelling of historic fact that has 
often been suppressed, particularly within the context of children’s books 
and elsewhere in an attempt to distort truth. Another version of Conrad’s 
classic novel, published by The Folio Society in 2014 and Illustrated by Sean 
Mc Sorley will also be discussed.

In her book, ‘ Three Centuries Of Children’s Books In Europe ‘first 
published in 1959, Bettina Hurlimann’s interpretations of the Babar stories 
are written in a manner perhaps reflective of the time. She describes the 
first book as being  ‘delightful ‘ and ‘innocent ‘and of author De Brunhoff 
as being attributed with similar characteristics. The innocence she writes 
of here is a term that is often applied to children and within the context of 
childhood. Author and Professor Perry Nodelman suggests that children are 
often represented and responded to as being almost a sub – species who are 
notably different from adult humans. Hurliman’s analysis of Babar alludes 
to the Utopia of The American Dream and also suggests that children’s pic-
ture books are powerful in the role they play in shaping attitudes and aspira-
tions of the child’s mind, albeit without their understanding or permission.‘ 
Those children who take such delight in the adventures of an enterprising 
elephant partake without realizing it in the evolution of an ideal society ‘[4]. 
The ideal society she describes does not acknowledge the harm caused by 
the hunters ‘ imposition on the peaceful community of elephants living in 
the African jungle, neither does she mention the violence perpetrated on 
Babar’s mother, his losses and the separation from his family and home-
land. She suggests that it is Babar himself who is hungry to be civilized and 
to adopt the ‘ superior ‘ attributes of the human , an interpretation that 
contradicts the analyses of both Dorfman and Kohl who suggest that there 
are darker forces at play here. Hurliman’s perspective also frees the perpe-
trators from accountability for their actions. Kohl was of the opinion that 
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Babar was covertly coerced into the control of ‘ The Old Lady ‘. Although 
elsewhere in her description of Babar and De Brunhoff himself, Hurlimann 
does also seem to contradict her self and acknowledge that the author was 
perhaps not as innocent as she formerly seems to suggest: ‘People have 
not often made the attempt of sneaking political ideas into books for such 
young children, ‘ and ‘Political didactism is so neatly camouflaged in his 
books that it goes unnoticed’ [5].

Reading between the lines, 
another interpretation of the 
veiled messages encoded in the 
first Babar book describing the 
young elephant’s induction into 
civilization, might be to revaluate 
them as an allegory for Imperi-
alistic impositions in Africa. In a 
chapter of ‘Cultural Readings Of 
Imperialism ‘ by Edward Said, 
Bhikhu Parekh writes about the 
white European colonization of 
India and Africa and suggests 
that many Europeans at that time 
perceived the Indigenous people 
as savages - child like and lazy, 
incapable of moving their socie-
ties forward in the ways in which 
Europe had done, due to their 
paucity of technologies and being 

unable to manage their own land and lacking in an understanding of world 
history. Parekh further states that their own traditions and religious beliefs 
were deemed vastly inferior to those held by the colonizing Europeans and 
Christian missionaries. Perceiving the African people to be sub human 
seemed justification for the arrogant and greedy colonizers to dehumanize 
the indigenous Africans and feel entitled to take what they wanted from the 
country with brute force and rule according to their own laws.

Parekh describes how Philosophers John Stuart Mill and John Locke 
divided human societies into distinct groups - those who were civilized 
and those who were not. Mill considered most European countries 
at that time to have reached a certain level of ‘ maturity ‘. By contrast 
non-European societies were all backward ‘ and their members were in 
a state of ‘ nonage ‘ or ‘infancy ‘. Mill did not think much of Africa, in 
his words a ‘continent without a history since backward societies lacked 
the capacity for self-regeneration, Mills argued that they needed to be 
civilized by outsiders ’ [6 ]. 

Other stories embodying Imperialistic and Colonialist perspec-
tives include  ‘Tin Tin In The Congo ‘ by Belgian author and Illustrator 
George Prosper Remi, whose pen name was Herge. His interpretation 
of European rule in the Congo, was recounted through the adventures 
of hero Tin Tin and his trusty companion Snowy, who venture into the 

Fig. 1: Histoire De Ba-
bar , Jean De Brunhoff 
(1931)
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Congolese Jungle to impose their superiority and ‘ civilizing ‘ presence on 
the local African communities. Their superior status as white Europeans is 
suggested almost immediately and within the first few panels of the story. 
Negative and offensive visual depictions of Africans appear throughout 
the illustrations. A foreword in the book by translators Leslie-Lonsdale 
Cooper and Michael Turner state that the young Herge was reflecting 
colonial attitudes of the time and it soon becomes clear that the superior-
ity of the white characters and paternalistic attitudes they display are rein-
forced throughout the story and that these are characteristic of colonialist 
themes. ‘Tin Tin in The Congo ‘was originally serialized in the children’s 
supplement to ‘Le Vingtieme Siecle ‘ in 1931 and was soon after available 
as one continuous story in book format .

One could say that the visual 
representation of Tin Tin is a cari-
cature, as are other characters in the 
story, but the depiction of the African 
faces is particularly troubling, with 
similar stereotypical features seen in 
drawings and animations elsewhere at 
this time. In the image above Tin Tin 
is dressed in a safari suit wearing the 
Pith hat and hunting gear associated 
with the typical colonial white hunter 
and he is being carried in a sedan by 
the black characters, to reinforce his 

status and superiority to them. The lips of the men carrying Tin Tin are 
drawn as exaggerated large pink ovals and their eyes depicted as round 
circles wide and staring, which has the effect of an appearance of low 
intelligence. This representation of the black characters as being inferior 
to the white character of Tin Tin is troubling from the perspective of 
a contemporary reader. Elsewhere in the story, even Snowy (the dog) 
is deferred to by one of the African characters who addresses him as ‘ 
Master ‘. Within the first few panels of the story, a black member of the 
cabin staff of the ship in which Tin Tin and Snowy set sail for the Congo 
sets the tone for the rest of the tale as he addresses Tin Tin as ‘ Master ‘, 
a clear reference to the ‘ Master / Slave ‘ relationship between Africans 

and Europeans under colonial rule.
In the frames above, we see Tin 

Tin referring to the African village as 
being under his (Colonial) rule and 
the visuals reinforce stereotypical 
representations of the black charac-
ters behaving in a violent manner in 
order to settle disputes with Tin Tin 
suggesting that ‘they ‘ are fighting 

wherever they go. In the second panel, the black boy is judged by the 
dog, Snowy, as not looking ‘ very bright ‘. These negative depictions of 
the Africans casts light on prevailing attitudes of the time.

Fig. 2: Tin Tin In The 
Congo , Herge (1961)

Fig. 3 and 4: Tin Tin 
In The Congo, Herge 

(1961)
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The works of the popular children’s book author Rudyard Kipling, 
have been subjected to harsh criticism due to Imperialistic themes, most 
notably seen in his book ‘ Kim ‘ set in the 1880’s and 1890’s. Although very 
much a reflection of his time, Kipling was born in Mumbai in 1865, died in 
1936 and lived for part of his life in India, writing classics including ‘ The 
Jungle Book ‘. More recently, Kipling was described as 

‘ Imperialist ’. M. Daphne Kulzalo writes that Kipling’s book ‘ Kim ‘ 
is notable for being contextualized within an Imperialistic framework. In 
the story, Kim is represented as being superior to the Indians in the story 
regardless of their status or age. He is a light skinned outsider, having 
been born to an Irish father and then orphaned, he is free of family attach-
ments aside from the woman who brought him up as child – the owner of 
an Opium den. Victorians at the time of writing, perceived the Irish to be 
animalistic and charming and these traits, in addition to others attributed 
to Kim include his cunning nature. It is worth noting the two covers below, 
in their representations of Kim – the older version published in the early 
1950’s visualizes Kim as Indian in appearance, and although one of the 
boy’s positive characteristics was his chameleon - like ability to integrate 
into a diverse range of cultural groups, the photographic representation 
more closely represents the skin tone and eye colour of an Irish boy.

In his essay ‘ Kim And Orientalism ‘ Patrick Williams presents a 
contradictory interpretation from Abdul JanMohamed who, comment-
ing on the novel claims Kipling managed to create ‘ a positive, detailed, 

non-stereotypic portrait of colonized people 
that is unique in colonial literature ‘[7]. Williams 
does not share this view and goes onto to say 
that elsewhere in the novel, there is evidence 
of stereotyping which is extremely damning of 
Orientalism and he illustrates this claim through 
his description of the colonizer’s perception of 
Orientals as being duplicitous and renowned 
for lying. Williams suggests that Kipling depicts 
Kim as having been negatively influenced by 
living in India, to the extent that he ‘ lied like an 
Oriental ‘ [8] and goes on to make an astonish-
ing comparison: ‘ The English do eternally tell 
the truth ‘ [9]. Williams also points out that al-
though the British thought themselves superior 
to the Indians they ruled and they certainly had 
more power in terms of money and technolo-
gies, their lack of understanding and knowledge 
of those they had colonized when faced with 
language, culture and religious practices ren-
dered them inferior. Although Kim’s character 
is drawn as being anti – authoritarian and he is 
represented as an individual rather than a ste-
reotype, ultimately his actions in the story can 
be seen to serve British rule.

Fig. 5 and 6: Kim, 
Rudyard Kipling
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Like many other stories that cast Europeans as heroes and indig-
enous people such as Africans or Native Americans as savages, anima-
tions, picture books, comic books and film have historically suppressed 
and over looked key parts of historical narratives that have since then 
been re evaluated by key political, progressive and philosophical thinkers. 
One only has to look at the visual representations of a variety of illustrated 
books written during the Victorian era through to the 1930s and 40s to 
find non- white, non - European characters depicted as racial stereotypes 
who are mostly represented as inferior, barbaric and as ‘ The Other ‘.

Dark Hearts
Joseph Conrad’s controversial novel ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘ has been both 
defended and criticized widely by writers interpreting the challenging 
themes tackled in the narrative. Although the book is an exploration of 
colonization and oppression, Edward Said suggests that it is deeply flawed 
and that Conrad can only see ‘ a world in which every opposition to the 
West only confirms its wicked power. What Conrad could not see is life 
lived outside this cruel tautology ‘ [10].

In a more contemporary retelling of ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘ illustrator 
Catherine Anyango has created a powerful illustrated interpretation of 
Joseph Conrad’s dark representation of the colonization of the African 
Congo in the form of a Graphic Novel, with text adapted by David Zane 
Mairowitz and excerpts included from Conrad’s ‘ The Congo Diary ‘ 
which documents his experience of traveling to The Congo in 1890. The 
Graphic Novel is published by Self Made Hero and Anyango , working in 
collaboration with Zane has created a visually foreboding, powerful and 
oppressive interpretation of the original story through the creation of a 
series of expressive, atmospheric drawings. Her interest in film and its 
relationship to illustration is influential throughout and clearly visible in 
terms of how she designs the layout of the panels and pages; she employs 
a range of pacing, sequential and cropping techniques to create drama 
and build tension and works with media including graphite and charcoal 
to create the granular, almost dream-like images that seem to form in dark 
clouds on the page, with figures emerging from these and occasionally 
coming into focus. ‘That sets up her aesthetic for the book as a whole: a 
murky monochrome vision; subliminal connections influenced by avant-
garde cinema; surreal mismatches of scale that allude to colonialism’s 
distortions of moral perspective.’ [11] 

The novel itself, hailed by one leading Conrad scholar as ‘ one of the 
most important short novels in the English language ‘has been strongly 
criticized by the late Chinua Achebe, the Nigerian author of one of the first 
novels to be published in which Africans are depicted as complex and mul-
tifaceted ‘ whole ‘ people rather than two – dimensional caricatures. Achebe 
writes, ‘Heart Of Darkness projects the image of Africa as “the other world 
‘, the antithesis of Europe and therefore of civilization, a place where man’s 
vaunted intelligence and refinement are finally mocked by triumphant 
bestiality ‘[12]. Achebe suggests that Conrad’s perspectives are channeled 
through the voice of the narrator Marlow in his story as a device to distance 
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himself from the views of Marlow, but as Achebe points out, Conrad does 
not offer an alternative viewpoint to either Marlow or any of the other 
European character’s perceptions of the African characters . Marlow, in 
particular, describes them as ‘ savages ‘ who make grunting sounds to com-
municate with one another and whose eyes roll and limbs flail in a frenzy . 
Narrator Marlow’s description of an African who having been trained, helps 
with a boiler on the ship is very troubling: ‘He was there below me and, 
upon my word, to look at him was as edifying as seeing a dog in a parody of 
breeches and a feather hat walking on his hind legs ‘[13].This comparison to 
a dog walking on its hind legs, brings to mind the infant Babar being taught 
to walk on his hind legs, during the process of his own‘ civilization ‘. 

Through a post – colonial lens and in sharp contrast to Conrad’s 
biased written descriptions of the Africans, Anyango’s visual depictions 
of the Africans offers a more realistic representation in that she human-
izes them and unlike Conrad who seems to focus on their dehumanized, 
savage-like characteristics, highlights their physical vulnerability through 
portraying them walking in chain gangs, physically cowed and impacted 
upon through carrying heavy loads, unarmed (unlike their white ‘Mas-
ters‘) and wounded with weapons.

Achebe labels Conrad as being racist and points to the regular use 
of the word ‘ nigger ‘ and ‘ savages ‘ in the novel ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘. 
Descriptions of the Africans as having few other traits apart from being 
uncivilized and backward, runs counter to Achebe’s historical knowledge 
of a tribe known as the Fang people, living close to the river Congo at that 
time who were masters of the sculptured form and who created a mask 
that was given to Maurice Vlamink in 1905, around about the same time 
that European Art was being reinvigorated by African Art and also at the 
inception of Cubism. Achebe refers to the traveler to a foreign country 
that has a closed mind, alluding to Joseph Conrad’s flawed literary crea-
tion, Marlow and by association to Conrad, himself. 

Fig. 7 and 8: Heart 
Of Darkness, Joseph 
Conrad, Catherine 
Anyango, David Zane 
Mairowitz  (2010)
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In a Guardian review of her visual interpretation of ‘ Heart Of Dark-
ness ‘, Michael Faber extols Anyango’s drawing skills and ability to create 
a sense of dread throughout the book, but suggests that Mairowitz’s edit-
ing of the text from Conrad’s original novel makes the reading somewhat 
disjointed and that certain key points have been overlooked altogether. 
The use of the word ‘ nigger ‘ that Conrad employs with such frequency in 
the original novel has been censored, perhaps lessening the impact of the 
obscene dehumanization of the African slaves. Faber further suggests that 
the Graphic Novel may have been more successful had it been produced 
as a wordless narrative and criticizes what he feels to be the visual intru-
sion of the text which detracts from Anyango’s atmospheric images, of 
which he says could successfully stand alone as images in a gallery.

Catherine Anyango, of Kenyan and Swedish descent explained that 
she did not object to Conrad’s use of the word ‘ nigger ‘ in the original 
text, suggesting that he included the word and it’s frequency of usage to 
reinforce the dehumanization of the Africans by the Europeans colonizing 
the Congo – a perspective that has been challenged elsewhere by Chinua 
Achebe.‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘ was Conrad’s fictional response to his voyages 
to the Congo and is a testament to the callous exploitation of indigenous 
people. The book depicts examples of the historic plundering of the region 
of the Congo, in this case for Ivory, the widespread exploitation of natural 
resources and the misuse of the Congolese as slaves, of whom many were 
murdered, tortured, raped and maimed through the process of coloniza-
tion. Frantz Fanon gives a powerful description of the impact of the coloniz-
ing process: ‘ Colonial domination, because it is total and tends to oversim-
plify, very soon manages to disrupt in spectacular fashion the cultural life 
of a conquered people. This cultural obliteration is made possible by the 
negation of cultural reality, by new legal relations introduced by the occupy-
ing power, by the banishment of the natives and their customs to outlying 
districts by colonial society, by expropriation, and by the systematic enslav-
ing of men and women ‘ [14]. 

Based on Conrads’s original fictional novel, Anyango and Zane’s 
adaptation takes the reader deep into the heart of the Belgian occupation 
of the Congo and vividly illustrates the exploitation and violence inherent 
in this undertaking .In her interpretation of the story Anyango visualizes 
the brutality of the relationships between master and slave. Her expres-
sive depictions of the black slaves rendered in charcoal, graphite and ink 
are not caricatures but believable representations of individuals - their 
vulnerabilities are visible. She depicts them as human beings engaged in 
a range of activities, bent double bearing heavy loads, following defer-
entially behind their white ‘ masters ‘, or chained together with hunters 
pointing guns at them, a far cry from the caricatured, stereotypical depic-
tions of black slaves in Herge’s comic book ‘ Tin Tin In The Congo ‘ of 
which Anyango has described as ‘ ridiculous ‘.

Anyango’s visual depictions of the Congolose are shadowy and ghost 
like in places, similar to grainy photographs. Images of them include 
slaves chained together, depersonalized and walking through anonymous 
landscapes or carrying large, heavy tusks, their faces are often blurred 
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and of less character than the white Belgians, who for the most part are 
represented in a more detailed style, perhaps to represent and reinforce 
the Belgian’s perceptions of the Africans as anonymous and lacking in 
individuality. The Africans are often depicted as physically smaller in 
scale than the Europeans, to amplify the striking contrast of the power 
dynamics between both groups and the representations of the colonizers 
often dominate the frame and in some scenes, fill the whole frame.

Anyango and Zane’s interpretation explores relationships between 
the white European perpetrators and the victimized slaves and includes 
representations that do not gloss over the historical truths of violence, 
oppression and domination that has been suppressed in earlier represen-
tations of the colonization of Africa within the field of much literature for 
both adult and child audiences. For example, the Babar Stories start with 
the removal of the young elephant from the Jungle and tell the story of his 
gradual ‘ civilization ‘ through his relationship with his benefactor, the ‘ 
Old Lady ‘who teaches him to become an ‘ adult ‘ in a civilized society. 
In his book ‘ The Empire’s Old Clothes ‘ author Ariel Dorfman discusses 
how such narratives contain embedded themes that suggest Africa is 
metaphorically represented as a child and Europe as an adult and this 
ties in with the views of writers such as Chinua Achebe. Such narratives 
have been repeatedly recycled throughout history, with the supposedly ‘ 
uncivilized countries ‘ being colonized by white Europeans, who in an at-
tempt to impose their own cultural identity onto a country, systematically 
undermine the invaded cultures, traditions and practices through the use 
of force and re education. Psychological, physical and spiritual territories 
are also invaded, in the case of Africa with the arrival of European mis-
sionaries who impose their mostly Christian doctrines upon the Africans, 
negating the indigenous people’s spirituality and beliefs and replacing 
these with Christian values.

Another, more recent interpretation of Heart Of Darkness, was com-
missioned by The Folio Society in 2014. The illustrator Sean Mc Sorley won 
the annual Folio Society competition whilst studying for his MA. His aes-

Fig. 9 and 10: Joseph 
Conrad, Sean Mc Sor-
ley, Heart Of Darkness  
(2014)
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thetic is a mixture of mono print and digital collage, which enabled him to 
create atmospheric and sometimes ambiguous images. Mc Sorley had read 
the novel whilst studying English Literature at degree level and prior to em-
barking on his Masters in illustration. The predominant use of the compli-
mentary colours red and green throughout the illustrations, combined with 
the strategic and limited linear drawings and textures, create unsettling 
atmospheres and aid in the cohesiveness of the series of images. In places, 
the rust - like textures have an appearance of blood and it is difficult to know 
whether or not violence has occurred. There is psychological space within 
the images for a reader to project them selves into the story and imagine the 
perspectives of both the African slaves and the Europeans.

Suppression Or Inclusion
Progressive American educator Herbert Kohl, in the provocatively titled 
‘ Shall We Burn Babar?‘ speaks about revisiting the Babar books as an 
adult when he had children of his own and recounts having loved them 
as a child. He now questions the suitability of such books being available 
to children and this theme will be explored in more depth later, whereby 
he suggests new directives for exposure to and engagement with these 
stories. Similar to Dorfman’s interpretation of the Babar stories, Kohl is 
critical of both the embedded themes found within, which run parallel 
with the colonization of Africa and of the lightly veiled implications that 
Africans were, to use Rousseau’s paternalistic and insulting linguistic 
terminology,‘ Noble Savages ‘ who needed to be civilized and indoctri-
nated into the ways of the European. Kohl draws attention to a notably 
disturbing illustration depicting the younger Babar and Celeste driving 
out of the forest in a car, wearing smart Parisian clothing, whilst his mo-
ther follows behind, running naked on all fours. The message at this point 
is clear, Babar is now newly civilized and has taken on the mantle of the 
sophisticated white European, whilst his mother is an inferior African who 
is represented as naked, childlike and uncivilized, running on all fours in a 
manner similar to a crawling child.

Kohl interprets the character of ‘The Old Lady’ as being an allegory 
for Capitalism and power. Babar’s creator De Brunhoff does not explain 
where her wealth comes from, but it is clear that she holds power over Ba-
bar as she controls the money and he has none of his own, but is well pro-
vided for in terms of food and shelter. Dorfman reinforces this viewpoint 
further by referencing the visuals which most clearly depict the messages 
conveyed in the illustrations, ‘ they form an indispensable nexus between 
nudity and clothing, between backwardness and development, between 
the forest and the Old Lady. You could almost say that it is the cruel per-
secution by men that urges the elephants to depend on her. Only if they 
progress will these devastating events not be repeated. Only if they equal 
Europe, and manifest all the evangelical signs of inclusion in the civilized 
world, will the executioner, and therefore the victim, vanish. The message 
is: assimilate. ‘ [15] This perspective is shared by Amilcar Cabral, who de-
scribes Imperialism as the domination and often genocide of a country’s 
indigenous people by a foreign dictatorial force who impose their values 
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and beliefs and suppress those of the ‘ other ‘. ‘ This, for example, is the 
case with the so-called theory of progressive assimilation of native popula-
tions, which turns out to be only a more or less violent attempt to deny the 
culture of the people in question [16]. 

‘ How To Read Donald Duck ‘ an anti -imperialist book written by Chil-
ean authors Ariel Dorfman and Armand Mattelart , along with other books 
containing leftfield political themes, were banned and burned in Chile  in 
the 1970s and many Chilean leftfield authors , artists and thinkers were 
imprisoned , tortured and sometimes killed for challenging the dominant 
political thinking at the time. Certain picture books, in particular, were con-
demned as containing Marxist ideologies. Dorfman and Armand claimed 
that Disney stories aim to sanitize childhood experiences and that Disney 
comics and animations are embedded with one sided imperialist perspec-
tives which indoctrinate children with such values and therefore suppress 
insight into broader political themes. The writers suggested that children 
consequently internalize such frameworks for the world and later impose 
these onto their adult worlds and as a consequence of such indoctrination 
they propose that such narratives infantilize adults. They claimed that the 
narratives running through Disney Comics encouraged capitalism, suggest-
ed that America was a superior force in the world and encouraged children 
from other parts of the world to aspire to the American way of life and to 
reject their own cultures as being inferior. Armand and Dorfman criticized 
the content and themes as being one - dimensional and of suppressing the 
more challenging and colourful experiences of childhood.

There are parallels here with the theories of Educator and Philosopher 
Matthew Lipman, who introduced the concept of teaching Philosophy and 
critical thinking to young children as an antidote to accepting stories at face 
value.  Lipman used picture books as an analytical tool and encouraged chil-
dren to discuss and unpick the deeper meanings embedded within certain 
stories. In his book ‘ The Empire’s Old Clothes ‘, published in 1983, Dorf-
man revisits his critical analysis of popular culture as imposing a set of rigid 
perspectives on the reader. He writes, ‘ Mass Media Fiction, as opposed to 
Art, leaves hardly any space for interpretation by the audience.  ‘ [17] 

Conclusion
In Catherine Anyango and David Zane Mairowitz’ retelling of Conrad’s ‘ 
Heart Of Darkness ‘ we find a narrative which more truthfully reflects the 
actions of white Europeans in Africa at a point in history where Empires 
were being built at the expense and suffering of indigenous people and 
animals. Instead of representing the Africans as barbarous savages, they 
have been humanized through Anyango’s expressive visual representa-
tions. They have been not been subjected to caricature or visualized as 
savages, thus making the story and the events that unfold very uncom-
fortable reading. This interpretation of Conrad’s classic novel is powerful 
because it attempts to tell some rather unpalatable truths about the acqui-
sition of power and wealth by white Europeans. Through a post – colonial 
lens, Anyango instills in the African characters a humanity missing in both 
Conrad and Herge’s representations.
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‘ In the United States today there is a tendency to reject the insulting 
racial stereotypes so common in the thirties and forties. Just look at The 
Travels Of Babar. Remember the cannibals who wanted to devour our King 
and Queen of the tropical island without realizing that they were dealing 
with already civilized flesh. ‘ [18] In a revised version of ‘ The Empire’s Old 
Clothes ‘ Dorfman also points out that for Babar’s 55th anniversary the origi-
nal caricatured visual representations of black characters was suppressed.

‘ This procedure of admitting the negative features, and consigning 
them to a remote past, can also be found in a large portion of contempo-
rary mass market children’s literature, but with a different twist ‘. [19] 

Such negative and damning truths were suppressed in stories such as 
the Babar books, Tin Tin In The Congo and Rudyard Kipling ‘s stories for 
children. Herbert Kohl , in the concluding chapter of his book ‘Shall We Burn 
Babar? Questioning Power In Children’s Literature ‘ recounts a conversation 
he had about the first story in the Babar series: ‘ I remember talking about 
Babar with a friend of mine who is a black South African from Capetown. I 
showed him the book, and he stopped at the second page, the one where the 
hunter is shooting Babar’s mother. He told me that if children in his commu-
nity saw that hunter, dressed in safari clothes with his white pith helmet, their 
response would not be sympathy with Babar and sadness over the death of his 
mother so much as hatred of the colonial with a gun. ‘ [20]

Kohl finally questions whether the original Babar books should be 
destroyed, as they are so offensive to Africans, but also questions the valid-
ity of such censorship. He suggests an alternative to this, which would be to 
store them in a private library and allow them to be read by children under 
supervision by teachers in an attempt not to suppress history, but as a way to 
teach and encourage the development of critical thinking skills. In the spirit 
of the progressive educator of Philosophy Matthew Lipman, Kohl believes 
in using picture books as a valuable educational tool to open up discussion 
around challenging themes. Like Lipman, he believes that young children 
should be taught to evaluate words and pictures critically, rather than 
taking them at face value. Within the context of group learning, he creates 
opportunities for children to learn about and question cultural and political 
themes embedded in stories and enables them to make connections and 
associations and to read between the lines. Kohl proposes that children 
intuitively know when a picture book is telling a story that involves inequity 
but also helps them to address what is missing, as in the scene of the killing 
of Babar’s mother by the hunter. Kohl points out to them the truths that are 
not being told and in doing so, helps the child gain an understanding of the 
bigger picture of historically devastating events. 

David Zane Morowitz and Catherine Anyango’s powerful interpreta-
tion of Conrad’s  ‘Heart Of Darkness ‘, although not suitable for a very 
young audience due to it’s highly disturbing content and aesthetic, gives 
the African slaves a place in history and presents a more accurate picture of 
their experiences. Anyango highlights the more disturbing language used to 
describe the Africans in Conrad’s original narrative, ‘One of the main criti-
cisms of the book is the way that Conrad describes the ‘natives’ – criminals, 
enemies, rebels, savages, niggers … On the surface these are negative, a 
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close reading reveals that he uses the words to draw attention to their hol-
lowness, and undermine the regime that has made them acceptable ‘ [21].

Unlike Achebe, Anyango defends the original book with all its flaws, 
although she acknowledges the often difficult content,‘ It would be sad to 
dismiss the book on racist terms, because it deals with the complexities 
of our prejudices towards people. Our attitudes, which are not always as 
clean cut or as pleasant as we would like to believe‘[22]. Her interpretation 
and acceptance of the story demonstrates a sophisticated psychological 
understanding of the complexities of human nature and the importance 
of acknowledging historical truths, no matter how disturbing they might 
be. Anyango goes on to question whether or not Conrads’ book of the 
Belgian occupation of The Congo was or was not racist. The character 
Marlow in the story is an autobiographical representation of Conrad him-
self and he includes language that would have been used at the time to 
describe the African slaves. Anyango points out that the white characters 
are represented in a negative light too, but that the representations are 
not loaded with linguistic terminology as to render them less than human, 
as with the Africans. ‘By presenting Marlow as a realistic Victorian with 
unformed views, and avoiding fantasy, he gives the events and horror 
an extra ring of truth, a weight and authority. Along with the Casement 
Report, Heart of Darkness exposed the true nature of the Belgian occupa-
tion to the rest of the world. Thirty years later the ridiculous Tintin in the 
Congo was commissioned to show the occupation as a great and benign 
civilising force. ‘ [23] She defends the original novel by suggesting that it 
was Conrad’s intention to show, through the character Marlow, the true 
horrors of the occupation, whereas Achebe believes that Conrad’s views 
were closely aligned with his fictional narrator.

Author Perry Nodelman takes the theme of colonization further and 
draws parallels between the Colonialization of Africa by Europeans and 
that of children’s minds by adults. He questions whether children behave 
the ways they do because of our perceptions of them. ‘The irony in that 
is as obvious as it is depressing: if our thinking about children is an act of 
colonization, then it is in fact ourselves we are 

Colonizing, ourselves we are oppressing—albeit at one remove.’ [24] 
Nodelman, commenting on Edward Said’s theories about Orientalism , 
describes the European’s perception of Oriental people as the ‘other ‘ , 
inferior and weak and how , in a similar way , adults perceive children as 
being passive , inferior and weak compared to themselves . He claims that 
the stories we give our children to read is a form of imperialism in that we, 
as the adults who are presumably in possession of superior knowledge, 
write the stories and content that they read and that children themselves 
play no role in this process. What might be considered to be a ‘ good ‘ 
story is one in which the child is taught to be selfless and moral. Perhaps 
this is why books in which children are portrayed as powerful and expres-
sive, such as in Maurice Sendak’s anarchic ‘ Where The Wild Things Are 
‘ were considered to be so threatening that at the time of it’s first publica-
tion, the book was banned from libraries. M. Daphne Kutzer comes to a 
similar conclusion as Nodelman, suggesting that children are colonized 
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by parents who project their hopes, values and expectations onto them 
and expect them to uphold these once they reach adulthood . ‘ But chil-
dren’s texts provide a cultural mirror for adult fears and desires. They are 
important cultural artifacts and can have a lasting effect …’ [25]

The innocence of childhood may well be a myth, constructed by adults 
as a denial of the reality of life from a child’s perspective – one might also 
say that the representation Conrad brought to his readers of the African 
characters in ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘ were mythological, but rather than inno-
cents they were represented as monsters. Most children’s books are created 
by adults and are reflective of this mythology of innocence and characters 
often model behaviours that adults would like to see in children. Progres-
sive thinkers such as Matthew Lipman and Herbert Kohl suggest that chil-
dren should play a more active role in the analyses of stories and that they 
are far more capable of understanding underlying themes such as inequity, 
than we give them credit for. Stories such as ‘ Babar ‘ were written at a time 
when uncomfortable themes were not deemed suitable for inclusion or 
discussion, hence the suppression of the facts of the colonization of Africa 
and the truth of the brutal killing of Babar’s mother. Information relating to 
the more uncomfortable facts of Colonization and Imperialism are mostly 
suppressed in these stories. Like many other stories that cast Europeans 
as heroes and indigenous people such as Africans or Native Americans as 
savages, animations, comic books and film have historically suppressed 
large parts of narratives that are now being called into question. Ariel Dorf-
man writes about the Lone Ranger stories as an example of narratives that 
aimed to suppress a more truthful representation of facts and discusses 
themes including the representations of the passive behaviour of the Native 
Americans who, according to the storylines in these comics, did not seem to 
protest at the colonization of their lands.

‘Perhaps what we call “child- hood” is always an imaginative con-
struct of the adult mind, always 

being moved not only outwards to blind us to our actual perceptions 
of contemporary children but also backwards into the past, to blind us to 
our memories of our actual past experiences. Perhaps there 

never was a childhood as innocent, as creative, as spontaneous as 
adults like to imagine. Perhaps children are always more like adults than 
adults are ever able to see. ‘ [26] This exploration of the intertwined 
themes of Colonialism and Imperialism began with the suggestion that a 
series of supposedly innocent stories about a young elephant in the Afri-
can jungle were really an allegory relating to the Colonization of Africa. 
The journey has taken us to the unsettling territories of Joseph Conrad’s 
classic ‘ Heart Of Darkness ‘ and the supposedly lighthearted but ques-
tionable interpretation of the European colonization of Africa within the 
playfully rendered story of Tin Tin’s expedition to the African Congo. 
We have finally landed in the psychological territory of the child’s mind 
and might now begin to question the impact children’s literature might 
have on that permeable and malleable space and liken it to the European 
imposition of values and power onto Non European cultures as a way to 
understand the power imbalances between adult and child. Progressive 
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thinkers such as Perry Nodelman suggest that the relationship between 
children and adult authors is Imperialistic in as much as the writers are in 
a position of power in which they are able to impose their own political, 
social and moral perspectives and values into the material that children 
consume and ultimately internalize as their own. In this concluding state-
ment, Nodelman presents us with a challenging question:

‘By now I’ve persuaded myself that child psychology and children’s 
literature are imperialist activities; I hope I’ve persuaded you. And 
most of us at least claim to dislike imperialism. So what should we do 
about it? What can we do about it? ‘[27]
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Abstract

The notion of the meme began with Richard Dawkins’ media-gene 
metaphor before a further propagation and refinement by psychologist 
Susan Blackmore. Removed from this original contextualisation, within 
today’s colloquial understanding of ‘Internet memes,’ one important as-
pect relating to Dawkins’ original metaphor is still relevant. The Internet 
meme as a unit of cultural exchange, in order to survive, has to reproduce. 
With this in mind I will explore examples of memes that function and 
spread primarily through a process of image-media led reproduction and 
subsequent mutation. This is a contemporary, intuitively anxious process 
that has drawn association with Soviet Film-maker Dziga Vertov’s ‘visual 
bond’ concept of media led social bonding.

Introduction
This paper will begin by concentrating on the origins and journeys of 
recuperated illustrated content within Internet memes, focusing on 
correlations between underground comics or ‘comix’ and the opera-
tions and motivation for the production and exchange of memes. Con-
centrating on the webcomic derived character ‘Pepe the Frog’, I will 
explore a process in which meaning is informed and organised towards 
audiences far beyond the potential of the original illustrated material. 

Specifically, I aim to identify 
occurrences in which memes 
bridge groups and identities pri-
marily through association with 
image, rather than any coherent 
discourse provided by text.  

 By beginning my explora-
tion with seemingly ideologically 
neutral sources of comics-based 
imagery, my intention is to 
explore the culture in which im-
ages can be reused and re– con-
textualised within divergent and 
sometimes contrasting national, 
individual or group identities. 

1 Arts University Bournemouth, Illustration, Fern Barrow, Poole BH12 5BB.

Fig. 1. T.H.E. Fox 
(Ekaitis, 1986 )
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1. Poor Image of the Webcomic/Comix
Beginning in the early 1980’s, digital communication networks have been 
used for the distribution of illustrated image inspired by the paper page-
based comic tradition. ‘T.H.E. Fox,’ first published by Joe Ekaitis in 1986, 
a simple single panel gag comic, drawn with a digital drawing program 
called KoalaPad on the now obsolete Commodore 64 is an early example 
of such media [1].

The Internet has been an awkward and uncomfor table forum 
for the reading and reproduction of such material. From the begin-
nings, webcomics have been read through a succession of ill-fitting, 
sometimes-malfunctioning web browsers [2]. Often the comics can 
appear garish, the ar twork limited by the abilities of illustrators 
to successfully operate complicated, constantly evolving graphics 
software.  In many examples, the imagery will be pixelated or simply 
poorly scanned pen drawn images.

In common with, and somewhat coextensive to the tradition of the 
underground comic or ‘comix’ from the latter twentieth century, audi-
ences are quick to forgive such indiscretions. Dominick Grace in his in-
troduction to a book of interviews with the acclaimed underground comic 
book artist Chester Brown, describes examples of these earlier comics as 
‘mostly in black and white though sometimes hand-colored’ and ‘placed 
in comic and music shops and book stores and sold inexpensively or often 
traded by mail’ had the ‘appeal for the reader of being in the know,’ con-
tributing to a ‘cultish appeal’ [3].

In aid of this ‘cultish appeal’ and in common with other ‘DIY’ 
media such as zines, underground comix take ownership of limita-
tions. Like zines, they ‘store “traces” of their attendant cultural con-
text in their very objecthood;’ their ‘ephemerality and frailty ’ become 
seen as ‘the source of the strength’ [4]. These visual and physical 
frailties have become the markers from which groups and individuals 
might identify themselves as in- opposition to the mainstream. It is 
towards these markers that I would draw associations with ar tist and 
filmmaker Hito Steyerl’s reflections on ‘poor image’, specifically, to 
her use of the concept ‘visual bonds.’

In her ar ticle, ‘In Defense of the Poor Image,’ Steyerl attempts to 
reinter pret soviet filmmaker Dziga Ver tov ’s concept of ‘visual bonds’ 
from its base as a ‘sor t of communist , visual, Adamic language that 
could not only inform or enter tain, but also organize its viewers’ [ 5]. 
She holds up examples of Internet distributed content as a contem-
porary example of such ‘visual bonds’. She asser ts that by ‘losing its 
visual substance it recovers some of its political punch and creates a 
new aura around it . This aura is no longer based on the permanence 
of the “original,” but on the transience of the copy ’. Steyerl states 
that in a sense, Ver tov ’s dream has come true, ‘if mostly under the 
rule of a global information capitalism whose audiences are linked 
almost in a physical sense by mutual excitement , affective attune-
ment , and anxiety.’
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2. The Meme as Illustrated Counterculture
In visual and structural commonality with underground comix, there 
remains a place that has aligned itself with a rejection of standards of 
quality and clarity of reproduction together with a disregard for the con-
straints of copyright dictated by a conventional marketplace.

In our contemporary image environment, the meme is now perhaps 
the most widespread marker of illustrated counterculture. A place which 
acceptable norms of commercial exchange and standards of image repro-

duction are excluded and rejected. 
In many cases, it is the rejection of 
standards that forms a primary part of 
what the image is celebrating (Fig. 2.).  

In the case of underground com-
ics, an audience identifies knowingly 
with, and possibly requires the hand 
made and the misprinted as a facet 
of such material, illustrators would 
seek to engage with and play with 
this expectation. The illustrator Matt 
Furie created the comic ‘Playtime’ 
for print in the early part of the new 
millennium. He utilised redundant 

tools such as Microsoft paint to digitally produce the images together with 
a home use dot-matrix printer to print it. The work had an audience; it 
was distributed in limited numbers amongst like-minded people around 
the San Francisco bay area [6].

In 2005 Matt Furie uploaded his pen and ink drawn webcomic to the 
social networking site Myspace (Fig. 3).

It was from this forum that 
a larger, more diverse audience 
became connected to his character 
‘Pepe the Frog’. By 2009, the ‘feels 
good man’ Pepe had spread across 
the Internet, however, Matt Furie 
had already retreated from the 
Internet after being offered oppor-
tunities to have his work published 
conventionally [7]. 

Pepe the Frog had been distributed across forums and message boards, 
to an audience far larger than the one Mat Furie’s Pepe would be accessing 
through traditional physical publishing. This imagery based upon his cartoon 
was no longer his own, it had been edited, re-attributed and spread many 
times over. Analogous to the process portrayed by Hito Steyerl; distributed by 
audiences ‘linked almost in a physical sense by mutual excitement, affective 
attunement, and anxiety,’ Pepe the Frog had become a meme.

What unites this audience is the identification with a diverse set of 
distributed images and media, as a marker of a type of knowing other-
ness. This occurs within an evolving and intuitively anxious process with 

Fig. 2. Water marked 
rare pepe meme (Un-
known Author, 2014)

Fig. 3. Boy’s club strip 
uploaded to Myspace 
(Furie, 2005)
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which an important aspect related to Richard Dawkins original media/
gene metaphor is still relevant [8]. In order to survive, the Internet meme, 
as a unit of cultural exchange, has to reproduce. In the vast majority of 
cases, the success of the meme is observable by the spread and subse-
quent mutated quality of this visual social bonding, rather than any easily 
associated text or literary quality. It is within the visual bond that the 
memes ability to transcend singular notions of identity resides, an ability 
to be all things for all people, all at the same time.

3. Divided Individuals within Physical Space
Studies analysing the effects of globalisation and trends in national iden-
tity [9], [10], will offer up differing visions on the effects of globally con-
nected societies. With discussion of opposing primordial and modernist 
theories of nationalism prompting differing methodologies and interpre-
tations of data [11] as taken; maybe it is also the way we perceive the sets 
of data that make up an identity that should be questioned.

Taking an interpretive approach to a ‘need to consider the multi-
dimensional nature of national identity’ [11] in reference to collections 
of such data, relevant here would be Gilles Deleuze’s “Postscript on Socie-
ties of Control”. In this essay Deleuze suggests that the contemporary self 
should not simply be understood as an individual identity struggle within 
the mass, but rather of ‘dividuals’ [12].

…The corporation constantly presents the brashest rivalry as a healthy 
form of emulation, an excellent motivational force that opposes 
individuals against one another and runs through each, dividing each 
within... We no longer find ourselves dealing with the mass/individual 
pair. Individuals have become “dividuals,” and masses, samples, data, 
markets, or “banks.” [13]

In this way, we can see a shift from perceiving people as value, towards a 
state where it is the data itself produced by individuals that has become 
valuable. Within our society this value has the power not just to divide the 
mass into groups of individuals but also to divide identities from within. 

Theorist Kazys Varnelis, in reference to Deleuze, utilises the ‘di-
vidual’ and offers us an idea of how this divided self operates in today’s 
social media environment. Varnelis puts forward the idea that we are 
made up of multiple inhabiting and overlapping electronically mediated 
relationships or ‘tele-cocoons’ [14] 

While we might understand that these telecocoons ‘create private 
space, thereby overcoming the problems that distance introduces into our 
lives’ [14], it may also follow that problems of space itself are overcome. 
More than one individual (or more accurately dividual) could be assumed 
to be occupying the same physical space at the same time. It is within the 
means and practices of affirming multiple others that these overlapping 
dividual elements are made liminally apparent. 

By broadcasting, signifying and interacting; the construction and 
sharing of internet memes makes up a predominately visual culture 
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placed into unexpected and 
surprising contexts. The physical 
world itself is an unexpected 
context of such phenomena. 

However, in a straightfor-
ward sense, here is a place where 
meme content can be found. At 
protests and rallies across the 
United States, people are dressing 
up and interacting as physical 
manifestations of illustrated 
memes [15], [16].

This is a direct translation 
from the non-physical to the 
physical world; an expansion on 
the Internet meme operating in 
a real-world context. With this 

meme infiltration of the real-world, a process has begun where signifiers 
created away from the spectre of the Internet (such as the MAGA hat) 
could now be seen to operate in a memetic fashion, within the physical 
world (Fig. 4).

4. Joke Images and the Nation State 
The New Zealand Flag Consideration Project is another example of an 
unexpected context for such material. In 2014, a public engagement pro-
cess launched in order to seek out designs, ideas and discussion for a new 
national flag for New Zealand [17]. Inevitably alongside serious proposals, 
individuals subverted this open submission process for humorous pur-
poses. Out of these submissions one entry was the ‘Te Pepe’ flag authored 
by ‘David Astil from Waikato’ [18] a seemingly anonymous pseudonym. 

Despite indifference to the actual process of picking a new flag and 
low turn out to real-world events [19], the online project received wide-
spread recognition [20]. It gained this attention and disrupted the official 
narrative on the basis of meme like in-jokes submitted as flags in the 
initial stages of the consultation process.   

Interestingly these in-jokes, 
operating at the expense of the 
process, inadvertently placed the 
focus back on the original debate. 
Both the sincere mission to rede-
fine New Zealand’s national iden-
tity, together with a notion of the 
absurdity of this aim can be seen 
to have occupied the same space. 
By association, all flags within the 
Consideration Project may also 
be considered as occupied by this 
divided reasoning. This duplicity 

Fig. 4. Journalist’s 
tweet about trump sup-
porter dressed as Pepe 
(Twitter, 2017)

Fig. 5. Te Pepe flag 
(Astil, 2015)
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was made possible partially because it happened in a non-physical space; 
a semi-anonymous online forum.  

This was a forum created in ignorance of the most sophisticated prac-
tices of socially mediated relationships and communications. Neverthe-
less, with a constrained focus on socially deposited image, emboldened 
by connections to the powerful institution of government; it found itself 
operating beyond its original intentions. Relevant again to Varnelis, in ref-
erence to Deleuze’s dividual; this forum became yet another electronical-
ly mediated space for multiple inhabiting and overlapping relationships. 

In this space, indeterminable relationships between divided parts of 
diverse individuals are inevitably bonded. Perhaps because of the limited 
social intention of this forum, a sophisticated visual element of the net-
worked operations of image, the poor image is brought to the forefront in 
this process of social bonding.

In these flags, Irony and kitsch ‘Kiwiana’ [21] inhabit the same space 
as sincere symbols of sporting prowess or historical injustice. These 
convene with identifiers of trans-national meme knowingness such as the 
Nyan rainbow or Pepe the Frog. Overall, the operations of the poor image 
can be seen as evident as an underling framework for many of these flags.

This framework and these details can be understood to make up fluid 
masses, samples or datasets. Again, returning to Varnelis, these datasets 
operate with the power to affirm an individual’s identity in a further affir-
mation of the ‘identity of multiple others in a relentless potlatch’ [14]. 

In the case of internet memes (and Internet exchanged imagery in 
general), this process of mutual affirmation is signified by knowing visual 
cues that in many cases operate in a similar fashion to jokes [22]. They 
can be both public and private, serious and irrelevant, meaningful and 
meaningless. We can consider this a relationship mediated by multitudes 
of digital cultural elements in a state of constant divided feedback; a mass 
of democratic yet potentially dangerous noise.

5. Hate Text, Poor Image 
Media Theorist McKenzie Wark on the subject of Hito Steyerl’s poor image, 
suggests that ‘the poor image is not something that can just be celebrated. It 
is also the vehicle for hate speech and spam. The poor image is a democratic 
one, but in no sense, is the democratic an ideal speech situation’ [23]

In the case of the ‘Te Pepe’ flag, the authors proposed a ‘deep rela-
tionship with our ancestors, their spirit, land and culture’ would not be 

seen in the realm of hate speech, but rather 
as a joke. But what is the joke on? Does it 
regard the ethnic relationships and history 
that make up the national identity of New 
Zealand? Is the tag of multiculturalism 
intended as an undermining element, as 
a sneer in the direction of that factor of 
statehood? Is the Māori language used 
sincerely or is this also to be interpreted as 
an attempt at debasement?

Fig. 6. 4chan derived 
Pepe from July 2015 

(Unknown Author, 
2015) 
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We might consider these interpretations in light of racist or ‘alt-right’ 
associations with the Pepe meme (Fig. 6 ). However, the initial linkages 
which led the image to be included in the anti-defamation league’s hate 
symbol database [24] were made and encouraged [25] in the months sub-
sequent to the original submission of the ‘Te Pepe’ flag.

Even without this hindsight, the status of the text as a joke can be 
understood when contextualised by image. This is akin to the placement 
of a  in order to indicate a sarcastic nature of a passage of online text 
(i.e. Poe’s Law2). Even with this as the case, the question of what the joke 
is on would remain ambiguous. This ambiguity is necessary to empower 
the meme, enabling it to spread in affirmation of divergent, sometimes 
contrasting audiences and tastes.

Following this, the wider context forces a further reckoning of the 
joke. In this case, the government officiated network environment that the 
text and image is delivered within, exists in contrast with the poor image 
of the flags design. This is an absurd event. This absurdity is heightened if 
the participant is in on the joke. A prior knowledge of the operations and 
culture of existing online environments and frameworks from which such 
content would usually propagate is one way of being ‘in on the joke’.

6. Media Manipulation 
A recent report regarding new media technologies and manipulation of 
media [26] defines these environments as places where mostly anony-
mous users ‘communicate high status through slang, in-jokes, and subtle 
conversational cues’ It goes on to state that, ‘taken as a whole, these 
communities may feel that by manipulating media outlets, they gain some 
status and a measure of control over an entrenched and powerful institu-
tion, which many of them distrust and dislike.’ 

As an example of this, the report offers the case of a 4chan in-joke 
(evolved into a hoax), that led to broadcaster Oprah Winfrey warning her 
viewers that a known paedophile network “has over 9000 penises and 
they’re all... raping... children.” 

In comparison, The Pepe the Frog entry to the New Zealand flag con-
sideration project is a high profile yet relatively benign example of such a 
manipulation. The true intentions of any discernible author unclear, in a 
way intentionally so.

Feasibly then, it is a wider question of a dominant mood in our society. 
Are we witnessing the use of powerful new technologies driving a reaction-
ary impetus within wider society? Or is it a pre-existing impulse of our 
system that inevitably makes use of the most powerful tools at its disposal?

In order to explore this, we should return to ‘David Astil’. The 
proposed creator of the Pepe the Frog flag is stated as being from ‘Wai-
kato’. The mention of such an innocuous place; might this be another 
item that is understood as a joke? If so the punch-line is rather unclear, 
consequently the joke is inoffensive. 

2 The observation that, on the Internet, without a clear indication of the author’s intent, it is impossible 
to tell the difference between sincerity and parody.
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With similarities to this we should go on to consider a later event 
originating within (and joking about) the same location. However, this 
event is a more direct and malevolent manifestation of the in-joke within 
the forums of new media. A joke that found notoriety through perceptions 
of offensiveness and interactions with real world power.

In October 2017 the creator of the ‘S**t Towns of New Zealand’ Facebook 
page had to go into hiding after receiving ‘almost 20 death threats.’ The page 
manager, ‘who asked to remain anonymous’, says he was ‘forced to hide his 
identity and where he lives because of concerns for his safety’ [27] The rhetoric 
around this event escalated when the South Waikato District Mayor Jenny Shat-
tock stated ‘The people who write that sort of rubbish should be shot’ [28]. 

Through the interactions of new media technologies with entrenched 
and powerful institutions, we might be led to imagine a world where the 
agenda is set by anonymous communities, and masses of data. But within 
individual actions by the powerful, increasingly we can see power reas-
serting its dominance over this data. In any fashion as Deleuze might have 
it; data that was originally created in service of the corporation [13]. 

This would seem to be an intuitive process in regards to the actions of 
Mayor Jenny Shattock. After receiving criticism, she went on to qualify her 
original statement by describing it as being made ‘tongue in cheek’ and said 
‘in the same sort of satirical vein as that Facebook page evidently is’ [28]. 

Utilising the spectre of violence under the guise of a joke isn’t a new 
phenomenon in internet terms. Looking at the practice in connection to a 
current focus on the alt-right, this type of ‘weaponised irony’ [29], can be 
understood as ‘a mechanism for undermining the confidence of critics’ 
[30]. This is just as true for a large group of anonymous intimidators as it 
would be for an elected official, the difference is the context of the deliv-
ery; top-down and facilitated by the real-world power of the individual. 

With this in mind, it is important to consider that there are only so 
many ways a regional mayor can interact with the malevolent possibili-
ties of networked technologies. In this case, she seems to have stumbled 
into this action. There is no systematic attempt to align herself with these 
transgressive practices of anonymous internet environments. However, a 
powerful individual who is regularly utilising such techniques (intuitively 
or otherwise), is the current president of the United States.

Donald Trump utilises Memes and other socially enabled media 
content to communicate with his support base and the wider world. He 
predominantly posts this material on the network platform Twitter. In the 
run-up to the 2016 presidential election, Trump tweeted an image originat-
ing from a far-right message board [31]. In the image, a six-pointed star was 
combined with text alleging the corrupt candidacy of his rival Hillary Clin-
ton. To some media commentators it seemed obvious that the intention of 
the crude visual element was to equate Judaism with a subtext of Clinton’s 
corrupt candidature [32]. After a backlash regarding this, the ambiguous 
visual element was removed, but of course its legacy remained. 

Returning to the Data & Society report on new media manipulation. 
Specifically, regarding this incident, the report stated ‘by posting an image 
open to multiple interpretations, the campaign maintained plausible deni-
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ability and even reframed Trump as the victim of unfounded media at-
tacks.’ Even as the initial backlash died down, the spectre of the removed 
illustration continued to provide the intended associations with anti-
Semitism. In this way, the image continued to visually bond an acceptable 
opposition to Clinton, together with extremist groups and individuals who 
Trump the presidential candidate would publicly seek to deny or disavow. 

7. Enlightened False Consciousness
By the time Donald Trump tweeted the Meme of himself portrayed as a Pepe 
the Frog like reptilian, we would assume that his political campaign must 
have been aware of the connotations drawn between the far right and this im-
age (Fig.7). They may have also been aware of the base popularity of the Pepe 
meme with publics who might find the far right distasteful. (Fig. 8). 

Paradoxically and perhaps central to the success of the visual bond 
function of the meme, is the recognition of its ubiquitousness sitting in 
simultaneous appraisal of its distinctiveness.

In hindsight then, it could be 
argued that this visual appeal to 
divergent groups of individuals was 
made by deploying the right meme 
at the right time. If we did take that 
view, it would make sense to ques-
tion; was this intuitive or strategic?

As we have established, ele-
ments of our networked communities 
know very well that, in order to affirm 
their identity, they must affirm the 
identity of others. In many cases, 
visual bonds bind people together 
with communities that publicly they 
would seek to disavow, with parts of 
themselves they would also hope to 
refute. At the same time as this they 
also act as a marker of dividual self-
awareness of this bondage. 

In his essay ‘What Rumsfeld 
Doesn’t Know That He Knows About 
Abu Ghraib,’ Slavoj Zizek highlight-
ed an interesting idea relevant to the 
self-aware dividual. 

If Rumsfeld thinks that the 
main dangers in the confronta-
tion with Iraq were the “unknown 

unknowns,” that is, the threats from Saddam whose nature we cannot 
even suspect, then the Abu Ghraib scandal shows that the main dangers 
lie in the “unknown knowns” – the disavowed beliefs, suppositions and 
obscene practices we pretend not to know about, even though they form 
the background of our public values. [33]

Fig. 7. Trump tweets 
himself as Pepe (Twit-
ter, 2015)

Fig. 8. Nicki Minaj 
Tweet (Twitter, 2015) 
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In this forth category of rhetorical understanding missing but implied 
by Rumsfeld’s original statement; the unknown knows, is a reasoning that 
appears structurally familiar when regarding Donald Trump’s engagement 
with social media. Indeed, much of his interaction with media in general. 

This is conduct that can be characterised as both a strategic and du-
plicitously intuitive engagement. It is an acceptation on principle of ‘the 
known that we intentionally refuse to acknowledge that we know’ neces-
sitated by a ‘commodified realm’ of new media’s networked dividuals. 

In this commodified system, the visual bond of the meme can be 
seen to bind dividuals to their own ironic awareness of the capitalised 
nature of their social interactions. Dividuals are liminally, if not centrally 
aware that their own ‘data flows are closely monitored and used by com-
panies for the purpose of making profit.’ [14] 

Within this tenant of such a system we might know ‘the falsehood very 
well, one is well aware of a particular interest hidden behind an ideological 
universality’, but still we do not or perhaps cannot renounce it [34.] Maybe 
it is to operate successfully within this paradoxical ‘enlightened false con-
sciousness,’ [35] evolved within new media’s operations, that the dividual 
might be motivated or persuaded to accept the trap of such a paradox.
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Abstract

This study discusses how visual narrative in children’s electronic books 
can benefit from research findings on children’s literature. In this paper 
we discuss the concept of interactivity in the context of ebooks as a 
resource that adds multimodal stimulus to visual narratives. Based on 
the work from Nikolajeva and Scott, we focus on three aspects to guide 
the design of interactive digital narratives for children: (1) ambiance, (2) 
representation of the characters and (3) the perspective of the narrative. 
The discussion is exemplified through the analysis of highly interactive 
children’s ebooks, such as story apps. The results of this investigation 
aim at providing professionals with some preliminary guidelines that can 
helping them to design interactive books for children.

1. Introduction
Picturebooks stand out as a successful approach for engaging young 
readers that have little experience in reading [8] since the narrative is pre-
sented through images, usually illustrations. In fact, images do not require 
any interpretation competence, allowing and encouraging even younger 
children to read the images [17]. Therefore, the picturebook is a particular 
“format of expression” [8] that promotes the development of children’s 
verbal literacy, stimulating the acquisition of aesthetic and cultural no-
tions through different understandings of the graphic narrative [15]. 

In this context, it is important to understand that the picturebook is 
the main editorial product for children [8] and it brings together images, 
text and different forms of narrative. The illustrations play a fundamen-
tal role as they articulate aspects that cannot be easily communicated 
through words [6, 8, 15, 17]. According to Salisbury and Styles [17] the pic-
turebook emerged out of the combination of literary texts and the visual 
arts resulting into a specific artifact for children. As such, the picturebook 
has an important role as an object of narrative and representational 
graphic art for children. Moreover, and given the enormous semiotic and 
semantic potential of picture books, reading the words and looking at the 
pictures in a picture book promotes the development of various skills [6].

Even though the traditional paper picturebook already presents 
a complex and rich narrative created by the interrelationship between 
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text and images, the digital book (e-book) extends the potential of the 
printed picture book, by including multimedia resources [21]. Some highly 
interactive formats of digital picturebooks incorporate rich multimedia 
features, such as sounds or virtual reality (often present in video games) to 
intensify the reader’s sensory experience. Some examples of such ebooks 
are story applications (Apps), which include multimedia interactivity ele-
ments into traditional narrative models.

The emergence of the touch screen and the mobility created by the 
iPad (2010) was a turning point in the history of the book, which greatly 
impacted the editorial book setor, resulting in the creation of a new type 
of narrative in the electronic format that combines the picturebook with 
technology [4, 5, 23]. Unlike the early generations of children’s ebooks 
- which consisted essentially in scans of printed books - story apps are 
software applications specifically designed to take advantage of multime-
dia and interaction features available in modern electronic devices such 
as tablets and smartphones [19].

However, despite the growing number of available ebooks “there 
is relatively little critique in the reviewing community” [23:585]. While, 
story apps provide the opportunity for including meaningful interactions 
that promote the user’s engagement with the plot in ways that printed 
books do not allow, the role of interactive features has not yet been fully 
explored [22]. Moreover, as Sargeant [19] points out, the experts them-
selves recognize the lack of standards to produce children’s electronic 
books, since there are no guidelines for the design of interactivity. This 
is understood as a problem that may be faced by illustrators, editors and 
other professionals working in the field of children’s interactive ebooks.

2. Interactivity Beyond Visual Narrative 
n Electronic Picturebooks
Printed children’s books already afford different types of physical interac-
tion and intellectual interaction [22]. Physical interaction can be provided 
at different levels such as page manipulation, pop-ups or other additional 
mechanical structures. Intellectual interaction serves to guide the reader 
through a nonlinear plot and to explore the content of the book, fostering 
the reader to solve story puzzles or to make decisions in order to under-
stand the story. Children’s book apps provide digital interaction that offers 
opportunities to interact with the story content and visual elements of the 
narrative in a way that is still unexplored.

The interaction areas in children’s ebooks provide access to multime-
dia content, favouring multimodality [13]. According to Mayer’s Interactive 
Multimodal Environments [11], such environments can be defined as envi-
ronments that include two or more modes of representation that combine 
verbal and non-verbal representations, which target different channels. 

In an extensive literature review on digital ebooks’ for children, 
Menegazzi [12] found out that the interaction areas are linked to at least 
three stimuli modalities: visual, sonorous and tactile. That is, interactivity 
in most children’s ebooks extends beyond the visual narrative, includ-
ing animations, music, sound effects and locution. However, in order to 
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trigger the multimedia elements of the application, the reader needs to 
perform certain gestures and touch codes on the graphical interfaces of 
the display, as illustrated below (Fig. 1).

In electronic picturebooks the visual 
narrative can be reinforced through the 
use of sound, generating auditory images 
that target the visual-auditory chan-
nels [2]. For example, a narrative using 
sounds such as knocking on a door, 
birds whistling, or an engine running are 
processed by the auditory and the visual/
pictorial channel. Such nonverbal coding 
enriches the narrative and helps to convey 
scenes and meaning like   images do [2]. 
According to Mayer’s Cognitive Theory 

of Multimedia Learning [9, 10] by addressing different channels (visual, 
auditory and sensorial) through images and sounds reduces the readers’ 
cognitive load, allowing them to better process the information. However, 
the design of such interactions needs to be well balanced combining visual, 
sensory and auditory stimuli in a coherent way, avoiding redundancy and 
an overload of stimuli that may distract the readers instead of engaging 
them. According to Mayer [9, 10], the mere inclusion of simple interac-
tion commands such as forward, pause, and back may assist the learner in 
processing multimedia information.

Salmon [18] argues that “multimedia and interactive features that 
motivate and engage young readers are influential factors that can potentially 
influence reading frequency.”  Although interactive and multimedia content 
certainly have this potential, interactivity should be designed in order to 
enhance the narrative experience rather than disrupting the story flow or 
distracting the reader [2, 14]. When the interactivity is used inconsistently 
without a visible connection with the narrative [2, 14] children may fail to 
understand the story. On the other hand, ebook that provide well-designed 
interactions that are congruent with the literary content and with the reading 
task tend to be more attractive and effective promoting children’s literacy [3].

The great part of research on children’s ebooks claims that the 
inclusion of any interactive feature needs to be in accordance with the 
narrative and promote the understanding of the narrative [12]. However, 
the inclusion and role of interactive features has not yet been completely 
investigated [2, 20]. In the following we present our research findings 
regarding the integration and design of interactivity in ebooks for children 
outgoing from the work of Nikolajeva and Scott’ work [15]. 

3. Literary Theory as a Guide to Design
Interactive Visual Narrative
According to Nikolajeva and Scott’ [15] the literary structure of the picture-
book is composed of three main constituents: (1) ambiance; (2) characteri-
zation of the characters; and (3) narrative perspective. Outgoing from these 
elements we discuss how these properties can be useful to guide the inclu-

Fig. 1. Diagram of mul-
timodality of ebooks 
based on Menegazzi 

[12].
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sion of interactivity in children’s ebooks. For this, we will exemplify our 
approach with two ebooks for children, namely the Goldilocks and Little Bear 
[16] and Lil ‘Red - An Interactive Story [1]. These two ebooks were selected 
due to their highly interactive visual narratives. Goldilocks and Little Bear 
(produced by Nosy Crow) received a special mention in the Fiction Book 
Category at the Bologna Ragazzi Award (2016); Lil ‘Red - An Interactive Story 
(2012), was selected based on the readers’ evaluation on the App Store. 
Conveniently both ebooks are adaptation of well-known fairy tales.

3.1. Literary Ambiance
The ambience in children’s picturebooks defines the situation and the 
story universe, where the story events occur, conveying the time and 
place where the narrative unfolds. The ambience includes the scenarios, 
providing an affective atmosphere that influences the reader emotionally. 
Depending on the literary genre and whether it is a fairy tale or a horror 
story the ambience can have different elements.  The ambience also 
represents the setup or environment where the characters are created and 
presented and in some cases it becomes personified, assuming the role of 
the narrator. Changes in the literary ambience in the different pages of the 
books are very important as they serve as an indication to show the evolu-
tion and unfolding of the story.  Such evolution can be done by changing 
the scenery, using chronological variations, changes in the tone of the 
narrative or in the stylistic character of the literary works [15].

The Goldilocks and Little Bear app [16] provides a good example of 
interaction targeting the visual ambience. The application prompts the 
reader to guide the two main characters - Goldilocks and the Little Bear - 
through the different story scenarios, simultaneously allowing the reader 
to discover other elements in the scene and even to interact with the 
elements of the scenario. Figure 2 illustrates the moment when Goldilocks 
arrives at the home of the three bears.  The reader can move the character 
within the scene by dragging it for instance to sit on the armchairs of the 
bears. By controlling the main character the reader can explore, discover 
and interact with the literary scene in his own way while enjoying the 
visual narrative. The progression of the story between the different nar-
rative spaces, for example, the forest and the house of the bears, prompts 
the reader to touch an arrow icon in the lower right corner of the screen, 
this action triggers a marked transition between the virtual pages, which 
reinforces the change of space and narrative moment.

In the Lil ‘Red app [1] the 
multimodal interactivity is also 
very well aligned with the narra-
tive ambience. Here, it is possible 
to interact with practically all 
graphic elements of the scene in 
a synesthetic way. For example, 
when the reader touches the tree-
tops an animation of the leaves 
swaying and a rustling noise is 

Fig. 2. A scene of the 
interactive ambiance 
in Goldilocks and Little 
Bear app [16].
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triggered. It is also possible to interact with the birds and the frogs, to hit 
the trunk of the trees and hear the sound of the wood “toc toc”. The in-
teraction with the elements of the scene allows the user to interfere in the 
story course. An example of this is the scene in which the user can touch 
the pine cones of a tree, which fall down awakening the Wolf (Fig.3). The 

clash of drum cymbals increases the effect, creating a funny moment
As Nikolajeva and Scott [15] explain, the literary ambience in children’s 

picturebooks, unlike the classic novels that emphasize the text, is also cre-
ated through the visual narrative of images /illustrations. While words can 
at most describe space, illustrations can effectively show it. While the verbal 
text can help the reader to “see” the ambience and the scenarios, the visual 
representation of the scenes gives the reader more freedom for interpreting 
them [15]. As previously referred, the interactivity supported by story apps 
offers the readers a synesthetic setting, allowing them to play, to listen to 
sounds in the different scenes and even to actively interfere in the narrative 
by controlling the structures of the scene or the story character’s. Thus, it is 
important to keep in mind, as it also happens with printed books, that ambi-
ences have the power to highlight and expand situations in the story, but 
they can also bring redundancy to the verbal narrative [15]. This needs to be 
taken into account when designing interactive ebooks, in order to further 
expand the narrative experience, increasing the readers’ engagement while 
avoiding unnecessary interactions.

3.2. Characters Representation 
The construction of the characters in picture books occurs especially through 
images, whereas in other literary genres it usually occurs through verbal 
descriptions. The illustrations of the characters allow even to convey their 
physical characterization, without the need for a verbal description. Addition-
ally, the illustrations may also serve to emphasize “inner”, emotional qualities 
of the characters, such as moods and feelings that reveal their personality and 
state of mind. Therefore, the richness of the characterization in picturebooks 
lies in the fact that this can be done by combining text and images, so that 
both instances can complement or contradict each other to create different 
effects and stylistic features in the embodiment of the plot [15].

The “Lil ‘Red” app [1] allows the user to interact with the characters 
in an interesting way, as for instance, when the reader touches a story 
character, the application plays sounds and animations that reveal certain 

 Fig. 3. Example of the 
interaction in the visual 

narrative in Lil’ Red - 
An Interactive Story [1].
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characteristics of the characters’ personality. For instance, when the user 
interacts with the Little Red Riding Hood character, it reacts with a child-
ish laughter, whereas when the reader interacts with the Wolf, it shows his 
teeth, triggering a threatening sound.

The Goldilocks and Little Bear application [16] allows interaction 
with the characters through virtual reality, similar to a player, the reader 
can control the characters in activities linked to the story. During the 
interaction the characters address the reader directly and in the automatic 
reading version the reader can hear their voices. Both, the voices and the 
interactive animations fit the characters well, reinforcing the idea that the 
Goldilocks character is a curious girl.

3.3. Narrative Perspective
The narrative perspective refers to the “point of view” of the narration, 
which can be assumed by the narrator, by the characters or by the implied 
reader. It can be a literal perspective, in accordance with the perspective 
of the events’ presenter; figurative, when it conveys an ideological view 
of the world; or transferred, when the narrator appropriates the story and 
tells the events. In picturebooks, the narrative perspective is again related 
to the switching between the communication through pictures and words, 
between showing and telling [15].

According to Nikolajeva and Scott [15], the main differential of 
picturebooks are the ways in which text and image can jointly benefit the 
narrative adding its peculiar characteristics. While “only verbal texts can 
comment on events and characters or address the reader immediately (“ 
Now I will tell you ...), [...] the images have their own means of expres-
sion” [15:157]. As for instance, when a character looks directly from the 
illustration to the reader, or instead it is presented using different modes 
and framing angles, being displayed for instance below the reader’s line 
of sight, making the character seem fragile. 

Highly interactive children’s picturebooks, such as story apps, may allow 
interaction throughout the story to show different content or narrative per-
spectives. This is the case of the Goldilocks and Little Bear app that allows the 
reader to rotate the tablet device, revealing another story version. As in the 
“normal version” in the rotated version the Little Bear character also enters 
the humans’ house and tastes their food (Fig. 4). The bear sits on the arm-
chair and the reader can choose in which bed it will lie down. By physically 
interacting with the tablet, spinning it again, the reader returns to the original 

Fig. 4. Different types 
of narrative perspec-
tives in “Goldilocks and 
Little Bear” app. [16]
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story version where Goldilocks is the one that invades the house of the Baer.
Multimodality associated with the story can contribute for creating 

more dynamic and engaging stories. The inclusion of sound and touch 
can enrich children’s literary experience. As an example, the Lil ‘Red app 
[1] triggers bass sounds when the reader interacts with the Wolf, generat-
ing a sense of danger (Fig.5). However, when the reader interacts with 
the Little Red Riding Hood character, it emits sounds of laughter as well 
as subtle sound and animation effects that represent the little girl in the 

story. These variation of the visual and 
the auditory stimuli that are triggered 
when the reader interacts with the 
story characters create empathy with 
the Lil’Red, generating feelings of fear 
towards the wolf. Therefore, the interac-
tion can reinforce a particular aspect of 
the narrative. 

In printed picturebooks children can 
benefit from the richness of the graphic 
forms and in interactive pop-up books 
they can additionally explore the books in 
a tangible, sensory way, this also allows 
them to read the story in a very personal-
ized way. In story apps children are able 

to control the characters and the elements of the scenario in a playful 
manner, similar to playing a game. Such affordances can promote a deep-
er involvment with the story. However, to achieve this, the application 
need to be carefully designed, since the inclusion of the interaction can 
also have a disturbing effect [2] impairing the reading activity. Therefore, 
when designing the interaction for ebooks, developers and designers need 
to focus primarily on the story and carefully consider the types of interac-
tion that they may use. Such approach will allow the readers to focus on 
the literary activity, enabling them not only to read, but also to play an 
active role in the construction of the narratives.

5. Considerations
Through the illustrated book the child comes into contact with reading in 
several ways, since the interaction with the text includes diegetic and mi-
metic characteristics, the images and visuals facilitate the representation 
of the ambience and the characters, enriching the storytelling activity. 
A well-balanced approach between the story plot and the design of the 
interaction in ebooks for children needs to consider these characteristics 
and the literary qualities into account.

As children’s books increasingly move into the digital format, the con-
nections between interactivity and literature also grow closer together. “As 
books incorporate higher levels of interactivity, the reader, in turn, is likely to 
become more active” [19: 2]. If the design of interactivity in children’s ebooks 
is geared towards promoting a good reading experience and the understand-
ing of literary contents in a more dynamic and immersive way, this can stimu-

 Fig. 5. Perspectives of 
the visual narrative in 

Lil’ Red - An Interactive 
Story [1].
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late higher levels of engagement and reading comprehension [2, 7, 20]. 
Story books in the form of ebooks have the potential to increase the 

visual narrative by including digital and multimedia interactivity. Inter-
activity can have impactful effects on reading and when it is well aligned 
with the story plot, it can lead to even greater proximity of the readers 
by enabling them to participate more actively in the development of the 
story plot. Interactive features that are congruent with the narrative can 
contribute to increase the reader’s engagement with the story. This opens 
avenues for integrating interaction in ebooks as a resource that allows 
children to actively participate in the construction of the story, telling it in 
their own way, having access to different perspectives of the narrative and 
the presence of multimedia effects that enrich the characterization of the 
characters making the visual narrative even more synesthetic.

6. Future Work
This paper is part of a research project about the design of interactive 
features for children’s ebooks. We presented a theoretical discussion and 
proposed possible solutions to help designing better interaction in chil-
dren’s story applications. In future work we intend to further investigate 
these issues and to present a set of guidelines for the design of interactive 
children’s books.
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Abstract

This paper is part of a master’s degree project, still in progress, in the 
field of Image Design, which title is: Visual narratives about death, grief 
and the sense of loss in adolescence and it will be presented to the Fine 
Arts Faculty of the University of Porto. The project as the main goal to 
reflect about the key-role of illustration and writing when creating visual 
narratives that aim to reflect a theme that is so intimate, human and 
extremely personal, which is the death of a father. We talk about the 
illustrator as a character, through the ability that the illustrator has when 
portraying himself through autobiographical narratives. We also approach 
the idea of the illustrator as an interpreter, by the way he, himself, is his 
own interpreter able to, at the same time interpret what he feels and the 
outcome of his own work, seeking for solutions that provide a self-thera-
py. We approach briefly methodological questions about the fact of this 
project being an autoethnographic act, where the subject that investigates 
is, at the same time, the object of research. Being aware of the analytical 
difficulties underlying the construction of an umbilical project like this, 
there is a greater need to blur the relationship between private and public. 
The vulnerability and honesty of the author become the key elements of 
the project. This project proposes an approach to graphic visual narratives, 
with a strong concern in the intuitive, meditative and therapeutic process 
of the drawing and, in the way images are mentally recollected by the au-
thor through rituals of memory. The images, somewhat abstract-looking, 
most of them made through blind-contour drawing exercises, allow the 
reader a wider perspective to imagine and to recreate the image. The cap-
tions and some written moments show the reader the path to walk but are 
entirely up to the reader to let himself absorb and re-interpret each image 
and each context, allowing each image to speak for itself.

Introduction
Forever we have died, and we will forever, die. Talk about death is com-
plex and it can cause some chicken bumps on our skin. In my family, there 
is a certain habituation to death and talking about it is made with some 
indifference. I talk about my own family and, more specifically in the first 
single person, because this project is about me and about personal and 

1 & 2 FBAUP, Fine Arts Faculty of University of Porto, Portugal
2 Grupo de Investigação ID+
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familial matters. It’s an autoethnographic project that, through drawing 
and writing, transforms these two into therapeutic and cathartic sessions, 
that can be seen as kind of a self-therapy. My own grief experience is part 
of this project, as a story and as motivation. 

The first person I talked about the theme of this project, asked me: 
“Do you think this is going to be good for you?” showing some concern 
about me going to relive a so highly traumatic moment of my adolescence. 
That question lead to another one, asked by Patricia Leavy [1]: Which are 
the rewards and challenges of writing about ourselves? (p.36 ). 

At the bottom of the question, I try to understand why I am like I am and 
what lead me to be like this. Can I blame my not so good past that I carry with 
me in a so heavy way, for the attitudes and reactions I have nowadays with 
myself and with people that surround me? In a way, we don’t want to believe 
that we are like we are just because so. We want to be able to find that the 
reason for all these uncertainties and indecisions didn’t start by itself alone.

This project is presented like a memory, a remembrance in my fa-
ther’s homage through illustrations that try to reconstruct that past. It was 
my father that encouraged me to draw and paint since I was a little child. 
The need of a cathartic feeling through drawing gives, then, birth to an 
illustrated editorial artifact. Going through all the process since the blind-
contour drawing to the edition and production of the editorial artefact 
allows us to understand the existence of what we named as therapeutic 
process and the resolution or attenuation of what we refer in the title of 
this paper: the grief and the sense of loss.

In the first chapter “Death, grief and the sense of loss in adolescence,” 
we will contextualize the theme of the project. With a wider approach, 
we intend to awake the curiosity and the inquietude that death provokes 
in the human being and also how the stimulus is felt after the presence of 
death in someone near us. In that way, we want to relate the grief and the 
sense of loss in adolescence with the age of the adolescent as cause and 
consequence for the reactions felt during the process of grief. We also aim 
to interpret the specific relationship between father and daughter as well as 
the father’s absence and the consequences that occur because of that. In the 
second chapter “The illustrator as character and interpreter” we approach 
the theme of autobiographical narratives, vastly approached in graphic nov-
el-memoirs and the cathartic process of the drawing and to draw combined 
to a therapeutic writing. In the third chapter “The subject that investigates 
as the object of the research” will be approached the methodology of an 
autoethnographic project, as well as pointed out the advantages and disad-
vantages of the chosen method. In the fourth chapter “Narratives of the I: 
the creative process” we will describe the developing of that process.

1. Death, grief and the sense of loss in adolescence

“Between all the powers that life gives us, is highlighted the power of 
death, for his rigor, impartiality, efficiency and invincibility, making all 
living beings as equals” [2] (p.68) constituting “the most inexorable of 
certainties and the more abyssal of all questions” [3] (p.282). Agreeing 
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with Philippe Àries [4], the attitudes before death by the occidental 
societies are characterized by fear and shame (p.69). The fear is 
defined as being the most immediate and intuitive response to death, 
for “none of us can truly accept or even understand the affirmative 
that we are mortals” [ 5] (p.149). Tony Walker [6] equates death to a 
social taboo in addition to the idea of denial as a defense mechanism 
inherent to the human being (p.12), in an attempt of saving us from 
suffering, shame and the uncomfortable that death and grief contain. 
By their turn, Kastenbaum and Aisenberg [7] associate death to a 
stimulus (p.41), because “is when the human being understands his 
finitude that each living instant acquires a new meaning, facing the 
advantages and disadvantages of their ideas, actions, and fate” [2].

“In our time (...) death becomes interdicted” [2] (p.60) where the “society 
proposes to men to denial death and to fight against it through the rational-
ism of modern science” [8] (p.31). At the same time, contemporary society 
“trivialize the death of the other and, with frequency transforms it into a 
spectacle, into media, into movies” [2] (p.138). The society and its institu-
tionalized powers, as well as the innovation in technology and science, im-
pel the human being to believe in an unreal biological finitude, “in a society 
that encourages a busy life, devoted to work and to the material well-being” 
[2] (p.119). Richard G. Dumont and Dennis C. Foss [9] justify this idea by 
claiming that society needs, in a way, to denial death, allowing the human 
being to go on with his daily life with some sense of compromise (p.13). 

Despite the human being and the society that embraces it stand back 
vigorously from death, our culture justifies its own meaning and existence 
because there is death [2] (p.67). Paula Isabel Santos [8] approaches the 
concept of symbolic immortality through the idea that death justifies and 
supports, by its importance in transmitting knowledge from generation 
to generation and in its comprehension of human activity in teaching, 
religion, and parenting (p.43). It’s what makes us want even more and 
want to be better. “Each one of us lives through their sons and daughters, 
grandsons and granddaughters, in an infinite biological chain” [8] (p.5 1).  

In 1979, Peter Blos [10] introduced the concept of the adolescent de-
veloping through the enunciation of three phases: early adolescence (10-14 
years old), intermediate adolescence (15-17 years old) and late adolescence 
(18-22 years old) (p.8). In an early adolescence phase, the young feel himself 
in conflict, by wanting to take the first steps independently from his parents 
and, at the same time, feeling protected and secured in the family (p.3). 

To Douglas J. Davies [5], the death of the parents defines and trans-
forms the notion of the self in the world. Davies even says that the death 
of parents is fundamental in some aspects to gaining maturity in adult life, 
with regard to heritage and the developing of a self-identity (p.41). Despite 
the non-existence of an agreement about the consequences of a father or 
mother’s death in a son or daughter’s life [11] (p.300), we all may agree that 
is a traumatic experience, even more, when lived as a child or adolescent, 
specifically when we still look to them as representatives of the entire world; 
when we still are physically and emotionally dependent on them.
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F. Brown, British psychiatrist [7] when examine the relationship 
between orphanage in childhood and depressive illnesses in adult life, he 
concludes that, even when there is a delay or even an absence in demon-
strating grief by the children, that grief will be felt later, already in adult 
life, with depressive symptoms (p.11). 

According to Michael E. Lamb [12], the role of the father is essential, 
concerning the balance and emotional support in the family, providing a 
better relationship between mother and child (p.2). Henry B. Biller and Jon 
Lopez Kimpton [13] defend that, in a standard way, when the father plays an 
active role, he is endowing the child with a greater opportunity of devel-
oping a positive body image, as well as an increase of self-esteem, moral 
strength and social skills (p.161). According to the interpretation of Talcott 
Parsons [14], the father represents the link of connection between the fam-
ily environment and the surroundings, as known as a society (p.32). 

In Douglas C. Kimmel [15] there is the perception that children who 
suffer from a father absence because of death, gather fewer tendencies 
to develop behavioral problems or psychological disturbances during 
adolescence and as adults, when compared to a father absence because of 
divorce, for example. Besides that, Kimmel states that adolescents have a 
smaller tendency to suffer negative impacts from a father’s absence when 
compared to younger children (p.250). 

Mavis E. Hetherington, in 1972 [14] conducted a study about adoles-
cent daughters (13-17 years old) and the consequences of a father’s absence 
by death and divorce, when compared to adolescent daughters in a stand-
ard familiar environment. They were only-child daughters and none of the 
mothers remarried. Hetherington concluded that the adolescent from the 
first two groups had more difficulties when relating with men and com-
panions. The widow’s daughters were shyer, and the divorced ones looked 
for attention from the men and showed a higher heterosexual activity. All 
daughters showed a higher dependency to their mothers (pp.105,106). 

Celeste Malpique [14], through different authors, claim that daugh-
ters don’t seem to be so affected by the father’s absence, maybe because 
their similar role model – the mother – is present. Others suggest that 
daughters, in the father’s absence, reject their feminine side (p.103). 
There are also some other authors that relate the good social and emo-
tional adaptation of the daughter with fatherly influence, claiming that the 
“satisfactory realization in marriage and in the sexual life of the daughter 
is correlated with an affectionate relationship with the father” (p.105). 

Taking into consideration the process of grief, in 1917, Sigmund 
Freud [8] compared grief with melancholia, where he showed that “pro-
found depression and other psychological disturbances were many times 
an expression of a wrongly solved grief ” (p.30). In 1937, Helene Deutsch 
[16] introduced the concept of absent grief, showing that the non-living of 
grief in the right time could outcome into depressive periods in the future, 
provoking some reactions like anxiety and omission of affection (p.46 ). 
Later on, in 1944, Erich Lindemann [16] realized that the delay in express-
ing and living the grief by the death of a loving one could last years, and 
that process could be once again initiated through a new loss (p.46 ).
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The vast majority of studies conducted during the 20th century show 
that dealing with grief in adolescence leads to an increase of maturity in 
the adolescent, instead of a psychological regression and disturbance. 
Instead of promoting obstacles, the process of grief in the adolescent 
seems to lead to a developing of himself, presenting him with a premature 
adulthood [17]. Even so, adolescents in a process of grief feel different and 
distant from their peers. These, most of the times unaware, act strangely 
with the grieved adolescent, making him feel abnormal [18]. By their turn, 
Julia Stokes, Catriona Reid and Vanessa Corr [19], approach the idea that 
adolescent grief may be related with anxiety, depression, guilt and anger, 
as well as chronic diseases, weak self-esteem, behavioral disturbances at 
school and interpersonal difficulties (p.178). 

As a way of dealing with disturbed feelings of anxiety, depression, guilt 
or anger, keeping a diary or talking with someone are viable options and very 
common as well. Josef Breuer and Sigmund Freud [20] described the healing 
and therapeutic effects that can be reached when stimulating patients to 
express their repressed emotions and thoughts. There are recent studies that 
relate the cumulation of stress and even the appearance of possible diseases 
with the inhibition of expressing traumatic emotions and thoughts (p.219). 

Some keep close to them, objects that belonged to the loved ones, 
initiating a ritual of memory, where, in intimate moments, they intend to 
relive those memories through old photographs, films or diaries. Remem-
bering is similar to go back in time. We try to come near the ones that 
are no longer present, and we gain new understandings about them. We 
keep close to us little heritages that were given to us, as well as promises, 
advice, dreams, and ways of doing things [21] (pp.48,49).

2. The illustrator as character and interpreter
The entire project is based on the construction of stories, episodes and re-
markable events, all of them decisive and meaningful to the author’s life. 
The narrative has an enormous importance to the structure of the project. 
Starting from this idea, we define the illustrator as a character, where the 
author of the project is, herself, also the character.

We also define the illustrator as an interpreter of the own drawing through 
the cathartic and therapeutic process that it provides, being like a self-therapy.

Is through the use of narrative that our experiences are circum-
scribed in a way that reduces the amount of confusion and complexity 
that inhabits our lives. The narratives help us to structure the meanings 
that we define to a particular experience, as well as circumscribe possibili-
ties about what we see [22] (p.85).

For Gerald Monk [22] one of the most influential cultural processes in 
our lived experiences are the ones that engage family (p.86). Thus, the auto-
biography plays a fundamental role in occidental culture and represents a key 
element of our time: the relationship between private and public [23] (p.9). 

Some of the most powerful graphic novels contain autobiographical 
material and non-fiction stories names as memoirs. Some of the most 
known memoirs include Art Spiegelman’s Maus (1986 ), David Small’s 
Stiches (2009) [24] or Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home (2006 ).
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Inspired by Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Marianne Hirsch [25] intro-
duced the concept of postmemory, where the progenitor’s past overshad-
ows the descendant’s present, including traumatic events that go on 
from generation to generation. The writer recreates the parent’s experi-
ence in an imaginative way, especially through old family photographs 
( p.17). Through the act of seeing and interpreting, the writer fills the 
story of the parents, in some way inaccessible, with a narrative origi-
nated from his own life and identity [25] ( p.18). 

Philippe Lejeune [25] describes the private life as being, almost 
always, a co-property ( p.18), justifying the idea of being automatically 
impelled to speak and to portray what and who are more closed to us. 
An autobiography is, in a way, also, a biography, because is filled with 
various elements that appear and help to construct an autobiographical 
narrative [25] ( p.19). For Nancy R . Miller [25], the treason of exposing 
secrets is a requirement of the autobiographical act ( p.30). In these fam-
ily stories, like Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home, focused on the father’s loss, 
the mother plays an ambivalent role that stays at the side of the story at 
the same time that defines it [25] ( p.33). Bechdel speaks [25] about her 
notion of hurting her mother’s feelings while writing the book. After the 
releasing of Fun Home, Bechdel’s mother, in a kind of a review of the 
book in a local newspaper, quoted William Faulkner: “The writer’s only 
responsibility is to his art. If a writer has to rob his mother, he will not 
hesitate” ( p.33) showing some acceptance of her daughter’s book.

An integral part of a visual narrative is the drawing. Tania Kovats [26] 
speaks about drawing as a primary act of creativity and compares it to 
the act of breathing (p.9). We practice it as one of our first school tasks. In 
adults, we used it pragmatically to sketch maps, plans and to doodle ideas. 
Through drawing we are able to take advantage of mistakes and errors, 
transforming the drawing into something that can be improvised and in 
permanent change [27] (p.6 ). Drawing can be also seen as a way to portray 
a private moment and intense one [27] (p.7) by its immediacy, secretive-
ness and by the easy way that can be folded and saved [27] (p.9). 

The purpose of the drawing made by memory, considered by Peter 
Berger [28] as one of the most important kinds of drawing, is made 
with the intention of exorcise painful memories, trying to pour out, in 
a definitive way, those images from the artist’s mind and transfer them 
into the paper ( p.49). 

Denis Diderot [29] looks to a drawing with more pleasure than to a 
painting. He believes that the drawing has more life and, that’s why it be-
comes more attractive, and in its indetermination, allows a wider freedom 
and interpretation by who sees it (p.26 ).

We can find this idea at Chloe Piene’s drawings, where we feel a 
physical energy that is on the verge of exploding [27] (p.256 ) only through 
the intermittency of the line. For Anne-Marie Schneider, drawing is like 
keeping a diary, that prevents her to write only with words, through the 
daily creation of images [27] (p.278). David Shrigley speaks of his own 
work as trying to be the most intuitive possible, becoming, in equal ways, 
about everything and nothing [27] (p.284). 
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While looking to drawing as a way of self-therapy, some notions 
of ar t-therapy arise. Drawing has been undeniably recognized as one 
of the most impor tant ways through which children express them-
selves and had been widely related to the expression of personality 
and emotions [ 30] ( p.1). Drawings provide the children the potential 
to tell stories, to express metaphors and to show different world 
points- of-view, through the produced images and through their reac-
tions to those images [ 30] ( p. 4 3). 

According to Aristoteles [31], the art is valued “for being a way of 
therapy” and also “from a medicinal perspective, to awake and purge 
the dangerous emotions” (p.12). While creating an object of art, this one 
becomes a way of self-analysis for the artist. Each project represents a self-
encounter like it was an analytical session in which the artist re-experiences 
and reorganizes his feelings through the artistic process [32] (p.15).

 The term “art-therapy” was coined in 1942 by the artist Adrian Hill 
[33] (p.25). During centuries, various medical practitioners and the public, 
in general, believed that the arts could contribute to a release and also to 
an exaggeration of the mental and physical conditions of the human being 
[33] (p.52). Many of the art-therapy pioneers had interest for Surrealism, 
a movement that pretended to reveal the true process of thinking, freed 
from reason and logic. In the “First Manifesto” of 1924, André Breton 
described Surrealism as: “pure psychic automatism through which it pre-
tends to express, verbally, in writing or through any other means, the real 
process of thinking, without any kind of control by reason and deprived of 
any moral and aesthetic concern” [33] (p.94). 

The exercise of blind- contour drawing was firstly introduced 
in 1941 by Kimon Nicolaides. At first sight, a blind- contour drawing 
seems to be a tangled of lines but, if we look closer, we start to see 
that those random marks become strangely appealing. The exercise 
of doing a blind- contour drawing seems to provoke a rejection of the 
brain’s left hemisphere, allowing us to change to “R-mode” [34] ( p.92). 
That “R-mode” represents the brain’s right hemisphere and can be 
commonly associated with alternative states of mind, such as driving 
or reading, where we lose the track of time passing like there is a time 
suspension. While taking advantage of the brain’s right hemisphere in 
the act of drawing, we feel extremely focused in what interests us; we 
feel energetic, calm, active and without any kind of anxiety; confidants 
and able to execute the task we held in our hands. Our thoughts are no 
longer with words, becoming entirely visual [34] ( pp.84-8 5).

The lines made by the brain’s right hemisphere are generally more 
visually appealing than the ones made in our normal state of consciousness, 
where the left hemisphere prevails. By the time we change that tendency, 
the most common things become the more interesting ones [34] (p.92). By 
reasons that Betty Edwards [34] can’t enumerate, the blind-contour draw-
ing is one of the key-exercises during drawing apprenticeship. Besides that, 
and even more important, is the fact that the blind-contour drawing is the 
exercise that renews our childish incantation and the one that makes us find 
the beauty in the most simple and common things (p.93).
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3. The subject that investigates as the object of research
The storytelling represents an ancient practice, probably so old like the 
story of humankind. Writing about ourselves is so common as to keep a 
diary or writing a story to someone about intimate moments about child-
hood, family, growing old or dying. Autoethnography differs from these 
personal demonstrations by its analytical and interpretative qualities [35] 
(p.32). As Karen Scott-Hoy and Carolyn Ellis say [36]: stories represent the 
way in which the human being makes life meaningful and are essential 
parts of the human understanding (p.129).

Autoethnography is an approach to research and to writing that seeks 
to describe and to systematically analyze the personal experience trying 
to perceive a cultural one. As a method, the autoethnography represents 
both a product and a process. It combines characteristics of autobiography 
and ethnography. While writing an autobiography, the author retroactively 
writes about past experiences. The vast majority of autobiographers write 
about epiphanies: remembered moments that had a significant impact in 
the life trajectory of someone; times of existential crisis that lead a person 
to analyze the lived experience and events which after those, life didn’t 
seem to be the same [37]. In an autoethnographic research, the researcher is 
able to see parts of himself that the readers can’t; by another side, the read-
ers can see parts of the researcher that he himself can’t [36] (p.133).

Patricia Leavy [1] asks herself about the purposes that lead to choose 
and to use the autoethnographic narrative as a method of study, as well as 
the questions that can be raised through this method. In this way, Leavy 
enumerates the personal scouting, the shared traumas, the process of 
grief, the spirituality, the life cycle, the key-moment of someone’s life, 
disease, preconceptions, and oppression as possible purposes (p.41).

Leavy [1] believes that the vulnerability is an essential part of the 
autoethnographic process (p.39). One of the main advantages of working 
through this process is the emerging possibility of creating a self-conscious-
ness, and, in that way, promoting reflexivity. However, put ourselves at the 
main stage of the investigation brings with it a series of considerations and 
concerns. Autoethnography demands from the researcher his own vulner-
ability and ability to feel emotions during the autoethnographic process that 
are impossible to anticipate. Besides that, by exposing his own private life 
in a public sphere, the researcher loses privacy, giving place for criticism to 
appear and that can be painful (p.40). Even so, Mitch Allen [37] alerts for 
the importance of keeping an analytical mind on what concerns the practice 
of autoethnography, because, in any other way, we are just telling our story. 
Walter Benjamin [38] says that represent the past doesn’t mean to recognize 
it just like it happened but, instead of that, it means to create new ways of 
representing and experiencing it (p.117). 

4. Narratives of the I: the creative process
Despite the theme and title of this project are clearly directed to my fa-
ther, it is focused on his absence and what came and still come from that. 
That absence has disrupted familiar bonds and changed ways of com-
municating and feel. There are memories collected from childhood, while 
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we still could be together. There are also 
portraits of some present and non-present 
persons that, in some way, were essential 
to my growth and development. There are 
also told-memories, not my own, which I call 
appropriated memories: they belong to the 
past before me. Those memories are filled 
with “what if…”, fantasized by me trying to 
imagine a different life for my father, despite 
that could mean my own non-existence. 

The writing is an essential element of 
this project because it was the act of writing 
that, in a first approach, unblocked feelings, emotions, and sensations of 
specific memories, as well as some of my initial apprehension to deal with 
a so personal theme. In an intuitive way, it’s the writing that arises at first 
place, as is indicated in figures 1 and 2.

Trying to oppose myself with the writing tendency as first-thing-to-do, 
I choose to work the memories through blind-contour drawing exercises, 
fluid paintings, and monotypes. While re-creating memories with more ran-
dom gestures, like blind-contour drawing, we defined a new role for writ-
ing: being a dialogue element (fig.3), becoming an element of coherence 
in the story that we are communicating, allowing the reader to decipher 
what has been drawn. Besides that, the act of writing was also experienced 
through blind-contour exercises and also using the left hand (opposite to 
the habitual one) trying to produce words with 
a non-figurative aesthetic (fig.4).

The blind-contour drawing (figures 5 and 
6) emerge as a way of being present and rep-
resents a kind of meditation. The concentra-
tion needed takes us to another time, another 
dimension, another space. The blind-contour 
drawing appears after the writing like a men-
tal unblock of the visual memory and those 
are kept safe by its non-figurative appeal. 
Some of the author’s vulnerability is protected 
because of that abstractionism.

While going through my first blind-con-
tour drawing (fig.6 ), it was decided to film 
the process. When the drawing was finished, 
there is a general satisfaction with the final 
outcome. The only downside is the choice 
of the PILOT 0.7 that, because being a gel 
pen, it doesn’t dry so fast, ending with a dirty 
hand and a blurry paper, because of the con-
stant drag of the hand in the paper. This drag 
is necessary and is used as a way of control-
ling the drawing and space in the paper. After 
finishing the drawing, I saw the video. There 

Fig. 1. My mother.
Fig. 2. The last day.

Fig. 3. Trip to 
Manzaneda.
Fig. 4. The French girl.
Fig. 5. Lunch at 
grandparents’ home.
Fig. 6. My father’s 
wake.
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is an early stage where I’m still “conscient”, where we can see, in my look, 
that I was searching for a point of focus that allowed me to freeze my eyes, 
see the idea and turning it into a visual image. Maybe this is the process of 
going from a personal memory to a visual one. What surprises me is the 
transformation of the look. During almost 6 minutes the eyes seem to be 
lost and submerged in another time, in another place. The eyelids close 
only when it’s necessary almost like they were really seeing something. 
For brief moments we can see some sadness and melancholia. What 
was drawn was my father’s coffin at the wake. At the bottom is the priest. 
When looking again at the drawing, there is a feeling of incompleteness. 
I start to write a little caption that tells what happened on that day and I 
start feeling some need to color the drawing. How can I justify this need of 
coloring this drawing? Will this need only appear in this drawing? Because 
of the unpredictability and spontaneity of the blind-contour drawing, the 
need of coloring may come from there. Or coloring the drawing helps to 
smooth some of the sadness.

The practice of the drawing, both the blind-contour drawing as the 
fluid painting or the monotypes, were faced like a diary, in an attempt to 
“say” something every day, without paying too much attention to a par-
ticular drawing. The purpose is to reproduce and to represent memories, 
without filtering them too much and without much concern about the final 
outcome. The core about the process and the act of drawing is the one of 
releasing memories, feelings, and emotions, that is, to find in the drawing 
the intended catharsis in this self-proposed therapy. Anyway, it seemed 

relevant to include all kind of creative entries, 
maintaining the intention of a diary.

Both drawings (figures 7 and 8) emerge 
in a kind of good madness and from an 
enormous will of being able to capture all the 
memories that invade me in a matter of sec-
onds. The choice of the paper and of a more 
fluid ink serve that purpose, of rapidity and 
immediacy in the transposition of the mental 
image into the paper.

The monotypes serve as an artistic 
unblock when nothing else occurs. These 
monotypes (figures 9 and 10) are part of a 
series of somehow random experiences that 
came up in some days, as a way to overflow 
energy, when more concrete images simply 
didn’t come to mind. Despite being con-
sidered as experiences or even as mistakes, 
there is something on them of very attractive. 
This one in particular (fig.9) has something 
that invites to look and to stare for more than 
mere seconds. Portray emotions or sensations 
is complicated. There isn’t a specific visual 
image unless it’s linked with some object or 

Fig. 7. “Father died”.

Fig. 8. Me and my 
father laying on the 

sofa watching movies.

Fig. 9. Monotype.

Fig. 10. Monotype.
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concrete event. We believe that this monotype has in it a representation of 
emotions that raises various possibilities of interpretation on the reader.

The choice of the paper varies consonant the method of drawing that 
is chosen. Anyway, there is a preference for papers with cream tones. The 
paper dimensions vary, in an attempt to create different visual layers and 
to provide, also, a collector’s sensation. Despite being a non-linear nar-
rative, where the drawings arise in an intuitive way and without apparent 
necessity of relating between themselves, there are key-moments that 
were previous defined by the author, such as: the denial phase, the grief 
and the anger connected to the commotions of adolescence, the mother 
and daughter’s relationship, the father’s disease, the past moments of 
father’s life (appropriated memories), the father and daughter’s relation-
ship, the familiar bonds, the decay of relationships, the separation and 
the death of the familiar elements that kept everything together. All these 
moments are part of the story structure that we seek to communicate and 
that will be transformed, in the following step, into an editorial object.

Conclusion
The present study aims to take advantage of the drawing and writing as 
elements of established therapeutic abilities. Through experimentation, 
the attempt and the error, are defined processes of drawing that enable 
the illustrator to rebuild a visual narrative with an autobiographical spirit.

While the execution of the project we aim to comprehend the illustra-
tor’s role essentially as a character and as an interpreter, being able to self-
represent and at the same time, interpret and analyze both the process 
and the product. We recognize the analytical difficulty that arises during 
this process, but we recognize also the illustrator’s honesty and her ability 
to be vulnerable towards a public that looks down and criticizes.

At the beginning of this article, we introduced Patricia Leavy’s [1] ques-
tion: What are the rewards and the challenges of writing about ourselves? At 
this stage of the project, we are able to say that is being felt a stronger ability 
to speak freely about the theme, as well as a feeling of proud and peace for 
being able to work this theme in a healthy and vigorously way.

We name the importance of seeking for processes of drawing that 
could represent the individuality of each memory and, at the same time, 
that could be able to work together while constructing a visual narrative. 
We mentioned the need, by the author, in defining and executing process-
es of drawing that allowed her mind’s unblocking, both in a conceptual 
and aesthetic way. Besides the main purpose of this project – the catharsis 
and the self-therapy –, it is accompanied, at the same time, with the need 
of telling a story and the re-interpretation of a narrative, where, in the fol-
lowing phase, all the produced material will be edited and structured into 
an illustrated editorial artefact.
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Abstract

In order to have a better understanding of the functions and the meanings 
of this new form of artistic experience, we will follow the historical and the 
technological advancement of Robert Barker’s panorama which debuted 
in 1793 in London, Louis Daguerre’s Diorama in Paris in 1822 and Charles 
Wheatstone’s stereoscope in 1838. With each successive advancement, 
the gap between image and audience has been reduced. The progressive 
stages of immersion have prepared the audience for today’s artwork which 
has the capacity to surround the viewer’s senses creating a virtual reality 
experience. Exploring virtual reality art and how the users experience these 
immersive environments will help concretise the emergent grammar and 
help to define the future of art as an immersive experiential journey.

1. Introduction
Contemporary immersive art has evolved to its current place through 
many stages of technical advancement. The introduction of linear 
perspective, panoramas then head-mounted displays with computer-
generated three-dimensional interactive environments used by gamers 
have helped groom the audience to expect increasingly immersive4 art 
experiences. Using a historical methodology, this research examines how 
the viewer’s expectation of immersive experience has developed, keeping 
pace with technological and scientific advancement. By reviewing the 
history of ever increasingly immersive experiences it will become evident 
that these past innovations, the panorama, the diorama and the stereo-
scope prepared the audience for today’s virtual reality art experiences. 
The goal of artists, to bring the viewer into the picture, has been achieved. 
For the purposes of this study, the timeline will begin with Robert Barker’s 
panorama which was displayed in 1793 in a rotonde.

Lev Manovich, the author of The Language of New Media, views 
virtual reality as a pragmatic, data driven result of computation. Frank Pop-
per, the French art historian and curator studied the connection between 
technology and artwork early in his field of research. Popper is considered 
by many to be one the first art historians to see the potential of new media 
art, including virtual reality art as a new medium, a genuine shift in the 
ways art can be represented and perceived. In the same vein as Popper, 
Nechvatal’s definition of virtual reality leans towards a more poetic, artistic 

1 & 2 Paris College of Art, New Media, 15 rue Fénelon, 75010 Paris, França
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approach. Nechvatal, as an academic, focuses on the immersive character-
istic of virtual reality well as expounding on the human physiology which 
makes virtual environments possible, and alludes to its visionary poten-
tial.  William Sherman and Alan Craig, authors of “Understanding Virtual 
Reality: Interface, Application, and Design”, are purely academic, delving 
into the hardware and software developments which make virtual reality 
possible. Sherman and Craig state that there are four critical components in 
virtual reality: a virtual world, immersion, sensory feedback and interactiv-
ity. Their research elucidates on each of these key element, as listed above, 
which aids in understanding how the artistic, scientific and technological 
aspects combine to result in the experiential effects of a virtual reality.  

While this research focuses on the head-mounted displays and single 
user experiences, it should be noted that other technology has been de-
veloped that allows users to virtual reality experiences. These include the 
C.A.V.E system, which allows multiple users, and the Sun Portal20.  Artists 
working with computer technologies today can create images, sounds, 
scenes, animations and soon perhaps scents, that were formerly impossible 
to realize. Further, virtual reality systems give artists the ability to engulf 
their audience into narrative environments on physical and emotional 
levels unequaled in previous artforms. Examples of recent virtual reality 
projects are the floating word environment, “Chalkroom” by Laurie Ander-
son and “Spheres” a three-part virtual reality series which takes place in an 
imagined deep space. The newest technology offers artists an incredible 
diversity of expression while giving audiences unprecedented artistic and 
narrative experiences. Immersive and interactive technology is empower-
ing the audience to participate and to even co-create, which is transforming 
the way we define and experience art and the creative process. Thus, we are 
witnessing a transitional period in contemporary art because of artworks 
made for virtual reality systems. Creative professionals across disciplines 
are teaming up to test the boundaries of this new technology, to explore 
the aesthetics and the experiences that are possible, and to unearth best 
practices as they go along. This study explores how virtual art created in im-
merses the audience in an environment and delivers an unprecedented per-
sonal experience. This research briefly examines the history of immersive 
visual experience, the evolution of virtual reality technology, the emergence 
of artworks created with virtual reality technologies by key pioneering art-
ists, before delving into the nature of the artistic experience in virtual real-
ity. Finally, the study culminates with an examination of the work of three 
contemporary artists working in virtual reality, Laurie Anderson, Rachel 
Rossin, and Nicola Plant. The document explores how virtual environments 
allow artists to contextualize their artwork to better reach the emotions and 
feelings of viewers and to challenge existing assumptions and beliefs about 
who we are and the culture we live in.

2. Robert Barker’s Panorama
This study will assert that the illusion spaces from the late eighteenth 
century that precede virtual experiences were essential to the visual edu-
cation of the spectator. These experiences were vital to the pursuit and 
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development of the next increasingly immersive technology. The artificial 
world is our starting point for following the increasingly immersive spaces 
the audience experienced. The newness of the panoramic experience was 
met enthusiastically by London’s spectators. When viewing the pano-
rama, the audience was surrounded by an image that did not break the il-
lusion by introducing any elements that revealed it as anything other than 
a multi-dimensional image which continued in space.39 William Uricchio 
[17] states in his 2011 article, A ‘Proper Point of View’: The Panorama and 
Some of Its Early Media Iterations, explains “what Robert Barker’s patent 
as a 360-degree painting emphasized the construction of a ‘proper point 
of view’ as a means of making the viewer feel as if on the spot. Uricchio’s 
research highlights the efforts of artists who sought the goal of being in 
the picture rather than merely viewing a scene from the outside. In the 
words of Wolfgang Kemp, the German writer, the panorama gave “a 
space of presence” to the audience. Their field of vision was full, just as 
in reality. Like virtual reality, the panorama was created with the same 
intention in mind, to visually control what the viewer saw thereby creating 
a sense of immersion and depth of space. There are other simpler ways to 
transport one’s imagination to another place. For example, reading a book 
or daydreaming has the ability to transport us, but the spectacle of the 
panorama was something new and captivating.

At the time panoramas became popular at the turn of the nineteenth 
century, Europe was experiencing tremendous change politically and 
socially. The Industrial Revolution which spanned from 1750-1840 brought 
radical changes to the structure of society. The agrarian way of life was 
replaced by industrial work in factories forcing more people to move to the 
large cities for work. With the literacy rate at nearly fifty percent in London 
in eighteen hundred, and newspapers available, it follows that city dwellers 
were aware of the tumultuous events reshaping the world. Perhaps the 
panorama with its all-encompassing experience and timely subject matter 
helped society to contextualize or to feel a part of these changes. 

With this revolution came the iconic steam engine, the symbol of 
change. The public could move between cities and countryside in less time 
and in more comfort. The public was much more aware of current events 
and exotic foreign lands. In combination with burgeoning tourism industry 
the panorama was introduced to popular culture at the perfect time. The 
audience felt, upon entering the panorama, like they were visiting an exotic 
land, a foreign city, or a battlefield, all popular subjects in their day. Without 
the inherent difficulties of traveling the spectators could have an adventure 
and be at home in time to have dinner. The adventure caused little discom-
fort and offered a grand, if only a brief, journey.  

The panorama was developed and marketed in London by the Irish 
painter, Robert Barker (1739-1806 ). He coined the term “panorama” from 
the Greek words pan, meaning “all,” and Diorama, meaning “view,” to 
see everything. Panoramas were painted canvas using techniques to cre-
ate the illusion of depth and volume. Barker knew how to manipulate an 
earlier “immersive” technique – linear perspective – to create paintings on 
cylindrical surfaces that gave an illusion of standing in an all-encompass-
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ing environment without the observer experiencing any visual distortion. 
By employing techniques which adjusted the horizon line to the cylindri-
cal shape in combination with the use lighting it was possible for Barker 
to create the illusion of infinite depth. His invention of an apparatus for 
drawing accurate circular perspective helped him achieve this without 
distortion. Barker’s panorama worked in part by exploiting the tension be-
tween the availability of a complete scene and the necessarily incomplete 
sight available from any one viewing position. Like the real world in which 
the viewer found herself, the excess of visual information in the 360-de-
gree panorama enabled a sense of immersion, allowing the viewer to turn 
in any direction and discover a continuous, expansive vista.

The rotonde, designed and built by architect Robert Mitchell, a round 
building measuring thirty meters in diameter, was designed specifically to 
showcase the panorama and it was unveiled in May 14, 1793 in Leicester 
Square. Visitors would enter into a dark space in the building, which had 
the effect of disorienting them and once the central platform was reached, 
they were surrounded by the painting 360-degree image of a pictorial 
scale to which they could physically relate.

The mass public attending the panorama experience was not aware 
of the advancement in technology or of the use of altered linear perspec-
tive to a round format which facilitated the making of a convincing illu-
sion space. People simply went to the panoramic installations because 
they wanted to feel astonished. It is doubtful that the mechanisms which 
allowed the panorama and then the diorama to function were the first 
thoughts that occurred to the viewers anymore than the first people to 
use a telephone wanted to disassemble it and understand the mecha-
nism. The experience was what they sought. 

The popularity of the panorama soon spread to Berlin and Paris by 
1800. Financially the spectacles had proven a success. Not only were they 
seen as a form of amusement but even artful and thought provoking. 

Fig. 1. Mitchell, R . 
Cross section of the 
Panorama building 
in Leicester Square. 
May 1801 Etching and 
Aquatint, Property of 
the British Library

Fig. 2. Visitors in The 
Panorama.

Fig. 3. Tissandier, 
Gaston. Interior Pano-
rama, 1874.  Etching 
1874. gallica.bnf.fr / 
Bibliothèque Nationale 
de France.

Fig. 4. Day and Night 
Diorama, Woodcut, no  
date, no artists. http://
cultureandcommunica-
tion.org/deadmedia/in-
dex.php/Daguerre%27s_
Diorama.
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Even the great painter Jacques Louis David urged his students to visit the 
panorama once it had opened in Paris.

This is an important testimony in the context of this paper, as this re-
action parallels similar ones experienced in virtual reality today. Today’s 
audiences are discovering how to explore virtual spaces just as the audi-
ence in Eberhard’s time learned how to experience the illusory panorama.

3. Louis Daguerre, Charles Bouton, and the Diorama
Conceptually the panorama was an immense step forward in the evolution 
of immersive visual art. However, the image remained static. Audiences 
soon desired more audacious ways to have immersive experiences. Louis 
Jacques Mande Daguerre (1787-1851) and his partner, Charles Marie Bou-
ton (1781–1853) seized on this opportunity to introduce the diorama in Paris 
in 1822. An expanded version of the panorama, the diorama was a light-
based medium that featured two immense paintings lit from the front and 
the back inside an otherwise pitch-black, rotating auditorium, according 
to Helmut and Alison Gernsheim in their History of the Diorama, the dio-
rama focused on movement and is typically considered a proto-cinematic 
medium. The first dioramas were twenty-two meters by fourteen meters in 
size and were painted in opaque or translucent color on transparent canvas. 
Light could be used on the front or the back and was adjusted with different 
colored apertures. The audience sat in a dark room as the lighting changed 
the scenery. Viewers were thus able to experience moonlight, bright 
sunshine, mist, passing clouds, waterfalls or fast-moving thunderstorms. It 
was not only the mesmerizing changes to the image which drew crowds to 
see the diorama. There were two dioramas. The spectators could see two 
narratives unfold. The platform on which the audience sat rotated to see the 
second diorama. So, with the Diorama the movement the panorama lacked 
could be found. The movement of the changing image and the pivoting in 
the physical space of the building. It was the beginning of cinema, a story 
which could be told with moving scenes. 

Daguerre’s background as a stage painter known for his sunrises and 
sunsets helped him understand light and translucency. This is one of the 
skills which eventually lead him to the invention of the Daguerreotype 
which he developed with Nicéphore Niépce in 1839. It should be noted 
that both photography and film are mentioned in this research, how-
ever they are beyond the scope of this study. The development of visual 
communication during this period is in part due to the industrial revolu-
tion which brought unparalleled rapidity for creating new vehicles for 
immersion and viewing images as three-dimensional. What is essential to 
keep in mind about both these immersive experiences are the effect they 
had on the viewer. They went deeper than simply being a “window” onto 
another place. Audiences were so immersed in what they were looking at 
that they lost the sense of being indoors. 

It is this same wonder and delight that new media artists working in 
virtual reality have the capacity to make. The key difference today is the 
ability of the viewer to interact with the imagery and even co- create as is 
the case with Nicola Plant’s work which will be discussed in chapter three. 
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We will examine how the frame or window which kept the audience sepa-
rate from the experience was disintegrating with each new invention. 

With the advent of the diorama the public was exposed increasingly 
complex visual immersion. Their expectation grew in parallel with the 
movement, light and immersion that was part of the diorama experience. 
This trajectory would soon be followed by the invention of the stereo-
scope by Charles Wheatstone.

4. The Stereoscope
Charles Wheatstone in 1838 published his study “Contributions to the 
Physiology of Vision.” “This paper announced Wheatstone’s explanation 
of the role of the interocular discrepancy for binocular space perception. 
In binocular vision, the two eyes receive slightly different images.” To test 
his theory, Wheatstone built a device named the stereoscope.

The stereoscope created the 
illusion of depth and was the first 
iteration of the head mounted dis-
play that Ivan Sutherland would 
go on to create in 1968 at the 
University of Utah. The human 
physiology that Wheatstone and 
Brewster exploited to create the 
sense of depth by using binocular 
lenses remains the basis for tech-
nology used today. By having their 
field of vision covered completely, 
viewers using the stereoscope 
where free to revel in the static but 
three-dimensional images they 
were seeing. They were also able 
to change the images and the ste-
reoscope was portable. Evidence 
of the stereoscope’s popularity could be found in the number of homes 
who owned them for amusement and educational purposes from the mid 
1840’s on into the 1930’s when it was marketed as the “View Master.” 

5. Artist Jeffrey Shaw: The Interactive Installation
Australian artist Jeffrey Shaw is a pioneer and leading figure in new media 
art, active in this movement since its emergence. Beginning his work in 
the 1960’s, he worked with installations, expanded cinema, performance, 
and the creation of participatory environments. Shaw created his seminal 
interactive installation, Legible City between 1988 and 1991. Shaw’s main 
accomplishment in Legible City was to change the dynamic between user 
and artwork. He introduce movement as part of the experience, in contrast 
to the traditional configuration, a restrictive on,e in which the work of art 
remains static while the viewer moves to find the optimal place to observe. 

The interface for the projection is a stationary bicycle. “Legible 
City ” demonstrated a new way to interact with visual imagery. This 

Fig. 5. Charles 
Wheatstone. The Ste-
reoscope, 1838. Wood, 
Glass, Mirror. King’s 
College London. 
Fig. 6. Charles Wheat-
stone. The Wheatstone 
Arches.

Fig. 7.  Sutherland, 
Ivan. First head-
mounted display, 
“Sword of Damo-
cles.”1968 University 
of Utah. 
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mixed-reality installation is not virtual 
reality nor immersive, but allows the user 
to explore the city as they choose. There-
fore, each user has a different experience 
and is a co - creator. Paul continues further 
to expound on the development of the 
Shaw’s installation.

6. Using Virtual Reality with Artistic Purpose
This chapter looks at three artists and asks what is the language they use 
in the medium of virtual reality and why is this medium best suited to 
their practice. Finally we will ask what did these artists intend for their 
viewers to experience. Laurie Anderson, Rachel Rossin and Nicola Plant, 
were chosen because each uses the medium of virtual reality for different 
purposes. Laurie Anderson is an artist that has a career spanning decades. 
She has directed films, written books, composed music, and created 
multi-sensorial installations and multimedia shows. Anderson collabo-
rated with Taiwanese digital media artist Hsin Chien Huang in her first 
virtual art animation project, “Chalkroom” (2016 ). Rachel Rossin started 
her career as a painter and is a self-taught programmer. Her artwork, 
“Lossy” (2015) uses both her painting, animation and programming skills 
to realize paintings and sculpture based on her virtual environment. 
Nicola Plant’s research is in movement and embodiment. Her immersive 
virtual artwork “Sentient Flux” (2013) studies on the relationship between 
body and environment using Kinect and algorithms.

7. Laurie Anderson - Chalkroom, 2016
Known primarily for her 
multimedia performance 
projects such as “Mo-
bydick”, a 98-minute 
techno opera that toured 
in 1999-2000, Anderson 
is a recognized pioneer 
in technology in the arts. 
Her work ranges from 

simple spoken word performances to elaborate multimedia events. As a 
composer, Anderson has contributed music to films by Wim Wenders and 
Jonathan Demme. In collaboration with Interval Research Corporation, 
a research and development laboratory founded by Paul Allen and David 
Liddle, Anderson explored new creative tools, including the Talking Stick. 
In 2002, she was appointed the first artist-in-residence of NASA.  

According to the artist’s website, laurienanderson.com, “Chalk-
room” is an environment where the user wears a head-mounted display 
to access the virtual environment and navigates using hand-held 
controls. The piece is experienced seated. The aesthetics of the piece 
are like writing on a chalkboard. The lettering is gritty. There is a tactile 
quality to the world Anderson created. 

Fig. 8. Shaw, Jeffrey 
and Dirk Groeneveld, 

Legible City, Jeffrey 
Shaw  Trigon-Per-

sonale.

Fig. 9. Figure 14.  
Shaw, Jeffrey and Dirk 

Groeneveld, Legible 
City, Jeffrey Shaw  Trig-

on-Personale.

Fig. 10. Anderson, 
Laurie, “Chalkroom”, 

2017. Immersive Vir-
tual Reality. 

Fig. 11. Anderson, Lau-
rie. Chalkroom, 2017. 

Immersive Virtual Re-
ality. Image provided 

by the kind permission 
of MassMoca.
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In its imagery and themes, “Chalkroom” has similarities to a 1996 in-
stallation piece of Anderson’s at the Guggenheim Museum in SoHo, New 
York, which was “comprised of a series of walls covered with drawings 
and text in chalk, surrounding an assortment of interactive storytelling 
devices.” In an interview by the Louisiana Channel, Anderson describes 
“Chalkroom” as “traveling through stories.” Another quality of the ex-
perience is the sense that users have of being free and of flying, as if in a 
dream. According to Anderson, “Chalkroom” is so dense and complex, so 
full of stories, that no user will ever be able to find and read them all. 

It is interesting to note that Jeffrey Shaw and Char Davies also use 
text in their work. Whether consciously or not, it seems all three artists are 
reaching for vestiges of a previous medium as they navigate this transitional 
moment. It’s as if they find themselves suspended between two worlds, one 
in which words and screens still exist, and an emerging, future world where 
they do not. For now, words, and other elements such as Davies’s Cartesian 
grids, help give both creators and users find their bearings. 

8. Nicola Plant - Sentient Flux
Nicola Plant is a movement artist, coder and researcher. She is a practic-
ing artist as well as a PhD in Media Art and Technology at the School of 
Electronic Engineering and Computer Science, Queen Mary University 
of London. Nicola’s body of research focuses on human movement and 
expression, embodiment, intersubjectivity and the vicarious experience 
of empathy. Nicola’s background is in music. However, she has always 
worked with technology, collaborating with musicians, as well as ma-
nipulating and interacting with sound. She questions how movement and 
embodiment help the user find their place in the world. 

At the center of her piece Sentient Flux, which she created in collabo-
ration with 3D artist, animator and motion graphics designer Alexander 
Adderley, are the elements of movement, immersion and immateriality. 
Plant’s website nicolaplant.co.uk describes the piece as an “Oculus Rift 
based VR installation that immerses the participant in an atmospheric 
reality of glowing particles that orbit the body.” These particles “[illumi-
nate] themselves only when disturbed by movement. 

The viewer inhabits the virtual space by using motion capture technol-
ogy to track their movement. They interact by moving, and by observing how 
their movements create agitation in the virtual space. The experience explores 
how certain qualities of movement can lead to a sense of presence or even sen-
tience, a feeling or sensation as distinguished from perception and thought. 

Fig. 12. Plant, Nicola. 
“Sentient Flux”, 2015. 
Virtual Art with Kinect.

Fig. 13. Davies, Char. 
Osmose, 1995. Immer-
sive Virtual Reality.
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Plant believes this is due to the immersive quality of virtual reality 
and to the fact that users are visually and aurally isolated from others 
around them. She also emphasizes the importance of instructing the 
users, who might not realize that the experience needs to track their 
movements to function. She believes people look for tasks to accomplish, 
as within a game, or a story to follow. Again, this is evidence of the tran-
sitional moment in which virtual reality finds itself. Users don’t yet know 
how to enter into a completely immersive experience without referring to 
what they already know.

9. Rachel Rossin - Lossy, 2015  
Rachel Rossin is a multimedia 
artist who uses virtual real-
ity technology, painting and 
sculpture to realize her vision. A 
self-taught programmer, Rossin 
traces the roots of her artistic 
practice back to her childhood. 
Hours spent playing the single 
user game Call of Duty and 
disassembling then reassem-

bling her mother’s computer lead to her interest in programming. She 
quickly grasped how computers worked and was programming by the age 
of eight. She would print dot matrix images and then draw on top of the 
dots. Rossin is based at The New Museum, where she received the first 
ever New INC virtual reality fellowship in 2015 and first began integrating 
virtual reality technology in her art. Today she works at the forefront of 
this new medium, creating imaginary digital worlds that can be accessed 
through an HTC Vive, head-mounted display. 

The exhibition “Lossy” at ZieherSmith gallery in 2015 represented 
the first time in her practice that Rossin merged painting and virtual real-
ity. She displayed abstract paintings and sculpture alongside HTC Vive 
head-mounted display, which when donned provided viewers with an 
immersive experience upon which the paintings are based. 

In a 2015 article in Wired Magazine, author Elizabeth Stinton 
explains that the word “lossy” refers to a digital compression technique 
that reduces a file’s size by stripping it of unnecessary information. This 
is in contrast to “lossless” compression in which no information is lost, 
but where the file takes up more space. Faced with the inevitable tradeoff 
between size and quality, Rossin wondered whether the concept of lossy 
compression could extend into other realms. The effect is a sort of com-
pression, from the paintings to the videos experienced in virtual reality. 
Instead of being in one world or the other, Lossy amalgamates them, and 
this begins in the very process of creating the work. Starting with 3D scans 
of her bedroom and studio, she then imports the three-dimension images 
into Unity and alters them by applying the forces of physics. At every step, 
information was “lost” and transformed. Rossin blends the real and the 
virtual. The result is a visual style that seems wholly of this new dimen-

Fig. 14. Rossin, Rachel. 
Lossy, 2015. Virtual 

Reality Environment.

Fig. 15. Rossin, Rachel. 
Lossy, 2015. Virtual 

Reality Environment.
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sion. Rosin believes it is up to artists to explore this blurry area. The transi-
tional moment that we find ourselves in seems to express itself in Rossin’s 
work in terms of a toggling back and forth from the real to the virtual. The 
feeling is not so much that we’re being asked to leave one world behind to 
embrace the other, but to accept both as true at the same time. 
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